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PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR TITANIUM ALUMINIDE INTERMETALLICS

R.L. McCarron and J.C. Schaeffer, GE Aircraft Engines;
G.H. Meier and D. Berztiss, University of Pittsburgh;
R.A. Perkins and J. Cullinan, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Abstract
Advanced titanium aluminide intermetallics are being developed for applications
where service temperatures are in the range 650°C to 900oC. The usefulness of
these alloys may be limited by oxidation and by oxygen-induced embrittlement.
Successful application of these materials requires that the kinetics of oxidation for
the base alloys are parabolic and that coatings are available for environmental
protection of alpha-2 alloys above 700oC and gamma alloys above 8150C.
Results of an ongoing program tc meet these requirements for gamma alloys are
presented.

Introduction
Gamma titanium aluminide (y-TiAl or gamma) alloys are being developed for
application in aircraft gas turbine engines. Potential applications include:
components in the compressor, turbine, and exhaust sections of the engine.
Gamma alloys have a higher specific strength and specific modulus than nickelbase alloys like Alloy 718 and Rene'41 which are currently used in these
applications. These properties translate Into better fuel efficiency through weight
savings if y-TIAI alloys substitute for nickel or cobalt-base alloys. General Electric
Aircraft Engines (GEAE) is carrying out a program to develop a coating for
environmental protection of gamma alloys at temperatures above 700oC. This
program is sponsored by the Naval Air Warfare Center at Warminster, PA.
Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh and Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
(LMSC) are partners with GEAE in this research. This paper reviews results from
this ongoing program.
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Alloy Selection
A gamma alley with a nominal composition of Ti-47AI-2Cr-4Ta {47-2-4)1 was
selected as the substrate alloy for use in this program. The isothermal oxidation
behavior of this alloy has been measured by Meier at 800, 900, and 1000oC2.
Results are shown in Figure 1. The ultimate tensile strength as a function of
temperature for this alloy is shown in Figure 2. Work is still in progress to
determine the susceptibility of the 47-2-4 alloy to environmental attack by high
velocity cyclic oxidation/hot corrosion, hot salt stress corrosion cracking, and
surface hardening due to interstitial dissolution. It seems prudent to assume that a
coating will be required for environmental protection in most applications.
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Figure 1 - Isothermal oxidation results for the Ti-47AI-2Cr-4Ta alloy at several
temperatures.
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Coating Selection
The ideal coating (or y-TiAl should form an adherent alumina scale similar to that
on coated superalloys. The composition should be adjusted so that thermal
expansion mismatch and interdiffusion are minimized. Work done at the
University of Pittsburgh and LMSC identified compositions in the Ti-Cr-AI system
that meet these goals34. Applying Wagner's analysis5 for the transition from
internal to external oxidation these workers determined that a third element must
be added to y-TiAl alloys in order to form alumina scales over a wide range of
temperatures and compositions.
Chromium was selected as the best third element. A detailed study of the
oxidation behavior of alloys in the Ti-Cr-AI system was made at 800,1100, and
1300oC. An oxide map showing the boundary of compositions which will form a
continuous alumina scale with no transient oxide in air at each temperature is
shown in Figure 3. A composition boundary for alloy melting is also shown. As
temperature is reduced, both the Al and Cr contents of he alloys must be
increased to form alumina scales. Alloys that can form alumina in air at all
temperatures from 800oC to the melting point must have compositions lying above
the 800oC oxide map boundary in Figure 3.
Coating/Process Development
Coating development is based upon compositions in the Ti-Cr-AI system and
includes evaluation of several processes for coating application. Eight
compositions of bulk TiCrAI alloys were selected based upon the 800oC boundary

40
SO
60
Chromwm (at %)

Figure 3 - Oxide map showing the composition of alloys in the Ti-Cr-AI system
which form protective alumina scales in air at 800oC, 1100oC and
1300°C The compositions where incipient melting occurs at 1300oC
are also indicated on the map.
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in Figure 3. The alloy compositions are plotted on Figure 4. Also included in
Figure 4 is an approximation of the selected gamma alloy composition, Ti-47AI2Cr-4Ta, denoted by the star.6
The program consists of three tasks. Under Task 1 the bulk TiCrAI alloys were
prepared in the laboratory and then evaluated for oxidation resistance,
mechanical behavior, thermal stability and thermal expansion properties. Based
upon Task 1 results several coating compositions were identified for coating of the
gamma alloy in Task 2. Task 2 is partly a coating process study where slurry
fusion, low pressure plasma spray, high velocity oxygen fuel spraying and
sputtering were evaluated as methods for applying the TiCrAI coatings to the
gamma alloy. Specimens of the coated gamma alloy were then evaluated in
oxidation between 760° and lOOOX. Tasks 1 and 2 are now complete.
Task 3 will include a fine tuning of the best TiCrAI coating composition and
process where specimens will be evaluated in rigorous environmental tests which
closely simulate engine conditions. Finally, the effect of the coating and
application process on tensile (R.T. and 760°C in air) and creep properties (760°C
and 1000°C in air) of the gamma alloy will be evaluated.

Chromium <al %l

Figure 4 - Oxide map for the Ti-Cr-AI system showing compositions of the eight
bulk TiCrAI alloys and the baseline gamma alloy.
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Summary of Preliminary Results
Following is a summary of the key results on the program to date:
(1)

TiCrAI alloys with Cr contents from 6-35 atom percent and Al contents from
47-55 atom percent form thin alumina scales in air at temperatures between
760 and 1000°C. An example is shown in Figure 5 where a thin continuous
alumina scale is obseryed on alloy #8 after 1578 hours of cyclic oxidation at
1000°C in air.

(2)

Bulk TiCrAI alloys haye excellent cyclic oxidation resistance at 900 and
1000°C, similar to coatings used on Ni-base alloys. The data in Figure 6
illustrate this point, where a higher Kp yalue represents more rapid oxidation.
Data from this program show that the gap in the oxidation resistance between
the gamma alloy and a Ni-25AI alloy (nickel-base alumina former) is bridged
by the TiCrAI alloy.

(3)

Results of diffusion couple studies show that the TiCrAI alloys exhibit limited
interdiffusion with the gamma alloy substrate containing Cr and Ta at 1000°C.
"his behavior is shown in Figure 7 for TiCrAI alloy #6 on the Ti-47AI-2Cr-4Ta
substrate after 256 hours of exposure at 1000°C. The Cr rich precipitates in
the gamma alloy suggest that the major atom movement is chromium from the
coating into the substrate. If the depth of Cr diffusion is equated to the depth
of precipitation, then it is estimated that the maximum interdiffusion after 5000
hours would be about 25pm.

10pm

Figure 5 - Micrograph of alloy #8 (Ti-55AI-6Cr) after 1578 Hr. of cyclic oxidation at
1000°C. The scale is a thin continuous layer of alumina.
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w /T, (K )
Figure 6 - Plot of the parabolic rate constant. Kp. vs the reciprocal of the absolute
temperature for a gamma alloy (in O2). a TiCrAI alloy and Ni-25AI^
(ttK latter two in air).

...
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Figure 7 - Micrograph of alloy #6 (Ti-47AI-18Cr) diffusion bonded to the Ti-47AI2Cr-4Ta alloy after 256 hours at 1000“C.

(4) Measurements have shown that bulk TiCrAI alloys have larger mean
expansion coefficients than gamma alloys. The thermal expansion mismatch.
Aa. has been calculated to be less than 10% in the temperature range where
gamma alloys will be used. This degree of mismatch should not cause failure
at the coating/substrate interface because the thermal stresses produced are
less than the fracture strength of either the coating or substrate.

i.m

(5) Formation of TiCrAI coatings on the gamma substrate has been
demonstrated using:
•
Sputtenng
•
Low Pressure Plasma Spraying
•
High Velocity Oxygen Fuel Spraying
•
Slurry Fusion
(6) Thermodynamic analysis indicates the feasibility of producing TiCrAI coatings
with the pack cementation process.
(7) The best TiCrAI coatings to date have been applied by sputtering The
microstructure of the sputtered alloy «4 (Ti-44AI-28Cr) coating on the gamma
alloy substrate is shown m Figure 8.

'mst:
V

■'ill

i

iv ’

lTi-47AI-2Cr-4Ta

Figure 8 - Micrograph of alloy #4 (Ti-44AI-28Cr) sputtered onto the
Ti-47Al-2Cr-4Ta gamma substrate. Little reaction or interdiffusion
occurs at the coating/substrate interface as a result of the coating
process.

Time, Hr.

Figure 9 • Cyclic oxidation kinetics for a gamma alloy coated with alloy #4
(Ti-44AI-28Cr) are similar to those observed for bulk alloy #4.
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(8)

Isothermal and cyclic oxidation testing of sputtered coatings have produced
encouraging results. Cyclic results at 900°C in air are illustrated in Figure 9
for the alloy #4 (Ti-44AI-28Cr) In bulk form and sputtered onto the gamma
substrate. Note that the weight change Is exceedingly small for times over
2000 hours and that the coating is behaving the same as the bulk alloy.

Summary
Research to date h,is shown that a range of alloy compositions in the Ti-Cr-AI
system form proteclVe alumina scales in the temperature range 760 to 1000oC in
air. These alloys can be applied as a coating on a gamma alloy and provide
excellent oxidation protection via the formation of a thin adherent film of a-AljOa.
The final phase of this research program will evaluate the effects of 'he coating
and the application pi cess on the mechanical properties of the base gamma
alloy.
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Introduction
The outstanding mechanical properties of titanium have led to
a great increase in the field of application. However, one
of the disadvantages that prohibit further increase in applicability of titanium is the unsatisfactory resistance to wear
due to the relatively low surface hardness /I/.
In order to increase the surface hardness, in addKion to
technical alloy measures, it is possible to employ carbon
or nitrogen just as for the hardening of steel. Because of
the extreme hardness of the compound TiN, attempts are still
being made to generate this compound on the titanium surface
and to anchor it firmly in the base material by means of
suitable measures. This is opposed by the high affinity of
titanium for oxygen, which makes a normal thermochemical surface treatment impossible, e.g. gas nitriding or gas nitrocarburizing. This work describes the first successful developmental steps in high-pressure nitriding, a process for the
nitriding of titanium by means of a thermochemical reaction.
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Nitriding of titanium - status of the technology

During recent decades reports have been published on
some processes which are also used productively on a
small scale. Table 1 gives a survey of these processes,
and compares them with the process newly developed by
Leybold Durferrit GmbH, the high-pressure nitriding
process.

| Surface Nitriding Processes |
Process

Characteristic

PVD

co&Hng

XOSOOdagC

Plasma-Spraying

ootting

aa^soodtgc

Plasma-Nitriding

dtfutk*!

n&SOOdugC

Medium Temperature
range

Salt-Bath-Nitriding

aOOdugC

Laser Nitriding

>rL

I Pressure-Nitriding
I
TIDUNIT*

Table

1

Processes

mxnooätgc

for

surface hardening of
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titanium

High-pressure nitriding

a new process

All of the processes mentioned - with the exception of the
salt bath process - nave une point in commnn, that in order
to overcome the oxide layer barrier they must be preceded
by costly, preliminary cleaning operations (pickling,
sputtering).
An intensive evaluation of the literature relating to the
subject, "High-pressure nitriding. of metals", and initial
spot checks, on which /2/ and/3/ report, gave indications
that a treatment of titanium in gas under increased pressure
can also offer advantages with respect to the speed of
handling and the depassivat ion of the surface.
The high-pressure nitriding of titanium materials is marked
by the use of gas (nitrogen, ammonia, or nitrogen-ammonia
mixtures) as transfer medium. This process can be employed
in the temperature range of 600-800oC, and is classed as a
diffusion-controlled process.
fig. 1 reproduces the processing seguence followed in
high-pressure nitriding. The processing steps are listed
on the center axis. After a step where the parts are
degreased in alkaline soap not shown in Figure 1, the parts
are placed on normal charge carriers similar to those also
used in the vacuum heat treatment, and the plant is charged.
In order to generate a low oxygen partial pressure, the
plant is then evacuated to 10-2 mbar. After heating of the
plant to nitriding temperature, the actual nitriding process
is initiated by filling of the plant with the process gas
to pressures between 5 and 50 bar. As process gas, nitrogen,
ammonia, or mixtures can be considered.

(High-Pressure-Nitriding

Fig.

1:

- Process cycle -

Processing seguence in
high-pressure nitriding
),981

ni t ride laye rs of differe nt thi ckne sses
When N2 is used
are bui It up de pend ing 0 n the pres sure, as repor ted in
n, 3/, however the se la yers are i n all no t adeq uate
A lower ing of t he t emper ature belo w B0DoC is net pos sible
in N2 An inten si f i catio n is possi ble in a mmonia whe n the
hydroge n that h as d i f f us ed in is r emoved a gain b y an annealing pr ocess in vac uum. At at mosph eric pre ssure, inc reases
in hard ness are att ained on t he su rface of pure tita niutn
when th e treatm ent tempe ratur e lie s higher than 900° C. The
high te tnperatur es r esul t in a n inf luence 0 n the base metal
which c an not b e to lerat ed f0 r tec hnical a pplica t ion s.
Through an incr ease in p ressu re - just as when n itro gen is
used - an impro ved ni t ri ding ef f ec t must b e expe cted At the
present time, a n NH 3 Pre ssure of 1 2 bar ca n be b uilt up in
the pla nt. High er p ressu res c an be attaine d with amm onianitroge n mixtur es. The n i trid ing t reatment is co nclu ded by
cooling of the char gos a nd re lease of pres sure i n th e plant,
In orde r to deh ydra te th e par ts, a temper! ng tre atme nt can
follow at tempe ratu res b etwee n 300 and 400 0C in vacu um at
lO"2 mb ar.

Our own studies
Procedure
In order tu test the process, flat test specimens of pure
titanium (3.7035) and of the alloy TiA16V4 (3.7165) were
nitrided for metallographic studies. The surfaces of the
test specimens were precision-ground.
The experiments were carried out in the temperature range
of 600 to 900°C. The treatment time varied between 1 aid 4
hours. As described above, and proceeding from the results
of 12, 3/, the medium used was ammonia at a pressure of
12 bar. Follow'ng the nitriding treatment, the test samples
were tempered at 300C'C in vacuum for k hours.
Results an discussion
After a nitr idin g tre atment at 850° C for ii h our s, pure
t i taniu m for ms a lust rous go Id laye r aim ost 20 pm thick.
By mean s of SIMS (sec ondary ion mas s spe ct ro scopy ) it has
been po ssibl e to esta blish t hat the uppe rmos t lay er consists
of TIN. Slig ht i mpuri ties wi th carb on an d ox ygen decrease
rapidly afte r sp utter ing off of the uppe rmos t ato mic layers,
The cau se fo r th e car bon con t a m i n a t ion i s th e gra phlte
1ining of th e fu rnace . Under the Ti N lay er, a lay er of Ti2N
thickn ess w hich is c onverted
formsof appr oxim atel y equal
into a zone wher e nit rogen i s disso 1 ved in t he ti tanium.
From th e har dnes s ind entatio ns, the stea dy d ecrea se in hardness is illu stra ted a s the b ase mat erial is appro ached .
Qual i ta t i vel y, t he sa me surf ace str uctur e ap plies for the
t i t a n i u m all oy, TiA16 V4. Her e, howe ver, the layer thicknesses
are con sider abl y less . The c ause fo r thi s is the format ion
of stab le al umin ium 0 xides 0 n the s ur fac e wh ich a re not
reduced unde r th e con dit ions given.
),9B2

Under the covering layers of TiN and Ti2N, a layer of
globularly formed e«.-titanium grains can be recognized which
must be attributed to the ».-stabilizing effect of the
nitrogen. The structure of the base material is not affected.
Although hydrogen diffuses into the titanium when ammonia is
used, and hydrides form at the grain boundaries, these can
no longer be detected metallographically after an optimized
tempering treatment in a vacuum.

Titanium
high-pressure-nitrided: 12 bar NH3

600
750
temperature [degC]
rig. 2

900

Effecct of various temperatures andtimes on
the compound layer of pressure-nitrided titanium
Fig. 2, where pure titanium is used as an example, show how
the formation of the surface layers on pure titanium depends
on the treatment temperature and on the time. After a treatment time as short as 60 minutes at 600°C, more than 90% of
the layer thickness has been attained in comparison with a
treatment of 4 hours.
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It is ovbious that with "high-pressure nitriding" a rapid
and efficient reduction of the surface is attained, which
together with the high density of the medium and the associated high availability of diffusible nitrogen results in a
considerable shortening of the process time.
The courses of hardening in Fig. 3 for different treatment
temperatures show that in every case a hardness of about
1000 HV is attained in the temperature range of inter.est.
This value does not give the true hardness of the surface
layer because influences of the base material must not be
ruled out in the measurement process employed.

Hardness of Titanium
high-pressure-nitrided: 12 bar NH3
HirdneM IHV 0,0261
1000

900degC/120min
600

700degC/60min

500degC/120min
0

0,02

0,04
depth Imml

Fig. 3:

Hardness of titanium

1,984

o.oe

The studies of TiA16VA (Fig. A) likewise showed that after
a relatively short treatment time the layer build-up is
almost completed. In contrast to pure titanium, the layer
thickness at high temperatures increases only moderately
with time. The reason for this is likewise to be found in
the aluminium oxide coating on the surface, which can only
be converted to suboxides and reduced in the temperature
range starting at about 11000C. The hardness (Fig. 5) likewise lies in the range of 1000 HV when treatmen'. temperatures are selected above 750oC, whereby the hardness values
of the surface can be seriously falsified by the base
material.

Hardness of TiAI6V4
high-pressure-nitrided: 12 bar NH3

TiAl 6 V4

HirdnaM IHV0.025I

high-pressure-nitrided: 12 bar NH3

240 min
120 min

60 min

600

Fig.

750
900
temperature [degC]

0,02

h:

Hardness of TiA16VA

0.04

0,06

depth |mm|

Effect of various
Fig.
temperature on the
compound layer thickness
of pressure-nitrided
TiA16VA
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Applications engineering
On the basis of the encouraging results, applications
engineering experiments were carried out on parts. In these
experiments, additional, far-reaching advantages are found
referring to the geometry of the part. Fig. 6 gives an
overwiew of parts made of titanium which were surfacerefined by high-pressure nitriding from the sectors
medical technology
automobile construction
machine construction
dental engineering
precision mechanics.

(racing)

All parts represented were nitrided in the temperature
range of 650 to 950°C depending on specification.

/ am

'Ife:

Fig. 6:

mmm
v\V

'jI

High-pressure nitrided series parts
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With the processes known in the past, it is almost
impossible to generate uniform surface layerr, especially
on complicated partgeometries. However, hy nitriding under
high pressure, even points where access5 bil it y is difficult;
sucn as, Tor example, narrow, deep holes and blind holes,
undercuts, threads, etc. can be nitrided perfectly and at
no additional expense.
Summary
High-pressure nitriding opens up new possibilities foi the
use of titanium alloys. It was shown that through employment
of this process a thermochemical treatment of titanium is
possible even at temperatures below the transition temperature. The process gas at a high density causes the rapid
build-up of a TiN layer without the material having to be
pre treated for reduction of the surface. It is possible to
attain uniform nitriding of evenparts with an extremely
unfavorable geometry at no additional expense for the
charging.
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Abstract
The nitriding reaction of formation of Ti-N alloys is studied, Microhardness
measurements are used for the mechanical characterization of the alloys ; and D.S.C.,
D.T.A. and X-ray diffraction and metallography for the physical characterization. The
phase transformation quenched 6-> 8' is complete for the composition 33.8±0.5 at.% N.
The enthalpy of reaction being AH = -64 Jg-1. The 5' phase undergoes peritectoTd
decomposition at 800 ±10oC according to the reaction 5' •» E + 5. A partial Ti-N
equilibrium diagram is proposed.
i

Introduction
The transformation of the quenched 5 -TiNo.5 phase into a 5'-TiNo.5 phase by low
temperature annealing was first shown by Lobier and Marcon (1]. The different works on
the Ti-N phase diagram are summarized in the critical review of Wriedt and Murray 12).
They [21 suggest that the upper limit of stability of the 8' phase is 800oC, where it
coexists with e -Ti2N and 5-TINx in a perltectoid equilibrium. The 8' phase has a narrow
homogeneity range around 37.5 at %N. This subnitride, derived from the 8-f.c.c. phase
by ordering of the nitrogen vacancies along the c axis, has a tetragonal symmetry, space
group I4i/amd, a = 4.1493 A, 0 = 8.7858 A 131. It may be represented as a
superposition of two f.c.c. lattices. Lengauer and Ettmayer (41 have shown, firstly, that
quenched 8 -TiNo.5 is transformed into 8' -TiNo.5 at 700oC in 180 min, then transforms
slowly into the e phase, and secondly, that the 8' phase appears to be metastable. In
recent work (51, the present authors made the same observation and indicated that the
8' phase appears within the limits TiNo.5-TiNo6- The number and the diversity of the
proposals relating to the homogeneity range of 8' have led us to undertake a deeper
study of this phase.
Experimental procedures
"Clean" techniques were used (pure gas, laboratory vessels perfectly out-gassed,
ultrahigh vacuum, non-reactive sample holders). The base metal used was pure titanium,
supplied by Cezus. The principal impurities (in 10~6 atomic fraction) were as follows :
Tilunium '92
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280 carbon ; less than 200 nitrogen ; 900 - 1800 oxygen ; 10 - 200 aluminium ; 15 - 60
vanadium ; 50 chromium ; 150 - 250 iron ; 60 nickel ; 25 zirconium. The nitrogen gas
ustd, supplied by Air Liquid, had a purity better than 99.9999%. Two types of TiNx
homogeneous bulk samples were produced by nitrogen diffusion. After nitriding at
1300oC, the plates 45x10x0.4 mm3 were homogenized at 1300oC for 600h. These
treatments were carried out by r.f. induction heating, the samples being kept inside a
cylindrical reaction vessel of nitrided zirconium. The strip bulk samples were obtained by
direct heating, using the Joule effect, of titanium strips measuring 150x10x0.12 mm3.
The main aim of the experimental procedure was to load the titanium strip with nitrogen,
over a known length and in an homogeneous manner, by introducing a definite quantity
of nitrogen into the reaction vessel. This preparation was based on similar work on Zr-0
alloys [6]. After all the nitrogen necessary for the reaction had been consumed, pure
argon was introduced (105 Pa) to carry out homogenizing annealing for 485 h (71. The
homogeneous length was 100 mm. The concentration determined by the definite
quantity of nitrogen gas introduced in the reaction vessel was compared with that
obtained by X-ray diffraction according to the law of variation of the lattice parameter in
5 -TiNxl5]. Some samples were analysed by the method of complete hot oxidation of
TiNx 'nt0 Ti02.
For the DSC and DTA thermal studies, the samples were placed in cylindrical copper or
platinum crucibles which were (hen crimped to render them gas tight, this operation
being carried out in a glove-box under argon. The alloys obtained underwent isothermal
annealing at 750° and 950oC. Finally each sample was studied by x-ray diffraction,
microhardness and optical microscopy.
Kinetics of the nitriding reaction
The kinetics of the mass increase Am (fig.1) of the samples follow a law of the parabolic
type. In the expression of the form Am" = Kt, a mean value of x = 1,9 is obtained,
instead of 2 for a strictly parabolic law. In the temperature range 1410 -1500oC, the
following expression is obtained for the kinetic constant : K = 1.49 x 10"6 exp (-275
kJ/RT) mg2cm-4s-1.

+ mo" c
Mio" r
□ 1470" r
x Han' c
& irion" r

Figure 1 ■ Mass increase as a function of Time
Vickers microhardness
The results are given In Table 1.
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TABLE 1. - Values of vickers microhardness (HV100=* kg.mm-21
T«^..

Concentration
(TlNm,x= 1

29p5

1

cei 1

■nd
Duration
(h|

nwa«*

KV,., x

i

1 i21
1 U=0.47) |

B00"C, 24h
800-C,401h

j

gSO'C, 23h MU'I
760*C, 24h

| (x=0.51l

"

2300

(«»•)

| (x=0.42) |

(S300 K«/»1!
1890

•=0.4945
c=0. ■103'j

(t300

-

620,C,0.6h
920*C,0.5h

37.8
| (x=0.6U
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750-C, 24h
75Q,C,744h

■--0.4219

39.0
(x=:0.62l

13ÜO-C,492h

«=0.4222

39.0
(x=0.62)

960-C, 24h

39.0
(x-0.621

950,C, 24h
760-C, 48h

»=0,4219

40.0
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750,C, 24h

«=0,4226 j

|
!
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1
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1
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1
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1

(♦400

30(10
!
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The test load of 100g was chosen in the load range in which the Meyer Law is followed
(the slope of the corresponding straight line is about 2 with a correlation coefficient =
0.99). The microhardness depends on nitrogen concentration but Is little influenced by
heat treatment. By order of decreasing microhardness, the results were ar follows :
5 phase > S' phase > e phase > a phase
OSC results.
Three alloys of composition 33.8, 34.7 and 35.3 at.% N, all being Singlephase 6-TiNx
after quenching , were studied. Figure 2 shows an exemple of DSC curves for the alloy
of 33.8 at % N, an exothermal transformation appears only for the first heating cycle.
12 5p

f
SECOND HEATING CYCLE

FIRST HEBTING CYCLE

TEMPERflTUPE

CO

Figure 2 - DSC curves AT 2.5° C min'' for the alloy of 33.8 at. % N, first and second
heating cycles
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Table 2 gives the experimental results. With the increase in the nitrogen concentration in
these alloys, it will be noticed that for the transition quenched 5 -> 5' there is an increase
in the transformation starting temperature (AT = 50oC) and a decrease in exothermal
effect. The final structural is single-phase 5' for the alloy of 33.8 at % N and becomes
two-phase (6 + 6') for higher concentrations. Kinetic problems for the formation of the 6"
phase appear at 35.3 at.% N, an exothermal transformation appears for the first and
second heating cycles.
TABLE 2. - DSC results at 1.25 and 2.5 "C min-' for the four alloys
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If Kissinger's method is applied to these results obtained at only two rates, the activation
energy of the transformation is evaluated as 114 ± 1 kj moM.
07» results.
In order to pursue our investigation at higher temperatures, two alloys were studied by
DTA, one of 34.7 at % N, the other of 35.3 at.% N. The heat cycle rates were identical
within ± 30C min_1. Figure 3 shows DTA curves and Table 3 gives the results.
TABLE 3 - DTA results for alloys of 34 and 35.3 at % N
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34.7 at.% N allov : On heating an exothermic peak spreading from 700 to 7900C
corresponding to the transition quenched 6 -> 6', can be seen, along with an endothermic
peak from 800 to 913C'C corresponding to transition into the two-phase domain 8 + E.
On cooling, only one exothermic peak is observed from 800 to 635°. It corresponds to
the reappareance of the 6' phase.
35.3 at.% N allov : On heating two successive peaks can be seen, but they are of
smaller amplitude than those of the preceding alloy. On cooling no peak is observed.
1,992

The transition of quenched 6 -► 8’ appears, for the three alloys as an irreversible
exothermic phenomenon. The 5‘ phase, thus, has a lower free energy than the quenched
phase. The quenched 6 -» 5' transition is complete for 33.8 at % N. whereas it is
incomplete for higher concentrations. The decrease in the transition peaks m DSC and
DTA with the increase in concentration shows that the proportions of the 8 and 8’
phases are certainly functions of the concentration. The peritectic corresponding to the
reaction 8' <=> e +8 can be drawn at 800 ± 10®C.

Figure 3 - DTA heating and cooling curves
$ j -tural arwf

study, phase eouilibrium at 750 and 950°C

The equilibrium of the 8.8'. e and a phases were studied during heat treatments under
ultrahigh vacuum.
Isotherm 750^ C. TT1. 48 h.
The graph temperature vs concentration (fig.4) shows the experimental results. The
proportion of transformation quenched 8 —» 8' varies linearly with concentration in the
concentration range 33.8-38 at.% N. Two micrographs (fig. 5 and 6) snow the 8*
phase in two alloys.

:

!

13.1 a«nivMrw3i

mm

figure 4 ■ Phase diagram after anrtealing at 750“ ITT1I.
Figure 5 - 33.8 at.% N alloy after annealing at 750°C. Surface examination of the
sample, which is completely 8’ phase, active under polarized light (Very fine needles are
formed along several preferred directions)
1.W3

Figure 6 ■ Alloy of 35.3 at.%N after annealing at 750°C for 48h. Inside the primary
grains of the S phase, the 5' phase, active under polarized light, has developed as very
fine needles along preferred directions. The grains are not all occupied by the &' phase.
Isotherm 950<‘C. TT2. 24h.
The structural state of the samples annealed at 950°C after quenching, gives
information on the different phases present at this temperature (Figure 7 and Figure 8) :
at 29.5 at. % N, c and a ;
at 33.8 at. % N, e and 6 ;
from 35.3 at. % N and above, 5.
------------ ------------------

O.OSrr-

Figure 7 - Phase diagram for isotherms 950°C ITT2I and 750°C ITT3)
Figure 8 ■ 34.7 at % N alloy after annealing at 950°C. surface examination of the
sample. Micrographic structure is in a state of granular reorganization e + 6 along the
previous f>‘ needles.
Isotherm 750°C. TT3
This series of heat treatment cycles (950“C for 24h. with a rapid return to ambient
cornfitions followed by annealing at 750°C for about 330h) gives information on the
structure at 750°C. of equilibrated alloys b
to\ known characteristics (fig 7).

1.W4

The different phases present are as follows :
35.3 at. % N to about 38.3 at. % N : the samples are two-phase 5 + 8', and beyond
this limit the samples are single phase 5 ;
33.8 to 34.7 at. % N : the samples are three-phase e +8 +6' with a majority of E ;
29.5 at. % N : they are two-phase e + a with majority of E.
In no case has a structural state with a majority of 5' been observed.
Comparing the structural results of the two cycles of heat treatment carried out at
7500C, for samples having the same concentration, the phases obtained are different.
The proportions of 5' vary according to the original structure and remain constant (about
15%) after heat treatment of type TT3.
The fact that a three-phase domain e + 5 + 8' is found for an annealing time of 330 h
at 750oC reveals an important kinetic problem 14). Formation of e from 6 is a
reconstructive transformation associated with nucleation problems probably due to the
generation of interfaces of high interfacial energy. These factors greatly slow down the
low-temperature transformation rates.
Conclusions
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Figure 9 - Partial Ti-N diagram
Fig(9) gives the partial TI-N diagram corresponding to the present results. The 6' phase,
which is an equilibrium phase, splits up on a peritectoTd at 800oC ±100C according to
the reaction 5' o E + 5. For temperature under 800oC, the 5' phase separates twophase regions : the first, e + 8', is located between 33 and 33.8 at % N, the second, 8'
+ 5, between 33.8 and 38 at. % N. The only important disagreement with Arbuzov's
diagram [8] concerns the position of the 8' phase, which he situates at 37.5 at. % N and
which we find at 33.8 ± 0.5 at. % N.
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THE ELECTROPLATING OF TITANIUM

FROM NaCl-KCl FUSED SALT
Shuzhen Duan, Ying Kong, Zhiyu Qiao, Xuefan Gu.
University of Science and Technology Beijing, Beijing 100083, China.

ABSTRACT
The electrochemical reduction and electrodeposition process of titanium metal
from NaCl-KCl molten salt have been studied by cyclic voltammetry and
chronoamperometry. It has been confirmed that the reduction of Ti subchlorides are
stepwise as: Ti + + e = Ti + ,77 * +2e = Ti and electrochemically reversible. The
diffusion of titanium ions is rate-controlling. The deposits of Ti have been found to
partially diffuse into Pt or Fe substrates.
The electrodeposition of Ti metal undergoes instantaneous three dimensional
nucleation nucleation and growth of hemispherical nuclei controlled by diffusion of ions
in the melt. It could be used to optimise electroplating process of titanium. On this
basis, high quality titanium coatings have been obtained by using the high frequency
pulse potentiostatic technique.
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INTRODUCTION
Titanium and its alleys are widely used as important materials due to their high
melting point, low specific gravity, corrosion resistance and high strength. Electroplating of titanium onto various substrates may offer combined properties of Ti and
substrate materials. Hence the electroplating of Ti is an efficient method to more
effectively utilize Ti metal. Recent studies have dealt with electrodeposition of Ti from
molten salts because Ti could not be deposited from aqueous solutions.
Electrodeposition processes in molten salts are generally rate-controlled by diffusion of
ions and result in dendritic deposits. The practical experience of molten salt electroplating shows: Due to the influence of concentration polarization, the irregular profile
produced is unavoidable in molten salts electroplating ur.der constant current density0'.
In molten salt electroplating, it is hard to find the complex smoothing and leveling
agents which may be used to control the quality of coated layers. Thus, operation under
charge-transfer (kinetic) control, or control of initial stage of nucleation and growth
may be a prerequisite for obtaining coherent deposits of Ti metal"'.
The present investigation was undertaken to determine how far cathodic reduction
of Ti ions occurs, and to characterize the nature of electrodeposition of Ti metal from
NaCl-KCl(l:lmol%) molten salt by cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry
Based on these studies, it is easy to find out the relation of the forms and properties of
titanium deposits prepared under well defined electrochemical conditions, and use this
to optimise the properties of electroplate.

EXPERIMENTAL
Experiments were performed in a stainless steel cell. The NaCl and KC1 salts used
were of analytical purity. The electrolyte NaCI-KCI (l:lmol%) was contained in an inner alumina crucible and dehydrated under vacuum prior to use as temperature was
gradually raised to 480oC, then the mixture continued to be melted at 720°C under an
argon atmosphere. It was followed by preelectrolysis using a graphite rod electrode until
the residual current was less than 0.5mA / cm2. Titanium subchlorides were prepared by
the reaction of Ti metal with liquid titanium tetrachloride in a NaCl melt at 700°C.
The potentiostatic circuit consisted of a three-electrode system, Potentiaostat
SHD-1,
and
an
XY
recorder.
The
reference
electrode
was
Ag / AgCI-(NaCI-KCI)(" which was shielded from the electrolyte by a porcelain
sheath. The working electrode was a Pt flag or a pure iron sheet, and the counter electrode was a graphite rod. A Pt wire and low carbon steel wire were used as working electrode, pure titanium sheet as a counter electrode, and a Ti wire as reference electrode
during chronoamperometric experiments. Because of disproportionation of Ti
subchlorides, electrochemical measurements should be carried out after the establishment of equilibrium between Ti metal, Ti2+ and TiJ+, which was determined by measuring the electrode potential'" £ rji., ni. vs. Ag / Ag(I) reference potential.
In electroplating, the working electrode is made of low carbon steel wire, the coun1,998

tcr electrode is a pure titanium plate, and the reference electrode is of a pure titanium
wire. A Mo rod was used as an indicating electrode, an Ag / AgCI for the reference electrode, for measuring the average valance of the system. The low carbon steel rod used as
the substrate of electroplating must be polished in a stepwise fashion using
metallographical sand-paper of different grades.
The electrolyte NaCL; KCL (1:1 mol) containing low-valance titanium salt, (under
sat. Ti sponge conditions) is maintained for 4 hours to achieve equilibrium. When the
average valance falls below 2.35, the electroplating can proceed. At this point, the
electrolyte contains 4.4 wt% TiClj and 2.0 wt% TiCI,.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Study of Electrochemical Proceaa
Fig. I represents typical voltammogram obtained after addition of Ti subchlorides
to the NaCl-KCl melt. There are two reduction waves (a,b) and three reoxidation
waves (c, d, and e) when the potential scan is reversed.
Peak potentials E' and E , and half-peak potentials E'n and E /2, are virtually unchanged with increasing scan rate v, indicating that both reduction processes are
reversible'2-3'. The cathodic current peaks /' and / increase linearly with an increase
!
in (scan rate)1 at various concentrations as shown in Fig.2. Both reduction processes
are diffusion-controlled*4'.
A half-peak potential for a soluble product under reversible condition is given by
the equation:
E ,-E =2.2(iRT/nF

(1)

According to equation (1), electron numbers n, and n,, of electrode reactions for
Ti2+ and Ti3+, respectively, were calculated as ni = 1.27 and nh = 2.07. The results
show that cathodic reduction of Ti subchlorides undergoes two steps: Ti^+e = TiJ+
and Ti2++2e = Ti. The deposition titanium metal can dissolve into the Pt substrate and
form a Ti-Pt alloy.'".
Typical current-time transients obtained for electrodeposition of Ti onto Pt electrode is presented in fig.3. The currents did not simply decay with time, but increased
again after rapidly decreasing. This is characterisitic of nucleation and growth of nuclei.
i

The I VS. t1 relationship corresponding to rising sections of current-time profiles
under various overpotentials shows linear dependence with increasing slopes(fig.4). It
obeys the kinetic equation for instantaneous nucleaction",7)followed by growth of three
dimensional nuclei under ions mass-transfer control:
3

11

I

i^ZFnNAlDCSMU* /pi

(2)
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where ZF is the molar charge of depositing species, D is its diffusion coefficient, C its
concentration in mol cm-3, M its molecular weight and p its density. Hence, the
electrodeposition of Ti onto Pt electrode presents instantaneous nucleation features.
i

The slopes of I - i2 lines increases with increasing overpotentials a..d indicates that
nucleation rate and nucleation densities are very sensitive to the magnitude of
overpotentials, Nucleation densities increase with increasing overpotential, and the
crystallites become finer.
This chronoamperommetry study reveals that electrodeposition of titanium undergoes an initial stage of nucleation and growth of nuclei under proper overpotentials.
Therefore, it is possible to obtain the maximum nuclei density by controlling
overpotentials in order to produce a coherent, dense and adherent deposit of Ti metal.
The Electroplating of Titanium

a. Constant Potential Electroplating
The constant potential electroplating means an over potential is continuously
maintained during the process of electroplating. The results from investigating of
electrodeposition show that it is the same for the Ti deposition as that for other metals,
and that a critical nucleation overpotential exists. The constant potential must be higher
than the critical nucleation potential.
The metallograph shows that if the overpotential is under constant potential electroplating, a branch style crystal is observed. If it is cleaned by dilute sulphuric acid, the
loose branch style crystals will be lost, in which only a thin uniform layer near the
substrate is left, as shown in Figure 5. The thickness of the coated layer abtained from
the process of constant potential method is rather thin (5~6/i).
b. Pulse Potential Electroplating
Two types of pulse electroplating have been used. One is with low frequency pulse,
or in other words, the time interval for nucleation is about several seconds. The other is
with higher frequency, that is lO^-lO^scc.for nucleation.
1. Low Frequency Pulse Electroplating
After each nucleation, the potential on electrode drops to zero (relative tr Ti
reference electrode), hence no nucleation occurs on the electrode, about 20mA dissolving current is proceeded, the concentration of Ti ions on the surface of electrode is
increased, this will be benificial to the nucleation for the next pulse. After the pulse sustains a period, the layer near the substrate with partial branch style crystal components
evidently reduces, and the rate of covering is increased clearly (Fig.6). In low frequency
pulse electroplating, when »;, = -350 to -500mv, t = 2sec. or 3sec, »jj = 0, the tir e for on
and off ratio t|/tj = 2:l or 1:1, and after several pulses, the coated layer on the
substrate has rather good cohesion and high covering rate.
2.Higher Frequency Pulse Electroplating
Many papers indicate that pul«e electroplating can produce high quality coating
which are much better than the ie from direct current electroplating. Not only is the
crystallization of the coating fine, the grain of crystal small, and the holes on the coating
reduced, but also impurities in fhc coating largely reduced. Thus, the purity of the layer
2,000

is enhanced, and corrosion resistance is improved.
In our experiments, square-wave voltage pulses are used, in which r, and t1 are
all in the range of lO^-KTSec. Fig.7 shows that the good covering rate and fine structure of the coating can be obtained near the substrate under conditions of: »r, = -350~
-500mv,»r2 =0, /, =10"2-10~'scc. andan on/offratio 1,/^= l:l:or 2:1.
The Characteristics of Coating
The covering rate of a coating is the criteria of the quality of the layer. Fig.8, which
corresponds to Fig.7 represent the topographs of coatings. These pictures show that the
grain sizes on the surface are uniform, no holes are present and a better covering rate
was achieved. The energy spectrum obtained from a scanning electromicroscope indicated that the coating is pure Ti metal. (Figure 9).
CONCLUSIONS
I.The electrolytic reduction process of titanium ions in NaCl-KCl melt, at 720t:, has
been studied by cyclic voltammetry. The results indicate that the cathodic reduction of
Ti(in) and Ti(ll) are Ti(111 )+e -Ti( 11) and Ti( 11 )+2e = Ti, and both reductions are
diffusion controlled.
2.Thc electrocrystallization of titanium has been studied by chronoamperometry. The
chronoamperogram showeo that the deposition process of Ti involves instantaneous
three dimensional nucleation followed by growth of nuclei contolled by diffusion of
ions in the melt.
3.The method of constant potential or the method of pulse electroplating can produce a
fine structure Ti coating on low carbon steel substrate for NaCl-KCl (1:1 molar
radio) molten salt system under 700t;. The stability of the experiment, the uniformity
of the coating, and the covering rate obtained by the pulse electroplating are better
than those associated with the constant potential method. Fine structure crystals can
be achieved at the beginning stage of nucleation in NaCl-KCl-4%TiCl,-2.2%
TiClj at 700t; under the following two sets of conditions,
a.low frequency
»;, =-350mv-—500mv, »;2 =0, J, =2-3sec,and/2 / <, = 1:1 or 1:2.
b.higher frequency
»I, =-350mv—500mv, »^=0, «, = 10 "2 - 10"* sec,and r2 / », = 1:1 or 1:2.
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Fig.3. Chronoamperograms for the reduction of titanium ions in
NaCl-KCl
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700t:
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Fig.5. Transverse section of Ti coating
(375x), constant potential electro
plating, n, =-300mv, t = 10min.

Fig.7. Transverse section of Ti coating
(lOOx) High frequency elctroplat»ng»ri = -350niv,
»Ti = 0, t, = 3
X IO“*$ec,
tj = 2x IO"*sec.
Electroplating time 30 min.

Fig.6. Transverse section of Ti coat
ing (1400x) Low frequency
pulse
electroplating.
if, = -400mv,
i»i = 0.
t, = 3 sec.
t, = I sec.
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Fig.8. Topograph of coating (llOOx)

Fig.9 Energy spectrum of the coating surface
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THE STRENGTHENING OF FRICTION UNIT PARTS PRODUCED
OF TITANIUM ALLOYS BY EXPLOSIVE COATINGS
Vitally Goldfine, Irshat Galeev,| Victor Ignatov|, Stal Ushkov
Central Researcgh Institute of Structural Materials
Sankt-Petersburg, 193167,Russia

Abstract
The paper deals with tensile properties increasing methods by oxide coatings
the results of selection crating composition, based in AljOj.
The features of coating formation, their structural, phase and stressed
state are established.
The explosive oxide coatings are applied to increase the life of shaft and
seals, support and stop pump beartigs gears, engines and other products of
titanium alloys.

Introduction
The titanium alloys are known to have low inherent tribotechnical characteristics limited by the sensitivity of the titanium to friction contact adhesion. There exist several methods to increase the wear resistance of the titanium alloys. The paper deals with the tribotechnical characteristics of
the explosive oxide coatings applied on the specimens of the titanium alloys.
The aluminium oxide coatings are charactrized by a high wear resistance,
corrosion resistance and can be applied in various friction units, operating
in agressive media.
The coatings of 0,3 - 0,5 mti in thickness were applied by the explosive
spraying performed on explosive facilities "Prometey". The distance of spraying is 150 - 160 ran. The spraying was performed on the specimen surface,
pretreated by an abrasive-jet method up to R = 20 - 30 Am. To increase the
cohesion strength of the oxide coating Cr203 and Ti02 were added to the coating (up to 10 % by weight) electrocorund (ä-A1203) of particles narging
spraying coating. It was established that the chromium and the titanium additions reduce the porosity of the oxide coatings and increase the hardness.
The cooling rate of the coating material ranges to 10' - 10^ grad/s and because of this at the time of crystalization a non-equilibrium iC-M203 phase
is formed in the coating. The ai-ray structural studies show that the oxide
coatings with maximum cohesion strength contain up to 95 % of iC-AljOj, the
balance is ä-A1203. The chromium oxides in the form of an individual phase
isn't observed in the coating. When spraying the chromium oxide dissolves in
AljOj and the spectrum analysis of electron-paramagnetic resonance indicates.
Titanium '92
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that the dissolution occurs in «(-AljOj, preferentially. The chromium oxide
at the spraying is reduced partially to a metallic chromium. The titanium
oxide in the form of rutile and brukite modifications were observed in the
coating, applied by the spraying of the appropriate mixture.
The microhardness of the coatings loaded by 50 g changes in the range of
10 - 13 GPa. The adhesion strength of the coating was evaluated by pin method in dependence of the spraying parameters. It amounts to 35 - 40 MPa for
the AIJJOJ + CrjOj coatings 30 - 32 MPa for the A1203 + Ti02 coatings.
The tribotechnical properties were studied on precision friction machine. The
friction on the machine is established between the end surface of the three
columns of 5 ram in diameter and the end of the ring with diameter of 52 x 32.
The following homogeneous friction pairs were investigated: explosive coatings 1) AljOj + Cr203; 2) Al.,03 + TiOj,; 3) AljOj (Table 1). The wear resisTable 1 The test results obtained on precision friction machine with
friction rate of 0,25 m/s and friction length of 5 km
The material
of coating

Friction parameter
lubrication pressure,
MPa

Friction
coefficient

Al203
Al203 + Cr203

Water

0.26
0.06
0.06
0.43
0.27
0.37

Al203 + Ti02
Al203 + Ti02
Al203 + Cr203

5.0

Water
1.0
Water
2.0
Water
10.0
Water
20.0
Dry
2.0
friction

-

0.87
0.30
0.19
0.60
0.55
0.81

Wear criteria
I x 109,
0
1/MPa
0.54
0.23
0.18
0.17
0.14
1.80

tance, friction coefficient and working surface condition were used as the
criterions of estimation of the capacity for work with friction. The wear
resistance was evaluated by direct measurements of the wear by vertical
comparator with scale division of O.l^ym. The relative wear criteria, I ,
is obtained by the formular:
T =- "h
o
q.L
where«h is a linear wear, sm,
q is a pressure, MPa,
L is a friction length, sm.
The tests on the precision friction machine indicate that the explosive coatings based on Al203 modified by Cr.,03 and Ti02 additions are characterized
by a higher carrying capacity and wear resistance compared to the coatings
of the pure AlpOj. It is of note, that after the tests the friction surfaces
of the specimens were operable, have no surface damanges and a roughness of
the surface was improved approaching to that of the polished surface.
The Figure 1 shows the data of the relative wear resistance of the explosive
coatings and oxidized titanium specimens of the Ti + 5 % Al alloys.
It is obvious that the explosive coatings not the common thermal oxidizing
allow to rise the tribotechnical properties of the parts of the friction
units of the titanium alloys appreciably and to expand the application range
of the titanium alloys in the machinebuilding.
The developed coatings were applied to increase the surface life of the products with the friction units in the form of sliding ball-bearings and movable seals and also to harden the seals of the f if ting gates. They provide
the surface life up to 60 000 hours,the pressure up to 20 MPa, the friction
2,006
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Figure 1 The comparative wear resistance of the explosive coatings
and of the oxidized titanium in the homogeneous friction
pairs.
rate up to 60 m/s.
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SURFACE HARDENING OF Ti-6A1-4V ALLOY BY ELBCTROCHBMICAL HYDROGENATION

Tair I Wu
Department of Materials Engineering, Tatung Institute of Technology
Taipei, Taiwan 10451, R.O.C.
Pee Yew Lee and Jiann Kuo Wu
Department of Marine Engineering, Materials Program
National Taiwan Ocean University Keelung, Taiwan 20224, R.O.C.

Abstract
Surface hardening of Ti-6Al-4V alloy can be performed by electrolytic
charging in an acid and a basic solution, with or without subsequent
solution treatment, and followed by dehydrogenation to obtain equiaxed a
grains in transformed ß matrix. Surface hardnesses of the processed
specimens show better than that of the mi 11-annealed specimen. The depth of
hardened layer depends on the processing parameters.
Introduction
The absorption of hydrogen cause serious damage in titanium alloys, but
proper usage of hydrogen as a temporary alloying element can bring
surprising beneficial for some materials. By adding an adequate amount of
hydrogen to some titanium alloys, the forging and superplastic forming
temperature of which can be lowered (1, 2), the microstructure of which can
be modified (1-6), which has been adopted by aerospace industry to refine
the coarse and dendritic microstructure thus to improve the mechanical
properties of titanium casting parts (7-9). This developed technique route
to modify microstructures of titanium net-shape products which are
impossible to achieve by using conventional thermomechanical treatment.
Thermal charging is not the only way to hydrogenate Ti-6A1-4V alloy. In this
study, hydrogenation was carried out to improve surface hardness by various
aqueous cathodic polarization. Comparisons of microstructure and hardness
changes between various processing parameters are reported.
Experimental Procedures
Material
The material used in this study was received in the mill-annealed
conditions. The chemical composition is analyzed and given in the Table 1.
Round bar stock with 13mm in diameter were firstly ^-solution treated at
1000'C in a vacuum of 2»10"4 Pa and furnace cooled to room temperature.
Specimens were cut from the treated bar to 3ram in thickness.
•niermochemical Processing
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Thermochemicai treatment and processing parameters are shown in Figure 1 and
Table
2.
The
processing
parameters
were
grouped
from
SI
to
SI 2
reHi>ect ively.S13 to S16 had been performed earlier at our laboratory and the
experimental results had been published (10, 11), which are listed here for
the comparison. Specimens wore ground with 320 grade abrasive paper,
ultrasonic cleaned, cathodically charged with ImA/cm2, at 15'C in IN NaOH
and IN H5SO4 for 24 and 48 hours with or without lg/liter thio-urea,
respectively; then they were removed from the electrolyte, cleaned with
deionized water, acetone and dried with pressurized air. The specimens were
subsequently dehydrogenated in a tubular furnace in an argon atmosphere to
760'C. The furnace was them pumped to a vacuum of 2«10'4 Pa and the
temperature was held at 760*C for 1 hour. Then the power was turned off, the
vacuum system was kept running during furnace cooling to room temperature.
To compare the effects of low temperature annealing on grain refinement,
specimens with 48 hours charging (S9-S12) were subjected in an air furnace
at 200'C for 3 hours and followed by forced air convection, then they were
placed in a vacuum furnace to perform the same dehydrogenation treatment.
Microscopy
Specimens prepared for metallographic observations were ground down to 1000
grade SiC paper, polished with l^m AI2O3 powder and them etched with Kroll's
reagent.
Microhardness
The microhardness tests were conducted with
microhardness tester under a load of 100g,

a

Matsuzawa

MXT50

digital

Results and Discussion
Typical microstructures of mi 11-annealed Ti-6A1-4V alloy are shown in Figure
2. Figure 3 shows the optical micrographs of ^-solution treated specimen
with grain size more than 2mm. Figure 4 shows the cross sections of the
microstructure after various cathodic charging and following different heat
treatments. The detailed processes and refined layers are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3. Bquiaxed » grain layer is observed near the surface. The
thicker and more uniform refined layer is found after the cathodic charging
in IN H2SO4 or longer time in IN NaOH with promoter, due to the higher
hydrogen permeation rate. A typical surface microstructure of the processed
specimen is shown in Figure 5 (a). Some poor surface refined conditions were
performed in alkaline solution, of which a typical photomicrograph is shown
in Figure 5 (b). Phillips et al. (12, 13) reported the hydrogen absorption
rate in titanium was extremely low in alkaline solutions, and the thicker
hydride layer can be found in acid solutions. The thicker refined layer of
titanium alloy (.S4, SS, S13-16) in acid solution with promoter can be
emphasized as the higher absorption rate of hydrogen. The refined layer of
specimen (S1-S8)
show higher thickness than those (S9-S12) with low
temperature annealing treatment, and also show higher hardness than those
(S13-S16) with high temperature annealing treatment. The thinner or less
hard surface layer can be explained as that hydrogen diffuses in the alloy
and cause a less concentration of hydrogen near the surface. The depth of
the hardened surface layer depends on the charging current density, charging
time, temperature, pH of solution, promoter and subsequent heat treatment.
Conclusion
Surface hardening of Ti-6A1-4V alloy can be achieved
charging, subsequent solution treatment, followed by
2,010

by electrochemical
dehydrogenation to

obtain an equiaxed « grain in transformed ß matrix. The hardness and depth
of the surface layer depends on the processing parameters.
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TABLE I. CHÖUCAL COMPOSITION OF THE AS-RECEIVED ALLOY (wtX)

Al

V

C

Fe

0

N

H

Ti

6.48

4.27

0.044

0.204

0.16

0.012

0.0079

balance

^-solution

FC

mi 11-annealed
»-

dehydrogenation

FC

cathodic charging

(a)
annealing
(200"C)

^-solution

mi 11-annealed

>-

PC

cathodic charging
(b)
2,011

AC

dehydrogenation
FC

^-solution
■Dill-annealed

FC

annealing
(590*C)

dehydrogenation

AC

cathodic charging

PC

>(c)

Figure 1. schematic diagram of designed thermochemical treatment (a) without
annealing, (b) with 200*C annealing and (c) with 590*C annealing
TABLE II. TOEHMOCHEMICAL PROCESSING PARAMETERS PHHPORMED IN TOIS STTJDY
Specimen ^-Solution Cathodic Charging Annealing
Treatment (solution/* C/hrs
Cc/hrs)
No.
mAcnr J /promoter) CC/hrs)

Vacuum
Dehydrogenation
CC/hrs)

SI

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/24/l/X

760/0.5

S2

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/24/l/P

760/0.5

S3

1000/0.5

H2S04/15/24/1/X

760/0.5

S4

1000/0.5

H2S04/15/24/1/P

760/0.5

S5

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/48/l/X

760/0.5

S6

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/48/VP

760/0.5

|

S7

1000/0.5

H2S04/15/48/1/X

760/0.5

|

S8

1000/0.5

H2S04/15/48/1/P

760/0.5

j

S9

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/48/l/X

200/3

760/0.5

j

S10

1000/0.5

NaOH/15/48/l/P

200/3

760/0.5

Sll

1000/0.5

H2SO4/15/48/I/X

200/3

760/0.5

S12

1000/0.5

H2SO4/I5/48/I/P

200/3

760/0.5

S13

1000/0.5

^SCW^^/SO/P*

590/1

760/2

S14

1000/0.5

H2SO4/80/24/50/P,

590/1

760/2

S15

1000/0.5

H2SO4/15/48/50^'

590/1

760/2

S16

1000/0.5

H2SO4/80/48/50/P•

590/1

760/2

'
1

K-without promoter, P-with promoter of lg/1, P'-with promoter of 5g/l
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TABLE III. HARDNESS AND DEPTH OF REFINEMENT FOR /ARIOUS PB0CESSING
I

Depth of Grain
Refinement {/tm)

Hardness (HV)

TreaUnent

Core

Surface

mill-annealed

330

325

!

^-solution

305

305

I

Refined Layer

SI

340

280

320

*

|

1 82

370

280

330

*

i

1 S3

380

280

320

*

i

1

380

280

380

100

j

S5

370

280

320

50

|

1 S6

370

280

350

50

1

S7

400

280

390

50

j

1 S8

410

280

390

150

i

S9

370

280

330

*

S10

370

280

340

*

Sll

390

280

370

*
50

1

S4

S12

400

280

380

S13

340

290

340

150

j

S14

340

320

340

200

|

S15

340

320

340

230

I

S16

340

320

340

250

j

* Refined layer is undetectable due to very thin
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mm
Figure 2. Microstructure of the mi 11-Hnnc»al<xl alloy (a) transverse,
(b) longitudinal section

Figure 3. Mirrostructure of the ^-solution treated alloy (a) surface,
(b) cross section

wmm
m
tmw
rO'

mj
2.014

80/(d

2,015

isS'feiS

Figure 4. Microphotographs of cross section after TCP (a)Sl, (b)S2, (c)S3,
(d)S4, (e)S5, (f)S6, (g)S7, (h)S8. (i)S9, (j)SlO, (k)Sll, (1)S12,
(■)S13, (n)S14, (o)S15. (p)S16
b>

^ S'« *

80/ia

Figure 5. Surface aicrophotographs after TCP (a) typical refined equiaxed #
phase, (b) coarse acicular • phase
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Sputter Ion plating on T16A14V and Ti (cp) - Preparation and properties of
oxidation and wear resistant coatings
H. Heyer; R. Suchentrunk, H. Franz; NBB-Deutsche Aerospace,
F. 0. Box 801109, D-B000 Munich 80, Germany
V. Herr ; E. Broszelt; Institute of Materials Science, Technical
University Darmstadt, Grafenstraße 2, D-6100 Darmstadt, Germany
ABSTRACT
For high temperature applications, the common titanium alloys are coated in
order to avoid surface embrittlement and crack initiation as a consequence
of oxygen penetration and dissolution. Sputter ion plating as a versatile
deposition technique was applied. Titanium Ti6AUV and Tl(cp) were coated
with Al, Ni, NiCr, Cr and Cr2N. Nickel and aluminium form titanium interraetallics rapidly, while chromium and CrjN do not. Crack propagation during
3 point bending tests was observed on differently coated T16A14V in the SEM.
The results provide information on the mechanical behaviour of the thin
layers. The wear tests in a plate-on-cylinder tribometer show a large
decrease of wear if the titanium plates were coated by a PVD/galvanic
deposition.
Introduction
With respect to high temperature applications most of the common titanium
based alloys have to be surface treated. The uncoated surface is sealed by a
natural or anodized oxide layer, which protects the titanium base material
sufficiently at low temperatures < WO'C. But at high temperatures > oOO-C
oxygen diffuses quite fast into titanium and favours the enrichment of the
brittle o-phase in the o + ß alloys 1 >. This embrittlement of the surface
initiates cracks (see Fig. 5c) and is detrimental to the base material,
especially for thin-walled structural elements. Even at low temperatures the
wear of titanium, e.g. fretting, is severe. Fretting phenomenena have been
reduced by surface coating 2' *). Furthermore the environmental attack from
erosion ii and hot salt corrosion call for approplate coatings.
It is difficult to surface coat titanium alloys by means of electrodeposition. In this paper the magnetron sputter ion plating is applied to coat
thin layers on titanium Ti6A14V and Ti (cp).
Sputter ion plating is well suited to depositing thin adherent layers on any
kind of substrate material. The intensive ion bombardement cleans the
titanium surface and intermixes it with coating material. The ion bombardement during the deposition leads to dense coatings.
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Preparation of coatings
The titanium materials were precleaned in acid etch (HF-HNO,) and placed
into the sputter chamber (Leybold Z700 P2), followed by an Intensive ion
etching of the substrates at 1400V. Thin adherent layers, gradient layers of
Nl, NICr, Al, Cr and Cr2N were plated on titanium. The preparation of the
binary compound Cr2N vas Insltu-monitored by optical emission spectrometry
5
i. Nitrogen was Introduced as a reactive gas during the deposition.
Before galvanic thickening up to 30 \m In sulfamate nickel, the sputtered
specimens were cathodically degreased and pretreated with nickel strike with
a current density of 2,5 A/dm2.

Results
Coating analysis
Weight gain measurements, AES concentration profiles as veil as a-case
etching and hardness measurements on the metallographic cross-sections after
different exposure times at high temperatures in air provide a first check
of the feasibility and compatibility of the coating. The overall incorporation of oxygen refers to the weight gain. The AES-profiles show the interdiffusion of the layer material and oxygen penetration in the substrate. The
formation of intermetallic compounds are detected by AES.
Nl, NICr and Al-layers
A high interdlffusion and the formation of Tl-internetallic of a 7 urn NICr
layer after 12 h at 700°C in air is shown in Fig.l. Chromimun diffuses to
the layer surface and is sacrlfled by oxydatlon. It is likely that the
formation of the intermetalllcs is the reason for this chromium shift and
not its oxidation at the surface. Because after annealing In vacuum the same
shift is found but without any surface oxidation. The rapid formation of the
intermetallic can be estimated from the fact that two thirds of the 7 \m
NICr layer have been displaced after 2 h annealing time at 700°C. No oxygen
diffusion is detected by means of AES in the intermetallic layer.
The same annealing of sputtercoated aluminium on titanium Ti6Al4V merely
shows the formation of the TiAl intermetallic compound and a solid solution
of aluminium in the titanium substrate material. The top of the surface is
sealed by a thin AljOj layer. No oxygen penetration through the intermetallic could be detected by means of AES. A detailed study on phases and
diffusion coefficients in titanium is given in the literature 6). Although
the oxygen penetration and weight gain after short time annealing was
measured to be low, the formation of intermetalllcs may embrittle the
surface. Thus nickel and aluminium coatings are suggested to be applied
beyond 400oC.
Electrodeposited nickel on sputtered Nl- and NICr-layers
Nickel and nickel-chromium sputtercoatlngs were thickened by electrodeposited nickel. Because of the columnar structure of the sputtered nickel
layers (Fig. 2a), the scratch tests show that they were quite weak to bear
the thick (30 pm) electrodeposited layer (compare Fig. 2b). As pointed out
in Fig. 3, the critical load for flacking off the layers/stem Is greatly
enhanced if NICr as an intermediate layer is sputtered. The cross-section In
Fig. 2b shows a dense nickel-chromium sputter layer, neirly completely
impermeable for the nickel electrolytes. The few microscopic spots which
show the electrodeposited nickel penetrating through the intermediate layer
do not show any drawbacks - neither for the electrodeposltlon process nor
for the properties of the layer system.
2,016

Cr- and C^N-layers
As chromlun does not for« Intemetallic compounds with titanium (which can
be concluded fron Fig. 1), thin chromlun and chromlun nitride layers (3 tin)
were sputtered.
Fig. 4 shows the AES concentration profile a 3 pn thin Cr2N coating which Is
only oxydlzed to one third after 79 h at 700oC in air. It seems from the
AES-concentratlon profiles that the incorporated oxygen shifts the nitrogen
from chromium into titanium. Unfortunately the determination of nitrogen is
only ambiguously determined by means of AES, because titanium and nitrogen
have similar excitation characteristics. The diffusion of nitrogen into
titanium can be detrimental as nitrogen also raises the amount of the
brittle a-phase. But fortunately an enhanced diffusion of nitrogen into
titanium cannot be concluded from the corresponding a-case etching, which
shows an ultimately small a-phase rim zone (see Fig. 5a).
The long time exposure (up to 630 h in air, 700°C ) of a thin (3 um)
sputtered pure chromium layer on Ti6AlAV show no oxygen penetration in
titanium by means of AES. But in this case the chromium has reacted almost
completely to chromlun oxide. After an annealing time of 184 h at 700°C In
air, the a-case rim zone beneath a 3 pm chromium nitride layer has a depth
of 12 \M, and beneath a 3 um chromium layer a 50 um a-case zone is formed,
as shown in Fig. 5. The weight gain of chromium and chromium nitride (Cr2N)
layers remains below 0,3 ng/r.m2 over long periods of time (up to 160 h).
From this it nay be concluded that chromium and chromium nitride are well
suited as oxidation resistant layers. The good mechanical and wear
properties of Cr2N on titanium materials T16A14V and Tl(cp) have been
reported recently '•.
In contrast to most of the sputtercoated nitride layer, CrjN has been
deposited up to 30 un in thickness without any flake off. This seems to be
important if complexly shaped tools with less accessible surfaces are
coated: the accessible parts have to bear thick coating in order to ensure
that the less accessible parts are coated entirely. As chromium nitride
layers are less hard but more ductile they are superior to titanium nitride
layers 5'.
Loading tests
Crack initiation and propagation in the layer by stress loading is an
essential criteria for the feasibility of the corresponding layer/substrate
combination. Vith respect to the application the coated specimens are tested
in the SEH by using a 3 point bending equipment. During the loading, the
surface of the specimen is Investigated in the SEH, at the same time the
stress strain diagram is recorded. The load (stress) and the strain at which
the first cracks are detected is registered.
Fig. 6-9 show the stress-strain diagrams and the different crack progress
behaviours of the four different thin films. The o - c diagrams are the
diagrams of the substrate T16A14V and not of the thin films. The different
strains at which the first cracks appear and the SEH pictures of the crack
progress give information of the mechanical behaviour of the thin film.
A comparison of an unannealed and an annealed Cr/Cr^N coating shows that the
latter fails at a smaller strain. The ultimate stress of the coating on the
T16A14V substrate for the annealed layer is 200 HFa and for the unannealed
one 410 HPa. The crack propagation of the annealed film is in comparison to
the unannealed one rectilinear and brittle. It has been pointed out recently
7)
that the adhesion, crystallinity and wear properties of the annealed and
unannealed Cr,N-layers differ widely.
2,0)9

By a comparison of the NICr- with the Cr/NiCr-f11m the first one cracks at a
substrate stress of 170 HFa and the last one at 340 MPa. If the above
mentioned films are electrodeposlted with a 40 um thick Nl-layer and loaded,
up to a load of 1200 MPa no cracks are seen. A micrograph of the crosssection after loading shows that the NICr film Is detached from the
substrate while the Cr/NlCr film Is undamaged.
The X-ray diffraction and texture Investigations show that the temperature
treatment of the Cr/Cr2N film reduce crlstalllnlty and texture. The NICr
film has a well defined (lll)-texture, which means a great anlsotropy In
depth of the film. The galvanic Nl-layers have a very small texture.

Mechanical properties and wear behaviour
The hardness and the adhesion (scratch test) of the layer systems
Nl(sputter/Nl(galvanic) and Ni80Crj0/Ni(galvanic) have been tested (Fig. 3).
The measured hardness corresponds to the hardness of electrodeposlted
nickel. Due to the columnar structure of the sputtered nickel layers this
Intermediate coating Is too weak to bear the electrodeposlted nickel. As an
additional chromium intermediate sputtered layer reduces delamlnatlons (see
last chapter), this was also considered in the wear tests. They were
performed in a plate-on-cyllnder tribometer with the following conditions:
Load:
F - 100 N
Velocity:
v « 0,04 m/sec
Cylinder material:
x 155 CrHoV12 I
Room temperature:
T > 20 ±20C
Humidity:
50 ±3 X
The wear volumlna of the coated plates were determined. They were decreased
by a factor 5 or 10 compared with the uncoated titanium materials Ti(cp) or
Ti6A14V as shown in Fig. 10. A significant difference in the trlbological
behaviour orginating from the different sputtered intermediate layers NICr
and Cr/NlCr could not be found. The profiles of the traces were analysed and
indicate no adhesive wear with slight material transfer to the cylinder.
This was in contrast to the uncoated titanium plates.
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INTRODUCTION

Ceramic coated tools are characterised by long endurances and, for appropriate design of the
coatings and choice of a suitable topography for effective lubrication, also by particularly good
emergency running properties and resistance to cold welding. The advantage of coated tools lies
in the separation of the tribological functions. A more specific design of the tools can be made
than has so far been possible: the ceramic-like layer has the function of protecting the tool from
wear, cold welding and corrosion. The function of the base material is only to provide support.
This relaxes the conflict between the requirements for supportstrenght and wear resistance.
A running in phase in the normal sense is avoided so that the tribological conditions remain
practically constant from the very beginning.
Associated ecological aspects of the use of ceramic coated tools are provided by improvements in
terms of the increase of the endurances and the possibility of recoating valuable tools |2|, the
achievable shaped part qualities and accuracies, the reduction in the amount of lubricant required
and the use of rapidly biodegradable lubricants |3j. A major consequent reduction in costs and
increase in productivity attest the resulting economic benefit.

2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Test Materials and Test Performance
The tests were performed on sheet strips of CrNi steel X 5 CrNi 18 9. The following results
were obtained in investigations of the f.ictional behaviour of 3C surfaces, whereby various
drawing edges were used. The tests concern ceramic coaled tools with titanium carbide (TiC) or
titanium nitride (TIN) as coating material. The coatings were applied as multilayer laminates
using the LP-CVD technique (Low Pressure-Chemical Vapour Deposition). The properties of
these edges were compared with those of aluminum bronze (Jnoxida). with uncoated edges of
the tool steel X 155 CrVMo 12 1 and ADLC coated edges (Amorphous Diamond-Like Carbon)
in strip-drawing test with single deflection of 90 degrees |4).
An undiluted rape oil (1(X)% modified), various mineral oils and different drawing emulsions
were used as intermediate materials, which differed in viscosity and composition.
2.2 Evaluation of the Topographies
The topographies of the tools and of the workpieces are investigated in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) and with a laser-optics surfacemeasuring device.
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Since all roughness parameters according to DIN only apply for mechanically measured
surfaces, comparative measurements were made with a mechanical surface measurement device
for the examples of TiN and TiC coated tools. For laser-optical measurements of surface
roughness, depending on the surface condition and as a result of the considerably greater lateral
resolution, values are measured which arc a factor of 4 respectively 2 5 times greater than those
measured using mechanical scanning (3|.
2.3 Chemical Analysis of the Tool Surfaces
In tribological processes the condition of the outer atomic layer is of major importance in that the
wetting behaviour of the lubneant and the adhesion behaviour of the form material to the tool
surface arc determined by the chemical behaviour of this outer atomic layer.
The chemical composition as a function of the distance from the interface tool-workpiece, and
panicularly of the condition and thickness of the tool surface oxide layer, is determined using
AES (Auger Electron Spectrometry) and ESCA (Electron Spectrometry for Chemical Analysis)
The measuring depth of AES lies between 0.5 and 2 nanometers (2 to 6 atomic layers). When
measunng a depth profile several atomic layers are removed between successive measurements
by means of argon ion bombardment (ion etching). The identification of the chemical condition
of the measured elements is made by comparison with Auger signal forms obtained from
reference measurements |5|.

3. RKSILTS
The surface roughening of the workpiece, caused by the forming process, may have the
following effects depending on the tool material employed (1):
(.'ase A:

Case B:

Case C:

Tool material harder than the workpiece material:
Grains exposed from the workpiece surface tend to exhibit cold welding on the
tool as a result of the intensive contact and hence can be tom from the workpiece
surface. Fig. 1.
Tool matenal softer than the workpiece material:
Grains exposed from the workpiece surface can penetrate into the tool. The
consequence is a scratching of the tool surface with abrasive transfer of tool
material onto the deep-drawing part. The tool geometry is lost.
The hardnesses of tool and workpiece iruterial arc insignificant:
In the last case the grains exposed from the tool surface arc removed from the
effective gap without having the opponunity to affect the lubrication system: This
applie.s, for example, to hydrodynamic friction.

40PH

Fig. 1:
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3D-Sheet surface (X 5 CrNi 18 9) after sliding on a TiN-coated tool: Tom out
grains leave holes behind.
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3.1 Effect of the Tool on the Lubrication System
3.1.1

Effect of Surface Topography
Investigation of uncoated tools

Cold welding presents a serious problem, particularly in the forming of CrNi steels. So far the
successful solution lay in the use of high-strength bronze alloys as tool materials. However the
endurances of such tools arc relatively short as a result of the abrasive wear of the dcfomationmduced martensite |1|. Fig. 2 shows a aluminum-bronze tool after use. Mechanism B can be
deduced from the width of the scratches (up to 10 pm). Support for this hypothesis is provided
by the analysis of the grain size distribution of the form material employed. A mean gram
diameter of about 15 pm is obtained.
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:
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Fig. 2:
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Scratched surface of aluminum-bronze tool.

When using the tool steel X 155 CrVMo 12 1 major cold weld points |31. of adhesive type, are
formed within extremely short times.
Investigations of coated tools

' 1 C T1 N
5318 3i^
Fig. 3:
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TiN coating contaminated with aluminum (A1 cold welds).
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Asa result of the extreme hardness of the protecting layer there is no abrasion of the tool, so that
the conditions according to case A are satisfied. Nevertheless there is generally no danger of cold
welding, since the tendency to adhesion between the metallic form material and the ceramic-type
protecting layer is very slight. However this statement should be limited in that an important role
is played by the topography of the surface layer and its definition in terms of the specific
function. Account must also be taken of the separating medium, normally the deep drawing oil,
of the process temperature and of the surrounding atmosphere.
As shown in Fig. 3, massiv contamination of the layer is observed for undefined
topographies with uncontrolled running in behaviour and for inappropriate layer-substrate
combinations or conditions. This applies particularly at high loading levels and where lubrication
is inadequate. In Fig.4 this corresponds to inadmissible behaviour during manufacturing, such
as shown by curve 1 for aluminum and curve 2 for austenitic steel as form material. For this
reason high-perfomance ceramics must allways be used with surfaces having appropriate
frictional properties.
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Fig. 4:

Schematic representation of the coefficient of friction for coated tools with
different topographies, as a function of the number of strokes and other factors.

The risk of cold welding is reduced by mecanical reworking of the coating surface, provided that
a surface topography can be generated with suitable frictional properties [3], as shown in Fig. 4,
curve 3 and Fig. 5. However small depressions typically caused by growth or substrate
irregularities (average depth of 0,5 to 1,5 |im, measured in the AFM) can provide initiation
points for cold welding under extreme conditions, such as inadequate lubrication, dry running,
or the deformation of CrNi steels or Aluminum, as shown in Fig. 6. On the other hand, under
normal to extreme conditions of mixed lubrication, these depressions act as lubricant pockets and
show extremely favourable propertes from the point of view of lubrication (micro squeeze
currents (6|). Under extreme loading conditions the depressions lead to the following processes:
The tearing out of individual grains from the form material, Fig. 1.
embedding of these grains in the depressions of the coating material with anchoring in
the notched base of the depressions. Fig. 6.
deposition (cold welding) of further form material on the embedded grain. Fig. 7.
Tests have shown that the coefficient of friction is somewhat reduced during the phase in which
small workpiece particles are cold welded onto the coating surface. With the growth of
contamination islands, primarily in the direction of drawing, the coefficient of friction increases
again |31.
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Fig. 6:

Coefficient of fnction m as a function of R/ (determined with laser optics) and the
edge material

TiN-coated tixil surface partially contaminated with CrNi steel (microscopic cold
welding) with insufficient lubncation up to dry running. The contamination apears
to grow particularly from the lubrication pockets in the micro to nanometer range.

From a certain critical size of the contamination islands, the following mechanisms arc effective,
depending on the specific form matenal:
Very pronounced contamination of the drawing dies for the forming of soft and "sticky"
matenals, such as aluminum alloys:
The contamination increases steadily as a result of workpiece abrasion In this process
the coating is not destroyed since the workhardening of the fomi material is not as
strong as for CrNi steels Clearly visible scratches are fomicd on the workpiece 12|.
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Workpiece panicles (\ 5 ('r\i IS '■h which are iirowinj; together to islands in the
drawing direction on a TiN coating dunng dry sliding

The low elastic nxxlulus and the large number of slip systems in aluminum (FCC lattice) permit
internal locking in the irregular depressions. Macroscopic cold welds then gradually appear as a
result of the high reactivity of aluminum.
Breaking out of individual islands while generating high local shear stress levels, with
the possibility of microcrack formation in the ceramic coating:
Progressive microscopic roughening in the course of the manufactunng cycles; first
locally but then extending to include the entire effective surface in the form of wear
tracks
For austenitic materials the internal locking is only observed at higher loading levels, which, as
mentioned above, can lead to failure of the coating. Fig. 8.

Fig, 8:

TiN-coated edges after dry running on CrNi steel sheet. The left-hand one is con
taminated with wcxkpiece matenal For the nght-hand edge the conumination was
etched off with aqua regia, whereby the coating was also panially etched away
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When the TiC or TiN coatings suffer spalling, and hence no longer provide continous
protection, failure of the tool progresses more or less rapidly. This occurs preferentially in the
form of wear tracks, whereby mechanisms of self-destruction by detached coating particles are
also effective.
The ADLC-coated tools were characterised by low values of the coefficient of friction (^i <
0,015) and surfaces practically free of contamination, even under extreme conditions. However
wear tracks were formed as a result of tribo-oxidation wear. For these types of coated tools
inadequate or dry lubrication leads to early failure of the tool. In this respect a higher level of
safety is provided with TiC and TiN-coated tools.
Particularly favourable behaviour is observed especially when the islands of
contamination can be more easily pushed off. At the same time the lower shear stresses
reduce the danger of cold welding and microcrack formation;
These favourable frictional conditions can be achieved for functional topographies when the
boundary layer region of the coating system permits reproducible substructures on the nanometer
scale [7]. In this case the coefficient of friction is hardly dependent on the number of forming
stages, as shown in the strip drawing tests. In addition such composite-layer tools are
characterised by excellent emergency operation properties.
3.1.2

Oxidation of the Surface

For short periods of time the surfaces reach high temperatures, resulting in a thin TiOa layer
which covers the entire surface. Fig. 9. The Ti02, which has a positive effect on the friction |8],
curve 4 in Fig. 4, is already present on the surface of TiN and TiC after mechanical reworking.
However at this stage the boundary layer is not uniformly continous. The polarity of Ti02 and a
possible hydration of the outermost layer in normal environments result in an improvement of
the wetting of the surface with polar lubricants (natural esters). This arises from the possibility
of the formation of hydrogen bonds. The consequence is a low coefficient of friction and a
reduction in the tendency of cold welding, Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9:

6
8
sputter time [min.]

Depth profile of a TiN coating oxidised for 5 minutes at 500 C.

In addition steep gradients and sharp edges in the topography, which serve, under frictional
conditions as initiation points for cold welding, are also "smoothed" by the oxidation (7]. This
was shown by AFM analysis. This is observed particularly for TiN, which exhibits preferently
columnar growth. For TiC this is not of the same importance since TiC already has fewer steep
gradients and sharp edges in the original condition, as a result of its nub growth and smaller
grains. Nevertheless oxidation also leads here to a reduction in the tendency to cold welding.
Due to the weak bonding and low hardness (< 1800 HV) of this starting layer it is partly
sheared off from the tool by the tribological loading. However it has been observed that a layer
of Ti02, only a few nanometers thick remains, and is sufficient to maintain the advantages
2,033

achieved. At points where the tribological loading leads to exposere of the highly reactive
underlying coating material, there is generally a regeneration of the 7102 film with oxygen.
Hence the advantages in terms of reduced coefficient of friction and tendency to contamination
are maintained.
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Fig. 10: Coefficient of friction n as a function of Rz (determined by laser optics) for TiNcoated edges and those with continuous oxide layers (TiN*).
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CONCLUSIONS

The lubrication system can be influenced not only in terms of tool surface, lubricant and
workpiece, but also be optimised specifically for the required values.
Thin ceramic-type coatings are of particular importance provided that, from the point of
view of tribological parameters, topography, layer design and composition of the ceramic
coatings can be varied practically independently of one another.
A Ti02 layer produced from the start by oxidation of the TiC-TiN reduces the coefficient
of friction and the tendency to microscopic cold welding. This results in suppresion of
macroscopic cold welding or delays it so that the occurrence of layer spalling is also moved to
later times.
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Abstract

The oxidation behaviour of commercially pure titanium has been compared with that of a
;nnventional high temperature titanium alloy and an Ot, titanium aluminide. Isothermal
axidation tests have been performed on IM1125, IM1834 and "Super ctj" over the temperature
range 600 to 900oC. The development, compositions and morphologies of the various scales
produced have been examined using X-ray diffraction, Auger electron spectroscopy and
analytical electron microscopy to establish the nature of the oxides formed and the chemical
partitioning which occurs in both the substrate and the scale. Microhardness measurements
have been used to determine the depth of penetration of oxygen into the alloys during oxidation.
Preliminary results from oxidation trials on Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn are also presented. The
observations show that the oxidation rate is a complex function of oxidation temperature and
alloy composition. It appears that oxidation is controlled by the kinetics of competing
mechanisms rather than by minimum energy considerations.
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Introduction
The use of conventional titanium alloys is limited to temperature regimes below about 600oC
because of their oxidation behaviour which proceeds via the inward diffusion of oxygen to
produce thick oxide scales, and results in a pronounced degradation in mechanical properties
associated with the dissolution of oxygen in the titanium matrix. Oxygen is soluble in ottitaniurn up to 34 atomic% and is «-stabilising which leads to severe embrittlement in the
oxygen-enriched surface layer of the material.
Whilst it is known that various alloying additions to pure titanium have a beneficial effect on
its overall rate oxidation it would seem that the basic mechanism remains the same with both
oxide scales and a-case being formed simultaneously. It is obvious that in order to effect a
further increase in the high temperature capabilities of titanium alloys, either through
compositional control or by some method of coating, it will be essential to gain a better
understanding of the role of the individual alloying elementsontheoxidadon behaviour of these
materials.
Titanium aluminide materials have potential for high temperature applications and are superior
to titanium alloys in terms of oxidation resistance 11 |.The use of aluminides may however also
be limited by their poor resistance to oxidation above about 600oC (ctj-alloys) and 900oC (yalloys) 12). The basic principles of loss of structural material by oxide scale formation and
surface embrittlement apply equally to the oxidation of the titanium aluminides. Scales
produced are heterogeneous mixtures of TiO( and Al20,, and again additional elements such as
Nb have a beneficial effect on the rate of oxidation |3).
The aimof the present study istocompare high temperature oxidation studiesoflM1834, "Super
aJ"andTi-48Al-2Nb-2Mn with that ofcommercially pure titanium and moreclearly define the
behaviour of their key alloying additions.
Experimental Details
Specimens of IMI125, IMI834 and Super o^ were prepared in the form of 10mm diameter discs
of 1 mm thickness. These were mechan ically polished to 800 grit SiC paper and degreased prior
to oxidation. The specimens were then isothermally exposed in air at temperatures from 600 to
900oC for 100h, using a Stanton Redcroft Thermobalance. Morphological studies of the oxides
were carried out using a Cambridge scanning electron microscope (SEM), Auger analysis
(AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were
also done on these specimens and on samples of spalled oxides. Table I shows alloy
compositions. Cross-sectionsof oxidised specimens were prepared for microhardness traverses
and oxide thickness measurement by SEM examination. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was carried out on cross-sectional specimens of oxidised material produced by glueing
together two disc specimens of 1.5mm thickness using an epoxy resin. These were then
sectioned to produce a rectangular specimen of 3mm x 3mm x 10mm, which was carefully filed
down until small enough to be encapsulated in a thin walled brass tube of 3mm outsidediameter.
Sections of 0.3mm thickness were cut from the specimen and were mechanically polished to
100-150(im before being dimpled to less than 50nm using an SBT Precision Dimpling
Instrument. The thin discs were finally ion milled for TEM examination which was carried out
on either a JEOL 4000FX or a Philips CM20.
TABLE 1 Composition of the alloys
Material

Composition ( wt % )

IM1125

Ti-0.13O2

IM1834

Ti -5.8A1 - 4Sn - 3.5Zr - 0.7Nb - 0.5Mo - 0.35Si.

Super a,

Ti - 14A1 - 20Nb - 3.2V - 2Mo.

48-2-2

Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn.
2,03*

Results
Figure 1 shows weight gain data for commercial purity Ti (IMI125), IMI834, Super c^and Ti48 Al-2Nb-2Mn, which include corrections due to buoyancy effects. Double logarithmic plots
of this data allow evaluation of n, the exponent for oxidation according to the equation:

(1)

AW = Kt + C

where AW is weight gain (mgcm!), K is the constant of oxidation, t is time and C an integration
constant.
IMII25 shows parabolic kinetics at low temperatures after extended times, and at high
temperatures, but linear kinetics at intermediate conditions. Discontinuous curves are indicative of para-linear behaviour which is usually associated with the repeated cracking and spalling
of scale followed by rapid oxidation. IMI 834 exhibits a low linear rate of oxidation after
exposure at 700oC, but rates tend towards parabolic at 8(X)-9(X)0C. Super o^is found to have a
low linear rate of oxidation at 600oC, at 70()oC a linear rate prevails up to 2()h after which
kinetics tend towards parabolic. Parabolic behaviour is found at 8(X)-90()oC. Ti-48AI-2Nb2Mn has a low linear rate of oxidation at 8(K)0C, and cubic oxidation rates at 9()0oC.
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Figure I. Isothermal Oxidation Curves of Weight Gain (AW) versus Time (t) for 11^1125,
IMI834, Super a,and 48-2-2
In general the results obtained between 600oC and 9(X)0C show the beneficial effect of alloying
on the oxidation resistance of titanium although overall weight gains are higher for Super Oj
than for IMI834. For both alloys the temperature range over which parabolic kinetics are
observed is extended towards higher temperatures when compared with unalloyed titanium.
The initial oxidation rate (less than 10h), for IMI834 at 7(X)0C however is actually faster than
that of IMI 125. The observed reversion of IMI 125 to parabolic kinetics at 900oC is attributed
to the densification of the scale adjacent to the substrate, thus the diffusion of oxygen through
the scale rather than along micro-cracks and porosity, becomes rate controlling.
SEM and Auger Spectroscopy of oxide scales
SEM observation of oxidised pure titanium, figures 2 and 3, show that the porous scale, formed
at 700oC, develops into a uniformly stratified scale after oxidation at 800oC. The stratification
begins to disappear at 9(X)0C by sintering and densification of the scale adjacent to the metal
substrate. The surface oxide grains are quite angular and faceted after oxidation at 900CC.
Scales at all temperatures have very poor adherence.
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Figure 2. SF.M micrograph of oxide on
IMl 125 after l(K)h at X(XFC.

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of oxide on
IMI125 after l(X)h at 9(K)°C.

Fine needle-like oxide cr\ stals are fonried on the surface of 1M1X34 after oxidation at 60()°C.
which develop into faceted columnar grains at higher oxidation temperatures. At 9(K)‘’C the
oxide scale, figure 4. comprises a coarse grained surface layer of approximately 7[im, a compact
hut stratified oxide of about 55|im and a thin porous layer at the meialroxide interface. The oxide
remains reasonably adherent up to X(M) C. above this the deep yellow outer oxide readily spalls
to reveal a dark blue/grey adherent oxide. .X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the scale fontied at 6(K)°C
found only ‘ TiO.“. .Scale formed at 9(M) C w as found to be a mixed oxide of "TiO.' and "Al.O.".
It should noted that these oxides arc likley to be doped w ith alloying elements, however their
concentration is below the limit of detectability in the techniques used here.
Augerlilectron Spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray Photixrlectron Spectroscopy (XPS) of 1M1H34
have been used to analyse the oxide scale and the metaFoxide interface. Both Al.O, and SiO.
w ere detected in a predominantly TiO, oxide .scale. It would appetir that there is a very thin layer
of.Al .O, on the surface of the scale, ol'the order 1.5().\. An AES depth profile, figure 6, show ed
that a possible layer of SiO. is removed after etching for approximately 4 minutes, which
suggests that the thickness of the layer is about 0.15pm |4|. Al.O. and SiO. are found in small
concentrations throughout, and analysis of the fractured scale suggests that there is some
Ciincentration of .Al.O, along the cracks and that SiO. is found in greate.st concentration at the
metaFoxide interface.
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F'igure4. SF.M microcraph of oxiiic on
IM1S34 after l(K)h at'XMfC'.
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Figure 5. SEM microcraph of oxide on
Super a. after l(X)h at 9(K)X.
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Figure 6. AES Profile through surface of scale formed on 1MI834 after 100h at 9000C.
The oxide formed on Super a, remains adherent up to 9()0oC. This oxide, Figure 5, consists of
uniformly thick layers in which grains are rounded and equiaxed. The total thickness of the
oxide is ~75nm. Beneath this layered oxide, adjacent to the metal substrate, there is adark, thin,
adherent oxide. XRD analysis of the specimen detects TiOj with only small amounts of A^O,.
AES showed that the scale formed at 9(X)0C consists of TiOj and Aip, with trace amounts of
Nb and V. A depth profile through approximately O.Sum of the scale from the surface showed
very little change in composition except for an apparent reduction in the V signal after etching
the surface.
Oxide thickness measured by SE. 1 examination of cross-section specimens, shows that scales
formed on the alloys are not only considerably thinner than those formed under equivalent
conditions on titanium, but are also more compact and stratification is less distinct thus
preventing easy access of oxygen to the metal surface and diffusion-controlled kinetics are
maintained. Alpha-case depths above 6(K)0C, are alsoconsiderably thinner in the alloys than in
the unalloyed material. Below 8(X)0C there is negligible difference between the two alloys.
There is however, a rapid increase in the aipha-case on 1MIS34 above 8(X)0C, which is likely
to be caused by the loss of seal: adherence, hence permitting the rapid ingress of oxygen to the
exposed surface. The scale thickness on Super 0^ increases with respect to that of IMI834 above
8(X)CC, but remains strongly adherent evi.n after oxidation at 9(X)0C.
Cross sectional TEM of oxidised samples
Cross-sectional TEM has been carried out on specimens of IMIIZS and IMI834 oxidised at
6(X)°C for 100 h, figure 7. Measurements of the scale thickness and the appearance of distinct
oxide layers is consistent with SEM observations. The alloy scale consists of a compact layer
about 2nm thick, which is found next to the substrate, a more porous layer of 5()nm and a coarse
-urface oxide of about ISOnm. EDX has not shown any majordifferences in composition in the
oxide on IMI 834.
Selected area diffraction of the scales gives a series of ring patterns, which have been indexed
and identified as TiOj. No cross sectional specimen of Super a, has been produced as yet but
extensive further work is planned.
Measurement of oxygen penetration depth from hardness profiles
Hardness measurements have been made on oxidised samples which were cross sectioned after
oxidation at 600 and 900CC. Assuming that oxygen concentration is directly related to hardness
of the material, hardness profiles reflect the relative oxidation rates of the alloys at the different
temperatures. The penetration is greatest in IMI 125, and least in Super a^ At lower temperatures the behaviour is not as systema'ic, as pointed out from the weight gain observations, and
2,039

II appears that short circuit diffusion paths influence oxidation at these lower temperatures.
Diffusion coefficients for volume diffusion of oxygen in the matrix materials are presented in
the form of an Arrhenius relation in figure 8.
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Figure 7. TEM mienrgraph of cross-section
Figure 8. Diffusion coefficient for oxygen in
oxide on 1MI834 after lOOh at fiOO^C
IMI125. IMI834 and Super a,.
Discas.siun
The interpretation of the results obtained in this work is not straightforward and it is clear that
not only are different factors important at different temperatures but it is also clear that kinetic
factors are involved as well as minimum energy considerations. The fact that there are changes
of mechanisms with change of temperature is well illustrated by the weight gain experiments
where the relative ratesof the samples changes between 6()0 and 900°C. This immediately raises
difficulties in determining the activation energies of the processes which are rate-controlling as
will be discussed below.
The importance of factors, other than minimum energy considerations is apparent from the
Auger observations w here it has been found that alumina is formed in the oxide both on I MIS.34
and on Super a,. It has been found that the concentration of AI needs to be above about 57-59
ai'X' before a continuous Al^O, scale is oxidised fromTi alloys (5). The Al contents of the alloys
investigated here are well below this and Al is present in small concentrations throughout the
scales on both of the alloys, in the form of a-Al^O, The presence of Al must therefore involve
a mechanism other than that dictated by the relative activity of Ti and Al. If, as seems likely,
Ti is indeed oxidised first to form TiO,. or some sub oxide, there will be an increase in the Al
cor centration at the oxide metal interface, unless the Al diffuses away from this interface into
the body of the metal. If Al is simply incorporated into the advancing oxide, there could be
significant build up of Al in the oxide. Subsequent oxidation of the Al would lead to the
formation of AI^O, and this would lead to a reduction in the oxidation rate in IM18.34 and Super
ttj as compared with that in IMI125, as observed. In addition the formation of Al O, could slow
the oxidation rate down to such an extent that the diffusion of oxygen into the body of the metal
could now be controlled by the rate of arrival of oxygen at the metal-oxide interface and this
would influence the oxygen penetration depth as measured using hardness measurements.
On the basis of the Wagner-Hauffc theory of ma.ss transport in oxides Al** cations present in the
anion deficient TiO,, lattice should increase the number of oxygen vacancies and thus cause an
increase in the rate of oxygen transport through the oxide. TTiis however, is not observed
experimentally and it should be noted that the presence of pentavalent cations in the alloy
readliy compensate for this effect. Other mechanisms must be operative as mentioned above;
an effect of Al occupying interstitial positions in the TiO, (6), or simply the trapping of diffusing
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oxygen atoms by the Al atoms, would result in the reduction in the rate of oxidation.
The Auger analysis of oxidised Super Oj delected trace amounts of Nb and V in the TiO!+ Al O,
scale, however it is not obvious that such small concentrations could have a significant effect
on the oxidation rate. The Wagner-Hauffe theory predicts that the substitution of Nb5' and V*
into the TiO, lattice would cause a reduction in the number of oxygen vacancies and hence a
reduced rate of oxidation. Again since this effect is very small and easily compensated by other
alloying elements, some other mechanismof reducing the oxgyen flux must be operative. NbjO,
scale formed on Nb is very porous and offers little resistance to oxidation, however it is the most
stable of the Nb oxides in this system, and can form complex oxides with TiO^ and AljOjjSl.
These compounds being relatively dense are more protective, than the porous TiOj-AljO, scale.
In contrast to the activity argument for the formation of Aip,, the concentration of SiOj at the
metal:oxide interface on IMI834 is not surprising since the free enthalpy of formation of SiOj
is smaller than that of TiO. The presence of smaller concentrations of SiOj detected throughout
the scale is consistent with cation diffusion towards the oxygen:oxide interface. Si is thought
to play an important role in the prevention of oxygen dissolution into the metallic substrate |7|,
although the mechanism for this is not clear. It would appear however, that its presence at the
interface has a detrimental effect on the adherence of the scale at the higher temperatures. This
is in agreement with the findings of |8| who report that small concentrations (less than 0.5 wt
%), reduce scale adhesion when compared to pure Ti. The Pilling-Bed worth ratio of SiOj (1.882.15) is significantly larger than that of TiO; (1.7.^); this difference in molecular volume
between the two oxides and the metal will cause an increase in stress at the interface.
Cracking and spalling of the oxide make it very difficult to determine the rate controlling factors
that govern oxidation from measurements of the oxide thickness. The data collected in the
present work has shown that over some ranges of temperature the oxidation, as measured by
weight gain is parabolic. Since the weight gain is due to oxygen which has diffused to fonn both
oxide and oxygen-rich surface layers it is a measure of the total rate of oxygen take-up. The
temperature dependence of the weight gain, when the kinetics arediffusion-controlled (ie. when
the gam is parabolic with time) could be used to determine the activation energy over that
limited temperature range. Unfortunately the data obtained do not show smooth parabolic
weight gain over a sufficient temperature range to allow such an analysis.
It is tempting to consider whether the hardness data, which measures the oxygen penetration
into the samplescan be used instead todetemiine the rate controlling factors. On the assumption
that the rate controlling factor is the diffusion of oxygen through the alloy, and that the diffusion
of oxygen through the growing oxide does not influence the rate of penetration, the diffusivity
of oxygen in the alloy can be measured from the hardness measurements. Thus the diffusion
distance at each temperature is given by x = VDt so that D can be obtained as a function of
temperature. Figure 6 shows a plot of D against 1 iY/T which allows the determination of Do and
Q defined in the equation
D = D exp (- Q/RT )
(2)
Values of Do and Q obtained from these results, on the assumption there is a singly activated event controlling oxygen penetration in the metal, are presented in Table II.
TABLE II Diffusion Coefficients and Activation Energies from
hardness profiles (Hv)
Material

Q, kJ mole'

DQ,

cm1 sec

IMI125

155

1.4x10'

1MI834

ISO

10 x 10'

Super ctj

121

4.6x10*
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The values of D. and Q obtained for IMI125 and for IMI834 are comparable with published data
(9) and appear to be physically reasonable. The data obtained for Super a,, however, give values
of Q and D, which do not seem to be physically reasonable. Earlier analysis has shown [ 10] that
very low values of D, are not compatible with singly activated events. Various suggestions have
been put forward to account for such low values but from the present viewpoint it is reasonable
to conclude that equation (2) does not appear to describe diffusion through Super a,.
The oxidation behaviour of titanium alloys at high temperatures and the role of additional
elements is complex. Further work is required to understand all contributing factors, a fact
reflected in the wide divergence in reported data. It may not be appropriate to use a simple
Arrhenius relationship to characterise the kinetics; a more detailed examination of all the
mechanisms of diffusion involved in the oxidation process is necessary. The improvement in
oxidation rate of the alloys over that of pure titanium nay be attributed in part, 3 the
improvement in the barrier properties of the scale. Cation diffusion through the scale seems a
likely mechanism of reducing the flux of oxygen 10 the metal interface. An important factor in
scale adherence is the build up of stresses at the metal-oxide interface; the influence of alloying
additions concentrated in this region on oxide spalling characteristics merits further investigation. Furthermore, additional cross-sectional TEM examination is considered important to the
understanding of the oxidation behaviour of these materials.
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Abstract
The high temperature fatigue crack growth behavior of Ti-1100 Is investigated for different loading
frequencies in both air and vacuum environments. Two types of time-dependent damage mechanisms
have been identified: oxidation and creep effects. It is concluded that the effect of oxidation on the
crack growth acceleration is rapid and constant in relation to the frequencies tested and only weakly
dependent on cycle time. Creep effects, on the other hand, are dominant at low frequencies in both air
and vacuum and found to be loading-rate dependent. The degree of contribution of each of these two
damage modes during the steady state growth region has been determined by examining the frequency
response of the exponent and coefficient parameters of a Paris-type equation.
INTRODUCTION
A new silicon bearing near alpha titanium alloy, TI-1100, was developed by TIMET to provide
an optimum level of creep and fatigue performance at temperatures up to 593'C, The nominal chemical
composiüon of this alloy is: Ti-6Al-2.8Sn^Zr-O.4Mo-0.45Si-0.07O-<0.03Fe. The work of Bania [1.2]
describes in details the microstructure characteristics of this alloy and elaborates on its uniaxial
mechanical properties. Ghonem and Foerch [3) have studied the effect of loading frequency on fatigue
crack growth behavior of TI-11(X) at 593*0. In their work, the influence of low and high frequency was
examined in both air and vacuum environment. While the results have established an influence of
environment on the crack tip damage, it did not examine the synerglsm of time dependent effects due to
elevated temperature crack propagation in the pure cyclic and creep-fatigue regimes. This paper will
attempt to explore the interrelated effec's of these regimes in order to Identify the boundary of each
corresponding damage mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Fatigue crack growth tests were performed in air and high vacuum (SxlO-" Torr, 6.6x10'^ Pa)
at both room f23,C) and elevated temperatures (593'C). Loading frequencies examined in this work
have varied torn 30 Hz to 0.0031 Hz in air. and 10 Hz to 0.0031 Hz in vacuum. All tests utilized
compact tension specimens machined with the crack front perpendicular to the rolling direction (L-T).
Crack length was measured remotely using the direct current potential drop method. Crack closure
was measured in all air tests. In vacuum, however, no closure was measured except the case of 0.5Hz,
room temperature test. To establish material properties for analysis of the fatigue crack growth data,
tensile tests under variable strain rates were performed. All the test specimens generated during the
experimental portion of this work were examined extensively using SEM and optical techniques.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The average prior-ß grain size was ~ 550 um and the average aligned alpha colony size was =40nm as
determined by linear intercept. Transmission Electron Microscopy revealed almost no beta phase layer
between the alpha plates or even at colony boundaries. In addition although the material was air cooled
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from the forging temperature and received an 8 hour aging treatment at 593'C, neither precipitates of
T13AI nor suicides were apparent in this condition.
The results from the tensile tests at strain rales of Ifr2, 10^ and 106 1/s and 593'C showed
almost no strain rate sensitivity for the yield stress, values being 490 MPa at lO2 1/s, 505 MPa at 104
1/s, and 480 MPa at 10"6 1/s. Serrated yielding was observed in the lO-2 and 10"4 strain rate conditions.
In addition, work by Bania |2] shows a plateau in the test temperature vs. yield stress curve indicating
that the yield stress has a lack of temperature dependence for the temperature range 300-550'C. This
combination of features is often cited as indicative of dynamic strain aging, a process linked to both
silicon and oxygen content in other titanium alloys [4J.
Experimental data from crack growth tests carried out in air environment are shown in Figure 1.
Results from vacuum tests are shown separately in Figure 2. Examination of this data supports
observations made in Ref. |3| that in this alloy a significant frequency and temperature influence on
crack growth rate exists in both air and vacuum environments. Comparison of the air and vacuum
results also shows a general improvement in fatigue crack resistance in vacuum at all loading
frequencies at both room and elevated temperatures. Note, however, that the improvement in vacuum is
most pronounced at lower AK, while the effect decreases as AK increases.
The data for some high temperature tests, especially in vacuum, show a knee in the FCGR
curves at low values of AK similar to that frequently observed in other materials at elevated temperature
and which is attributed to a change in crack growth mechanism [3,5,6]. At high values of AK there is
an increase in slope and a convergence of all curves to a single line indicative of the approaching Kic
value where environment and creep components are of lesser consequence. Such changes in growth
behavior are traditionally labeled as stages I, II, and III, for microstructurally sensitive growth at low
AK, linear Paris Law steady state growth, and nearly unstable fracture regions respectively.
The stage I to II knee is seen to be most pronounced at elevated temperature in the 10 Hz,
0.5Hz, and 0.05 Hz vacuum tests and also in air tests run with frequencies less than 0.05 Hz, while the
knee is relatively absent in air and vacuum at 23'C. One should recognize, however, that the change
from stage I to stage II need not be accompanied by a noticeable knee in the curve as is shown by
Yoder [7] and this is indeed the case in this material under certain conditions as discussed in Ref. [8]. It
is also observed that, within the stage II steady state behavior, there is a consistent change in slope of
the curves, such that the Paris Law exponent decreased with increased cycle time and with increased
temperature in both air and vacuum environments. These results are consistent with damage effects
produced by combined environmental embrittlcment and creep deformation.
Temperature effects for the group of tests run at 10Hz are presented in Figure 3 as crack growth
rate versus (AK/OySE). When loading is represented as CTOD accounting for yield and modulus
changes, there is only a small enhancement of environmental effect when considering a change in
temperature from 23'C-650'C.
Crack closure is shown in Figure 4 as the ratio of AKc(T/AKnom versus AK,iom. where the
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subscripts eff and nom indicate effective and nominal, respectively. In previous work on Ti-1100 under
variable loading frequencies it was noted that closure was significant at low AK loadings, particularly at
room temperature |3). The effect of closure on a da/dN vs. AK plot is to decrease the slope of the FCÖR
curve, especially in the stage I region. In addition, under decreasing frequencies, where the knee is most
evident, the closure levels are found to be much reduced, not significantly altering the shape of the growth
curve. The results from the ().5Hz 23'C vacuum test shows a level of closure which is very similar to but
slightly less than that of the 10Hz, 23*0 air test
The fracture morphologies seen in Ti-1100 under the test conditions run in the present
investigation are classified as follows:
1) At low AK, in air and vacuum, growth takes place in a cyclic cleavage process largely along
the basal plane, with furrows connecting the cleaved planes [21-23]. Cleavage is promoted by the
widmanstattcn microstructure in which the alpha phase platelets have the same crystallographic orientation
within a colony. Fracture surfaces from test run in air and vacuum displaying the quasi-cleavage fracture
morphology are shown in Figure S. It can be seen in Figure Sa that the cleavage process in air is much
more glassy in nature than cleavage features in vacuum which has less distinct with a highly textured,
ruptured appearance in places.
2) Stage-II propagation in air is characterized by a striated growth (Figure 5c). In air
environment, the striations are clearly defined and measurements of striation spacing accurately represent
the crack growth rate. The local crack growth direction indicated by the striations was seen to vary a great
deal showing that the local crack growth is often quite different from the macroscopic growth direction.
In vacuum, a striation-llke morphology was observed as vague ripple patterns which are discontinuous
along their length, and often do not have a constant step distance between two lines, see Figure Sd.
3) High AK loading at low frequencies and elevated temperature yields intergranular prior-ß grain
boundary fracture |3|. Air and vacuum intergranular modes display the same rough texture appearance.
Intergranular fracture was seen to begin at a higher frequency in vacuum tests than in air with mixed transand intergranular fracture in vacuum at O.OSHz while in air at the same frequency, fracture is fully
transgranular. Fully intergranular fracture in air was not observed until a very high AK level in the
0.005Hz test, the percentage of intergranular fracture in the O.OSHz vacuum tests specimen being
approximately equal to the O.OOSHz air lest. Five minute hold time at maximum load gave fully
intergranular fracture in both air and vacuum environments over the entire range of AK tested.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Environmental effects: Environmental influence on FGC of metallic materials at elevated
temperatures has been seen to manifest itself by one or a combination of the following mechanisms:

(i) Short range stress directed diffusional mechanism where a brittle oxide layer is formed at the crack tip
and subsequently fractured by the cyclic process |9|. (ii) Long range stress directed diffusional
mechanisms which may include a multi-layer stable oxide growth or large depth of penetration by oxygen
effectively creating a boundary layer of modified alloy in the region of the crack tip [ 10]. (iii) Adsorption
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Figure 6: Relationship between Paris Law
exponent and cyclic frequency.

Figure 7: Relationship between Paris Law
coefficient and cyclic frequency.

mechanisms are difficult to separate, but in either case the environmental effect appears to "saturate"
even at a frequency of 10Hz.
Closure Effects: As mentioned earlier, closure measurements in vacuum have not been
obtained except for the case of 0.5Hz at room temperature. However, at elevated temperature, indirect
evidence exists that closure may be responsible for the appearance of distinct knees in the vacuum crack
growth rate curves. In air, the existence of knees are found to be the result of a combination of crack
closure and some transient effects and not due to a change from stage I to stage II growth mechanisms.
This conclusion was reached as a result of constant AK tests carried out at low AK (■= 7 MPaVm) for
which da/dN values fell on the line extended from the stage II region curve. Furthermore, on the basis
of fracture surface analysis, the position of the apparent knee in air was found to be at a much lower AK
value than that at which the transition from quasi-cleavage to striations occurs. The existence of knees
as an indicator of transition from stage I to stage II growth is discussed in the work of Yoder [7] in
which the sharpness of the knee is directly related to the narrowness of the distribution of aligned alpha
colony sizes in the microstmcture. The existence of knees in vacuum could, however, be explained on
the basis of the enhanced crack tip closure observed in vacuum. Here the sharper knee in the 10Hz
vacuum test compared to that of the 0.05Hz in vacuum agrees with the trend towards higher closure
levels with increasing frequency as has been observed in air tests (3). Furthermore, the observation that
the onset of formation of suiation in vacuum coincides with the appearance of the knee could be caused
by a closure mechanism which changes abruptly when the fracture mode changes from quasi-cleavage
to a striated-like mode.
Frequency Effects: The FCGR results from 593*C in vacuum indicate clearly a frequency
effect which is independent of the environment. The results from air tests, in which environmental
effects are expected to play a role, display trends similar to those of vacuum tests, while showing an
overall higher crack growth rate for a given condition. This behavior could, in a simple approach, be
expressed by employing a Paris-type equation that would incorporate both the frequency effect seen in
vacuum and the environmental effect seen in air into the coefficient, C, and exponent, m, of this
equation which is written as:
da/dN = C(593,C, /req, env) ARmtf^C, /, env)
By applying this equation to ail test conditions at elevated temperature, one obtains relationships
between the exponent, m, and coefficient, C, and the test frequency as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is seen
that in air and vacuum tests there is a dependence on cyclic frequency for both parameters; in particular
for air environment at frequencies below 0.05 Hz and in vacuum below 0.5 Hz. The nature and
magnitude of frequency effect for both conditions below these transitional frequencies is very similar
and, assuming that no oxidation effects are present in vacuum, it can be concluded that creep related
effects dictate the response of crack growth to frequency. Additionally, the effect of unsymmetric
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rather than the total. Conversely, the 0.05 Hz condition with fast loading (ls-19s) correlates based on
the total cycle time. Loading rate can therefore be associated with creep-fatigue damage, while
environment effects are based on total exposure time.
Environment effects are seen to be most significant at frequencies above 1 Hz, where there is a
large difference in both the coefficient and the exponent. This does not mean that the effect of
environment decreases with increasing cycle lime, but rather that another time-dependent process, such
as creep, becomes the controlling factor at lower frequencies. At frequencies lower than the transitional
frequencies of this material, the Paris exponent decreases rapidly as a logarithm of frequency and is
independent of environment. Meanwhile, at these frequencies, the coefficient parameters from the air
tests show a constant scaling compared to the vacuum results. This scale value, which can be taken as a
direct measure of the environmental effect, results in about a three-fold crack growth rate increase
between vacuum and air tests. It is significant that this scale factor is practically independent of cycle
lime, indicating a mechanism of environmental effect which is fast with respect to the test frequencies
while remaining constant in magnitude. The coefficient is seen to have a low order time dependence at
frequencies higher than the transitional frequency in air environment, while the vacuum tests are
independent of frequency before creep is activated.
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of the environment on the fatigue crack growth of the titanium alloy, Ti-1100, found in the
study can be summarized as follows:
1. The primary effect of the environment is to increase the fatigue crack growth rate, but the effect is
not large. This effect was found to be constant and rapid in relation to the frequencies tested and is
weakly dependent on cycle time.
2. An effect of environment was found to be an increase in the Paris law exponent and a decrease in
the Paris law coefficient when going from the vacuum to air environment
3. Viscoplasticity has a dominant effect in controlling fatigue crack growth behavior at 59.VC at low
frequencies. The effect manifests itself as a shift towards higher AK in the transition from qyasicleavage to striation dominated transgranular growth and as a change from transgranular to
intergranular fracture mode. Paris law parameters in stage II growth are largely determined by the
extent of viscoplastic response.
4. A significant secondary effect of environment is seen as a reduction of viscoplastic response in air
compared to vacuum such that, for example, intergranular growth is evident in vacuum at higher
cyclic frequencies than in air.
5. An additional effect of environment is an apparent change in crack closure with the possibility of a
greater degree of closure in vacuum.
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INVESTIGATION OF FROPERTIES OF ^TITANIUM ALLOYS
IN A GESEOUS HYDROGEN MEDIUM
Victor Sytshikov, Lubov Rtitsheva, S.Ushkov, V.Durjagin, A.Repechenko
The Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey"
Sankt-Petersburg, Russia, 193167
Abstract

The tensile tests of of-titanium alloys in hydrogen gas showed that the decrease of tensile static properties regardless of test temperature occures.
The low cycle endurance test of alloys in hydrogen gas showed that medium
effect is observed at stresses higher than 0,5<Tg; it is correlated to increased hydrogen content on surface fracture of the sample and fracture surface fracture appearance.

The conformities of hydrogen-metal interaction, hydrogen-titanium, in particular, and the hydrogen embrittlement of the metals are of great importance
due to the prospects of hydrogen power plants development.
The hydrogen effect on the tensile properties of the titanium and titanium
alloys was studyed on a prehidrogenated material in general, when the concentration relations were put to the first line and the accepted hydrogen
content in materials or structures was determined.
A general approach to the development of the titanium structure keeping the
safety under the hydrogen attack can be formulated as follows: the standard
hydrogen content of thin semiproducts can deviate to a sense of an increase,
and that of thick semiproduct can be corrected to a sense of reduction as
compared to a critical hydrogen content, if an middle thick semiproducts
(25 mm).
The tensile properties of the titanium alloys operating of testing in a gaseous hydrogen at elevated pressures and temperatures, especially, are less
investigated. This work shows the tensile properties of the e^-titanium alloy under uniaxial tension in a gaseous hydrogen medium as a function of a
test temperature and hydrogen pressure at low cycle fatigue tests.
The tests were carried out on the specimens in nT-3B and nT-7M titanium alloys, whose chemical composition meets the requirements of the COST 1980774. The nT-7M alloy, alloyed by 2,5% Zr and by about 2,0% Al is commercially pure oC-alloy, where hydride mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement is activated. The HT-BB alloy contains about 4,0% Al and about 2% V and is a betized c^-alloy, whose structure contains 2-3% of the ß-phase. Because of
this either the hydride hydrogen embrittlement or tne embrittlement of the
second type, characteristic of the alloy at low rate of applied stresses.
Titanium '92
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occurs.
The procedure impurity content (Fe,Si,C,N,0) etc of the alloy as typical
to the commercial materials.
The gaseous hydrogen of A grade in accordance with the GOST 3022-80 was ap- ied a:
plied as a hydrogen medium, air was applied as a reference medium. The tests
were carried out in accordance with the procedure and using facilities of
the Physico-Mechanical Institute of AS Ukraine. These procedures allow to
investigate a structural material behaviour in an aggressive media of elevatedparameters.
The tensile tests were carried out on the 5-fold cylindrical specimens of
5 im gauge section diameter at 20-300°C and at 1MPA and UO MPa operating
hydrogen pressure. The tensile properties of the IIT-7M alloy as a functi
on of the tensile strain rate which varies in 0,1-100 mm/min range were
investigated. The information of the tensile properties as a function of
temperature and rate in the hydrogen medium is required for ,firstly, correct
evaluation of their properties and secondly, to account for a possible hydro
gen effect. The minimum strength of the alloy in the hydrogen was observed
at 0,1 mm/min, the tensile properties as a function of temperatures of the
alloy were evaluated at the rate. The hydrogen effect results in some re
duction of the tensile properties of the material, especially, at 40 MPa
hydrogen pressure. The increase of ductility is observed, the relative elon
gation values in the hydrogen is 27-30% , and in the air - 19-21%. Figure 1
shows the test results of IIT-3B and IIT-7M alloy.

v.lCl.

Figure 1 Test temperature and hydrogen pressure effects on the
tensile properties of the IIT-3B and IIT-7M alloys at
0,1 nm/min uniaxial tensile rate.
The strength of IIT-3B alloy in the hydrogen is reduced by 8-39 % as compar
ed to air, the maximum reduction (39%) was observed at 100°C. The strength
of the IIT-7M alloy in the hydrogen as compared to air is reduced by 15-43%,
the maximum reduction is observed at room temperature. The hydrogen effect
on ductility characteristics is small. The date analysis shows that the
2,050

test mediun influences the ni-3B alloys more as compared to the ni-7M al
loy which is undoubtly related to their structural features. The higest effect
of the mediLBJ was observed at 100°C (the strength was decreased up to 39%),
which implies that under tension the occlusion mechanism is activated. On
the contrary, the hydrogen effect on the HT-TM alloy is utmost at room
temperature. The indirect method indicating the test medium effect on the
titaniian properties is related to a scanning electron microscopy. A frac
ture surface of the specimens after tensile tests was investigated with the
"Stereoscan-150", the scanning electron microscope. It seemed that all the
fracture surfaces of the nT-3B alloy tested in air and in hydrogen are
characterized by a ductile fracture of a dimple relief. However, on the
fracture surfaces of the specimens tested in hydrogen small ^ondary cr^
were observed, they are clearly seen at large magnification (Figure 2). The

lOOHM

20KV

Figure 2 Fracture surfaces of the specimens in IIT-3g alloy after
tensile tests in the hydrogen medium at 300 C.
low cycle fatigue tests with an applied frequency of pulsing load equal to
6 cycles/min were carried out at an ambient temperature in the hydrogen
medium on the specimens with stress concentrators (X= 2,8-3,0). The
strength of the notched soecimens in the IIT-3B and IIT-7M alloys of 100 MPa
and 90 MPa, respectively, was determined prior to low cycle fatigue tests.
The low cycle fatigue tests were performed under the three cyclic load va
lues equivalent to O,U^0 , 0,6C5b and 0,^5C5b (C5b ('on the IIT-3B alloy).
The test indicated (Figure 3) that the low cycle life time of the IIT-3B
alloy tended to reduce under the two levels of amplitude ran« of the cyc
lic load, corresponding to 0,7(3b and 0.6(5^b
~
MPa,(jc = 65 MPA).
At lower cyclic load value ((5c = 50 MPa) there is non-exsitance of the hyd
rogen effect on the low cycle fatigue. This is of great importance for the
structures and systems operating in the hydrogen medium, i.e.at loads equal
to or lower than 0,U5Ob the oC-titanium alloys can safely operate in the
hydrogen medium.
The investigation of the fracture surfaces with the "Stereoscan-150" elec
tron scanning-myc roscope indicated the existance of appreciable difference
2,051
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Figure 3 The effect of the hydrogen on the low cycle fatigue of
nT-3B and IIT-TM alloys.
of the fracture surface microstructure of the specimens tested in air and
in hydrogen. The specimens tested at Q c - 65 MPa characterized by the utmost effect of the hydrogen were investigated. The both test types (in air
and in hydrogen) are characterized by the similar fracture type: crack initiation zone, fatigue striations, shear, ductile dimple after fracture. However, the fracture surfaces of the specimens in the IIT-BB alloy tested in
the gaseous hydrogen medium the fraction of brittle constituents is increased appreciably i.e. fractures of the shear type, many secondary cracks
(over up to 60% of the fracture area) (Figure 4). The base fracture types
of the fracture surfaces of the specimens tested in air are a fatigue zone
and ductile afterfracture.
The random evaluation of the hydrogen content of the specimens tested in the
hydrogen medium (Table 1 )showed the hydrogen content gradient across the
section. The hydrogen content was 'determined by a spectral method laverwise
across the thickness of the specimen.
It is of note the existance of "grey" colour on the fracture surface of the
specimens tested in the gaseous hydrogen medium, which is characteristic of
the specimens, the hydrogen embrittlement effect of which is activated during specimen testing. The phenomena seems to indicate a formation of a
thin hydride film on a juvenile surface of the specimens at the time of a
crack opening in the hydrogen medium. This is indicated by the above data.
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Figure ^4 The fracture surfaces of the specimens in IIT-3B alloy
after low cycle life time tests in the gaseous hydrogen
medium.
Table 1 A layerwise hydrogen content of the specimens in IIT-3B
alloys after the low cycle tests
The test
medium

The distance from a surface, inn
0.05-0,08

0,10-0,13

0,20

air

0,01 - 0,07

0,015 - 0,016

0,005 - 0,013

hydrogen.
1 MPa

0,05 -0,02
0,05
0,10

0,013
0,017
0,009

0,013
0,017
0,007

hydrcRe-.,
MO MPa

0,10
0,10

0,33
0,02

0,018
0,017

Conclusion
1. The mechanical properties of the<^-titanium IIT-7M and IIT-3B alloys
evaluated in the gaseous hydrogen medium are reduced with hydrogen pressure
increase and at P = MO MPa the mean reduction of the materials strength is
20% in respect with the original value. The ductility parameters of the al
loys in the gaseous hydrogen mediam are less deduced. The increase of the
test temperature up to 300 C doesn't effect on the established relations
for the IIT-7M alloy, while those of the IIT-3B alloy are slightly rein
forced which is induced, perhaps, by the 2-3% ^-phase in its structure.
2. The low cycle life time tests of the both alloys in the gaseous hydrogen
medium indicate that the hydrogen effect appears only at 0,6 B cyclic load
2,053

amplitJde range and higher: for example, at5c - 0,7C5B the life time to
failure of the IIT-TM alloy by about 35% and ofHT-BB alloy by about 50%.
On th< fracture surfaces of the specimens in the HT-BB alloy tested in the
hydrogen under the increase of the brittle constituents, the shear fracture
and rrany secondary cracks are observed.
3. The results of the investigation allow to recomend the application of the
oC-titanium alloys as a structural material for vessels and tanks to keep
the jaseous hydrogen.
Howeier, to provide a higher safety the selection of the strength ratio as
a function of stress values is to be made more carefully and with their increas ,ng.
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HYDROGEN ASSISTED STRESS CRACKING OF TITANIUM ALLOYS

I.Azkaratc, A.Rccio, A.Del Barrio.
1NASMET. Bu Igara - 20009 SAN SEBASTIAN (SPAIN)

ABSTRACT
The behaviour of Titanium Grades 2, 5 and 12 alloys under hydrogen assisted stress cracking
conditions has been studied by means of the slow strain rate technique. Tests have been performed
in air and synthetic sea water while hydrogen was potentiostatically produced on the specimen surface
during the test. Measurements of elongation, reduction of area, maximum load and true stress at
fracture as well as metallographic and fractographic studies have been carried out in order to assess
the loss of ductility of the studied alloys. Hydride penetration and cracking with a slight loss of
ductility was observed for Ti Gr-12 when the highest cathodic potential was applied. Ti Gr-5did show
a significant loss of ductility, but no hydnding or cracking was detected. The best behaviour against
hydrogen assisted stress cracking was shown by Ti Gr-2 samples; although a thick hydride layer grew
on the specimen surface and some lateral cracking appeared when -1500 mV (SCE) polarization was
applied to the specimen However, no loss of ductility was observed.
KEYWORDS
Titanium, cracking, hydrogen.
INTRODUCTION
Titanium and its alloys are increasingly being used in conditions where a high corrosion resistance
is required Moreover, its good mechanical properties/density ratio make these materials very
attractive for applications in which reduced weight is an important consideration. Unalloyed titanium
is successfully being used in marine and certain chemical industry equipments because of its excellent
corrosion resistance due to the high stability, adherency and protective character of the titanium oxide.
Titanium behaves satisfactorily as long as the media is oxidizing or slightly reducing. There is a risk
of hydriding and embrittlKment if the reducing character of the environment increases, the titanium
is galvaniCally coupled to some less noble material, or some special situation occurs where hydrogen
is formed on the material surface
EXPERIMENTAL
Hot rolled and annealed b mm. thick Titanium Grades 2, 5 and 12 plates were studied in the present
work. Their chemical composition and mechanical properties are given in Tables 1 and II.
Metallographie samples were prepared and optically studied. Their microstructure is formed by
equiaxed alpha grains in the case of Ti Gr-2, »lightly elongated alpha grains with intergranular beta
for Ti Gr-5, and elongated alpha grains with intergranular transformed beta for Ti Gr-12.
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Three mm diameter round transverse tensile specimens were machined and finished with 600 grade
emery paper. Slow strain rate tests in air and synthetic soa water were , -rformed at room temperature
in a K & H CERT 2000 electromechanical tensile testing machine. Hydrogen was cathodically produced
on the specimen surface using a Wcnking LT 78 potcntiostat. The specimen was located in a
methacrylatc cell together with the reference (SCE) and counter (graphite) electrodes. Three different
potentials were used: the corrosion potential -1000 and-1300 mV (SCE). Strain rates used were in the
range of 10" - 107 s'. All testing conditions arc given in Table 111
Maximum load, elongation, true stress at fracture and reduction of area were the parameters measured
to assess the loss of ductility. In order to quantify the hydriding of the alloys under different testing
conditions, samples from the specimens' gauge lengths were analyzed using an automatic LECO RH1E
hydrogen analyzer.
RESULTS
The results obtained i;i the SSRT tests are summanzed in Figures 1, 2 and 3 where maximum load,
elongation, true stress at fracture and reduction of area are plotted versus applied polarization for each
material and strain rate. Hydrogen analysis results are summarized in Table IV
Ti Gr-2 has shown no loss of ductility as a function of the cathodic potential for any of the strain rates
used (1.3 x 10', 3 x I07, 2.4 x 107 s1), and no clear trend in the measured parameters was noticed
(Figure 1). Hydrogen analysis show that appreciable hydriding does not occur until the -1500 mV
potential is applied to the specimen. This is in agreement with what is observed in the metallographic
studies where no hydrides are delected until the highest cathodic polarization is used. In this case
superficial hydriding and some lateral secondary cracks near the surface are present for all the strain
rates used. Secondary cracking is more severe, as expected, in the specimen tested at the lower strain
rate; some of this cracks can be observed in Figure 4. Specimen fracture surfaces were studied by
means of the scanning electron microscope The fracture mode was ductile for all test conditions, even
when the highest cathodic potential was applied to the specimen The fracture surface was primarily
ductile and only some minute brittle areas have been observed at crack initiation sites.
Sensitivity to the hydrogen assisted stress cracking has been more evident for Ti Gr-12. It suffered
some loss of ductility mainly manifested in the reduction of area and consequently in the true stress
at fracture. (Figure 2). As in the case of Ti Gr-2, metallographic studies and hydrogen analysis show
no significant hydnding until the highest cathodic potential is applied to the specimen. Figure 5 show
photomicrographs of specimens testet) at 2 x 107 s' strain rate. Considerable hydriding with
significant diffusion towards the bulk material and extensive secondary cracking along the gauge
length of the specimens is seen. The fracture mode observed from SEM studies is ductile for all testing
conditions except when -1500 mV (SCE) polarization is used, in which case a more brittle fracture
mode is detected at the crack initiation site (Figure h)
Finally, Ti Gr-5 has been the alloy thai has sustained the greatest kiss in ductility as manifested in the
values of elongation, reduction of area and stress at fracture for specimens tested at the highest
cathodic polarization (Figure 3). Unlike Ti Gr-2 and Ti Gr-12 alloys, no hydride formation nor
secondary cracking has been observed in the metallographic study, but chemical analysis show that
Ti Gr-5 specimens tested in the -1500 mV polarization condition have also experienced significant
hydrogen uptake. The fracture surface mode observed in SEM studies was ductile for all test
conditions, except for the specimen polarized at 1500 mV, which revealed a large area exhibiting a
brittle fracture mode (Figure 7).
DISCUSSION
The resistance of titanium grades 2, 5 and 12 to stress corrosion cracking in synthetic sea water is
shown to be excellent since no secondary cracks or losses in ductility have been observed in tests
performed with different strain rates at the corrosion potential. When cathodic polarization of -1.5 V
is used to produce hydrogen on the specimen surface during the test, the behaviour of the alloys
studied changes.
In fact it has been observed that hydrogen produced on the Ti Gr-2 specimen surface forms a hydride
layer of 40 ^m and also secondary cracks of up to 70yirm. In Ti Gr-12, hydrogen diffused into the
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material forming hydrides to a maximum depth of 120/tm, and secondary cracks of 2Wßm have been
observed. On the other hand, no hydrides nor secondary cracks were detected in Ti Gr-5, but chemical
analysis show that the hydrogen content has also increased for this material.
The different behaviour of these alloys seems to be associated with the different penetrability and
solubility of hydrogen in each alloy, and can be explained based on the following considerations: 1.
The beta phase content is negligible for Ti Gr-2, approximately 3 volume % for Ti Gr-12 (1), and 15%
for Ti Gr-5 (2). 2. The solubility of hydrogen in alpha titanium increases from 30-45 ppm at room
temperature (3,4) to 1500 ppm (6,72 at.%) at the euteclic (300BC); at this temperature the solubility in
the beta phase is 13200 ppm (39 at.%) (5). 3. The diffusivity of hydrogen in alpha titanium is
considerably lower than in the beta phase. Phillips et al. (6) found that alpha titanium's diffusion
cocficient over the temperature range 25 to 100oC is given by;
Da = 6 x 1&2 x exp (-14400 + 800/RT) cm2 x s'1
Which yields a value of 3.2 x 1012 cm2 x s' at 250C, too low for any appreciable diffusion to be
observed.
On the other hand, Holman el al. (7) determined the diffusion coefficient in a beta titanium alloy over
the temperature range 20 to MWC as:
D,, = 1.58 x 103 x exp (-5140 + 300/RT) cm2 x s'
Given a value of 3.3 x 10' cm2 x s' at 250C, it is 10s times higher than in the alpha phase.
Therefore the superficial hydride layer formed on the Ti Gr-2 specimen can be explained by the low
solubility and diffusivity of hydrogen in this all alpha alloy. In the case of Ti Gr-12, the small amount
of beta phase channels hydrogen towards the bulk material increasing its penetration; but when
saturation of hydrogen is reached, hydrides precipitate in the alpha phase along the grain boundary.
This can be seen in Figure 8. Hydrides precipitate in the alpha phase along the intergranular beta
phase. Finally, titanium Gr-5 has a higher beta phase content that appears to be enough to dissolve
all hydrogen that has diffused into the material without forming hydride precipitates.
Loss of ductility exhibited by Ti Gr-12 and Ti Gr-5 is likely to occur by a different mechanism for each
alloy. For Ti Gr-12, the formation of a brittle hydrogen rich phase (hydride) is responsible for the
cracking and loss of ductility. For Ti Gr-5, its higher beta phase content admits more hydrogen
entering the material by interstitial solid solution without forming hydrides. When hydrogen content
reaches a certain level, lattice decohesion occurs with a brittle rupture.
CONCLUSIONS
- No SCC was indicated for any Titanium alloys tested in scawater at or noble to a potential of -1000
mV.
- Hydriding of Titanium Grades 2, 5 and 12 strained in sea water does not occur when cathodically
polarized at or noble to potentials of -1000 mV (SCE).
- Titanium Grade 12 suffers hydride cracking and some loss of ductility when slowly strained and
polarized at -1500 mV (SCE).
- Titanium Grade 5 suffers a significant loss of ductility when slowly strained and polarized at -1500
mV (SCE).
- Titanium Grade 2 suffers superficial hydriding and some cracking but no loss of ductility when
cathodically polarized at -1500 mV.
- Beta phase content appears play a fundamental role in the hydriding and loss of ductility of
titanium alloys while strained and cathodically polarized
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Table 1. Chemical composition of materials tested (Weight %)
Element
Alloy

N

C

H

Fe

O

0.0032

0.005

0.0030

0.048

Ti Gr-5

0.011

0.020

0.0083

Ti Gr-12

0.017

0.010

0.0021

Ti Gr-2

||

Mo

Al

V

0.126

-

-

0.18

0.144

6.4

3.8

-

0.11

0.15

-

0.26

-

Ni

Ti

-

Sal

■

-

Bal

0.66

Bal

1

Table II. Tensile properties of materials tested (transverse)
Alloy

Y.S. 0.2%
(MPa)

U.T.S.
(MPa)

(%)

Ti Gr-2

430

499

31

Ti Gr-5

988

1030

12.6

Ti Gr-12

484

587

20

j

Table III. Slow Strain Rate Tests conditions
Environment:
Temperature:
Potentials:
Strain rates:

Air
Sea water (ASTM D-1141)
25^
Corrosion Potential, -1000 and -1500 mV (SCE)
13 x 10*, 3 x 10', 2.4 x 10-' s'1 (Ti Gr-2)
3 x 10', 2 x 107 s'1 (Ti Gr-5 and 12)

|
i
1
|

Table IV. Total hydrogen content of specimens tested.
Alloy

Ti Gr-2

Ti Gr-12

Ti Gr-5

Impressed Potential

Hydrogen content (ppm)

None

20

-1000 mV

39

-1500 mV

232

None

23

-1000 mV

60

-1500 mV

320

None

69

-1000 mV

104

-1500 mV

253
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Optical micrograph showing lateral secondary cracks
starting in the hydride layer in Ti Gr-2 tested at 2.4 xlO
strain rate with -15Ü0 mV (SCE) cathodic polarization
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]. Optical micrograph of ti Gr-12 tested at 2 xlü / .-1 it ram
rate with -1500 mV (SCE) cathodic polarization
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Fig.6. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of Ti Gr-12 tested
at 2 X 10^ s"^ strain rate with -1500 mV (SCE) cathodic
polarization showing brittle fracture mode.
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Fig.7. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of TI Gr-5 specimen
tested at 2 X 10"^ s"^ strain rate with -1500 mV (SCE)
cathodic polarization showing a brittle mode
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Fig,8. Backscattered electron image
with -1500 mV (SCE) cathodic
precipitates (dark) ocurring
along the intergranular beta
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of Ti Gr-12 specimen tested
polarization showing hydride
in the alpha phase (grey)
(bright)

MICROSTRUCTURE TRANSFORMATION AND CRACKING

OF TITANIUM ALLOYS UNDER CONTACT LOADING
P. Blanchard. S. Faycullc, A.B. Vanncs, L. Vincent
Ecolc Ccntralc de Lyon
Laboraloirc Maleriaux-Mccaniquc Physique URA CNRS 447
69131 ECULLY Ccdex, FRANCE

Abstrati
Small displacement amplitude friction tests were used to analyse the change in
properties of several titanium alloys submitted to contact loading in air.
Superficial layers of the alloys have been characterized by optical and scanning
electron microscopy. Depending on the amplitude of the displacement, partial slip
or gross slip occurcd in the interface. During partial slip, cracks initiated and
propagated. Mechanisms for crack behaviour arc described in terms of fatigue
properties. Gross slip led to debris formation. A new structure called Tribologically
Transformed Structure (TTS) was delected in the superficial layers. The debris
particles generated from the transformed areas and were quickly oxidized once in
the interface. The influence of several test parameters on the thickness of the TTS
was analysed. The role of the TTS on the wear behaviour and the influence of
various properties of the titanium alloys arc discussed.

Inuoduciion
When surfaces arc in contact, very damaging phenomena occur if oscillatory
displacements of small amplitude are imposed. Fretting wear resulting from these
displacements has been observed for many years (1-3) and two main damages
have been described for numerous metals and alloys: cracking and particle
detachment (4,5). These two mechanisms are strongly dependent on the friction
conditions: so far, the role of two parameters has been emphasized: the normal
load acting on the samples and the imposed displacement (4,6). When the normal
load (respectively the imposed displacement) is decreasing (respectively
increasing), the main damages observed on the samples are progressively
changing from cracking to detachment of particles. This has been described using
the concept of fretting map recently proposed (6,7): material response fretting
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map (MRFM) (6) have been defined to represent the various damages (Non
Degradation: ND, Cracking: C, Particle Detachment: PD) observed as a function of
the test parameters (Normal load -nd amplitude of displacement).
Cracking and particle detachment have been observed on titanium alloys which
are often used in applications involving fretting problems. Their possible role on
decrease of fatigue strength and fatigue life has been previously studied (8-11).
The mechanism of detachment of particles has been carefully analysed (12). It has
been shown that a tribological transformed structure (TTS) is achieved in the
superficial layers of sample during fretting tests. The TTS is very hard and is made
of ultrafine equiaxed grains of a-phase. It is not oxidized. Particles are detached
from the TTS in which numerous cracks have been observed.
In this paper, we present new results relating to the TTS and the cracking
mechanisms. Relations between damages and material properties are investigated.
Experimental
Fretting tests were conducted using a tension compression hydraulic machine
where reciprocating movement of a given amplitude was imposed to one sample
(4). The normal load was applied to the other one. The experimental conditions
were :
normal load: from 300 to 500 N
amplitude displacement: from ±-15 to ±-50 urn
frequency = 1 Hz
Tests were done in air at room temperature. Test samples were 10x10x10 mrtw
parallelepipeds. Curved samples (sphere of radius R = 0.S m) on nearly flat (R = 30
m) contacts were used, giving contact area of about 1 mm large. The surfaces were
polished with diamond paste (3 iim) and alumina (0.5 urn) and cleaned with ethanol
before testing. Materials were a+ß-Ti6A14V (hot forged), Til5V3AI3Cr3Sn (called
TV15CA), a+P-Ti6A15Zr and a+p-Ti5AI4Cr titanium alloys slid against themselves.
TV15CA alloy was used with two different sluctures a and ß. After testing, the
samples were cut (cross sectional cut parallel to the sliding direction) and polished
for optical and electron microscopy. The different phases were revealed by
etching with (H2O + 1% (HNO3-HF)) reagent.
Results and discussion
Cracking
When the actual displacement at the interface is small (imposed displacement
smaller than 25 (jm in our tests for titanium alloys), slicking can be achieved in
the center of the contact area In this case, cracks are observed at the location of
the maximum tensile stresses. This has been widely studied for aluminium alloys
(6) where cracks are easily produced as soon as Hertzian contact pressure is equal
to 80 MPa.
In the case of hot-forged Ti6AI4V alloy. Hertzian pressure leading to cracks
initiation and propagation has to be greater than 280 MPa. Below this value, no
degradation of the surfaces is seen in the optical microscope (Non Degradation
domain of the MRFM). But cracks can be detected for lower contact pressure (110
MPa) if the Ti6AI4V alloy has been heal treated in order to decrease the endurance
limit from 600 to 300 MPa. An example of 100 (im long cracks observed on heat
treated Ti6AI4V is shown in figure I. These results on Ti6A14V and the comparison
with the case of aluminium alloys (6) reveal that a major parameter for crack
Initiation and propagation is the endurance limit od : the stresses due to contact
(i.e. stresses Oxx due to the normal and the tangential forces) have to be greater
than ad for cracks to initiate. This shows that the classical fatigue approach can be
very useful to analyse fretting fatigue.
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32
Figure I- Cross section view of cracks in heal treated Ti6AI4V alloy (fretting
conditions: P = 110 MPa, D = i-25 Mm. 50(K¥) cycles)
Particle
When
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alloys
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sliding occurs in the interface. TTS is observed in the superficial layers as
in figure 2 (0-TVI5CA). The TTS has been detected on all kind of titanium
(12) and also on other materials (5) It is always very hard (more than l(K)0
and made of the most stable phase (o-phase for Ti alloys), whatever the
structure

t

■

Figure 2 - Optical view (cross section view) of the superficial layer
of o TVI5CA alloy (i-50 urn. 5(XK)0 cycles)
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The thickness of the TTS depends on the alloy and on friction parameters. The
variation of the thickness is given as a function of the number of cycles on figure
3 and as a function of the amplitude of displacement on figure 4 (on this figure,
the actual displacement is equal to the imposed displacement minus the
displacement corresponding to elastic deformation of the device). A maximum
value of the thickness was observed for each alloy. It was obtained very quickly
(less than 1000 cycles) and as soon as the actual displacement was equal to 50 \im .
The same TTS has been observed for the various titanium alloys (12). Nevertheless,
the properties of the alloys can be used to discuss about some TTS characteristics.
The formation of the TTS (transformation from ß to a phase and formation of
ultrafine grains) has been explained by deformation induced mechanisms and is
not related to increase of temperature (12).
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100.000

Figure 3 - Variation of the thickness of the TTS versus number of cycles
amplitude = ±50 urn
The formation of TTS is much more difficult for ß alloys and figure S shows that for
a or a+ß alloys, the thickness of the TTS can be correlated with the temperature of
the ß-transus: the higher the ß-transus temperature, the thinner the TTS. This
reveals that the formation of the TTS is easier when the energy of
recrystallization is lower
For a given alloy, the thickness of the TTS does not depend on the size of the initial
grains: tests performed with quenched and tempered Ti6AI4V alloy (acicular small
grains) gave the same thickness than the hot-forged Ti6AI4V alloy with bigger
grains.
But this size influences the shape of the boundary between the TTS and the initial
material. If the initial grains are very small (a-TVISCA), the boundary appears
straight in the optical microscope (figure 2). On the contrary, for hot forged
Ti6AI4V, the boundary of the TTS follows that of the initial grains and appears as a
broken line: this can be explained by the fact that the transformation depends on
the crystallographical orientation of the initial grains.
The shape of the boundary may influence the possible initiation of cracks in the
bulk material (notch effect) and can thus change the friction behaviour.
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The thickness of the TTS is also a major parameter for the friction behaviour
because it determines the thickness of the third body layer in the interface.
Indeed, particles are detached only from TTS. Numerous cracks were observed in
the TTS. These cracks initiated always from the surface and propagated inside TTS
or at the interface TTS/ initial material as seen on figure 6.
Cracks were seen as soon as after 100 cycles and led to the detachment of big
particles (figure 7). These particles were crushed and oxidized in the contact area
to give the third body layer. This third body was highly adherent to surfaces and
shear occured in it.

10*9

Figure 6 - Optical view of cracks in the TTS on a-TVlSCA

alloy

(iSO pm. 50000 cycles)

I
figure 7

Optical view ol hig dehris particles detached from

the TTS on o TVI5CA alloy (-50 pm. KKK) cycles)
For Tif»AI4V or a TVI5CA alloys, the TTS was thick and so was the debris layer.
Thus, stresses iransmiiied to the bulk were lowered, the material was protected and
no more damage cKcur in the hulk alloy On the contrary. i( the layer was too thin,
c g lor
TVISCA. cracks initiated and propagated below the TfS because the
tangential stresses transmitted to the surlace through the debris layer remained
higher than aj
In order to choose an alloy for a Iretiing application, this study shows that
material response Iretting maps (MKFV1) can provide valuable informations
(figure 8). If particle detachment occurs tic. if samples are tested with friction
conditions corresponding to the PD domain of the material response fretting map),
properties of the initial alloy such as KIC are not very useful since the same new
structure, the TTS. is always delected, whatever the initial alloy. Nevertheless, the
thickness of the TTS depends on the alloy It can be very thin and this gives small
2.070

amount of detached particles. In the MRFM, this case corresponds to the shaded
area of the PD domain near the C domain. In this area, chances for cracks
initiation are not equal to zero. Consequently, the use of an alloy giving thick ITS
is recommended if friction conditions arc such that the working point of the alloy
is located in the shaded domain. When fretting conditions are such that the alloys
are tested in C or ND domain of the MRFM, then fatigue properties are a useful
guideline for the choice.
1000

100

Displacement (um)
Figure 8 - Material Response Fretting Map (MRFM) for titanium alloys:
ND = no degradation. C = cracking, PD = particle detachment.
Conclusion

Fretting wear behaviour of various titanium alloys has been presented. Two main
kinds of damage have been observed:
- cracking when partial slicking is achieved in the contact area
- particle detachment if gross sliding lakes place.
This has been represented using material response fretting map where the
damage domains arc given as a function of the test parameters.
Cracking can be related to classical fatigue studies. Particularly, the endurance
limit oj determines the possibility for cracks to initiate and propagate.
Particle detachment occurs after the transformation of the supcrticial layer to
form the TTS. The thickness and shape of this TTS depends on:
. the fretting test conditions (number of cycles, amplitude of displacement)
. the initial structure of the alloy
. the ß-transus temperature
. the size and orientation of the initial grains.
To understand completely the particle detachment process and thus the friction
behaviour after this detachment, we would now have to analyse the properties of
the TTS itself.
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EFFECTS OF OXYGEN AND IRON ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF UNALLOYED TITANIUM
R. W. Judy. Jr.*, I. L. apian**, and F. D. Bogar*
*Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000
**Naval Surface Warfare Center-Annapolis Detachment, Annapolis, MD 21402-1198

Abstract
Unalloyed titanium is being widely used in machinery and piping for applications involving
large, thick components and the seawater environment. It has been shown that oxygen has a
strong effect on the resistance of most titanium products, including unalloyed titanium, to
environmental cracking, and strong effects on the mechanical properties, as well. In evaluating
the suitability of materials for service in particular environments, it is important to consider the
entire gamut of properties of candidate materials. This paper reports the result of experimental
determinations of the stress corrosion cracking performance of unalloyed titanium with oxygen
content varying between 0.10 and 0.26 weight percent, with two levels of iron, 0.06 percent and
0.18 percent. These properties were measured using wedge-opening loaded specimens in static
load frames. To assist in understanding the SCC data, values of lie were determined in standard
specimens; this helped establish the distinction between environmental crack growth and
mechanically-driven crack growth.
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Introduction
Unalloyed titanium is used in many commercial and other applications where the three necessary
conditions for potential stress corrosion cracking (SCC) are present: tensile stresses, small
defects due to fabrication, and aqueous environments. Oxygen is the principal addition to
unalloyed titanium in order to increase the strength. Oxygen additions, however, also decrease
the fracture toughness and the resistance to SCC at the same time. Iron which can be present in
tramp amounts or can be added intentionally for strength or producibility, also is thought to affect
these properties. The existing body of information to quantify these effects is sparse (1,2); the
purpose of this work was to systematically investigate the mechanical properties and
environmental cracking resistance unalloyed titanium to provide such information.
Materials and Procedures
The materials for this investigation were ten rolled plates of unalloyed titanium, 25 mm thick.
The nominal Jxygen contents were 0.10, 0.13, 0.17, 0.20 and 0.26 weight percent, and a
sample of each oxygen content was produced having nominal iron content of 0.06 and 0.17
percent. The plates were produced as small double-melted 45 kg laboratory heats by TIMET,
and were rr,lled unidircctionally to final thickness. The materials were arbitrarily assigned a letter
code, as is shown in Table 1. Microstructures of all the plates are shown in figure 1. A distinct
trend for t.ie grain size to decrease with increasing oxygen is apparent, as is a tendency for those
samp'es v.fith higher iron content to have smaller grains than their counterparts with the same
nominal oxygen content and lower iron. Standard tensile, fracture toughness , and SCC tests
were conducted for each plate. Results of the tensile tests, along with the ingot chemistries, are
given in Table 1. Fracture resistance tests utilizing the J-Integral method were also conducted for
each sample of material with a sundard 1-T compact tension specimen oriented in the TL
direction, i.e., the orientation such that crack propagation is expected in a plane parallel to the
rolling direction and perpendicular to the plate surface. Unloading compliance techniques were
used for detection of crack growth, and values of J were computed by the method outlined ;n
reference (3).
Stress corrosion cracking tests to determine the threshold stress intensity for SCC (Kisec)- us'fg
wedge-opening-loaded (WOL) specimens were carried out for each material in the TL
orientation. Pin-loaded WOL specimens were loaded in static load frames using a 3.59fc NaCI in
distilled water solution as the environment.
UNALLOYED TITANIUM

LOW
MON

OXYGEN
(WTOt)

0 10

man
MON

100 Ml”

Figure 1 - Microstructures of ten samples of unalloyed titanium. The samples
were all rolled to 25 mm plate in a single direction.
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Measurements of time, applied load and crack-mouth-opening were recorded by a system
utilizing a personal computer, so that the onset of crack growth could be easily identified and
crack-growth rate data could be easily computed. The minimum exposure time was ISO hours,
and most tests ran for more than 180 hours. In these tests, bracketing techniques (between
points of no crack growth and crack growth) were used to define the threshold stress intensity
for SCC. When SCC was found to be present, the value was noted Kiscc; when no crack
growth was associated with the test, the threshold value was noted as Ksw- To obtain as much
data as possible from each specimen, the fatigue crack was extended into undamaged material
following each load exposure, so that as many as seven experiments could be run with a single
specimen. Computations of K for these specimens were made on the basis of crack lengths
measured after the specimen was broken and loads recorded by the load cell during the test. In
pin-loaded specimens, the stress intensity field increases slightly with crack extension; this is in
contrast to cantilever bend specimens where K increases very rapidly with crack extension. In
materials where SCC was present, the maximum load prior to crack growth was used to compute
K for bracketing purposes. Many samples did not exhibit SCC and were very ductile.
Successive loadings to higher K values, which is a normal part of the test, only caused more
extensive yielding, crack blunting, etc., as would be expected. Under such circumstances, the K
term has little meaning. For this reason, the point of deviation from linearity on the loaddisplacement diagram was taken as the load value for computing K when there was no crack
growth.
Additional experiments were conducted with bolt-loaded WOL specimens; in these specimens the
K gradient decreases rapidly with crack extension. A single specimen of each material, cut in the
TL orientation, was loaded to an applied K at least 10 MPa /m above the Kiscc or Ksw value.
The test duration was 500 hours; and a computer-based data acquisition system was used to
record load readings from instrumented bolts during the tests. Values of Ksw and Kiscc were
computed from measured values of final crack lengths and loads. Experiments were conducted
even when gross yielding was expected at the initial loading, on the premise that environmental
effects which might take place at such extreme conditions could be missed in other tests.
Results
Results of the mechanical property tests and the SCC tests are summarized in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Properties of Unalloyed Titanium
ODE
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

OXYGEN

m

0.097
0.095
0.134
0.128
0.186
0.164
0.200
0.192
0.259
0.265

KON

(%)

YS
(MPa)

UTS
(MPa)

EL

(%)

0.062
0.170
0.058
0.170
0.061
0.171
0.072
0.182
0.072
0.188

263
287
326
346
417
393
435
455
460
467

392
410
443
463
524
518
561
549
579
621

45
45
42
44
35
34
30
27
29
29

PIN
BOLT
Ksw
Ksw
(MPa/m) (MPa /m)
77*
86*
82*
93*
84*
90*
65
75
47
53

36*
43*
40*
48*
58*
56*
62
61
57
47

* No SCC crack growth
Effects of oxygen content on the mechanical properties of the samples of unalloyed titanium were
quite pronounced on both yield strength and ultimate tensile strength, while the effects of the iron
content were more subtle. As expected, both yield and ultimate strength values increased sharply
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with increasing oxygen (figure 2). There was a consistent trend for the yield strength in the
direction transverse to rolling to be higher than yield strength measured in the direction parallel to
rolling, but the ultimate strengths were the same for both orientations. Values of yield strength
for materials having high iron were slightly higher than their counterparts for materials having
low iron and the same oxygen content. The difference was slight, and there is some room for
doubt that it is statistically significant.
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Figure 2 - Effect of oxygen and iron content on the yield strength of unalloyed titanium.
Fracture test results showed little or no dependence of Jfc (or Kj, the value of stress intensity
computed from Jic) on either oxygen content or on tensile properties. It is noted that the
materials were extraordinarily ductile, and in some cases there was no crack growth. Valid Jic
numbers could not be computed for most of the specimens because of the lack of crack growth;
in addition, the specimens failed the crack front straightness criteria. Tests were usually
terminated because the displacement gages reached the end of their travel. Values are reported in
terms of Kj to facilitate comparison with SCC data; these should be considered "lower bound"
values and used only to observe trends, rather than as absolute values. The values shown here
grossly underestimate the resistance of the materials to crack extension from purely mechanical
causes. There were two exceptions, both at the highest values of oxygen (>0.19%) in the high
iron content materials. Sample J, which was earlier described as having a different
microstructure than the others, failed in a brittle manner, with a valid Kic value of 38 MPa /m
(35 ksi /in.). It is noted that the tensile ductility in this material was reasonably high. The
fracture test specimen of sample H exhibited crack growth of sufficient length that a J-R curve
could be constructed, but the specimen failed the crack front straightness test, since there was
extreme tunnelling of the crack front.
Results of SCC tests using pin-loaded WOL specimens showed that the materials having nominal
oxygen contents greater than 0.19% had some degree of sensitivity to SCC; these were materials
coded G.H.I, and J in Table 1. The remaining materials were immune to SCC. Values of Kjscc
and KSw are plotted vs oxygen content in figure 3. Note in figure 3 that, with decreasing
oxygen, the values of KSw measured in pin-loaded specimens reach a peak and then decrease.
This't because the failure point is determined by plastic flow rather than by environmental
effects
as the oxygen content decreases, the yield strength also decreases. Samples having
high iron content consistently have higher Ksw values than those with lower iron.
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Figure 4 - Fractographs of the materials showing evidence of SCC.
In the sensitive materials, the crack growth was very rapid. The microcracking mode is shown
in the photomontage of figure 4. The specimen of material J, which had high iron and 0.26%
oxygen, broke in a brittle manner after a small increment of crack ^owth. Specimens of the
other thr^ec materials exhibited small increments of crack growth, which were arrested in a short
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time. In alloys G, H, and I, the fractures were characteristically very flat facets (quasi-cleavage)
inclined at different angles, separated by regions of ductile fracture (fluting). This behavior was
noticed in earlier work involving cast unalloyed titanium (2). This supports the concept that the
SCC cracks propagate in these alloys by the formation of the quasi-cleavage facets, while the
macroscopic crack growth rate is controlled by the ductile failure of material separating the facets.
Therefore, even though the K gradient is positive in the pin-loaded WOL specimens, there was
insufficient energy to drive the cracks after crack growth began in these three samples. This is
because the crack fronts were probably quite diffuse rather than being a single straight front as is
modeled by mechanics. In specimens loaded such that the K gradient is much steeper, i.e.,
cantilever specimens, the specimens would fail at the first small increment of crack growth, and
the measured values of Kiscc would probably be slightly lower. Sample J was different in that
the fracture toughness was distinctly lower than in the other materials, and after a small increment
of SCC crack growth, the specimen fractured completely. The fracture face of the SCC
specimen consisted of a small area fraction of quasi-cleavage and more in-plane ductile fracture
than was observed in the other specimens.
Values of Kiscc deteiminci with pin-loaded specimens are compared to values determined with
bolt-loaded WOL specimens and values of Kj, as a f mction of oxygen content in figure S. The
data trends show that both types of WOL specimen give identical values of Kiscc. within
experimental scatter, when the materials are sensitive to SCC. When there is no SCC, the much
lower values of apparent K Jscc are measured with bolt loaded specimens. Values of Kj are much
higher than either of these, except for the one point which was a valid Kic value. These
observations are a function of the time at load, i.e., the time available for plastic flow at the crack
tip to allow load relaxation. Experiments with materials having higher values of strength and
lower fracture toughness would probably cause all of these values to become nearly coincident.
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Figure 5 - Comparison of the SCC and fracture properties of unalloyed titanium materials
with oxygen content.
The same data are presented as a function of yield strength in figure 6, and show the same
general trends. In figure 6, the two lines divide the chart into regions where crack growth would
occur under elastic conditions (labelled "PLANE STRAIN") and where plastic deformation is
expected prior to crack growth (labelled "PLASTIC"), and a transition region between. The
values of Kiscc that fall in either the transition or plane strain region can be analyzed by fracture
mechanics; those that fall in the plastic region are not amenable to analysis by linear elastic
methods. The ratio lines represent K/YS of 0.145 for the lower bound and 0.10 for the upper
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bound, using the metric scales shown here. The origin of the upper limit is Hahn and
Rosenficld's (4,5) work which showed that at this ratio of K/YS for 25 mm thick material, a flat
plate containing a through-thickness flaw would require yield level loading for crack extension.
Data measured with bolt-loaded specimens without any SCC approximate that line very closely,
which supports the contention that the differences between the three values of stress-intensity are
time-dependent. Furthermore, the effects of strain rate on fracture resistance are such that K
increases with increasing strain rate; conversely, unalloyed titanium is very much subject to creep
deformation.
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Figure 6 - Variation of Ksw and Kiscc measured with pin-loaded- and with bolt-loaded-WOL
specimens with yield strength. Only the four points at the highest strengths had SCC.
Also shown are lower bound values of Jic measured using 25 mm thick specimens.
Samples of alloys I and J oriented in the LT direction, i.e., with the crack propagation
perpendicular to the rolling direction were tested in the pin-loaded configuration. Very little crack
propagation was noted in alloy J when it was loaded above the Kjscc determined in the TL
orientation. Cracks propagated out of plane in alloy I at values of applied initial K roughly
corresponding to Kiscc, and quickly arrested.
Data conceming the effects of oxygen content on SCC of unalloyed titanium taken in this work
are compared to the existing data taken from the literature in Figure 7; both rolled plate and cast
materials are considered. The data form a continuum showing that the critical oxygen content is
0.19 weight percent. Reference 2 is earlier work performed by the authors with mostly cast
materials using the same experimental equipment and techniques. The data of reference 1 were
taken with 12 mm thick specimens; hence the point at 0.12 % oxygen is below the other points
because of differences in constraint to crack tip plastic flow in specimens of different
thicknesses.
Summary
Experimental determinations of the susceptibility of unalloyed titanium to SCC in salt water
resulted in the following conclusions:
• Alloys having oxygen content of 0.19 weight percent or higher are sensitive to SCC while
those with lower oxygen are immune.
• Oxygen content has a strong effect on the strength properties of unalloyed titanium, while
small variations in iron content have a very small effect.
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Apparent insensitivity of fracture properties, measured in terms of J Integral parameters, to
oxygen content is an artifact of the specimen size relative to the ductility of the material; the
sniall specimens grossly underestimate the resistance of the material to crack extension.
For materials not sensitive to SCC, the trends of fracture behavior measured with small
specimens reflect the dependence of the plastic flow processes on loading rate, and are not a
measure of the intrinsic fracture resistance of the material.
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Figure 7 - Comparison of data measured in this work with other data for both rolled plate and
cast materials. The data show that at about 0.19 weight percent oxygen or less,
unalloyed titanium is not sensitive to SCC.
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SAME REGULARITIES OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS EFFECT ON ot-BASE TITANIUM
ALLOYS EMBRITTLEMENT IN AIR AND CORROSIVE ENVIRONMENT
Stal Ushkov, Andrey Igolkin
Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey"
Sankt-Petersburg,193167, Russia
Abstract
A consideration is given for some common features of the effect of alloy
composition on the susceptibility to brittle behaviour of«C-base titanium
alloys in air and corrosive media, sea water in particular. SCO embrittlement is regarded as an early form of the ordinary brittle degradation due to
alloying additions. The effects of alpha stabilizers and eutectoid beta stabilizers provoking the phenomenon as well as the opposite action of isomorphous beta stabilizers are explained in terms of rf-solid solution stability
aspects as well as electronic structure changes. Some analogies of other metallic system are provided.

Introduction
High strength 06-base titanium alloys are recognized as very effective materials in manufacturing various stressed marine constructions /1,2/. Th'.-se
exclusively demandable applications require special care relative to the
chemical composition anci structure which are generally different from those
for airospaoe titanium alloys since one of the main problem here is in preventing stress corrosion cracking SCO embrittlement. This phenomenon has
been discovered for about three decades ago /3/ and a lot of papers concerning the subject has been publishing /4-8 etc./. It seems now that in the
light of the knowledge accumulated it is possible to envisage the problem of
ot-base titanium alloys embrittlement in corrosive environment and air together. In this paper we attempted to do it.
Main Theses
General View
High loaded constructions made of titanium alloys are mostly exploited in
media which substantially do not affect them in terms of the general as well
as macroscoplcally local corrosion losses. It distinguishes titanium and its
alloys among other structural materials including stainless steels. In order
to induce SCO embrittlement of titanium alloys it is necessary to rupture
mechanically the protective surface oxide film which is to be done by means
of plastic deformation of the substrate. SCC susceptibility may be evaluated
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by various testing procedures, the criterion being the techique should show
different results in air (vacuum) and corrosive environments. The influence
of alloying additions will be considered in view of the following sheme:
chemical composition -*- structure -*■ property.
Considerations of the Transgranular Etobrittlement
It is known that pure titanium displays no susceptibility to SCC which is
caused mainly by alpha stabilizing additions such as oxygen or aluminium.
These elements provide a great hardening effect and lead to the plasticity
losses as well. But SCC etnbrittlement (in chloride solutions for example)
are usually appeared under the content of the elements mentioned which are
quite tolerable in air (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Scheme of the effect of aluminium additions of the embrittlement of titanium alloys in air and 3.5 % NaCl aq.sol.
The same is true for the effect of eutectoid beta stabilizers /9/. A significant embrittlement of Ti-Al alloys in air is associated with the visible
o(2-phase (^Al) precipitations whereas SCC susceptibility may appear under
the absence of any detectable secondary precipitates. Only oblique analyses
(magnetic and ulettrical resistance testing for example) seems to be capable
to catch out some weak structural changings under^l.ü wt.% Al and~5.0 wt.%
Al to be regarded as certain«(2-phase prototipes formation (ordering) /10/.
Thus the emergence of SCC susceptibility of *( -base titanium alloys due to
the alloying is associated with the same structural changes which being is
its more pronounced forms (under higher component content) would lead to the
ordinary loss of plasticity.
Many investigators emphasized the fact that JL -base titanium alloys transgranular SCC embrittlement was related with the changes in the plastic deformation character- from cell-like to co-planar /11 etc./. The same relationship
is very characteristic for SCC of austenitic stainless steels and other
structural alloys, whereas the crystallographic slipping system may be kept
unchangable. The electrochemical interaction presumably takes place along
the emerging slipping steps formed due to co-planar slipping /12/ but the
following appears to be of importance as well
. The co-planarity of the
slipping may be envisaged as some form of restriction of the plastic defor2,082

mation under the submicroscopical level. But it is the localization (nonuniforraity) of the elastic-plastic material responoe to loading which is generally accepted as the cause of brittle behaviour without the corrosive factors affectioning.
The transgranular SCC of 4. -base titanium alloys is associated eith the formation of basic (1000) or near basic {lOI?} cleavage fracture planes. That
SCC peculiarity attracted great attention in due time /13/ and it has been
noted the strange curcumstance that near basic cleavage plane is characteristic for brittle fracture of high aluminium titanium alloys in air when
impact tested /6/.
It is known that so intrinsic for transgranular SCC embrittlement cleavage
plane is encountered in a great variety of cases of d. -base titanium as well
as zirconium alloys embrittlement in various media including air and vacuum
(see Table 1).
Table 1 The cases of the basic (near balic) cleavage fracture planes
Material
«( -base titanium
and zirconium
alloys
_ttÄ

Environment or loading Failure cleavage
plane
conditions
NaCl, HCl, CCl
aqueous (methanol)
solutions

(lOT?}

Hg.Cd

{l0T7{

Reference

/6,14/

1

/15/

1

{10T8J
(0001)

slow strain rate
testing (air)

12° from
(0001)

/16/

|

Ti-8A1,
TijAl

impact testing
(air)

(0001)

/6/

1

{10171

Ti-6Al-HV

high cycle fatigue
testings in air and
vacuum

[10T7J

/17,18/

j

Zn

Hg

(0001)

/19/

j

" M "*

Therefore, there are a series of important moments to be common for transgranular embrittlement of o( -base titanium alloys in air and corrosive environments.
Constitutional Diagrams and Titanium Alloys Brittle Behaviour
The effective way to mitigate SCC embrittlement of o< -base titanium alloys
is isomorphous beta stabilizers (Mo, V, Ta, Nb) additioning /6/. The mechanism of the effect is little studied but is related with the presence of
beta stabilizing elements in e^-solid solution /£0/. Striking fact is that
isomorphous beta stabilizers have been found as useful alloying elements in
supressing various forms of titanium alloys embrittlement - the slow strain
rate brittleness /21/, intergranular embrittlement /10/ as well as S0C susceptibility in many environments. These elements reportedly mitigate formation of Laves phase in chromium containing titanium alloys /22/. Thus these
elements are distinguished among otner alloying additions by its favourable effect on titanium alloy. What attracts attention is that in its
first approach the constitutional diagrams of titanium with all these ele2,083

ments are quite alike and simple ones (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Schematical image of the left comer of some constitutional
diagrams.
It is interesting to note also the resemblance between constitutional diagrams of Ti-Mo (V, Ta, Nb) and Fe-Ni. The c.lssot of nickel is known as unique
one in suppressing low temperature embrittlement of ferrous alloys. As contrary to ot-stabilizing elements (aluminium, oxygen, interstitials for iron
to be known as embrittling species for the systems) the isomorphous beta
stabilizers and nickel are able to decrease the aC -lattice stability temperature without obvious intermetallic formations (see Figure 2). It may be
suggested that for metallic systems there probably exists some positive correlation between the effect of alloying elements on the matrix phase polymorhous temperature and its influence on the embrittlement.lt appears that
by lowering the phase stability temperature the elements (for example isomorphous beta stabilizers for titanium and nickel for iron) are lowering the
temperature field to be intrinsic for the phase delamination processes. The
later may include ordering, segregation or compound formation reactions
etc., which are caused by the presence of some low-soluble additions or contaminants. This way the neutralization of the embrittling elements is making.
For Ti-Al alloys the isomorphous beta stabilizers seemingly suppress
oij-phase formation making the alloys less susceptible to SCC embrittlement.
The correlation considered above is probably analogous one for the following
tendency being intrinsic for unalloyed metals - the higher its melting point the higher its low-temperature brittle-ductile threshold (which is caused
by contaminants). This correlation for unalloyed matals is related with the
increase in the valent electron localization degree for high melting elements
i.e. with the increase of the covalent component of interatomic bond /23/.
As for isomorphous beta stabilizers and nickel their presence correspondingly in <^ -solid solutions of titanium alloys and steels causes the increase
in the metallic component of interatomic bond /21»,25/. The experimental
studies also showed that titanium alloying by alpha stabilizers led to the
increase in the covalent component of the bonding /10,26/. Thus the effect
of alloying element invisaged is related with the changes in the electronic
structure. Not going further in the consideration we are to note here that

im

isomorphous beta stabilizers for titanium and nickel for iron as well as renium for tungsten (well known "renium effect" is meant) are occupied relatively siniour positions in the periodic system displaying themselves as more
multivalent elements. It should be noted that the more equilibrium conditions provided the Ti-Mo (V) systems are not free from any nonvariatable transformations (see Figure 2). The fact of the compounds formation for zirconium analogous systems urges to suggest for similar interaction for titanium
systems (see Figure 2) to take place. Therefore it is the degree of realization of a transformation which is of importance in the context.
The effect of various alloying elements on ci -base titanium alloys embrittlement in air and corrosive environments should be envisaged taking into account some microstructure changes which are also of importance. But we suggest
that microstructure parameters keeping the same the effect is determined by
matrix solid solution characteristics.
Conclusion
1. There are some substantial points to be common for oC -base titanium alloys embrittlement in corrosive midia (SCO and air. Although the SCC embrittlement is necessitated by the electrochemical interaction it relates
with the same structural and phenomenological changings due to alloying elements which are responsible for the ordinary transition to brittle behaviour.
2. There probably exists a positive correlation between the effect of alloying elements on the polymorphous temperature and their influence on embrittlements in air and corrosive invironments, which may be related with electronic structure changes. Isomorphous beta stabilizers are capable to neutralize the embrittling effect of alpha-stabilizers and eutectoid beta stabilizers by lowering 4 -solid solution delamination temperature.
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HYDROGEN ABSORPTION OF TITANIUM IN OFFSHORE
RELATED ENVIRONMENTS UNDER CATHODIC CHARGING
Liv Lunde, Rolf Nyborg and Werner Wilhelmsen
Institut! for energlteknikk
N-2007 Kjeller, Norway

Absttad
Titanium alloys of Grade 2,5,9,12 and Beta-C have been exposed for periods up to two years
with cathodic polarization in deaerated artificial seawater at temperatures between 20 and
80 °C. All alloys except Grade 12 had low hydrogen absorption at -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.
Titanium Grade 12 had a hydrogen absorption 3-20 times higher than the other alloys, and is
not recommended for use in applications where the material is exposed to cathodic protection.
The high absorption rate was related to the nickel content of this alloy. The alpha-beta highstrength alloys Grade 5 (6A1-4V) and Grade 9 (3A1-2.5V) showed about the same hydrogen
absorption as unalloyed titanium Grade 2. The high-strength beta alloy Beta-C had generally
somewhat higher hydrogen absorption than unalloyed titanium, but lower than Grade 12.
The hydrogen absorption in titanium Grade 12 was considerably lower at -700 mV than at
-1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. In the other alloys the hydrogen absorption was low at both these
potentials. The hydrogen absorption in deaerated seawater was about the same at 20 °C and
80 °C. The reason for this is that surface films containing carbonates form at higher temperatures, and these films seem to protect against hydrogen absorption. This effect is even stronger
in water containing carbon dioxide, where carbonate films form at lower temperatures.
Introduction
Titanium has an excellent corrosion resistance in seawater, and has been widely used for
seawater cooled heat exchangers for the last twenty years. There is a growing interest for
titanium also in other offshore applications, where titanium often will be coupled to other
materials and may also be exposed to cathodic protection systems. In some of these applications the low weight-to-strength ratio makes titanium especially attractive, particularly in
combination with its low modulus of elasticity. A 400 m long titanium drilling riser is currently
being evaluated for a tension leg platform in the North Sea, and a titanium stress joint has been
in service at 500 m water depth in the Gulf of Mexico. Here the titanium components are large
diameter (-30 inch) tubes of high strength titanium with thick wall (1 inch), This type of applications requires the use of high-strength titanium alloys of the alpha-beta or beta type.
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Titanium alloys absorb hydrogen at low potentials, and when the solubility limit is exceeded
hydrides will form. The hydrides are brittle and in extreme cases hydrides may lead to deterioration or fracture of the component. The behaviour of alpha titanium alloys in seawater is
apparently well documented, while little information is available on the hydrogen absorption
behaviour of high strength alloys. It is often difficult to use hydrogen absorption data because
hydrogen analyses have been applied without differentiation between hydride films at the
surface and hydrogen absorbed in the bulk material. It is mainly precipitated hydrides in the
interior of the metal that will endanger the service life of a component, while thin hydride films
at the surface have less practical implications.
The most important factors for hydrogen absorption in titanium are pH, electrochemical potential, temperature and alloy composition. Rules of thumb given for seawater service of alpha
titanium alloys are not always reliable, and they can not be applied for beta or alpha-beta alloys.
Information relevant to conditions on the hydrocarbon side of oil and gas production or transport equipment is lacking. Experience from oil refineries shows that coupling to carbon steel
has led to hydrogen absorption in environments containing hydrogen sulphide. An important
question is whether the small HjS amounts present in North Sea hydrocarbons (<100 ppm) are
enough to trigger hydrogen absorption.
The objective of the present work was to investigate hydrogen absorption on the seawater side
in titanium components coupled to other metals exposed to cathodic protection and on the
hydrocarbon side of titanium components coupled to carbon steel. The experiments were a part
of an EEC funded project within the EURAM programme (1). The project was based on a cooperation between research institutions in four European contries, including Inasmet, Spain,
Technical Research Institute of Finland, Imperial College, England and Institutt for energiteknikk, Norway. The aim of the Norwegian studies was to investigate hydrogen absorption
without mechanical loading, while work in Finland and Spain was concentrated on the influence
of cathodic protection on stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue in artificial seawater.
The British studies were aimed at the role of hydrides in the cracking of titanium alloys.

Experimental
Hydrogen absorption studies were performed with the following titanium alloys: Ti Grade 2
(CP Ti), Grade 5 (6A1-4V), Grade 9 (3A1-2.5V), Grade 12 (0.8Ni-0.3Mo) and Beta-C. In some
of the experiments new experimental alloys supplied by TIMET (Beta-21S) and Sumitomo
(0.0SPd-0.3Co) were included. The composition and mechanical properties of the alloys are
given in Table I. Flat specimens with thickness 3 mm and surface area about 5 cm2 were
exposed to synthetic seawater according to ASTM D-1141 in glass cells with automatic pH and
temperature control. The electrolyte was replaced at regular intervals. The specimens were
ground and then pickled in a HNOj-HF-I^O solution before the experiment. Experiments were
performed at 20,40,60 and 80 "C. The solution was flushed with either N2 C02, or CO, with
SO ppm HjS in order to simulate either produced water (hydrocarbon environment with CO,)
or seawater at large depths where the oxygen content is low. The pH of the solution was kept
at 4.0 in most experiments, while a few experiments were performed with higher pH values.
The potential of the specimens was kept at either -700 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (corresponding to
galvanic coupling to carbon steel) or -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCI (corresponding to a structure with
cathodic protection). Exposure times were from 20 to 700 days. The specimens were examined
for hydride precipitation by metallography, and the hydrogen content of both exposed and
unexposed specimens was measured by TIMET by vacuum extraction and mass spectrometry.
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Table I.

Chemical composition and mechanical properties of the Investigated alloys. Data from
certificate for all alloys except Grade 9.
Alloy

Composition %

2

5

9

12

N
C
Fe
0
Al
V

0.008

0.01

0.02

0.003

0.05

0.017

0.025

0.02

0.18

0.016

0.10

0.2

0.05

0.22

0.25

0.12

0.07

0.08

0.19

0.125

0.15

0.14

0.20

0.077

6.2
4.0

2.5-3.5

70

Beta-C

Beta-21S

3.3
8.0

2-3

Other

H*ppm

0.05Pd-0.3Co

Mo 0.28

Pd 0.03-0.07 Mo 4.0

Ni 0.87

.Co 0.2-0.7

60

80

50

986

560
655
29

400
600
23

3
Mo 15

Zr 3.9

Nb 2.6

Cr 6.4

Si 0.2

50

140

90

Mechanical properties

418
527
26

YP MPa
UTS MPa
Elongation %

1034

13

834
862
21

* Measured by TIMET for this project

Bssulis
The amount of absorbed hydrogen in the different titanium alloys exposed to artificial seawater
with CO2 at 80 "C, pH 4.0 and -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl is shown in Figure 1. The hydrogen data
are given as absorbed hydrogen in ftg per mm2 surface area of the specimen. This parameter
gives values for absorbed hydrogen independent of the thickness of the material. Hydrogen
values in ppm of the bulk material are less informative and do not take into account that most
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Figure 1.

Hydrogen absorption in titanium as function of exposure time. Exposure
in artificial seawater with COj at 80 "C, -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl and pH 4.0.
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of the absorbed hydrogen is accumulated in a thin surface layer.
However, as many previously reported hydrogen data have been given in
ppm, an approximate scale for the
hydrogen content in ppm in a 3 mm
thick plate exposed on both sides is
also given in the figure. The hydrogen content in ppm will be different
for other thicknesses.
Figure 1 shows that the hydrogen
absorption does not slow down even
after long exposure times. In fact, the
hydrogen values after two years are
Tlmt (days)
more than twice the values after one
Figure 2. Thickness of hydride layer in titanium
year for all alloys. The figure also
Grade 12 as function of exposure time.
shows that Ti Grade 12, which conExposure in artificial seawater with C02 at
tains nickel and molybdenum, ab80 "C, -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl and pH 4.0.
sorbs 3-20 times more hydrogen than
Grade 2, S and 9. Grade 12 showed
considerable hydride formation, while very little hydrides were found in the other alloys. The
thickness of the hydride layer in Ti Grade 12 specimens tested at 80 "C, pH 4.0 and -10S0 mV
vs. Ag/AgCl is shown as function of exposure time in Figure 2. The figure shows that an appreciable hydride layer can be observed already after two days' exposure. The thickness of the
layer increases approximately proportionally with the square root of the exposure time.
Experiments with abraded and pickled specimens tested with nitrogen flushing at 20 "C showed
that abraded specimens had considerably higher hydrogen absorption than pickled specimens
after 40 days' exposure. After 120 days' exposure the difference between pickled and abraded
specimens was much smaller, and the initial surface condition seems to be less important.
The effect of temperature on the hydrogen absorption in the different alloys is shown in Figure
3. In the experiments with nitrogen flushing the hydrogen absorption increases markedly from
20 °C to 40 °C and then decreases from 40 to 80 °C. In experiments with CO, flushing the
hydrogen absorption decreases from 20 to 40 "C and then remains about the same up to 80 "C.
Grade 12 has the highest hydrogen absorption at all temperatures, while Beta-C also absorbs
much hydrogen at 20 and 40 "C.
The hydrogen absorption in Ti Grade 12 after one year exposure in synthetic seawater with
C02 flushing at 80 °C and pH 4.0 was about seven times higher at -1050 mV than at -700 mV
vs. Ag/AgCl. For the other alloys the hydrogen absorption was much lower, with almost no
difference between -700 and -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. An experiment with CO, + 50 ppm HjS
as flushing gas with pH 6.5 resulted in similar or somewhat lower hydrogen uptake than pure
CO, and pH 4.0. A few experiments with different pH values were performed with nitrogen
flushing at 80 "C and -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. Grade 12 specimens tested at pH 13 showed no
hydride precipitation, while pH 6.2 resulted in formation of some hydrides. Specimens exposed
at pH 4.0 under the same conditions showed a thick hydride layer at the surface and hydride
needles deep into the metal.
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Figure 3.

Hydrogen absorption in titanium as function of temperature. 40 days'
exposure in artificial seawater at -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl and pH 4.0.

Discussion
Effect of temperature and water chemistry
Hydrogen absorption in titanium has traditionally been considered to be a problem only at
temperatures above 80 SC, where the diffusion rate of hydrogen becomes significant (2). The
present experiments in synthetic seawater with nitrogen flushing show that the hydrogen
absorption increases from 20 to 40 °C, but then decreases from 40 to 80 °C. With COj flushing
the hydrogen absorption decreases already from 20 to 40 "C. The surface films on titanium
seem to be more important for the total hydrogen absorption than the effect of temperature on
diffusion. An X-ray energy dispersive analysis of the surface of specimens exposed with nitrogen flushing at 80 "C showed the presence of calcium that has been deposited on the surface,
probably as CaCO,. Carbonate scales form easily at high temperature because the solubility of
calcium carbonate decreases with increasing temperature. Natural seawater contains enough
carbonate ions to get this effect. When the water contains carbon dioxide, the content of
carbonate ions is larger and carbonate scales are more easily formed at low temperature, This
accounts for the observed effect of C02 on the hydrogen absorption. The effect of carbonate
films on hydrogen absorption of titanium in seawater may have important practical consequences, as this might result in negligible hydrogen absorption in cases where this otherwise
could be a problem.
Previous investigations of grade 2 titanium in natural seawater showed small differences in
hydrogen absorption between 25 and 50 "C, while exposure at 80 "C gave a marked increase in
hydride layer thickness (3). These results were obtained at pH 2 and are not relevant for normal
seawater exposure. Another study reported a higher hydrogen absorption in 3 months at 25 "C
compared to two months at 100 "C (4). This is more in line with the present findings.
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Figure 4.

Hydride layer with crack on titanium Grade 12 after 40 days' exposure
in artificial seawater with C02 at 80 °C and pH 4.0.

In order to judge the detrimental effect of hydrogen it is necessary to have information on the
distribution of hydrides as well as the total hydrogen content. Hydrides oriented perpendicular
to the loading direction can be dangerous even with reasonably low total hydrogen contents.
This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 4 where surface cracks starting from hydrides can act as
stress risers by introducing a stress concentration factor.
Dense surface hydride layers were observed in Grade 2 specimens exposed with nitrogen
flushing at 20 °C and almost no hydrides at 80 °C, although the hydrogen content was about
the same at the two temperatures. In Grade 12 specimens exposed with COj flushing, dense
surface hydrides with thickness 5-30 fim were observed in specimens exposed at 20 °C, while
specimens exposed at 80 °C also showed hydride needles up to 300 fim deep into the metal.
Specimens exposed at 40 and 60 °C had thicker surface hydride layers with up to 60 fim depth.
This may seem surprising since the hydrogen absorption was highest at 20 °C, as shown by the
open points in Figure 3. However, the hydride layer at 20 0C was very dense because very little
of the absorbed hydrogen had diffused into the bulk metal. These observations illustrate that the
diffusion of hydrogen from the surface and deeper into the metal increases with temperature,
but this is not the limiting factor for the hydrogen absorption.
The hydrogen absorption increases with decreasing pH. The experiments with pH 4 represent
accelerated conditions compared to neutral seawater. Hushing with CO2 + 50 ppm HjS at pH
6.5 gave similar or somewhat lower hydrogen uptake than pure CO2 at pH 4.0. This does not
exclude a detrimental effect of H2S on hydrogen absorption, but it seems that the small amounts
of hydrogen sulphide in the North Sea fields (<100 ppm) do not cause any dramatic changes in
the hydrogen absorption for the hydrocarbon side of titanium components coupled to carbon
steel.
Effect of alloying elements
Titanium Grade 12 absorbed much more hydrogen than the other alloys (3-20 times more), and
was the only alloy with extensive hydride formation. Small amounts of nickel are known to
cause increased hydrogen absorption in titanium alloys (5), and it is likely that the 0.8 % nickel
in Grade 12 accounts for the increased hydrogen absorption. This was verified by Ti Grade 2
specimens with small amounts of nickel electrodeposited on the surface. These specimens
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developed a severe hydride attack after only 20 days' exposure, while no hydrides were found in
parallel specimens without nickel. A few experiments with the alloy Ti 0.0SPd-0.3Co showed
two to three times higher hydrogen absorption than for unalloyed titanium Grade 2. The palladium content is probably responsible for this, but the cobalt content may also contribute.
The high-strength beta alloy Beta-C showed generally somewhat higher hydrogen absorption
than unalloyed titanium, but lower than Grade 12. The alloy Beta-21S was also tested and had
about the same hydrogen absorption as Beta-C. Both the solubility and the diffusion rate of
hydrogen are several times higher in the beta alloys than in the alpha alloys, and no hydrides
were ever found in the beta alloys.
The alpha-beta high-strength alloys Grade S (6A1-4V) and Grade 9 (3A1-2.SV) had about the
same hydrogen absorption as unalloyed titanium Grade 2. However, Grade 9 had higher
hydrogen absorption in a pickled specimen at 40 "C and an abraded specimen at 20 °C. No
hydrides were found in the alpha-beta alloys, except for the abraded Grade 9 specimen
mentioned above, where a 100 fan thick hydride layer was found after 40 days' exposure.
Effect of potential
The hydrogen absorption in titanium Grade 12 was considerably lower at -700 mV than at
•1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. In the other alloys the hydrogen absorption was low at both these
potentials. This together with the beneficial effect of C02 indicates that hydrogen absorption
should not be a problem on the hydrocarbon side of titanium components coupled to carbon
steel, where the potential is typically -700 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. On the seawater side, a titanium
component coupled to a structure with cathodic protection will have a potential of about -1050
mV vs. Ag/AgCl. At this potential significant hydrogen absorption can occur in titanium Grade
12. Previous investigations have indicated that hydrogen absorption occurs in natural seawater
only when titanium has a potential lower than about -0.7 V vs. SCE, with significant hydrogen
absorption between -0.8 and -1.0 V vs. SCE (6, 7). Other investigators have found significant
hydriding of titanium in neutral seawater only at potentials lower than -1.2 V vs. SCE, and they
have suggested -1.0 V vs. SCE as a limit for avoiding significant hydriding below 45 0C (8).
Conclusions

Exposure of titanium alloys of Grade 2, 5, 9,12 and Beta-C in deaerated artificial seawater at
-1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl showed a low but significant hydrogen absorption in all alloys except
Grade 12. The exposure at pH 4 represents accelerated conditions compared to neutral seawater. The hydrogen absorption did not slow down even after two years. Titanium Grade 12
had a hydrogen absorption 3-20 times higher than the other alloys and extensive hydride
formation. This alloy should not be recommended for use in applications where the material is
exposed to cathodic protection. The high absorption rate of Grade 12 is related to the nickel
content. The alpha-beta high-strength alloys Grade 5 (6A1-4V) and Grade 9 (3A1-2.5V) showed
about the same hydrogen absorption as unalloyed titanium Grade 2. The high-strength beta
alloy Beta-C had somewhat higher hydrogen absorption than unalloyed titanium, but lower than
Grade 12. No hydrides were found in the Beta-C alloy. The results indicate that these highstrength alloys are at least as good as unalloyed titanium regarding hydrogen absorption.
The hydrogen absorption in deaerated seawater was about the same at 20 "C and 80 °C, while
it was higher at 40 °C. The reason for this is that surface films containing carbonates start to
form between 40 "C and 80 "C. These films seem to protect against hydrogen absorption. This
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effect is even stronger in water containing carbon dioxide, where the hydrogen absorption
decreases from 20 to 40 "C because carbonate film formation start at lower temperatures.
The hydrogen absorption is initially much higher at abraded surfaces than at pickled surfaces,
but the differences in original surface conditions become less important after longer exposure
times. The hydrogen absorption in titanium Grade 12 was considerably lower at -700 mV vs.
Ag/AgCl than at -1050 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. This together with the beneficial effect of CO,
indicates that hydrogen absorption should not be a problem on the hydrocarbon side of titanium
components even with small contents of HjS, while some hydrogen absorption may occur on
the seawater side of titanium components coupled to a structure with cathodic protection.
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ENHANCING CORROSION RESISTANCE OF THE Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo
(Bet«-C™) ALLOY FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

R. W. Schutz and M. Xiao
RMI Titanium Company

Ab»tr«ct

Enhancement of Beta-C™ titanium with 0.04 - 0.10 wt.% Pd or Ru
dramatically expands the alloy's resistance to hot reducing acids, and to stress
and crevice corrosion in high temperature deaerated, reducing, and/or sour
brine media. High resistance to hydrogen absorption with sustained exposure
to hot dilute reducing acids or high temperature caustic solutions also
resulted, contrasting behavior in conventional titanium alloys. These positive
effects appear to stem from formation of a more protective passive oxide film,
and not cathodic depolarization traditionally achieved by precious metal
additions to titanium. These improvements in corrosion and hydrogen
resistance in reducing acidic media have direct positive implications for
application of enhanced Beta-C titanium alloys in hypersaline geothermal
brine wells, deep sour gas wells, and even chemical and organic compound
synthesis processes.

Beta-C titanium is characterized as an ageable beta titanium alloy which offers
a unique, attractive combination of high strength, low density and modulus,
and elevated corrosion resistance. This attractive suite of properties has been
successfully exploited for production tubular applications in hypersaline
geothermal brine extraction wells in the Salton Sea(l), and is driving current
interest in this alloy for production tubulars, casings, and ancillary well
equipment in deep sour gas wells(2). Service experience and laboratory
testing, however, have revealed0 subtle limitations in crevice and stress
corrosion resistance above -185 C in both sweet and sour brines.
These corrosion performance windows can be expanded to a significant extent
by the minor addition of a platinum group metal (i.e. Pd, Ru, Pt, Ir, Rh) to this
alloy. Significant improvement in crevice, stress, and/or reducing acid
corrosion resistance have been demonstrated in alpha(3,4), alpha-beta (3,4),
and beta titanium alloys(2,5) with minor precious metal additions. This paper
examines the scope of corrosion performance benefits derived by enhancing
the Beta-C titanium alloy with either Pd or Ru within the 0.04 - 0.10 wt.%
range. Enhanced beta alloy passivity and resistance to crevice and pitting
corrosion, hydrogen absorption, and stress corrosion cracking were evaluated
via laboratory tests in hot environments ranging from oxidizing to reducing
and acidic to alkaline. Performance of this improved alloy is compared to that
of the standard Beta-C alloy and is discussed in terms of potential industrial
applications.
Titanium '92
SciWK« and Ttchnology
EdilwJ by f.H. FroM and I. Caplon
TU Minwall, Metoll & Material» Society, 1993
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Einerimenml
Test Materials
Corrosion testing was performed on three versions of the Beta-C alloy jTi-3Al8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo): standard Beta-C, Pd-enhanced Beta-C, and Ru-enhanced
Beta-C. The actual composition of the sheet and pipe product forms evaluated
are outlined in Table I. The 1.8 mm sheet stock was tested in the hot-rolled
and solution-treat (816oC-30Min-AC) or "ST" condition (-827 MPa), and in the
50% cold-rolled and solution-treat + age (816oC-30Min-AC + 5790C-24Hr8-ACl
or "STA" condition (-965 MPa YS), and was exposed in the ground and picklea
surface condition. The mill-produced 73 mm OD x 5.5 - 6.8 mm wall pipe
samples used for stress corrosion testing were coH-pilgered and solution-treat
+ aged to a yield strength of -952 MPa, with a machined and pickled surface.
Test Methods and Media
General corrosion testing consisted of simple weight loss immersion exposures
(1-3 days) of specimens in boiling solutions of HC1, 10% HNO,, and 10% FeCl,;
and higher temperature solutions of molybdate-inhibited HC1, 10% formic and
acetic acids, and 20% NaOH. Although most solutions were left unchanged
during testing, solutions were refreshed every 24 hours and 14 days during
the HNOj and NaOH test exposures, respectively.
Table I.
Alloy

Composition of Beta Titanium Alloy Product Forms Tested
Standard Beta-C

Pd-Enhsnccd Bcta-C

Ru-Enhanccd Bcla-C

Product
Form

1.8 mm
sheet

73 mm OD
pipe

1.8 mm
sheet

73 mm OD
pipe

1.8 mm sheet

%A1 (%V)

3.5(8.1)

3.3 (7.8)

2.7 (7.8)

3.1 (7.9)

3.0(8.1)

%Cr(%Zr)

5.8 (3.8)

6.2 (3.8)

6.0 (4.0)

6.0 (4.0)

6.1 (3.9)

%Mo (%0)

3.9 (0.09)

4.0 (0.08)

4.1 (0.08)

4.2 (0.08)

4.2 (0.09;

%Pd (%Ru)

--

-

0.045

0.062

(0.086)

t

Anodic/cathodic polarization characteristics of the sheet samples were
determined in deaerated (argon sparged) 20% NaCl (pH 0.5) at 90oC via
potentiodynamic scanning at 0.5 mV/sec. The anodic repassivation pitting
potential of the sheet material was measured in boiling 5% NaCl (pH 3.5) via
the galvanostatic method utilizing a constant current density of-•-200 mA/cm2.
Crevice corrosion resistance was evaluated using bolted assemblies of
interspaced metal sheet (38 mm x 38 mm x 1.8 mm) and 1 mm Teflon® sheet
spacers, bolted together with a torque of 30 - 50 mm*kg. Each assembly
incorporated five metal samples and created multiple metal-Teflon and metalmetal crevices(2). Test solutions included deaerated concentrated NaCl, NaBr,
and CaCl2 brines at 232°C, a sour brine consisting of 20% NaCl + 1 gpl sulfur
+ 1.4 MPa HaS at 100-276oC, and highly oxidizing (pH 1-2) 20% NaCl brines
at 90°C. Exposure period was 30 days.
Hydrogen absorption was evaluated by two methods. One method involved
hydrogen absorption as a by-product of general corrosion in dilute boiling HC1
solutions. Sheet specimens were removed every 14 days, annealed at 2320C
for 24 hours to homogenize internal hydrogen, and lightly re-pickled in
HF/HNO3 solution to clean surfaces before re-exposure. The second method
utilized a galvanic couple between Beta-C titanium and carbon steel sheets
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(1:1 surface area ratio) exposed to a deaerated 46% NaBr brine at 2320C for
500 hours. The hot vacuum extraction method was used to measure sample
hydrogen content before and after exposure.
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptibility was also assessed via two
methods on the two pipe products tested (Table 1). C-rings, prepared
according to ASTM G-38, were stressed to 95% yield strength and exposed Cfor
30 days to the deaerated, concentrated NaCl, NaBr, and CaCl, brines at 232 C.
Slow strain rate (SSR) testing was also performed
on L-direction pipe samples
in hot sour brine at a strain rate of 4 x 106 sec', using failure criteria
described elsewhere (5). SSR and some C-ring (3-6 mo.) testing was conducted
in a sour brine consisting of deaerated 20% NaCl with 1 ogpl sulfur and
pressurized with 6.9 MPa H2S and 3.4 MPa COj at 175 - 300 C.

BtaiiaflMmiatea
Acid Resistance
Corrosion rate profiles for the modified Beta-C alloys in boiling HC1 media are
presented in Figure 1. The dramatic extension of corrosion resistance into the
higher acid concentration range is obvious when the Beta-C alloy is enhanced
with Ru and Fd. The Pd imparts, by far, the greatest beneficial influence, with
the benefit of Ru judged to be roughly midway between the standard and Pdenhanccd alloys. The metallurgical condition of each alloy (i.e. ST vs. STA)
appears to have a relatively minor effect on reducing acid resistance. The ST
condition in the Pd-enhanced alloy did improve resistance at very high acid
levels (>6%), whereas the STA condition exhibited improved resistance below
1.5% HC1 in the standard alloy.
The beneficial
influence of Pd is
f
1 8TA B»U-C/ /ST B»U-C
similarly observed
3
/
8TA B«l«-C/Pd /
\
in inhibited high
2.6
temperature
8T* B«U-C/Bu A/'^
/
/
1
reducing acids, as
2
// 8T
/
/
'
shown in Figure 2.
/-^•U-C/Ru/
J
j
1.5
Exposure to the
/
mildly reducing
£ 1i ■
jv
^L^***■•,,"c/ d •
organic acid media,
OS
10% acetic and
10% formic acids,
0
at 2320C produced
1
rates of 0.04 and
10
4
s
e
0.18 mm/yr.,
HCI (wt*)
respectively, for
Figure 1 Corrosion rate profiles for beta alloys in boiling standard Beta-C.
The Pd-enhanced
HCI solution.
alloy,
in
comparison,
exhibited nil corrosion. Table II provides comparative corrosion rate data in
two hot oxidizing acid solutions. No apparent influence of Pd or Ru, or
metallurgical condition was observed. As expected, the beta alloys were not
as resistant as unalloyed titanium under hot, highly oxidizing nitric acid
conditions, but were more resistant than the Ti-6A1-4V alloy due to its higher
aluminum content.
3.5 L

f

[

iy

i ZL

Caustic Resistance
As with most titanium alloys, these beta alloys exhibit only minor corrosion
rates in hot 20% NaOH media with relatively little, if any, effect of Pd or Ru on
Beta-C alloy corrosion rate in this media. The factor that often limits use
of titanium alloys in hot, highly alkaline media is continued, excessive
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hydrogen absorption
and eventual
emhrittlement
£ 100 1
resulting from finite
:
8TA Standard BtU-C
corrosion.
Standard
| ,0
Beta-C exhibits no
significant increases in
^^^ y^
8TA BtU-C/Pd
hydrogen level at
boiling (107oC), but
1
does show excessive
S o., ;
^---^^
absorption at 1490C as
o*
shown in Figure 3. In
contrast, the two
5
7.6
10
128
IS
enhanced alloys
HCI (wt.%)
experienced no
Figure 2 Effect of acid concenti ation on beta alloy significant changes in
content after
corrosion rate in 4.5% Na^MoC^-inhibited HCI hydrogen
six weeks' exposure at
o
solutions at 204 C.
149° and
1770C.
Since it had little
influence on corrosion
rate, the precious metal alloy addition probably increased or modified the oxide
surface film barrier to thwart absorption of atomic hydrogen. In fact, a green
chromium-rich surface scale was detected on both enhanced alloys, but not
on standard Beta-C after exposure. This possible influencing factor and the
ability of the film to resist hydrogen pickup warrants further testing in longer
exposures and also in flowing caustic solutions.

1 .
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Table II.

^Z^^^

Corrosion Rate of Standard and Enhanced Beta-C™ in Various

Hi« h Temperature /Icidic Solutions
ALLOY

CONDITION

10% HNO, (nm/yr)

10% FeCI, (mm/yr)

Std. Beta-C

ST and STA

0.18

0 00

Beta-C/Pd

ST and STA

0.15

0.00

Beta-C/Ru

ST and STA

0.17

0.01

Electrochemical Traits
Alloy corrosion potentials in hot acidic NaCl brine are listed in Table III. The
more noble (positive) corrosion potentials of the enhanced alloys are apparent
in the deaerated and aerated solutions, especially with the Pd alloy. As
expected, these values correlate with alloy resistance in HCI (Fig. 1).
Table III.

Corrosion Potential of Standard and Enhanced Beta-C Alloys In
Acidic 20% NaCl Brine at 90°C (volts vs. Ag/AgCl)

ALLOY

CONDITION

DEAERATED
(pH 0.5)

AERATED
(pH 0.5)

Std Beta-C

ST

-0.60

+0.10

+0.64

Std Beta-C

STA

-0.58

+0.10

+0.64

Beta-C/Pd

ST

-0.17

+0.15

+0.64

Beta-C/Pd

STA

-0.19

+0.14

+0.64

Beta-C/Ru

ST

-0.40

+0.11

+0.64

Beta-C/Ru

STA

-0,40

+0.11

+0.64
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w/lSOO ppm FeCI,
(pH 2)
!

a

SOD

5

400

äe

300

c

£
^

X

200
MM-C/M or Nu, Mt C 1300 Fl

100
0

t

0.S

i

0.6

s■

0.4

-*- Mla-C/N
177 C (MO Fl -•* ■•tt-C/Ru

No difference in
alloy corrosion
potential is
observed when
PeCl] is added,
regardless of
metallurgical
condition,
indicating that the
Pd or Ru imparts
no cathodic
influence in highly
oxidizing
environments.

Other alloy
polarization
or
characteristics are
0.2
outlined in Table
0
, 107 C I22B Fl
1
0
IV. Anodic passive
current density was
o
ü
exceptionally low
8
S
10
12
for the P dTime (weeks)
enhanced Beta-C in
Figure 3 Corrosion rate and hydrogen content of beta both conditions,
suggesting
alloys exposed to high temperature 20% NaOH solutions. formation of an
especially protective
oxide film compared to the other two alloys. Cathodic Tafel slope values,
however, are all fairly similar, indicating little influence of Pd, Ru, or
metallurgical condition on cathodic kinetics. Overall, this suggests that the
greater nobility and resistance of Pd-enhanced Beta-C in reducing acids
results from formation of a more protective oxide film, unlike the cathodic
depolarization mechanism classically associated with alpha and alpha-beta
titanium alloys(4J. Both anodic pitting and repassivation (protection) potential
values for each alloy also proved to be similar (Table IV). Again, no significant
influence of precious metal or metallurgical condition is noted. Anodic pitting
values fall between those for the Gr. 2 and 5 Ti alloys.
Table IV.
1

ALLOY

Ml C (300 Ft

Other Beta Alloy Polarization Characteristics (Volts vs. Ag/AgCl)
CONDITION

CATHODIC
TAFEL
SLOPE«

ANODIC BREAKDOWN
POTENTIAL (V)«

ANODIC
REPASS. POT'L

ji
j

(V)"

1
1

|

Std Beta-C

ST

0.09

3.0

3-0

|

Std Beta-C

STA

0.09

3.2

3.3

Beta-C/Pd

ST

0.12

3.1

3.3

i

1

Beta-C/Pd

STA

0.12

3.5

3.3

ij

|

Beta-C/Ru

ST

0.08

3.1

3.5

1

j

BetaC/Ru

STA

0.08

3.6

3.4

1

** - Boiling 5% NaCl, pH 3.5
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Crevice Corrosion Resistance
Approximate temperature thresholds for crevice corrosion for these beta alloys
are indicated in Figure 4 in deaerated sweet and sour 20% NaCl brines. Note
that both Pd
and
R u
additions
elevate
[J .SCC/StowStMiR»
JH-scc/c-Hhe
temperature
thresholds by
316
approximately 100CC over
IT (•00)
the standard
260
u
alloy in either
• (500
brine.
Resistance to
204
crevice attack
(400
even within
tight (worst149
case) Teflon
* (300
sheet-tometal
«3
crevices is
*"•>
St.nd.rd
observed
BM.-C
BW.-C
Btto-C
with these
enhanced
Figure 4 Approximate temperature thresholds for crevice alloys to
corrosion and stress corrosion cracking of beta alloys in temperatures
as high oas
deaerated sweet and sour NaCl brines.
246° - 260 C
in the sour
brine, and even higher in sweet brines. Thresholds for the less severe metalto-metal crevices tested were much higher. Results for ST and STA conditions
were similar in all cases. A similar beneficial effect of Pd-enhancement was
noted in the deaerated 44% CaCl2 brine exposures. Although the standard
(STA) alloy also resisted attack in the deaerated 26% NaCl and 46% NaBr
brines,
Teflon to metal crevice corrosion was observed in the CaCl2 brine at
232CC(2). Crevice testing in low pH 1-2 oxidizing NaCl brine (containing
FeCl,
or Clj sat.) revealed severe crevice attack for all three beta alloys at 90oC. The
ST samples consistently displayed more extensive attack in all alloys, with
borderline attack noted with STA samples at pH 2. Thus, although the Pd and
Ru alloy addition offers no real benefit in hot highly-oxidizing acidic brines, it
is of obvious benefit in hot, reducing acidic brines.

H

-Q

1

-0

10

Hydrogen Absorption
Galvanic coupling tests between these beta alloys and carbon steel (1:1 area
ratio) in deaerated 46% NaBr brine at 2320C failed to reveal any significant
hydrogen uptake after 500 hours, regardless of metallurgical condition. The
boiling 2 and 3% HC1 acid exposures on the Pd-enhanced Beta-C also
produced no significant hydrogen absorption over the 16 week exposure period
(see Fig. 5). The standard alloy, in contrast, experienced continued,
substantial absorption and eventual embrittlement in the boiling 1.2% HC1
exposure. Despite the finite corrosion rate in these reducing acids, the BetaC/Pd remained passive and appeared to maintain an oxide film which resisted
atomic hydrogen produced by corrosion. Standard Beta-C became active, and
could not sustain a hydrogen barrier film. These test results, combined with
the hot caustic test data (see Fig. 3), suggest that Pd and Ru enhancement
dramatically improves Beta-C's resistance to hydrogen absorption.
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Resistance to
Stress Corrosion

IS£C1

Figure 4 also
presents
approximate
temperature
1000
thresholds for
Bata-C/Pd In 3% HCI
(STA) beta alloy
SCC in deaerated
Bata-C/Pd In 2% HCI
sweet and sour
brines derived
z
from SSR and Cring tests. Note
Standard Bata-C in 1.2% HCI
that
SCC
10
thresholds are
0.2
raised on the
order of 550C by
Bata-C/Pd In 3% HCI
Pd or Ru alloy
4 £
0.1
enhancement in
Beta-C/Pd in 2% HCI
either brine.
Although the
SSR
test
14
10
12
16
thresholds are
generally about
Time (weeks)
5 5 c C more
conservative
Figure 5 Absorption of hydrogen with exposure time for
(lower) than the
beta alloys in dilute boiling HCI media.
C-ring results, a
similar
improvement in SCC threshold is observed with either test method. Further
details of Beta-C alloy SCC test procedure and data can be found elsewhere(5).
The benefit of Pd alloy addition was similarly revealed in C-ring exposures in
44% CaCi, brine at 2320C. Standard Beta-C (STA) pipe cracked, whereas the
Beta-C/Pd (STA) pipe was fully resistant. Both alloys resisted SCC in
concentrated NaCl and NaBr brines in similar testing at 232°C.
1 10000

I

Standard Bata-C In 1.2% HCI

I

Conclusion» and AppliMtions

Pd-or Ru-enhancement of Beta-C titanium significantly expands the alloy's
resistance to hot reducing acids, and stress and crevice corrosion in high
temperature deaerated, reducing and/or sour brine media. With useful
temperature limits to at least 230-260oC, these enhanced Beta-C alloys
become improved and ideal candidates for high strength production tubulars
and ancillary downhole components for hypersaline geothermal brine well(l)
and deep sour gas well (2) service. The improved corrosion and hydrogen
resistance noted in hot dilute organic and inorganic reducing acids may be
attractive for chemical and organic compound synthesis processes, where
titanium Grades 7 and 12 may experience continued hydrogen absorption with
time. A similar benefit over alpha and alpha/beta alloys in resisting hydrogen
absorption is also indicated in high temperature alkaline solutions and merits
further evaluation for hot caustic service. These improvements appear to stem
from formation of a more protective oxide film, and not cathodic depolarization
normally associated with precious metal additions to titanium.
Alloy
metallurgical conditions tested had little effect on overall alloy corrosion
performance. Alloy performance under oxidizing conditions was also not
significantly influenced by Pd or Ru enhancement.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF TITANIUM IMPLANTED

WITH MOLYBDENUM AND TANTALUM IONS
Yasuakt Suglzaki, Tatsuya Yasunaga, and Hlroshl Satoh
Materials Research Laboratory. KOBE STEEL, LTD.
Takatsukadal, Nishlku. Kobe, 651-22 Japan

Abstract
Electrochemical behaviors of tttanlim liplanted with lolybdenui Ions
or tantalum Ions or a combination of the two have been Investigated In a
sulfurlc acid solution, as a function of fluences. The metallographlcally
polished surfaces of titanium were exposed to molybdenum or tantalum Ion
beams In fluence range of IxlO16 to 3x10'7 lons/cm?. Potenllodynamlc
polarization curves of the Implanted specimens were measured In a boiling
10wt\ sulfurlc acid solution. The Implanted surfaces were also characterized
by means of Auger electron spectroscopy with an argon bombardment.
Electrochemical
measurements
have
revealed
that
molybdenum
implantation significantly promotes the passivation of titanium with an
Increase of fluences and the corrosion potentials resided In the passive
region at fluences above SxlO1"lons/cm7. Tantalum implantation was effective
In reducing the critical current densities for passivation and passive
current densities. These effects
were
smeared
at
fluences above
7x10'eions/cm7, which was due to decreasing the concentration of the
Implnated species by self-sputtering effect. The polarization curves for the
co-lmplnated specimens exhibited more stable passive behaviors with low
passive current densities. It was concluded that excellent corrosion
resistance of titanium was achieved by complementary effects of molybdenum
and tantalum implantation.
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Introduction
Ion Implantation Is widely regarded as a versatile process to offer
the capability In surface modification of naterlals. In the process, the
desired surface properties of naterlals, such as the wear resistance or
corrosion resistance are enhanced without affecting physical and lechanlcal
stabilities of the bulk. Recently, a nuiber
of
Investigator
have
demonstrated that Ion Implantation has been successfully used to Improve the
corrosion resistance of metals|l|. The beneficial effect of surface alloying
using Ion Implantation has been first demonstrated by Ashworth et al.|2|.
Chromium Implantation achieved to Improve the corrosion resistance of Iron
as well as bulk alloying such as stainless steel. Ferber et al.|3| have
presented that the corrosion rate was altered by ion Implantation with some
Ion species, because of inhibiting the hydrogen evolution reaction. Ion
implantation have been also applied for Improving the corrosion resistance
of
titanium|4,5.6|.
Surface
alloying using
palladium or platinum
Implantation has been found to promote the passivation of titanium and
provide long-term corrosion resistance In reducing acids. It Is well-known
that addition of small amount of palladium Into titanium causes reduction of
the corrosion rate in extreme condltlons|7|, It has been aiso demonstrated
that palladium Implantation achieved a marked Improvement In the resistance
of titanium to either crevice corrosion In hot chloride solutions.
In the present work, we have employed molybdenum and tantalum
implantation In an attempt to Improve the corrosion resistance of titanium
in reducing acids and examined the combined effect of co-Implantation with
both of the two. In order to establish the clear picture of the effect,
potentlodynamlc polarization curves have been measured as a function of
fluence In the range of IxlO16 to 3x10'7lons/cm?. The implanted surfaces
have been also characterized by using Auger electron spectroscopy analysis.
Experimental Procedure
Commercially pure titanium (purity; 99.5\) was used as the substrate
In the present study. The specimens with dimension 25x25xlmm were polished
metallographlcally with lim diamond paste and carefully rinsed before Ion
Implantation. The polished surfaces were exposed to molybdenum and tantalum
Ion beams In a vacuum of 3x10 5Pa. The Implantation energy was 50keV for
molybdenum Ions and 45keV for tantalum Ions. Speclmens(A) were Implanted
with molybdenum Ions at fluence rangs of IxlO16 and 3x10'7lons/cm2, and
speclmens(B) with tantalum Ions a* fluences of between IxlO16 and IxlO17
lons/cm?. Combined Implantation with molybdenum and tantalum Ions Into
specimens(C) was carried out In the same fluence range for molybdenum and
tantalum Implantation. The temperatures of the specimens were kept below
100oC during Implantation by Intimate contact with a water cooled holder.
The compositional depth profiles for the Implanted surfaces were
determined by means of a sequential Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
technique with argon Ion bombardment. An argon sputter gun was operated at a
3kV potential with a 25mA beam current, which corresponded to an etch rate
of approximate 55 A/mln for titanium.
Potentlodynamlc polarization measurement has been performed for the
implanted surfaces In a boiling 10wt% sulfurlc acid solution. The anodic and
cathodlc potential scanning with a sweep rate of 40mV/mIn were started from
the corrosion potentials after keeping for three minutes under open-circuit
condition. All the potentials were measured with respect to a Ag/AgCl
electrode and a platinum sheet was used as a counterelectrode.
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Results and Discussion
Prior to electrocheilcal leasureients, AES analysis was carried out
for each Isplanted speclien. The typical conposltlonal depth profiles for
specliiens(A),(B) and (C) are shown In figure 1. In the speclien(A), the
Implanted
nolybdenu«
species
at
fluence
of
3xlOÖ7lons/ci2
were
asymmetrically distributed around a peak at the degth of 70A. This depth was
not coincided with the estimated value of 220A from TRIM sluuIatlonlBl.
Self-sputtcrlng effect, which caused removal of the Implanted species from
the surface, was enhanced at such higher fluences. This was true for
tantalum implantation. The profile of implanted tantalum species showed the
asymmetric distribution around a concentration peak. It was conspicuosly
caused by elimination of implnated species at fluences above 7x10'6ions/cm2.
The profile for the co-Implanted specimens Is shown In figure 1(c), where
tantalum ions were subsequently implanted Into the molybdenum Implnated
specimen.
It
was
presented
that the molybdenum concentration was
considerably reduced by tantalum implantation, of which sputtering effect is
more effective In removal of the surface species.
Corrosion properties were studied by measurements of potentlodynamic
polarization curves.
Figure 2 shows the result obtained from the tantalum
Implanted speclmens(A). The curve obtained from the unlmplanted was also
shown for comparison. The corrosion potentials of the tantalum implanted
specimens were gradually shifted to the less noble side In the first ten
minutes during immersion. The curves shown in figure 2 were obtained after
the first three minutes Immersion. The corrosion potentials were slightly
shifted in the noble direction with fluence up to 5x10'6ions/cm2, In
accompanied with suppression of the critical current densities. At higher
fluences, the critical current densities Increased and the curves became
closer to the unlmplanted. This was due to the removal effect of sputtering
introduced by tantalum Implantation at higher fluences. The tantalum
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iaplantatlon at relatively lower fluences was effective in reducing the
anodic current densities in the active and passive region of tltaniui.
Figure 3(a) and (b) shows the anodic and cathodic polarization curves
of the lolybdenui liplanted speciiensIB), respectively. At fluences below
5x10'6 ions/ca2, the polarization behaviors were found to be aliost the sale
as
for the uniiplanted, showing the active dissolution followed by
passivation. At such fluences, the active-passive transition region becaie
narrower with an increase of fluences and the corrosion potentials were
10«
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Figure 2 - Cathodic and anodic
polarization curves frei the
tantalua implanted and uniiplanted
titanlun in boiling 10wt\ sulfuric
acid.
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shifted to the critical potential for passivation. The corrosion potential
at fluence of 5xl016ions/ci2 was resided in the passive region of titaniui.
Upon decreasing the potential fro« the corrosion potential, the polarization
curve exhibited the alternative current densities as shown in figure 4(a).
The cathodlc current density, which had a peak at -0.25V, appeared in the
region of between -0.2V and -0.4V before reaching activation. The active
dissolution followed In the further less noble potential region and then the
cathodlc current density rose again due to the hydrogen evolution reaction.
This behavior could be Interpreted as a result that ■olybdenui Implantation
Introduced the shift of the ilxed potential In the ■odified surface to that
of pure lolybdenui and, hence partial anodic and cathodlc 17
polarization
curves intersected at the three potentials. At fluences of IxlO
lons/cm7,
no net active-passive transition region was observed as can be seen in
figure 3. Molybdenui liplantation at fluences above this Introduced the
conplete passive behavior of titaniui. The second active peaks due to active
dissolution of Inplanted «olybdenui species were appeared in the vicinity of
0.1V, corresponded to the corrosion potential of pure nolybdenun. These
results froi aolybdenua iiplantation were in agreement with that of
■olybdenui alloying addition to tltanlui|9).
The polarization curves for specliens(C), co-liplanted with tantalum
and aolybdenui ions, were shown in figure 4 and 5, respectively. The
corresponded curves for «olybdenui liplanted specimens were superisposed.
In figure
4, the fluence of lolybdenui Iiplantation was fixed at 3xl016
lons/ci2 and tantalus ions were liplanted additionally at various fluences.
The corrosion potentials were slightly shifted frei the lolybdenui liplanted
specliens(B). However, the critical current densities were significantly
decreased with tantalui fluence. The second-active peak, which was due to
the dissolution of lolybdenui was disappeared for co-iiplnated specliens(C)
and the current densities in passive region were suppressed gradually with
tantalui fluences. For lolybdenui iiplantation with higher fluences, the
corrosion potentials were resided In vicinity of 0V and the cathodlc and
anodic curves displayed the stable passive corrosion behavior. The
additional tantalui Iiplantation reduced the passive current densities in
conjunction with reduction of the second-peaks. The passive behavior
with
lower passive current was obtained at tantalui fluence of 5xl016Ions/ci2.
The current densities In the passive region with such tantalui fluence was
10'
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Figure 4 - Polarization curves froi
titaniui co-liplanted with lolybdenui
and tantalui Ions, where fluence of
lolybdenui
iiplantation Is fixed
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reduced by approxiiate one order. For higher tantalui fluence, the anodic
curves were not varied froi the stable behavior and the cathodic curves were
alternated. This is thought to be caused by eliiinatlng the iiplanted
species froi ■odlficd surfaces, which was Introduced by sputtering effect at
higher tantalus fluence.
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Figure 5 - (a) Cathodic and (b)anodic polarization curves fro« tltanlu« colaplanted with lolybdenua 17
and tantalui ions, where fluence of aolybdenui
liplantatlon is fixed at 3xl0 ion8/ci2.
conclusion
It has been demonstrated in the present work that the electrocheiical
behavior of tltanlu« Is significantly affected by liplantatlon with
lolybdenui, tantalui and a coiblnation of these species. Tantalui
liplantatlon effectively suppressed dissolution of tltanlui in active and
passive regions. Molybdenui liplantatlon proioted the passivation of
tltanlui through shifting the corrosion potential. Tltanlui co-iiplanted
with tantalui and lolybdenui ions exhibited coiplete passive behavior with
extreiely low passive current densities, as a consequence of the coiblned
effect of these liplantatlon. However, it was noted that the coiblned effect
was sieared at higher fluence through the reioval by sputtering.
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THE EFFECT OF BETA STABILIZERS ON LOW CYCLE LIFE SENSITIVITY

OF o£-BASE TITANIUM ALLOYS TO CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS
Stal Ushkov, Andrey Igolkin, Yuliy Hesin, L.A.Ivanova
Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey"
Sankt-Petersburg, 193167, Russia

Abstract

A systematic study was undertaken to clarify the effects of beta stabilizing
elements on SCC susceptibility of d-ha.se titanium alloys in 3.5 % NaCl aq.
sol. which was evaluated by low cycle fatigue testings. It has been corroborated that eutectoid beta stabilizers (Fe, Cr) are provoking SCC susceptibility whereas the reverse is true for isomorphous ones (Mo, V), However the
effects of beta stabilizers were found to relate with their concentrations
in eC -solid solution to be in great dependance of certain hot processing
peculiarities.

Introduction
It is well known that some «C-base titanium alloys are sensitive to stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) in chloride solutions /I/. For Ti-Al alloys the
phenomenon was found to originate from either the ordering of «t-solid solution or the dispertion precipitation of Ti3Al coherent particles (iitphase) /2/. These processes are stipulated by high aluminium content as well
as other alpha stabilizers and occur during aging at about 500 C. Much less
is known relative to the effect of beta stabilizing elements. As generally
accepted isomorphous beta stabilizers (Mo, V,Ta,Nb) unlike eutectoid beta
stabilizers (Cr, Co, Nh, Fe etc.) are capable to mitigate or even suppress
SCC /1,2/. However some experimental results are questioning the rule. This
study was aimed to clarify the effect of beta stabilizers on SCC in 3-5 per
cent sodium chloride aqueous solution.
Experimental Procedure
Titanium alloys containing various amounts of beta stabilizing elements (Mo,
V, W, Fe, CR) with 6 wt. per cent aluminium as a constant addition were
double-arc vacuum melted into ingots of 10 kg weight, which were further
forged to 20 mn diameter rods. Some large sized Ti-6Al-2Mo forgings have
also been investigated. Admitting that SCC in its strict meaning is to be
evaluated by the fracture toughness test we nevertheless have chosen other
method by measuring low cycle fatigue life in air and 3.5 % NaCl aq.sol.
Cost saving considerations and practical value of the fatigue testing reTitanium '92
Scwnc« and Technology
Edited by F.H. Fro.« and iTCaplan
Th* Minwali, Molali & Motorialt Socitty, 1993
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suits as well as their correlation to the fracture toughness test results
altogether have determined that choice.
Fatigue tests were performed by the axial tensile cyclic loading of notched
specimens (5 mm of diameter, stress concentration coefficient "'S, 6) with
1 cycle per minute frequency under the nominal stress amplitude of 0.7 of
the yield strength. The ratio of life to fracture in 3.5 % NaCl aq. sol. and
air was taken as a measure of SCC susceptibility. X-ray microspectroscopy
studies were carried out using Superzond 73? unit with 15 kv accelerating
voltage. Electrochemical measurements were performed by detecting potential
on the previously oxidized samples in 3.5 % NaCl aq.sol. during bending.
Results
It has been found that isomorphous beta stabilizers additions (Mo,V) improved SCC resistance of the alloys investigated whereas eutectoid beta stabilizers (Cr, Fe) decreased sharply the characteristic (see Figure 1). There
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Figure 1 Effect of beta stabilizers on the low cycle fatigue life
susceptibility to 3.5 % NaCl aq. sol.
seemingly exists some amount of isomorphous beta stabilizers for the given
aluminium content to be critical in respect of SCC suppressing. Having been
introduced together eutectoid and isomorphous beta stabilizers mitigated
their actions reciprocally. Quasl-isomorphous beta stabilizer tungsten was
found to produce more complex effect. Electrochemical experiments have revealed the displacement of potential in the negative direction which was
much more significant in case of eutectoid beta stabilizers compared with
isomorphous ones (see Figure 2). Interesting results have been obtained
when studying the effect of cooling rate on SCC susceptibility. The experiment was in heating the alloys at the temperature of above beta trunsus
( 1000-1050 C depending on the chemical composition) followed by water quenching, air cooling, furnace cooling and step furnace cooling (500, 100, 3.0
and 0.3 grade/min rate respectively) down to 550oC .Then aging at 500oC for
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Figure 2 a) Effect of oontiniously imposed stress on the electrochemical potential in 3.5 % NaCl aq.sol. b) Principal scheme
of the experiment. 1 - sample, 2 - 3.5 % NaCl aq.sol.,
3 - loading, 4 - electrode, 5 - potentiometer.
100 hours was given in order to provoke dL -solid solution ordering. As may
be seen from Figure 3 the fast cooling made the alloys containing isoinorphous beta stabilizers substantially immune to SCC whereas quite opposite effect
was observed in case of the eutectoid beta stabilizers.
However, as the cooling rate decreased the effect of various beta stabilizers was less profound and SCC susceptibility for all alloys investigated
was close enough at the lowest cooling rate. Microstruotural changings as
influenced by the rate variations are shown in Figure 4. X-ray microspectroscopy have revealed a great deal of alloying elements redestribution in case
of the low cooling rates (see Figure 5). As cooling rat; decreases the
tt -phase becomes more depleting for beta stabilizers as well as enriching
for alpha stabilizers. The influence of annealing temperature on the low
cycle fatigue life in the corrosive environment with and without molybdenum
alloying additions is shown in Figure 6. There exists a significant drop of
the property when the alloy was heated high in (^+|i ) - field followed by
aging provoking U -solid solution ordering reaction. The fatigue life in air
was found to be little affected by the annealing temperature variations.
Also Figure 6 displays data for Ti-6A1 alloy for comparition. Table 1 shows
results of testing of two large-sized Ti-6Al-2Mo bars which were different
in that one of its was beta processed whereas another was processed at the
temperatures below beta transus during final stages of forging.
Shown in Figure 7 micrographs were made by secondary electron microscopy
technique. The black and white contrast produced is a result of alloying
element redistribution.
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Figure H Miorostructures of Ti-6A1-1,5 Mo alloy after beta annealing followed by cooling with the rate of 100 grade/minva)
and 0.3 grade/rain (b).
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Figure 5 Effect of cooling rate after beta heating on the alloying
elements content in «( -phase.
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Figure 7 Micro; '.riutural images of forging No 1(a) and No 2(b)
(see Table 1).
Table 1 The mechanical properties of some Ti-6Al-2Mo forgings
Nt for Final forging
ging
^emperature,

•JT5, YT5.
>Ta MKa

'o.?:-i020
)-proce;'sing
10^40-1060

89t

EL
%

6c 1

1?.?

823

12.2

(f - pro
cessing)

PA
%

29.7

KCU
jo'ule

N'umber of cycles
to failure
In air
n 3.5%
NaCl
1870

380

2030

16U0

Discussion
The results obtained have corroborated the fact that the additions of isomorphous beta stabilizers (molybden'jm and vanadium in particular) to«(-base
titanium alloys made them less sensitibe or even devoid of SCO. In contrast
to that eutectoid beta stabilizers were found as greatly enhancing SCO sus
ceptibility. It is well known that quasy equilibrium conditions provided be
ta stabilizers tend to enrich^ -phase at the expence of depletinge< -phase.
Because of it the lowering of coding rate from>1 -field heating trade«<-so
lid solution substantially depriving of beta stabilizers. The structure
changes ocrresponding the rate variations were almost the same for alloys
containing isomorphous as well as eutectoid beta stabilizers - the coarse
ning of ^-platelets with the cooling rate decreasing. Therefore the effect
of beta stabilizers in respect of SCC susceptibility relates with their con
tent in af -phase.
A slight enrichment of of -phase by alpha stabilizers should also be taken
into consideration. It should be noted here that certain aging procedure is
necessary to provoke SCC. The mechanism of beta stabilizers influence on
SCC is probably related with electrochemical processes (see Figure 2). The
re.aults suggest tnat during manufacturing of -base titanium alloys pro
ducts the substantial supersaturation of -solid solition should be provided
if practically unsesceptible to SCC material is to be produced.
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Sunmary
The experimental results obtained have corroborated the general rule that
eutectoid and isomorphous beta stabilizers produce quite different effect
on SCC susceptibility (including low cycle fatigue life susceptibility to
3.5 % NaCl aq.sol.) - enhancing and eliminating, respectively. The results
also showed that the effect of beta stabilizers is dependent of its content
in U -phase (besides other factors). Thus in order to obtain maximum effect
from isomorphous beta stabilizers additions in respect of suppressing SCC
susceptibility the supersaturation of U -solid solution for these element is
to be provided. In particular long-term exposures high in (o< *fi )-field
should be removed because of «C -solid solution depletion of isomorphous beta
stabilizers.
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Abstract
Electrocheiical behaviors of titaniui coated «ith TiN in a boiling
5% HC1 solutionhave been investigated. The letal lographically polished
surfaces have been coated tith TiN lum in thickness by using a reactive
RF sputtering ■ethod.The specimens coated under various conditions were
■easured using potentiodynaaic polarization curves and «ere
characterized by X-ray diffraction(XRD) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy(XPS) techniques.
It «as found that TiN fills reiarkably inhibited the active
dissolution of titaniui.and the coating conditions affected the
electrocheiical behavior of titaniui coated «ith TiN.The bias voltages,
«hich «ere applied to the speciiens during coating, could significantly
affect the crystal orientation and coiposition of TIN fills.The
preferred orientation of (111) «as exhibited as the bias voltage applied
and the anodic current density «as decreased accoipanied by the
orientation.
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Introduct ion
It has been deionstrated that titaniui has superior corrosion
resistance to oxidizing acids and chloride solutions in the service
environaent.In a non-oxidizing acid such as hydrochloric acid and
sulfuric acid,titaniui lay corrode under conditions of high
concentration and teiperature.
A nuaber of investigations have been lade in an atteipt to iiprove
the corrosion resistance of titaniui by alloying it ilth paladiui ",
nickel and lolybdenui" . 11 has also been reported that corrosion
resistance of titaniui tas iiproved «ith thenal ox idat ion" . and coating
with PdO/TiO,*'.
The coating of various kinds of ceramics by CVD(Cheiical Vapor
Deposition) and PVD(Physical Vapor Deposition) techniques is expected to
increase the corrosion resistance of titaniui.lt has already been
recognized that the corrosion resistance of steel and stainless steel
using these techniques".
The corrosion behaviors of letals coated »ith ceraiics have been
reported in related to process conditions.There are seldoi reports
correlating corrosion resistance with fill characteristics (for exaiple
crystal orientation, fili coiposition).
In the present work,we prepared TIN coated titaniuR by using a
reactive RP sputtering lethod.and investigated the corrosion behaviors
of the speciiens by using electrocheaical polarization leasureients.TiN
was chosen as test fills because of its cheiical stability and its good
adherence to titaniu» substrate.
Experimental Procedures
Conercially pure t i taniuiUSTM Grade 3) was used as test laterial.
Before coat ing, the substrates with diiension 36 x 18 x in were polished
with etery paper '400 followed by rinsing and degreasing.
Pre-boibardient was carried out in an argon atiosphere of about 2.7Pa
for 5 ninutes, and then the vacuua chaaber was evacuated to a vacuui of
8x lO'*Pa.The coatings were foned by the reactive RF sputtering lethod
in an Ar-N atiosphere of about 2.7x 10 ' Pa. Conerc i ally pure titaniui
(ASTM Grade 1) »as used as a target laterial.As shown in table I, two
process paraieters, nitrogen flow rate and bias voltage,were varied.The
fill thickness was controlled about \ti».
The anodic polarization curves of these speciiens were leasured
potentiodynaiically in a boiling 5X HC1 solution.The sweep rate was
0. OSV/iin.The potential was leasured with reference to a Ag/AgCl
Table I Process condition

Parameter

Condition

Nitrogen f lo» rate
Bias »ol tage
Process power
Pressure
Pre-boibarduent
Coat ing
Pre-boibardment tiie
2,120

7. 5~ 19. 2SCCM
0~ -150V
2000W
2.7Pa
2. 7 x lO'Pa
5 win

electrode and a platinui sheet tas used a« the counter electrode.
The crystal orientation and coiposition of fills were characterized
by X-ray diffraction(XRD).fe also carried out X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy(XPS) to exaiine the fill coipositions of near surface layer
of TIN fills,thich electrolysed at constant potentials in a boiling it
HC1 solution.
Results and discussion
We controlled the fill thickness at about 1 u» and confined that
the influenceof the pin hole tas negligible at such thickness by
leasureient of the anodic polarization curves of ti taniui coated tith
TIN and glass coated tith TIN.
Potentiodynaiic polarization leasureient has be en lade for the
speciiens deposited at various bias voltages in ord er to understand the
effects of bias voltage.
Figure 1 shots the anodic polarization curves o f titaniui and TIN
coated titaniui thich tere deposited at various bia s voltages (0~150V).
The corrosion potential of the speciiens coated tit h TiN resided in
the passive region of titaniui, and as a consequence ,the act ive-passive
transition region disappeared. The potentials tere s hifted in the noble
direction tith the bias voltage in conjunction tith a decrease of anodic
current density.
Figure 2 shots the anodic polarization curves o f TiN coated titaniui
thich tas deposited under various nitrogen flot rat es(7. 5~19.2SCCM).
The variation of nitrogen flot rate during coating slightly affects
polarization behavior in coiparison tith the specii ens coated at various
bias voltages.
As can be seen in figure 1 and 2,as the potentia 1 increased, the
anodic current density of speciiens rapidly increas ed,and then the
anodic current density tas saturated then the poten tial tas in the
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vicinity of 0. 5V.
In order to understand these behaviors,an XPS analysis was carried
out for the speciiens,ihich «ere electrolyzed at a potential of 0 and
0.5V.The compositional depth profiles obtained froi the near surface
layers are presented in figure 3.The coipositional depth profile of the
specimen «hich «as electrolized at 0V «as hardly changed froi the
unelectrolized speciien.For the speciien electrolized at a of 0.5V. the
depth profile «as significantly changed, ox igen displaced nitrogen in the
near layer surface of TIN.
The rapid increase of anodic current density, then, is due to the
decomposition reaction of the TiN,«hile the region of constant current
density is due to the forming of TiO, film at the surface of the TIN
film.
We evaluate 'corrosion current density' «hich «as defined as the anodic
current density at the corrosion potentia1+0.05V and 'decomposition
current density' «hich «as defined as the anodic current density at 0.5V.
Figure 4 shows the corrosion current density and the decomposition
current density of the specimens coated as a function of the nitrogen
flo« rate and the bias voltage. As the nitrogen flo« rate increased, the
corrosion current density decreased,«hile the decomposition current
density slightly decreased.lt «as found that the corrosion current
density and decomposition current density significantly decreased «hen
bias «as app! ied. However, the change of these current densities «as not
observed at various bias voltages.lt «as found that deposition «1th
bias «as most effective in decreasing the corrosion current density and
the decomposition current density.
In order to further understand the dependence of these current
densities on the process conditions, the crystal orientation and the
lattice parameters of the TIN films «ere determined by XRD.Figure 5
shows the XRD result obtained from the specimens coated at various bias
voltages. The intensity of the (200) peak decreased as the bias voltage
increased,and the intensity of the (111) peak relatively increased.
Figure 6 shows the intensity ratio 1(200)/1(111) and the lattice
parameters of TIN films deposited at various bias voltages.lt is «ell
kno«n the lattice parameter «as proportional to the composition of TIN.
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The lattice paraieters were calculated froi the pea k positions of each
crystal pla ne. The preferred orientation of (111) «a s suddenly exhibited
then the bi as voltage tas applied.The lattice parai eters increased as
the bias vo Itage increased in the range of between 0V and -60V,and
decreased a t -150 V.The intensity ratio l(200)/l(ll 1) in figure 6 varied
in correlat ion «ith ihe variation of the anodic cur rent density as a
function of the bias voltage in figure 4. It «as fou nd thatTiN fills with
the (111) p referred orientation «ere significantly effective in
decreasing the anodic current density.
Figure 7 shows the intensity ratio and the latt ice paraieters of TIN
fills depos ited under various nitrogen flo« rates « ithout bias voltage,
Although no influence of the nitrogen flo« rate on the preferred
orientat ion of TIN fill «as observed, the lattice pa raieter increased
»ith the in creasing nitrogen f lowrate. Coipositional change of nitrogen
in TIN fill is coiparable «ith that of anodic curre nt densities.The
increase of the lattice paraieter(nitronen content) was found to
suppress th e current densities without bias voltage .It was noted that
the bias vo Itage applied during deposition had infl uence on the
propert ies of TiN flits.The preferred orientation a ppearing in TIN fill
had a stron ger correlation to the behavior of the a nodie current
densities t han to the change of the lattice paraiet er.The anodic current
densi t ies d ecreased with the increase of nitrogen f low rate through the
increase of lattice paraieters,when no bias voltage was appl ied during
deposi t ion.
Okaiot o et al.
proposed that the crystal plan es havi ng large
atoiic dens ities were lore corrosion resistant than the pla nes having
siall atoii c densi ties. The (HI) plane of TiN, which had a f cc crystal
structure, t hen,was lore corrosion resistant than oth er crys tal planes,
However .D.Wang et al." reported that the TiN fi lis «h ch exhibited
a preferred orientstion of (200) deposited by reacti ve ion plating «ere
lore corros ion resistant than the (111) oriented fil ■ s in 0 .5N Na.SO..
In our in vestigation, the TiN fills which exhibited a pref erred
orientat ion of (111) had lore excellent corrosion re si stanc e than the
(200) orien ted fills in 5X HCl.We conside. the activ ation e nergy of
corrosion r eactions of each crystal piane to be diff erent i n various
corrosion e nvironients.In our investigation's enviro ment s ( boiled 5«
HC1), the ac tivation energy of the (111) plane light be larg er than that
of the (200 ) plane.
Concluslons
It «as found that TiN filis reiarkably inhibited the active
dissolution of titamui and the coating conditions affected the
electrocheiical behavior of TiN coiled titaniui. The bias voltages could
significantly affect the crystal orientation and coiposition of TiN
filis.The preferred orientation of (111) «as exhibited as the applied
bias voltage and the anodic current densities decreased together «ith
the orlentation.The preferred orientation of (111) «as a lore doiinant
factor governing the decrease of anodic current density than the
coiposition of TiN.
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Abstract

Plasma nitriding technique has been employed to improve the surface quality of titanium
alloys. The technique represents a plasma assisted thermochemichal treatment process in
which glow discharge nitrogen is allowed to diffuse into the surface of the titanium component
to form a Tix-Ny surface layer. The structuie and composition of the plasma nitrided titanium
have been investigated by means of metallographic examination and X-ray diffraction
analysis. Plasma nitriding of titanium alloys resulted in the formation of a duplex compound
layer, consisting of an outermost golden S-TiN layer lying on the top of a lower layer of
compound, having a silvery appearance yid consisting of 6-TiN + e-Ti2N. This observation
that the inner compound layer is two phased is reportedfor the first time.
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Introduction
In recent years, several methods of surface alloyine with nitrogen have been used and
successfully employed to produce titanium surfaces with lower friction and minimal wear in
sliding. In particular, the bcnificial effect of glow discharge nitriding on the tribological
properties of sliding surfaces of titanium components has been observed in several studies^In the plasma nitriding of unalloyed titanium, the phases present will be governed by the Ti-N
binary system^) (Fig. 1). When Ti 6A14V is nitrided the reactions must be generally similar,
although the equilibria will be modified by the presence of aluminium and vanadium. At the
beginning of the plasma nitriding process, high energy nitrogen ions react with titanium on the
surface to form an outer layer of the highest nitride, 8-TiN. This layer prevents any further
nigh energy nitrogen ions which strike the surface from reacting directly with titanium atoms
to form further titanium nitride. Growth of the layer takes place by inward diffusion of
nitrogen into the substrate, together replenishment by fresh nitrogen atoms arriving at the
S?*?*- A« diffusion progresses lower nitrides may be formed, and in particular tetragonal eTi2N is likely to be formed below the 8-TiN layer. As pointed out by Rennhack et alW the
formation of e-Ti2N depends upon the rate at which nitrogen arrives at the 8-TiN/ e-TiiN
interface and the rate at which it leaves the e-Ti2N/a-Ti. The thickness of each layer will
depend on the rate of nitrogen diffusion through the layer relative to the diffusion rates in
adjacent layers, on the range of composition which the phase in question can exist, and on the
rate at which it can be consumed by the metal of the previous layer. Once the reaction has
proceeded sufficiently far to allow the setting up of a steady state, the rate of absorption of
nitrogen by the metal will be controlled by the slowest transfer process of the whole sequence,
i.e. diffusion of nitrogen through the 8-TiN layer.
In the present investigation, experiments were first carried out to establish the relationship
between the mtnded structure and the nitriding conditions. The influence of nitriding
temperature on the nitrided structures was studied, and the optimum nitriding temperature has
been established to obtain the highest surface quality.
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Plasma Nitridiny Procedure
Ti 6A14V disc shaped specimen was surface finished by grinding to an average roughness of
1.3 tim, and was then cleaned ultrasonically in successive rinses of trichloroethylenc, acetone
and ethanol. The surface finished and cleaned substrate was then subjected to a glow
discharge in a Klockner lonon GmbH plasma unit (Fig. 2) by application of a potential
difference of several hundred volts between the chamber (anode) and the specimen (cathode)
in a gas mixture of 25.1 %N -74.9%H at a pressure of 5 mbar. The equipment, developed and
designed as a fully computerised industrial system, consists of a DC 40 kw power supply, a
computer control unit, a gas mixing device, a stainless steel cold wall vacuum furnace and a
vacuum pump system. Plasma heat treatments were conducted at temperatures of 700'C,
750*0, 850*0, and 950oC for a period of 20 houre.
Special jigging arrangements were made in order to minimise any non-uniformity of surface
properties due to an uneven amount of sputtering at the edges and centre of the face of the
specimen. To achieve this, every other specimen was placed between a set of specially
designed and constructed reset jigs. For effective temperature control, the whole system was
placed on a titanium supporting block to minimise any radiation effects from the bottom of the
furnace support, eleminating any edge effect.
The temperature was measured with a sheathed thermocouple which was introduced into the
furnace through a thermo lead-in. The specimens were arranged on the bottom of the chamber
and the thermo- lead-in was incorporated in the bottom. The tip of the thermocouple insulator
was inserted in a hole 10 mm deep drilled into a dummy specimen. This is less than the
recommended depth of 30 mm but was necessitated by the limited height of the specimen
used.
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Figure 2. Schamatic representation of a glow discharge heat treatment plant.
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Phase Meniifiction Techniques
The structure and composition of the surface treated titanium were studied by means of optical
metallography and X-ray diffraction.
Cross section of untreated and treated specimens were prepared for the light optical
microstmctral investigation by appropriate sectioning, hot mounting in conductive bakelite and
mechanical polishing on grinding papers, 6 \im diamond paste and 0.3 um colloidal silica in
distilled water. The samples were then degreased in trichloroethylene and ultrasonically rinsed
in methanol. To preserve the compound layer and to avoid mechanical damage during
sectioning the specimen surface was covered by hard setting Araldite before sectioning.
Polished and etched microstructures were studied and recorded using the Neophot 21 optical
microscope. The optical microscope was fitted with a plate camera for taking micrographs.
X-ray diffraction patterns of the surface treated titanium specimens were recorded using Cu
KQ radiations in a Philips X-ray diffractometer. A step scanning mode with 0.01 step width at
a counting time of 3 seconds was used and diffraction angle values could be read with an
accuracy of +0.01'. The interpretation of the X-ray results was undertaken using the powder
X-ray file index. The as-treated specimens were tested on the surface without any additional
preparation. Some of the plasma nitrided specimens were in addition polished lightly with 0.3
jim colloidal silica in distilled water in order to expose the inner lighter layer to more X-rays,
where appropriate.
Results
The cross section of a plasma nitrided sample normally reveals a duplex compound layer
above a nitrogen enriched diffusion zone which lies above the core material. The outer part of
the compound layer has the typical golden colour of titanium nitride (TiN). Within the
compound layer and directly below the golden layer, a second layer with lighter colour could
be observed (Fig. 3), which will be referred to as the inner compound layer.
Plasma nitriding at temperature of 700oC yielded only a very thin compound layer without a
diffusion zone (Fig. 3a). With plasma nitriding carried out at 750oC (Fig. 3b) and 850oC
(Fig. 3c) a diffusion zone appeared in addition to the compound layer. Diffusion of nitrogen
into the substrate has caused the formation of an a-case, which is considerable thicker at
8500C than at 750oC treatments. It can be seen that the nitride layer achieved by treating at
850CC is more toothed which will certainly improve the bonding of the layer. At a treatment
temperature of 700°C the lowest layer thickness of less than 1 [im was found. Compound
layers produced at 950oC (Fig. 3d) of up to 18 ^m were thicker than those produced at 750oC
and 8500C (2.0 and 4.5 |im respectively).
A semiquantitative idea of the variation in the amounts of phases present was obtained by
comparing the intensities of the diffraction lines which do not overlap but are sufficiently
intense (Fig. 4). It should be noted that, although the intensities of diffraction lines of a given
phase are not a precise measurement of the quantity of that phase in any mixture of the phases,
the intensity values can be used as an indication of the relative amount of each phase. For
plasma nitriding at 700'C, the structure of the Ti-N layer is predominantly e-TiiN (Fig. 4a).
This phase exists only in a very narrow composition range centred at 33 at.%N (Fig. 1). At
temperature of 700oC reflections from the TiN(l 11) start to appear. From Figure 5b it can also
be seen that the intensity of the diffraction line belonging to the TiN(l 11) increases at 750'C.
In contrast, the intensity of the diffraction line belonging to TiiNUIO) decreases at this
temperature. For treatments of 850^ and 950,C (Fig. 4) a mixture of Ti2N(112) and
TiN(200) is formed. A careful examination of these patterns also shows that the intensity of
the diffraction lines belonging to TiN(200) and TiN(220) increase with temperature whereas
those belonging to TiiNd 11) and Ti2N(022) decrease with temperature. Using these results,
together with those from metallographic examinations (Fig. 3), the phase constituents in
2,130

compound layer were identified. The outer (golden) and inner (light) parts of compound
layer were identified as single phase TiN and a two phase layer of TiN + T^N
respectively.
At the start of plasma nitriding the surface region will have transformed to a + ß with grain
growth occurring. However, as niciding proceeds, the ß phase phase becomes a coarsegrained a-ph?.se, consisting of a-grains in a matrix of transformed ß having a Widmastattcn
a-structure. Plasma nitrided samples at 9S0oC show larger a grains than those treated at
700°C, 7S0oC and 8S0°C due to the grain growth thai accompanies annealing at higher
temperatures (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Optical micrographs showing the variation of the compound layer thickness with
nitriding temperature. 20 hrs, Smbar. xlOOO.

Piscussion
Compound laver: The X-ray diffraction patterns of the plasma nitrided titanium were studied
to identify the phases present in the compound layer. In agreement with the binary system,
patterns revealed the presence of S-TiN on all of die surfaces studied (Fig. 4) and this is the
phase which gives plasma nitrided titanium alloys their characteristic golden colour. At 700*C
and 7S0'C, S-TiN is only shown by a small reflection from (111). However, this was in
contrast to the TiN produced at 8S0'C and 9S0'C, which had strong textures with (200) and
(220), Figure 4.
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The presence of e-TijN was also confirmed by X-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 4). These
patterns suggested that the e-TnN phase produced at 700*C and 7S0'C had fairly random
textures, (111), (210), and (002). At 750 C reflection from the (112) phase also starts to
appear. From Figure 4 it can be seen that the intensity of reflection from the (112) phase
increases with temperature. In contrast, the intensity of the diffraction lines (210) at SSO'C and
(210) and (111) at 9S0'C have disappeared.
It should be noted that the reflections from a-Ti diminished with increasing temperature, i.e.
with increasing compound layer thickness, indicating that the Ti(002) and Ti(102) diffraction
lines at temperatures of 700'C and 750'C belong to the substrate.
Microstructural examination revealed a duplex compound layer consisting of an outermost
golden layer lying on the top of a layer with a silvery appearance (Fig. 3). In order to identify
the constitution of each compound layer, further X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on
the plasma nitrided titanium following removal of the thin golden layer. The XRD pattern
produced a persistent TiN peak in spite of the removal of outermost layer. The analysis of
these pattern confirms the presence of S-TiN layers not only in the outermost surface but also
in the (8-TiN + e-^N) inner compound layer. This observation of a two-phase inner
compound layer is in conflict with the results of LanaganW who found that the inner
compound layer is a single phase. A feature of particular interest is the formation of e-TnN
precipitates at S-TiN grain boundaries in the inner compound layer matrix. It is assumed that
transformation temperatures in Ti-N phase diagrams (Fig. 1) have been affected by the
presence of aluminium and vanadium. According to this phase diagram the compound layer is
formed as single phase TiN at the nitriding temperature. As one progresses from the outside to
the inside of this layer, the nitrogen content reduces progressively, and the e-TijN phase has
precipitated from low nitrogen 8-TiN phase during slow cooling.
TiNATioN: A number of investigators^4'10'1'), have reported that the fraction of 8-TiNI in
i the
compound layer increases with treatment temperature. Bragnaza et alCO) found that the; ratio
ra of
8-TiN to E-Ti2N is constant independent at diffusion time, but increased with temperature.
This is in agreement with the X-ray diffraction results of the present investigation where the
ratio of Ti WT^N is found to increase steadily with increasing temperature (Fig. 4). Figure 4d
illustrates the rapid rise in the intensity of the TiN(200) and TiN(220) lines at a temperature of
950*C. This indicates that although the thickness of the monolayer 8-TiN increases very little
with temperature, the proportion of 8^TiN in the (8-TiN + e-^N) layer increases very rapidly
as temperature is raised i.e. the quantity of 8-TiN in (8-TiN + e-^N) increases at a much
faster rate than that of the 8-TiN uppermost layer.
The majority of reports on plasma nitriding titanium have been considered the inner compound
layer as a single phase, e-T^NW2), and its texture has not been studied in any detail. In the
present study, the inner compound layer has been considered as a two-phase structure, and
both the texture and fraction of TiNH^N are likely to have an effect on the hardness and and
load bearing capacity of the inner compound layer. In this work, the compound layer of
plasma nitrided surface at 700'C had a predominant e-Ti^N phase with a small fraction of 8TiN.
Alpha stabilised diffusion layer: Below the compound layer is an a-stabilised diffusion layer
which is very much thicker in comparison with the layers above it (Fig. 3). In this diffusion
layer the nitrogen is in solution and acts as a stabiliser of the a-phase caused by the higher
solubility of this phase for nitrogen. Before the titanium nitride layer has formed, the reaction
rate is probably controlled by the rate of diffusion of nitrogen in a-Ti, which even at
temperatures above the transformation temperature of the pure material, will be present in the
nitrogen contaminated region. As one progresses from the outside to the inside of this layer,
the nitrogen content diminishes progressively to that of the matrix and the proportion of ßphase increases correspondingly.
Core structure: Plasma nitriding also influences the microstructure in the core sections. It can
be seen that little change had taken place in the structure of Ti 6A14V after plasma nitriding at
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70UUC. Treating at temperatures of TMTC produced nearly similar structures, and the
structure consists of equiaxed a phase and ß phase at grain boundaries. Treatment at 850*C
caused a substantial proportion of the structure to transform to the ß phase, which is revealed
at room temperature as regions of transformed ß between a grains. After plasma nitriding at
9S0'C the core structure consists almost entirely of the transformed ß in the form of coarse,
plate-like a grains (light) and intergranular ß phase (dark). It can be suggested from this that
the plasma nitriding temperature during treatment may have been slightly above the ß transus
i.e. higher than 9500C.
Conclusion
Plasma nitriding of Ti 6A1 4V in the temperature range of 700*0 to 9S0'C results in the
formation of a duplex compound layer, consisting of an outermost golden 8-TiN layer lying
on the top of a lower layer of compound, having a silvery appearance and consisting of 5-TiN
+ e-Ti^N. This observation that the inner compound layer is two-phased is reported for the
first time. Previous reports on plasma nitriaed titanium have considered that the inner
compound layer is a single phase, e-Ti2N. Beneath the compound layer lies an a-stabilised
diffusion layer which is very much thicker in comparison with the layers above it.
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PROPERTIES OF SURFACE OXIDES ON TITANIUM
AND SOME TITANIUM ALLOYS
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Abstract
Surface oxides formed spontaneously and by anodic oxidation on cp titanium and
Ti alloys are examined for their conductivity by dc and ac measurements,
electrochemical polarization resistance and ellipsometry for film thickness. Foreign
elements are usually incorporated in the oxide which is also x-ray amorphous;
even with defects, the oxide retains insulating properties and full corrosion
resistance.
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Introduction
The physical properties of surface films formed spontaneously, or by anodic
oxidation on titanium are of interest in relation to the stability of the metal in
corrosive environment. Examination of these surface films by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and microanalysis shows that foreign atoms are occluded in the oxide
following any chemical attack, e.g. the anions chlorine, fluorine, phosphate after
electropolishing, pickling, anodizing, and the cations Al, V, Mo, etc. resulting from
oxidation of the base metal [1], Their concentrations are several %, i.e. orders of
magnitude higher than typical doping levels in the n-type semiconductor. The
color of the surface oxide should darken and the electrical resistivity should
drastically fall. That is not observed.
Nevertheless, it is true that electrical, optical and mechanical properties of these
films vary with the electrolyte to which they are exposed, its pH and temperature,
growth rate and thickness, and surface preparation. A great number of procedures
for anodic oxidation of Ti are shown in a review of early work by Aladjem [2]. This
author concludes that (i) anodic films on that metal are rarely, if ever, pure and
stoechiometric Ti02 but contain also elements other than titanium and oxygen,
and that (ii) the films may be amorphous or consist of any of the known
modifications of Ti02 or mixtures thereof. Such variability suggests that the
diffusion mechanism controlling oxide growth is important. Inward anionic
diffusion dominates for the Ti/Ti02 system in the case of thermal oxidation (3] and
for low-temperature anodic oxidation [4,5). For very small growth rates. Wiesler et
al. [6] find an epitaxial relation between the metal and a rutile and an anatase phase
what is a rather strong indication that oxides are formed at the metal/oxide
interface. Such ordered structures do not necessarily exist at higher growth rates
used normally.
In this work, the electrical resistivity of surface films is obtained by direct and
electrochemical methods. Surface oxides grown under conditions of industrial
surface treatments are studied.
Material and surface preparation
Oxides grown on cpTi and several alloys (alpha-beta Ti6A14V, Ti6A17Nb,
Ti5A12.5Fe; beta-type Til5Mo5Zr3Al) are examined. The surfaces are prepared by:
(i) mechanical grinding on abrasive (SiC) paper to grit 4000,
(ii) electropolishing in methyl alcohol + ethylene glycol/perchloric acid (7) or
H2SO4/HF bas.e electrolyte (proprietary recipe),
(iii) anodic oxidation in 10% phosphoric acid under current limitation and preset
maximum voltage. Growth rate is 20Ä/s, at a current density of 5-10 mA/cm2.
The thickness of the anodic oxide was measured by ellipsometry. The optical
constants for the metal and oxide as given by Musa and Neal [8] were used. The
results agree well with faradaic rates measured during growth. The oxide thickness
is :
t in A = 30
for electropolished samples,
103 + 22»V(cell) for ground and anodized samples,
34 + 17»V(cell) for evaporated and anodized Ti.
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The first figure corresponds to the "natural" oxide film as measured by XPS, or
equals the intercept at zero potential.
Crystalline oxide films above 500Ä can be detected by x-ray diffraction. But peaks
were not found. The anodic oxides grown in a phosphoric acid electrolyte and at
high rates are x-ray amorphous.
Resistivity and polarization experiments
Two types of experiments, "dry" and "wet", were done to characterize the surface
films.
Dc and ac resistivity of surface oxides
The direct, or "dry" resistance measurement is done by contacting the oxide with a
70/30% Hg-In amalgam (fig. 1). The liquid contact wets and is ohmic. Slow currentpotential scans and impedance measurements for 1E-2 to 1E+5 Hz are performed.
An electrochemical interface 1286 and frequency response analyser 1250
(SOLARTRON) and 8500 digital plotter (ENERTEC SCHLUMBERGER) is used.
The current-potential plots show linear behaviour for about lOOmV (fig. 2). A nonlinear variation beyond that span results from band-bending [9,10]. At still higher
field strength (above lE+6V/cm) breakthrough occurs (fig. 2, at right).
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Figure 1 - Measurement of oxide film properties by direct contact.
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Figure 2 - Slow current-potential scan for an oxide film formed at 40V
on electropolished cpTi.
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The impedance measurements are done with an amplitude of lOOmV and less. The
results of figure 3 are obtained for an anodized surface (film ot thickness 910Ä).
Young [4] admits that the constitution of the surface oxides is not uniform and
suggests a model with RC circuits in series. The slope of impedance is then not -1
per decade of frequency. Present results are best interpreted by a single RC circuit
and a time constant t. It is :
A

*=,<

and

(1)

T = RC

with p specific resistivity, d thickness of film, A area of electrode, e the dielectric
constant.
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Figure 3 - Impedance curve for an oxide film formed at 40V. The fit for
a simple RC circuit is added.
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Figure 4 - Resistance and capacitance of anodic films formed at various
cell voltages on electropolished cpTi.
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Marquardt's method, the standard of nonlinear least-square routines, is used to
model the data, e, p and t, also constants in Young's theory can be extracted by such
a fit. Results are shown in fig. 4. The time constants vary from a fraction of ms to
some s. The contribution to such changes is small for the capacitance and the
dielectric constant is 100-120 (uncertainties exist for films formed at 10V). But the
specific resistivity depends on thickness of the surface oxide; p is 1.2E+8 ohmcm for
d = 240Ä(10V) and above 1E+11 ohmcm for films of lOOOA and more. Defects in the
oxide might cause this variation, but it is remarked that the width of the space
charge layer is about the same as the thickness of the thin surface oxide.
Polarization resistance measurements for titanium and Ti alloys
The electrochemical, or "wet" resistance measurement is done in aerated 3% NaCl
solution. Currents are very small and the galvanostatic method is preferable (fig. 5).
The (electrochemical) polarization resistance is related to the corrosion current
density j through
b

H

K

P

.A.
1 ._!_
2.3(b.n+bc.)j-Kjcorr

(2)

where the b's are the Tafel constants of anodic and cathodic reactions [12]. The
kinetic coefficient k is 5E-2V for ban = ~ (anode process is limited for the stable
oxide) and bca »> O.lV/decade for oxygen reduct on and electronic conduction.
Results of measurements for different surfac« preparations and for two metals are
shown in fig. 6. Data for chosen surface treatments and other metals are further
given in the table.
It is surprising to find that the polarization resistance, i.e. the corrosion resistance,
of alloys is higher than that of cp Ti. Thf structureless state and the many valency
defects in the oxide even seem favourable.
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Figure 5 - Polarization resistance measurement by galvanostatic
method. Two compartments contain the cathode and sample (anode);
g is gas inlet (oxygen) and r the reference electrode.
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Figure 6 - Polarization resistance for oxides of different thickness and
on different substrates; me-po is mechanically polished and el-po is
electrolytically polished.
Table - Polarization resistance and resting potential of
mechanically ground and electropolished Ti and its alloys.

cpTi
Ti6A14V
Ti5A12.5Fe
Ti6A17Nb
TiMoZrAl SHT840
SHT740A625
Unit

mechanically ground
rest. pot.
pol. resist.
230/210
0.96/1.7
110
-20
3.1
-10
1.6
30
1.9
70
9.1
40
8.0
mV(SCE)
Mohmcm2

electropolished
pol. resist.
rest.pot.
80/140
4.4/3.4
15
3.6
100
2.7
90
2.4
130
130
19
100
18
Mohmcm'
mV(SCE)

Discussion
The impedance of the surface oxides refers to a bulk property. For the thicker films,
the dielectric constant is high and compares with that of crystalline rutile. The
short range ordering in the amorphous oxide apparently retains configurations of
the particular solid. The specific resistivity however is low for the anodic films,
compared to rutile with p = lE+15ohmcm and more. The difference has certainly to
do with the occlusion of foreign atoms but is not a doping in proper sense.
The polarization resistance has the same dimension as the bulk resistance (see
formulas 1 and 2). The mechanisms behind the two measurements however are
not the same. Rp is 10-30 times larger than RA, thus equal to the inverse of the
kinetic coefficient in formula (2). The coefficient is related to the electron transfer at
the film-electrolyte interface, thus to an apparent current density in Rp = AE/Aj,
while the (direct) resistance is connected with the electron conduction in the film.
But this electronic current flows for the reduction process in the electrolyte.
2.M0

The incorporation of foreign elements during anodic growth of titanium oxide is
apparently a normal process and can not be suppressed. The insulator character of
the films nevertheless is essentially preserved, as show these experiments.
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A new corrosion-resistant titanium alloy Ti-3AR
with higher strength
Hu Yaojun Cai Xuezbing Liu Guozbong
Northweit Intt. for Nonferroui Metal Ret.
P.O.Boi 71, Baoji, Shaami, P.R.China 721014
Introduction
Ti-JAR (Ti-Al-Mo-Ni) it a new corrotion-retittant titanium alloy with higher
ttrength, which have been developed by Northweit Institute for nonferrout metal re«arch, China. Ti-SAR postettet excellent eorrtion-retittance and higher ttrength,
which it higher 30-40% than that of Ti-12 (Ti-0.3Mo-0.8Ni), and itt retittanee to
uniform corrotion, crevice corrotion, pitting eorrotion it at good at Ti-12. Ti-3AR it
generally uted in annealed condition, with higher ttrength and elongation, «»>
720MPa, a?*c>4g0MPa,J>lg%. Ti-SAR pottettet better hot and cold workability,
can be eatily forged, extruded, rolled , cold formed and welded, it can be produce into
plate, theet, bar, tube, wire etc. The aluminium content of Ti-3AR contributes to itt
strength and hot retittanee, the molybdenum and nickel content impart corrotion-relittanee in acid environmentt. It can be uted for marine engineering and chemical induetry, etpeeiflcally a future for the alloy it foreeat in high temperature, high pretture applieationt. It't mechanical propertiet and corrosion-resistant properties in acid have
been studied in this work. Ti-12 is used for comparative materials.
Experimental procedure
Ti-3AR used in this study is plate of 12mm and 2mm thick nest, whieh were prepared by 2 timet of melting in vacuum are furnace, followed Forging, rolling , annearing for a hour at 700C and air raiding. The speciments of 2x 20 x 30mm and »IS.Sx
2mm used as corrosion tests and electrochemical tests, respectively. Corrosion tests were
performed in nitric, chloric. Sulpbrlc add solution at various concentration and temperature. The speciments were immersed in 20~ 50% HNO,solutions, l.S~ 13% HC1
solutions, 1.3~ 30% H3SO4 solutions, at room, 60t, boil temperature for 1274, 298,
4ghr, respectively. After immersion the weight losses of these speciments were measured
and average corrosion rates were estimated by following equation
:
Corrosion rate« Qc * w)/ (A x T* D>
Corrosion rate: mm / v
Inconstant, 8.76x10*
W; weight losses, grain
T: immersed times, hours
A: all area of speciment, cm*
D; density, 4.Sg / cm'
electrochemical tests were done with M351. The corrosion potential and
polarisation curve of Ti-3AR were measured in same solution as immersion tests. Saturated ealomed electrode (SCE) were used as a reference electrode. Scanning rate is equal
to SOmv / min.
Ttoniwn '92
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Rwnlt« nA dtonnlon
BiBChanlMl propertte«
Tabl* I «how* tentile propartiM at room tampwMvT« and JSOC and impact
toaghneu of Ti-JAR. It hit higher (trcngth which it higher Jfl~ 40% than Ti-12
m-0.JMo-0.8Ni) and better plattieity, toogboeu, «k>72PMPa! ^,,t:>480MP«, i%
>l8,aK>1000KJ/ma.
Table 1

mechanical properties of Ti-JA R
plate

UTS
Y5
EL
•a

MPa
MPa

%

ItJ/m1

«heet

RT

J50t

RT

JJ0C

720
640
19

410
400
IS

110
760
19

soo
24

1100

Corrotlon ratet
In HNO, Mlntion
Table 2 and Fig.l, Flg.2 show the iffecti of HNO, concentration and temperature
on the corrosion rates of Ti-JAR and TI-12. from table 2, It is clear that corrosion rate
of Ti-JAR is small, HNO, concentration affects light to corrosion rate, which increases
with temperature. The relationship between the corrosion rate and HNO, concentration, between the corrosion rate and temperature were replotted in Fig.l and Flg.2.
The surface oxide film formed and became yellow, yellowish-brown, bine, etc, on
the TI-JAR Immeased In HNO, solutions, which protect titanium from corrosion. "'

Table 2
temperature
C

corrosion rates in HNO,
corrosion rate« (mm / y)

coaoentralinii

TI-JAR

TI-12

so

0.001
0.001
0.001

0.001
0.001
0.001

60C

20
35
50

0.02
0.04
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.01

BT

20

0.1

0.1

RT

20
J5
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Table I and Fig.J (how the corrosion rate of Ti-JAR and Ti-12 in H,SO« solation at room , 60C and boile temperature. The concentration and temperatnre atrect
considerably corrosion rate, which increase with the concentration and temperature.
Ti-JAR »as subject to active corrosion over 10% H,S04 solution. The corrosion rate
rises 2.3mm/y in 10% HjSO« solution, white precipitate TijföO«), occurs and
hydroien is deaerated, the solution become purple black because of production of Ti'*.
The reaction of Ti with [1,504 can be eipraaaed :
Ti+H,804-TISO«+H,t
Ti+HJ804-TiaÖO^J+H,t
Ti'* is unstable and can be oaides to Ti'*.
Table )
Ufltpetatare

leneral corrosion rate in H^SO«
eorrotion ratet

coaasatnttoB

e

(BID /

y)

TI-JAR

TI-12

RT

5
10
10

0.001
0.1
2.5'

0.001
0.3

MC

1.5
S
10

0.005
5.5*

0.003
5.9*
1.4*

■T

1.5

2.2*

0,3*

• The solution became purple black and white precipitant occures.
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in HCI solution
Table 4 and Fig,4 indicate that corrosion rate of Ti-3AR and Ti-12 in HCI solution it room, 60C , boile temperature . The temperature and concentration of HCI solution influence evidently on corrosion rate, which increases with temperature and concentration. They both have smaller corrosion rate in 10% HCI at room temperature,
however , it is 5.5mm / y in 10% HCI solution at 60C (Table 4> and white precipitate
TiClj produces, the solution become purple black. If the concentration is reduced , the
corrosion rate is smaller at higher temperature, too, e.g. corrosion rate is equal to
0.04mm / y in 1,5HCI solution at boile temperature.
Table 4

general corrosion rate in HCI

|
temperature
C

eorroiioa rates (mm / y)

concentration

Ti-JAR

Ti-12

RT

5
10
15

0.001
0.1
1.5

0.001
0.1
1.0

«OC

IS
5
10

0.001
0.2
5.5"

0.001
0.5
7.4*

BT

1.5

0.04

0.07

• The solution became purple black and white precipitant occnres.
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corrosion rate in HCI solution

Electrochemical chtr»eter
The corroiion potential and polarization curvet of Ti-JAR were meaiured in 5%
HC1 and I0% H,S04tolution at room temperature, which are ihown in Fig.S .
The anodic polarization thowt active diuolution, pattivation and corroiion potential. From the polarization curve the critical current density for pattivation ic and pat
live current dentity ip were obtained, in 5% HC1 tolution, ic« lOnA/cm5, ip«
lOjiA/cm2, Eeorr« -0.02 VSCE, in 10% H,SO, tolution, ic« 50wA / cm1, ip«
liltA / cm1, Ecorr «-O.SSVSCE.

-6.5

-5.5

-4.5

3.5-3.0

J

logl A/ cm
Fig.S

polarization curve of Ti-3AR

a in 5% HC1,

b in 10% H,S04

Conclutiont
1. Ti-3AR it a new corrotion retittant titanium alloy with higher ttrength,
placticity, workability and excellent corrotion retittant, ak> 720MPa, o"'* >
480MPa, ä,>18%,ai>1000K.J/min2.
2. Ti-JAR pottettet excellent corrotion retittant in 5% HjSO«, 10% HCI at room
temperature, in 1.5% H,S04, 5% HCI at 60t, in 1.5% HCI at boile temperature and 20
~50% HNOj at room~boile temperature.
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The optimisation of descaling oxied skin of Ti-2.5Cu alloy
Cai Xuezhang, Zhang yuqin, Li pingquan, Zheng heihan
Northwest Institute for nonferrous metal Research
P.OBox71
Baoji Shanxi 721014
P.R China
Abstract
Ti-2.SCu alloy easily picks up hydrogen in the descaling bath of molten alkaline
mixture of Sodium hydroxied and Nitrate. In order to optimize the condition under
which the amount of hydrogen pick up of the alloy will be minimum , temperature and
composition of the bath as well as time of descaling was varied and the effect of these
parameters on the amount of hydrogen pickup, metal loss and surface quality has been
modeled and the optimization of descaling conditions has been made. Depending on
practice of production and requirement of surface quality of products, the modifying
descaling condition can be easy optimized.
Introduction
The oxide skin of Ti-alloy formed at above 600t; is hardly removed by pickling
methodfl], generally it is removed by molten alkali bath. Due to hydrogen absorption of
Ti and Ti-alloy in the alkaline bath, usually oxygenant is added into the bath. For example, NaNOjis added into the molten-NaOH bath, to prevent hydrogen pickup, increasing flowability of the molten alkali and decreasing the dangerous degree of fire.
This type of the alkaline bath is designate as an oxidizing bath, is now popularly used in
the practical production of Ti and Ti-alloy products, and it usually includes three kinds
of high temperature (454-537t;), intermediate temperature (371-454t:) and low temperature (190-218C) types [2]. the first one is mainly used for removing oxide skin of
products produced by hot working and heat treatment, the second one is used for removing oxide skin and a solided layer of lubricating glass, and the third one is used for
removing oxide skin of the Ti-alloy having age hardening reaction[2], also, the
reductive or the electrolytic type of bath is favourable to remove the layer of lubricative
graphite or grease, and oxide skin etc.
The present work is aimed at the hydrogen absorption of the hot rolled and annealed
Ti-2.SCu alloy sheet during descaling oxide skin in the alkaline bath, the investigation
on the amount of added NaNOj, temperature, corrosion rate etc has been conducted.
The relationship between the hydrogen pickup and its influencing factors have been investigated and the mathematic mode related to descaling parameters of the sheet in the
molten NaOH bath have been established .
Experiment
The 0.7mm and 1.2mm thickness sheets of Ti-2.SCu alloy used in the work are annealed at 790t / 30 A.C. The alloy chemical composition is listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 The Ti-2.5Cu alloy composition
Element
(wt%)

Cu
2.38

Fe
0.118

Si
0.014

C
0.012

N
0.02

O
0.12

H
0.002

The NaNOj oxygenant, its amount varies within 5-25 Wt%, is added into the molten
NaOH bath with temperature varying range of 425-520t, and descaling time varies
from 2 to 25 minutes. The specimens descaled under the conditions above mentioned
are pickled for 3-5 minutes in a 5%HF, 25%-35% HNO, and 60-70% HjO(in volume).
The hydrogen absorption and the weight loss of the sheets is determined, and the
descaled and pickled sheet surface is observed at low magnification of optical microscope.
Results
The effect of NaNOs content
The hydrogen content and the weight loss of sheet descaled at 460X2 / 10 minutus (A)
and 4901 / 5 minutes (B) in the bath containing various NaN03 content is listed in
Table 2.
Table 2 The hydrogen content(0.7mm thickness) and the weight loss(1.2mm
thickness) of the descaled sheet
NaNO, content
in the bath
(wtV.)

5
10
15
20
25

hydrogen content
ir the sheet
(wf/,)
A
0.042
0.019
0.0062
0.00«?
0.0071

B
> 0.039
0.0268
0.0054
0.0062
0.0067

weight loss
of the sheet
(g/cm2)
A
0.0093
0.0074
0.0051
0.0067

B
0.0155
0.00871
0.0064
0.00593
0.00S67

As data in table 2, the hydrogen content and the weight loss both increased with decreasing NaNO] content, when the NaNO, content is below 10wt%, the hydrogen
absorption increased drastically, gets above 170ppm under A and 248ppm under B; and
the weight loss also increases drastically, gets above 0.0087g / cm2or over under A or B.
While the NaNO, content go to and over 15wt%, the hydrogen content and the weight
loss obviously dropped to the level corresponding with that(hydrogen content must be
less than lOOppm) stipulated as the related standard. In view of the surface state of the
descaled and pickled sheet, the best condition is also that under 15wt% NaNOj.
Temperature effect
Fig 1 shows that hydrogen content and weight loss of 1.2mm thickness sheet (a), (b).
and hydrogen content of 0.7mm thickness sheet (c).
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Temperature effect on hydrogen absorption and weight loss of the
descaled and pickled sheets.

As for 1.2mm thickness sheet, under the condition of descaling time of S-1S minutes
and 15wt% NaNOj in the bath, the descaling temperature must be limited below 490t;
for 15 minutes and below. Fig 1 (a), so that to prevent that the hydrogen content in the
sheets exceeds the stipulated value (less than 100 ppm ).As to 0.7mm thickness sheets,
under 10wt% NaNO,, the descaling temperature must be limited below 470t; for 10
minutes and below, Pig 1 (c). As to the weight loss of 1.2mm thickness sheet, the descaling temperature also must be limited below 4751; to keep a lower level of the metal
loss, Fig 1 (b). Considering the descalling effect and surface state of the descaled and
pickled sheets, and controlling hydrogen content below 100 ppm, the descaling temperature and time is selected as high and long respectively as possible.
The effect of descaling time
As to 0.7mm thickness sheet, under the conditions of 430t:, 460t: and 490t;, and
IOwtVo, 15wt% and 20wt%NaNO, respectively in the bath, the time effect on the
hydrogen content of the sheets after descaling and pickling shown in Fig 2. With regard
to the hydrogen absorption, when the NaNO, content is over lSwt%, the descaling
time can be lasted to 20 minutes and over for 430C, 15 minutes for 4601, and below S
minutes for 490t; , and then the hydrogen content in the sheets maintained below
lOOppm, see Fig 2(b),(c). But under 10wt% NaNOj, the descaling time must be dropped
below 15 minutes for 4301,12 minutes for 460and 2 minutes for 4901 , see Fig 2(a).
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The descaling time effect on the hydrogen absorption of the 0,7mm
thickness sheet.

In view of the descaling effect and surface state, as to 1.2mm thickness sheets, it is expected for descaling at a higher temperature and shorter time, for example, 490t; and 2
minutes, but it is difficult to realize such conditions for bigger batch of sheets to be
descaled. So the better way is to use less low temperature and less long time, e.g 475t;
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and 15 minutes. As for 0.7mm thickness sheet, the proper time of descaling(10-15 minutes under 460t and 10-15 wt% NaNO,) should be selected as the same reason as for
1.2mm thickness sheet.
The effect of sheet thickness
Just as above discussed, the different temperatures and times are required for descaling
of different thickness sheets, i, e, 0.7mm and 1.2mm as shown in Fig 3(a) (b).
Under 490t; , the hydrogen content of 0.7mm thickness sheets is consistantly higher
than that of 1.2mm thickness sheets by 20ppm , and the difference of the hydrogen content increases with lasting of the descaling time, espeially under 10wt% NaNOj, Fig3(b).
Under 460t; , the hydrogen contentof 0.7mm and 1.2mm thickness sheets is near the
same until the time lasting to 15 mimutes, and then the difference between them increased drastically, see Fig 3(a). While under 10wt% NaNOj, the difference of the
hydrogen content between them appears early at the descaling time about 5 minutes,
seeFig 3 (b).
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Fig3 The hydrogen content of the descaled sheet with different thickness
Discussing and mathematically modelling
On the oxidation of Ti and Ti-alloys at the elevated temperature, the surface layer is
TiO], subsurface layer is TlO.the ratio of their value is 1.7(3], resulting in a large stress
between the surface and subsurface layers, and thus leading to turn the surface layer of
TiO] into a porrous and loose state . As descaling in the bath with high temperature,
the oxide skin of the surface layer is further broken due to the difference of thormo expansion between oxidizing layer and matrix, and it is easy for permeating of the molten
alkali into the oxide skin TiO of the suh<wrf*ce layer, which is further oxidized into
TiOj by the oxygen released from «y*Ätw * 9 *l»NOj , and thus entire oxide skin is
broken. Except for this mechanical «*••' "^^ '♦»Miiw»! reaction of Ti02with the molten
alkali [4] takes place:
2NaOH + TiOjoW«,.1l(

i»

(1)

NajTiO^roduced during the reacuom t -,,
^- «tkament or removing from the surface by water quenching and pickling Kim» JM». ttte matr'x 's bared in the bath, the
chemical reaction of matrix with the motica «ikali appears:
2NaOH + Ti -NaTiO^ Hj t
(2)
Because of the affinity of Titanium with hydrogen, it is easy to form hydrogenized Ti[S].
2,IS2

Besides, the solubility of hydrogen in a-Ti depends upon the partial pressure of
hydrogen, temperature and the added element and inclusion content in the alloy expresses as following:
P-KC*eXp{£)

(3)

In which, C—hydrogen solubility, Q—solution heat, K—constant related alloy composition, P—partial pressure of hydrogen, R—gas constant, and T—temperature.Q
and k value doesn't vary as hydrogen concentration and temperature, and it varies as
crystal structure and phase composition of the alloy. The solubility of hydrogen in a-Ti
within 20t; —300t: obeyed following the relation^]:
C = 8.60 x 104e x p(-2.52 x 103 / T)

(4)

In which. C—hydrogen concentration (ppm), T—temperature (k). From that, the
hydrogen solubility is about 20ppm in room temperature, and over lOOOppm at 300t:.
For this reason, once the hydrogen has been produced in the bath, as formula(2), and
will be absoi bed by the matrix of Ti and Ti-alloys. The hydrogen, which is absorbed by
a-Ti matrix under the bath with temperature more than 400t, is precipitated in form
of the hydrogenated Ti when the temperature of a-Ti alloy dropped down to room
temperature. The hydrogenated Ti is precipitated in aciculate shape, that resulting in
brittle break, in 1.2mm thickness sheet of Ti-2.SCu alloy contained 280ppm hydrogen,
which is absorbed under the descaling condition of the bath with 1S wt% NaNO, and
at SOOt, therefore, in order to prevent from hydrogen absorption of the sheets descaling in the bath, first, the NaNO, oxidizcr should be added into the bath, and the reaction takes place as following:
2NaOH + Ti + Oj ► NajTiOj+ HjO

(5)

Second, the temperature and time should properly be choiced, so that preventing the reaction as formula(2), as far as possible , because it is difficult to stop completely the reaction^) under the condition of practical descaling at large quantities due to non-uniformity of oxide skin of the sheet and temperature distribution in the bath, and thus it
isn't able to ensure chemical reaction of descaling at the same pace.That means it is sure
for producing hydrogen at more or less amount as formula(2). So it is effective method
for adding NaNO, into the bath to prevent the sheets from hydrogen pickup. In order
to further understanding the relationship between hydrogen absorption and descaling
parameters and make them optimizing, the mathematical model, which described the influencing regularity of temperature, time and NaNO] content on hydrogen absorption
of 0.7mm thickness sheets descaled in the bath, has been established on basis of experiment data treated by computer. Considering descaling efficiency in practical
production, the range of NaNO] content, temperature and time is IO-20wt%,
430-490t and 2-25 minutes respectively.Considering the effect of NaNO, content on
the hydrogen absorption, the mathematical model can be described as exponent function:
CH = A1exp(B1/CN)

(6)

In which, CH—hydrogen content in the sheets(wt%), CN—NaNOjContent in the
bath(wt%), A|and B,
coefficien: related with descaling temperature and time, and
material state, the corresponding values of A,and B,in the model formula (6) is listed in
Table 3.
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Table3 The values of A^nd 8,111 Model [6]
Temperature
(C)

Time
(min)

(xlO"1)

430

10
15
20
265

2.5183
1.4553
1.0386
0.7421

1.4807
3.9052
5.4696
6.8456

460

5
10
15
20

3.6075
2.8942
1.7778
1.9202

1.4487
1.8891
5.9072
6.3989

490

2
5
10
15

1.6379
2.6263
3.3414
6.1638

3.7020
3.3890
5.4996
5.2621

B,

A

' .

Fig 4 shows that the curves ploted as the calculated results according to Model(6).
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Fig 4 Effect of NaNOj content as model (6)
Considering the effect of descaling time, the mathematical model have been obtained by
means of linear regression as following
As for the bath with 430t:
CH = A1i'1
(7-1)
As for descaling in the bath with 4601 or 490t; :
C„= AjexpfBjt)
(7-2)
t— descaling time, A2, B2—coefficient relating with temperature and NaNOj content
of the bath and materials. The former (7-1) is a power function and the latter (7-2) is
an exponent function. The values of A,, Bj are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4 The value of A,. B, in model (7-1) and (7-2)
Temperature

(t)

NtNO, content
(wt%)

(x lO"')

10
15
20
10
15
20
10
15
20

0.09532
1.02707
1.87021
2.19366
3.34387
2.53338
7.89623
3.38501
3.39954

430
460
490

B,
1.762886
0.65812
0.27595
0.16238
0.06998
0.06713
0.17789
0.19102
0.13562

Fig S shows the curve of Model(7-l)>(7-2).It can be seen that under NaNO, content
over ,5wt% and 430t: temperature, the curves are near straight line, so the model(7-l)
is a power function with a small exponent(B,).
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Fig.5 Efffect of time as model (7)
Under higher temperature, the hydrogen absorption rate is more sensitive to descaling
time, because of reaction rate between oxide skin and molten alkali is also speeded up.
So the m0v<el(7-2) is an exponent function. Pinally,the model of the effect of temperature on the hydrogen absorption is expressed as Hyperbola function:
)
(8)

<rln-A>+'4

In which, K—original Hydrogen content in the sheets before descaling (about
0.002ppm), T-batis temperature(C ). A3, Bj-coefTicient relating with NaNO, content
and time of bath descaling and material. A, and B,values are listed in Table S.
Table 5 Ai. B, values in Model (8)
NiNO,
(wt%)

rime
(mu-.utei)

A.

B,

10

10
15
10
15
10
15

-1946.40
-680.57
-3446.42
-2217.48
-5317.10
-3209.84

959637.0
338090.8
1614054.0
1098474.0
2645046.0
1597990.0

15
20

im

The curves shown in Fig 6 exhibit clear the variation of hydrogen content with descaling
temperature.
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Fig 6 The effect of temperature on hydrogen absorption as model (8)
Comparing these mathematic models obtained in the present work, i.e model formula
(6), (7-1), (7-2) and (8) with (3) and (4) being in work (5,6), rather defferent functions
between them can be seen. In fact, the hydrogen concentration (CH) in the functions [5]
and [6] is the saturated solutility, but the hydrogen in model functions of the present
work is nonsaturated. These models described the beginning situation of hydrogen
absorption under the jointed effect of various factors in descaling bath.
Conclusion
(1) The descaling oxide skin formed during annealing of Ti-2.SCu alloy sheet in the
molten alkaline bath,the hydrogen absorption is mainly influenced by adding
NaNOj content, temperature and time.
(2) According to criterion of hydrogen content allowed in the sheet, metal loss, sheet
surface appearency and descaling efficiency, the proper range of descaling parameters,
i,e. NaNOj content of 10-20wt% in the bath, temperature of 430-490t and time of
5-20 minutes of descaling, can be selected.
(3)The established model function between the hydrogen absorption and descaling
parameters can be used for optimization of descaling technology in the bath.
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Corrosion Behavior of Ti-NHPÜuKr Alloys in Hydrochloric Acid
leiji Ueda . Yisuakl Suglziki and Hiroshi Satoh
Material Research Laboratory KOBE STEEL. LTD.
TakatsuXadai. Nishiku Kobe. 651-22 JAPAN

AB5T8ACT
General and crevice corrosion behavior of titaniui alloys(Ti-Nl-(Pd,Ru)-Cr and Ti-Cr)
have been examined in comparision «ith unalloyed titaniui. Speciaens. prepared by
unconsuiable arc nelting in an argon atoisphere. tere subjected to conventional corrosion
tests in boiling hydrochloric acids and chloride solutions. Electrocheaical properties of
the alloys tere also «easured in order to understand the influence of chroiiu* addition on
the corrosion behaviors. The results indicated that chroaiua additions to titanium and
Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy affected the corrosion behaviors. Excellent improvenent in general and
crevice corrosion resistance «as achieved by addition of chroiiui with Ni.Pd and Ru.
However, single addition of chroniui significantly deteriorated corrosion resistance in
hydrochloric acids. The corrosion kinetics for these alloys «ere discussed in ten of the
compositional change during corrosion process. An excellent corrosion resistance of
Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru-Cr alloy «as considered to be originated by accelerated dissolution of titanium
at initial stage of corrosion, «hich resulted in enrichment of Pd and Ru in the corroded
surface region.
Introduction
Titanium exhibits supreme corrosion behavior in the most environments due to the
presence of the stable passive film on the surface. For this reason it is «idely utilized
in chemical industry as constractlon materials. "> Ho«ever, in aggressive reducing
environments or concentrated chloride solution, titanium is susceptible to sever general
corrosion and crevice corrosion. '" '" A number of investigations have been made on effect
of some alloying elements to improve the corrosion resistance of titanium in such
environments. According to the result reported by Stern
improvement in corrosion
resistance of titanium «as successfully achieved by small additions of noble metals such as
Pt and Pd. «hich promote its passivation in reducing environments(hyrochloric acids).
The resistance to crevice corrosion «as noticeably improved by addition of these elements.
It has also demonstrated that alloying «ith Ni and Mo improves corrosion resistance in
acidic chloride media. "' "' Utilization of these titanium based alloys in the practical
fields are limited by cost or mechanical properties and fablicability. '" ",, Recently, the
needs of titanium alloys, «hich is lo«-costed and has excellent fablicability have arose in
chemical industrial fields. We already observed, reduction of the corrosion rate of
titanium by small addition of Ni.Pd.Ru in boiling HCI solutions. "" Purtermore, corrosion
resistance «as improved by addition chromium to this alloy, is particularly interesting.
Because, single addition of chromium to titanium has deteriorated corrosion resistance
exists among the single addition of chromium and composite addition of chromium to
Ti-(Ni-Pd-Ru) alloy.
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Experlientil
1.

procedure»

Preparation of speciiens

Titaniui alloy buttons teighting 100g were prepared by nonconsunable arc nelling in an
argon atiosphere. Each button was turned over and reielted six tiies to produce homogeneity.
The alloys «ere further hoiogenized at 850*0 and cold rolled to 2II thick sheet.
Their cheiical coispositions are given in Table 1.
Tablet

a toys
Ti -Ni- Pd-Ru
Ti -Ni- Pd-Ru-Cr
Ti -Cr
c. P.T (ASTM Or. 2)
Ti -Pd (ASTM Gr.7)

Cheiical compositions of titanium alloys (ttX)

Ni

Pd

Ru

Cr

0

Fe

_

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.03

0.41
0.41

0.01
0.01

0.02
0.02

-

-

-

0.16

0.14
0.16

-

N,H : <0.01«tX
2.

Immersion test for Corrosion
In order to examine the corrosion resistance of the alloys to general and crevice
corrosion in hydrochrolic acids and chloride solutions, conventional methods have been
employed. The specines for the immersion tests «ere abraded by »c-t silicon carbide emery
before the immersion. Each specimens «ere taken out from the glass flask after 24 hours
immersion. The average corrosion rate «as determined from the corrosion «eight loss.
The multi-crevice technique «as employed to examine the corrosion resistance of the alloys
to crevice corrosion. The specimens for multi-crevice corrosion test «ere seted up by
bolting a PTFE(Teflon ) spacer, having 16 grooves on the contaning face, to the titanium
sheet by using titanium faslenners. The cervice corrosion tests «ere performed in a
boiling 42* MgCli(142°C)solution. The specimens «ere taken out of the solution after
immersion for 100 hours, and the occurrence of crevice corrosion «as checked by surface
observation using a microscope.
4.

Electrochemical measurement
In order to understand the influence of alloying additions «ith chromium, electrochemical
behaviors of the alloys «ere examined by measurement of potentiodynamic polarization curves.
The electrochemical cell »as consist of 1 liter flask «ith inlets for the «orking and
counter electrode of a plutinum sheet. All the potentials «ere measured «ith respect to a
Ag/AgCI reference electrode. Electrochemical measurements »ere performed by the follo»ing
methods. The corrosion potential and potentiodynamic polarization curves of each alloys
»ere measured ir. a boiling \0% HCI solution. The potential scanning »ith a s«cep rate of
50mV/min «ere started from the corrosion potentials after keeping for ten minutes under
open-circuit condision. For comparisoin bet«een the alloys in ease for passivation, the
corrosion potentials «ere measured in boiling 10XHCI solutions «ith various contents of
oxidizing agency Fe". Durability reached to break do«n of passivity for each alloys «as
obtained by monitoring the decay of the potentials after polarizated at +0. 2V for 2 «inuils.
Follo»ing experiments «ere carried out to obtain further information on the corrosion
behavior by the follo»ing ; corrosion potential(Ecor.)-time variations and compositional
change of addition elements resulting from corroson.
Result

and

Discussion

1. Immersion test
The corrosion rates of alloys in boiling HCI solutions are sho»n in Fig.1. The measured
corrosion rates of all the alloys increased «ith HCI concentration. The corrosion rate of
Ti-Cr alloy «as larger than pure titanium. Single addition of chromium has deteriorated
corrosion resistance of titanium in HCI solutions. On the other hand, The addition of Ni,
Pd, Ru reduces the corrosion rate of titanium by almost two orders of magunitudc, further
improvement in corrosion resistance «as achieved by addition of chromium of «ith Ni,Pd,Ru.
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The probabilities for occcurrence of crevice
corrosion are shown in Table 2. For pure
titanium, crevice corrosion occured «ith the
probability of 100 X, while additin of Ni.Pd.
Ru to titanium considerably suppessed crevice
corrosion. No crevice corrosion occurrence was
observed on the alloys added with chromium and
Ni.Pd,Ru. Significant difference in corrosion
resistance exists among the single addition
chromium and composite adiltion of chromium to
Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy. Electrochemical measurements
and surface characterization were carried out
to obtained the detailed account of the
influence of chromium addition.

HCI b.p.x24h

100

10

I

3

■ Tl-Cr
O « P- TI
G Tl-NI-Pd-Bu

0.1

• TI-NI-Pa-Hu-Cl

2. Polarizaition curves
Fig. 2 presents the potentiodynanic
polarization curves obtained with the alloys
in a boiling 10XHC1 solution. The corrosion
potential of each alloys are more noble than
that of pure titanium. In Ti-Cr alloy, the
critical current density for passivation was
higher than that of pure titanim. This was in
agreement with the results of immersion test
in such environment. It was considered that
chromium addition caused to shift sightly the
corrosion potential of titanium in the noble
direction, resulted in increase of exchange
current at the corrosion potential.
On the contrary, chromium addition with
Ni.Pd and Ru was found to more effective in
passivity. In this alloy, no active-passive
transition region was observed and the
corrosion potential was more noble than that
of the alloy added with Ni.Pd and Ru, which
promoted passivation of titanium.
3. Passivation Fe'* ion concentration
Fig. 3 shows the depedence of the corrosion
potentials on the concentration of oxidizing
agency Fe" in a boiling 10XHC1 solution.
Each alloys has steep increase of the
corrosion potential at certain Fe*'*
concentration, which exhibited ease to
passivation in such environment.
Pure titanium exhibited potential in up to
active dissolution Fe" ion cocentration of
lOppm. and then the corrosion potential
shifted abruptly to the passivation region at
30ppm, and steadies at approximately +0.08V
indicating the passivation. This suggested
that the critical Fe'* ion concentration for
passivation of c.p.Ti is 22ppm. The critical
concentrations for Ti-Cr, Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru and
Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru-Cr were 24, 6.2 and 2, 7ppi.
respectively. Chromium addition to pure
titanium or Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy shifted the
corrosion potential in the noble direction,
leading to alternative influences in the
different based alloys. Chromium addition
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Table D

Probability of crevice corrosion
occurrence of titanium alloys
Probablllly ot cravlc* corrstlon
occurrtn» (%)
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Fig. 2

Polarization curves of tltanlun. alloys

caused enhancement of active dissolution through the increasing of exchange current.
However, enhanced passivation «as taken place by chromium addition with Ni.Pd and Ru, and
the corrosion potential «as resided in the passivation of titanium.
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Effect of Fe3' content of corrosion
potential of titanium alloys

Potential decay curves of
titanium alloys

4. Measurments of durabilities to depassivation
The potential decay curves for the alloys are sho«n in Fig.4. These curves «ere obtained
under open-circuit condition after holding the potential at +0. 2V for 2 minutes.
The corrosion potentials «ere decreased to«ard the less-noble potentials «ith immersion
time. In pure titanium, the potential «as immediately shifted to less-noble after the
polarizating and reached to the saturation at -0.83V. The decay curve of Ti-Cr alloy «as
similar to that of pure titanium, but the potential »as saturated at -0.56V. On the other
hand, alloys added «ith Ni.Pd, Ru and »ith Ni.Pd, Ru, Cr »ere found to the potentials for in
passivation after sufficient immersion. It »as noted that the potentials «ere gradually
shifted to the active dissolution region and reversibly increased to reside in the passive
region, the result from these measurements, indicated that the improvement of corrosion
resistance of titanium introduced by chromium addition »ith Ni.Pd and Ru through the
enhancement of passivity.
5. Corrosion potential (Ecor.) - time variations
o
1
The corrosion potentials of the alloys at
r
10%HCI b.p.
Tl-Nl-Pö-Hu-Cr .
various immersion tine in a boiling 10XHCI
a -0.2
solution are sho«n in Fig. 5. The corrosion
Tl-Nl-Pd-Ru
-0.4
potential of pure titanium shoved a noble
potential of about -0.36 V at an early stage
C -0.6
of immersion, but the potential shifted
c. p. Tl
abruptly to the less noble side after about
-0.8
2. 5min, and steadied at -0.76 V.
."
L
The corrosion potential of T'-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy
-1.0
1800
600
1200
»as noble in early stage of immersion,
and then, became less-noble »ith a prolonged
Tima (aac)
immersion, and shoved noble again after
FI
immersion of 20 minutes. The similar behavior
B'5 Corrosion potential change of titanium
alloys with Immersion time
»as obtained in Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru-Cr alloy.
Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru-Cr alloy remained active for
early stage to become passive. This behavior
»as interpreted by enrichment of alloying elements during initial immersion stage.
Ho»ever, reversibly changing the potential in Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru-Cr alloy »as occurred in the
earlier initial stage than that of Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy and the saturated potential »as more
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noble than Ti-Cr alloy. This result was comparable with the potential decay behavior, as
can be seen in Fig.4. Consequently, the chemical composition of surface on titanium was
changed with immersion time in a boiling HC1 solution.
6. Chemical composition of corroded surfaces
The compositional depth profiles of alloy elements were determined by using secondary ion
micro spectroscopy (SIMS) technique with sequential argon sputtering. Figure 6 shows the
profiles for Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy obtained after immersion with various time. Figure 7 is for
Ti-Ni-IM-Ru-Cr alloy. Concetration of Pd and Ru in the surface region increased in both
alloys with immersion time. However, Pd and Ru enrichment in the surface region was more
accelerated by chromium addition to Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy. The difference between both alloys
in enrichment of Pd and Ru, became clear at a prolonged immersion lime. This result
suggested enrichment of Pd and Ru on surface of titanium accelerated by the preferential
dissolution of titanium by addition of Cr on Ti-Ni-Pd-Ru alloy.
Conclusion
An effect of Chromium addition to Ti-(Ni-Pd-Ru) alloy on the behavior has been
investigated by conventional immesion tests and characterization of electrochemical
properties. The obtained results are summarized as follows;
(1)

The corrosion resistance of titanium is deteriorated by single addition of chromium
in boiling HCl solutions. However the addition of Ni,Pd,Ru reduces the general
corrosion rale of titanium, further improvement was achived by addition chromium with
Ni,Pd and Ru.

(2)

Passivity was enhanced by addition chromium to Ti-(Ni-Pd-Ru) alloy. Furthermore,
formed passive film was greatly toughened in reducing acids.

(3)

The corrosion kinetic of Ti-(Ni-Pd-Ru)-Cr alloy was concluded that the enrichment of
Pd and Ru on the surface was enhanced by acceleration of the preferential dissolution
of titanium by addition of chromium
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This N£/H20 Ion Beun Treated Titanium Laycra aa Dlffualon Barrlar
for Hydrogen

B.Kempf
Deutsche Bundespost TELEKOM, Forschungsinstitut beim FTZ
Am Kavalleriesand 3, D-6100, Darmstadt, Germany
A new method to passivste titanium against indiffusion of hydrogen is demonstrated. Nitrogen ion beaming of Ti in presence of a low H2O background pressure
leads to formation of a tltanlumoxinitride layer, which works as a diffusion barrier.
Diffusion Is studied by the method of layer lift off provoked by generation of
strain at an Ti-InP Interface.

1. Introduction
TIN is well-known In surface science and engineering for Its great hardness and
chemical stability. In addition it is applied as a diffusion barrier in semiconductor
contact - and interconnection technology where It helps to avoid unwanted intermetallic mixing (1,2). Onoe et al. ( 3 ) have shown recently that thin TIN films
deposited by an activated reactive evaporation (ARE) process can supress hydrogen
outdiffuslon in stainless steel, a procedure with important consequences for future
ultra high vacuum technology.
Usually thin TIN layers are deposited either by reactive sputtering or by reactive
evaporation In a low pressure nitrogen atmosphere. However, the application of both
methods to semiconductor technology is limited. In the former case the all angle
Impingement of the sputtered material Is not compatible with lift off processes for
patterning contact pads and fine interconnection lines. In the latter case the high
substrate temperature required for TIN formation may be detrimental to the electrical
properties of semiconductor and contact. These Insufficiencies are circumvented by
the method Introduced in the present paper:
It is demonstrated, that simple N2/H2O ion beam treatment can passivste the surface
of a thin TI - layer to prevent Indiffusion of hydrogen at least up to a temperature of
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3S0oC. Such a thin surface layer consisting of non stoichiometric titaniumoxlnitride
was already shown to be responsible for the extremely low etch rate when ion beam
etching titanium with a N2/H2O gas mixture ( 4 ). The condition for diffusion barrier
formation and the mechanism which suppresses hydrogen indiffusion are discussed.
The importance of nitrogen is elucidated by comparison with experiments of hydrogen
indiffusion into Ar/I^O treated and naturally oxidized titanium layers.
2. Expcrimtntal procedures
Titanium layers with thicknesses in the range of 100 to 300 nm are evaporated
by e-gun in a turbomolecular pumped stainless steel chamber. Before coating the
wafer the base pressure of the system (p = S • 10_7 torr ) is further lowered by
preevaporatlon of titanium against the chamber wall. Chemomechanically polished
(100 >-InP wafers are choosen as substrate material. InP fullfills the demand for an
easily cleaveable smooth substrate, which shows no interfacial reaction with titanium
up to a temperature of 3S00C. Ion beaming of the titanium films is done In a second
vacuum system of similar performance and base pressure. It Is equipped with a
Kaufmann-type ion gun ( MIM TLA S.S II Technics GmbH, Europe). The etch gas
(N2 or Ar) is admitted through the gun. while the H20 gas Is fed directly into the
etch chamber providing a non ionised background atmosphere. At working conditions
the N2 ( Ar (-pressure amounts to llO'^ torr in the gun, to 4-10"' torr in the
chamber. The I^O-gas flow Is adjusted to reach a partial pressure of 110"5 torr.
Throughout the experiments etching is done with an Ion beam current density
between 0.S and 1 mA/cm2 and an ion energy of 1000 eV. The samples to be etched
are fixed with photoresist on a watercooled stage, wich is rotated by 2 rpm. The
angle of Ion beam Incidence Is fixed at 11.5°. 3 types of samples are tested for their
behaviour against hydrogen Indiffusion :
1 ) naturally oxidized titanium
2 ) titanium ion beam treated with ArVH20
3 ) titanium ion beam treated with N2VH2O
The process sequence consists of heating up the samples In a neutral hydrogen
stream at a rate of 2800/min, holding the temperature at a level of 3300C for times
tL up to 10 min and cooling down to room temperature at a rate of 1400/min. The
temperature - time variation is accomplished by a programmable temperature
controller. Simultaneously the surface state of the titanium layer Is monitored via
the intensity of the reflected light of a 633nm He-Ne laser ( Fig.l ).
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3. ExparlmtnUl rasulu and dlacuulon
As revealed by X-ray diffraction the evaporated titanium layers crystalize in the
hexagonal a-phase with a strong texture having the base plane parallel to the InP
(100) surface. SEM pictures of the films show a columnar structure, which is
often also found in the case o; TIN coatings. The coarse grain boundaries of such a
structure, leading directely into the interior, are excellent fast diffusion paths and
have to be atuffed for a good barrier function. This can be done by oxidation (S,6).
In the present work the problem is solved by ion beaming of titanium with N2/H2O.
a low temperature process which does not interfere with lift off technology. In this
process nitridation of the sample is done simultaneously by ion beam implantation
and absorption of nitrogen coming from the N2 background atmosphere. Oxidation
is performed via chemisorption of water on the sample's surface. Since the sample
Is thermally coupled to a watercooled stage the stlcking-coefficients for water and
nitrogen are high, especially in that part of the surface where titanium atoms are
uncovered by physical sputtering of incoming nitrogen Ions. As the heat of formation
of TIN and TIO2 Is similar and negative, competition between N2 and H20 In forming
a surface layer Is expected. In a simplified picture build up of non stoichiometric
titanlumoxinltrlde seams feasible. An enrichment of nitrogen and an easy formation
of TIN within the penetration depth of the nitrogen ion beam are expected. This
process is promoted by the fact that primary molecular N^-ions dissociate
Immediately at the surface Into twice the number of highly reactive N atoms .
To show the combined role of N2 and H2O for the formation of a barrier some titanium layers have been ion beamed with ArVt^O Instead of N2/H2O. In the case of
ArVHjO treatment a dynamical balance is reached between preferential sputtering
of oxygen and the reoxldation of titanium and it's partly reduced oxides ( TIO, TI2O3 )
by impinging water molecules.
To prove hydrogen Indiffuslon , a phase transition in the system Ti - H is exploited.
Strain thereby generated at the Ti - InP interface leads to blisters at the sample's
surface. According to the phase diagram (7, 8) Fig ( 2) titanium can, depending on
It's temperature , disolve up to 8 atX hydrogen in it's hexagonal a-phase. During
cooling down the sample from a point in the «-region the phase boundary Is crossed
into a Vo phase region ( a * y > where the Y'Phase is of a body centered cubic lattice
type. Fig ( 3 ) shows a blistered titanium layer on InP after hydrogenatlon and cooling
down. The sud''-n change of the titanium surface from mirrorlike reflection to
diffuse scattering allows the exact determination of the transition temperature via
reflection.
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Fig ( 4 ) shows transition temperatures for different holding times for the case of
naturally oxidized and ArVH20 ion etched samples. The holding temperature was
fixed at 330° C. The increase of the transition temperature with increasing holding
time is a consequence of the a/< a«y’-phase boundary. The different behaviour of
unetched and ArVH20 etched samples is due to different velocity of hydrogen in
diffusion. The presence of additional diffusion paths due to lattice vacancies in the
latter case makes H2 indiffusion faster.
The behaviour of N2VH2O ion etched samples proved to be completely different.
They don't blister across the surface when treated with neutral hydrogen. Obviously
the generated surface layer acts as a diffusion barrier. This assumption is supported
by the fact that samples cleaved after ion beam etching show blistering effects
starting at freshly opened Ti side wall areas. Fig ( 5 )
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4. Concliulona
Ion beaming of titanium with N2 /H2O creates a surface layer which prevents
hydrogen indiffusion. The barrier function was tested at 330oC. The upper limit of
3S0oC for H2 diffusion experiments is not governed by the thermal stability of the
barrier layer but by the start of an intermetallic reaction at the Ti-InP Interface,
which strengthens adhesion and prevents blistering even in the case of ArVh^O
treated samples.
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Ripple Load Degradation in Titanium Alloys

P.S. Pao, R.A. Bayles, SJ. Gill, D.A. Meyn and G.R. Yoder*
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington. DC 20375-5000

The influence of ripple loads (small amplitude cyclic loads superimposed on a large
sustained load) on the stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) resistance of various titanium alloys has
been investigated. It has been found that the extent of ripple load degradation in a 3.5% NaCI
aqueous environment varies with the material's inherent resistance to SCC. For instance, the
application of small ripple loads to SCC resistant materials, such as beta-annealed Ti-6A1-4V
and all beta alloy Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, causes a large degradation that is manifested by a
significant reduction in time-to-failure and threshold stress intensity. However, ripple loads
appear to cause relatively little or no damage to the less SCC-resistant materials such as
recrystallization-annealed Ti-6AI-4V and duplex-annealed Ti-8AI-IMo-IV. This apparent
contrast between SCC and ripple-load cracking susceptibilities can be reconciled with the
recently developed predictive frame work for ripple-load degradation.
Introduction
Ripple loading refers to the superposition of relatively small amplitude cyclic load
perturbations on a much larger static load. (Ripple loading usually assumes a stress ratio, R ^
0.90.) This contrasts with the stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) phenomenon, which assumes a
constant load condition. The presence of small amplitude load perturbations can have
significant effects on the SCC resistance of materials and is described as the "ripple effect" by
Speidel j 11. Recent work on steels, titanium alloys, and aluminum alloys has suggested that
these ripple loads can significantly reduce the apparent SCC threshold and can shonen the life of
a structure |2-5|. Parkins |6,7| has observed that small fluctuating loads may produce SCC at
significantly lower stresses than those required to produce SCC under purely static loads.
Komai et al. |8-I0|. in a series of investigations, have found that small vibratory stresses can
considerably decrease the apparent SCC threshold and refer to this phenomenon as "dynamic"
stress-corrosion cracking. Thus, a design solely based on the static Kiscc, without a proper
consideration of the ripple-load effect, may be nonconservative.
Not all materials, however, are susceptible to ripple load degradation. Generally
speaking, SCC-resistant alloys are more likely to exhibit ripple load degradation while the SCCsusceptible alloys are less likely. For instance, Crocker el al. |2| demonstrated, using a ripple
load equal to 10 per cent of the maximum applied load, a 60 per cent degradation from the static
Kiscc level in the case of an HY-130 steel, yet absolutely no degradation in the case of a 4340
steel.
* Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA 22217
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The purpose of this paper is to show iüat various titanium alloys, particularly the SCCresistant alloys such as beta-annealed Ti-CAI-4V and beta Ti-ISV-3Cr-3Al-3Sn, may exhibit
substantial degradation due to the ripple-load effect (RLE), arid to demonstrate that the
sensitivity of a specific material to ripple-load degradation, or tlv lack thereof, is predictable.
Critical conditions for ripple load cracking and a methodology for quantitative prediction can be
obtained if the ripple-load effect is considered in terms of the interface between corrosion fatigue
and stress-corrosion cracking. A new ripple load cracking threshold, K|Rtc< which marks the
onset of ripple load crack growth, has iieen devised and is offered as a design parameter to
represent the upper bound of the design limit.
Materials and Experimental Procedures
Titanium alloys included in this study were rolled plates of beta- and recrystallizationannealed Ti-6AI-4V, beta- and duplex-annealed Ti-8AI-IMo-lV and Ti-l5V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn.
The chemical compositions are given in Table I. Specific heat treatments and mechanical
properties are available from previous publications |4,l 1).
To simulate a ripple-load condition and to measure threshold levels of stress-intensity
range directly, precracked specimens were cyclically loaded at room temperature in a 3.5%
NaCI solution with a stress ratio (minimum: maximum) of R = 0.9() (10% ripple loading), a
haversine waveform, and a cyclic frequency of S Hz. SCC thresholds were determined in the
3.5% NaCI solution using slow-strain rate tests with a loading rate of 10-4 MPaVm/s. Crack
lengths were determined using a compliance related CMOD technique. Details of the
experimental procedures have been published elsewhere |2-5|.
Table I Chemical Compositions (wt%)
Material
Ti-6AMV
Ti-8AI-lMo-lV
Ti-l5V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn

Al

V

Mo

Cr

6.7
7.8
2.8

4.3
1.1
14.1

1.0

2.5

Sn

Fe

O

2.4

0.1
0.20
0.07 0.11
0.13

C

H

0.03
0.03

0.006
0.0046
0.015

-

Results and Discussion
(A) Analysis of the Ripple Load Effect
In the present investigation, the authors treat ripple-load cracking (RLC) as a high stress
ratio corrosion fatigue phenomenon. The critical conditions and the predictive methodology for
ripple load effects involve the interface between SCC and corrosion fatigue behavior. In this
study, our attention was focused on the regime below Kiscc where propagation of existing
cracks and failure are not expected under a constant load condition. Thus, in the presence of
small ripples superimposed on a large sustained load, the maximum stress intensity in the ripple
RL
load cycle, Km„, was equal to or icss than Kiscc- That is, the first condition for ripple load
cracking can be set as:

C^lCscc

CD

On the other hand, from corrosion fatigue considerations, crack propagation is not going to take
pi
place during ripple loading unless the applied
led stress
stn intensity range, AK . in the ripple cycle
2,1/0

equals or exceeds the threshold stress intensity range, AK|h, or:

or

AK* S AKRL

(2)

AK^/d-R) <; K RL

(2a)

Here, a new parameter, K|RLC> the ripple load cracking threshold below which ripple load
cracking will not occur, can be defined as:
KlRLC = AICh/U-R)

(3)

This new ripple load cracking threshold, KIRLC. is conceptually similar to that of the SCC
threshold, Kisco under the sustained load. Like K|scc< KIRLC fora given material is affected
by the test environment and temperature. Also, as shown in Relation (3), KIRLC is influenced
by the stress ratio as well.
Combining (1), (2a), and (3), the conditions for a material to exhibit ripple load cracking
are:
KIRLC

^

C^ KlSCC

(4)

Relation (4) is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The shaded region, whose upper bound is the
SCC threshold, Kiscc. and whose lower bound is the ripple load cracking threshold, KIRLC.
defines a "window of susceptibility" in which the ripple load effect would be anticipated. The
wider the window the more susceptible the material is to ripple load cracking. In the extreme
case where KIRLC approaches Kiscc the susceptibility window is closed and no ripple load
effect is expected. The ripple load cracking time-to-failure curve, for a particular structural
geometry, can be predicted from a simple piecewise numerical integration of the corrosionfatigue crack growth rate curve. This predicted ripple load cracking time-to-failure curve can be
verified with actual data from stress-corrosion cracking tests conducted under sustained loading.

K

ISCC

nur

TIME-TO-FAILURE
Fig. 1

Schematic showing the ripple load effect and the "window of susceptibility.1
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If one considers the difference between KIRLC ^ Kiscc> then the maximum extent of
ripple load degradation can be defined as:
% degradation = (1 - KIRLC / Kiscc) * 100

(5)

(B) Ripple Load Cracking in Titanium Alloys
(i)Ti-6AI-4V
The predicted ripple load cracking curves, based on the numerical integration of
corrosion fatigue curves obtained at R=0.9, for BA and RA Ti-6AI-4V, which exhibit different
levels of SCC resistance, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For BA Ti-6AI-4V, a static Kiscc was
established at 60 MPaVm. The AKth value for R=0.9 for this alloy is 2.8 MPaVm. From
Relation (3), the threshold value under a ripple load condition of R=0.9, KIRLC. is analytically
predicted to be 28 MPavm. As shown in Fig. 2, a large susceptibility window bounded by
Kiscc and KIRLC. representing a 53% ripple load degradation, exists for this SCC-resistant
titanium alloy. Experimental data illustrate a good agreement with the predicted time-to-failure
curve.
Figure 3 shows the ripple load degradation of the RA Ti-6A1-4V, which is less SCC
resistant than the BA Ti-6AI-4V. The ripple load cracking threshold was determined to be
around 39 MPaVm, which is about 9% lower than the static Kiscc• The lower degree of RLC
susceptibility is partly due to the low static Kiscc of this alloy, which defines the upper bound
of the susceptibility window.
(ii)Ti-8AI-lMo-lV
The predicted ripple load cracking curves for BA and DA Ti-8Al-IMo-l V are shown in
Figs. 4 and S. Following the trend established for Ti-6A1-4V, the moderately SCC-resistant BA
Ti-8AI-IMo-lV exhibits a larger degree of ripple load degradation (19%) while the less SCCresistant DA Ti-8Al-IMo-l V demonstrates no ripple load degradation.
(iii)Ti-l5V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn is a beta titanium alloy with good resistance to salt water stresscorrosion cracking. However, as shown in Fig. 6, when this alloy experiences ripple loading
in an SCC environment, cracking can occur at stress intensities as much as 72% below the
apparent KisccThe ripple load cracking susceptibility and the extent of ripple load degradation of the
five alloys studied are summarized in Table II. Table II clearly demonstrates that materials
which exhibit greater SCC resistance under static load conditions are far more susceptible to
ripple load degradation. Without exception, highly SCC-resistant alloys are more prone to
ripple load degradation than less SCC resistant alloys. The two mist highly SCC-resistant
alloys, BA Ti-6A1-4V and beta Ti-ISV-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, with their Kiscc levels of about 60
MPaVm, experience reductions of more than 50% in apparent Kiscc when they are subjected
to ripple load conditions. The two moderately SCC-resistant alloys, RA Ti-6AI-4V and BA Ti8AI-IM0-IV, both with Kiscc levels of about 43 MPaVm, ate less susceptible to ripple load
degradation. DA Ti-8AI-IMo-IV, the least SCC-resistant alloy in the group, with a Kiscc of
about 25 MPaVm, exhibits no ripple load degradation. The significance of this finding is
obvious, at least phenomenologically, as a structure designed to the high Kiscc of a highly
SCC-resistant material may fail if ripple load conditions exist. To circumvent this problem, it is
suggested that the ripple load cracking threshold, KIRLC. should be considered along with the
static Kiscc to determine allowable stress and inspection intervals.
Ripple load cracking characteristics can be affected by mechanical and environmental
parameters. However, many of these are not adequately understood. The size of the ripple can
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Table II Summary of SCC and RLC Properties
RLC
Susceptibility

RL
Degradation

Material

SCC
Resistance

BATi-6AI-4V

High

High

60

28

53%

RATi-6Al-4V

Moderate

Low

43

39

9%

BA Ti-8Al-1 Mo-1V

Moderate

Moderate

43

35

19%

DATi-8Al-lMo-lV

Low

None

25

25

0%

Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn

High

High

60

17

72%

KJSCC
, KlRLC
(MPaVm)

significantly influence the ripple load cracking phenomenon [3]. Extremely small ripple loads
(less than 2.5% of the sustained load) were found to have no damaging effect on 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V
steel. Temperature and load frequency, which are known to affect corrosion fatigue crack
growth kinetics in titanium alloys, should also influence ripple load cracking.
Finally, a few words are in order regarding the material selection process. Even though
materials with superior SCC resistance exhibit more ripple load degradation, there are
indications that their KIRLC values are still equivalent to or better than those for less SCCresistant materials. Thus, SCC-resistant materials may still be the materials of choice even in
the presence of ripple loading. However, in such instances, the ripple load cracking threshold,
KIRLC, should be used to maintain conservativism in the design of structural components.
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Conclusions
1. Ripple-loading can significantly reduce the apparent SCC threshold and the tiine-to-failure
for highly SCC-resistant alloys such as beta annealed Ti-6A1-4V and beta Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn
while having no damaging effect on SCC-prone alloys such as duplex annealed Ti-8AI-IMoIV.
2. A new parameter, KIRLC. the threshold stress intensity factor below which ripple load
cracking will not occur, is identified and recommended as a design consideration if ripple load
conditions are suspected.
3. The "window" for ripple load cracking susceptibility is bounded at the top by KJSCC und at
the bottom by KIRLC• Alloys more susceptible to ripple load cracking will exhibit larger
windows.
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OXIDATION CHARACTERISTICS OF BETA-21S IN AIR
IN THE TEMPERATURE RANGE 600 TO 800oC
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Abstract
The metastable /3-Ti alloy Beta-2iS, Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-.2Si (weight percent), has
been proposed as a candidate for use in metal matrix composites in future hypersonic vehicles. The present study investigated the oxidation behavior of Beta-21S
over the temperature range 600 to 800oC. Oxidation weight gain was evaluated using
thermogravimetric analysis. Oxidized specimens were evaluated using x-ray diffraction techniques, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive x-ray analysis, and
electron microprobe analysis to identify oxidation products and evaluate oxidation
damage to the alloy.
Introduction
Current designs for future hypersonic vehicles call for the use of titanium-matrix
composites for many components, consituting as much as fifty percent of the structural
weight. This will require a titanium alloy which has good oxidation resistance, is easily
producible as foil, and has good high temperature properties in the temperature range
600 to SOO'C. This has required the development of new titanium alloys with an
acceptable balance of these properties. One alloy developed for use in this application
is the metastable /?-Ti alloy Beta-21S, Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-.2Si (wt. %).
The purpose of the present study was to characterize the oxidation behavior of Beta21S in the temperature range 600 to 800'>C. Oxidation weight gain was determined by
oxidizing samples in air using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Selected samples
were analyzed tnetallographically to characterize the oxide composition and morphology and the microstructural changes in the metal.
Experimental Procedures
Specimens and Materials. The as-received Beta-21S material was produced from a
triple tu. "•, ingot by forging to a 12.7 cm (5 inch) slab, hot rolling to a nominal
thickness of U.406 cm (0.160 inch), and cold rolling to 0.051 cm (0.02 inch) thickness
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using intermediate vacuum anneal steps. The chemical analysis of the Beta-21S materials in weight percent was 15.8 Mo, 2.95 Al, 2.88 Nb, 0.23 Si, 0.026 C, 0.114 0,
and 0.005 N with the balance being Ti.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) samples were machined to a width of 1 cm, and
a length of 1.5 cm with a 0.16 cm diameter hole through the thickness at one end for
suspending the sample during the test. Sample surfaces were ground to a uniform
finish using silicon carbide paper through 1200 grit. Samples were first detergent
cleaned, then ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and ethyl alcohol, and finally air dried.
The dimensions of finished samples were measured to the nearest 0.0001 inch and
weights were recorded before and after exposure to the nearest 0.01 mg.
Oxidation Tests. Oxidation tests were conducted in high purity air (true hydrocarbon
content less than 0.1 ppm) from 600 to 800oC for times up to 100 hr. The sample
weight change was recorded continuously during exposure using a Cahn C2000 microbalance with an accuracy of 1 /ig. Samples were suspended by quartz fibers in
a mullite tube inside a vertical tubular furnace, and the temperature was monitored
continuously with an R-type thermocouple located just below the suspended specimen. A low flow of air (1 cc/sec) through the mullite tube was maintained during the
test. Duplicate or triplicate tests were performed at each temperature.
Characterization Studies. Specimens were examined before and after oxidation using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),
and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to characterize the microstructure and identify oxide
phases. The distribution and morphology of the oxide phases were determined by
examining cross-sectioned specimens using SEM, EDS, and electron microprobe analysis. These specimens were cross-sectioned after mounting in epoxy, then polished
and lightly etched using Kroll's reagent (2 % HNO3, 1 % HP), and finally coated with
a thin layer of gold to minimize charging.
Results
Oxidation Kinetics. Table 1 summarizes the results for the oxidation exposures of
Beta-21S over the temperature range 600 to 800oC. The total weight gains were
obtained from comparing initial and final specimen weights. Analysis of the weight
gain data obtained from the TGA showed that the weight gain increased parabolically
with respect to the time of exposure, as would be expected for a titanium alloy in this
temperature range (1). This means that the weight gain can be expressed as u)2 = kpt
where w is the weight gain per unit area, kp is the parabolic rate coefficient, and t is
the time of exposure. Calculated values of kp for Beta-21S are presented in table 1.
Figure 1 is an Arrhenius plot of the parabolic rate coefficients calculated for Beta21S. The activation energy for oxidation was calculated to be 41.2 kcal/mol from
the parabolic rate coefficients. Also shown for reference is data for commercially pure
(c.p.) titanium (2), and the Tia Al-based alloy Ti-14Al-21Nb (wt %) (3). This analysis
shows that over the temperature range investigated, Beta-21S has better oxidation
resistance than c.p. titanium but oxidizes more rapidly than Ti-14Al-2lNb.
Oxidation Products. The results from XRD analysis of as-received and oxidized Beta21S specimens are shown in table 2. The as-received material consisted exclusively
of ß-Ti, while some o-Ti was identified after all oxidation exposures. TiOj (rutile)
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Table 1.

Thermogravimetric Analysis Results For Beta-21S

Exposure Conditions
Temp,0C

Time,hr

600
650
700
700
750

72.5
70.8
71.8
1115
24.1
29.8
100.1

m

800

Total Weight
Gain,
mg/cm7

Parabolic Rate
Coefficient
mg2/cm*/hr

0.204
0.364
0.762
1.01
0.809
1.55
2.92

0.000575
0.00187
0.00801
0.00922
0.0271
0.0808
0.0852

was the primary oxide identified after exposure at al! temperatures examined. Trace
amounts of AI2O3 were also identified after exposure at temperatures above COO'C.
Figure 2 is an SEM micrograph of the cross-section of a specimen exposed 100 hr
at 800oC. The surface oxide consists of two regions; a discontinuous top layer, and a
relatively thick compact (void-free) layer. EDS analysis of the top layer showed the
presence of Ti, Al, and 0; while analysis of the middle layer showed the presence of
Ti, 0, and a small amount of Nb. Combined with the XRD analysis results (table 2),
these scans suggest that the surface oxide is primarily TiOj, with a mixture of AI2O3
and Ti02 at the surface.
Table 2.

Oxide Composition Of Beta-21S From XRD

Exposure

^-Ti

as-received
600oC, 72.5 hr
7O0oC, 71.8 hr
SOO'C, 29.8 hr
SOO'C, 100.1 hr

vs
s
w
w

1

Measured Intensities'
a-Ti
Ti02

VS

VS

s
w
w

w
vs
vs
vs

Aboa

-

w
w
w

VS=very strong, S=strong, W=weak

The oxidation of titanium alloys, however, is known to proceed by the dual processes
of oxygen dissolution and oxide formation. The total weight gain, therefore, represents the sum of the oxygen consumed in the formation of the surface oxide and the
1179

oxygen that diffuses into the metal. Metallurgical analysis of the oxidized specimens
is necessary to allocate the total weight gain between these two processes.
Measurement of oxide thicknesses can be used to estimate the amount of oxygen
consumed in oxide formation. Since the oxide on Beta-21S has been shown to be
primarily TiOj, the oxide thickness can be used to estimate a weight gain per unit
area using the theoretical density of oxygen in TiOj (1.7 g/cm3). Subtracting this
weight from the total measured oxygen weight gain also allows an estimation of the
amount of oxygen that has diffused into the substrate.
The results of this analysis for several oxidized Beta-21S specimens are presented
in table 3. These results show that there is measureable weight gain due to oxide
formation. Comparison with the total weight gain data, however, shows that oxide
formation only accounts for 70 percent of the total oxygen reacting with the metal.
This means that there is also an appreciable amount of the oxygen diffusing into the
metal.
Table 3.

Results of Oxide Thickness Measurements for Beta-21S

Exposure Condition
Temperature, "C

Time, hr

Oxide
Thickness,
/im

600
700
800

72.5
71.8
29.8

0.84
3.2
5.8

1

Weight Gain,
mg/cm2
Oxide
Metal

0.14
0.54
0.99

0.061
0.22
0.56

VS=very strong, S=strong, W=weak

Metallurgical examination of the oxidized Beta-21S specimens should confirm the fact
that oxygen diffusion is occuring since oxygen is a known a-Ti stabilizer and should
produce some microstructural changes. Figure 3 shows the resulting microstructure
after various oxidation exposures. Figure 3(a) shows the microstructure after exposure
at S00oC for 30 hr, (b) 800oC for 100 hr, (c) 700°C for 70.8 hr, and (d) 600oC for
72.5 hr. All specimens consist of a mixture of o-Ti and ß-Ti, with an increase in the
tendency to form Widmanstatten a-Ti as the temperature is decreased. Separation
of the effects of oxygen and thermal exposure in this temperature range is difficult,
however, since the ß-Ti transus for Beta-21S is roughly 8150C (4).
Close examination of these cross-sections, however, does indicate an increased concentration of o-Ti near the metal surface, particularly after exposures at 700<,C and
800oC. Figure 4 plots the fraction percent a-Ti (calculated using the point count
method: ASTM E562) as a function of distance from the oxide-metal interface for
specimen exposed 30 hi and 100 hr at 800"C. For the specimen exposed for 30 hr
there is approximately 50 percent o-Ti at the specimen surface decreasing to a constant value of approximately 10 percent 100 /im from the oxide-metal interface. After
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100 hr exposure at 800oC, however, the percentage of a-Ti is higher throughout the
entire specimen, decreasing to about 20 percent a-Ti at the center of the specimen.
Although percent a-Ti is not a direct measurement of oxygen content, the increased
levels of a-Ti near the surface do indicate that there is a concentration gradient of
oxygen into the metal, extending across the entire specimen after longer term exposures.
Discussion
The oxidation behavior of Beta-21S, like that of other titanium alloys, is difficult to
define precisely due to th* number and complexity of operative oxidation mechanisms.
For instance, for c.p. titanium it has been shown that oxidation proceeds by simultaneous growth of a surface oxide of TiOj and oxygen dissolution into the metal. At
low temperatures (below GSCC) the oxidation rate is controlled by the growth rate of
the TiOj, producing an activation energy between 25.4 kcal/mol and 27.4 kcal/mol.
At higher temperatures, the activation energy changes to that required for diffusion
of oxygen into the metal (2,5).
Analysis of the oxidation kinetics and metallurgical characterization for Beta-21S,
however, does allow some important insights. For instance, if the surface oxide layer
of TiOi that forms on Beta-21S was rate controlling, the activation energy should be
similar to that for c.p. titanium and other titanium alloys. The activation energy for
the oxidation of Beta-21S, however, was calculated from the parabolic rate coefficient
to be 41.2 kcal/mol. This indicates that oxide formation does not control the oxidation
2,113

kinetics, and suggests that oxygen dissolution into the metal also must be considered.
The fact that measureable oxygen dissolution occurs is confirmed by metallurgical
examination of the oxidized Beta-21S specimens. Figure 3 and figure 4 indicates
that there there is an increase in the percent of a-Ti near the specimen surface after
oxidation exposure, suggesting the presence of an oxygen concentration gradient in
the metal. In fact, after 100 hr exposure at 800oC, the percent alpha is increased
even at the center of the specimen, suggesting that oxygen has diffused throughout
the entire specimen thickness.
This analysis of the oxidation behavior of Beta-21S has shown that, although oxidation rates for that alloy are lower than that for other titanium alloys, there are still
measureable oxidation weight gains in the investiaged temperature range. While some
of this weight gain is due to oxide formation, an appreciable amount of this oxygen
weight gain is due to oxygen diffusing into the metal. The increase in amount of o-Ti
as a result of this oxygen diffusion could have significant effects on the mechanical
properties of Beta-21S.
Conclusions
Analysis of the oxidation behavior of Beta-21S over the temperature range 600 to
800oC shows that it does have better oxidation resistance than c.p. titanium, but
poorer resistance that titanium aluminides. While Beta-21S forms a compact layer of
TiOj, the data suggests that oxygen dissolution into metal is appreciable. Examination of the microstructures after exposure showed an increase in the amount of a-Ti
with length of exposure, which should be linked directly with the diffusion of oxygen
into the metal. This means that in the temperature range 600 to 800oC, exposure to
air may severely degrade the mechanical properties of Beta-21S.
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Abstract
Mechanical properties of Beta-21S (Ti-15Mo-3Al-2.7Nb-0.2Si, wt%) with glass, aluminide, and glass-on-aluminide coatings less than 3-/im thick were studied. Coatings
were deposited by sol-gel processing or electron-beam evaporation onto 4.5-mil (113-/4m)
thick Beta-21S sheet. Tensile test specimens were machined after oxidising in air at 700
or 800oC. Plastic elongation was the most severely degraded of the tensile properties; the
glass-on-aluminide coatings were the most effective in preventing degradation. Significant
roles were played by oxygen trapped as oxides in the coating, and reactions between the
coatings and the Beta-21S alloy.
Introduction
Surface oxide formation and oxygen dissolution (to form oxygen interstitials in the alloy)
are concurrent oxidation processes in titanium alloys. At low temperatures, oxide formation is the dominant process and the oxide that forms is protective, corrosion resistant,
and inert to many forms of chemical attack. At higher temperatures (> 400°C) oxygen
dissolution increases in importance because it comes to dominate the oxidation kinetics
(ref 1 & 2), gives rise to interstitial hardening, and stabilizes the alpha phase. The latter
factors have a considerable influence on the mechanical properties of the alloy including
tensile strength, ductility, and elastic modulus. Ductility is the first and most seriously
affected of these properties, and its loss is a sign that oxygen interstitials have formed.
The role of nitrogen, during oxidizing exposures in air, is currently uncertain: nitrogen
is known to behave similarly to oxygen and with similar effects on the ductility of the
alloy, but whether it reacts with titanium alloys in the presence of oxygen is not clear.
In any case, to prevent embrittlement of the alloy, interstitials of both elements must be
kept from forming, and this can be accomplished with coatings by two approaches: 1)
by blocking transport across the coating or 2) by trapping these elements as oxides or
nitrides within the coating.
Beta-21S (Ti-15Mo-3Al-2.7Nb-0.2Si, wt%) is a metastable beta-titanium alloy and is
considered, on the basis of fabricability, strength, density, and oxidation resistance, to be
a promising candidate for aerospace applications. The oxidation resistance of Beta-21S is
significantly better than Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al and a little better than commercial-purity
(cp) titanium (ref 3).
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Table I. Chemical Analyses of the Titanium Beta 21-S Material
Sample

Fe

Mo

Al

Nb

Si

C

0

N

H

Ingot, Top* 0.088 16.8 3.18 3.00 0.16 0.018 0.127 0.005
Ingot, Bottom* 0.120 15.8 2.95 2.88 0.23 0.026 0.114 0.005 23 ppm
As-Received Sheet 0.130t 15.3t 2.90t 2.97t 0.16t 0.035} 0.148| 0.038| 103 ppm§
*
f
}
§

Ingot chemistry reported by TIMET for Heat G-1664
By direct-current plasma (DCP)
By combustion thermal-conductivity
By vacuum hot extraction

Beta-21S is now being evaluated for use in hypersonic-vehicle airframes as a compositematrix material. This would involve frequent short-duration exposures to air at 816°C
(1500°?) where oxidation occurs rapidly (ref 4). The need for coating Beta-21S when
used in this environment is evident, and it is of interest to learn which coating strategies
will be most successful. Glass coatings, which block transport across the coating, are
representative of one strategy, and aluminide coatings, which trap oxygen by forming
aluminum oxide, represent a second strategy. In this paper, the effect of glass and aluminide coatings, singly and in combination, on the oxidation and mechanical properties
of Beta-21S is reported.
Procedure
Mill-annealed, 4.5-mil Beta-21S sheet (see chemical analyses in Table I) was cut into
1.5x5-in. panels with the longer dimension parallel to the rolling direction of the sheet.
The panels were cleaned with a detergent, rinsed with acetone followed by methanol,
blotted dry, and baked for 30 min at 90oC.
The aluminide coatings were formed by depositing 1 fim of aluminum by electron-beam
evaporation, and converting it to TiAla by annealing for 8 h at 6210C in a vacuum furnace.
This heat treatment produced in the alloy a basket-weave alpha-plus-beta microstructure.
The glass coatings were silicophosphates applied by a sol-gel process (ref 5) and cured for
a total time of 40 min at 650<>C. The process produced in the alloy a very fine, strongly
oriented alpha-plus-beta microstructure.
The glass-on-aluminide coatings were formed by applying glass coatings to completed
aluminide coatings. The resulting microstructure of the alloy was identical to that of the
aluminide coated material.
Continuous thermal exposures were conducted in air at atmospheric pressure by introducing the specimens into furnaces preheated to the test temperature, and by air cooling
at the end of the test exposure to minimize the time at temperatures where the omega
phase might form.
After exposure, three tensile-test specimens were cut from each panel and machined to
the specifications of ASTM Standard E8 (ref 6): the width of the reduced section was
0.250 in. and the length was 1.25 in.
The specimens were loaded at room temperature in tension until failure occurred. Backto-back extensometers with a 1.000 in. gage length were used to measure strain. For
IM
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Figure 1. - Room-temperature mechanical property data for uncoated Beta-21S
after 12 h exposure to air at the indicated temperature. The vacuum
data (ref 3) shows the effect of thermal exposure, and the difference
between air and vacuum shows the effect of oxidation.
determining yield, an 0.005 in./min cross-head-deflection rate was used until 5% total
strain when the cross-head-deflection rate was increased to 0.05 in./min for the remainder
of the test. Yield strengths were determined by the 0.2% offset method and elastic
moduli by linear regression over the portion of the stress-strain curve between 0 and
0.5% total strain. Metallurgical specimens were prepared by sectioning the exposed
foils and mounting them in a thermosetting medium. The metallurgical specimens were
attack-polished using Kroll's reagent and a coloidal-silica slurry.
Results and Discussion
Reduced oxygen-weight gains and retained mechanical properties are benefits that a
coating system is expected to provide. In a general sense, these two are related, but
the degree of correlation depends on the coating type and the alloy's thermal stability.
If the coating actively forms oxides, large weight gains may not imply degradation of
properties. If the alloy's thermal stability is poor, changes unrelated to oxidation may
be observed in the mechanical properties.
Oxidation Effects on Uncoated Beta-21S
Uncoated Beta-21S was tested to establish a baseline for evaluating the coatings and
for distinguishing between oxidation and therual exposure effects. In figure 1 are the
room temperature ultimate tensile strengths (UTS), yield strengths (YS), and plastic
elongations for 4.5-mil sheet, initially in the beta-annealed condition, after 12 h in air
1187
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Figure 2. - Room temperature ultimate tensile strengths for coated 4.5-mil
Beta-21S sheet after air exposures.
(this study) or 10 h in vacuum (ref 3).
At S00aC, the agreement between the vacuum and air data showed that oxidation in
this exposure was not significant. At 600°C, the UTS and YS were almost equal for the
vacuum and air exposures, but the difference in plastic elongation indicates a significant
loss of ductility caused by oxidation. There was a complete loss of ductility and a considerable reduction in UTS and YS at 700'C due to oxidation. At SOO'C, the material
exposed in air was very fragile: all specimens broke while being prepared for testing.
Effect of Coatings on Ultimate Tensile Strength
Except for cases of complete coating failure, the UTS of coated Beta-21S was relatively
insensitive to oxidizing exposure (see figure 2). A small decrease in UTS, seen in all
coated material during the first few hours of exposure, was an aging response associated
with changes observed in the microstructure.
The UTS of the glass-coated material was consistently higher than the UTS of aluminidecoated or glass-on-aluminide-coated material. This was attributed to the very fine, highly
oriented alpha-plus-beta microstructure of the glass-coated material.
The only serious loss of strength was in the aluminide-coated material at SOO'C after 24
and 48 h where the material proved to be very fragile: all of the specimens broke while
being prepared for testing.
VU

Figure 3. - Oxygen weight gained during 700oC air exposures of coated Beta21S.

Figure 4. - Room-temperature ductility after TOO'C air exposures of
coated Beta-21S.
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Wriyht Gains and Plastic Elongation at TOQ'C
The oxygen-weight gains at this temperature for all coated materials were small (see figure 3). All of the coated material showed significantly less weight gain than the uncoated
material: after 12 h there was at least an order of magnitude difference. The low weight
gains imply that all of the coatings were effective in limiting the entry of oxygen (and
nitrogen) from the atmosphere.
While the precise dependence of plastic elongation on oxygen weight gain had not been
established for 4.5-mil Beta-21S sheet, prior experience indicated that weight gains of
less than 70 ng/cm2 should only have a minor effect. Consequently, it was expected
that the ductility of all the coated material at 700s C would not be excessively degraded.
In fact the plastic elongation of material with aluminide or glass-on-aluminide coatings
were consistently high, but the plastic elongation of material with glass coatings steadily
declined (see figure 4). This decline was attributed to oxygen interstitials generated by
reactions between the oxygen-rich glass and the titanium alloy.
Weight Gains and Plastic Elongation at 800oC
The oxygen-weight gains for the glass and glass-on-aluminide coatings exposed at 800oC
were small, but the weight gain for the aluminide coating, after an initial lag, closely
paralleled the weight gain of the uncoated material (see figure 5). This suggested that
the glass and glass-on-aluminide coatings were effective at this temperature, but that
the aluminide coating was not protective. The glass-on-aluminide coating did very well:
even after 48 h the oxygen-weight gain was less than 35 //g/cm2. If it is assumed that
this represents oxygen permeation through the 1.5-/jm-thick glass layer, the oxygenweight gain corresponds to an oxygen diffusivity of roughly 2.4 x 10"u cm2/sec, which
is within an order of magnitude of the oxygen self-diffusion coefficient for fused quartz
(3.5x lO-15 cm2/sec, ref7).
The plastic elongations (see figure 6) confirmed, for the most part, the pattern of oxidation
damage observed in the oxygen-weight gains. However, the ductility of the aluminide
coated material after 12 h is surprisingly high in light of its very large weight gain. This
leads to the conclusion that most of the weight gain went into oxide formation, and that
the portion that went into interstitial formation was actually quite low.
The ductility of the glass coated material was lower it should have been according to
oxygen-weight gains. This suggested that more interstitials were formed than weight
gain could account for. It was surmised that where the glass and alloy were in direct
contact, that the glass underwent a reduction reaction due to the high affinity of the alloy
for oxygen. The oxygen from the glass then entered the alloy as interstitials contributing
to the degradation of mechanical properties. The plastic elongations of the glass-onaluminide coated material were much better than that of the other coated materials,
and comparable to those of Beta-21S vacuum annealed at this temperature (ca 16%,
ref 3). This was attributed to the more complete exclusion of interstitials by the glasson-aluminide coating.
The amount of interstitials can be inferred, under special conditions, from the volume
fraction of alpha in the microstructure. At SOCC, which is just below the beta transus
of this alloy, there would only be a small amount of alpha in the microstructure if no
2,190
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Figure 5. - Oxygen weight gained during 800° C air exposures of coated Beta21S.
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Figure 6. - Room-temperature ductility after SOO'C air exposures of
coated Beta-21S.
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interstitials were present. The volume fraction of alpha for the glass-coated material after
12 h at 800'C was 21 vol%; for the aluminide-coated material it was 10 vol%; and for the
glass-on-aluminide-coated material it was 7 vol% (ref 8). The glass-on-aluminide-coated
material has the lowest volume fraction of alpha and the best residual ductility which,
taken together, indicate that this material has the fewest interstitials.
Concluding Remarks
The results reported in this paper demonstrate the potential for practical coating systems
for the Beta-21S titanium alloy that are very thin {< 3-/im thick), exclude oxygen from the
alloy, and prevent unacceptable degradation of the mechanical properties. It is possible
that such coatings may find application in titanium alloy aerospace structures which are
subject to high temperatures in service.
It was shown that uncoated Beta-21S, 4.5-mil sheet was embrittled at 700 and 800°C
after only 12 h of exposure, but embrittlement was prevented by glass, aluminide. and
glass-on-aluminide coatings less than 3-/im thick. The glass-on-aluminide coating was
the most successful with greater than 15% plastic elongation retained after 24 h at 800°C
in air.
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THE DBTBCTIOH OP CUVICI CORROSION IN TITANIUM AND

ITS ALLOYS THROUGH THE USB OF POTENTIAL MONITORING
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Abatract

Convantlonal laboratory cravica corroaion tasting raqulraa approximataly
thirty daya and la a alnpla go/no go taat which doas not Indlcata cravica
corroaion Incubation tlma and propagation. Thla atudy focuaaa on tha
affactlvanaaa of alactrochamlcal potantlal monitoring to datact tha onaat
and propagation of cravica corrosion for savaral titanium alloys In
chlorlda anvlronmanta. Utilizing this tachniqua, cravica corroaion
Initiation la datactad imnadiataly, thus, in most caaaa allowing a shortar
taat parlod. Thla tachniqua may wall ba auitad for flald aa wall as
laboratory applications. Cravica corrosion incubation parloda and
corresponding alactrochamlcal potantlal bahavlor ara invaatigated along
with tha affact of cravica to uncravicad aurfaca araa ratio. Undar fraaly
corroding conditions, which battar simulata ln-sarvlca condltlona, tha
ralationahip batwaan tha corroaion potantlal (Ecorr) and cravica corroaion
initiation and propagation waa raadily datarminad. Corresponding cravica
corroaion initiation and ataady-stata propagation surface morphology ware
alao examined.
Introduction
The titanium industry has traditionally relied on a thirty day go/no go
freely corroding crevice teat assembly in chloride enviroments at 90*C and
above.1 The primary goal waa to provide information on maximum aafa operating temperature at a given chloride level and pH. There have been
several atudlea of potential-time behavior of freely corroding crevice and
free aurfaca (uncreviced) apecimens of unalloyed titanium, however, to data
alloyed titanium behavior has not bean studied. M. Kobayahl, et al.2,
obaarved a steady-state potential of -465 mV SHE after 40 daya in a boiling, 6 wt.% NaCl bulk aolution with a crevice specimen containing an NaCl
cryatal sealant and a crevlce/uncreviced ratio of lil. The initiation/
propagation potential criteria, however, was not explored. P. Mckay,
at al3, reported approximately -300 mV SHE as a steady-state potential at
IBO'c, 1.6 wt.% NaCl aolution, and a crevlce/uncreviced ratio of 1:4.
Incubation periods to a ataady-stata potantlal were reported in generally
10 to 15 hours at ISO'C, and 20 to 30 houra at 95°C.
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A study of currant-tliM behavior of a freely corroding crevice and free
surface specimens was Initially reported by T. S. Lee4 for stainless steel.
A crevice corrosion cell based on the concept of a galvanic couple consisting of a crevice anode and a boldly exposed comparably large cathode
(typically anode/cathode ratio 1:90) with provisions for measurement of a
current between the two was used. Lee observed that an Increase in current
did not correspond to crevice initiation as determined visually.
Utilisation of this technique in the present study has shown that a current
increase was consistent with crevice surface oxidation, on ASTH grade 2
titanium, after a two day immersion. However, several studies of similar
galvanic coupling of grade 2 in chloride solutions, including the one by P.
Mckay, et al.3, reported that after the galvanic current reached a maximum
(25-75 hours) it continuously decreased with time, eventually reaching a
low constant value, although crevice propagation continued.
This current
decrease could be attributed to an increasing potential balance between
such galvanically coupled specimens.
It is important to establish a practical method to detect the onset of
crevice corrosion and propagation so that meaningful predictions of crevice
corrosion behavior of alloyed and unalloyed titanium may be made. This
investigation has shown that laboratory potential monitoring is a relatively simple method for quantifying the initiation and propagation stages
of crevice corrosion.
Experimental
Materials/Apparatus.
The compositions of all the alloys used in this study
are listed in Table I.
Titanium specimens were from mill and laboratory
produced sheet, with standard annealing treatments ranging from 788°C for
the alpha and near alpha alloys, to 843*C anneal for the beta alloys.
Specimen sheet gage varied from .76 to 1.52mm.
Titanium specimens were
tested in the as-pickled surface condition. Specimen preparation and test
technique are described elsewhere.1 All test solutions were prepared with
distilled/deionlEed water and reagent grade chemicals.
A high temperature Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used for all potential
measurements.
Corrosion potential measurements were made using a Triplett
Corporation 3360 electrometer.
Table I. - Nominal Composition of Titanium Test Alloys

Alloy
ASTH Grade 1 Ti
ASTH Grade 2 Ti
TIMETAL'38644
TIMETAL<21S

Composition (Wt. %)
Al
Mo
V

O

H

Fe

0.06
0.10
0.09
0.13

.005
.005
-

0.02
0.15
<0.03
0.15

Cr

Other

.
----3.0
4.0
8.0
6.0 4.0Zr
3.0
15.0
2.7Nb,0.2Si

Procedure. The standard test condition consisted of testing a crevice
assembly with a 4:1 crevice/uncreviced surface area ratio in a 5 wt.% NaCl
solution at pH 2, 93'C, and natural aeration.
A crevice was formed by compressing the test specimen between two Teflon
sheets (torqued to 1.8 N.m) utilizing two plates of grade 7 titanium and
grade 2 titanium bolts wrapped with Teflon tape to ensure electrical
insulation.
The crevice specimens were assembled under the bulk chloride
solution (without oxidlzers) to avoid conditions of inconsistent wetting of
the creviced surfaces.
The standard creviced area was 6.45 cm? and the
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•xtarnal uncravlced area was 1.61 cm^, thua, achieving a 4tl crevica/
uneravicad aurfaca area ratio. The 1:3 and Is90 crevica/uncreviced surface
area ratios utilized a creviced area of 1.94 cm2 and the external
uncreviced area was 6.45 cm2 and 174.19 en2. A Teflon insulated grade 2
titanium wire was resistance welded to the uncreviced area for monitoring
purposes. Post test evaluations of crsvice specimens required a light (5-8
aac) aandblaating per ASTM O 46, to remove the tenacioun corroaion product
scale and facilitate examination of the crevice surface.

Potential Monitoring Reoroducibilitv. To determine potential indication
reproducibility, ten (each) titanium grade 1 and 2 creviced apecimens were
tested under standard conditions, as dsfined in the experimental aection.
Crevice specimen potentials were recorded at 3 to 24 hour intervals and
cartain corresponding creviced surfaces examined in 10 to 100 rov
variations. In addition, apecimens at matching potentials were compared.
Crevice initiation was defined to begin when crevice pits were first
detectable at ex magnification. Crevice propagation was defined to begin
when a steady-atate potential waa first reached after initiation had
occurred. When a potential lower than -360 mV (Ag/AgCl) waa recorded
crevice corrosion initiation had occurred on all apecimens observed. When
a potential higher than -290 mV was recorded crevice initiation has not
occurrsd on any of the specimens obssrvsd. At potentials ranging from -290
to -360 mV crevice initiation was observed on some of the specimens,
whereas others only exhibited a thicker oxide film, typical by ite variety
of colors (blue, violet, etc.). Specimens examined at potentials varying
by 5-10 mV exhibited comparable surface morphology. After crevice
initiated a steady-atate potential of -440 mV with approximately 40 mV
daily fluctuation was reached on all specimens, and corresponding severe
crevice corrosion was noted.
Unalloyed Titanium
The corroaion potential/time behavior as presented in Figures 1, 2 and
Table II illuatrates the sensitivity of the potential monitoring technique,
in distinguishing the slight differences in crevice corrosion resistance
between grade 2 and grade 1 under all tested conditions. The small
differences in crevice corrosion severity between the grades was in
agreement with minimum incubation periods for crevice initiation.
Initiation and propagation potentials were clearly defined by a significant drop in potential.
Addition of oxidizers, and a larger crevice to uncreviced ratio accelerated
incubation periods for initiation and propagation, which was consistent
with crevice corrosion severity. Changes in incubation periods for
initiation and propagation were also adequately reflected by changes in pH.
Initiation and propagation potentials remained generally constant with
changas in pH and crevice to uncreviced ratio. However, a significant
increase in potentials was observed with the addition of ferric chloride.
Alloyed T<t»ntum

Results as presented in Figure 3 and Table II clearly indicate the superior
crevice corrosion resistance of TIMKTAL>21S. Limitation of crevice
corrosion could not be detected in TIMETAL»21S, despite lowering the
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Tabla II. - Raaults Summary
Initiation
Tiaa
Potantial
IBiXli
l«Vl

variation* of
Katio

Aim

Propagation
Potantial
Tina
mvi
ifii tYt

MOM

4/1

-»0

Air tparatno
r.«J (1000 pp«)2
pH S

4/1
4/1
4/1
1/3

Man*

1/90

-3S0
♦SIS
-320
-330
-300

-440
-440
♦330
-440
-430
-270

to
to
to
to
to
to

-485
-48S
♦300
-460
-460
-460

10
6
t
17
4
5

Tl Orad* 7

Horn
Air tpargina
2
».♦1 aooo ppo)
pH i

4/1
4/1
4/1
4/1

-34$
-34$
♦SOS
-34S

-440
-440
♦330
-420

to
to
to
to

-480
-485
♦300
-4S0

10
6
6
17

TINtTM..
3t644

»S'C, pH 1

4/1

-304

1$

»S'C, pH D.S

«/I

-370

$

TINRAL.JII »S'C, pH 1
95,C, pH 0.S
»«•c, pH 0.2

4/1
4/1
4/1

Tl ortdo 1

Did Not Cravica
Did Not Cravica
Did Not Cravica

•latwaan cyclaa aftar initiation.
Standard tolutiont S« MaCl, 93aC, pH 2, Natural Aaration.
Cr*vica* wara aaaanblad in atandard aolution (without Pa*3).
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Rapaaaivation
Cyclaa
-304 to ♦60
Rapaaaivation
Cyclaa
-370 to ♦ 73

1
S

PitcuMion
Unallowd Titanium
Corrosion Bahavion Critical potentials recorded for crevice initiation
and propagation remained generally constant with aolution parameter
variations and crevice/uncreviced surface area ratio. The only exception
was the addition of a high potency oxidizer - ferric chloride, which
increased the corrosion potential (Ecorr) significantly. In turn, crevice
initiation and propagation potentials, which consist of a mixed crevice and
uncreviced (Ecorr) potential, increased considerably. In addition, the
higher 1:90, crevice/uncreviced surface ratio had a minor effect on
increasing crevico initiation potential (and near initiation potential) due
to the larger uncreviced area initially raising the overall potential
(mixed crevice and uncreviced potential). However, upon propagation, the
more severe crevice corrosion due to the ratio effect, decreased the
propagation potential to -500 mV. In contrast, minimum incubation periods
to initiation and steady-state propagation varied considerably with
solution parameters, and the overall crevice corrosion severity varied
accordingly.
Grade Composition Effect; Grade 1 and 2 consistently varied by
approximately one day in minimum incubation periods to initiation. The
difference in crevice corrosion severity after a 30 day test was not always
detectable, thus it is not surprising that these grades are considered to
have similar crevice corrosion resistance. It is apparent, therefore, that
potential monitoring provides for a more subtle difference in crevice
corrosion resistance.
The somewhat better crevice corrosion resistance of grade 2 is believed to
be due to its higher iron content, .10-.IS wt.%, in comparison to 0.02-0.04
wt.% for grade 1. It is possible that minute amounts of ferric ions are
present in the crevice liquid boundary layer, during the early stages of
corrosion, thus enhancing passivation. Concentrations of 100 ppm ferric
ions (Fe+3) are known to significantly reduce the general corrosion rate of
unalloyed titanium in HC1 solutions. Such high concentrations of ferric
ions are probably not attained in the crevice, but significant
concentrations are possible considering the limited crevice volume.
Oxidizers and Crevice/Uncreviced Ratio Effectsi Data on the effect of
oxygen concentration on the crevice corrosion of unalloyed titanium are
inconsistent, with some studies reporting an increase in susceptibility
with increasing concentration5'6 and other reporting the opposite7. This
investigation clearly defined the Increase in susceptibility with
increasing oxygen concentration, by showing a repeated acceleration of
initiation and propagation incubation periods. Overall, the effect of
1000 ppm f8+3 in the bulk solution was similar to that of higher oxygen
concentration in accelerating crevice corrosion. These cationic oxidizers
act as cathodlc depolarizers, and thus accelerate cathodic reduction
kinetics, which in turn increases the anodic crevice reaction. These
oxidizers will not diffuse into the positively charged active crevice to
effect passivation due to similar charge repulsion. On the other hand,
certain anionic oxidizing species, such as CIO3" and others can migrate
into the anodic crevice due to dissimilar charge attraction and inhibit
crevice attack.
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A crevice (anode) to uncrevlced (cathode) surface area ratio larger than or
equal to 1:3 had a more pronounced effect on accelerating crevice corrosion
than was observed by the addition oC oxidizers to a 4:1 ratio. The value of
the galvanic current flowing from the anodic crevice is determined by the
balance between the anodic reaction in the crevice and cathodic
depolarization of the external uncrevlced titanium surface. The couple
potential at any time is limited by the degree of the cathodic
depolarization kinetics as mentioned before, which would depend on
oxygen/oxidizer concentration, uncrevlced surface area, and solution
conductivity at the temperature of interest. Thus, the mechanism of
accelerated crevice corrosion is similar for both a larger uncrevlced to
crevice surface area and the addition of oxygen/oxldlzers in their effect
on the controlling cathodic depolarization kinetics of the external
uncrevlced titanium surface. It is important to note that at any ratio of
crevice/uncreviced greater than or equal to 1:3, the crevice corrosion
accelerating effect was similar in a 5 wt.% NaCl, pH 2, 93*0 solution.
Thus, at this ratio and solution, the maximum degree of anodic polarization was produced.
Mloved Titanium
Corrosion Behavior: Alloyed titanium has shown remarkable repasslvation
cycling, which has not been reported in the literature previously, after
crevice Initiated, with some decrease in cycling amplitude as propagation
approached steady state. Repasslvation cycling could be attributed to
certain alloying elements such as molybdenum, chromium and vanadium.
These elements detected in the crevice corrosion products are believed to
be present in the crevice liquid boundary layer as oxidizing species,
enhancing passivation. Concentrations of 100 ppm Ho*6, cr+6, and v*5 ions
have shown to significantly reduce the general corrosion rate of unalloyed
titanium in HC1 solutions. Since these elements inhibiting effect is
temporary, it is believed that their oxidation states are lower than
otherwise will be in the bulk solution. More research, beyond the scope
of this study, is necessary to conclusively establish their role.
Sunmary
The results illustrated that measuring corrosion potential/time profiles
provided a relatively simple means of detecting the onset and propagation
of crevice corrosion on titanium. Tests concluded upon crevice initiation
provided satisfactory crevice corrosion resistance data by allowing
comparison of incubation periods to initiation, thus a shorter test perle t
was required. The reproducibility of potential measured and the extent of
crevice corrosion observed suggests that this technique provides a realtime signal for monitoring crevice corrosion.
Critical crevice potentials recorded for unalloyed titanium creviced
specimens remained generally constant regardless of solution pH, and
crevice/uncreviced surface area ratio variations. However, the addition
of potent oxidizers such as ferric chloride increased critical potentials
significantly.
Alloyed titanium has shown an unusual repasslvation cycling after crevice
corrosion initiation. Criti'.-'>1 crnvice potentials remained generally
constant with solution pH variations.
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Th« research parformad during this laboratory •xamlnatlon has lad to tha
following conclusions)
1.

It was feasible to correlate potential measured
with severity of attack. Indicating initiation
and propagation of crevice corrosion. Tnitiation
data, alone, provided satisfactory results, and
thus a shorter test period was required.

3.

This technique distinguished between subtle differences
in crevice corrosion resistance.

3.

Addition of oxidisers, and change in crevice/uncrevlced
ratios, were adequately reflected by changes in electrode
potential. Thus, shifts from the corrosion potential
(Ecorr) in the active and noble directions denoted
increasing and decreasing crevice corrosion attack,
respectively.

4.

The newly developed titanium alloy, Beta-21S, has proven
to possess superior crevice corrosion resistance to pH
levels as low as 0.2.
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THE INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
TIMETAL 21S
George A. Young Jr. and John R. Scully
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
The University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903
The effects of internal hydrogen on the room temperature mechanical properties
of the peak aged beta titanium alloy, TIMETAL 218. are quantified as functions of stress
and strain state in Bridgman notched tensile bars. Electrochemical precharging of
hydrogen into previously aged material is employed to preserve a fully aged
microstructure. Hydrogen effects are de-coupled from aqueous embrittlement
phenomena via mechanical testing of prc-charged material in air. Maximum longitudinal
stress and plastic strain at maximum load decrease with increasing hydrogen
concentrations ranging from 10-3000 ppm. Fracture path is shown to be a function of
hydrogen concentration and level of constraint. Intergranular separation is attributed
to high levels of hydrogen and constraint and possibly to abundant a precipitation on
grain boundaries. X-ray diffraction analysis of the failed notched regions detected no
evidence of hydride formation in the subsurface a phase.
Introduction
Critical aerospace, petrochemical, and marine applications demand high strength,
formable materials which are resistant to corrosion, stress corrosion, and hydrogen
embrittlement. Modem ß titanium alloys are candidates for many such applications due
to their excellent strength, toughness, formability, and resistance to general corrosion [15]. Furthermore, titanium's compact surface oxide film limits hydrogen entry and the
underlying ß matrix has a high solubility for hydrogen [6-7]. However, both model
binary beta titanium alloys as well as early developmental ß alloys (Ti-13V-llCr-3Al)
can be susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement [8-15]. Hydrogen has also been implicated
as the embrittling species in aqueous environmentally assisted cracking (EAC) of a-ß and
ß alloys [16-20]. Factors supporting a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism for TIMETAL
21S in aqueous solutions include a) electrochemical conditions at the crack tip which
favor hydrogen production b) a loading rate dependency and c) discontinuous crack
bursts [19]. Current understanding of the controlling hydrogen embrittlement
mechanisms in peak aged, ^-titanium alloys is insufficient to enable critical, damage
tolerant applications [21]. The present research seeks to define the effects of a range
of internal hydrogen concentrations on the room temperature mechanical properties of
the peak aged ^-titanium alloy, TIMETAL 218.
Experimental
Solution annealed and cross-rolled TIMETAL 21S plate, nominally 10 mm thick
was received from TIMET The solution annealed ondition was 871 'C for 8 hours
followed by an air cool. Heat treatment of as-received plate consisted of an 8 hour age
in air at 538° C, followed by an air cool, as recommended by the vendor. One hour and
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eight hour aged microstnictures are shown in Figure 1. Note that a precipitates nucleate
preferentially on ^ grain boundaries after the 1 hour age but the q-/3 distribution has
homogenized after 8 hours. Hardness for the eight hour, "peak aged" condition was
approximately
42 +/-1.2. Yield strengths corresponding to this aging condition arc
approximately 1205-1380 MPa [4,22].
Figure 1. Optical Micrographs of TIMETAL 21S aged at 538 *C for a)lhr and b)8hrs
a)
b)

Aged plate was machined into circumferentially notched tensile bars.
Electrochemical pre-charging of hydrogen was conducted at 90° C, in a solution of 10ml
sulfuric acid, lOOOml HjO and 0.8g sodium pyrophosphate. Machined specimens were
cathodically polarized to 10 mA/cm^ to promote hydrogen uptake and to provide
cathodic protection [23]. Results of the hydrogen charging op>erations are summarized
in Table I, as analyzed by thermal emission methods (LECX)). It is important to note
that egress of hydrogen while the specimen is exposed to air is significantly impeded for
titanium due to the formation of an oxide film permeation barrier upon removal of
specimens from the charging bath.
Table i. Summary of charging times and resulting hydrogen concentrations.
Charging Time

Total Hydrogen Concentration

Comment

As-received

50-100 ppm

"Low Hydrogen"

24 Hours

950-1750 ppm

"Medium hydrogen"

64 Hours

1900-3600 ppm

"High Hydrogen"

The effects of constraint on the failure stress and strain were investigated by
employing Bridgman-typ>e, circumferentially notched tensile bars to develop differing
levels of net section triaxial constraint [24]. Constraint levels from 0.52 (0.33 = uniaxial
tension) to 1.03 (2.5 = sharp notch) were investigated. Degree of embrittlement was
quantified by determining the maximum longitudinal stress developed at the centerline
of the notched region and the effective plastic strain across the notch diameter at
maximum load [24-26]. Following the procedure of Hancock et. al. [25], maximum load
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was used as the comparison point since uncharged bars failed after achieving a maximum
load as well as experiencing a load decrease, while hydrogen charged bars consistently
failed at maximum load.
Results/Discussion
Mechanical Testing

For each constraint level investigated, hydrogen decreases the longitudinal stress
developed at the centerline of the notch at maximum load and the effective plastic strain
across the notch diameter. Both stress and strain decrease with increasing hydrogen
concentration as shown in Figure 2. The hydrogen concentrations reported here were
obtained from a section of each tensile bar near the notch and as such represent an
average concentration for the volume of metal tested.
Figure 2. Effect of hydrogen on the a) stress and b) strain developed at maximum load
for aged 0 21S at room temperature.
a)
b)
Longitudinal Stress vs Hydrogen Concentration
2500

Plastic Strain vs. Hydrogen Concentration
6
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Interpretation of Fracture Paths
Four distinct fracture modes were observed as a function of hydrogen
concentration and constraint as shown in Figure 3. Ductile fracture of uncharged
specimens appear to follow void initiation, growth, and coalescence mechanisms. Large,
equiaxed voids are often seen at globular (silidde-phosphide-type) inclusions which are
connected by areas of finer voids oriented approximately 45 * to the tensile axis. As
hydrogen and constraint are increased to the "medium" levels investigated here, a second
fracture mode (Transgranular 1) is triggered. This fracture mode, although containing
regions which appear microscopically ductile, occurs with significantly less plasticity than
uncharged specimens. The tearing features suggest that ductile separation of the a/0
interfaces has occurred along with some trans-plate fracture. Hydrogen may segregate
to these interfaces as a consequence of coherency strains or it may simply embrittle the
surrounding 0 matrix. At similar constraint levels but higher hydrogen concentrations,
the microscopic ductile tearing features disappear and a transgranular fracture mode
containing small flat regions joined by ledges results (Transgranular 2). During this
fracture process, the increased hydrogen content may embrittle the /S+o structure to a
2,203

degree which precludes ductile tearing of a-0 interfaces. Instead, transgranular fracture
of the a and fi phases results with very limited plasticity. Both transgranular modes
might be expected with sufficient dissolved hydrogen based on the literature which
reports a transgranular fracture appearance for both solutionized and aged Ti-lS-3 as
well as Ti-13-11-3 at room temperature [12,27]. Moreover, for both solutionized and
aged Ti-lS-3 and 'aged and partially resolutionized by dissolved hydrogen’ ^ 21S, the
ductile to brittle transition temperature inherent to b^ metals is observed to increase
above room temperature with dissolved hydrogen [27-28]. Such lower sheir behavior
has apparently been achieved in the present study at 25 * C.
Figure 3. Fracture modes observed in peak aged TIMETAL 21S subjected to differing
levels of hydrogen concentration and constraint. From top left clockwise, microvoid
rupture, ductile tearing of a-0 interfaces, transgranular fracmre, intergranular fracture.

V

r^ V

Intergranular cracking, seen in both hydrogen and aqueou: chloride testing of
aged TIMETAL 21S [19] appears to occur only at a high degree of triaxiality and
hydrogen concentration. Preferential a precipitation at 0 grain boundaries (Figure 1)
may provide a continuous path for localized hydriding and subsequent fracture.
Although bulk hydriding of the a phase was not detected, it is possible that local
hydriding of the a phase occurred at a/0 interfaces [29], Alpha titanium has a relatively
small hydrogen solubility (approximately 80 ppm at 90 *C) [30] and stress assisted
hydriding in a and a-0 alloys is well esublished [31^2]. Hydrogen accumulation at a/0
interfaces, which serve either as trap sites or sites for lo<al strain induced hydriding,
could result in subsequent fracture along a-0 interfaces. This multiple stage process is
consistent with the intergranular crack bursting phenomena associated with a time for
hydrogen accumulation [19]. Moreover, if the continuous grain boundary a is removed
(as in TIMETAL lS-3 which does not exhibit preferential a precipitation along 0 grain
2204

boundaries) ^-titanium alloys may be resistant to EAC in aqueous chloride environments
[19]. The absence of intergranular cracking of high hydrogen, high constraint notched
tensile specimens of aged TIMETAL 15-3 will be confirmed in future work. While
intergranular fracture processes may involve local faydriding of the preferentially
nucleated, grain boundary a phase or trapping at a//} interfaces, it is important to note
that overall hydrogen embrittlement of ß titanium alloys is not contingent on bulk a
hydriding as shown by the hydrogen embrittlement of solutionized ß-Ti alloys [8-12].
Inspection of Table n reveals seemingly contradictory information. The
intergranular fracture mode occurs near the edge of the specimen where the triaxial
stress is lowest according to Bridgman's analysis [24-26]. In contrast, a fracture mode
apparently requiring intermediate fracture energy (transgranular) is observed near the
specimen centerline. However, these results are consistent with a hydrogen
concentration profile which decreases from edge to center. Such a concentration profile
was verified through determinations of the ß lattice parameter at various depths from
the precharged surface. These results imply a hydrogen diffusion coefficient below 1.3
x Kr cm2/sec at 90 * C for aged TIMETAL 21S since a diffusion coefficient above this
value would ensure completely uniform charging across the notch diameter in 24 hours,
assuming diffusion controlled ingress. Holman et al., obtained the following relationship
for hydrogen diffusion in solutionized Ti-13V-llCr-3Al: D = 1.58 x 10"1 exp (-5140 ±
300 cal/mole / RT) [33]. This relationship yields a diffusion coefficient of 1.9x10* to
8.4x10^ cm2/sec at 90 *C. Holman's result is in good agreement with Adler's work on
the solution annealed ß-Ti alloy Ti-8Mo-8V-2Fe-3AI which reported D = 8 ± 2 x 10T
cm'/sec at 25 'C [34]. It is clear from the present work that TIMETAL 21S has an
apparent diffusion coefficient including a trapping effect of a precipitates, dislocation
density, and other sites, which is significantly lower than solution annealed 0-Ti alloys.
Table II. Fracture modes of a) near the edge and b) near the center of peak aged,
notched, TIMETAL 21S tensile bars at room temperature.

Ia)

Degree of Constraint

1

0.52

0.62

1.03

1

1 Low (50-100)

Microvoid Rupture

Microvoid
Rupture

Microvoid
Rupture'

f
j

1 Medium (950-1750)

Transgranular 2
/Intergranular

Transgranular 2 Transgranular 2 1
/Intergranular | /Intergranular |

1 High (1900-3600)

Transgranular 2

Intergranular/
Transgranular 2

Ib)

Degree of Constraint

H Cone (wt ppm)

Intergranular/ 1
Transgranular 2 |
]

0J2

0.62

1.03

i

1 Low (50-100)

Microvoid Rupture

Microvoid +
Transgranular 1

Microvoid
Rupture

!
|

1 Medium (950-1750)

Microvoid +
Transgranular 1

Transgranular 1
+ Microvoid

Transgranular ' 1

| High (1900-3600)

Transgranular 2*

Transgranular 1

Transgranular

H Cone (wt. ppm)

Denotes case which is shown in Figure 3.
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Despite, the non-uniform hydrogen concentration profile, the results shown in
Table 2 point to the possibility of a critical stress - hydrogen concentration failure
criterion. Although, the stress at the notch surface of the high constraint tensile bar is
lower than the stress at the centerline by a factor of 0.59, the hydrogen concentration is
appreciably greater. It is interesting to note that rising load fracture mechanics testing
on ß 21S in 3.5% NaCl produced discontinuous crack jumps of distances equal to two
ß grains («200 ftm) over time periods of several hours suggestive of diffusion controlled
hydrogen transport in the fracture process zones [19]. The radial depth of the
intergranular zone shown here was approximately 900 Mm after charging for 64 hours.
Both results independently imply an apparent diffusion coefficient below Iff*
cm2/second. Together, these results suggest that intergranular cracking is no longer
favorable when a high hydrogen concentration does not exist in the fracture process zone
over a distance equal to a multiple number of grains.
X-ny Diffraction Studies
Analysis of x-ray diffraction (XRD) data from peak aged TIMETAL indicates a
ß phase lattice parameter of 0325 nm for uncharged material (»75 ± 25 ppm), 0.328 for
24 hour charging (»1400 ± 400 ppm) and 0.331 nm for 64 hour charging («2600 ± 800
ppm). Paton et al. correlated lattice parameter to hydrogen concentration in solution
annealed Ti-18 Mo [35]. They obtained 0.328 and 0331 nm at 1000 and 2100 ppm,
respectively, in good agreement with the data presented here. No evidence of hydriding
of the ß phase was found. Regarding the possibility of hydriding of the a precipitate, xray diffraction analysis was conducted on (a) specimen surfaces, (b) several micrometers
beneath the specimen surface, and (c) at a position as near as possible to the centerline
of notched region of the high constraint, high hydrogen condition. The latter two
conditions were achieved by surface grinding and sectioning, respectively. Neither a nor
ß phase hydride formation were detected at either (a), (b) or (c). Instead, peaks
coinciding with the a phase are observed, except for immediately at the charged surface
where neither the a phase nor its corresponding hydride are observed. Electron
microscopic examination revealed that selective elimination of the a phase was due to
spalling of the near surface a precipitates. Such spalling would be expected based on
the volume change which occurs on hydriding [836]. To confirm the notion that surface
a could be hydrided under the electrochemical conditions used here, commercially pure
Ti was charged under identical conditions used for ß 21S. Hydride formation was indeed
confirmed by XRD. To summarize, our current findings suggest that hydriding of a
precipitates occurs at the free surface but that hydriding of a large volume fraction of
the subsurface a does not occur due to partitioning of hydrogen to the ß phase.
Conclusions
Peak aged TIMETAL 21S is embrittled by hydrogen concentrations well below
those required to hydride the ß phase. Fracture path is a function of both level of
constraint and hydrogen concentration. Approximate ranking of fracture modes from
toughest to most brittle is: microvoid rupture, transgranular tearing of a-ß interfaces,
transgranular fracture through the a-ß microstructure, and intergranular fracture.
Intergranular fracture was only produced at the highest constraint and hydrogen
concentrations. Preferential a precipitation on ß grain boundaries is suggested to have
a detrimental role on HEAC since transgranular cleavage cracking is more typically
observed for solutionized ß. Alpha precipitates within the ß matrix may hydride locally
at a/ß interfaces although no evidence of this was detected. Alternatively the a/ß
interface may serve as a trap site whose strength increases with increasing hydrogen
concentration due to increased coherency strain. The resulting intergranular fracture
2,206

morphology in the case of high hydrogen-high constraint, tensile specimens is similar to
that observed in 3.5% NaCl at -600 mV, suggesting a hydrogen assisted mechanism for
the latter.
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HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT EMBRTTTLEMENT OF BETA TITANIUM ALLOYS
Lisa M. Young and Richard P. Gangloff
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2442
ABSTRACT
The environment assisted cracking (EAC) resistance of two peak aged metastable ßtitanium alloys, Beta 21S and Ti-lS-3, is characterized by a fracture mechanics resistancecurve method. Rising load experiments in aqueous 3.5% NaCl at -600 mV*, show that Beta
218 is susceptible to environmental cracking. Relative to a moist air crack initiation
toughness (plane strain K^) of 67 MPa/m with tnnsgranular fracture, the threshold for stable
crack growth (!{•„,) in chloride is as low as 38 MPaym and fracture occurs by intergranular
separation. The reduction from KK to K^ mildly depends on loading rate; K™ for Beta 218
appears to be minimized at crack tip strain rates between 10"5 sec1 and lO"4 sec'1; cracking
in chloride is discontinuous in this regime. In contrast the moist air initiation toughness of
Ti-lS-3 is lower (58 MPaym) than that of Beta 218, but is unaffected by exposure to NaCl
at several loading rates where K-m equals Kg. The reduced EAC resistance of Beta 21S,
compared to Ti-15-3, is attributed to abundant a precipitation at ß grain boundaries, and
perhaps to higher yield strength for the former alloy. The mechanistic contributions of
localized dissolution, film rupture and hydrogen embrittlement are not determined, however,
the latter is suspected for EAC of Beta 218.
INTRODUCTION
High strength 0-titanium alloys are susceptible to brittle environment assisted cracking
(EAC) in ambient temperature halide ion solutions. Fracture mechanics experiments
demonstrate that early developmental alloys (Ti-ll.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn and Ti-13V-llCr-3Al;
wt%) and binary model compositions (Ti-Mo), stressed in NaCl and KC1 solutions, exhibit
stable crack growth at stress intensities (K) well below the plane strain fracture toughness,
K.K [1-3]. Environmental fracture progresses by intergraru'ir separation and transgranular
"cleavage" or "quasi-clcavage"; the cleavage plane is {100} [2]. Cracking in neutral NaCl
is exacerbated at intermediate loading rates (crack tip strain rates) and applied electrode
potentials (near -600 mV^, by increased yield strength (ayi), and by cathodic polarization
with HjS addition [ 1,3-6]. Relative to steels and a/jS-titanium alloys, environmental cracking
in ^-titanium alloys is poorly characterized and understood.
It is reasonable to attribute cracking of 0-titanium alloys in aqueous electrolytes to
hydrogen embrittlement (hydrogen environment assisted cracking, HEAC) because of the
extreme hydrogen susceptibility of high strength body-centered cubic steels [7], because both
gaseous hydrogen and cathodically precharged hydrogen embrittle 0-titanium alloys [8,9], and
by analogy with HEAC in a/^-titanium alloys [10]. The HEAC mechanism for 0-titanium
alloys in neutral chloride involves: (a) development of an occluded crack electrochemistry,
(b) coupled crack surface dissolution, passive film formation and cathodic H production, (c)
film rupture, (d) hydrogen absorption and diffusion into the crack tip process zone, (e)
segregation at microstructural trap sites, and (0 hydrogen assisted microcracking, probably
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by decohesion, localized plasticity or hydride mechanisms. The crack surface passive film
should pUy a central role in HEAC, with a sound film blocking hydrogen production and/or
uptake. Many facton; including alloy composition, microstructure, applied electrode
potential, bulk electrolyte composition, slip deformation mode, and dynamic cyclic strain;
could compromise the passive film and enhance the uptake of embrittling hydrogen.
Research was initiated to investigate surface passivity and localized dissolution in
addition to hydrogen production, uptake, trapping and embrittlement in the crack tip region
of high strength ^-titanium alloys in aqueous marine environmenu (11J. The objective of the
work reported here is to charactenze the EAC behavior of two modem ^-titanium alloys,
subjected to dynamic straining to destabilize crack tip passivity, and employing advanced
fracture mechanics methods.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Two alloys. Beu 21S (Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3AI-0.2Si-0.15 O; wt%) and Ti-15-3 (Ti-15V3Cr-3AI-3Sn; wt%). were obtained as 10.2 and 9.5 mm thick hot rolled plate, respectively,
in the solution treated conditions (871“C for 8 hours and 816“C for 30 minutes, respective
ly). Oversized blanks of each alloy were peak aged at 538“C for 8 houn. The resultant
microstructurcs are homogeneous and isotropic in all directions, and consist of fine o plateleu
in a ^ matrix of 100 mhi diameter grains, as illustrated for BeU 2IS in Fig. 1. The optical
microstructure of Ti-15-3 is identical to that shown in Fig. 1, with the exception of
differences in grain or near-grain boundary a precipitation (see Discussion). Each alloy is
presumed to be stoble with regard to « and precipitation. Measured yield strengths from
replicate specimens of this aging condition are 1380 MPa (R, 42.5 ± 1.3) for Beu 21S and
1315 MPa (R, 36.9 ± 1.3) for Ti-15-3.
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Figure 1: Optical micrographs of BeU 21S in the: (a) as-received solution annealed and
(b) peak aged conditions.
EAC resistance was charactenzed with a slowly rising load fracture mechanics method
applied to the fully routing single edge precracked specimen (SEN; nominal crack length =
17.8 mm, thickness = 5.08 mm, width =• J8.1 mm) [12-14]. A servohydraulic machine was
employed for fatigue precracking (load control with K„... less than 30 MPa7m) and rising
load cracking (actuator displacement control). Specimens were precracked in the aqueous
environment, then fractured under rising load. Crack length was monitored using a
computer-automated direct current (applied current = 2 to 4 amperes) potential difference
(DCPD) method, including current polarity switching to eliminate thermal volUges and a
reference probe pair to account for temperature and current variations during prolonged
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experiments [15]. Measured voltages were related to crack length through Johnson's
analytical equation for the SEN specimen. Applied stress intensity was calculated from load
and crack length with a standard elastic solution [16], and plotted as a function of crack
extension increment (Aa). The threshold K for crack growth initiation (KK in air and K™
for aggressive environments) was calculated from the applied load at the first change in the
slope of the initially linear electrical potential versus load record; Aa is assumed to equal zero
prior to this point [17]. While ASTM Standard E399 was not adhered to for KK [18], crack
initiation occurred under plane strain constraint based on the J-integral approach (thickness
and ligament > 25 li^Jja^ [12,13,19]. Since small scale yielding was maintained for
all cases, the contribution of JpU-k to K was negligible and assumed to equal zero.
Environmental effects on crack propagation under increasing K are indicated by the slope of
the K-Aa data. Shear walls, present after initiation, indicate that the crack propagated under
mixed plane strain and plane stress.
Fracture experiments were conducted in either moist air or 0.6M (3.5 wt%) NaCl at
fixed electrode potential, near-neutral pH of 7, and 250C. The central portion of the edge
cracked specimen was immersed in flowing (60 ml/min) chloride (pH 8, 23°C) in a sealed
plexiglass chamber. The specimen was maintained at constant potential by a Wenking
potentiostat in conjunction with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and two platinum counter
electrodes, each isolated to minimize solution contamination.
RESULTS
Ti-15-3 is resistant to EAC during rising load at various slow displacement rates; these
conditions promote HEAC in ferritic and maitensitic steels exposed to NaCl [7]. K-Aa results
are presented in Fig. 2. For benign moist air, the initiation toughness (K^) of Ti-15-3 is 57
and 59 MPa/m based on replicate experiments. For aqueous chloride at a fixed potential
of-600 mVKe, KTH ranges from 61 to 65 MPi/m, independent of actuator displacement rate
varying between 25 and 0.25 ^m/min. The chloride environment does not degrade the crack
initiation toughness. For each environment, some stable crack extension is observed (diC'd Aa
> 0), however, this tearing resistance is not environmentally influenced. The difference in
dK/dAa is larger for the replicate air tests compared to the aqueous environmental effect;
actuator displacement rate does not affect the EAC propagation resistance of Ti-15-3.
too
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Figure 2: Rising load stress intensity versus crack extension data for Ti-15-3 in moist
air and deaerated 3.5% NaCl (-600 mV,.,, as a function of loading rate.
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The variability of the cnck propagation results for moist air may be related to subtle
inaccuracies in defining the electrical potential corresponding to crack initiation. The problem
is that crack tip plastic deformation, microvoid damage and macrocrack growth can contribute
to voltage increases. Discontinuous crack bursts were indicated by measured DCPD, but only
for the aqueous environment and not moist air.
Environment did not influence the microscopic fracture morphology for Ti-15-3.
Typical scanning electron fractographs of the crack initiation region, adjacent to the fatigue
precrack, are presented in Fig. 3 for air and aqueous NaCl. For each case, the crack surface
is mainly populated by transgranular features indicative of microvoid-based cracking, as
confirmed by high magnification observation. Scattered facets are present, indicating limited
intergranular microvoid rupture; intergranular EAC is not likely for Ti-15-3 because similar
facets arc observed for cracking in NaCl, moist air and ultra-high vacuum.

wxmM
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: SEM fractographs of the fatigue precrack (top) and rising load fracture
toughness crack surfaces in Ti-15-3: (a) air; (b) deaerated 3.5% NaO.
In contrast to Ti-15-3, Beta 2IS is embrittled by aqueous chloride at -bOO mV^, u
shown by the K-Aa data in Fig. 4. While K^: is high (66 and 68 MPaym) for moist air. Kth
values range from 38 to 51 MPa/m for BeU 21S in NaCl at -600 mV^. The macroscopic

Aa (mm)

Figure 4: Rising load stress intensity versus crack extension dau for BeU 2IS in moist
air and deaerated 3.5% NaCl (-600 mV..) as a function of loading rate.
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crack growth resistances (average dK/d Aa) are similar for each environment. Aqueous NaCl
caused a dramatic fracture mode transition. The fractographs in Fig. 5 show that, while the
air crack appears to involve intergranular microvoid fracture (with limited tear-free facets),
the chloride case is almost entirely intergranular with little evidence of resolvable localized
plasticity.

mm
wmm

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: SEM fractographs of the fatigue precrack (top) and rising load fracture
toughness crack surfaces in Beta 2IS: (a) air; (b) deaerated 3.5% NaCl.
Actuator displacement rate mildly affects Kjh for EAC of Beta 21S in NaCl. Whi /e
obscured by variability for replicate experiments at 25.4 /rm/min and a recently measured
high value (K-th = 52 MPaym) at 12.7 /rm/min, K^h appears to be broadly minimized at
displacement rates between 0.6 and 6 /rm/min. Additional experiments are in progress to
define the strain rate dependence of HEAC. Recent results suggest that K-n, equals Kk: at
high loading rates and that crack growth is not observed for static loading (24 hours) at K
levels up to 60 MPaym. Crack bursts were observed for Beta 2IS in NaCl, but only for the
two slowest loading rates. Bursts were large (50 to 300 nm) and occurred at about five hour
intervals. Discontinuous cracking, below 20 /xm bursts, would not be resolved by DCPD.
DISCUSSION
Fracture Toughness: Moist Air The moist air fracture toughnesses of Ti-15-3 (K^: = 57
to 59 MPaym) and Beta 21S (K^r = 66 to 68 MPaym) are comparable to values reported for
/5-litanium alloys at similar yield strengths [20-22]. This agreement suggests that the DCPDbased K-Aa approach accurately characterizes plane strain fracture toughness in spite of small
specimen thickness compared to the requirement of Standard E399 [18].
The fracture toughness of Beta 2IS is superior to that of Ti-15-3, particularly
considering the higher yield strength of the former. This is curious because cracking of Beu
2IS in air appears to involve grain boundary microvoiding. Beta 2IS contains substantial o
precipitates at or near 0 grain boundaries, a microstructure that is not observed for Ti-15-3.
Lee et al. and Froes et al. report that K,<- is degraded by grain boundary a [21,22].
Localized plastic deformation in low strength a results in strain concentration and microvoid
nucleation at a/0 interfaces near p grain boundaries. The fracture toughness of Beta 2 IS may
be further improved by processing to eliminate a precipitates at p grain boundaries.
Environmental Cracking Resistance
K-th for HEAC of the 1350 MPa yield strength level
of tempered martensitic steels in aqueous chloride varies between 12 MPaym and 38 MPaym,
but typically equals 25 MPa/m, depending on metallurgical and mechanical variables [7].
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The EAC resistances of high strength Beta 21S and particularly Ti-15-3 are good compared
to such steels, consistent with previous results [23]. Ti-15-3 may be embrittled by more
aggressive hydrogen producing environments, for example acidified NaCI with sulfide
addition and cathodic polarization [1,5-7]. Additional experiments are in progress and
include longer exposure times, a range of loading rates and applied electrode potentials, in
addition to low amplitude ripple loading [24].
The rising load EAC results do not, in isolation, define the embrittlement mechanism
for the ^-titanium alloys; this is being examined in parallel studies [8,24,25]. Two points
are notable. Intermittent crack bursts, over distances greatly in excess of the crack tip
process zone and on the order of one to five grain diameters, suggests HEAC with a strong
role of grain boundary traps. Intergranular cracking is a classic damage mechanism for
hydrogen embrittled steels [7]. The extent to which predissolved hydrogen degrades KK
during rising loading and produces intergranular cracking is being determined for comparison
with the EAC behavior of Beta 21S and Ti-15-3 in NaCI [25].
It is important to understand the different EAC sensitivities of Ti-15-3 and Beta 2IS.
Assuming HEAC, the resistance of Ti-15-3 may be explained by yield strength. Modeling
and experiment show that lower strength steels are less susceptible to HEAC, particularly for
NaCI and strengths below 1500 MPa [7]. The expected yield strengths of Beta 21S and Ti15-3 are 1210 MPa and 1010 MPa, respectively, for the eight hour age at 538^ [23,26],
suggesting better HEAC resistance for Ti-15-3. Gagg and Toloui report that Ti-15-3, aged
at 5 ICC for six hours (ultimate tensile strength - 1260 MPa and ay, » 1200 MPa), is
embrittled during slow strain rate loading of smooth tensile specimens in several chloride
solutions [5]. These ayi values are substantially less than the measured strengths of the two
alloys studied here; the reason is undetermined. A strong yield strength effect on K^ is not
likely because of the small measured strength difference between Beta 21S and Ti-15-3.
Additional work is, however, required because of the unexpectedly high values of oyi.
The relative HEAC behaviors of Ti-15-3 and Beta 21S are not explained by occluded
crack solution hydrogen production and uptake [11]. Cr and V solute in the ß phase of Ti15-3 should dissolve and hydrolyze at -600 mVKC to produce a more acid crack tip pH
compared to Beta 21S which contains Mo and Mb. Mo should promote crack tip passivity
and hinder hydrogen uptake. These hypothesis are not consistent with the measured HEAC
resistances of the two alloys.
It is reasonable to speculate that Beta 2IS is sensitive to intergranular EAC in NaCI
because of extensive a precipitation at or near beta grain boundaries. This microstructure was
not observed for Ti-15-3, as demonstrated by interrupted aging (2 hours at 5380C); Fig. 6.
Whether very fine a is present at Ti-15-3 boundaries must be determined by electron
microscopy. Gagg and Toloui did not report the microstructure or the solution treatment
conditions of Ti-15-3 that was embrittled by NaCI [5]. The Beta 2 IS microstructure may be
environment sensitive because a brittle continuous hydride film forms in hep a-titanium and
at alß interfaces [1,27,28]. Intergranular cracking may also be traced to hydrogen trapping
at alß interfaces, to localized plastic deformation in the soft a that produces stress/strain
concentrations that interact with embrittling hydrogen, or to local dissolution of a. Either
cold rolling of Beta 21S prior to aging, or restricted recovery and recrystallization during hot
rolling and solution treatment, should provide distributed intragranular nucleation sites for a
precipitates, apart from ß grain boundaries [29]. The more homogeneous microstructure
should be resistant to HEAC [1].
EAC and HEAC depend on strain rate. For NaCI, embrittlement is maximum at an
intermediate strain rate of order 6 x 10"* sec"1 for ß Ti-15-3 and 2 x 10"3 sec"1 for alß Ti-6AI4V [1,5,10,30]. For Beta 218 in NaCI, the mild minimum in K-n, (Fig. 3) occurs at an
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Figure 6: Optical micrographs of underaged (a) Beu 2IS and (b) Ti-15-3.
estimated crack tip strain rate of between 10 ’ and 10"* seccorresponding to actuator
displacement rates of 0.6 and 6 jim/min and constant loading rates of 15 and 150 N/min. It
is not possible to quantitatively compare smooth specimen and crack tip strain rates because
the former is typically not measured or maintained constant (51. Crack tip strain rate varies
with distance into the process zone and is not accurately known [31]. (The above strain rates
were calculated at a distance of one blunted crack tip opening displacement ahead of the crack
tip.) From the HEAC perspective, embnttlement may be most severe at the strain rate that
balances surface film destabilization and hydrogen uptake (promoted by increased rate) with
the time necessary for hydrogen diffusion into the crack tip process zone (promoted by
decreased rate). The kinetics of each process are not defined.
CONCLISIONS
The threshold stress intensity for suble crack propagation in BeU 21S is significantly
1.
reduced by simultaneous slow loading and exposure to aqueous NaCl at -600 mV^,.
Cracking in chlonde is intergranular compared to gram boundary and transgranular
microvoid processes for moist air. and is possibly by hydrogen embrittlement.
The
crack initiation fracture toughness and microscopic fracture processes of Ti-15-3
2.
are unaffected by chloride environment exposure for several slow constant actuator
displacement rates.
The EAC susceptibility of BeU 2IS and the resistance of Ti-15-3 are explained by
3.
copious a precipitation at 0 gram boundaries and the high yield strength of the former
alloy.
The chlonde environmental cracking thresholds of Ti-15-3 and BeU 2IS are supenor
4.
to the behavior of tempered martensitic steels at equal yield strength.
Dynamic loading rate affects EAC in Beu 2IS; Kjh for crack growth in NaCl nuy
5.
be minimized at a crack tip strain rate between 10 ’ and 10"* sec
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A Study on the Anodic Behavior of Titanium And
Some Tl Alloys in Hot Acid NaCl Solution
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Abstract
The anodic behavior of Tl and Tl alloys (Ti-0.3Mo-0.8Nl,
Ti-6A1-4V and Tl-0.2Pd) in hot acid NaCl solution was studied.
By investigating the effects of pH, Gl" ions, temperature,
Tl(III) and Tl(IV) ions as well as dissolved oxygen on anodic
behavior of Tl, we obtained three experimental equations relating critical passivation current density dm) to pH, Cl~
and temperature (T) respectively as follows:
dlog lm/dpH = -1.5; dlog WdlogCCl-) - 1.0;
log lm = A - 4.29 x 103/T.
According to the experimental results, a mechanism for active
dissolution-passivation of Tl in this solution has been suggested.
Introduction
A considerable amount of work has been done on the anodic
behavior of Ti and Tl alloys in strong acid solutions of HC1,
HpSO^, etc. and several dissolution-passivation mechanisms of
Ti have been establlished in terms of their experiments(1-8).
However, there are a few investigations about the anodic behavior of Ti and Tl alloys in hot acid NaCl solutions. For
this reason, this note, using electrochemical methods, was undertaken in order to study in more detail on the anodic behavior of Ti alloys and the effects of some factors in hot acid
NaCl solution. On the bases of results, an anodic dissolution
-passivation mechanism of Ti in this solution has been proposed. All of which would provide bases for titanium alloys
used in chemical Industry, desalination of seawater and longterm disposals nuclear fuel wastes, etc.
Experimental
The electrodes used for the experiments were made from
commercial-purity Ti alloy coupons. Their compositions are
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shown in Table 1. The electrodes were fabricated in 0.7cm diam
and embeded in PTPE cylinders. After polished in sequence with
nos. 1 to 6 emery paper, the electrodes were washed with distilled water and degreased with acetone. The solution was deaerated with prepurified nitrogen for at lest 1 hour before an
experiment ran. In order to be measured the typical activation
-passivation curves, the electrodes were activated in HP +HNO3
+ lactic acid for 1 minute, then were washed quickly with double-distilled water and were introduced into the deaerated solution. Unless otherwise noted, the temperature of the solution was maintained at 100 1 0.5*0 and a condenser tube was
wt*
Al
V
Mo
Ni
Pd
Ti
----TC4
6.20 4.05 Ti-12
0.26 0,78 Ti-0.2Pd 0.20

Fe
.14
.15
.10
.15

Si
.04
.04
.0?
•0?

C N H
0
Ti
.02 .01 .002 .12 bal.
.02 .0^ .006 .13 bal.
.02 .02 .00? .45 bal
'0} .0} .005 .19 bal

annexed to the cell to keep the water loss for the solution
evaporation. The anodic behavior curves were detennined by potentiodynamic measurements with a scanning rate of 20 mv/min.
from the corrosion potential which was achieved for about two
hours. All electrode potentials (E) were measured against an
external saturated calomel electrode (SCE) at room temperature
and it was 87mv against internal 0.1N KC1 Ag/AgCl reference
electrode at 100*0.
Results and Discussion
1. The Anodic Characteristic of Ti.
Pig. 1 is the anodic polarization curve of Ti in pH = 1.2
NaCl solution. It has a typical active-passive shape. When E<
-600mv, Ti is at active state and when -600mv<E<-450mv, Ti is
at an active-passive transition region. The primary passivation
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Pig.l Anodic polarization curve
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2. Electrode exposed to air for
30 min. after polished.
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etching solution.
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potential Ep is -602nrv. As E>-450mv, Tl is at a total passivation region. Ef =-450rav is Flade potential. And when E>2400mv,
the current increases again. The perpassive potential potential Egp is 2460mv. Because the pitting potential of Ti in
chlorine acid is so high even though at 100 "C it is more than
5V (9)» the anodic reaction at the perpasslve region is mainly
chlorine or oxygen discharged reaction.
2. Self-passivation Behavior.
The corrosion potential-time curves of Tl In the test solution are shown in Pig 2,3. Pig 2 Indicates the passivation
film of Tl, which had formed at air for a half hour, can deter
the corrosion of pH=1.5 boiling saturated NaCl solution and Ti
cannot be activated. As Pig.3 shows, the higher pH value, the
more tendence of Tl self-passivation Increase. When pH>2.0,
the corrosion potentials can quickly go into the passive reSon even though the electrodes were activated in etching sotlon for removing the passive film. Meanwhile, as the acldiljr
of the solution increases (pH<1.5), Tl is difficult to become
self-passivation.
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solution; 2.pH-1.0 C1-*1.3M;
3. pH.1.5 C1-.1.3«
4. pH-1.0 C1--2.7II

Fig.6 Ti-0.2Pd ourves of tcqrr
time, the condition as in
Pig. 5.
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The E - t curves of TC4, we would see in Pig 4, are similar to those of Ti except that the active corrosion potential
of TC4 is more negative than that of Tl. However, as shown in
Fig 5, 6, the corrosion potentials of Ti-12 and Ti-0.2Pd quickly shift toward positive and attain E >-400mv in just a few
minutes. Even though in the strong acid (pH«0.7, measured in
100*0) saturated NaCl solution, their corrosion potentials
never steadily go into the active state of Ti. Therefore, the
self-passivation ability of Ti-12 and Ti-0.2Pd is far greater
than that of Ti and TC4.
3. The Effects of Some Factors on Anodic Behavior of Ti.
(1). Acidity: Our former studies on the anodic polarization curves of Ti in various pH solutions has revealed that (10)
the primary passive potentials (Ep) become slightly more negative and the critical current densities (im) become smaller
with increasing pH values. Results are given in Fig. 7a, in
which logarithmic critical current densities are plotted as a
function of pH in HCl+NaCl solution. It shows an approximately
straight line. The slope of the line is -1.5, which is more
negative than references (3» 7) described in the ambient temperature solutions.
(2). Chloride ions: There are a number of inconsistencies
about the effects of chloride ions on the corrosion behavior
of titanium (2,3»11-15). It is our former experimental confirmation that the active dissolution of Ti increased with increase in the concentration of chloride ions (10,16). Fig. 7b
is logarithmic relation of critical current of Ti and chloride
ion concentration. It also manifests a similarly straight line,
of which slope is about 1.0. It indicates that the chloride
ions on this condition promote corrosion of Ti.
(3). Temperature: The experiments revealed that, as the
temperature increases, titanium can more easily go from passi-

»■♦

i.«

«/T

Fig.7 a. Ti curve of loglm vs.
pH. T-IOO'C, (C1-)«1.3M.
b. Ti curve of logim vs.
log(Cl-). pH-1.2
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Fig.8 Ti curve of logi- vs.
vo.
1/T. pH«1.0t (Cl-)Sl.3M

vation state into activation region as well as incraase the
critical current densities. Fig 8 shows that l^mVJ»' V*
discloses very well a linear function. In accord with Arr««nius LMi loaL . A - VHT, we could obtain an apparent active
eierg^ E -8^1 x 10^ j/moi (19.7 Kcal/mol) of anodic procedures of titanium in this solution.
(4). Dissolved oxygen« Our former note, using Ti disk electrode, has shown (10) that, in the absolutely deaerated solutions the anodic curves are not relative with the disk speeds,
but in the non-deaerated solutions, the critical currents decrease with the rotation speeds increase. Only " "^OOOrpm,
the anodic curves overlapped. It displays that the dissolved
oxygen is beneficial to Ti passive film formation.
(5). Ti(III) and Ti(IV) ions: Although many articles are
discordant with regard to the trivalent and the tetravalent
ions present (3, 5-7, 11). our results have shown (JOK JjOB)
long are olar oxidized at a passive Ti surface to form TiUVJ
ioSs in thi^solution and don't promote dissolution of Ti. The
trivalent ions oxidization reaction,.which is diffusion-controlled, is first order with respect to the concentration of
Ti(m) ions and the rate constant for the oxidation is 1.21 x
iyi.A/cmV And as the presence of Tl(IV) ions, the anodic
currents decrease because Ti IV ions are reduced at an active
st^te Ti electrode to fonn Ti(IIl) ions in solutions and only
acf as caSodic de-polarization. The reduction reaction is al»
first order with respect to the concentration of T|(iy)igns
and the rate constant for the reduction is 6.87xl04 uA/cm^M.
4. The Anodic Behavior of the Alloys.
The steady active-passive curves of TC4 in the study on
the Sod?c behavior of TC4 have also obtained Only M%™»
from Ti is that the corroiion potential and primary passiva-

i ■"VcM *

n

3

Ti—IT

Pi*. 9 aa. TC. curve of logim v»
pH. TilOO'C, (Cl-)«1.3»l;
b. TC4 curve of logi- VB
IOK(CI-). pH.1.2, I-IOO'C

Pig.10 Anodic polarization curves
of Ti-12 and Tl-0.2Pd at lOO'C
1,2—pH.X.2 HoSO.; 3,4~pH.1.2
{C1-).1.3I« HCI+NaCl.
2)3--Ti-12s 1,4—Ti-0.2Pd.
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tlon potentials of TC4 are much more negative than those of Ti,
meanwhile the primary passivation current densities of TC4 are
greater than those of Tl at the same condition, which means
that TC4 is inferior to Tl for anti-corrosion in this solution and it is contrary to Frayret studied In hydrochloric
acid (8). By the study, we have obtained two similarly straight
lines about the effects of pH and Cl~ ions too, as shown in
Pig 9, dlogin/ dlog(Cl-) -1.0 and dloglm /dpH - -1,5. That also
denotes H* and Cl~ ions intensifying corrosion of TC4 in this
solution.
For the electrochemical behavior of Tl-12 and Ti-0.2Pd
alloys, as above this note, the two alloys corrosive potentials quickly go into the passive state potential of Tl. The
region of anodic dissolution therefore is absent on the anodic
curves, as ahem in Fig 10. Furthermore, Fig 11. shows that
the cathodic curves for the two alloys are from 400 to 450mv
more noble than that of Tl and TC4 owing to a considerable decrease of hydrogen overvoltage. So the steady-state potentials
of the two alloys are definitely in the range where Tl is completely passlvated. In Fig 10, we could see the anodic current
densities of Ti-12 at 1420mv in both NaCl+HCl and H2SO4 solutions rise greatly, which is different from Tl-0.2Pd and Tl.
It probably corresponds to a lower oxygen overvoltage on Tl-12
surface than on the other alloys.
3. Anodic Activation-passivation Mechanism.
According to previous descriptions and our former investigation on the films of
Ti in the same solutions(10,
17) as well as the results
of this note, we believe that
the abodic dissolution of Tl
in hot acid NaCl solution
constitutes three parallel
procedurest anodic dissolution, passivation and chemical dissolution of passive
film. The probable procedures
as following!

(A). Active-state dissolution:

■IH

-4H

Ti + H2O = Ti(0H)ad + H+ + e
Ti(0H)ad + H2O - (Ti(0H)2)a(1 + H

+ e

(Ti(0H)2)ad + H+ -^•(Ti(0H))2+ + H20 + e
(Ti(0H))

+ H

+

-100

(1)
+

2+

-MO

2+

+ Cl- * TiCl

+ H2O

(2)
(3)
(4)

(B). Passivation!
After (Ti(0H)2)ad is produced in Bq. (2),
(Ti(0H)2)ad -Ü- TiOOH f H+ + e
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-(MO

C ( aV, KI )
Fig.11 Cithodic polarization curves of
Tl alloya In pH.1,5, (Öl-).!.}»,
NaCUHOl. 1. Tl-O.ZPd! 2. Tl-lZj
3. pur* Tl| 4, TC4.

(5)

TiOOH + H2O « TiO(OH)2 + H+ + e

(6)

TiO(OH)2 « Ti02 + H2O

(7)

(C). Chemical dissolution of passivation filmt
Ti02 + H* « (TiO(OH))ad

(8)

(TiO(OH))*d + Öl" -S~ (TiO(OH)Cl)ad
+

(TiO(OH)Cl)ad + H

+

« (TiOCl)

+ H2O

(TiOCl)* + 401" * (TiOClj)3-

(9)
(10)
(11)

This mechnlsm has mainly two different points from former
proposed. First, it is considered the effects of H+ and Cl~
ions in active dissolution procedure. Second, It is assumed
that the absorption of H* and Cl~ ions in the passive film
dissolution is Temkin absorption.
Assume Is to be the current density of the active-state
dissolution, If to be the current density of the passive film
formation and B to be chemical dissolution of the passive film.
Consequently, by simply deducing, we can obtain stationary
dynamic equation as following (17)i
I - (I9 + If)/(1 + SIf/B)
(12)
where 3 represents the passive film aera formed by consuming
one coulomb current capacity.
At primary passivation potential Bn, it can be believed
Is »If and SIf/B»l, that means the active-state current density is far more than the current density of the passive film
formation and the passive film formation rate is far more than
the passive film dissolution rate. Consequently, Bq.(12) can
be simplified tot
Im - IsB/SIf
(13)
If assume that Bq.(8) and Eq.(9) are Temkin absorption,
and because Sq.(8) is at a quasi-equilibrium state, we can
easily deduoe the expression (17)«
BKg - (K8A.8)(1-r)(H+)(1-r)(Cl-)

(14)

are

where Ko, Kg and K_8
Bq.(9) and Bq.(6) rate constants respectively and r is absorption summetry factor of which usual
value is 0.2-0.6.
Because Bq.(3) and Bq.(5) are parallel anodic reactions,
Sot
Is/If - K3(H+)exp(oi3F?/W)A5«xp(Oi5FB/HT)
- K3K5-1(H+)exp((o«3-0i5)FB/RT)

(15)

where K-i and KB are Bq.(3) and Bq.(5) rate constants.
By using Bq.(14) and Bq.(15) Inserted into Bq.(13), then
the critical current density is given by Bq.(16)i
la - K3K5-1K9(K8/K.8)(1"r)3-:L(H+)2_r(Cl-)exp((»3-»5)F^HT)
(16)
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For usually r « 0,5, Bq. (16) gives the results:
dlogIm/dpH = -dlogln/dlogCH-1-) = -1.5

(17)

dlog lm/dlog(Cl-) = 1.0
(18)
Eq.(17) and Eq.(l8) agree with the experimental results.
It illustrates the assumption mechanism is reasonable.
Conclusion
(1). pH, 01" ions, temperature and dissolved oxygen have
obvious effects on the anodic behavior of Tl In hot acid NaCl
solution. The Ti(III) Ions do not effect the activation and the
passivation of Tl, and the Tl(IV) ions only act as cathodic
depolarization for Tl. As to these factors, the three experienced equations have been obtainedt a]«»! /dnH «-15
dlogIm/dlog(Cl-) ■ 1.0, login, - A - 4.29 x IOVT.
(2). The TCJ alloy has the similar anodic behavior to pure
Tl, but it is inferior to pure Tl for corrosion resistance in
this studied condition. The Tl-12 and Tl-0.2Pd alloys don't
reveal the typical active-passive behavior «wing to the shift
of the stead-state potentials by a great decrease in hydrogen
overvoltage to the potential region where Tl is completely
passive. Thus, They can act as the best corrosion-resistant
alloys in this solution.
(3)« The activation-passivation mechanism of Tl in this
solution is from Eq. (1) to Eq. (11) reactions.
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Abstract
This papar will ravlaw aona of tha davalopmants in tha araaa of aponga
production, malting, racycling and primary procaaaing ainca tha last
confaranca four yaars ago. As many of tha davalopmants in this ganaral
araa ara propriatary, it is difficult to prasant an all-ancompassing
viawpoint. Nonathalass, thara ara atill many araas which can ba dlscusaad
in an opan format, and as many of thaaa as possibla will ba addrassad.
Introduction
Examining tha world titanium induatry ovar tha past four yaars and comparing it to tha prior twanty-fiva to thirty yaars, ona raadily concludaa
that tha past faw yaars hava saan mora changs in tha industry than any
comparabla pariod. For axamplai
a)

Tha political davalopmants in Russia hava brought tha world's
largest capacity producar much closar to tha world market than
aver before. The need for hard currency in this region of tha
world will undoubtedly bring a substantial amount of sponge
and/or mill product to the market at very competitive prices.

b)

The economic recession in the Nestern World has taken a heavy
toll on the titanium industry. For example, in 1991 U.S.
shipments suffered the largest percentage drop from the prior
year (34.2%) in over 30 yeara. (See Table I).

c)

RMI Titanium Co. closed its 24 M-lb/yr aponge facility in early
1992 after over 35 yaars of operation. This reduces the U.S.
sponge capacity from 67 M-lbs/yr in 1991 to 46 M-lbs/yr, a 31.3%
decline.

d)

TIMET announced an agreement to join Union Titanium Sponge
Corporation (UTSC, a Japanese consortium) in the construction of
a 22 M-lbs/yr vacuum distillation facility at TIMET'a Henderson,
NV sponge plant. This facility, which will be operational in early
1993, will be the only U.S. vacuum distillation facility. TIMET
plans to idle a comparable amount of ita current leached sponge
Tilonium '92
Sewn» and Tachnology
Edited by F.H. FCOM and I. Coplan
The Mimralt, Mtlalt & Matariali SocMy, 1993
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capacity whan tha dlatillad aponga production baglna.
Aftar 40 yaara of alaoat axclualvaly ralylng on vacuum arc
malting, cold haarth malting, althar plaama or alactron baam,
haa amargad aa a vlabla production malt practlca. Thla naw
malt practlca la alraady quallflad for pramlum rotating grada
appllcatlona In gaa turblna applleatlona.
Thaaa changaa ara cartalnly dramatic In an Induatry which uaually undargoaa avolutlonary rathar than ravolutlonary changaa.
Couplad with othar ralatad davalopnanta, It la aaay to argua
that tha faca of tha worldwlda titanium Induatry will contlnua
to changa far mora rapidly than paat hlatory would auggaat.
II.«. IiMiMtry Hill rrodiiet (hlpwiti by lur mi
■art«* by Mrcvntaf* CIMJI«« Iras frier YMr
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MM
1»1
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H»J
1«M
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KM
H»7
KM
KM
1110
1971
K71
KT1
KM
K7>
111»
K77
K7I
H7»
i«to
1M1
KM
1H)
1M4
KM
KM
Ki7
KM
KM
K»
IM1

Soureat

0.1
0.1
1.1
l.i
J.»
t.l
• .4
1.1
7.«
1.1
11.4
11.4
10.•
14.4
14.7
34.0
37.J
31.«
11.4
11.0
33.4
31.1
31.0
14.4
11.1
34.4
10.«
41.4
44.3
»4.3
»1.0
14.4
11.»
44.4
44.3
41.7
44.4
44.7
»».1
11.0
14.1

140.0»
140.0«
14.3»
44.3«
111.3«
1.7«
- 40.7»
114.4«
17.4»
31.4»
].»»
- 4.4»
43.4»
31.4«
44.7»
- 3.»»
- 13.4»
14.0»
- 4.1»
- 33.4»
11.4»
14.4«
30.1»
- 10.1»
- 4.0»
7.1»
14.4»
11.1»
17.1»

- ».»»

- 34.3»
- 11.4»
41.1»
1.4«
- 4.7«
7.0«
11.4«
10.4«
- ».4«
- 14.1»
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1441
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1441
1444
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1444
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1441
1440
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1443
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1444
147«
1444
1473
1471
1440
14M
14»«
147«
144»
1441
1444
1474
144«
14U
Kl»
1444
1444
1444
1443
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1.3
14.3
14.4
33.»
11.4
21.4
11.1
«1.7
34.0
10.4
34.4
S1.0
S3.0
37.]
0.3
«4.3
11.4
4.«
44.«
10.4
»».1
«4.3
44. T
31.1
34.0
•4.3
4.3
3.4
]«.«
14.7
11.4
11.4
«l.t
«1.«
14.«
1.4
34.0
4.1
7.4
0.4
3.2

-

M.74
14.34
30.3«
31.44
13.4«
13.0«
10.1«
4.7«
4.1«
4.4«
4.0«
».4»
9.4»
3.4»

»

1.4»
].»»
1.7«
7.0«
7.1«
10.4«
11.1«
11.4«
13.4«
14.4«
17.1«
17.4«
14.3«
30.1«
31.««
31.4«
14.0«
14.4»
43.1»
41.44
44.3»
44.74
111.3«
114.44
1S0.0«
140.0»

U.S. •ur»«u of Mliwi

tlM Matarlala
Productlon/Caoaeltv Statlatlea. Tabla II provldaa a aumnary of world
aponga capacity from 1981-1991. Ovarall, world-wlda capacity changad vary
littla ovar that apan, ranging from 227 N-lba In 1981 to 263 M-lba In 1984
and 1990 - a modaat 15% changa ovar tha antlra parlod. Howavar, tha
pla-chart In rigura la ahowa tha 1990 braakdown by country, with Pigura lb
ahowlng tha projactad braakdown for 1992. Aa notad aarllar, Ruaala haa tha
largaat capacity, with Japan rankad aacond and tha U.S. third, avan furthar
bahlnd Japan with tha cloalng of tha Mil aponga plant. Olvan tha currant
aeonomlc anvlronmant In tha titanium Induatry, It la difficult to projact
much of any aubatantlal Incraaaa In capacity ovar tha ahort tarm. Tha only
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rABlE 11. - Morld SponM Cipiclty11'

'89

'90

'91

58.0

64.0

67.0

67.0

51.0

59.5

63.5

63.5

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

141.0

118.0

120.0

134.5

141.5

141.5

106.0

110.0

110.0

115.0

115.0

115.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

257.0

253.0

234.0

236.0

255.5

262.5

262.5

Capicttv (ni-lb»)

'81

'82

'83

'84

'85

'86

'87

U.S.

61.0

67.0

67.0

67.0

65.0

61.0

56.0

Japan

60.0

7J.0

75.0

75.0

69.0

69.0

51.0

8.0

11.0

U.O

11.0

11.0

11.0

Subtotal

129.0

149.0

153.0

153.0

145.0

Ruaala (C.I.S.)

92.0

100.0

100.0

104.0

106.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

227.0

255.0

259.0

263.0

Europe

China

Total

Sourcaa:(l>

Titanium Statlitlcal Ravlaw: 1981-1990 Publlthad by U.S. Tltanlua Davalopaant
Aaaoclatlon (1991 Valuta Eattaatad).

■ddad capacity known by th« author to b« undar conatructlon at thla time
(othar than tha TIMET diatlllation facility) la tha 24-call, roughly 7 M-lb
capacity, alactrolytlc plant balng conatructad In Tarnl, Italy by Olnatta
Torino Titanium. It ahould ba notad, howavar, that RMI dlacontlnuad Its
oparatlon of a alngla Glnatta pilot call In 1991.

WORLD SPONGE CAPACITY
8%

*$.*%

17.»%
|llUttlA

43.i%

E] CHINA

4.2%
7.3%

QjAMN
2.3%

2.6%

24.2%

1991
262.5 M-lb«.

2«.i%

UlUROH

1992 PROJECTED
245.5 M-lb».

rlgura la and lb - Parcantaga Braakdown of World Sponga Capacity.
Tablaa III and IV Hat tha aponga production atatlatlca aa a parcantaga of
ovarall capacity for tha U.S. and Japan raapactlvaly. Thla data ahowa tha
hlatorlcal "boom-buat" eycla that haa plaguad tha titanium induatry for ao
long (Saa alao Tabla I). In tha U.S., aponga production aa a function of
capacity rangad fron 41.6% to 86.9« whlla Japanaaa capacity utilisation
rangad from 31.1% to 91.2%.
Sinca tha aaroapaca induatry (military plus coanarcial) typically accounta
for wall ovar half of titanium eonaumption, it is ganarally fait that
axpanalon into non-aaroapaca (induatrial) markats will laaaan tha cyclical
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TAKE III. - U.S. Production St«tUttci(1)
'83

'8*

'85

'86

'87

'88

'8»

'90

'91(2)

Spongt Production
(•-lb»)

27.9

48.7

46.5

34.8

39.4

49.1

55.6

54.4

29.5

Z of Capiclcy

41.6

72.7

71.5

57.0

70.4

84.6

86.9

81.2

44.0

'81

'82

Ingot Production
(■-lbs)

92.4

53.1

52.9

80.0

70.8

70.2

74.4

85.7

91.0

81.1

54.9

I of Capacity

92.5

45.2

41.7

57.1

50.6

50.1

50.6

58.3

61.9

54.2

37.1

Scrap Conauaad
(«-lb«)

29.6

17.0

20.3

31.1

29.4

33.0

36.1

39.8

38.8

33.0

25.1

Z of Ingot
Production

32.0

32.0

38.4

38.9

37.3

47.0

48.5

46.4

42.6

40.7

45.7

'84

-85

'86

'87

'88

'89

'90

'91

TA1LE IV. - Japanaa« Production 5t>tl»tlc«(l)
'81

'82

'83

Spong« Production

54.7

37.1

23.3

33.9

49.1

32.1

22.2

36.1

47.0

36.5

: of Capacity

91.2

52.2

31.1

45.2

71.2

46.5

43.5

70.7

79.0

89.0

Sourcas:("Tltanlua Statlatlcal
Ravlaw: 1981-1990 Publlahad by U.S. Tltanlua Davalopaant
Aaaoclatlon and '2'l991 Hlnaral Industry Survays, U.S. 8uraau of Hlnas.
Fsbruary 28, 1992.
natura of tha Induatry. Much affort !■ bainq axpandad to davalop auch
aarkata. For axampla, tha autoootiva markat la conaldarad a strong
eandidata for a naw tnduatrlal markat for titanium-1"5 Since coat ia ovarwhalmingly tha kay drivar in thia markat, apacial low coat titanium alloys
hava baan davalopad for thia markat. Daido* haa davalopad a fraa-machining
alloy grada to halp raduca tha high machining coata in connacting rod
manufaetura. TIMBT has davalopad' a low coat aubatituta for TI-6A1-4V for
uaa in axhauat valvaa and/or connacting rods. Such afforta hopafully will
not only laad to applicationa in tha automotiva arana but also in othar
non-aaroapaea applicationa aa wall.
Ultra-Hicrh Purity Ttfntum. Although it ia vary small comparad to tha
convantional markata for titanium aponga, thara is a ataadily incraaaing
markat for ultra-high purity titanium for uaa on intagratad circuita for
tha alactronica industry. Mithin thia markat aagmant, purity lavala ara
oftan rafarrad to aa 4-9^ (99.99%), 4-9'B, 7 (99.997), S-g's (99.999%)
ate... but only matallics ara conaidarad in this figura. For axampla, a
4-9^ product haa laas than 100 ppm (total) of all tramp matallics (Fa, Hi,
Cr, Al, V, Mn...) but could contain savaral hundrad ppm of intaratitiala
such aa oxygan, nitrogan, ate. Currently, tha markat for thia product is
moving from about 99.993 (4-9^, 3) towarda a S-9'8 product. Mhila the
U.S. markat ia only roughly in tha 15,000 to 20,000 lba/yr range, the
ultra-high purity product comraanda a aignificantly higher price than convantional aponga.
The high purity product ia moat often produced by a molten aalt electrorefining similar to the procesa cited by the U.S. Bureau of Minee.8'9
Special attention ia paid to all proceasing ataps thru malting in order to
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raduc« tramp contamination. Soma racant patant»10»11 ralatinq to Improved
production mathoda hava baan iaauad during the laat few years.

jaiUaa
Cold Hearth Maltingi Arguably the moat dramatic prograaa in the malting
arena over the laat aeveral yaara haa baan the emergence of the cold hearth
melting proceaa aa a production tool. There are two typaa of cold hearth
furnacaa currently being uaed - thoae which uae electron beam guns for
malting (BB) and thoae which uae plasma torchea (Plasma). Table V lists
some of the pro'a and con'a of each type of furnace. Perhaps the moat
aignlficant drawback to the EB furnace ia the evaporative loss of high
vapor preaaure elements such aa aluminum and chromium. On the other hand,
the plasma procaas haa limited hydrogen removal capability and a more
turbulent pool. Alao shown in this table ia the poorer melting power
efficiency of theae processes compared to VAR, eatablishing these processes
as higher cost melting practices. However, both processes appear to be
very effective in their primary function - removing potential dafecta.
TABLE V. - Compariaon of Malting Svatema
E.B.

ttld H«a^h
Evaporative Loss
Hydrogen Removal
Power Consumption (KHH/kg)
Loose Feed Capability
Sponge Feed Capability
Furnace Cost/Lb Capacity
Maintenance Cost
HD I Removal
LDI Removal

yes
Yes
2.4
yes
Limited
Highest
High

yes
Very Good

Plaama

Sfilfl Hfftfth
NO
Limited

3.0
yea
100%
High
High

VÄB
No
Yes
1.0
Limited
100«
Moderate
Moderate

Yes

No

Very Good

Limited

Although aeveral production "in-apec" heata of Ti-6A1-4V were produced by
1988,i? it waa the tragic United 232 incident at Sioux City in July of 1969
that significantly accelerated efforts to employ this process on a
production basis. The initiation site for the crack which ultimately led
to the fan diac failure in the United 232 incident waa found to be
associated with an undissolved burnt sponge particle, otherwise known as a
Type I low density inclusion (LDI). Such burned sponge particles, when
high enough in nitrogen content, do not melt during the melting process and
hence muat be diasolved by the molten pool. For a given particle size,
there is a critical residence time in the molten pool (at a given
temperature) which muat be exceeded before the particle will be dissolved.
The advantage, and hence utility, of the cold hearth melting process is
that the time material apends in the hearth - known as residence time - is
independent of power supplied to the hearth. Thus, as opposed to VAR
melting, residence time in the molten pool is theoretically infinitely
variable. It is felt that the cold hearth process should be capable of
diaaolving or trapping "all* potential LDI formers. In addition, the
hearth haa been ahown to be essentially 100% effective13'14 in trapping
other high melting, high density defects (such as tungsten particles) known
as HDI's (high density inclusions). Because of the well established
benefits of this process in terms of "eliminating" LDI'a and HDI's some
engine producers are now specifying hearth melted material for critical
component manufacture.
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As would be axpactad with auch a ralatlvaly naw procasa, thara ara still
some unanswered questions regarding cold hearth melting:
a)

Doea hearth malting remove 100% of LOT'a and, If so, can designers
actually take advantage of thla? Thia leada to a related Issue
about NDI and the ability to verify a "defect free" condition.

b)

la there a difference between plasma vs. IB melted quality?

c)

Is it necessary to VAR after hearth melting? Today, all hearth
melted material is subsequently VAR processed.

d)

What about the economica of hearth melting In general (hearth vs.
VAR) and EB va plasma?

Since most rotating gas turbine engine components ara daaignad on the basis
of low cycle fatigue and operate at very high stresses (hence have
relatively small critical flaw sizes), the clean ingot technology could have
a major impact on the design/service life of such components. However,
airframe structuraa which generally operate at lower stresses and are
designed for crack growth (ie. damage tolerance) are less likely to be
affected by such technology. As a reault, the large engine producera
(principally OE) have spearheaded the efforts to bring this process to a
full production atatus. They have Incorporated this melting process into
their specifications and continue to work on improvements and a better
understanding of the proceaa.
An example of the on-going efforts is the current A.F. sponsored
program1* being conducted by G.E. to "establish the hearth melt 'only'
procesaes and procedures for preparation of premium quality alloys for gaa
turbine engine components". Today all hearth melted material ia given a
final VAR step. The A.F./O.E. program la evaluating elimination of the
final VAR melt step.
One of the principle techniques to be used in the A.F./G.E. program will be
to seed the Ingots with a high number of artificial seeds (nitrlded sponge
partlclea) and aubsequently ultraaonically inspect (01) the product as
billet and bar. It should be noted that the product can only be pronounced
as 'clean' as the UI capability. From a conaervative deaign standpoint,
one could only aasume a defect sice equivalent to (or slightly below) that
to which the material can be inspected. This has brought to bear a
considerable amount of effort into Improved UI capability.
It is also Important to note that cold hearth melting is being applied
to non-aerospace or non-premium grade product. In such cases, hearth
melting la strictly driven by economica wherein low cost forms of scrap are
recycled thru the hearth, typically at a much faster melt rate than premium
grade product. In theae instances, up to 100% scrap (auch as turnings) can
be recycled.
Pine Soonoe. At the 1988 International Conference, J. Hall15 reported on a
U.S. Patent16 which disclosed the method of rendering sponge partlclea
"finer" than normal In order to facilitate the dissolution of undesirable
LDI formers. There ara two key variables in determining the time required
for diaaolutlon of a particlei
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a)

Particle «ize

b)

Diaaolutlon rate (dependent on molten pool temperature, chemistry,
stirring...)

The fine sponge process takes advantage of a smaller particle size to
promote particle dissolution. By shearing and screening processes, the
largest sponge particle, and hence potential LDI former, can be substantially reduced. TIMET implemented the fine sponge process for VAR in
1988 by reducing the maximum sponge particle size from about Bmm dia. to
3.4mm dia. This change in particle size has contributed to roughly an
8-fold reduction in LDI incidence rate. Such an improvement was
demonstrated over a production run of over 5 million pounds of product.
A logical extension of this development could be the combining of the cold
hearth melting process with the fine sponge approach. The benefit might
not only be greater assurance of LDI dissolution but also economic savings.
The finer particles will require less residence time and hence a faster
melt rate could be used. Using the relationships cited by Hall15, wherein
the time to dissolve a cylindrical particle is proportional to the square
of its radius, halving of the particle size reduces the dissolution time by
a factor of four.
Computer Modelling of VM> and Hearth Melting. The vacuum arc remelting
processes is very complex. There are many variables which can affect ingot
quality from the standpoint of homogeneity, and soundness. Such variables
can also affect product yield thru their impact on grain structure and
surface quality. It is usually difficult and very expensive to adequately
quantify the effects of the numerous melting variables such as voltage,
current, stirring, etc... In order to more efficiently evaluate these
effects, computer modelling of the VAR process has been developed. Such a
modal is discussed by J. R. Faber17 in a recent publication. Faber begins
by showing the correlation of the model vs. prior published data in
predicting molten pool depths as a function of melt rate (power). He then
shows the excellent correlation between actual thermal measurements on an
instrumented crucible wall during a production VAR melt vs. the model
predictions. Having established the validity of the model, he then goes on
to show how the model can be used to predict segregation tendency in a
difficult to melt alloy (Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al) by combining the Tiller Equation16
with the model's predicted temperature gradients and solidification rates.
By the Tiller Equation, it is shown that dendritic freezing and microsegregation are avoided whent
0DL & ie, -MCddi)

TT

k

where G - thermal gradient at the liquid interface; DL ■ diffusivity of the
solute (Fe in the case of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al) in the liquid; V • freezing
velocity of the interface. These values on the left-hand aide of the
equation are melting variables (DL is affected by stirring). The variables
on the right-hand side are a function of the solute element of interest: H
- slope of the liquidus at the melting point; C • solute content in the
liquid away from the interface and k • partitioning coefficient (ratio of
solidus content vs. liquidus content). By rearranging the terms.
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Tlllar Factor - ggt, k
< j ,
VMC(l-k)
Pabar uaaa tha Tillar factor to datarmlna if aagra^atlon can ba avoidad
(la. aagragation la avoidad if tha Tillar factor ia laaa than ona).
Sinca tha malting variablaa can ba calculatad by tha nodal, and tha
matarial variablaa can ba approximatad from binary phaaa diagrana, ona can
uaa tha nodal to pradict tha impact of malting variablaa on aagragation
tandancy and tharaby daaign a auitabla malt practica which avoid! tha
aagragation.
Such modalling can ba uaad to aolva a variaty of malting problana. For
axanpla, poat-malt tharmal gradianta can ba altarad by malt practica in
auch a way ao aa to minimita or aliminata cracking of brittla ingota euch
aa alpha-two or gamma titanium aluminidaa. Alao, tha modalllng procaaa can
ba uaad to pradict raaidanca tima/tamparatura profilaa for diaaolution of
burnad aponga particlaa which can laad to low danaity incluaioni (LOI'a).
Tha modalling tachniqua can alao ba uaad to atudy haarth malting aa wall.
It ia claarly a vary powerful and uaaful tool which will continue to evolve
aa damanda on malting quality become more atringant.
Scrap Reevela
DOSS Procaaa. RMI Titanium Co. (J. L. Fiaher) diacloaea a "procaaa for
deoxidizing refractory metala auch aa titanium which contain laaa than
about one percent oxygen" in two recent patenta19»20. Tha procaaa ia
referred to aa tha DOSS (Ce-fixldation in the solid State) proceaa. It ia
intended to be uaad on aaction aisea laaa than about 4.7mm (.185") in
thicknaea, typically for powder, chipa, turninga, aheet or foil. The
proceaa conaiata aaaantially of the following atapa:
a)

Placing tha "high" oxygen material (typically .2 to .3% oxygen) in a
container with about ona tenth by weight aa much deoxidizer plua
carrier. The preferred deoxidizer ia calcium and the preferred
carrier ia aodium. Tha calcium to aodium ratio ia about Ii4 to 1:10.

b)

Heating tha combined aubatancai to roughly 900*C to 1000'c under
vacuum or inert gaa for 2 to 12 hra.

c)

Diatilling off tha carrier (optional)

d)

After cooling the product to room temperature, cruahing if naceaaary
then acid leaching, rinaing and drying.

Tha patenta cite examplea wherein aanplea originally containing .2 to .3«
oxygen are reduced to about .025 to .055% level«. Thus, oxygen ia commonly
lowered by roughly 65% to «lightly over 90% in aoma caaaa.
A aimilar procaaa for oxygen removal from "bulk" titanium ia alao ahown by
Okabe atal21 in which they employed calcium plua CaCl2 flux. They reported
reductiona in oxygen from 800 to 1200 ppm down to leaa than 100 ppm (30 to
90 ppm) by expoaing email croaa-aaction titanium «ample« to the Ca ♦ Caclj
mixture in the temperature range of 900'C to 1000*0 for 24 to 60 hra. This
proceaa ia aaaantially that cited by Roatron22 in 1958. In that caae,
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Rottron wa« using th« calcium daoxidation as a aacond raduction «tap
following a primary stap which waa incapabla of ranoving anough oxygan.
Tha utility of thaaa daoxidation procaaaaa ia, aa usual, dcivan by
aconomica. If tha cost of titanium scrap (ag. turnings) plus tha cost of
daoxidation is lass than that of virgin matariala (sponga + mastar alloy),
than tha procaaa can ba viabla. This aaaumaa, of coursa, that tha
daoxidisad matarial can ba maltad and procassad on an aquivalant cost basis
as tha virgin matarial.
Primary Procaasino
Procaaaina Windows. Ona of tha kay's to producing a high quality mill
product auch as asrospaca quality billat or bar ia tha ability to produce a
fina uniform macroatructura as strly in tha convaraion procaas as possible.
Sinca an as-caat ingot contains not only vary coaraa grains but also a wide
range of grain aizea and morphologies, it is usually a primary objective of
the early ingot convaraion steps to induce recryatallitation in order to
refine the grain eise and produce a uniform grain else. Failure to do so
properly can result in unacceptable product containing undesirable defects
such aa strain induced porosity (S.I.P.), continuoua grain boundary alpha,
blocky alpha, etc..
In order to provide for complete and uniform recryatallication,
proceaaing windowa23 auch as that shown schematically in Figure 2 are being
used. While it is readily apparent in thia figure that work conducted
below the beta tranaua is very effective in driving complete recrystallisation, ona doee not alwaya have that option available. For example,
metastabla beta alloya and beta rich alpha-beta alloys have auch low beta
tranaua values and high flow stresses at the aubtranaus temperatures, it is
often impossible to effectively use subtransus work to drive recrystallization. Evan in alloya with higher beta tranaua valuea, section size
requirements often preclude the use of subtransus work. In such cases,
work above the beta transus temperature muat ba uaad to drive
recryatallization.
The schematic in Figure X shows that, for a given amount of work, there is
an optimum combination of work temperature and anneal temperature in order
to provide complete recryatallization. Usually, it is desirable to drive
recryatallization at as low a temperature as poaaible in order to keep
grain eise aa fine aa poaaible.

I
PARTIAL REX.

NO REX.

PROCESSING TEMP.
Figure 2 - Schematic repreaantation of a Processing Window for a given
amount of applied strain (work).
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Thin philosophy of properly controlling thamonachanlcal processing (TMP)
variables to control recrystallisation is not linited to ingot conversion
practices. A recent patent by Bhowal2* etal. discloses a similar concept
used in the production of fine grained titanium forgings. By this method,
isothermally beta forged components are held in the isothermal dies for a
sufficient time to allow recrystallitation to occur.
The Next Four Years..
Driven by product quality and/or production cost demands, and with work
currently directed in these areas, it seems rather straightforward to
pradict some of the areas whsre significant progress will be made over the
next four years:
a)

Low Cost snonoe Production. It has long been a goal within the
industry to reduce production costs by employing a continuous sponge
making process instead of the current batch processes. Recent
patents'5-27 in this area suggest that substantial progress will be
made over the next few years, although Implementation of a production
facility would appear to be several years away.

b)

Improved Ultrasonic Inspection. With the improved quality derived from
efforts such as cold hearth melting and "fine sponge", there is now
tremendous pressurs on the non-destructive inspection community to
improve overall capability. It is difficult from a design standpoint
to take advantage of 'clean" material unless there is a method of
verifying its quality. We can expect not only improvements in the
inspection instrumentation itself, but also enhancements in the
materials inspactability thru controlled thermomechanical processing.

c)

Cold hearth melting will sse a significant advancement in the
development and implementation of sensors specifically designed for the
process. Sensors which can measure molten pool temperature and depth
(volume) will be ussd to vsrify residence time in the hearth. Also,
particularly for the E.B. systems, real time analytical ssnsors will
determine pool chemistries in order to be able to adjust alloy contsnt
to accommodate evaporative losses.

d)

Metal Matrix Composites. With the extensive research now on-going
relative to metal-matrix composites, especially very high temperature
composites, novel methods are emerging28'29 for production of low
cost foils as «nil as low cost methods of coating fibers directly.
The viability of many advanced engines and airframe structurss ssems
to be intimately linked to development of these advanced composites.

All things considered, the next four years appear to be shaping up as a
period of adjustment to the recent changes, highlighted by progress
resulting from the changes.
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Estimating Domestic Titanium Requirements
For the MTs
Richard L. Fisher
RMI Titanium Company
1000 Warren Avenue, Nile», Ohio, USA
Abstract
The U.S. Bureau of Mines publishes quarterly reviews of production statistics for
titanium. Data obtained from this Mineral Industry Survey has been compiled Into a
titanium raw materials model. This model Is based upon data developed over the past
three decades. Mill shape production rates are used to estimate end product and
scrap generation rates. Average market growth rates were computed using five year
Increments. Future market growth rate has been estimated by regression analysis of
this data. Comparisons are made between anticipated sponge metal needs and
installed sponge capacity. Trends In scrap inventory levels are predicted from the
model. This paper discusses the development of this model at RMI Titanium Company
and presents one potential market growth scenario based upon a historical market
growth estimate.
introduction
Commercial titanium production began In 1948. Demand for products manufactured
from titanium has been cyclic and varies In a cycle approximately ten years In length.
The greatest demand for titanium is in aerospace applications. Alloys of the metal are
particularly well suited for use in the engines and alrframes of modem jet aircraft.
Periodic Increases in the demand for titanium have occurred during the build up of
commercial airliner fleets and acquisition of large numbers of modem jet aircraft by the
military. A second major market area makes use of titanium's excellent corrosion
resistance In a variety of industrial applications.
Demand for titanium for Industrial applications has Increased steadily since 1965 when
this market area experienced rapid growth from a base level of about three-quarters
of a million pounds per year. Since 1967, industrial markets have shown an average
growth rate of about 2.6% per year. Two significant "accelerated" demand cycles
occurred as a result of shortages which occurred during the late 1970's and 1980's.
These "growth spikes" both occurred when large demands in aerospace markets
triggered raw materials shortages and extended delivery times for mill product shapes.
Expansions of sponge production capacity during the late 70's and 80's satisfied these
short term raw materials requirements.

Titanlufli '92
Sewn« and Ttchnology
Edifed by f H. Fro« and I. Coplor
Tlw Minwali, M«tali & MaHiol» SacMy, 1993
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The U.S. Bureau of Mines has published an excellent review covering distribution of
titanium raw materials, ingot, mill products and scrap for the 1960's.(1) This review
contains production and inventory statistics compiled from reports Issued quarterly by
the U.S. Department of Commerce.(2) A study detailing scrap utilization In titanium
production was contained in a report published In 1975. (3)
Similar data summaries covering periods from 1978'.: .rough 1991 were published by
the Bureau of Mines and complied by the Titanium Development Association (TDA).
(4) Data estimating titanium utilization (buy to fly ratios) for aerospace applications was
obtained from a study published in 1983 for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. (5)
In 1985. data from all available sources was compiled into a computer model which
was used to track and predict changes in domestic scrap supplies. (6) The original
Bureau of Mines tabular model was used as a basis to upgrade the original scrap
model to reflect current market distributions. In early 1991, this model was modified
to provide capabilities for estimating market trends, raw materials needs, and scrap
inventories. The model can be used to estimate mill products requirements and raw
materials needs for a range of aerospace and industrial market growth assumptions.
Development of the Model
The RMI Titanium Company raw materials model was based upon a titanium scrap
flow diagram developed in 1975. A tabular summary of data covering the period from
1960 through 1969 is included as Table I. This summary provides an excellent review
of production data, but does not include scrap inventory data for the period.
Information compiled by the TDA was used to expand this tabulation to include data
for the period from 1978 to 1984. (2) Other sources were used to develop data for
periods between 1970 and 1977. Data published by the Bureau of Mines in reviews
are annualized and posted into the model quarterly. (4)
Lag times were built into the model to account for shipping and conversion schedules.
Mill products shipped in 1983 are assumed to be converted into final products and
swap during 1984. In the original version of the model, predictions of scrap usage
were estimated from five year running averages of historical data. Similar techniques
were used to generate estimates for imports and exports. Prediction of future mill
product needs were based upon marketing estimates.
Additional categories have been added to the original Bureau of Mines data table to
handle more Input and recycle loops. Discrete categories were added for sponge
capacity, sponge imports, scrap import and export data and scrap recycle to the
system from used end products. Conversion ratios for mill products are estimated from
a ratio of aerospace to industrial markets. The original model was useful for predicting
trend changes in scrap inventory, either Increases or decreases in level. See Figure
1. Changes in scrap inventories could be directly associated with future scrap
availability, price and sponge production needs.
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Figure 1 - Original Scrap Inventory Model
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Improvement of the Model
In late 1990, an Internal review of domestic scrap markets was completed. (6) This
review showed that scrap inventories would begin increasing during 1991. The study
also Indicated that a market turndown might occur during the next year. See Figure 3.
Since industry market estimates for 1991 showed continuing high demand, the
significance of this trend was not realized. The unusual results were inconsistent with
accepted market projections. The model was expanded to include better forecasting
capabilities for mill product market needs. Data was obtained for historical market
growth for the period from 1960 through 1990. This data was averaged in five year
Intervals.
These averages were evaluated statistically to generate a best fit equation.
equation was logarithmic and of the form:
y = 0.38247 - 0.1040794 * Ln (x)

This

(1)

where x equals the time increment In years from a base year, 1960. This equation is
shown graphically in figure 2 together with the actual data points.
Evaluation of historical market growth data by strict mathematical methods infers that
traditional markets have matured. Periodic spikes in demand have been the result of
high growth rates caused by short term demand for military aircraft and wide bodied
commercial jets. An average market growth rate for the 1990's estimated from
historical growth rates is estimated to be 1.43%.
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Figure 2: Historical Titanium Market Growth Rate Curve
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The raw materials model was updated In early 1991 during an economic study of scrap
usage and availability. The model predicted the domestic mill products market,
including castings, would be approximately 36.5 million pounds in 1991. Data from this
evaluation is shown graphically in Figure 3.
Figure 3 - Raw Materials Model Estimates, February 1991
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This estimate was based upon a titanium market growth rate of 3.0% for the 1990's.
This value was consistent with average growth rates during the 1980 era. The goal
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of the study was to estimate scrap availability rather than to predict mill product
shipments during 1991. Therefore, little significance was given to the market estimate
until later in the year when the mill products markets deteriorated, it was recognized
that the raw materials model had predictive power and could be used to estimate future
raw materials needs for various market growth assumptions.
Market data for the period between 1960 and 1991 was separated Into the discrete
market areas of commercial aviation, military aviation and Industrial applications.
These markets areas were adjusted by applying individual growth rates. Growth was
adjusted to the average 1.43% value obtained from statistical evaluation of historical
growth data. These major market areas were adjusted as shown in Table 11.
Table II - Assumed Growth Rates for Titanium Markets
Historical Statistical Evaluation
Market

Acsa

Commercial Aerospace
Military Aerospace
Industrial Applications
Weighted Average

Share
%

Growth
%

59%
18%
24%

2.00%
-1.30%
2.05%
1.43%

These values were then used in the model to estimate titanium requirements for the
decade ending in the year 2000. Sponge requirements and scrap inputs were
computed based upon estimated final product needs. A tabular summary of this model
Is included as Table III. These results are shown graphically In Figure 4.
Figure 4 - Mill Products Estimate for the 1990's with Derived Growth Rate
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Conclusions
Titanium market growth rates can be estimated from an evaluation of historical data.
Evaluations indicate that traditional markets have matured and the rate of market
growth in these areas will continue to decrease during the next decade. Reductions
in military aerospace spending and a severe economic recession caused an abrupt
drop in demand for titanium in 1991.
Use of industry indicators such as inventories, backlogs, and estimated market growth
rates permit estimations of raw materials needs to be made. Evaluation from this
model indicate that the domestic industry can support a scrap recycle level up to about
43 percent of ingot production. United States sponge capacity appears to be adequate
to supply estimated domestic market needs through the late 1990's.
Future Increases in market growth rate depend upon the development of new uses for
titanium. This growth potential is most likely in industrial applications. Moderate
growth In this area will not drastically impact future mill products needs. Conversion
yield for mill shapes Into end products is high for most industrial applications. Since
market growth is really in end products, mill shape needs will grow more slowly for
industrial uses than for aerospace or defense applications.
Raw materials models are easily modified to reflect any projected market growth rate
estimate. A model of this type provides a convenient tool for predicting raw materials
needs and for forecasting market trends.
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LEACHING OF ILMENITE WITH SULFURIC ACID-THIOUREA SOLUTIONS
Francisco J. Tavera, Sandra L. Briblesca, Eugenia S. Contreras
Institute de Investigaciones MetalGrgicas
Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolas de Hidalgo
Morelia, Mich., 58000 MSxico.

ABSTRACT
The dissolution of ilmenite in sulfuric acid-thiourea solutions has been examined experimentally under controlled acid con
centration, particle size and temperature conditions. The temperature range of the experiments was 303 - 353 K. The reaction —
system was analyzed under acid concentration of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 —
and 2.0 N. Particle size varied between 38 and 250 microns. Expe
riments have shown that the rate of dissolution increased with increasing temperature, acid concentration and specific ore surface. The arrhenius activation energy was found to be 32.3 KJ —
per mole. The experimental work has shown that the addition of thiourea in the leachant increases, markedly, the recovery of ti
tanium and the rate of ilmenite dissolution as compared with sul
furic acid-ilmenite leaching systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Ilmenite is an important source of titanium in the world —
which can be treated for metal extraction and for pigmento too.
Extensive studies on the dissolution of ilmenite in acid media have been conducted to determine the behaviour of leaching sys—
terns. In general, experimental results have shown that the rateof ilmenite dissolution in acid media is increased with increa—
sing acid concentration and temperature
It has been observed that the reactivity of ilmenite in sulfuric
acid media increases as the natural weathering of the ore is increased (1) . Experimental results have shown that the rate of ilmenite dissolution in sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid is strongly affected when acid concentration increases from 0.03 to
1.0 M and temperature increases from 313 to 363 K (2).
It was observed the dissolution behaviour of ilmenite in sulfuric
acid leachants where acid concentration varied between 4.7 to —
12.5 M and temperature was varied in the range 338 to 358 K (3) ;
it was pointed out that the reaction was indicated to be controled by a chemical process at the mineral surface.
The effect of temperature, particle size, stirring speed and a—
cid concentration on the rate of dissolution of ilmenite in sulfuric acid media was studied (4); it has been found

that the --

leaching of ilmenite at temperature between 361 and 388 K is des
cribed by a surface chemical reaction limiting.

(5) ; the kinetic data of the leaching of ilmenite-hematite has been explained in terms of a complex geometrical relationship.
The leaching of powdered ilmenite ore with highly concentrated hydrochloric acid was studied (6), where acid concentration wasvaried between 11.3 to 11.6 M, over the temperature range 303 to
333K. At temperature of 303 to 323 K, the leaching of ilmenite has been explained in terms of a surface chemical reaction. At temperatures of 323 to 333 K, the rates were limited by difu
ssion of dissolved metal ions through a residual layer of the —
ore.
Leaching of ilmenite was studied at temperatures between 323 to2,241

353 K in hydrochloric solutions (7); it was found that the rateof dissolution was initially rapid, then declined, apparently —
due to the polymerization and transport of dissolved titanium —
within the porous solid.
The present experimental work has been intented to study the e—
ffect of addition of thiourea in the dissolution behaviour of i].
menite in sulfuric acid media.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials.
the ilmenite sand used in this study was obtained from the Mi- choacSn shore (Mexico). This sand has 11.5 wt % of Ti02. The che
micals used in this work are of analytical grade.
Apparatus and Procedure.
Sand particles less than 38 microns were prepared by grinding of
the original sand. The experiments were carried out in a glass reactor in a cosnstant temperature bath. The glass reactor was sealed from the atmosphere by means of a glass cover which had four openings in order to fit a vapour condenser, an air lance,a thermometer and a sampling tube.
Leaching experiments were conducted in the temperature range 303
to 353 X.
The glass reactor was filled with 500 ml of sulfuric acid- thi
ourea solution, with the desired acid concentration, and heateduntil the experimental temperature was reached; at this point 2greuns of ilmenite sand were added into the reaction system and the experiment began. Leaching solutions contained 10 grcuns of thiourea per liter.
The kinetics of the experiment was followed by taking samples of
5 ml from the experimental solution at given periods of time.
Experimental samples were analized in triplicate by both X-Ray fluorescence analysis (KEVEX 7000-77) and atomic absorption spec
trometry (Perkin-Elmer). Leaching solid residues were examined by X-Ray diffraction techniques (Philips).
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.
The dissolution of llmenlte In sulfurlc acid has been represented as the equation:
FeT103 + 4H+ - Tl+20 + Fe+2+ 2 H.O

(1)

and the oxidation of the ferrous specie,
Fe+2+ H+ + J 02 - Fe+3 + J HjO

(2)

Thlourea has been used for metal extraction in the leaching of some materials, to produce a metal-thiourea specie in solution in acid media (8-10). Thus, the addition of thlourea in the present reaction system can be represented as follows:
Fe Ti 03 + 2 SC (NH2)2 + 4 H+ - Ti 0 (SC (NH2)2)+1 + Pe+3+ 2H20 (3)
Which indicates that the increase in acid concentration will increase the amount of titanium in solution.
Figure 1 shows the fraction of leached titanium plotted as a
function of the experimental time. As it can be noted, dissolu—
tion rate increases clearly as the concentration of sulfurlc a—
cid is increased.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), shows the rate of reaction for the llmeni
te dissolution plotted as a function the acid concentration. The
experimental data have shown that the dissolution rate of llmeni
te in sulfurlc acid-thiourea media follows an exponential pa
ttern with respect to the change in the acid concentration. It can be seen that the rate of dissolution remains in a relative low value when acid concentration is low, however when acid concentration increases the rate of reaction for the llmenlte disso
lution Increases suddenly; this behaviour is more evident as tern
perature increases.
The reaction rate for the llmenlte dissolution under the present
experimental conditions can be expresed as follows:
T = 353 K: LnK - 2.5 C - 1.03
T « 323 K: LnK - 2.8 C - 4.35

,4

'

The most important feature In the present experimental results is that the addition of thlourea in the leaching solution re
suits in an increase in the llmenlte dissolution rate and high titanium recovery in solution compared with llmenlte leaching —
systems in sulfurlc acid solution (4); this effect is shown in Figure 3.
2,250

Effect of Particle Size.
The effect of particle size on the r^te of dissolution of ilmeni
te in sulfuric acid thiourea solution was analized at 353 K andsulfuric acid concentration 2.0 N. Figure 4 shows the experimental results for five different ilmenite particle size, 38, 100,127, 166 and 250 microns used here. It can be seen that the rate
of dissolution of ilmenite in the present experimental solutions
is affected by size of the particles. The recovery of titanium in solution and the rate of dissolution of ilmenite increase asparticle size decreases. Figure 5 shows the rate constant of lea
ching plotted as a function of particle size; it can be seen
that there is an exponential behaviour of the reaction system.
This fact is in according with the increase of the specific area
of the mineral.
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Fig.1.- Effect of acid concentration on the mole
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Effect of Temperature.
Ilmenite particles, 38 microns were leached in sulfuric acid
thiourea solutions, H2S04 2.0 N, at 303, 313, 323, 333, 343 and353 K. It has been observed that the dissolution of ilmenite in
the present leaching system is very much affected by temperature
as it can be seen in Figure 6, where the fraction of dissolved titanium is presented the experimental observations have shown that the ilmenite rate of dissolution increases very markedly as
the experimental temperature is increased.
The leaching results obtained for six different temperature areplotted in Figure 7 as the Arrhenius relationship; the apparentactivation energy value of 32:2 KJ per mole was calculated.
CONCLUSIONS.
The leaching of ilmenite sands in sulfuric acid media containing
additions of thiourea has been experimentally analized in termsof the effect of sulfuric acid concentration, particle size andtemperature. The following conclusions can be derived based on the experimental results.
1. The rate of dissolution of ilmenite in the experimental lea—
chants increases as temperature and acid concentration increa
se and as particle size decreases.
2. The apparent activation energy is 32.2 KJ per mole.
3.

The rate of dissolution of ilmenite in sulfuric acid-thiou—
rea solutions is higher than the dissolution rate of ilmenite in sulfuric acid solutions, as it has been compared withrecent experimental data.
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HID AND HDI DISSOLUTION DURING TITANIUM MELTING
PROCESSES
A. Mitchell and D.W. Tripp
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ABSTRACT

The computed temperature profiles which exist in the feed material and liquid metal pools during
Vacuum Arc Remelting (VAR), Electron Beam (EB) and Plasma Arc (PA) melting indicate that, for the ma
jority of
the removal of both HID and HDI material (including alloy additions) is a diffusion/solution
process. The rates of these processes depend critically on the process, and on the dissolving component The
practical aspects of process operation in regard to defect-free material are discussed paiticulariy as the proce
dures relate to the Uiemal regime. We conclude that defect-free alloys are a realistic aim and that the observed
dissolution rates, combined with buoyancy mechansims require hearth melting for full defect removal.
INTRODUCTION

Titanium alloys do not contain inclusions from the same mechanisms as those found in steels or supeialloys, since the requisite thermochemical conditions for their precipitation do not exist The tenn
"inclusion" in the context of titanium refers instead to what in steel tenninology would be an exogenous in
clusion, (i.e., a particle which has been trapped in the melt by accidental interaction with an external source of
contamination). Although titanium alloys have the reputation of being excellent solvents for almost any mate
rial. the solution processes take a finite time. Should this time be less than the process time at high tempera
ture. the particle will survive to become a potential source of concern in the mechanical behaviour of the alloy
in service. In practice, the inclusions which we observe
fall into two categories;
• "High Interstitial Defects" (HID)
• "High Density Inclusions'(HDI)
We will consider these two categories sepa
rately in the discussion below.

High Interstitial Defects

Figure 1.: Typical Hard-o Defect

At a relatively early stage in the progress of ti
tanium use it was observed that the material could
contain small areas of alpha-stabilized alloy, usually
associated with cracks or porosity and with a hardness
considerably in excess of the bulk material or the al
pha-phase of the bulk alloy. Subsequent analysis of
these areas showed that they contained high contents of
nitrogen, oxygen and carbon in various combinations(1.23). In the time frame of that woik, it was
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concluded that the ongin of the panicles was in contaminated utanium sponge. Subsequent studies have shown
that the panicles may come from many sources(4) including recycled scrap and the melting process itself.
Further studies(S) have also shown that the VAR process has only a limited capacity for dissolving the
partKles, partly because of the inherent dissolution rate and partly because of the finite nsk of a particle path
’shon<ircuiting'' the process whilst trapped in a convective flow. The particles have various physical forms
depending on their ongin but generally are of the form shown in Figure I.. with dimensions ranging between I
and 50 mm depending on the degree of deformauon dunng working.
The dissolution process for the particles in liquid titanium alloys has been studied by several workers(S.6,7) all of whom comment on the fact that it is a diffusion controlled process since the melting point of
the particles is above the process temperature for almost all of the exposure in VAR. The diffusion process is
evidently quite complicated since the particles can lose or gain alloy elements at the same ume as the dissolu
tion process is proceeding; a factor that greatly complicates the identification of their origin. The dissolution
process is found to follow the expected Arrhenius relationship for thermal activation, leading to a strong tem
perature dependence of the dissolution rate. Clearly a major factor in the survival of the particles in VAR is
that the ingot pool in the process contains very little superheat and the exposure time of the particle to high
temperature can be quite limited.
The rate of dissolution is difficult to measure with any accuracy since the expenment necessarily re
quires a definition of the composition and physical form of the particle. In this and previous work the dissolv
ing particle has been assumed to be equivalent to the "burnt sponge" composiuon, made synthetically by
nitnding sponge under controlled conditions. There is indirect evidence from production trials that particles
that contain higher contents of oxygen than the synthetic burnt sponge dissolve faster than the high nitrogen
particles, which would also be in agreement with the relation between the Ti - N and Ti - O phase diagrams. If
this IS the case then the dissolution rates used in these studies represent worse case rates.
The experimental results which have been obtained by dissolution studies of pure, monolithic TiN ap
pear to give approxunately the same dissolution rates as have been observed for artificully-nitrided sponge
particles(6). and which correlate well with the assumption that it is a diffusion-controlled process in which the
particle rapidly becomes isothermal with the surrounding titanium alloy and subsequently dissolves by the dif
fusion of nitrogen into the bulk alloy. The contents of nitrogen in typical HID material seldom exceed 8wt%.
but since the addition of even small amounts of nitrogen to titanium causes a substantial increase in the
melting point, it is unlikely that any HID composition will rielt in the VAR ingot pool and hence all of the
panicles will be removed by dissolution, rather than by melting. It is also worthy of note that in the case of
HID (and also of HDl) the contribuuon of the dissolved elements from the inclusion matenal to the bulk
analysis is extremely small and we
cannot, therefore, obtain useful in
formation about the dissoluuon proc
ess from the bulk analyses of the
alloy before and after melung.

High Density Inclusions

Figure 2A : WC/Ti botmdary (map master)

The most common sources of
high density inclusions arise in con
taminated scrap and are predomi
nantly chips from tool bits used in
machining parts or ingots. Modem
methods of scrap preparation and
inspecuon have essentially eliminated
this problem in premium grade tita
nium alloys, but the problem is still of
general interest in the manufacture of
CP titanium where the scrap prepara
tion and also the melung methods
may not be as rigorous as those
applied in the aerospace industry. The
most general types of HDI matenal
which ate found are tool-bits consist
ing of Co-bonded WC, or monolithic
WC. and also welding electrode ups
consisting of W with some small
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Figure 2B Ti X-Ray Map of HDI Shown in Figure lA
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addiuon of thoruL The Uuer maienal
behaves ui the same way as the case
of Nb considered below, but the dis
solution of the tool-bits is an interest
ing process involving both diffusion
and dissolution. The particle/alloy
boundary has the form shown in
Figure. 2 during the dissolution step,
in which we can see two distinct lay
ers between the bonded WC and the
liquid alloy. These layers correspond
to the phases that are to be expected
from the system Ti-W-C(8), namely
TiC(s) ♦ Ti-WO) alloy and a Ti-CWO) alloy. In the case of the cobaltbonded structure, the Co bond is re
placed very quickly at the stan of the
parucle-alloy contact, by liquid Ti
alloy. After less than 60 seconds of
contact time at 1800 C there was no
detecuble Co content in a Co bonded
tool-bit of Imm cube dimensions The
carbide bonding process involves
sufficient pafucle-particle contact that
the structure remains intact even after
the extracuon of the infiltrated cobalt,
and the dissoluuon process in the liq
uid alloy consists of the diffusion
reactions of the multilayer structure
shown in Figure 2. Expenmentally,
the dis!H>lution rate of Co-bonded WC
at 1700 C was found to be in the
range 0.03 - 0.05 g cm'^in *. Since
the available ume at high temperature
in the ingot pool is very small (the
1 mm cube falling in the centre would
reach the liquidus of a typKal
800 mm dia. CPTi ingot in I sec), the
HDI particles are seldom changed
significantly by the melung process,
and their absence in the final product
can only be assured by raw matenal
preparation and/or hearth melting.

A general problem still
remains in relauon to the dissolution
processes which are required in the
formauon of an alloy containing high
density, high melung-point elements.
With the advent of more alloys in this
category, particularly the beu-alloys.
Figure 2C : W X Ray Map of HDI Shown in Figure 2A
this problem will become more acute.
The technique which has been used
successfully for many years for in
troducing alloy elements such as Mo or V is that of first forming a master alloy with aluminium through
vanous types of aluminothermic reduction. This method is entirely satisfactory for those alloys in which we
can tolerate the necessary levels of Al (i.e. the alloys with significant alpha fracuon) It is however not
possible to use it hw the heu- iw near-beu alloys. In this latter case we have a very significant pracucal diffi
culty to dissolve the alloy elemenus and to homogeni/.e the alloy during melung. (It should he noted that solid-
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MMe diffuiion procetaes would require unieaioaably long timei at high lempeniure to provide ihe homogenizaboo of any of the uiclusian types studied.)
Although the practical aspecu of this problem have been known for some time, the disaohiiian rates
have not been studied. However, if we assume that the particle would have only a very small relative velocity
m the liquid, we may estimate the dissolution rales from a simple diffusion calculation (Appendix I). The re
sult demonstrates clrarly the practical difTiculty of making such an alloy, since the diffusion times required are
well beyond the capability of a single VAR melL We also see that this process is temperature sensitive, as
would be expected, and that from the point of view of accelerating the dissolution process elevated tempera
ture IS more effective than extended time In the following work we have chosen the example of Nb to illus
trate the solution process as it applies to the VAR system. Figure 3 illustrates txvo cases of melting conditions
for Nb 50 wt% Ti alloy, in which Nb particles in the electrode xrere observed to be in the one case preserved
and in the other case to be dissolved.
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Figure 3 : Computed Fool Frotiles ot Niobium Titanium Ingots Melted Using the VAR Process, ingot
Diameter is 52 cm. In (A) the Melt Rate was 6 kg/min and Particles 1000 )im in Diameter Were Dissolved. In
(B) the Melt Rate xvas 2.8 kg/min and the Particles Survived.
Stoke s Law was used to calculate the times taken for a 1000 |im particle to fall to the liqukhis. In the
case of ingot 2 (Figure 3B). in which the particles survived, a particle would have take 0.63 seconds to settle
through a stagnant liquid. In ingot I (Figure 3A), where no niobium particles were found, a similar particle
takes almost 0.9 seconds to do the same. According to Appendix I. neither of these times allow for the com
plete dissolution of a niobium particle at the temperatures indicated in Figure 3. Consequently some factor
associated with the higher melt rate and the higher temperatures present in ingot one must explain the removal
of niobium particles from that ingot.

piscusaoM
The removal of HID from the melting system rests on two essential features; the elimination of "shon
- circuit' paths, and the application of a sufficient lime/temperature parameter for dissolution. As has been
pointed out in the literature, a fundamental weakness of the VAR system is the intrinsic presence of a direct
link from the electrode to the ingot pool, leading to the conclusion that VAR will not be able to provide the inpnnciple guarantee of HID removal. It is this factor which has lead to the advent of hearth melting, either by
electron beam or plasma, but even in these processes it is still necessary to pay detailed attention in the furnace
design to the prevention of the short-circuit mechanism.

UM

The work detailed above offers an indication of the time/lemperature relationship required to dissolve
HID and it is notable that although the ingot pool in the VAR process does not provide a large superheated
volume, the droplets falling from the electrode may be highly superheated for the short time of transit across
the arc. In this ease, the removal of HID would be a function of the electrode diameter since the current
density is an inverse function of the electrode diameter. As a result then, we would expect to find a higher
occurrence rate of HID in larger ingots, all other factors being equal. We can consider that the arc in the VAR
process moves from point to point on the electrode surface and is located at any one time on the individual
cone of liquid metal which is the precursor of droplet formation. We may calculate the temperature rise in the
local area of the are assuming this set of conditions, as shown in Appendix 2, and find that in this case the
temperature will reach a superheat of more than 1000 K in the time the arc will be located on the metal cone,
as suggested by high-speed video recording of arc behaviour(9). Should the metal cone contain an HID particle, this superheat will not cause its decomposition to a lower level of nitrogen (Figure 4) but will greatly decrease the time required for its solution in the alloy. The fraction of metal which passes through the process
postulated above is still a matter for conjecture, but is highly unlikely to be 100% of the electrode weight. The
arc-superheating effect would therefore be a potential contributor the the overall removal scheme for HID, but
could not be relied upon
for complete removal of
Tl 4 wl % N
the particles.
I .(Nil)
A second feature
of HID removal which
III
has not been widely
discussed in the literature
Panicle
concerns the bulk density.
Although the inclusions
Stable
Q.I
are termed HID, the
density of the high nitrogen particles is greater
Particle
000!
than the density of the
Decomposes
equivalent alloy, provided
that their porosity is low.
£
We can expect, therefore,
IE (15
in practice that some of
the panicles will sink in
, the alloy, whilst others
_i_
_L.
_1_
lE-m
3^„„(with porosity) will float.
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Figure 4 : Equilibrium Diagram for the Reaction TiN(s)« >Ti(l)+^N
tfc dissohrion üme
2(g)
Showing Regions of Particle Stability and Decompostion
extremely difficult.
The dissolution of HDI material is clearly more simple to quantify than HID, since the relative
density is such that the particles will always sink in the alloy. The solution rate can probably be approximated
quite satisfactorily by the use of a diffusion model operating isothermally in a situation with no relative
velocity between the particle and the bulk liquid. We see from the results of this study that quite long times are
required for the dissolution process and that it would, therefore, be of advantage to either manufacture master
alloys containing sufficient Ti to accelerate the process, or to use a primary process (such as ISM) which will
permit sufficient solution time. Given the uncertainties of particle trajectories in the VAR pool il is unlikely
that even multiple VAR will consistently guarantee zero HDI occurrence in the beta alloys.
•il VAK Oper

if IV

A common theme in the above discussion of both HID and HDI removal is the uncertainty in predicting the mechanism in the VAR process due to the possibiüty that the particles can "short-circuit" the process
so as to have only a very short residence time in the high temperature region. It has become clear from commercial practice that whilst we can take steps to minimize this possibility, and indeed bring the defect incidence to an extremely low level, there is no variant of the VAR system which will guarantee the complete removal of the particles under all circumstances. Although this factor has been the subject of intensive discussion in relation to aero-engine rotating-part quality alloys, it has rot been widely noted that the problem is
equally pressing in the case of heat exchanger tubing for nuclear or desalination purposes. The solution proposed for the aerospace case is that of hearth melting(9), which has been developed to the point at which it has
f0r —f~
i .■ ^Än^
u inrxn^. iCalu?npe,i,?—
■ ™-..- Hilton
um a»» a» economic
ckunumic one.
one. However,
tiowevci, the
we need
need for
for aa
^Z
'riple VAR
solution to the HID/HDI problem in the other applications indicated above will require the same measures.
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leading to the conclusion that most of the titanium melting technology will follow the same route as the more
specialized aerospace alloy application. The behaviour of HD1 in the hearth processes is quite well established(lO) and evidently follows the expected gravity separation, since the high negative buoyancy forces
which woiked against the VAR process are very advantageous in this case, the HDI particles being collected in
the forepart of the hearth system in a predictably quantitative manner. The removal of HID by the various
hearth systems presently in use has been well established as a practical result but the precise mechanisms of
removal are not well defined. Some solution of HID certainly lakes place, but the role of additional mechanisms such as gravity separation has not been quantified. It is clear, however, that the hearth systems are capable of removing even high levels of HDI and HID from contaminated feed material and should be used in
preference to multiple VAR melting in all cases where the absence of these panicles is essential.
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APPENDIX 1
The dissolution rate of an isothermal sphere of niobium in an infinite bath of isothermal titanium can
be calculated empirically using the empirical relationships determined by Steinbergeret. al.(Al).
The amount of solute material diffusing into the bath is expressed as:

N^kJC^-Cr).

(AD

where N,^ = dissolution molar flux of niobium, C^, = the interfacial concentration of niobium (i.e. the
lie uidus concentration) and C^, is the bulk concentration of niobium in the liquid, k^ represents the mass
tra 'isfer coefficient.

2,2«

For convective mass transport of niobium from a dissolving sphere to the bulk of a titanium bath, the
correlation which includes both natural and forced convection is:

Sh = 2+0.0254(Gr • Sc)10 Sc0 ^ + 0.347(Rc- JScf

(A2),

where Sh = kN1)d/DN1>.Ti> Gr = p^1ßngAxdVn2. Sc = n/p^D,^, and Re=pTiuMd/\i. The
velocity

in

the

equation

for the Reynolds

number (Re)

is

given

by

Stoke's

Law

as

2

u1-=gd (pNb-pT.)/l8^The diffusion constant D^JI is not well known, nor is the viscosity \i. For the purposes of these calculations, Dfib-Ti has ta"1 laken to be 2 x 10'^ cm^/sec and the viscosity has been set to that of liquid steel or
0.064 poise.
Using equation A2, the mass transfer coefficient can be easily calculated. The mass flux from a dissolving sphere is given as

dN Nb_l p^, d(d)_
dt

—z
..
IMWN,,

dt

.

(A3).

-'►».»-«

By suitable integration this equation can be used to determine the time for dissolution for panicles of various
initial diameters. This can be seen in Figure Al.
In the above formulation, the only parameter that varies with temperature is the liquidus concentration
of niobium. The diffusion coefficient DN^ and the viscosity |i are both assumed to be independent of temperature. This is certainly not the case in actual dissolution where both the diffusion coefficient and the viscosity are likely to be very strongly dependent on temperature.
With these considerations. Figure Al represents a "worst-case-scenario". At higher temperatures, the
dissolution rates are likely to be much higher than those indicated in figure Al.
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APPEMDIXa
Let us assume dial ■ drop fanning on the surface of a melting electrode is conical in shape with a base
of 0.015 m (IS mm) in diameter and a height of 0.01 m (10 mm). A simple heat balance allows for the calculation of the maximum temperature attained by the drop during melting. The governing heat transfer equation
is:

q>-pvc,f

(A4).

Equation A4 can be easily solved to give:

Assuming that no heat is lost due to either radiation or convection and that the only source of heat is that
applied to the cone by the arc and that for the lime the arc spends on each drop site, its entire energy is deposited on the surface of the cone we can calculate the temperature change. In the case of titanium melting, the
electrode voltage drop is about 6 V and the melting current is 10,000 A (for an 0.8 m diameter electrode).
Thus th<; energy transferred to the drop site is approximately 60,000 W. Using an average density of 4540
kg/m3, a cone volume of 5.89x10'^ m^, a heat capacity of A5S.1 J/kg and a typical arc dwell time of 0.030
seconds (30 milliseconds), a change in temperature of 1,027 C is calculated using equation AS.
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DOSS, AN INDUSTRIAL PROCESS FOR REMOVING

OXYGEN FROM TITANIUM TURNINGS SCRAP
Richard L. Fisher and Stan R. Seagie
RMI Titanium Company
1000 Warren Avenue, Miles, Ohio, USA
Abstract
A process caiied DOSS has been developed for removing oxygen from titanium and
other reactive and refractory metais. The process involves heating scrap turnings at
about 925° C in the presence of caidum. The tumings are then leached with diiute
acid to remove excess calcium and calcium oxide. DOSS has been successfully
used to treat powder, thin sheet and scrap turnings. The first commercial application
of the technology was for removal of oxygen from titanium tumings scrap. The
process has been successfully scaled up to treat 1200 to 1400 kilogram lots of scrap
in existing sponge reduction equipment. Oxygen content of tumings was reduced
from 0.25% to values as low as 0.04%. Tests conducted on metal samples produced
from ingots melted with DOSS treated scrap In an electron beam melting furnace
were similar to those rolled from ingot melted from untreated scrap.
Introduction
Titanium mlii products are used in a wide range of aerospace and industrial
applications requiring high quality metal products. The high cost of virgin materials
has provided impetus for the development of new processes for recycling scrap. As
the titanium industry matured, virgin sponge and alloying metals have been displaced
by scrap in melting processes. In the United States, scrap recycle now averages
between thirty-five and forty-five percent of ingot production.
RMI Titanium Company has developed a new process, DOSS, an acronym for
DeOxidation in the Solid State. This process can be used to upgrade the quality of
scrap. The process utilizes caidum vapor to remove oxygen from machine tumings
and other metal scrap. Deoxldation of titanium with caidum has been studied By
various researchers [1] and can be expressed by equations (1) and (2).
Ca(g) + O (mass% in Tl) = CaO (s)

(1)

K, = »cJic h0 = aCK/ac^J0(mass% O)

(2)

where a, denotes the activity of component /relative to the pure substance; h0, the
activity of oxygen relative to 1 mass% 0; (mass% O) the mass% of oxygen in the
solid metal and J0 is the activity coeffldent of oxygen relative to 1 mass% O.
Titanium '92
Sciwtc* and'UchnoJogv
Edifcd by F.H. Fron and I. Caplan
Th* Mbwak, Mttali & Matarlob SocMy, 1993
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Because the oxygen content is low, oxygen In the metal obeys Henry's law and J0
Is unity. As the reaction progresses, a layer of liquid calcium and calcium oxide form
on the surfaces of the turnings. As the reaction approaches equilibrium, aCtiq
approaches unity. The solubility of oxygen in the Ca-0 system has been estimated
to be small from the phase diagrams developed by Fischbach.(2) The value of a^
can be estimated from equation (3) and Raoult's law.
8^=

1-Xo

(inCa)

(3)

From evaluation of these equations, an equilibrium limit for mass% oxygen In titanium
of 0.035 to 0.045 mass% has been predicted by Ono et al. within a range of practical
operating temperatures from 1273 to 1373" K. (3)
This reaction can be used to lower the oxygen content in titanium scrap turnings
generated by the aerospace Industry. Treated turnings can be blended with clean
tumings containing higher levels of oxygen to achieve specified oxygen contents in
Ingot. Low oxygen turnings can serve as a direct replacement for sponge as a
"sweetener" for titanium Ingots melted from scrap.
This paper reviews development of the DOSS process at RMI Titanium Company.
Laboratory Scale Development
The DOSS process was developed as a result of experiments designed to produce
titanium powder from titanium dioxide. In these experiments, titanium dioxide was
reduced using titanium powder and a sodium-caldum sludge, ggwvlew of
experimental results indicated that solutions of calcium in liquid sodium were effective
in reducing oxygen to very low levels In titanium powder. Residual oxygen content
in the treated powder was lower than levels documented for a similar process used
to produce titanium powder by a multiple step reduction of titanium dioxide with
calcium.(4) it was projected that high oxygen levels In titanium scrap tumings and
powders could also be reduced by similar treatment. Laboratory experiments were
conducted to verify this concept.
The oxygen content In samples of titanium, 6% aluminum, 4% vanadium scrap was
reduced from an initial level of 0.22% to less than 0.04% (400 ppm). Experiments
were conducted with other titanium alloys. Oxygen was also removed when samples
of zirconium and hafnium scrap were treated.(5) Data for oxygen removal from these
elements are given in Table I.
Table I - Oxygen Removal from Group IVA Elements
.
_
_
__

__

Element, Alloy, Form

02, ppm

Hours

Titanium, pure, chips
Titanium, 6-4, chips
Titanium, 6242, chips
Zirconium, pure, chips
Hafnium, pure, chips

2010
2540
2200
1900

650

02. ppm

400
280
350
480
230

Tests were done at temperatures between 900 and 1000*0

m

4-6
4-6
5-6
5
5

_

Oxygen removal was also evaluated for Group VA elements. Data obtained for
elements In Group VA are given in Table II. Oxygen was reduced in vanadium,
niobium and tantalum at temperatures between 900 and 1000 *C.
Table 11 - Oxygen Removal from Group VA Elements
Initial
02. ppm

Element, Alloy, Form
Vanadium, pure, chips
Niobium, pure, powder
Tantalum, pure, powder

Final
02, ppm

3000
690
3700

230
260
730

Time
Hours
5
5
5

Experiments were conducted to evaluate removal of oxygen from the elements in
Group VIA. The results ofthese evaluations are summarized in Table III. Significant
oxygen reduction was possible when chromium and molybdenum were treated. Less
removal was obtained when tungsten powder was deoxidized.
Table III - Oxygen Removal from Group VIA Elements
Element,

Alloy,

Initial
02. ppm

Form

Chromium, pure, powder
Tungsten, pure, powder
Molybdenum, pure, powder

Fhal
02, ppm

2400
1600
4800

820
1200
1100

Time
Hours
5
5
5

Pilot Plant Development
Pilot plant experiments were done in an eighteen Inch diameter, stainless steel retort.
The retort was heated in an electrical resistance furnace. Initial experiments utilized
2.27 kilogram batches of 6-4 titanium alloy turnings. A sodium-cnldum mixture which
contained approximately 25 percent calcium was mixed with dry scrap turnings in a
dry box. A covered crucible containing the charge was transferred into the retort.
The retort was sealed and purged with argon. The furnace was heated to a
temperature of 950° C and maintained for 7 to 9 hours. Sodium distilled from the
charge and collected In an external condenser. About 70 percent of the initial oxygen
was removed after the turnings were leached In dilute add solution.
Table IV - DOSS Pilot Plant Results,

Run

Weight
Kgms

1
2
3

4.50
11.4
9.09

Time
Hours
5
6
5.5

Sodium - 25% Caldum

Oxygen
%, Start

Oxygen
%, Final

Caldum
%

0.278
0.278
0.259

0.093
0.082
0.064

0.008
0.026
N/D

Results of experiments conduded at temperatures from 900 to 950" C In which
sodium-calcium mixtures were used to remove oxygen from scrap are given in Table
IV. These tests demonstrated that the process could be scaled up by a fador of 50
2,267

with only small loss of efficiency. During these tests, dirüllation of sodium from the
retort resulted in safety and handling problems. In order to minimize the safety
problems identified during the initial pilot tests, pure calcium metal was substituted
for sodium-caldum mixtures. Blends of turnings and calcium metal were heated In
an inert atmosphere. Pure caldun removed oxygen from scrap turnings adequately
and sodium metal was eliminated from the process. Results from tests in which
calcium replaced sodium-caldum mixtures are given below.(6)
Table V - DOSS Pilot Plant Results, Pure Caldum Metal
Run
#

Weight
Kgm

1
2
3
4
5

2.27
4.55
11.36
22.73
45.45

Time
Hours

5
7
7
7
6

Oxygen
%. Start

Oxygen
%, Final

Caldum
%

0.204
0.204
0.225
0.225
0.222

0.056
0.057
0.053
0.055
0.045

0.005
0.025
0.032
0.045
0.033

These pilot plant tests verified that the DOSS process could be scaled up in volume.
Commercial Scale Development
Successful pilot plant trials prompted a scale up into redudion plant equipment. This
scale up was designed to use as much existing sponge redudion equipment as
possible. Redudion furnaces, retorts, vacuum systems, leaching equipment and
drying ovens were used in DOSS process designs. The process is shown as a flow
diagram in Figure 1. In order to »void contaminating redudion retorts used for the
process, an internal basket system was designed. Scrap baskets held the charge
and minimized difficulties during removal of the scrap.
After heating, the normally loose, free flowing chips formed dense masses that
sintered together. Pneumatic rock drills used for removing mixtures of salt and
titanium sponge from retorts were unsuitable for removing the sintered mass formed
during DOSS treatment. An internal liner system was designed in the form of
segmented baskets. Baskets were designed to stack around a central pipe support.
This pipe was also used to align two baskets stacked one above the other. These
baskets were separated into eight pie shaped sedions. Each compartment was
designed to hold about 150 pounds of scrap. In the original design, removable mesh
dividers were used to hold chips within the baskets. These screens were also used
to separate the charge into wedge sedions that were easier to remove and crush.
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Figure 1 - DOSS Process Flow Shaal
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Two demonstration runs were made In early 1991. In the first scale up experiment,
227 kilograms of tumings were placed into a conical basket. The dean alloy chips
were blended with calcium shot and placed into the basket. The basket was
transferred into the bottom of a reduction retort. A lid was welded to the top of this
retort. The retort assembly was evacuated and refilled with argon gas under pressure.
After leak tests were completed, the retort assembly was transferred Into a gas fired
furnace and heated to approximately 925* C. A positive argon pressure was
maintained for the 12 hour heating cyde. The retort was then cooled to room
temperature.
The retort lid was then removed and the basket was lifted from the retort. The scrap
charge had compacted to about one-third it's original volume. Eight wedge shaped
sections were removed from the baskets as dense, sintered masses. These wedges
were sheared into smaller pieces and crushed with a small hammer mill. The
crushed tumings were leached with dilute hydrochloric add in rotary mixers to
remove residual caldum compounds. Data from the analysis of these chips verified
good oxygen removal and are detailed in Table VI.
Table VI - Results of DOSS Plant Scale Demonstration Tests
Oxygen
%

Nitrogen
%

First Trial:
227
Before Treatment
After Treatment

0.258
0.077

0.016
0.014

0.025
0.062

N/D
N/D

Second Trial: 1,000
Before Treatment
After Treatment

0.215
0.065

0.016
0.015

0.025
0.062

<0.001
0.035

Sample

Weight
Kilograms

2,24»

Carbon
%

Caldum
%

In a second experiment, two segmented baskets were stacked Into the reduction
retort. This purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate the process for
commercial quantities of scrap. The two baskets were loaded with a total of 2200
pounds of six aluminum, four vanadium (6-4) alloy turnings. These turnings were
blended with three percent calcium shot. The scrap baskets were placed into the
retort and stacked around a central pipe hub. The treatment cycle was completed
using procedures similar to those used for the first demonstration trial. The reaction
retort was maintained at a temperature between 900 and 925° C for 14 hours with an
argon atmosphere. Results of the second commercial trial were also successful.
Oxygen removal was slightly better than the results obtained in the first scale up
experiment. Analytical results from these tests are also documented in Table VI.
These experiments proved that the DOSS process could be scaled up to treat
commercial quantities of scrap turnings in regular sponge production equipment.
Operating problem areas were identified during these trials. A carefully planned
engineering effort was initiated to find practical solutions to these problems.
Process Problems Identified During Scale Up
1. Carbon Contamination:

ElOblfimi

Residual oils and greases were found on 'clean' turnings. Residual
carbon content of the treated turnings was increased during the heat
treatments required for good oxygen removal.

SQIUUQQ;

A heated evacuation cycle was added to the process to aid In
removal of most of the residual oils by vacuum distillation.
2. Acetylene Formation:

emblem;

Acetylene gas was formed when reactors were opened in moist air.
High concentrations of this gas were measured after retorts were
opened. Some gas were also present during scrap removal and sizing.

Solutom

Gas formation was controlled by minimizing calcium usage. A ratio of
1.5% calcium was adequate to remove oxygen. Removal of excess oils
also reduced gas formation. A high volume ventilation system was
specified for basket removal and crushing areis.
Current Program Status

The DOSS process was operated as a semi-works from December, 1991 through
February, 1992. Capacity was increased to a level of about 9.1 metric tons per
month. Technicians and plant personnel operated the process and produced low
oxygen turnings for electron beam melting applications. These semi-commercial
operations were terminated in late February, 1992 when RMI Company closed its
sponge reduction plant. Commercial use of the process is expected to be further
defined in late 1992. Analyses from typical scrap batches processed during semiworks operations are given In Table VII.
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Table VII - Typical Analysis of Deoxidized Turnings; DOSS Semi-Wortcs
Sample

Weight Oxygen
Kilograms %

Before DOSS
Lot #1.
4.600
Lot #2.
3.100
Lot #3.
5,600
Lot #4.
2,300
Lot #5.
5.300

0.240
0.053
0.055
0.037
0.040
0.055

Nitrogen

Carbon

%

%

0.016
0.015
0.015
0.016
0.016
0.013

Calcium

%
<0.002
0.0183
0.0320
0.0132
0.0150
0.0060

0.025
0.041
0.040
0.036
0.036
0.035

Although the oxygen content of this scrap was successfully reduced, small quantities
of caidum remained in the turnings. Uncertainty exislted about the impact of this
residual caidum on metal products produced from scrap treated by this process.
There is no known history of problems from residual oxides or compounds after
melting of sponge which contains residual salts of sodium or magnosium.
Evaluations were undertaken to identify any potential adverse effects caused by
residual caidum compounds in Ingot produced from DOSS treated scrap.
Samples were taken from an electrode melted from low oxygen turnings treated
during the initial DOSS demonstration runs. Samples of this Ingot were evaluated by
standard gas analysis and spark source mass spectrographlc methods. Results of
these tests were compared with Ingot samples melted from untreated alloy turnings.
Both electrodes were melted in an electron beam furnace. Residual caidum
compounds left during oxygen removal were eliminated during ingot melting.
Examination of 'as cast' samples showed only minor structural differences
between samples from the two ingots sources. After rolling these samples into
sheet, only minor differences could be found between the two samples. Data
obtained from analysis of these samples are Induded in Tables VIII and IX.
Table VIII - Comparison of Trace Element Analyses, EB Melted DOSS
Treated and Untreated Turning Scrap
Impurity Element, Spark
Source Mass Spectrometry

Untreated
Scrap, ppm

DOSS Treated
Scrap, ppm

Antimony. Sb

5.1

<0.15

Tin. Sn

45

2.4

Copper, Cu

31
67

63
470

-2100

-1600

Caidum. Ca

3.3

0.89

Chlorine. Cl

21

1.3

Sulfur, S

15

9.7

Silicon. SI

285

325

Nickel, Nl
Iron, Fe

2,271

Table IX - Comparison of Gaseous Element Analyses

'

Leco Gas Analyses

ppm

ppm

1

1

Oxygen. 0

2330

1250

|

1

Nitrogen, N

120

120

t

j

Carbon, C

300

700

l

Summary
The DOSS process removes 70 to 75% of the oxygen from titanium turnings. The
process can be used to remove oxygen from Group IVA, VA and VIA elements. The
practical operating temperatures of the process Is approximately 950*0. At this
temperature, the diffusion rate of oxygen Is a major rate controlling step. Due to this
iimition, the DOSS process has been found to be most effective for removing oxygen
from thin sheet, powders or machine turnings.
The process has been successfully scaled up from bench scale to 1.2 metric ton
batches. Commercial quantities of low oxygen scrap turnings have been produced
in a semi-works operation. Treated scrap has proven to be well suited for recycle
into hearth melting processes.
The metallurgy of sheet samples made from ingots melted from DOSS treated
turnings is not measurably different from samples obtained from untreated scrap
ingots. Residual calcium compounds are removed during ingot melting.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
EXTRA-LOW-OXYGEN TTTANIUM
T.H.Okabe, M.Nakamura, T.Ueki, T.Oishi and K.Ono
Department of Metallurgy, Kyoto University,
Yoshida Honmachi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, JAPAN
Abstract
Removal of oxygen in titanium by reaction with chemically active calcium dissolved
in CaCl2 was examined at temperatures between 1173 and 1473K with the purpose of
obtaining extra-low-oxygen titanium. CaCl2 was used as a flux to facilitate the reaction by
decreasing the activity of the by-product CaO. Titanium wires and small pieces of titanium
were deoxidized to 20 - 60 mass ppm oxygen by use of calcium-saturated CaClj.
Trace element analysis, micro Vickers hardness measurements, and electrical
resistivity measurements were carried out to characterize the deoxidized titanium. Titanium
with a high residual resistivity ratio (P29g/p4.2=100) was produced by the deoxidation of
electrolytically refined titanium. The "ideal resistivities", or hypothetical resistivities of pure
titanium, at 77 and 298K were determined to be 40 and 440 nQm, respectively. The influence
of oxygen on resistivity at 4.2K was also measured by using titanium containing 30 and 500
mass ppmO, and was determined to be 88 n(2m/at%0.
As an alternate method for deoxidation, titanium wire was immersed into molten
CaClj. Titanium and carbon electrodes acted as cathode and anode, respectively, using an
external DC source. By this procedure, it is believed that the calcium potential in CaC^
increased at the titanium surface. Oxygen dissolved in the salt bath through deoxidation of
titanium reacted at the carbon anode to form CO (or CO2) gas and was removed from the
system. The titanium samples in the salt were deoxidized by the electrolytically-produced
calcium, and oxygen in titanium was lowered to below the 20 mass ppm level whereas the
carbon concentration was increased to some extent.
Introduction
Over the past several years, the demand for high purity titanium for use in electronic
materials has increased. For applications such as target materials for semiconductor use, 4 to
SN (excluding gaseous elements) high purity Kroll tiiiniutn has been mainly employed. More
recently, for electronic materials use, titanium is purified further by using method of the
iodide process'1) or electrolytic refining®. The level of purity of titanium produced in these
ways is between S and 6N (excluding gaseous elements), with the major impurity of 6N
titanium being oxygen at about 100 mass ppm.
Among the known purification processes (e.g. electrolysis in molten salts, electron
beam floating zone melting, electro-transport, and degassing in ultra high vacuum), no
effective methods other than electrolytic refining and iodide refining have been developed for
oxygen removal to a level below 100 mass ppm. Even if low oxygen titanium is successfully
produced using these optimized methods, contamination by oxygen is inevitable during
subsequent processing, such as during electron beam melting.
Oxygen removal directly from titanium-oxygen solid solution to a level below 50
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mass ppm is deemed to be very difficult because titanium has a strong affinity for oxygen. For
this reason the conventional titanium refining process is based on reaction of oxygen free
titanium compounds in a gas-tight system. From a thermodynamic view point, external
gettering used for solid state refining is one of the most promising methods for direct
deoxidation of titanium^). This method can be applied during final deoxidation of titanium
products as a surface deoxidation treatment following machining.
This paper reports the results of an experimental investigation directed towards the
preparation of extra-low-oxygcn titanium by using the calcium saturated CaC^ flux
deoxidation method.'3*4) As an alternative, an electrochemical deoxidation technique'5) was
applied for producing oxygen-tree-titanium. Characterization of the resulting degree of
purity was made by trace element analyses, micro Vickers hardness measurements, and
electrical resistivity measurements.
Calclum-Hallde Flux Deoxidation Process
Principle
It is well known that a large amount of oxygen dissolves in titanium to form an
interstitial solid solution. The maximum solubility of oxygen in hexagonal close-packed
titanium (a-Ti) is about 33mol%.(6) The oxygen solubility in the high temperature bcc phase
(ß-phase) is much lower (about 2mol% at 1273K) and the a-ß transformation temperature
increases sharply with increasing oxygen content.
In this study, titanium deoxidation by reaction with a chemically active element,
namely calcium dissolved in CaC^ through surface contact, was examined in the temperature
range 1273 to 1473K, to obtain low oxygen-containing titanium. Calcium is thought to be the
most effective deoxidation agent not only because it has an extremely strong affinity for
oxygen but because it has a high vapor pressure around 1273K (PCl=1.9kPa)(7) and can diffuse
into CaC^. Furthermore the maximum solubility of calcium in titanium is reported to be only
about 60 mass ppm at 1273K.(8) CaCl2 was used as a flux to contain the deoxidation agent
calcium and in addition, to facilitate the reaction by diluting the reaction product CaO, i.e.,
decreasing the activity of the by-product CaO.
ISOO
T
Since details of the principle of
P
calcium-halide flux deoxidation of titanium
3
are reported elsewhere* ), only a brief outline
MOO
will be given here. Titanium-oxygen solid
solution can be deoxidized by calcium to a
lower oxygen level by the following reaction:
O (in Ti) + Ca (in flux) = CaO (in flux)

(1)

1300 "

Co-existence of calcium and the by-product, ■
CaO, fixes the equilibrium oxygen partial ~ \m
pressure, and hence, the amount of residual
oxygen in titanium is thermodynamically
determined. The deoxidation limit of titanium
is given by Equation (2) at temperature T.
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Figure
1
Equilibrium
oxygen
concenwhere AG° is the standard free energy change
tration in Ti under Ca-CaO existence.«9)
of Equation (1), ac,0 and ac, are the activities
of CaO and calcium, respectively, and f0 is the activity coefficient of oxygen in solid
titanium. When determining the partial pressure of oxygen in ß-solid titanium, the authors
measured the equilibrium oxygen concentration in titanium coexisting with calcium and CaO
at temperatures between 1173K and 1373K*9). Based on these obtained data, and the condition
that the activity of the by-product CaO is unity, the predicted deoxidation limit of titanium by
using pure calcium at 1273K is about SOO mass ppm as shown in Fig.lO. The authors also
discussed the feasibility of preparation of low oxygen-containing titanium by decreasing the
activity of the by-product CaO using various calcium-halide fluxes in the presence of
calcium metal. After consideration of several factors in choosing a flux and the process
parameters for deoxidation, CaCI, was decided to be the most suitable among many halide
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fluxes around 1300K(]). CaCU used as a flux dissolves a large amount of CaO (about 20
mol% at 1273K (10)), while the solubility of CaCU in calcium is less than 5 mol%(n).
Therefore, it is expected that the CaO by-product of deoxidation will be dissolved by the
calcium-saturated CaCl2 flux, and that the deoxidation limit will be lowered as the activity of
CaO (refer to Equation (2)) is decreased. For example, Equation (2) shows that when the
activity of CaO in the flux is decreased to a level of 0.01 in the presence of calcium, the
deoxidation limit is lowered to the 5 mass ppm level at 1273K.
Experimental
Fig.2 shows the arrangement of the
Seal weld
reaction tube used for titanium deoxidation in
this study. Ten to fifteen titanium samples
Slai nl ess si eel lube
^^(about 0.1 - 2g each) were placed on a titaniMol ybdenum i nsu alor
um dish within a titanium cup, which was
filled with about 20g of CaCl2. The CaCI2
CaCii
used in this study was reagent grade anhyTl I ani um I ube
drous CaC^ (99.9%) in powder forrp. dried at
800K for more than 200ks. Severe! kinds of
Tl lanl um samp! es
titanium pieces and wires with different
Tl l ani um er uci bl a
oxygen concentration and configuration were
used as starting materials. The cup containing
Mol ybdenum i nsul a or
the titanium sample and CaC^ was sealed in a
stainless steel tube with Sg of calcium granCal ci um
ules, as shown in Fig.2. To avoid contamination of the sample by impurities in calcium
(mainly CaO and nitrogen), calcium was
Figure 2 - Schematic illustration of the
isolated from the samples and flux, and supreaction tube.
plied to the flux in vapor form.
The assembled sealed tube was heated in an electric furnace to a temperature between
1173 and 1473K. The holding lime was between 86.4ks and 260ks, after which, the reaction
tube was taken out from the furnace and quenched in water. The amount of time necessary to
reach equilibrium was determined in previous work*9). In some experiments, for the purpose
of annealing, the reaction container was cooled in the furnace, or quenched and then heated
again to 1073K for lOks to remove defects in the samples which would interfere in resistivity
measurements. After heat treatment, the calcium-saturated fused salt in the titanium cup was
removed by leaching with (1+1) acetic acid, and the resulting titanium samples were carefully
cleaned in warm HC1 aqueous solution followed by water, alcohol and acetone, and then
allowed to dry.
Oxygen and nitrogen analyses of the samples were made using an inert gas fusion
infrared absorption method (LEGO TC-336 analyzer). For oxygen and nitrogen extraction,
O.lg of titanium sample enclosed in lg of platinum foil was dropped into a graphite crucible
and held at a temperature above 2800K. Electrical resistivity measurements were carried out
on samples in wire-form which were immersed in liquid helium, liquid nitrogen, and water
kept at 298K. The conventional four probe direct current technique was adopted. Micro
Vickers hardness measurements using a SCO g load were carried out at room temperature on
the chemically polished surfaces of cross sectioned samples. Trace element analysis of
titanium was carried out utilizing glow discharge mass spectroscopy(GDMS), and in the case
of calcium, the values were cross checked by using flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Results and Discussion
Oxygen and nitroecn analysis Some representative analytical oxygen and nitrogen
concentrations in titanium before and after experiments are listed in Table I.
By using Ca-CaC^ flux, titanium samples were deoxidized to a level below SO mass
ppm, and in some experiments the oxygen contents in titanium were lowered to less than 20
mass ppm. The final oxygen concentrations were essentially independent of the initial oxygen
concentrations under these experimental conditions. The reaction periods appear to be
sufficient to reach equilibrium, and thus, the deoxidation limit in these experiments may be
determined from the activity of CaO in the flux. It is believed that, in this study, the amount of
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CaO derived from deoxidation of titanium was small in comparison to the level of CaO
impurity in CaCl2. For further deoxidation, it seems necessary to refine the CaC^ for CaO
elimination.
Table 1 Results of titaniuu deoxidation by the calciuu-halide flux deoxidation method.
Exp. condition
Oxygen cone,
Nitrogen cone,
Vickers hardness
RRR
(mass ppi.)
(mass ppo)
(kgf/lM,)
(p298/p4.2)
Temperature /
Holding time Initial Wter exp Initial After exp. After exp. After exp.
1273K / 86kB
900*
80
100
130
103
17
1273X / 90ks
ISO*
41
85
16
10

i

t

1373K / 86ks
1373K / 40ks

79

110*

37

5

48

\ll'

1

18

it

86
93

ISS

120
95

* : Electrolytically refined titaniuu, 4 : Conimercial grade titanium.
Nitrogen concentrations in the samples were independent of the experimental
conditions, and increased from the initial values by about 40 mass ppm, in all cases. This
increment seems to be caused by residual nitrogen in the reaction tube and/or the presence of
nitrogen in the CaClj and calcium, since no nitrogen gas elimination was done preceding the
sealing of the sample in the reaction tube.
Micro Vickers hardness measurements The micro Vickers hardness value of
electrolytically refined titanium was 80-90 kgf/mm2 following deoxidation. TVpical hardness
values are also listed in Table I.
TVacc elements analysis Results of GDMS indicate that calcium, chromium and nickel
concentrations remained unchanged with the deoxidation treatment. The calcium
concentration of the deoxidized samples were cross checked by using an atomic absorption
method: the analyzed values ranged from 0.8 to 1.2 mass ppm. Detailed analysis of trace
metal impurities in titanium before and after deoxidation are provided in a previous work.'4)
Residual resistivity ratio measurements The resistivity ratios, Piw/p.^RRR) and
are
PWPT?»
fciriy accurate, since values do not include error associated with size measurements. The RRR values increased in all cases following deoxidation treatment. It is worth
noting that the RRR value for electrolytically refined titanium wire reached a magnitude of
hundred after deoxidation, while that for commercial grade titanium wire showed only about
17 as shown in Table I.
In general, the resistivity of titanium at temperature T, pT, can be put in the form
PT

= Pu + Po + AT,C

(3)

where PiiT is the "ideal resistivity" due to scattering of electrons by thermal vibration, Po is the
residual resistivity at absolute zero (0 K) determined by impurities and lattice defects, and
ÄTC is the deviation from Matthiessen's rule (DMR). The residual resistivity, p0, is essentially
equal to the resistivity at 4.2K, p42, in the case of titanium because PiiT + Arc 's negligible
compared to p0.
Assuming that Matthiessen's rule can be applied, that is, AT>C in Equation (3) is zero,
values measurable with high accuracy can be expressed as follows;
P77/P298 = (Pi,77 + Po)/(Pl,298 + Po)

W

P4.2 / P298 = (Pi,4.2 + Po) / (Pl,298 + Po)- (5)

The relationship between P77/P298 and P4.2/P298
Equations (4) and (5) as follows,
P77/P298 = A P4.2/P298 + B

can be

obtained by eliminating po from

(6)

where A and B are (Pi,2,8-Pi,T7)/(Pi,298-Pi.4.2) and (Pi,7»-pi,4zWPi.2W-Pi.«)- respectively. The
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values A and B in Equation (6) arc constant, and independent of impurity concentration.
Consequently, if Matthiessen's rule can be applied to titanium which contains dilute
impurities, every pair of measured values (Pri/Pw» an^ Pt.v'Pm) for ^e samples should fall
on a straight line expressed by Equation (6), even though p0 of these samples may be very
large. Also the values, P77/P298 and Pt^Pzm, should approach the values, B and 0,
respectively, as
the purity of titanium increases (viz. p0
RRR = Pin/ P* 2
approaches 0).
In Fig.3, measured values of
too
20
10
P77/P298 are plotted against P4.2/P298 f0f
20
'
sA»,'
deoxidized titanium wires as well as for
as-received titanium wires. The measured values for deoxidized samples fall
on a straight line, but those for as-rejf s^sr
ceived titanium wires, especially for S 0, IS
/•'Ar
samples with high p0 (high oxygen ^T
concentration), deviate from the straight ^*line. This result indicates that the effect \
• /Jf
O Dioiidizid Ti
of oxygen on the term AT|C in Equation _
(3) cannot be neglected, and that Mat-jir
* As rteilvid Ti
thiessen's rule cannot be applied to titani- Q.0, 10 ^
---1 This sliidy|cil.|
um with high oxygen concentration.
•••o~- WlSilltski |14|
From the 24 pairs of measured values for
••o-' Whilt 1 Woods Mil
deoxidized titanium wires, the constants
(Equation (7)), A and B were calculated
.1
1
1
nc
0.05
using the least square approximation, and
0.05
0.10
0.15
are depicted by the solid line in Fig 3.

?0r

P4.2 / j029e

P77/P298 = 0.951 p4,2/pm + 0.0918 (7)

The sum of A and B in Equation (6)
Figure 3 - Relationship between Pn/P»» and
should theoretically be one, whereas the
P4.2/P29g for deoxidized titanium wires.w
measured value in Equation (7) is 1.04.
This 4 percent discrepancy is somewhat large and cannot be attributed solely to experimental
error, and seems to be due to DMR of samples with some impurities in addition to oxygen.
That is to say, not only oxygen but also other impurities contribute to DMR for titanium to
some extent. For a more rigid discussion concerning DMR, titanium purified further to a
lower p0 value is needed, and effect of hydrogen on resistivity must also be considered (12).
Ideal resistivities of titanium In Table II, the ideal resistivities at 77 and 298K were
calculated by using deoxidized samples on the assumption that ATiC in Equation (3) is negligible for samples with RRR of about one hundred. Hie data obtained by White and Woods (1})
and by Wasilewski (14) are also listed for comparison. By using the values in Table II, the
constants A and B in Equation (6) can be calculated. Calculated relationships between
Pv/Pm and P4.2/P29» are illustrated in Fig.3 along with their respective literature value (Q).
The dashed line m Fig.3 is calculated using the values in Table II obtained in this study. There
is a large discrepancy between the three calculated lines, probably due to DMR. That is, in
the calculation of ptT in Equation (3) using a sample with large PQ, it is unavoidable that there
is contribution of AT|C to p^. Therefore, it seems necessary to use as low residual resistivity
as possible to minimize the interference by DMR in the determination of the ideal resistivity.
Table II

Ideal resistivity of titanium at 298 and 77K.

%dü
Ihite * foods
fasileiski
G. Elssner et al.
This study

437*
4614
430
440

Note

P,.7T

(nfiio)

(nhi)

44.5'
50.9

19.7
13.1

40

4.6

* : Extrapolated, ♦ : Interpolated
1277

P,.„, -- 390 nQn
Pi.it« = 414 nQn
210 ppmO. 20 ppnN
30 ppaO. 50 ppnN

Ref.
13
14
17
4

Influence of oxygen on electrical reslstWtv The contribution by oxygen to the resistivity
of titanium, Ap/c, determined in this study, as well as from the literatures, is given in
Table 111.*15-") The calculated value, 88 nnm/mol%0, using the data for clectrolytically
refined high purity titanium, which contained 28,17,22 and 500 mass ppm oxygen is in fairly
good agreement with the reported data.
Table III Contribution of oxygen to the resistivity of titanium at several
temperatures for various oxygen concentration ranges, PT is the
resistivity tith loiest oxygen concentration at the measured temperature.
Ap/c
Oxygen cone, range Ref.
T
Pt
(nQm/mol«)) (K)
(molXO)
(nQm)
Ames & KcQuillian
113
293
470
- 1.5
15
lasileiski
123
273
427
0.13 - 10
16
Elssner et al.
82
298
0.063 - 1.0
430
17
Komf.tsu et al.
101
77
0.890 - 3.2
60.6
18
Baur S Lehr
20.4
103
2.68
0.009 - 0.32
19
This study
88
4.2
4.60
0.009 - 0.15
4

An Electrochemical Deoxldation Techntaue
Principle
In the calcium-halide flux deoxidation process mentioned above, there exist strict
limitations on the purity of flux and the initial oxygen content of the titanium used, since the
ultimate limit of deoxidation is dependent on the amount of oxygen present as an impurity in
the flux and on the amount of CaO produced during deoxidation.
An alternate method for deoxidation, expressed schematically in Fig.4, is characterized by both production of calcium dcoxidant fror', the flux and by effective removal of O2(mainly present as CaO in the flux) dissolved in the flux by means of an electrochemical
technique.^) The deoxidation reaction given in Eq.(r) is thus facilitated. By the method
developed in this study, titanium in the vicinity of the titanium cathode is deoxidized by calcium which is produced electrochemically on the surface of the cathode according to Eq.(8).
According to the cathodic reaction, O2- species in the flux, present as impurities or as the
deoxidation product CaO, are continuously transported for reaction at the carbon anode, and
oxygen in the flux is removed from the system as CO (or COJ gas by the anodic reaction
expressed in Eq.(9).
O(inTi) + Ca (in flux)
2+

Ca (influx) + 2e2

O -(in flux) + C (carbon anode)
Unlike the calcium-halide flux
deoxidation process, metallic
calcium is not necessary as a
deoxidant since the activity of
calcium near the cathode can
be increased by controlling the
applied voltage between the
titanium cathode and carbon
anode, such that deoxidation is
effected. In some cases, calcium can even be precipitated on
the cathode. That is, this electrochemical method has another advantage in that elimination of impurities originating

=

Ca2t (in flux) + O2" (in flux)

d')

Ca (on Ti cathode : in flux)

(8)

CO (gas) + 2c-

(9)

Figure 4 - Deoxidation of titanium using an electrochemical technique.
U7I

from metallic calcium deoxidant is not a concern.
faperimental

A schematic illustration of the apparatus used in the electrochemical deoxidation
method is shown in Fig.S. CaCI2 flux which had been previously dehydrated at 473K under
vacuum was heated to 1173K. A titanium cathode and glassy carbon anode were then insetted
into the molten CaClj flux. Deoxidation of titanium cathodes consisting of titanium samples
of various oxygen concentrations (200-1400 mass ppmO) was effected using an applied
voltage between 2 and 6V for a time greater than 18ks. The titanium samples obtained weie
subjected ;o oxygen, nitrogen and carbon analyses using LECO analyzers. For the purpose of
increasing the accuracy of the oxygen and nitrogen analyses, lg of platinum foil containing
4.5fl.0|ig oxygen was used as an extraction bath for each O.lg titanium sample.
Results and Discussion
Some representative results of the experiments are listed in Table IV. Deoxidation of
titanium was performed effectively. Titanium samples were successively deoxidized to a level
below SO mass ppmO during a reaction period of several hours. Among the deoxidized
samples, some oxygen-free-titanium samples were obtained, that is, titanium containing
oxygen below the detection limit(about 10 mass ppmO) of analysis was produced.
The carbon concentration was considerably increased after reaction(Exp.no.49) By
implementing a titanium partition wall with bored holes between the cathode and
anode(Exp.no.l7), or by regulating the applied voltage between electrodes(Exp.no.46,44,21),
the increase in carbon was lowered.
Slal nl eis si eel
reach on I ube

Slal nl ess si eel I ubes
lot cutieni leads
Ti leid wi te lor
»oi I age measui emeni s

Ni

O

Gl assy carbon anode

I iqui d CaCI a
Ti cathode I Ti

I ead «ire lor
»ol I age measur eintnls

Si C heal Ing el «men

samples

Ti pi al e ti I h bor es

Ti

Ceramic insulalor

T h e i mo c o u p I e s

or Ni crucible

Cer ami c read I on l übe

Figure 5 - Schematic illustration of the apparatus used in the electrochemical deoxidation
method.
Table IV Results of titanium deoxidation using an electrochemical technique.
Exp.

Expe'imental

no.

conditions

Oxygen cone.
(mass ppm)
Initial

Nitrogen cone,
(mass ppm)

Afer exp.

Initial

Carbon cone.
(mass ppm)

Afer exp.

Initial

Afer exp.

49

1223K / 22ks
3.5V / I.8A

900
1400

■10
<10

40
20

40
20

30
50

900
670

17*

1173K / :3ks
4.0V / 1.8A

900

60

20

20

30

60

46

1223K / 22ks
3.0V / 0.27A
1223K / 22ks
2.8V / 0.50A
1173K / 27ks
2. 8V / 0. 40A

140
1400

ll

<10
20

<10
20

20
50

20
50

900

50

40

40

50

60

900
1400

<10
100

20
20

20
50

11

30
70

44
21

l

* : Ti plate with bored holes was implemented betieen electrodes.
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Conclusions
Titanium in the form of wires and small pieces was deoxidized to a level of 20 - 60 mass
ppm oxygen by use of calcium-saturated CaC\2 flux at 1273K. Hie micro Vickers hardness
value of electrolytically refined titanium was 80-90 kgf/mm2 following deoxidation. The
calcium concentration in titanium remained unchanged.
Resistivity measurements were carried out at 4.2, 77 and 298K on titanium wires.
Deviation from Matthiessen's rule was observed for titanium samples with high residual
resistivity. By deoxidizing electrolytically refined titanium wire, titanium with a high residual
resistivity ratio (PWPca^W) was produced, and the ideal resistivities at 77 and 298K were
determined to be 40 and 440 nQm, respectively. The contribution by oxygen to resistivity at
4.2K was also measured by using titanium samples obtained in this study, and determined to
be 88 nßm/mol%0.
An alternate method for removing oxygen dissolved in titanium was also developed.
Titanium containing several hundred mass ppm oxygen could be deoxidized to a level below
the detection limit of oxygen analysis (about lOppm) by using the electrochemical technique.
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HIGH INTDOITY NkONETIC RKMOVAL OF PARAHAONETIC
MATERIAL FROM RKCVOJE TITANIUM TURNINOa

Ronald Young
Oregon Metallurgical Corporation, Albany, Oregon - U.S.A.

Abstract
Oregon Metallurgical Corporation haa recycled titanium turning* since 1964
as an integral raw material in production of titanium ingots. The primary
objective, after having removed tramp material, has been to remove high
density inclusions. This objective has been accomplished.
However, contamination with stainless steel and high nickel alloys has
been an ever increasing problem. Gravimetric and conventional magnetic
separation systems are not adequate to remove these contaminates to an
acceptable level as there is more than one type and/or site of
contamination causing the input material to have varying magnetic
susceptibility.
To addrsss this problem, Oregon Metallurgical Corporation has sdded to its
material processing system a high intensity magnetic separation device
that is capable of separation by paramagnetic properties.
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afaajhsUfla
Tha coat of titanium aponga and alloy addltlona for titanium Ingot
production haa alwaya drlvan manufacturara of titanium Ingota to utilize
an avar incraaaing parcantaga of racycla titanium turnlnga aa an
altarnatlva aourca of raw natarlala."' Thla paper will damonatrate ona way
to utlllia an optimum amount of titanium turnlnga in malting titanium
Ingota.

atfikaaaafld
For tha flrat twanty yaara of titanium turnlnga recycling, the market was
dominated by the uae of recycle turnlnga aa feedstock for ingot
production.
During that time, usera emphaaized tha need for clean,
aegregatad turnlnga relatively free of contaminants.
The determining
factor for uae waa that tramp contaninanta could not Impact tha chemiatry
of the ingot.
In the laat few years, the increased uae of titanium for
alloying addltlona has shifted both amphaais and demand. Now, tha volume
uae of recycle turnlnga la for alloying additions where the emphasis on
low contamination is not aa critical. Thla affecta recycling for titanium
uaaga two waya, a greater amount of tha 'clean' material is being applied
to non-titanium usage and lesa amphaaia is being made at the aourca to
keep turnlnga segregated.
Turnlnga are generated in machine shops in place at end users oparationa,
aa well aa independent machine ahopa aupplying parta to and users. In the
United Stataa, most of these are supporting the aerospace induatry. In
aircraft angina manufacturing operations, non-magnetic contaminants would
be superalloys utilised In the hot sections of the enginea. Operations
supporting alrframa manufacturing would uae high strength steels, while
machine ahopa aupporting industrial markets may have corrosion resistant
alloys.
When machined titanium turnings are flrat received, they are processed
through a ayatam dealgned to remove a wide variety of contaminants,
ranging from oil, dirt, rage, paper cups, bottles, and even nut »hells, to
non-titanium matallics auch aa steels and carbide tool bits.01 A series
of mineral processing techniques are used to remove these contaminants,
including cruahing, waahing, drying, screening and gravimetric and
magnetic aeparation.
Established processes utilizing size, gravimetric and magnetic separation
techniques have been shown adequate at removing high denaity contaminants
such as MC tooling aa well as W, Nb, and Mo, and thoae materials with
magnetic characterlstlca.
Conventional magnetic separation using a
combination of electro-permanent, magnetic equipment consisting of plate
magnets with cross belts and/or drum or pulley magnate ualng gravitational
and/or centrifugal force are very effective at removal of tramp materials
snd other atrongly magnetic contaminants.
Gravimetric aeparation
techniques are effective for density separation where the product is of
uniform size, or where eufflclent difference in denaity exiata.
However, the moat difficult contaninanta to identify and economically
remove have bean the metallic contaminants that are similar in geometry
and appearance and are in the alza range of the titanium turning, but do
not have eufflclent difference in denaity from titanium to allow
aeparation.
Such turnings would include stainless steel and high nickel
alloya0'.
While gravimetric and conventional magnetic aeparation worka well to
remove high denaity and atrongly magnetic contaminanta, neithei has bsen
effective for removal of material with amall, but positive magnetic
susceptibility.^ Alloy addltlona in varioua alementa dramatically altar
magnetic auaceptibility thereby creating aeparation difficulties.
Although separation through paramagnetic property differencea has been
accompliahed under controlled laboratory tests, the111 concept waa not
thought to be feasible at an economic production rate.
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Pticutilon
Undar Idsal condition«, turnings ganaratad fron a titanium part, with the
axcaption of intaratitiala, will hava matallic lavala idantical to that of
tha originating ingot. Thus, Ti-6A1-4V turnings will hava 6« Al and 4% V
unlaaa eontaninatad by anothar alloy.
Tha alloy ayatama that ara
typically found aa a croaa contaminant, othar than titanium alloya, ara
from Pa, Cr, Hi baaad ayatama. Thua in this avaluation, tha tramp lavala
of Fa, Cr, and Ni ara axaminad.
Tha information prasantad in thia papar haa baan axtractad from production
data on ovar 1,000,000 pounda of Ti-6A1-4V turninga.
All lota wara
procaasad undar idantical oparatlng paramatars.
Upon completion of
standard operations, tha lota ware sampled and analyzed for chemistry.
Lots found to contain a high degree of contamination ware then run through
the high intensity magnetic syatam and reanalyzed. Tha lots were selected
to show the typical types of paramagnetic material contamination that
occura and tha effectiveness of a high intanaity magnetic syatam in
removing contaminants with paramagnetic propertiea.
Each lot rapreaanta one truck load of purchaaad recycle material. Tha lot
is broken down into aublots for ease in processing. Variations between
sublets may and very often doea occur, due to the method of accumulation
and tha typea of machining operations where the turninga are generated.
Final Product Evaluation
Tablea I through III will demonatrate the degree of removal of varioua
paramagnetic matariala and tha raaults in three different categoriea; high
Fa contamination, high Ni contamination and low contamination levels.
1.

High Pe Contamination
Table I ahowa high contamination with wall over 2% Fa, aa wall aa
elevated Cr and Ni. All three of thase elements were dramatically
reduced by about 90%. Now, all of the product turnings are uaable
for titanium ingot production.
However, with this high degree of contamination, 6.92% of the input
material was removed. Although this removed paramagnetic material
is worthless for use in producing titanium ingota, it does hava a
value aa a by-product.

2.

Hioh Ni Contamination
Table II shows high contamination of Ni up to almost 1%.
After
removal of paramagnetic«, the Ni waa reduced by over 85%, the Fe by
about 40% and the Cr by about 75%. Paramagnetic removal waa 5.82%
of the input weight.

3.

Low Contamination Levela
Table III ahows a lot with low enough levels of contamination that
it could have been used in ingot production aa it was. However, it
was processsd through a high intenaity magnetic separator to
demonatrate the effective removal of paramagnetic material even at
low levels. The amount of paramagnetic material removed waa .52%.

After tabulation and review of the contaminated lota, they could have been
separated into three categoriea based on the type of contaminant. They
are:
1.

Material that has a high level of Fe contamination with moderate
levels of Cr and Ni contamination.

2.

Material that haa a high level of Ni contamination with moderate
levels of Cr and Ni contamination.

3.

Material that has moderate levels of contamination in Pe, Cr, and
Ni.
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Tha results of analysis bafor* and aftar paramagnstlc aaparation ara
prasantad In tha following Plguras.
Flaura 1 - Fa Contamination
Tha plot of Pa analyais bafora and aftar paranagnatle aaparation shows a
vary diatinct aaparation of tha thraa catagoriaa of contaminants.
Tha
high Pa contaminant lota ahow a vary flat curva indicating that tha
affactivanass of tha aaparation is not dspandant upon tha amount of
contaminant. All of tha lots raportad in this group, aa shown by tha Y
intarcapt, hava aftar Pa lavals similar to thosa found in ingot product.
Fioura 2 - Cr Contamination
In this plot of Cr contamination, thara ia graatar dafinition batwaan tha
lots with high Ni contaminants and ths lots having modarata contamination
with Fa, Cr and Ni.
Fioura 3 - Ni Contamination
Finally, tha graph
contaminant lots.

of

Hi

ramoval

diatinetly

shows

tha

hlghar

Ni

Ths rssults raportad on thasa thraa graphs show that tha paramatars
utilitad in tha paramagnatic aaparator stap ara vary efficiant at removing
high Fa contaminants such aa atainlaaa staala.
For these types of
material, tha magnetic ayatam ia vary efficient at separation and ia not
dependent upon the amount of contaminant praaent.
For high Ni,
contaminants (alloys such aa Inconel 718) the magnetic ayatem ia capable
of aeparating contaminanta from titanium turnings.
However, reducing
contaminants to low levels may require aeveral runa through tha ayatem to
be effective. Finally, contaminanta from Fa, Cr, and Hi alloys without a
characteristically high Hi or Pe content are not effectively removed by
this ayatem.
Concluaion
A high intenaity magnetic aeparator can affectively remove contaminates
with paramagnatic properties from titanium turninga. The use of a high
intenaity magnetic aeparator in a production line haa enabled Oregon
Metallurgical Corporation to take titanium turnings prsviously good only
for steel additive, and convert them into a high-grade additive in
production of titanium ingots.
While it has been ahown particularly
affective at removing specific contaminanta, additional work ia necessary
to determine optimum operating parameters needed to remove each
contaminant group found.
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TABLE I

HioB n aammmiiflg
BEFORE PARAMAGNETIC REMOVAL

sasun
-1
-2
-3

% FB
2.43
2.73
2.34

%

CR

.610
.687
.59

% Ni

AFTER PARAMAGNETIC REMOVAL

sasua.

.295
.338
.281

-1
-2
-3

% g
.236
.234
.235

%

CR

.038
.038
.036

%

MI

.021
.022
.022

TABLE 11
■IOB MI COMTAIHMATIOW

SUBLOT
-1
-2
-3

BEFORE PARAMAOWETIC REMOVAL
AFTER PARAMAQMBTIC RBMOVÄE
% FE
% CR
% NI
SUBLOT
% FE
% CR
t NI
.515
.475
.587

.265
.239
.353

.711
.640
.971

-1
-2
-3

.296
.289
.298

.063
.059
.072

.098
.084
.122

TABLE III
LOW COMTAMIMATIOM LEVEL»

SUBLOT
-1
-2
-3

BEFORE PARAMAGNETIC REMOVAL
AFTER PARAMAGNETIC REMOVAL
% FE
1 CR
% NI
SUBLOT
t FE
% CR
% NI
.298
.449
.270

.045
.085
.035

.058
.136
.033

-1
-2
-3

12SS

.218
.219
.218

.021
.027
.021

.017
.033
.014
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TITANIUM SPONGE AUTOMATIC SORTING

A.N.Petrunko.V.M.MalshlnJA.D.Kulkovl
U.S.LevlntB.D.SafflusllCtA.A.Golubev
Titanium Institute, Ukraine
Assoolatlon "Titanium", Russia

Abstract
A semlproduotlon experimental complex for sorting of titanium
sponge of fraction -12+2 mm has been developed and put Into
operation« The main methods applied In automated sorting of titanium sponge are thermoelectric and photometric ones* Their
Joint use permits effective removal of defective particles
from titanium sponge.
Introduction
One of the Important problems In titanium sponge production Is
the removal of defective inclusions and titanium sponge particles having an enhanced content of Impurity elements. This operation Is implemented manually by a visual ispection of crushed titanium sponge flow on a moving belt. The method of a visual control is subjective and Insufficiently reliable.The realization of automated sorting on the basis of objective signs
of separating quality and off-grade particles is an Important
direction of enhancing titanium sponge lots quality guarantee.
Automated sorting of lump materials consists In rapid determination of any physical properties of sponge material relative
to its quality indices. The methods of sorting widely used:
photometric, radiometrio, electromagnetic, X-ray radiometrlo.
Optical Properties
For titanium sponge having acquired distinct and various colou
ring enhanced impurity contents, the main separation sign is
its optical properties in visible and adjoining spectrum region. The results of measurement of defective titanium sponge sur
face optical proper ties,given in a mkmber of works,can not be
considered valid since the measurements have been performed
without taking into account the effect of shading from pores
on the particle surface.This can vary greatly due to the in-
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tensity of reflected light flux under measurement. The investifatlons of spectral characteristics of good quality and defecIve titanium sponge surface reflections In ultraviolet and visible bands of wavelength (220^830 nm) have been studied,Titanium sponge specimen special characteristics were obtained,taking into account the effect of shading pores, geometric location in relation to source and detector of radiation/relation
of reflecting power to impurity element content. Spectral characteristics of the following species of titanium sponge defeo
tive samples have been investigated: burnt-white, white-yellov*
orange, brown and grey colours; oxydized - blue-violet, blue,
different tints of yellow and temper colours; slimed - dark
and grey colours; with chlorides film-having distinct salt inclusions of white colour; iron-rich.
The investigation of influence of different factors on the results of measurement of coefficient of reflection for surface
of defective and quality titanium sponge particles in an initial state (without application of special preparation) has been
completed. The results of measurement of coefficient of reflec
tion are mostly influenced by porosity. Measurement signal can
vary in several ways, depending on the location at the particle surface. Therefore, the measurement of absolute magnitudes
of coefficitnts of reflection directly from titanium sponge
particles surface does not result in exact information. The
measurements of the ratio of coefficients of reflection at two
wavelengths are more optimum. This ratio shov/s the most abrupt
change in a wavelength range of 250 to 500 nm. The coefficient
of reflection in this range changes between 1,5 to 2.5 times.
The spectral characteristics of coefficient of reflection in
this range for defective particles show a marked difference
from the spectral characteristics of quality titanium. This
difference amounts to IO-50/o of the value under measurement
depending on defect species.
On the basis of analysis of spectral characteristics, the optimum conditions revealing the difference between defective titar
nium sponge particles and quality ones have been found. Burnt
oxydized, slimed and underseparated defective titanium sponge
particles are better seen in ultraviolet range of spectrum.
Burnt oxydized, and enriched with iron defective titanium sponge particles also can be revealed in a viaible range of spectrum.
Thermoeleotrical Properties
Because of the complexity of creating conditions for effective
sorting all of the defective varities by optical properties,
other physical properties of titanium sponge were studied as
well. There is a definite relationship between titanium electrical properties (coefficient of thermo-emf, electrical resistance, contact potential difference) and its structure, phase,
elemental composition and hardness. Coefficient of thermo-emf
is the most sensitive to changes in elemental and phase composition and hardness of titanium sponge. A linear relationship
between coefficient of thermo-emf and hardness of titanium
sponge in the range of 00-300 HB has been experimentally determined.
2,281

A 3 kg sample (about 20000 pieces of tlt-..:iuiü sponge) has been
sorted out by coefficient of thermo-emf by means of a laborato
ry measuring device. Initial titanium sponge obtained 0.5%
particles with slime and those enriched with iron. In sorted
titanium sponge defective particles were absent. Liicrostruoture of sorted titanium sponge is represented by ai-Bolid solu
tion. The results of sorting are given in Table I,
Table I

Material

Sorting of Scull Titanium Sponge of Praotion
-12 +5 mm by Coefficient of Thermo-emf
??Sf- ^iel<ii Hard+ of
,>J
ness,
ent
TTTJ '
iThv
mu V/K

Initial (-4)+8
Sorted 6.5^8
62.0
Sorted +4.0«-6.5 18.0

208
123
170

Impurities content,
Pe

0

0.40
0.05
0.08

0.20
0,08
0.17

N

Si

Ni

Cr

0.40 0.007 0.05 0.08
0.01 0.004 0.02 0.01
0,03 0,005 0,03 0.01

Particles enriched with iron and containing slime inclusions
were easily separated from the quality portion of titanium
sponge. When coefficient of thermoemf is changed within the limits of 4^8 mu V/K,impurity content in titanium sponge particles correlates with the magnitudes of ooeffioient, although
such particles do not show significant visual differences.
More than 35% of the titanium sponge particles having the coefficient of thermo-emf below 4 mu V/K also did not show significant visual differences from acceptable quality oommeroially
pure titanium particles, The metallographio investigation, however, has shown that such titanium sponge has structure with
distinctive signs of contaminated titanium: platelikeness, polyhedron bands, intermetallide2 and carbide inclusions having a
microhardness above 500 kg/mm . The investigations have shown
that thermoelectric sorting enables the separation of not only
some varities of defective particles but also the isolation of
quality titanium sponge particles from the product qualified as
the grade TG-Tv.
Magnetic Properties
The investigations of titanium sponge magnetic properties have
been also studied. Averaged magnetic susceptibility of commercially pure titanium amounts to ( 3»2*4.0).10-oom3/g. Per indivl
dual particles having simultaneously high iron and oxygen content magnetic susceptibility can be an order higher due to the
presence of ferromagnetic phases. The devices are known to sort
low-intensity magnetic
materials having a magnetic susceptibili
ty above 10.10"bcm-Vg. These devices are not designed for sorting of titanium sponge. Nevertheless, during pilot magnetic
separation of titanium sponge in the separator 229PSE, iron
content in sorted product was lowered by 0,03-0.11% in comparison with the initial one. The best results were obtained for
MM

sorting of titanium sponge with a narrow size fraction, -4+2
mm, using a laboratory magnetic separator of Improved design,
the sensitivity of which is enhanced up to 1,10-6 onP/g (Table II).
Table II

The Results of Testing of Magnetic Separator
of Improved Design

Material

Impurities content,^

Yield,
%

Fe

Si

Ni

Or

Initial

0.69

0.042

0.015

0.080

Magnetlo( with
defective particles) 27.5

1.40

0.070

0.019

0.156

Industrial product

48.9

0.57

0.038

0.016

0.058

Free from magnetic
fraction (pure)

23.6

0.10

0.020

0.009

0.040

Implementation of Technologies
The investigations have shown that magnetic separation can result in a positive effect when purifying titanium sponge from
particles having an enhanced impurities content. On the basis
of the fulfilled investigations of physical properties and the
evaluation of the possibility of using them for automatic sorting, photometric, thermoelectric and magnetic methods of tita
nlum sponge sorting as well as the corresponding engineering
for the realization of them have been developed.
Specification for prototypes of photometric and thermoelectric
separators is given in Table III. Titanium Institute, jointly
with other organizations, has developed the sorting complex for
automated sorting of titanium sponge of fraction -12+2 mm, and
the corresponding sorting technology. The complex is installed
in a titanium and magnesium Integrated plant and is comprised
of three photometric separators for fractions -12+8, -8+4,-4+2,
respectively, two thermoelectric separators for fractions
-12+8, -8+4 mm, and electromagnetic roll separator for fraction -4+2 mm, auxil lary equipment and an automatic control system. Titanium sponge of fractions -12+8, -8+4 mm enters thermoseparators. A quality part of sponge is fed to photoseparatora.
A non-quality part from thermoseparators enters directly a non
quality product collector without further sorting. Titanium
sponge of fraction -4+2 mm is sorted by photoseparator and
electromagnetic separator. The flow sheet of sorting of titanium sponge of fraction -12+2 mm is given in Fig.l, The sorting
complex allows removal of titanium sponge particles differing
in their surface reflecting power from those of quality titanium, and with a probability of 80^, removal of particles inde1290

pendant of their outside appearance having an enhanced conten
of Impurity elements (nitrogen, oxygen, Iron and others).
Table III

Specification of Photometric and Thermoeleotrlo
Separators

Name of specification item

Photometric
separator

Thermoelectric
separator

-12+2

-12+4

Particle size of material
under sorting, mm
Separator capacity, kg/h
- fraction -12+2 mm
- fraction -8+4 mm
- fraction -4+2 mm

180

75

20

Prabability of removal, $
- defective particles
- particles with enhanced content of Impurity elements
- quality material
Quantity of isolated spectrum
areas
Consumed power, kVA
Overall size
Mass, kg

120
60

95-99

20

80
20

2
0.460
1800x1800x1500

750

13
1950x1800x1940

970

The capacity of a pilot complex amounts to 150*180 kg/h. The
complex, in comparison with a manual sorting, permits reduction of impurity element content, enhance uniformity and reliability of titanium sponge quality guarantee by the use of sponge particle control for optical and thermoelectric properties.
The Joint use of thermoelectric and photometric separators Is
an effective technique of removing defective particles. This
permits extraction of metal from low-grade titanium TG-Tv designed for using in ferrous metallurgy. When sorting the grade
TG-Tv having an Initial hardness of 170 HB, 49^ titanium sponge
having a hardness of 120 HB ha« been extracted.
At present, works on further improvement of titanium sponge auto
mated control with a view of sorting it and evaluating the quality are under way.
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THE EFFECTS OF PLASMA COLD-HEARTH MELTING
ON THE PRODUCTION OF TITANIUM ALLOY INGOTS
J. W. Sears', J. M. Young'* and M. Kearns*"
•ManLabs, A Division of Alcan Aluminium Corporation

21 Erie Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139 U. S. A.
"IRC in Materials for High Performance Applications
The University of Birmingham
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT, United Kingdom
•••IMI Titanium Limited
P.O. Box 704 Wiltun
Birmingham B6 7UR, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
As part of the foundation programme at the Interdisciplinary Research Centre (IRC) in Materials
for High Performance Applications at The University of Birmingham several Ti Alloys have been
plasma melted and cast into ingots. Plasma cold-hearth melting (PACH) has been evaluated to
determine its effect on the chemistry, microstructure, homogeneity and macrostructure of the as
cast ingot. Ti alloys including CP-Ti (Grade 4), IMI-318 (Ti-6-4), IMI-834, super-aa, and y-Ti,
have been plasma melted and cast into 100 mm or ISO mm ingots up to 500 mm long. Elemental
compacts, master alloy compacts and previously vacuum-arc melted (VAR) material has been
used as feed stock. Plasma-VAR, VAR-plasma and plasma-plasma melting schemes have been
used to produce Ti alloy ingots. These ingots have been examined as discussed above and
compared to commercially available material. The details of this analysis will be provided.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Plasma-Arc Cold-Hearth (PACH) melting of Titanium has reached production
scale in the last few years and furnaces capable of melting and casting ingots up to 5000 kg are
now in use1. A PACH furnace operates in much the same way as an Electron-Beam ColdHearth (EBCH) furnace, except transferred-arc plasma torches are used in place of electron beam
guns, and melting takes place under an atmospheric pressure of inert gas rather than in vacuum2.
The feed material for these furnaces may include loose sponge, compacted material, recycled
scrap or ingot.
The IRC PACH furnace, a schematic of which is shown in figures 1, melts and casts
ingots of high performance materials. Titanium alloys have been the principal materials of
interest in the programme, but several nickel and iron alloys have also been melted for
evaluation. The furnace, supplied by Retech, Inc., Ukiah, CA, is powered by two 150 kW
transferred-arc plasma torches. The plasma torch located over the hearth melts the feedstock and
the plasma torch over the crucible hot tops the ingot that is being formed. Feed material can
consist of ingots or compacts. Most of the ingots melted for this study have been previously cast
in the furnace from compact feedstock, but VAR material has also been used. Titanium alloy
compacts, supplied from IMI Titanium Ltd., were made by pressing together master alloys or the
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alloy elements (Ti portion being sponge). A more deUiled description of the furnace has been
given elsewhere
Helium is used as the plasma gas but the furnace is backfilled and continuously purged
with Ar to maintain a positive pressure; both gases are vented to the outside of the building.
Helium consumption has been measured to be about 40 sipm for each plasma torch. Gas
recirculation, an option with a plasma furnace, was not considered economical due to the low He
consumption rates.
15« kW PlMaia Torrhcs
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Figure I:

Schematic drawing of the IRC PACH furnace showing the component parts.

The normal operation of the IRC PACH furnace begins with loading ingots or compacts in
to the feed chamber. While the furnace is open, each torch is inspected for wear and water leaks,
as well as the hearth and crucible assemblies. The torch start up positions and torch patterns are
checked by watching each torch as it is stepped through the motion sequence, as discussed by M.
E. Schlienger*. The furnace doors (melt chamber, feeder and withdrawal chambers) are then
bolted shut and the furnace is evacuated by a roots-blower mechanical-vane vacuum pump
combination. The pump down time depends on the type of feed stock, amount of time the
chamber was open and the amount of maintenance that was carried on during the la.st change over
(water exposure). Normally, a pump down is performed overnight to achieve < 20 pbar
pressure in the chamber.
Prior to furnace start up. the exit gas analysers (O2. H2, H2O) are warmed up by passing
He gas through them. Initially a five minute leak up rate (LUR) is performed to determine the
furnace integrity. An acceptable LUR value is < 5 ubar / min, otherwise, the system is examined
to find and repair leaks. After a satisfactory LUR is obtained, the furnace is back-filled with Ar
to i05 kPa. The exit gas analysis system is then used to measure O2. H2 and H2O contents as
Ar is purged through the furnace. The level of these gases should be < 10 vppm for O2 and H2
and < 50 vppm for H2O prior to melting. During operation H2 and H2O levels increase due to
moisture in the feed stock (particularly Ti sponge) or from residual moisture on the furnace
walls. As shown in figure 2. each of the exit gas levels are originally within startup
specifications, but as the melting proceeds, the furnace heats up the walls and feed material,
releasing H2O into the furnace atmosphere which reacts with the Ti, liberating H2 into the
furnace chamber. H2 levels as high as 400 vppm have been observed but have had little effect on
the interstitial pickup of H2 in the cast ingot, as discus.sed later. The H2O reading rises slightly
during the first part of the run, then begins to drop off as moisture is removed from the feedstock

and chamber walls. In order to reduce the initial moisture in the system, longer pump downs can
be used, the chamber walls can be heated during pumping and continuous operation could be
carried out.
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Figure 2: Analysis of the gas exiting from the plasma furnace during the casting of a ISO mm
ingot of Super • 02, (Note, H2 levels are x 10).
The melting operation begins after the exit gas requirements are obtained. Helium gas and
water are supplied to the torches. Adequate flows satisfy interlocks for the power supplies,
allowing them to be energised. Each torch is then tested electrically by raising it about 100 mm
then pressing the start button. With the power supplies saturated, a small voltage drop should be
observed, indicating satisfactory pilot-arc ignition and no insulation break-down. Upon
successful completion of the pilot-arc, the torches are returned to their start-up position and the
power supplies are turned off.
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Figure 3: Operating parameters for both plasma torches while remelting 100 mm diameter ingot
of Super - «2 into the ISO mm diameter crucible.
Initiation of the melting process begins by again energising the power supplies and
selecting a setting of 50%. Depressing the start button establishes an arc between a graphite
starter block and the torch electrode. Current is adjusted to about 350 amps prior to pressing the
sequence button. Under computer control, through servo-hydraulics, the torch moves from the
start-up block over the material in the hearth in an oblong type pattern. The current is then raised
to about 500 amps to obtain a stable arc and maintain proper heat input to establish a molten pool
in the hearth. When a molten pool is established, material may be fed into the hearth. The torch
then moves in a sequence of separate patterns, a crossing pattern to melt the feed material, an
oblong pattern to keep the hearth bath molten and a sweeping motion to move the material out of

i.m

the hearth into the crucible. Enough material has to be cast into the crucible in order to cast a
dove tail shape to lock on the withdrawal ram.

With sufficient material covering the dovetail, the crucible torch is started in a similar
fashion to the hearth torch. The crucible torch pattern is a circular motion over the ingot surface
in the withdrawal crucible at a current level of about 400 amp (depending on the alloy being
melted). Data from a super-ai melt, shown in figure 3, displays the operation described above.
The crucible torch is also u.sed to clear the notch between the hearth and crucible. A stirring coil
applies an electromagnetic field around the crucible, interacting with the current pa.ssing through
the plasma to the ingot surface (Bxj) causing the molten metal to rotate around the plasma
impingement area. The stirring coil is programmed to reverse directions of the field periodically
to ensure a more uniform microstructure. Concurrently, a withdrawal velocity is selected to
match the melt rate of the system. Superimpo.sed on the withdrawal velocity is a dither motion to
prevent sticking in the crucible. Stirring, withdrawal velocity and dither are all computercontrolled functions. The importance of withdrawal control has been discussed elsewhere®.
Withdrawal velocities of about (12.5 mm / min) have been obtained for a cast of 150 mm
diameter ingot of super - a2.(Figure 4). Note that it took almost 18 minutes to establi.sh a melt
pool and cast a dove-tail.

Figure 5

a) Macrographs from a 100 mm diameter IMl-318 ingot - axial direction, and b) 150
mm diameter lMI-318 ingot - radial direction.
Ingot Production

Commercially Pure-Ti (Grade 4), lMI-318, lMl-834, y-Ti and .super Q2-Ti have been
pla.sma melted and cast into 100 mm or 150 mm diameter ingots for macro.structural and chemical
analysis. The plasma melted y-Ti and suprer o2-Ti ingots will be thermomechanically processed
and then tested to compare them with the commercially available material'’-'^-'*. Further studies
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will involve processing these plasma melted Ti aluminide alloys by the powder metallurgy (PM)
and sprayforming routes9'10.
The raw materials for this programme included VAR ingot, Ti sponge, master alloys and
elements. The Cp-Ti trials were conducted using VAR ingot. The IMI-318 compacts were
composed of Al/V master alloy, Al shot, Ti02, Ti sponge (Mg reduced) and Fe wire. For the
IMI-834 programme, compacts were comprised from DTL granules (Na sponge), Zr sponge,
Nb/AI/Si/Ti and Al/Si master alloys. Super Pure (Sp) Al, Sn, Mo and C powder. The aluminide
compacts consisted of DTL granules, Nb/AI master alloy, Mn flakes and Sp Al for gamma-Ti
and the super-a2 master alloy compact contained Ti sponge, DTL granules, Nb/AI, V/A!, Al/Si
master alloys, Sp Al and Mo powder while the super-c^ elemental compact had Ti sponge, DTL
granules, V/AI master alloy, Nb swarf, Sp Al, Mo and Si powder.
Initial Trials Cp-Ti &IM1-318
Commissioning trials were undertaken using ingots of CP-Ti. Initial results show little
change in the oxygen and nitrogen concentrations during plasma melting and good O2
homogeneity. Similar chemistry results were obtained from an ingot of IMI-318 melted from
sponge compacts, as discussed before3. Macrostructural examination of the IMI-318 ingots
revealed the presence of equiaxed grains on the exterior edge of the ingot, while the grains
towards the centre were elongated in the axial direction (Figure 5(a)) and equiaxed in the radial
direction (Figure 5(b)). This is typical of the microstructure to be expected, where the finer
equiaxed grains are formed from the high thermal gradient present when in contact with the
crucible wall and the elongated central grains grow more slowly in the core where the thermal
gradient is lower. Ingot surfaces in general were good, the best comparable with VAR. Porosity
was found through out the IMI-318 ingot, similar to IMI-834 ingots and will be discussed later.
Table #1 , Specifications and Chemistry results from IMI-834 melting programme.
{
1

Nb
0.65 0.75

Mo
0.45 ■
0.57

3.65
6.06
3.25

0.67
0.72
0.73

4.06
4.07
4.06
4.06
4.00
4.01

3.78
3.78
3.77
3.77
3.41
3.68

5.80
5 73

4.00
3.99

T-C
T-MR
M-C
M-MR
B-C
B-MR

5.85
5.81
5.81
5.87
5.87
5.80

T-C
T-MR
M-C
M-MR
B-C
B-MR

5.99
5.96
5.85
5.90
5.56
5.63

IM1-8J4

0.04
0.04
0.03

0.083 [ 0.001 ]
0.083
0.003 I
0.003 |
0.090

0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.71
0.71

0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.53

0.34
0.34
0.33
0.34
0.32
0.32

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

3.45
3.60

0.71
0.70

0.53
0.52

0.33
0.35

0.06
0.06

4.03
4.03
4.01
4.02
3.99
3.99

3.63
3.60
3.56
3.48
3.68
3.63

071
0.71
070
0.71
0.69
0.69

0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.52
0.52

0.34
0.35
0.36
0.33
0.36
0.37

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

4.04
4.04
4.02
4.05
3.98
3.99

3.84
4.73
3.86
3.79
3.43
3.38

0.72
0.73
0.71
0.72
0.71
0.72

0.52
0.53
0.50
0.50
0.51
0.52

0.34
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.30

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05

T-C
T-MR
M-C
M-MR
B-C
B-MR

5.84
5.84
5.82
5.83
5.89
598

Triple VAR
#3470»

T
B

MELT #31
SINGLE
PLASMA
OF VAR
MELT
#3470»
MELT #32
DOUBLE
PLASMA
MELT
OF
COMPACTS

VAR
MELT
OF
SINGLE
PLASMA
1 MELT #23

N2

0.32
0.33
0.34

B

1
!
I
1

1

0.52
0.50
0.52

3.77
4.11
4.09

T

M

si

0.075 0.150

5.83
6.15
5.74

SINGLE
PLASMA
| MELT #23

1

i

C
0.04 0.08

Zr
3.3 4.0

1

(

0.28 0.44

Sn
3.7 4.2

SPECIFICATIONS

Al
5.5 5.95

0

i

0.130
0.130

<0.01

.0045 1

.0040 I

T-C -TOP Centre of Ingot, T-MR - TOP Mid Radius of Ingot, M-C - MIDDLE Centre of Ingot, M-MR - TOP Mid Radius of
Ingot, B-C - BOTTOM Centre of Ingot, B-MR - TOP Mid Radius of Ingot
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IMl-jj,34 Melting
A programme for evaluation of IMI-834 ingots included single plasma-melt from compacts,
plasma-melting of compacts followed by another plasma-melt (double plasma), plasma-melting
of compacts followed by a VAR melt, a triple-melted VAR followed by a plasma melt, and triple
VAR. The chemistries of the various lMl-834 ingots produced are given in Table 1, along with
the alloy specification. As can be seen from the values in the table, plasma melting produced
homogeneous ingots with in-spec, chemistries in most cases. In Melt # 23 a high Zr
concentration was found, most likely due to incomplete melting of the Zr sponge. A double
plasma-melt (Melt # 32) shows good homogeneity, and compares well with triple-melted VAR
and the plasma-VAR combinations. Notice that the C concentration in Melt #31 (pla.sma melted
VAR) is consistently higher than the VAR remelt of Melt #23 or any of the other ingots produced
using plasma as a primary melt. It has been pointed out that a .small C buildup is normal for
VAR, therefore, C in the compacts was mixed at a low level (0.04%) to allow for this pickup'*.
Chemistry irregularities observed in single melted ingots can be attributed to the dwell time in the
molten pool which is small because of the size of the IRC pla.sma hearth.
Macrostructures of IMl-834 ingot cross sections in figure 6 show that the grain size of the
double plasma ingot (c) is much finer than the pla.sma-VAR ingot, (a) and similar to the VARplasma (b) suggesting that a plasma-melt has a favourable effect on reducing grain size for this
alloy. This could have a favourable effect in the subsequent processing of the alloy. In all cases
for plasma-melted IMI-834, ingot surfaces were very good.

h
150 mm

Figure 6

mm
150 mm

t150 mm

Macrographs of the cro.ss-scctions of 150 mm diameter IMI-834 ingots produced by
a) VAR of a single plasma , b) plasma melt of a triple VAR and c) double plasma.

Porosity was found in the plasma-melted ingots of lMI-318 and IMI-834, as mentioned
earlier. An example of the porosity observed in a 100 mm diameter double pla.sma-melted ingot
of IMI-834. is shown in Figure 7 (b). Similar porosity had been found before in the lMI-318
plasma-melted ingots as mentioned before. As shown in Figure 7 (a), porosity was also found
in a plasma-VAR lMl-834 ingot. There was concern that this porosity was due to gas
entrapment introduced during the plasma-melting of these ingots. Gas analysis was performed
on several plasma-melted specimens; IMI-318, lMl-834, Ti-48-2-2 and Super-a^. TTie results of
the Ar gas analysis, performed at INCO Alloys Ltd., Flereford, U. K., were found to be less
than detectable.
An additional test was performed to determine the source of the porostty. Samples from
double plasma-melted and plasma-VAR ingots (Figures 7 (a) and (b)) were each FUP'd at 965®C
at 100 MPa for Ih. As shown in figures 7 (c) and (d), after the Hipping operation, no porosity
can be observed. These samples were then vacuum annealed at 1200"C for 16h, again no
porosity was observed (Figures 7 (e) and (f)). Since inert gases are in.soluble in Ti, the vacuum
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anneal should have allowed the compressed gas to reopen the pores which were closed during
Hipping. This is similar to the Thermally Induced Porosity (TIP) checks for gas porosity carried
out on gas atomised Ni-based superalloys. Since no porosity was observed in the vacuum
annealed condition, it is concluded that the pores must have originated from interdendritic
solidification shrinkage._______________________
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Supcr-u2-Mclting
Super <i2-Ti ingots produced by plasma melting exhibited a fine uniform grain structure in
the radial cross section and grains that were somewhat elongated in the I'- .gitudinal direction, as
shown before*. The ingot surfaces were excellent. The plasma melted ingot structure is more
refined than that of VAR for this alloy, for these sizes of ingots. In the main, this can be
attributed to the solidification control of the plasma torch hot topping the ingot in the withdrawal
crucible, but may be also in part due to the size of the ingot (KM) mm diameter) and the low melt
rate (I kg,'min).
Table 2: Blend levels and chemical composilHtn of pla.sma melted Super-02 (wl%).
Super u2
Bt f NU ri:\ ft.
Mft r #:♦
MM.If PI,ASMS
fROM tOMPAt IN

TOP
MID

Bor

At

Nb

v

Mo

H,

;n 0

1;

2 U

O2
t) 0600

N,

14 2
14 4
14 :
14 1

14 0
1*1 1
lU 3

.3 IK
3 17
3 14

1 13
1 4(1
1 1;

0 06^
II (IhS
U (Ih3

0 1)040
0 003.3
0 0035

0 0010
U 0010
0 001$

lUl’ lur CtniM. 01 Inp'i. MID .MIUDU ( enitc Of Unol. BOT BOTIOM t cnlie Of Ingol

Overall, chemistry results for the super n2*Ti were very good, as shown in Table 2. Even
in a single pla.sma-mclt gixHi homogeneity can be observed. It should also be pointed out that the
interstitial content of H: and N; were excellent and only a 50 ppm pickup of O2 was measured.
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These results were obtained with the furnace exit gas containing 2 to 3 vppm O2,45 vppra H2O
and up to 350 vppm H2.
Gamma-Ti ^48-2-2^ Melting
Ingots of y-Ti were produced by plasma melting Ti sponge and master alloy compacts. As
in the super aa-Ti ingots, the chemistries were very good. Again, with relatively high H2 levels
(400 vppm) in the chamber atmosphere, the interstitial H2 content was barely detectable.
Minimal O2 pickup was observed, even in the double plasma melted ingots, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Blend levels and chemical composition of plasma melted Ti- 48-2-2 (wl%).
TI-48A1.2Nb-2Mn
BLEND LEVEL

!
i

Al
34.2

Nb
S.O

Mm
2.51

Ol
0.060

N2

Hi

1

MELT #27
SINGLE MELT
FROM COMPACTS

TOP
MID
BOT

34.8
34.9
35.2

4.99
5.11
5.08

2.96
2.85
2.69

0.065
0.065
0.070

0.0030
0.0035
0.0040

0.001
<.001
<.001

MELT «31
DOUBLE MELT
FROM COMPACTS

TOP
MID
BOT

35.4
34.8
35.2

5.16
5.08
5.05

2.80
2.83
2.71

0.075
0.070
0.085

0.0040
0.0035
0.0040

0.001
■c.OOl

1
!

<.ooi

j

TOP -TOP Cenlre OF Ingol, MID- MIDDLE Centre OF Ingot, EOT- BOTTOM Centre OF Ingot

Conclusions
PACH has shown to be a valuable tool in producing complex Ti alloys such as IMI-834.
Results to dale indicate that PACH, under the conditions employed does not introduce inert gas
porosity. Chemical control and homogeneity were found to be very good in the PACH material.
Preliminary results also suggest that PACH has the added benefit of producing ingot material
with smaller grain size than VAR, which could be important in structural development during
subsequent thermomechanical processing.
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Recent Improvements in the Economics of Plasma Melting

R. C. Eschenbach, M.E. Schlienger and R. E. Haun
Retech, Inc.

Abstract: In recent years, plasma melting has become an
important technique in the production of titanium and its alloys.
Continuing development work has enabled improvements in the
econimics of plasma melting which are applicable to production
operations.

Background: Improvements in plasma processes for melting
reactive and refractory metals have substantially affected both the
cost of melting and the properties of the melted metal.
Economic factors discussed below include melt rate, power cost,
consumables, yield and raw material cost. The melt rate achievable
has a strong effect on the cost of melting. Labor costs are almost
independent of melt rate; thus doubling the melt rate reduces the
labor cost per pound almost a factor of two. Increasing the melt
rate usually also reduces the specific power cost. Consumables
include plasma gas consumption, torch replacement parts and
maintenance of furnace equipment. Final product yield depends on
surface finish, chemistry uniformity, shrinkage porosity,
evaporation loss and ingot shape. Raw material costs can be
reduced if the process permits achieving product quality standards
while feeding lower cost material, e.g. dirtier material.
Quality factors also affect economics of the total process, even if
they may not change melting cost per pound. A reduced grain size
Titanium '92
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or greater freedom from inclusions affects down-stream processing
cost and customer acceptability, thus changes in these are also
important.
Technoloyv Improvements Since 1986: One of the most
striking improvements in the rate of melting titanium was the
substitution of helium for argon as the plasma torch gas. This was
first tried at Oregon Metallurgical Corporation in their PASER
(Plasma Arc Single Electrode Remelt) furnace, made by Retech.
Data on the effects of arc gas, pressure and current in a lab-size
furnace were presented at the 1986 Pittsburgh Vacuum Metallurgy
ConferenceO. When melting titanium at pressures near
atmospheric, the melt rate with helium was about twice that with
argon at the same torch current and standoff. The difference
between argon and helium in specific power to melt is less than for
the melt rate, since arc voltage is greater in helium than in argon.
Subsequent to the 1986 study, additional work on the effect of
furnace pressure on melt rate showed that reducing the furnace
pressure from 1100 millibar to 200 millibar, in helium at constant
current, reduced the melt rate when standoff was held constant,
but increased the melt rate when voltage (and thus power) was
held constant(2). Data from the two papers is replotted in figure 1.
It is believed that the pronounced difference between helium and
argon in melt rate results from the factor of ten ratio in molecular
weights; helium's low molecular weight results in much higher
thermal conductivity and decreased radiation loss. This low
molecular weight also results in a higher torch gas flow rate with
helium at similar pressure and geometry.
At the 1987 Electron Beam meeting in Reno (3), successful use of a
gas recirculation system for the RP-250T torch was reported. Using
a makeup flow rate of 6%, the cost of the helium flowing through
the melt torch was reduced from $134/hr (48 Nm^/hr x
$2.82/Nm3) to $8/hr. The melt rate was 198 kg/hr and the power
to the melt torch was 270 kW (290 kW including power supply
losses). Thus power cost to melt at $.10/kWh was 14.8;/kg. Gas
cost would have been 68^/kg without recirculation and only
4.l0/kg with recycle and 6% makeup. Table 1 below gives data for
production size furnaces on the importance of gas cost with respect
to power cost as affected by recycling.
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TABLE 1 - GAS RECYCLE ECONOMICS
CONSOLIDATION
MELT

HEARTH
MELTING

1

3

MELT RATE kg/hr

700

700

TOTAL POWER. kW

800

2000

70

210

2.1

6.3

NUMBER OF TORCHES

TOTAL GAS FLOW RATE Nm3/hr
3

MAKEUP FLOW RATE Nm /hr
GAS COST/POWER COST* - NO RECYCLE

EUR, / U.S.

7.0/3.5

8.4/4.2

GAS COST/POWER COST* ■ RECYCLE**

EUR./U.S.

0.2/0.1

0.25/0.12

* Assuming INm^ He costs 80 x 1 kWh in Europe, 40 x 1 kWh in
U.S.
♦♦Assuming 3% makeup
Subsequent work with a number of production systems has shown
that the makeup rate for such systems averages 2% to 3%.
However, if feed stock has perceptible moisture or contains
hydrided scrap, the hydrogen concentration in the recycle gas can
build up to levels where hydrogen content of the ingot is too high.
Then, addition of hydrogen removal equipment to the gas recycle
system is desirable. Figure 2 shows the elements of a helium
recycle system which removes particulates, hydrogen and water.
Electrode lifetime with hollow electrodes has been increased by
some refinements in electrode configuration and gas injection
geometry. Lifetime for the production size RP-600T are typically
200 to 300 hours at 2500 to 3000 amperes. Lifetime with the
pilot-size RP-250T at 1200 to 1500 amperes was initially 15 to 20
hours, but has been increased to at least 80 hours. Similar
refinements of the RP-75T electrode have increased its life from 8
hours to more than 30 hours, occasionally 75 hours.
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The yield of forgeable ingot from plasma hearth melted material
depends on surface smoothness (laps or variations in ingot
diameter may have to be machined), presence of solidification voids
(sometimes found on the centerline about half an ingot radius
below the top surface if power is shut off abruptly) evaporation
losses and on whether any ingots are rejected for being outside
chemical or inclusion specifications.
An investigation carried out jointly by Pratt & Whitney Division of
UTC and Retech (4) brought out important parameters for achieving
smooth surfaces. The work showed that surface quality with
helium was much better than with argon. Subsequent production
experience has show that surface finish of withdrawn ingots can be
comparable with the best practice with stationary cast ingots (as in
VAR). The 1990 program (4) showed that selection of optimum
parameters resulted in an rms roughness of only 125 micrometers.
Shrinkage voids have been found on axis about half the ingot radius
below the top surface when casting has been abruptly stopped and
the ingot torch current has been simultaneously abruptly changed
to zero. However, a hot-top achieved by reducing the power of the
ingot torch more gradually (i.e. two minutes for an eight inch
diameter ingot) prevents void formation. Such voids obviously
increase yield loss.
Plasma melting was noted prior to 1986 as a low evaporation loss
process (5). Development and production tests confirm that even
multi-hearth plasma melting results in evaporation loss rates for
titanium alloys of less than 1%. The low evaporation rate both has
a direct effect on production cost, and constitutes a "hidden"
economic factor that can have a significant impact on process
development cost.
In general, it is difficult to gauge alloy losses that occur in a vacuum
melt. This difficulty is compounded as the alloy system becomes
more complex and the constituent requirements are tightened.
Typically multiple melts are required for each alloy in order to
determine the appropriate amount of "sweetening" to account for
process losses of the volatile constituents. In addition, melting
techniques must often be carefully designed and meticulously
followed, since even relatively small deviations from steady state
may result in compositional inhomogeneities.
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Since plasma melting occurs at significantly higher pressures, the
loss of volatile constituents is drastically reduced. For most
titanium and zirconium alloys, the composition of the ingot
accurately reflects the composition of the raw materials fed.
Plasma's positive pressure capabilities allow the successful
production of such materials as niobium aluminides. Plasma's
ability to produce one of a kind melts, in spec, has been repeatedly
demonstrated. This represents a significant cost saving when
trying to bring a new alloy to market.
Since compositional control is de-coupled from molten metal
residence times, process fluctuations due to such items as variations
in feed rate have little or no effect on the compositional integrity of
the produced ingot. As a result generic melt practices may be
successfully used for a wide variety of alloys. This factor in
conjunction with the ease of attaining in spec chemistry provides a
significant economic advantage in situations where a diverse alloy
mix and one of a kind "specials" are expected.
Using electromagnetic stirring in conjunction with plasma melted
ingot withdrawal results in finer grains in the ingot.
Benefits
include less tendency to crack during forging operations, i.e. higher
yield. In addition, improvements in homogeneity and microalloying have been reported.
Current practice for rotating grade titanium alloys uses cold-hearth
melted (either plasma or electron beam) ingots which are
subsequently melted once in a consumable electrode furnace. A
significant cost saving is achievable if the VAR step can be omitted.
As noted above, reducing the hydrogen content in the gas
recirculation system permits making single process ingots which
fully meet all specs and which represent a substantial improvement
over the prior three-step VAR process in freedom from inclusions,
reduced grain size and improved micro-homogeneity (i.e. no
freckles).
WHAT LIES AHEAD: Further improvements in plasma processing
of reactive and refractory metals are expected. Several possibilities
have been verified at development scale, but only a small amount
of production experience has been gained. Four primary items are
listed here.
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Round cornered slabs have been made by plasma, and offer the
possibility of reduction in down-stream processing cost and yield
improvement.
Powder made from alloys melted in plasma and bottom-poured
may permit significant broadening of available alloy chemistries,
due to the characteristics of rapidly solidified metals.' Even with
conventional chemistries, improvements in alloy cleanliness are
attainable.
Extension to nickel-base alloys should permit the same advantages
of fine grain and good micro-homogeneity shown for titanium
alloys.
Hollow rounds have now been made with plasma, following the
electron beam example, and should offer some cost advantages
when making tubular shapes.
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ABSTRACT
Kroll process Is practiced for commercial production of titanium

metal.

However, the reaction kinetics of the process are not adequately known.

In

this work thermochetnlcal aspects of the process have been Investigated. The
reaction
been

temperatures and profiles as a function of T1C14 feed rate

have

determined .The predictions on the rate constants for Intrinsic

rate

and growth rate have been made.
INTRODUCTION

Bulk
reduction

of

titanium

contained

continuously

out

produced

by

magnesium

of T1C14 l.e, by Kroll Process [1|. In this process pure

magnesium

magnesium

sponge In the world over Is

fed

in

T1C14

a

clean

argon

filled

reactor,

. The reaction product MgC12

moves away from the reaction surface and Is

being

liquid

reacts

with

denser

subsequently

than
taken

of the reactor. Titanium metal Is deposited as a spongy mass which

the course of reaction also descends down the reactor.
TIKinium '9i
Scwnca and Ttchnttegy
Edited by F.H. Fro« and I. (.apian
Tin Minwols, MMli & MalMiali Sociily, 1993
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In

The

reaction

reactions

process

Is very complex as

It

Involves

many

chemical

associated with gaseous, liquid and solid phases. Attempts

have

been made by many investigators [2] to understand the reaction kinetics and
mechanism . Studies on the kinetics of the fast reactions of this type
limited.

However,

studies relating to reduction process,

heat

are

transfer,

structure and quality of sponge have been reported (3-11). In this paper an
attempt

has been made to study the effect of the heat generation

and

transfer on the kinetics of the process. A rate expression for the

Its

process

has been proposed.
KINETICS OF REDUCTION:
For

the

purpose

of evaluation of Intrinsic kinetics

the

three

rate

controlling factors viz (1) mass transfer of T1C14 In the vapour phase(Kg),
(11) chemical surface reactlon(Ks) and (HI) exchange through the
solid

surface (Ke) are considered. The suitable expression for

and

rate constants available from the literature have been

The

dependence

of

these rate constants on

temperature

external
the

used
and

rates
(2,12].

temperature

gradients have been accounted. The chemical reaction rate constant has been
estimated from the Initial reaction periods at low feed rates of T1C14. The
overall

rate

constant

(Ko)

Is

determined

assuming

that

the

rate

controlling factors (resistances) are In series, ie.

For

the

nucleatlon and growth rates kinetics associated

feed rate of T1C14
rate

constant

(K)

with

constant

period has been considered and a rate expression
have

been

derived

(13)

and

experimental results. The rate equation adopted is

is = ^t£;

On integration we have,
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determined

from

and a
the

TEMPERATURE PROFILES

Heat generated at the surface of magnesium due to reaction between T1C14
and

Mg

Is

radiation

conducted
heat

temperature
however,

always through the

transfer

gradients

also takes

and

product

place due to

relative flow of

mass.

Convection

and

high

temperature

and

liquids.

In

this

analysis

only heat conduction Is considered and results of rise In surface

temperature
transfer

Is

taken

for all calculations I.e. for

estimation

rate constant, surface reaction rate constant and

of

mass

exchange

rate

constant.
HEAT CONDUCTION CALCULATIONS:

The unsteady state heat conduction equation In cylindrical
Is written as

^

This equation is solved subject to the convectlve boundary

on

the

side

everywhere.
surface,
and

co-ordinates

walls of the cylinder and the

condition,

initial condition

T

-

Here

1 and 1 are the direction cosines of the normal
r
z
k is the thermal conductivity, q the heat source term, D

830C

to

the

density

c is the specific heat of the material and T the temperature, r and

z

are the spatial co-ordinates and t is the time.

Following

the usual way (14), the differential equation is

put in

the

matrix form as

KT + KT ^ P
where T is
temperature
coefficients

the matrix

of nodal temperatures and T is the matrix of nodal

derivatives.
and

K'

the

K

is the symmetric matrix of
Symmetrie matrix

of

constant

heat
heat

conduction
capacity

coefficients and P Is the vector of known quantities. Expressing the
differential equations in finite difference form, we have
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above

The above equation Is solved for the nodal temperature, T at time level n+1
with the knowledge of temperature at time level n. Bull DPS 6/8S0

computer

at DHRL was used for calculating the temperatures at various points of

the

cross-section of the reactor.

DISCUSSION:

The conversion of magnesium with time is shown in Fig-1
In(l-x)

where

relationship
formation

in

the

shown

x

is fraction of conversion for magnesium, has a linear
2
with t
indicating generally the rate of metal (sponge)

that

determined

is

mainly follows growth kinetics. The rate

from the slope of the line was calculated

T1CU
in

feed rate

Table.1.

temperature based

at

t

•t■

The

values of Kg,Ks,Ke and

Ko

1

»•

—
s

1 '

1

*'

s

-——
* ■-- K.
s

1

V

s,

V

m

---=
«s

*-l

B!

--_

itu

-^

<!

1 ■

-L4I-II

■•

mm

tit

tit
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m

m

m

m

tm

K.
-4

0.23—1.179x10

determined

relationship are also given in Table-1.

v1'r;

constant

range of 120 to 300 kg/hr. The values of

Fig:1 PLOT OF In(l-X) Vs f1 (Enpiriatnralit
1

It is seen that

K. are

from

the

REACTION RATE CONSTANTS
Tibll-I
CALCULATED VALUES
Flowntt of
TiCl4
Kg/hr

Tf«piraluri
Kg
•C
Cin/Stc

Kl
Ci«/Sec

EXPERIMENTAL

Kt
Cn/Ste

Kg
Cm/Sic

''•'iKr

Kf

TTf*'

C«/S.<?

Cn/S«'
-U

-4

120

940

0 1131.

0 0721

0 662

0 0413

0

200

1103

0 1191

0 744

0 6SS

0 091

-4
131x10

-4
0 536x10

300

1360

0 1253

5 163

1047

-4
198x10

-4
1179x10

0 1091

28K10

0 23X10

Tht r»tt tqualio - In |1-«l= 197 22r^1i r2 WHE.-.E Ko it o«tral nattion ttlt tontUnt ICm/Stcl
|no J
t |»iiiit:tM1 and > Conninion of f1*gnttiun|fr«ttio
honl

Figure

2

shows

the

temperature

profiles

determined

from

the

are comparable. The

rate

calculations. The relation between K^and Ko Is determined to be

It Is seen as given In the table KA& [Ko] /ho
expression for
2 2
(ko/ho) .t as,

where
time
of

Kn

process

Is determined from

the

plot

magnesium.

Is

-ln(l-X)

Is a constant. The value of Kn Is determined as 497.2 and

In seconds. The expression la found valid for nearly

magnesium
rate

the

Further

conversion of magnesium Is

702

determined

transparent rate. As In the last stages of retctIon
likely

to be very low and hence

no

significant

expected.

However, further work Is considered necessary to

effect of

temperature

gradient

across
2,313

and

along

t

vs

Is

conversion
purely
period

by
the

conversion

is

determine

the

the mass and velocity

Fig:2 TEMPERATURE PROFILES
(ftf «tftrtnt 1u4 rtlti. «|/l»i

Oil

0 2t

OH

Oil

DISTANCE FRON WAU IX lOOI.Cm

profiles

of

the

reacting apecles on conversion

of magnesium

and

the

progress of the reaction.
CONCLUSION
By

finite element analysis the temperature of magnesium surface

function of T1C14 feed rate has been predicted. The predicted
were

used

equation

to

determine the Intrinsic reaction

rate

temperatures

constants.

for the estimation of conversion of magnesium from the

rate constants has been proposed.
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NOMENCLATURE
b

: stolchlonetrlc constant of the reaction

K

: conversion rate constant

A

: cross-sectional area of the reactor

t

i tlae in seconds

Nl

; number of moles of Magnesium at any Instant

C

: molar volume of T1C14

/

: density

h

; Initial magnesium level inside the rector

HU

A New Method to Produce Segregation-free Ingot
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Abstract
The solidification structures and segregation of the VAR cast ingot of Ti-6AI6V-2Sn alloy were investigated by using a new etching technique with a high
concentration of hydrofluoric acid. Segregation of Fe and Cu is remarkable
in the zone of equiaxed grains in the center of ingot. To minimize
segregation, the authors propose a VAR procedure of casting at a faster
solidification rate and a greater temperature gradient by the use of a
consumable electrode tapered to the stick during hot topping.
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Introduction
To improve the quality and reliability of titanium alloy products, efforts have been made to
reduce the irregularity and defects in solidification structure of the cast ingots«'2'3'. For the
general purpose alloy Ti-6AI-4V, however, there are only a few studies on the solidification
structure covering all the ranges of mill cast ingots'* '>. The authors have reported the
solidification structures in alpha+beta type titanium alloy ingots produced by the vacuum arc
consumable electrode remelting method (VAR)<6). This paper clarifies the cast structure of Ti6Al-6V-2Sn (Ti662) alloy by a new etching technique and segregation of Fe and Cu by
computerized X-ray microanalyser (CMA), and proposes a new method to reduce segregation.
Experimental Procedure
Test material and processing conditions:
The starting material was an ingot of a highly ß
flecks sensitive commercial alloy of Ti662,
5.85%AI, 5.62%V, l.959fcSn, 0.72%Cu, 0.69%Fe,
0.005%C, 0.005%N, 0.16%0 and H<0.001%.
The ingot was about 3970 kg with 750 mm 0 and
2000 mm in length. The test material was twice
VAR melted by hot top technique"' in which the
melting rate is reduced 90 min before melt end. The
melting rate was changed from 23 to 16 kg/min.
The ingot was cut for examination as shown in
Fig.l.
CMA analysis and macrostructure
observation were focused to hatched areas: Top (T),
Middle (M) and Bottom (B).

SCdurtaca
^^J^.L
eoulmn) (radial lirw)

bf^e»<CC(e«ittIl

Fig. 1 Sampling positions in ingot.
Observation of cast (C) and solidification (S) structure, and shrinkage cavities:
Specimen surfaces were finished by mechanical grinding and immersed for etching; the etchants
and etching conditions are shown in Table I. The structures were revealed by immersion in a
solution (HF: HN03: H2O = 1:1:1 to 40) for at least S min at room temperature. For Sstructures, etch pits were formed by the difference in chemical compositional variation during
the solidification of the melt. The difference between the C- and S- structures was revealed in a
greater amount of water and longer etching time in the former. Shrinkage cavities were revealed
by a high precision automatic ultrasonic flaw detector as described elsewhere*.
Table 1

Etching technique.

Objective structure

Etchant

Etching condition

Microstructure
(as-cast)

HNOa: 15ml, HF: 15ml, HjO 600ml

> 5 min at fl.T.

Macrostructure
(solidification)

HNO3:15ml, HF: 15 ml, H20; 15 ml

< 5 min at R T

Quantification of segregation: Samples for chemical analysis were taken from the
longitudinal and cross sections of the ingot, as shown in Fig.l. The elemental segregation in
these samples were investigated with CMA(9). In the analysis, Al, V, Sn, Fe and Cu were
analyzed at 250 x 250 points over the area of 10 x 10 mm2 and the picture element of 40 x 40
2,31*

p^'
um^. DifTerenlial thermal analysis (DTA) was applied to die samples T. M and B taken from the
central column of the ingot**), 'temperature distribution in the ingot during solidification and
cooling was calculated**' by the difference calculus"*”, assuming that the solidification
temperature*") was I600*C aind the liquid alloy of 2000<C *'^) was cooled in a water cooled
copper mold.
Ksperimental Results
Cast structures of longitudinal sections of
ingot: Figure 2 shows the C-structure on the
vertical section and the close-up of the B zones.
The C-structure in Figs. 2a) and b) is characterized
by the three zones: CH; rapidly cooled equiaxed
grains (chilled layer) contacting the bottom and side
surfaces of the mold, CO, columnar grains growing
from the CH-structure to the center of melt, EA;
equiaxed grains in the central zone, as shown in
Fig.3a).
Solidification
lines
on
longitudinal
sections of ingot: On the longitudinal section of
the ingot in Fig.2b), parallel and equal interval etch
pit lines are observed perpendicular to the growth
direction of columnar grains of the C-structures.
This shows selective etching of parts in the
compositional variation and the resultant linear loci
of solidification line.
The features of the Sstructure can be summarized as follows: CH; the Slines of etch pits formed on the ingot surface in a
shell form with a slope of about 20“ toward the
surface**), CO; the etch pit lines intersecting vertical
to the growth direction of colunmar grains as the Slines of solid-liquid phase, and EA; no etch pit line
in the equiaxed grain of the central zone and random
distribution of pits.
The S-lines can be divided
into two parts as shown Fig.3b): the conventional
and the hot top melting. The difference of energy
supplied to melt in the two techniques leads to the
slope changes of 20 to 6(F in the S-lines towards
the surface of the ingot**).
CMA analysis of Fe
and Cu distributions reveals microscopic
segregation stripes of Fe and Cu as in Figs.4b) and
c). The etch pit lines in Fig.4a) correspond to the
Fe and Cu enrichment
Shrinkage cavity lines on longitudinal
sections of cast ingot: The distribution of
shrinkage cavities on the longitudinal section of the
ingot is shown in Fig.2c). Shrinkage cavity lines
of several mm interval intersect perpendicular to the
columnar grains.
These intervals and forms
conespond to the microscopic segregation stripes in
Figs. 4b) and c); and to the etch pit lines in Fig.2 b)
or Fig. 4 a). The shrinkage cavity lines are not
Wl»

L_- .y-

f

tr

.

Mvuy mm ^

Fig. 2 Macro-arid micro-structure
on the midsection of the ingot.

Cast sirucure

Solidification structure
with cavity lines
on the midsection of ingot.
CM; Chlllae layer
CO: eotumnar atruclura

Fig. 3 Schematics of as cast arxi
solidification structure.

clear in the CH- than the CO-structure. The EA-structuie shows no cavity line with irregular
distribution of rough shrinkage cavities. The CO-structure has a number of spherical or
elliptical cavities of about 20um diameter. The EA-structuie shows complicated conical and
polyhedral cavities of about lOOum long*’.
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Fig. 4 Segregation of Fe and Cu along solidification fronts in ingot bottom corner.
Melt pool depth and solidification curve:
The X marks in Figs. 2a) indicate the boundary ^
between the CO- and EA-structures and indicate the
bottom of the melt pool which is about 1440 mm
below the top of ingot. Figure 5 depicts the
solidiHcation curve at 1600®C and the profile of
melt pool in VAR ingor*'.
The curves were
obtained by calculating the isotherm of I600°C
solidification temperature with an interval of 6 min
after ntelting of the ingot by the difference method.
Solidification of the melt in contact with the water
cooled copper mold proceeds along the shell-like
solidification lines. The measured and calculated
melt pool depth are as high as about 2/3 of the ingot
height These isothermal solidification profiles are
similar to the contours of etch pits and shrinkage
AjUf «mU iMbbifc
arc
cavity lines in the CO-structure.
Fig. 5 Simulation of solidification front movement
during and after VAR meitirtg.
Segregation: Chemical analysis was carried out over the left half on the longitudinal section
of the ingot The analysis of Al and Fe shown in Fig.6 indicates no segregation of Al and Fe in
the surface layer. The same is true for Cu. V and Sn. Along the center line, on the other hand,
Fe gradually increases from B to T. The same was true for V and Cu. The high concentrations
of Fe. Cu and V occur in the top of ingot center as shown by hatching in Fig.6. The long
conical zone (70mm dia. x 500mm) is the central zone of the EA-structure. This EA-conical
zone correspoiKls to macroscopic V-shape segregation (P flecks). No segregation of A) as well
as Sn is observed in the center zone. Figure 7 gives the distribution of Al. V. Sn. Fe and Cu of
T. M and B samples taken from the center zone of the cast ingot. They are divided into two
groups in terms of the coexisting elements. One is Al and Sn. and the other is V. Fe and Cu.
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The distributions of elements in the former and the latter are reversed. The trend is especially
strong in T and M zones in comparison with B zone. The p flecks existing in the
macroscopically segregated T zone of the ingot forms several mm masses. Also Fe and Cu
were enriched to the amount of 2.1 and 2.2, respectively due to the segregation ratio**). This
result means that the equilibrium distribution coefficient Ks is smaller than the unit in Fe and Cu.
The results of the measurement of beta transus.Tp by DTA in this zone indicated that
Tp(=700°C) of T zone of the cast ingot was about 50°C lower than that of B zone (=747°C)<‘>.

Al (x1Q2)

Fe(x102)
EquI-concentratlon curves

Fig. 6 Elemental segregation of Al and Fe on the midsection of ingot.
(Shadowed region shows high segregation of Fe)
Al

V

Sn

Fe

Cu

1 mm

Middle

Bottom

(bright area Indicates high concentration)
Fig. 7 CMA color mapping of elemental distributions
and optical micrographs in T, M, and B of ingot.
Discussion
Solidification Phenomena during VAR
a) The Stage from Start to End of Arc Melting(CH- and CO-structure area). The overheating
degree is defined as the difference between the high melt pool temperature and solidification
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temperature. In the solid-liquid interface, 2000oC liquid
phase and I6000C solidification phase come into contact,
and the temperature gradient is sharp. The compositions
Fe, Cu and V with Ks<l are enriched to the liquid phase
in the interface, and subsequent solidification takes place
with clusters such as Fe and Cu being nucleus. In this
way, a shell-like solidification layers with a certain
thickness is successively formed as shown in Fig.8. In
other words, the solidification proceeds intermittently.
Solidification proceeds toward the melt pool at nearly
constant intervals until arc stops. This results in banded
compositional variation,
b) Melt Pool Solidification (EA-structure area).
After arc stops, the regular solidification lines described
above do not occur as shown in Fig.8, because the degree
of overheating is smaller in the melt pool. On the other
hand, solidification takes place with the enriched zone
being coagulated because of the enriched beta phase
stabilizing elements. In the center of molten pool heat
convection promotes dendrite growth with segrgating
elements on the front. Consequently large melt traps are
formed in interdendrites leading to ß flecks.

Before
A\Ut
FinisMnq of VAK Tltlt
Fig.8 Schematic of solidification structure formation in VAR.

(Mold)

(Mold)

melt finish
pool profile

(Mold)

during melting melt finish
cast structure

pool profile

cast structure

Fig. 9 Comparison of solidification behavior and cast structurre between
conventional and new tapered electrode methods in hot top VAR melting.
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Measures for Reducing Macroscopic Segregation: Some papers reported that it is
important to keep the melt pool depth shallow to improve the ingot quality*" ,4 " "' 17). The
present structural observation for minimizing the segregation of VAR ingot leads to the
following two basic counter measures: (1) To make temperature gradient greater, and
accordingly to make solidification rate faster, and (2) To make heat radiation from the mold
faster. The melt pool depth is made shallow by these two measures, which well coincide with
the proposals insisted by R.T. Adams et al"6 l7), by using smaller diameter ingots. Fig. 9
compares the solidification behavior and solidification structure between the conventional
electrode and the present tapered electrode methods in hot top VAR melting. The conventional
method tends to form deep pool as shown in Fig. 9. For minimum segregation, the authors
have developed the tapered electrode method (Fig. 9c). The end of consumable electrode is
tapered to the stick. Melting with the tapered electrode reduces the pool size during melting (Fig.
9d). On the melt finish solidification progresses rapidly without formation of melt traps in
interdendrite region and prevents ß flecks.
(1) The end of consumable electrode shall be conically tapered to the stick, and the diameter of
the electrode shall be made smaller at the time of final melting to make the pool size smaller.
(2) A given current density shall be maintained until the conical top of electrode is melted and
the melt shall be agitated to make the component elements in the melt pool homogeneous.
(3) Heat radiation rate shall be made faster by using the adequate materials for the side and
bottom of the mold to improve cooling rate.
Conclusions
This study dealt with the analysis of the cast structure of Ti662 ingot produced by the
commercial vacuum arc consumable electrode remelting method. The key results are
summarized as follows:
(1) Etching in a new solution (hydrofluoric acid: nitric acid: water = 1: I: I to 40) for several
minutes reveals the details of cast and solidification structure.
(2) The cast structure consists of a chilled layer in the outer surface, columnar grains in the
intermediate zone and equiaxed grains in the central zone of the ingot.
(3) Solidification lines appear as dotted lines of etch pits, suggesting the elemental distribution at
the solidification front which is pe) pendicular to the growth direction of columnar grains as a
result of intermittent solidification.
(4) Segregation of Fe and Cu is remarkable in the equiaxed structure zone, '.n CH- and CO
zones, no beta flecks occurs.
(5) Segregation of Fe and Cu is reduced by casting at a faster solidification and a greater
temperature gradient and by using a consumable electrode tapered to the stick than the hot
topping of VAR.
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LARGE SCALE STATISTICALLY BASED EXCEPTION
REPORTING IN VACUUM ARC MELTING

Harran Gaorg«
Dragon Natallurgical Corporation
P.O. Box S80
Albany, Oragon 97321

Abstract
Much discuasion has baan mada of tha potantial banafits of using SPC concepts
to discarn batwaan random variation within tha procass capability, and nonrandom or spaclal causa variation. Most approaches to practical application
of thasa concapts involve small numbers of key product variables which are
tracked using manual intervention in the capture, extraction, posting, or
Interpretation of result data.
Oregon Metallurgical Corporation, on its computer controlled VAR furnaces, has
been applying a strategy called Large scale Statistically Baaed Exception
Reporting which differs somewhat from the traditional approach as described
above. The chief differences are in the volume of tracked variables, up to S50
per melt cycle; the type of variables, many are related to equipment
performance or productivity rather than product; and the methods by which the
furnace control software automatically extracts the tracked variables from raw
data and warns of exceptions without manual Intervention being required.
The experience that has bean gained in the six years that this system has been
in use shows that there are important factors to be considered for developing
and using such systems but that the results can be surprisingly effective, not
only in reducing process variation, but in Improved maintenance procedures,
faster troubleshooting, and In achieving greater production efficiency.
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introduction «nd Background
Oregon Metallurgical Corporation (OREHET) operates five VAK furnaces built by
RETECH of Ukiah, California.
These furnaces are used primarily for vacuum
melting of titanium and titanium alloys.
Conversion of these furnaces to
computer controls was begun in 1981.
The capability for Large Scale
Statistically Based Exception Reporting was added in 1985.
The key control hardware components for each furnace consist of three computers
and their ancillary equipment as well as a manual backup control system.
All analog measurements and loop control are accomplished with a Hewlett
Packard 22S0 operating at just over 5 cycles per second. In addition to 60
analog values, the 2250 monitors the on/off status of some 140 devices and
■witches.
A Hewlett Packard 9920 on each furnace acts as a supervisory controller and is
responsible for the operator interface as well as data handling and short term
data storage on a local hard disk.
Control of certain pumps, valves and relays is performed through a Westinghouse
PC700 which takes instructions from the 2250, the 9920, and manual switches or
pushbuttons.
A manual backup system is provided such that the furnace operator can complete
an in-progress melt should a failure occur in the computer control system.
Such failures have been very rare.
An additional HP 9920, the "department master", is connected to each of the
furnace control 9920's in a manner that the master 9920 can read the data
temporarily archived by each furnace 9920 on its own hard disk. The master
computer extracts data for analysis and long term archival, and provides
various utilities and peripherals for graphical and mathematical examination.
It is the master computer that maintains the standards for the exception
reporting system and compares new values against the standards, printing a list
of exceptions on a per melt basis.
The furnace 9920's also share a speech unit which announces key events and
alarms.
Each furnace 9920 receives all accumulated data from its companion 2250 at
about one second intervals, performs additional calculations based on the data,
updates the operator display monitor, and routes events and alarms to the
printer, speech system, and monitor depending upon priority tables.
In
addition, all events and alarms are recorded to hard disk files no matter what
the priority. Readings from eight major signals are extracted for logging to
the hard disk at 0.975 second intervals and a reading from all 60 analog
variables is extracted every 20.085 seconds.
In addition, certain process
summary data is maintained in memory until the end of the melt when a summary
report is printed out for inclusion in the QC file.
At the end of each melt the master computer is triggered to automatically
transcribe the portions of the data which apply to each particular melt from
the temporary files on the furnace hard disk, to permanent files on a larger,
centralized hard disk.
The automatic profile control of arc current, arc voltage, and stirring coil
current is accomplished through pre-preparad procedures.
Based on the
procedure number and melt type, the 9920 loads the appropriate control file
from disk. The procedure appears as instruction code values in the 2250 and
as step by step instruction text on the operator's screen. Each step in the
procedure is described by specific instructions (such as ramp, stop, hold for
time, hold until weight achieved, etc.) which are chained together to form a
complete procedure.
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Implementation «nd Op«r«tion
The methods choaen for detecting exceptional conditions utilize the simple to
do the obvioua.
From the raw data for each melt, a large set of summary
statistics is generated. Over time, the computer keeps track of the mean and
standard deviation for each of these calculated variablea by groups of similar
melts. At the end of each new melt, the computer prints out on an exception
report, any value outside the "plus and minus three aigma" limits as compared
to previous melts in its standard group.
Two assumptions were inherent in the selection of these methods to discern
abnormal conditions.
1) The variables would be randomly and normally
distributed. 2) At the start of data collection, each variable was depicting
a "correct" or "normal" state.
A wide range of summary variables were selected for inclusion. Hundreds were
already available within the system and more were identified and easily
programmed into the system. In general, raw data for each melt was summarized
into averagea, standard deviations, maximums and minimums, net changes, counts,
time between events, ratios, and other appropriate characterizing variables.
Some values are computed for the entire melt as a whole, others for each
procedure atap or only for specific procedure steps as appropriate. Depending
upon the melt type and number of procedure steps, up to 550 variables per melt
were initially included. That number has since been increaaed.
To get the System started, data was accumulated for a brief period of time.
Then the computer generated the "standarda" for each variable within each
standard grouping by computing the mean and standard deviation of the
accumulated observations.
A second paaa through the data was automatically
made in order to remove outliers which we would have wanted to be reported as
exceptions, from the population mean and standard deviation calculations.
The number of exceptions reported for a melt varies significantly but is
typically in the range of S to 15.
A process control engineer reads the
exceptions as an aid in seeing generally how the equipment is running and
whether unuaual process conditions have occurred.
At the discretion of the
engineer, who takes into account such things as the importance of the variable
and the strength of the exception as measured in units of "sigroa", some
exceptions are identified for further investigation.

Numerous examples are available of exceptiona which have been investigated and
yielded some useful or interesting result. A few are given below.
a) A slight, but statistically significant increase in the time taken for the
roughing pumps on a particular furnace to evacuate the furnace to a preset
level resulted in the discovery of a broken valve spring in one pump.
b) Warnings of a gradual increase over a number of days in the voltage applied
to a hydraulic aervo valve in order to achieve ram drive was first misdiagnosed
as a valve problem until the hydraulic motor froze up solid.
c) Inexplicable fluctuations in average melt rate at constant meaaured current
led to a decision to replace the existing current measurement shunts with new
devices based on different technology.
These new devices have exhibited
superior consistency and accuracy.
d) One apecific melt with a higher than normal melt efficiency (weight melted
per unit of electrical energy) was investigated and after atudying all
available information, a hypothesis was reached that a chunk of electrode had
fallen into the pool at a particular point during the final melt.
The ingot
was diverted to internal conversion and the inclusion found in the area
predicted.
e) An increase in the standard deviation of current readinga from one of
10,000 amp rectifiers on one furnace waa traced, with some difficulty,
fuae on one phase in that rectifier, which would conduct at low current as
test meters but would open under load. The result of this condition was
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tha othar two phaaaa wara oparatlng far bayond thalr daaign limit in ordar to
maka up for tha loat phaaa.
Had the axcaption ayatan not providad tha clua,
thia condition would hava continuad unnoticad until tha ractifiar failad.
f) A drastic incraaaa in tha atandard daviation of raadinga from a praasura
tranaducar on a hydraulic cylindar holding a critical connaction togathar aa
part of tha high currant path, cauaad that furnaca to ba imnadiataly ramovad
from sarvica until tha difficulty could ba undaratood and corrected.
Tha
daaign waa auch that tha oil in tha cylindar waa kapt up to praaaura by a
regulator and pravantad from aacaping by a chack valva. Only aftar axtanaiva
invaatigation waa it datarminad that in fact, tha praaaura would ba EXPECTED
to fluctuate with tha temperature changaa cauaad by changes in currant aettinga
but we had never before aaan the praaaura rise above the setting of the
regulator. After gueationing many people about how tha sudden change in the
preaaure behavior could hava occurred, an off-ahift millwright divulged that
immediately before the laat malt, he had fixed a hydraulic leak, near the
cylinder, which had bean present aince the furnace waa new.
g) An inveatigation of a triple VAR ingot with multiple type I alpha defects
in a vs^ticular location, led to the accidental discovery that tha ratio of the
vacuum readings from two different types of sensors could be used as an
effective but very inexpenaiva reaidual gaa analyzer. Thia helped to confirm
that an air leak had occurred briefly during this final melt. The leak waa ao
alight that furnace preaaure roae by only a few microns.
Difficulties
While the exception system has substantially proven its capability for early
problem detection, faat troubleahooting diagnostic», proceaa verification,
aensor calibration, and as computer system watchdog, certain difficultiea have
been apparent as well.
The design assumption that all tracked variables would be normally and randomly
distributed has prevented us from well characterizing a portion of the
variables.
Most typical of these variables are the standard deviations of
large sets of readinga.
Tha distributions of these standard daviation
variables from melt to melt are typically very skewed. The result of this is
that melt variables which are "amoother" than normal generally do not generate
exceptiona.
Another difficulty which has been exposed is that reading the exception report,
especially with the large number and types of variablea involved, requires
extensive knowledge of the process physics and a full understanding of
literally hundreda of system devices and how they are connected.
This has
limited direct use of the exception ayatem to a very small number of people.
One additional fault of the ayatem is probably a result of faulty expectation
rather than attributable to ayatem fault. Where it was dreamed that tha system
would require no effort to maintain and keep standarda up-to-date, it has
become evident that maintaining the standards to keep up with a dynamic
environment does take some degree of diligence.
Future Plans
Based on the results of large scale exception reporting, OREMET's expectation
of the future is that these kinds of tools will and should become commonplace
within our company and within the industry. OREMET's own plans for development
include the following.
Where the existing program identifies exceptions only after the process is
complete, it would be better to report exceptions aa near to real-time as
possible.
The ability to handle non-normal distributions will increase the number of
variables for which the frequency distribution is accurately modeled.
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ihm trua capability of lacg« acal« «xcaptlon raportlng will ba obtalnad by
combining axcaptlon ayatama with axpart ayatama which can aaalat In
Intarpratlng tha oaanlng and probabla cauaa of varloua comblnatlona of
axcaptlona.
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to davalop tha control ayatan and hava glvan full and nacaaaary backing to tha
projact, and Bill Olaaamlra and Lloyd Skogatad who wara Indlapanaabla In thalr
rolaa with aoftwara davalopnant and Inatrunantatlon raapactlvaly.
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Electroslag Remelting of Titanium

Alok Choudhury, Harald Scholz und Norbert Ludwig
LEYBOIX) DURFERRIT GnnbH
Rueckinger Str. 12
64SS Enensee/Germany

The electroslag remelting process is a well Known technique for melting tool steels, superalloys
etc. Up to now, some investigations in the USA and the former USSR have shown that tnis technique can also be used for melting titanium. However, the ESR process has not experienced a
real breakthrough for titanium production because of quality reasons.
In order to assess the potential of the ESR process, investigations were carried out with titanium sponge in a new equipment concept. Apart from that, new slag systems based on calcium
fluoride were tested. The paper describes the experimental procedure as well as the resulting
quality, such as oxygen and nitrogen content of the remelted material.
Introduction
Titanium metal as an engineering material came into use in the 1950's In the USA in response to
the critical demands for low density, high strength material for aircraft and emerging space
technologies. The titanium industry was mostly interested in the aircraft, especially military
aircraft, and space market, where the cost was not a primary criterion for the selection of the
material. However, times have changed now. The consumption of titanium in the aircraft and
space industry has been stagnant for the last five years. The titanium industry must, therefore, look for markets other Than the aerospace industry.
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Non-Aerospace AnDlications of Titanium
Titanium has an excellent resistance to corrosion in most environments. Accordingly, a number
of materials being used today in sucn applications can be totally or partly replaced by titanium.
A recent study carried out by Charles River Associates /I/ shows a variety of materials
against which titanium has a relative advantage (Fio tl:
- Cupronickels (90/10 and 70/30)
• 316 stainless steel
- Super-ferritic stainless steel
- Super-austenitic stainless steel
• Duplex stainless steel
• Hastelloy C-276

Competing

Material

with

Titanium

Cupronickels (90/10 and 70/30)
Super-Ferritic Stainless
Super-Austenitic Stainless
Duplex Stainless
AISI 316 Stainless
Hastalloy C-276

Fig. 1:

Material Competing with Titanium

FiQ- 2 shows the portion of the market of competing materials which can be potentially replaced
by titanium. It is evident that titanium can gain a sizable market just by replacing the stainless
steel grades in non-aerospace applications.
Z.IX «(/|| CwNi
Zl.tt llktr

/.l^ /• )■ C«Si

S.4t taarrSI
i,s% tn»a<iit
ISI

.IX mil

Source: ChailM Rivor AstoeiMM.
1»B1

Weight Percent of Materials in Uses Potentially Available for Titanium Substitution
Fig. 3 shows that titanium may compete with high performance stainless steel at lower sponge
pnees and by reducing the thickness or by a combination of both. In the case of standard stain
less steel grade 316, a substantial reduction of thickness is required. In this figure, only the
cost for titanium sponge has been considered. Another important factor determining the titani
um price is the cost oT melting and fabrication of the final product.
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Fii?. 3:

Cost Effectiveness of Titanium Compared with Stainless Steels as a Function of Thickness

For effectively competing with stainless steel grade 316 it will be necessary to reduce the cost
of the complete route of fabrication (Fig. 41.

Fig. 4:

Combinations of Sponge Price and Reduction in Mill Product (VAMP) can make Titanium
cost effective with Super-Austenitlc and 316 Stainless Steels

Fig. 4 demonstrates titanium in competition with super-austenitic stainless steel as well as
with 316 stainless steel grade. It is evident that with a 30 % reduction in the cost of melting
and further fabrication (vAMF - value added for melting and primary fabrication) with a simultaneous reduction of the sponge price, the cost of titanium comes veiy close to that of Grade
316 stainless. The question is how to lower the cost of melting and further fabrication. The
present production route for titanium sheet products is as follows (Fig, si:
- consumable vacuum arc remelting, at least twice
- forging to slab or square
- surface conditioning
- rolling
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«

Consumable Vacuum Arc Remeltlng at least
Twice

*
•

Forging to Slab or Square
Surface Conditioning
Rolling to Desired Dimensions

Fig. 5:

Production Route for Titanium Sheet

As vacuum arc remeltlng can only produce round Ingots, a forging sequence with subsequent
surface conditioning must be Introduced into the production route In order to get reliable material. Appreciable cost savings are, therefore, only possible by direct remeltlng to slabs or
squares with subsequent rolling without any forging. This can be realized with electroslag remeltlng (ESR) of titanium.
Electroslag Remeltln9 of Titanium
Consolidation of titanium sponge by the ESR process was started In the early 1960's, especially In the former USSR 121 but also in the USA 131. It has been reported, that the former USSR
is melting titanium with the ESR process on a production scale. In the Western World this technology has not experienced a technological breakthrough until now. LEYBOLD DURFERRIT GmbH
has carried out tests in order to determine the metallurgical parameters required to achieve
optimum results with respect to ingot quality.
Titanium Is a reactive metal with high affinity for oxygen and nitrogen Apart from that, titanium reacts with almost all oxides at high temperature. Bearing this in mind, the electroslag remeltlng of titanium must fulfill the following parameters:
- furnace atmosphere must be free from oxygen and nitrogen, eg. an inerlgas atmosphere must
be secured
- slag must be free from oxides, which can be reduced by titanium
In order to assure a 100 % inertgas furnace atmosphere the usual ESR-furnace with a hood is
not suitable. The ESR-unit must be a closed chamber installation. The conception of such an ESRplant is not new. LEYBOLD DURFERRIT GmbH has already built such furnaces for electroslag remeltlng under pressure (PESR). Fig. 6 shows schematically a PESR-furnace, which can work also under vacuum or inertgas atmosphere. The present experimental work was carried out with
such a laboratory scale PESR-furnace equiped with a pumping set for prior evacuation of the
furnace chamber.
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15
16
17

Eiectrooe ieea onve system,
Bail screw
Movaoie furnace suooor Irame
Furnace lilling sysiern.
Loac cell sysienv
Eieciroae ram
Eieciroae.
waier lackei.
Slag pool.
ingot,
Moio assemoiy
Quick flange ,
vacuum-zpressure cMamoar,
Alloy teeoer,
Coaxial Dower cables,
Ram guioing system,
Maintenance piattorm

Fig. 6:

Pressure/VAC-ESR Installation
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Common ESR slags are based on CaF~. CaO and Al~^. sometimes with additions of MgO and/br
SOo depending on the alloy grade lb be remelte<r For titanium remelting. slags containing
AUu. CaO.
and SiOo cannot be used, as they are sources of undesired contaminations in
litihiam. According to thd^ published literature, the most suitable slag tor titanium remelting is
pure calcium fluoride. The present work was. therefore, started with technically pure CaF2
Tab. 1 shows the remelting parameters of the three experiments
Melt No 1

Melt No 2

Men No 3

Melt No 4

Electrode diameter

mm

110

110

110

110

Electrode length

mm

850

1000

1000

800

Electrode weight

“9

25.8

29.8

29.8

Mold diameter

mm

170

170

170

170

Current

kA

4

3.8

3.8

3.8

Power

kW

135

100

100

115

19.0

52.6

54.2

40.7

Melt rate

kg/h

34.0

Before startir^the remelting process, the furnace chamber was evacuated to a pressure of ap
prox 2 X 10'^ mbar and subsequently backfilled with argon of a purity of 99.99 % to a pres
sure of approx. tOOO mbar The first melt was carried out with pure CaFp. whereas in the
other melts some additions were made to the CaF~ slag It is evident IroirrTable 1 that the melt
rate of the first melt is much slower despite much higher power consumption

1*^

Fio. 7:

Titanium Ingot and Primary Structure of the Ingot

Fiq. 7 shows the litanium-ingot and the primary structure of the ingot The macrostructure ia
dense and free from any oxides The chemical composition of the ingots, with respect to gas and
carbon contento, is Usted m Table 2.
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It can b* Man from Table 2, that there is an overall decrease In the concentration of carbon and
hydrogen in the remelted ingot. In the case ol nitrogen, the remelted materials show a little
higher concentration than in the electrode. There is no additional oxygen pick-up during remelting. It must be mentioned that the values of oxygen and nitrogen content in the electrodes are
probably not representative ol the whole electrode. It Is evident, that all values are within the
ASTM-specificaiion for Grade 1 titanium (CP).
Conclusions
- Electroslag remelting is an efficient process tor the consolidation of titanium.
- It appears that a single melt will be sufficient for further working.
■ With proper process control, any additional pick up of undesired elements, like oxygen and nitrogen, can be completely avoided.
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State of the Art in
Electron Beam Melting of Titanium

C. H. ENTREKIN and H. R. MARKER
Axel Johnson Metals, Inc.
P. O. Box 529
Exton, PA, 19341 U.S.A.
(215 Welsh Pool Road, Lionville, PA, 19353 U.S.A.)

Abstract
The electron beam cold hearth melting (EBCHM) process has developed into a premier
refining tool for both aerospace and industrial titanium applications. Hearth refined titanium
has now been specified in critical jet engine components. Improved levels of quality control
are obtained by maintaining close control over such operating parameters as electron beam
energy distribution, condensate management, and chemical homogeneity. Advances have
been made in near net shape castings of preforms (semi's) for the direct rolling of as-cast
titanium slabs.
"MaxiMelt," the world's largest electron beam cold hearth furnace (3300 kW - 915 mm
diameter ingots) has recently been commissioned at Axel Johnson Metals, Inc. Start up and
qualification programs for this new furnace are discussed.

Introduction
Since the time of the Sixth World Conference on Titanium, numerous developments have
occurred in the Electron Beam Cold Beam Hearth Refining (EBCHR) process for titanium.
During the Sixth World Conference, some of the initial work on "in-spec" alloy electrodes
and near net shape casting was presented. Developments were also reported in the areas of
on-line chemistry and intelligent materials processing. (1)
During the last four years, the EBCHR process has continued its steady evolution into a
premier refining tool for both industrial and aerospace titanium applications. This paper
is intended to review the current status of high-volume commercial products such as large
slabs and refined alloy electrodes. It will also present a brief history and current status of
the world's largest operational electron beam furnace, MaxiMelt, which was built and
commissioned during the last four years.
New developments in controls, instrumentation, and operating practices are continuing to
occur. This paper will also highlight these areas for future growth.
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Cast Titanium Slabs
One of the first titanium products produced in commercial volumes by EBCHR was cast
slabs. These slabs represented an early form of near net shape casting since they avoided
the forging or cogging step required to convert a round ingot into a rectangular slab suitable
for flat rolling. These products have steadily gained acceptance in nearly all flat rolled
markets and millions of pounds are produced yearly.

Mold Development
A ISO x 965 mm (6 x 38 inch) slab mold was first used by Axel Johnson Metals (AIM) in
1983. These slabs were intended for direct rolling to plate or coil. Maximum slab weight
was about 2.5 MT (5,400 lbs.), although the practical limitation was about 2.2 MT (4,800
lbs.) due to certain size restrictions for cross-rolling at some rolling mills. The maximum
as-cast weight in the mold was limited by the size of the casting chamber and therefore
limited coil applications due to economic reasons.
In an effort to provide more weight, a 305 x 1120 mm (12 x 44 inch) slab mold was
introduced in 1985. These slabs weighed up to 5.7 MT (12,500 lbs.) and made the rolling
of coils more economical. The 305 mm (12 inch) thickness also permitted greater rolling
reductions for heavier gauge plates. The cross-section of the product was limited at the time
not by a particular metallurgical reason but by the physical capabilities of the original Axel
Johnson Metals electron beam furnace.
In 1991, the commissioning of the second EB furnace at AIM allowed the opportunity to
install a 150 x 1270 mm (6 x 50 inch) slab mold in addition to the continuing use of the
older two sizes. The maximum length of the cast slabs was also increased from 3,780 mm
(149 inches) to 4,700 mm (185 inches). These wider and longer products opened new
opportunities for direct coil rolling as weights of the conditioned slabs exceeded 4.1 MT
(9,000 lbs.).
The goal of a 4.5 MT (10,000 lb.) conditioned thin slab for direct coil rolling was achieved
in 1992 with the installation of a 178 x 1270 mm (7 x 50 inch) mold. Examples of these
new slabs are seen in Figure 1.
Heavy slab evolution also orogressed with the purchase and installation of the current jumbo
mold for 305 x 1575 mm' (12 x 62 inch) slabs. These slabs, with weights up to 9.1 MT
(20,000 lbs.) were developed to avoid the necessity of cross-rolling for wide coils and to
provide extra weight for heavy plates.
Surface Conditioning
Conditioning practices for the as-cast slabs have also evolved over the years. The first
cast slabs were machined on the major surfaces using a horizontal planer to a surface finish
of about 4.4 pm (175 microinches) RMS. Most rolling practices at the time included an
intermediate break-down stage at about 75 mm (3 inches) with the opportunity to inspect
and grind any residual surface defects.
As the applications for the slabs broadened, new conditioning practices were also developed.
Some demanding applications such as the direct rolling of hot band from 305 mm (12 inch)
slabs required a better surface finish than 4.4 fim (175 microinches) since the opportunity
for an intermediate inspection and conditioning had been eliminated. For these cases, a
'precision machined" surface finish was developed. This machining practice involved
planing a 1.3 /im (50 microinch) RMS surface on the major surfaces, the sides, and the
edges. The precision machining, combined with dye penetrant inspection greatly improved
the surface quality and the finished yield of the products.
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Figure 1. Avcui Hub tHMUum slab.

To further enhance as-rolled surface quahty, belt sanding was introduced as an option in
early 1991. A typical belt sanded surface is similar in roughness to a ’preciSMNi machined*
surface. Belt sanding can be used independently of or la conjunction with machiaiag.
Today, surfrec conditioning can be tailored for seecinc customm and tfieir processing
requirements. A wide variety of conditioning opuons are available and are routinely
delivered.

Electron Beam Cold Hearth Refining has been used for many years to remove high density
inclusions (HM) from titanium scrap. The inclusions such as tungsten wdding electrode
tips, molybdenum or tantalum tesreaers. or tungsten carbide tool bit pieces sink into the
skull of solid and mushy blanium contained in the cold water aioled coppre hearth as the
liquid metal Hows over the hearth. (2> In 1984 General Electric Aircraft Engines
approached Axel Johnson MeUls to investigate the removal of low density inclusions
(primarily titanium nitrides) by EBCHR using AJM's 2 megawatt fiirnaoe. The subaequM
development efforts included many melting trials m which the fiirnaoe geometry and melting
parameters were varied and tested by melting feedstock which had been seeded with known
high interstial defect (HIDJ formers. This work resulted in a commercial process to produce
‘clean titanium alloy* as reported at the 198S titanium conference. Figure 2. (1)

-

r

Figure 2. Hearth-rerined alloy titanium ingots
for aerospace application.
The "clean titanium" EBCHR process has grown commercially since 1988 extending to
advanced alloys such as Ti-17 as well as to Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo. The process is being
more widely accepted following the FAA report on the titanium industry after the Sioux City
DC-10 crash. (3) Much has been learned about optimizing the process by using special
furnace geometries, heat and flow patterns, and sensors. The EBCHR process has recently
been joined commercially by a plasma torch heated hearth melting process (PAM). (4)
Over 2,700 MT (6 million lbs.) of hearth refined "clean titanium" has been produced to
date. In response to this increased demand, a new 3.3 m^awatt EBCHR furnace has been
built and qualified at AJM's Morgantown, PA, USA facility. (S) Ail indications are that
hearth refining (EB or Plasma) will be used to process most titanium alloys for premium
quality aerospace applications in the future.
MaxiMelt
The capacity of the 2 megawatt EBCHR furnace which AJM brought on stream in 1983
had been reached by 1988. It was time to design a new furnace. A market review indicated
the need to scale up the existing furnace by about 50%. The resulting design featured 3.3
megawatts of power with three 600 kW and two 750 kW EB runs, six 50,000 liter/sec
diffusion pumps, and a larger ingot and slab casting capacity. New mold sizes included a
508 X 1524 X 4699 mm (20 inch x 60 inch x 185 inch) mold for titanium slabs weighing
16.4 MT (36,000 lb.) and a 914 mm diameter x 4699 mm (36 inch dia. x 185 inch) mold
for titanium ingots weighing up to 13.6 MT (30,000 lb.). (5)
The overall layout of the furnace uses two melt chambers so that while one chamber is in
production, the other chamber can be cleaned out and maintained. Figure 3. The power
lid can be easily switched from one chamber to the other as can the pumping, feeding, and
casting systems. The melting chambers are large enough, 4m (13 foot) diameter, to ilow
a large patented "C" shaped refining hearth geometry and spray baffle to be optimized for
producing hearth refined "clean" titanium, Figure 4. (6) A computerized beam energy
distribution system is utilized to provide maximum flexibility and memory recall of pre
set distribution programs.
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A\n

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of 3.3 megawatt, dual chamber
MaxiMelt electron beam furnace.

mm^

Figure 4.

"*V.

Overhead view of *C* shaped hearth and mold geometry containing solidified
titanium skull. Melt zone is at top of photo, refining health is on len
side; empty slab mold is at bottom.
2M3

AJM acted as general contractor for this installation using Retech, Inc., for mechanical
components and Innotech, Inc., for power supplies and controls for the Von Ardenne
electron beam guns purchased from Bakish Materials Corporation. Local contractors erected
the furnace. Assembly of the furnace started in January, 1990 after one year of engineering
wd fabrication. The first ingot was cast in September, 1990 with commercial operation
following immediately. Figure 5.

II Ik

Figure 5. Side view of MaxiMelt dual chamber furnace.
The "MaxiMelt* or "B" furnace was designed for a nominal 4500 MT (10 million lbs ) per
year capacity (varies with product mix) which together with the smaller "A" furnace
provi^s a nominal 6800 MT/year (15 million Ibs./year) of EBCHR capacity in the AJM

New Developments
On-Line Chemistry Control
During the Sixth World Titanium Conference and at subsequent events, a system for on
line, real time chemical analysis based on energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy was
described. (1) This system had worked well during laboratory trials and there was reason
to believe it would also be successful in an induf trial environment. Unfortunately, several
problems were experienced which greatly retard d the further development of the system.
These problems included the high number of bac< scattered and secondary electrons which
are present in large industrial furnaces and the sir all Huctuations in beam focus and location
caused by small (approximately 5 /«m) pressure wnanges in the furnace atmosphere.
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Development of the EDX system was suspended in 1990 in favor of a twin wavelength
spectroscopy system being developed at Forschungsgesellschaft fur Elektronenstrahl und
Plasmatechnik mbH (FEP), a former division of the Manfred Von Ardenne Institute in
Dresden, Germany. The twin wavelength x-ray monitoring system (TXM) measures the
intensity at two pre-selected wavelengths in the x-ray spectrum. One wavelength is a
characteristic wavelength of the element of interest, such as Al or Cr, and the second
wavelength is part of the background, or bremsstrahlung, radiation. The ratio of the
intensity at these wavelengths can be correlated to the chemistry of the molten pool using
a package of custom software. The system was described in more detail by N. Schiller in
a paper at the 1991 Reno EB Conference. (7)
Axel Johnson Metals has joined with FEP and Bakish Materials Corporation to continue
the development and installation of the first industrial TXM system. These three
organizations have also executed a commercial agreement for the marketing and distribution
of similar systems.
Condensate Control
The term "condensate" is usually given to all types of deposits which form on the internal
walls and structures of the vacuum chamber in an EB furnace. The management of
condensate has been an issue since the early days of electron beam melting.
Although often described by the same term, "condensate" really takes two primary
morphologies. The first type is the classical form in which evaporating species leave the
molten bath in the gaseous state and travel to cooler structures within the vacuum chamber
where they condense to a solid coating.
The second type of deposit is not related to evaporation from the molten bath. This type
of deposit would be more accurately described as "spatter" since it results from the ballistic
transfer of small liquid and solid pieces of the raw material from the melt zone to the walls
and overhead screen. This type of deposit is most commonly caused by the explosive
release of trapped gases and chlorides from titanium sponge which has not been vacuum
distilled.
Various strategies have been developed over the years for dealing with both true condensate
and ..patter. The most common and most successful strategies have been to provide an
overhead screen and other similar places to collect and retain the deposits and to control the
selection of raw materials charged into the furnace. Advances have been made in recent
years in such areas as screen design and construction, the installation of vertical spray
shields, and the usage of higher proportions of vacuum distilled sponge. These changes,
while certainly helpful, have been gradual in nature. Efforts are now underway to identify
and implement breakthrough technologies to provide a major improvement in condensate
management. Techniques now being studied include dynamic removal of the deposits
between ingots by thermal shock, vibration, and melting. Furnace operation at increased
pressure (100 urn) is being investigated to attempt to reduce evaporation along with carefully
programmed electron beam energy distribution and liquid metal surface temperature
monitoring. The interior geometry of the furnaces is being evaluated and modified to
minimize the area of condensing surfaces close to the liquid metal including such
developments as low profile hearth and mold configurations. Melting techniques are also
being developed to continually recycle (reflux) spray deposits from sponge as they occur in
the melt area.
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CpiKhiston
Electron Beam Cold Hearth Refining has experienced substantial growth over the past four
yean in capacity, quality, and commercial acceptance. Many applications such as hollow
ingot casting, improved scrap recycle techniques, and more efficient sponge melting are to
be expected in the next four years.
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Abstract
Electron beam remelting ("drip melting" or "cold hearth refining") is a technique which is
frequently used for the production of titanium alloys. In order to describe the thermal behaviour
of the remelted ingot, a mathematical model has been used. The model, which involves a
numerical solution of the heat transfer equation in the ingot during its growth, calculates the
temperature distribution in the ingot, the profile of the melt pool, the overall heat balance and
the weight losses due to evaporation of liquid metal, for all stages of the remelting operation.
The results of melt simulations are presented and discussed. The effect of variations in the
operating parameters (melting rate, gun power, beam focusing) is described.

Introduction
Over the last decade, the increasing demand for high purity ultra-clean titanium and
titanium alloys has led to a growing interest in the electron beam remelting process (1). Two
remelting processes, employing one or more electron guns, are in use today:
- the discontinuous "Drip Melting" technique, in which a primary ingot is melted by the
electron beam(s), the resulting metal droplets forming a secondary ingot which solidifies
in a water-cooled copper crucible,
- the continuous "Electron Beam Cold Hearth Refining (EBCHR)" process, involving a
purification and inclusion separation stage in a cold hearth furnace before ingot
formation.
The present paper treats this secondary ingot formation stage, which is common to both
processes. Mathematical modelling represents a powerful tool for analyzing and optimizing the
process, which involves numerous interdependent physical phenomena, and where an
experimental approach is difficult, due to the high temperatures attained. The study carried out
at the School of Mines in Nancy, which is presented here, is based on the development of a
thermal model of the secondary ingot and its application to the remelting of titanium.
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Presentation of the model
The model, which draws strongly on the simulation of the consumable electrode vacuum
arc remelting process recently developed in Nancy (2,3) and based on the pioneering work of
Ballantyne and Mitchell (4), involves the numerical solution of the heat transfer equation in the
ingot, with appropriate boundary conditions.

Assumptions
The geometry is axisymmetrical. This assumption reduces the problem to two spatial
dimensions, r and z.
The ingot build-up during melting is simulated by adding a certain quantity of metal to the
top of the ingot at time intervals determined by the rate of filling of the mould.
Heat balance equation
Taking into account the above assumptions, this equation is written:

where T represents the temperature, t the time, p the density and k the thermal conductivity.
The model takes account of turbulent movement in the liquid pool by multiplying the
thermal conductivity by a factor F, equal to 1 in the solid ingot. The value of F in the liquid
pool is an adjustable parameter in the model.
The dissipation of latent heat during solidification and the ß -»a transition is taken into
account by using an equivalent specific heat Cp*, the specific heat being increased by a fraction
of the latent heat during the phase transformation.
Boundary condition at the ingot top
As far as boundary conditions are concerned, the main difference between this model and
VAR modelling is the boundary condition at the top of the ingot. During E.B. remelting, heat
transfer at the free surface of the melt pool is a complex phenomenon involving :
- the direct energy input from the electron beams,
- radiation from the free surface to the furnace walls,
- the heat of volatilization of the metal and impurities,
- the enthalpy supplied by the liquid droplets which feed the melt pool.
At the point of impact of the beam, the kinetic energy of the electrons is convened to heat
energy, but the backscattered electrons are responsible for high losses, whose value, which
depends on the metal bombarded and the angle of incidence of the beam, represents between 30
and 50 % of the incident energy in the case of titanium. The notation Peff will be used below to
represent the effective thermal power supplied to the free surface.
The electron beam, which produces a spot of about one centimetre in diameter, sweeps
the surface of the liquid metal, combining a rotational movement about the axis of symmetry
with a radial movement perpendicular to the axis. During the passage of the beam, the
temperature of the liquid rises sharply, then decreases again. Tripp and Mitchell (S) have
shown that, for a sweeping frequency grea'er than SO Hz, the thermal cycles become
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sufficiently close together for the surface temperature to tend towards a quasi-stationary state.
In order to take account in the model of the accuracy and flexibility of the electron gun control,
the distribution of the heat energy imposed on the pool surface has been defined by the sum of
two terms:
- a uniform flux density,
- a flux density with a Gaussian distribution curve, with standard deviation a and centered
on a radius rc.
The contribution of each of these terms is determined by their ratio a. Thus, a, rc and a
represent three degrees of freedom which have enabled the simulation of widely different
thermal energy distributions. The energy flux density supplied by the electron beams can
therefore be described in the form:

2
(-(^]
")
+(l-o)
J>">p(-(I?]">,
exp

9EB W = Peff

2

KR

(2)

where R is the radius of the crucible.
The molten metal surface radiates to the furnace walls, whose mean temperature is equal
to Tfur. The heat flux density dissipated by radiation at the free surface is therefore to a first
approximation:
(pr = EO'(T4-TfJr)

(3)

where E is the emissivity of the liquid metal and o' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The presence of a high vacuum (of the order of KH mm Hg) in the furnace enhances
volatilization of the metal. According to Langmuir's law (6), the weight flux density of
evaporated titanium J-n is thus expressed;

ri =

^ v iTirj

(4)

where MTI represents the molecular weight of titanium, P0TJ its saturating vapour pressure at
the surface temperature T and R is the perfect gas constant.
The heat flux density due to volatilization is thus H*** Wy ;
<Pv = JT '

(5)

where L-v is the enthalpy of evaporation of liqiad I
Because of their low concentrations, the heat ,v
(f ..jmn of the impurities makes a
negligible contribution to the overall thermal bakMtv« taMiiy. ** described above, the heat
input associated with the addition of metal at the top ot u« m§B» is also taken into account.
The situation at the top of the ingot used in the model corresponds to a Neumann
condition:
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(6)

<P = <PEB - ^Pr - <Pv
where (p represents the total energy flux density supplied to the free surface.
Numerical solution

A finite volume numerical method was chosen to solve the heat equation in the time
intervals between two additions of molten metal. In order to ensure good numerical stability,
the alternating direction implicit (A.D.I.) procedure was employed. This numerical technique is
based on the tridiagonal matrix solution algorithm. The mesh size employed is typically 20 x
100 nodes, with time increments of about I second.
Results obtained with the model
The model calculates the temperature distribution in the ingot at any instant during the
remelting operation. The shape and volume of the melt pool are thus obtained from the "melting
temperature" isotherm. Figure I shows an example of the temperature distribution in a titanium
ingot at the end of melting, for the operating parameters given in table I.
Table I - Operating conditions for the reference melt

0.4
550

Crucible radius (m)
Melting rate (kg/h)
Total ingot weight (kg)
Effective thermal power Peff (kW)
Fraction of power distributed uniformly a

6200
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_^—--v
V

/I
,/f

V
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//

\

/
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330 «in
250 «in
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Figure 1 - Temperature distribution (K) in
the ingot at the end of the reference melt.

Figure 2 - Shape and depth of the melt pool
at different stages of the reference melt.
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For this same melt, figure 2 shows the shape of the melt pool calculated at different
stages. The depth and volume of the melt pool increase at the beginning of melting and attain a
constant value corresponding to a quasi-stationary regime in the upper part of the ingot. In
particular, the shape of the melt pool then remains unchanged. The large volume attained
(V = 0.13 m3) and the thermal gradients between the surface of the liquid metal (maximum
temperature 2139 K) and the solidification front (melting temperature 1943 K) suggest that the
natural thermal convection currents are strong and highly turbulent. The value of the
multiplying factor F must therefore be high. For this simulation, it was taken to be F = 8.
The determination of the overall heat balance at any instant during melting makes it
possible to compare the different thermal contributions, and to verify the internal coherency of
the model. The diagram in figure 3 shows the energy balance calculated at the end of remelting,
for the operating conditions given in table I.
effective thermal
power Peff
400 kW
radiation to the
furnace walls
261 kW

II

enthalpy flux
due to the droplets
245 kW

variation of the
heat content of
the ingot

volatilization of
the liquid metal
IG kW

heat removed by the
cooling water circuit
247 kW

33kW
radiation to the
furnace walls
80 kW

\

contact with the
baseplate 4kW

Figure 3 - Thermal balance of the ingot at the end of the reference melt.
The model also enables calculation, at any stage of remelting, of the weight losses due to
titanium evaporation, and thus of the total losses during the operation.
Application of the model
The model constitutes an efficient tool for analyzing the influence of the operating
parameters on the thermal characteristics of the process. Different titanium remelting operations
have been simulated, with separate variations in melting rate, gun power and incident energy
distribution, compared to the reference test.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the final melt pool volume with the melting rate. When
the melting rate increases, the heat contained in the liquid metal droplets cannot be dissipated
sufficiently rapidly in the ingot, and the volume of the melt pool increases. These results are in
agreement with the well established behaviour in vacuum arc remelting (2,4), where both
numerical calculations and experimental observations reveal that the depth of the melt pool
increases with melting rate. For a complete remelting operation (whose duration is inversely
proportional to the melt rate), figure 5 shows that the titanium losses due to volatilization are
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considerably increased at low melting speeds, requiring frequent recovery of the metal
co idensed on the furnace walls and on the E.B. gun protection shields.

0.16

(00

1000

200

melting rate (kg/h)

600

1000

melting rate (kg/h)

Figure 4 - Influence of melting rate on
the final melt pool volume.

Figure 5 - Influence of melting rate on
the total titanium losses.

Raising the effective thermal power input at the top of the ingot markedly affects the
degree of superheating in the liquid metal, and contributes to the increase both in the melt pool
volume (figure 6) and the titanium losses due to volatilization (figure 7).
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Figure 6 - Influei ce of the effective power
on the Inal melt pool volume.

700

effective power Par (kW)

effective power Pg/f (kW)

Figure 7 - Influence of the effective power
on the total titanium losses.

The melting rate md the effective thermal power imposed on the ingot surface are two
ffarameters which can be varied during an E.B. remelting operation. In order to reduce titanium
osses by volatilization, ti e operator can work with both a high melting rate and a low thermal
input at the ingot surface. L y comparing two simulations, table 11 illustrates the extent to which
metal losses can be reduce«., without appreciably modifying the shape and depth of the melt
pool. The independence of th>- two operating parameters, melting rate and heat input imposed at
the liquid metal surface, repnsents a major advantage of the E.B. remelting process over the
"competitor" VAR technique.
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Table II - Reduction of titanium losses by adjustment of the operating conditions
|

Maximum
Total melt
Final melt pool
superheat (K) volume (m3) duration (min)

Total losses
(kg)

Melting rate
(kg/h)

PcfT
(kW)

550

400

196

0.130

700

46.5

800

300

100

0.126

465

11.0

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of focusing the thermal power of the guns on the final
melt pool volume and on the metal losses due to volatilization. When the power distribution is
centered on the symmetry axis and strongly focused, the radiation from the metal surface and
the cooling at the crucible walls lead to a drop in temperature at the periphery sufficient to form
a broad ring of solidified metal, thus reducing the volume of the melt pool. The maximum
temperatures attained at the center of the ingot are very high (superheat greater than 500 K for
O = 0.15 m), leading to heavy metal evaporation.
0.13

1

i
1

0.12

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.5

standard deviation a (m)

Figure 8 - Influence of focusing the electron
beams on the final melt pool volume.
(rc = 0 m, a = 0)

0.3

standard deviation o (m)
Figure 9 - Influence of focusing the electron
beams on the total titanium losses.
(rc = 0 m, a = 0)

Furthermore, for sufficiently low melt rates and specific localizations of the electron beam
power, certain unusual temperature distributions and melt pool shapes can be obtained. Thus,
when the power is focused on the edge of the molten metal surface, a "raft" of solid appears at
the center of the melt pool (figure 10). According to Mitchell (7), a similar phenomenon has
been observed in practice for eppropriate gun procedures, and has been used to obtain ingots
with a very fine grain structure.
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!

|

Figure 10 - Shape of the melt pool at the end of melting when the E.B. power is localized at the
periphery.
Conclusions

A thermal model of the secondary ingot formation stage, common to both the Drip
Melting and E.B.C.H.R. processes, has been developed at the Nancy School of Mines and
used to simulate the remelting of titanium. Particular attention has been paid to the thermal
conditions at the top of the ingot, taking into account the radiation from the free surface to the
furnace walls and the heat of volatilization of the metal.
This mathematical model calculates the temperature distribution in the ingot at any instant
during remelting, and consequently defines the shape and volume of the melt pool. It has been
used to study the influence of the operating conditions on the melt pool volume and the metal
losses due to volatilization.
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Abstract
The water-cooled copper tip of the rotating non-consumable electrode of the
vacuum arc remelt furnace is highly charged by temperature, which results
in distortion of the tip shape and its internal water cooling system,
followed by decreased service life.
During melting time the temperature gradient has been determined at
different measuring points on the tip and its cooling water for different
melting currents and for varied electrode positions. Test results show
characteristic data for the melt history and poitit the way to process
improvements.

Introduction
The melting technology by consumable electrode in vacuuti arc furnace is
nidinlv used tor all kinds of melting titanium. That's why melting
conditions like molten pool volume, distance from pool level to crucible
edge and degassing conditions vary greatly. Input of small scrap for
primary melting is limited.
Primary melting by umiig the non consumable electrode vacuum arc melting
piocess v>iUi L-ontinuous feeding of raw materials allows high scrap and chip
feed rates. Combined with cold hearth melting a better control and
dissolution of harmful containinat ions is possible (1,2,3).
The non-consumable rotating electrode is moved over all areas of the molten
pool during melting, whereby the water-cooled copper tip is in a continuous
motion relative to the arc between the electrode and the molten pool. This
allows the melting of continuously fed raw material. The electrode tip is a
prominent part of the equipment. It is exposed to high temperature and
distortion which greatly influence the service life.
') now Lniversity of Duisburg
'*) now Arnold Company, Kempen
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Objective of this investigation is to determine the correlation between
nieltinq condition, energy exchange and temperature influence on the tip of
the non-consumable electrode.

Experimental procedure
The temperature distribution in the wall of the copper tips of the electrode has been measured by mostly four thermocouples which were tit in
different distances from the tip surface located as shown in Figure 1.

n-contumtblt
tltctrod«

Vakuum ctitmbvr

Figure 1: Schematical diaqramm of the furnace and location of the
measuring points in the electrode tip
The smallest possible distance between the single measuring point and the
tip surface is 3 mm. The bundled thermocouple wires have been situated
within the inner water tube over the whole length of the electrode up t) a
mercury collector, where the measured voltage is deducted from the rotating
electrode. This allows an undisturbed measurement of the temperature in the
electrode tip during the whole melting time.
All signals are recorded by a process computer. The cyclus of measuring is
between 2 and 600 s, providing information about short time processes, like
the influence of electrode revolution on time-temperature profiles at »ach
of the electrode tip thermocouple locations.
Investigations have been carried out on heats of c.p. titanium and titanium
alloys, mainly Ti6Äl4V'. The ingot diameter varies between 500 and 750 mm,
the ingot weight between 3000 and 6000 kg. The raw materials consists of
sponge, alloying additions and feedstock scrap including chips.

im

Results and discussion
Time depending operation characteristics.
The melting current for a typical melt process during a nielung time of
about 6 ti is shown in Figure 2.

TI6AUV,
cruclbl» dtt fSOmm
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Figure 2: Melting current during melting time
At the beginning, the melting current is increased in several steps from 8
to 10, 12, 14 kA and after 2 h for a period of lb min to 16 kA. Besides
this, the diagram shows some interruptions of melting current only for some
seconds, which mostly correspond to extremely high voltage fluxuations
amplitudes as shown in Figure J.
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Figure 3: Melting voltage during melting time
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The melting voltage is in a close correlation with the distance of the
electrode trom the molten pool surface. Figure 4 shows the superimposing
influences of the permanent changing position of the electrode tip over the
molten pool and the adapted distance to it which is automatically kept by
the control system, operating in the voltage control mode.
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Figure 4: Lift of the electrode during melting time
The flow of cooling water in the electrode decreases about 1 % only during
the melting-time and the temperature of the cooling water slightly varies.
The tetiiperat'ute between incoming and outgoing cooling water of the
electrode differs constantly at 4 -C.
The copper wall of the electrode tip however is much more influenced by
variations of temperature. The absolute temperature depends very much on
the distance of the measuring point from the tip surface as well as on its
position within the tip. While the maximum value of the temperature in the
tip center (Figure 1, measuring point 1) reaches 120 'C with a relative low
spread (Figure 5), the temperature on top of the tip increases to 400 0C
and even more (Figure 1, measuring point 3) with an extensive spread as
shown in Figure 6.
When the melting starts and the amperage is increased step by step, the
temperature in the tip rises, too. Short time interruption of melting
current causes an immediate drop of the temperature in the electrode tip
close to ?0 -C.
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Figure 5: Wall temperature in electrode tip (measuring point 1)
during melting time
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Figure 6: Vail temperature in the electrode tip (measuring point 3)
during melting tine

Correlation ot electrical power and heat tlov.
The simultaneous data logging of melting current and voltage permits
calculation of the electrical power directly as their product. Much of the
electrical power is transformed into heat of which an indication is found
in the temperature level of the cooling water of the electrode. A higher
melting rate increases the heat charge of the electrode and also the heat
flow, winch is led away by the cooling water as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Heat flow in the electrode in as influenced by the nieltinq
power
Occurrences in the electrode tip.
The electrode tip is mechanically and thermal highly charged by the mostly
unavoidable touching of the melting material which creates an attack of the
tip surface. Even more destructive is the distortion of the electrode tip.
It narrows the cooling water ducts, can cause cracks and limits its service
life.
Temperature gradient.The measuring point 1 has been situated in the center
of the tip, just below the inner water tube, where the cooling water
streams out. The other measuring points, 2, 3 and i, are situated in the
area of the wandering source of the arc. Because of their short distance
from the molten pool surface they are subjected to extreme conditions. The
flow rate of cooling water in this area is very high and the temperature
changes rapidly.
For getting a better recorded short time information the course of
temperature and the position of the electrode have been expanded and
limited to 4 min only as shown in Figure 8.
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i

i

i
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Figure 8: Course of wall temperature and lift of the electrode
during melting tine (measuring point 3)

ISM

It olearly .shows the dependPiire of tlip course of tettpffature upmi tin'
Plei.'trodp distancp (rom thp moltpn pool. It tho arc IH intPirnptod ,ind t ho
electrode pnllü Ijac-k, tlip wall temperature of the electrode tip will cool
qiacklv b\ about 40 C. The rotation of thp elPctiodo doesn't indurc ,1
cyclic temperature variation as supposed. It is impossiblp to establish
such an effect even bv more stretchinq the recordinq, not even foi the
smallest possible distance of .1 mm between the measuring point and the tip
surface.
The courses ol lempeiatuie of measuimq point 1 and ?. are similar to th<'
measurinq point 3, onl\ the amplitudes are diminished. All test results of
measunnq point 4 are remarkable because of their reflected image to all
other points. There are qrounds for the assumption that this is caused In
the wandering of the arc from the inner side to the outside of the pad ot
the electrode tip.
Influence ot electrode position and melting amperage. Independent ol
measurinq point and meltinq amperage there is a scattering of the various
tip wall temperatures, which increase with increasing amperages between 8
and 16 kA as shown in figure 9 for a time range between S and 10 min. It
shows the high alternating temperature loading of the tip.
11 the continous electrode rotation is stopped for a lew seconds, the
temperature in the electrode tip will remain nearly constant.
The angularly mounted electrode directed assymetricly to the crucible
doesn't influence the temperature in the electrode. The thermal strain ot
the electrode tip is nearly constant over the whole molten pool surface
independent ol the crucible diameter between 500 and 750 mm.
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Figure 9: Influence of melting current on the wall temperature
of the electrode tip
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^n p;;senfial reason for the permanent temperature variation in the elfc
trotte tip is probably the turbulent molten pool surface, which changes
cont itiuouslv when raw materials aie charged. If the charged material is
melted down and dissii!vp(l completely and the feeding of raw materials is
interrupted, t h" measured tempeiatures in the electrode tip will be much
mote uniform even if the eletiode moves.
on condition that the local course of temperature is quasi-stationary the
temperature of the topper tip at its inner water cooled surface make infer
an amount of 70 to 90 C by lineary e\tta polation. The outer surfar"
leaches SO0, S60 and MO C at melting currents of 10, 11 and 16 kA.
I
\ furthei inciease of melting current exceeding 16 kA should be avoided
in view ol the :;ei\ice life of the copper tip of the electrode.

Fleet rode cooling. Eafe and effective cooling is important for a favourable
.lervice life of the electrode tip. rhere have been established several
design changes to optimize Hie stream of water and the heat
exchange at
the tip. The buckling behaviour at the radiiissed shape of the tip cannot be
prevented completelv, Howevei , the internal water pressure can he sliihtlv
diminished and the stream of w,it<i can he increased.

Conclusion
(he ineasiiicd data show t IK correlation between electrical pfficiencv and
heating stream is well as the iufInende of rnelting current MI th" tempeia
tine gradient in the tip of nnn consumable electrode undei different
coiidi t Ions.
["mperature measiitements in the electrode tip show a higher thermal strain
nf the I'lnctiode lip with the inf'icasing melting current. The temperature
ol the oiit<M surface reaches MO r when raising the melting rMiirent up to
16 K\. ^ |ii!th"r imptoved water cooling ' t the internal wall decreases Its
temperature otllv liv l(i to "i C, which is near Iv equal to the leduct ion of
i''. outside t wipi'i ,tt in ■■. A thmnei wall of the tip could he more effe-rivi'
• f i':. stibili'v mtl sei'r-" life ii'm.nned iinchangerl.
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PRODUCTION TITMIUN PLMm COLD RUUtTI NELTINO
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ABSTRACT
Cold hearth melting la a tachniqu» now being u««rf tor
production of titanium alloya. Thia mathod provide«
•iinination of harmful incluaiona that occaaionally occur
with convention«! malting tachniguaa. Several production
titanium cold haarth turnacaa are nov operating,
including a piaama cold haarth furnace at Teiedyne
Aiivac. Dmfact seeding esperiaenta Aave proven thi»
furnace'a capability to remove the two typaa of
incluaiona found in titanium alloya . (valuation of
piaama cold haarth plua aingla VAR haa demonstrated
chemical uniformity, structure, and mecAanicai properties
eguivaient to eonventionaiiy produced material. Control
of «s-piasma melted hydrogan content Aas been achieved
with catalytic oxidation of hydrogan in tha recycled gas
stream.
An Air force sponsored program is presently
investigating cold hearth single malt titanium for
premium grade applications.

INTKODUCTIOH

A significant problem of titanium alloys used in critical applications is
the occasional occurrence of high density and hard alpha inclusions.
Catastrophic jet engine failure« have been directly attributed to the undetected presence of «uch defect« in titanium component«. Cold hearth melting
la a technique deaigned to produce the highest quality titanium alloy« free
of thee« inclusion«. A procee« consisting of cold hearth melting plu«
«ingle vacuum arc remelting (VAR) i« quickly gaining acceptance a« «uperior
to conventional double or triple VAR. In addition, an Air Force «pon«or«d
program i« presently evaluating a cold hearth single melt process for premium quality titanium.
Cold hearth furnace« use either electron beam gana or piaama torchaa aa the
heat aource. At laaat four producer« are now cold hearth melting titanium
alloy« at variou« qualification «tag««. One of the«« producer«, Teiedyne
Titpnium '92
Sci*nc« ond Tectmuogy
Edited by F.H. fro« and I. Copltin
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Allvac, !■ operating ■ plasma cold haarth furnac« and la supplying cold
hearth plus single VAR for premium grade applications. Teledyne Is also
participating In the cold hearth single melt program.
This report describes plasma cold hearth malting in general, as well as
specific evaluations and experience with the Teledyne Allvac furnace. Both
the plasma cold hearth plua single VAR and the plasma cold hearth single
malt processes are discussed.
DBFICT« AMD COLD HBAMB MBLXtMO
Two types of Inclusions occur in titanium alloyst high density inclusions
(HDIs) and type I hard alpha defects. HDIs are particles of significantly
higher density than titanium» commonly molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten, and
tungsten carbide, and are introduced through contamination of raw materials
uaed for ingot production. Hard alpha defects are titanium particles or
regions with high concentrations of the interstitial alpha stabilisers
nitrogen, oxygen, or carbon. At least 28 potential sources of hard alpha
defects in conventional melt proceaaing have been identified.1 The most
troublesome defects are high in nitrogen and result from titanium burning
in air during raw material manufacture, handling, or melting. Due to the
nature of conventional melting proceases and limitations In inspection
techniques, both high density inclusions and hard alpha defects can find
their way into finished titanium components.
Cold hearth melting offers the ability to eliminate these inclusions. Raw
materials are fed into one end of a water cooled copper hearth where they
are melted (Figure 1). The molten metal is heated further as it flows
acroas the hearth and is deposited in an ingot mold at the other end.
Plaama torches or electron beam guns may be used as the heat source. A
solid titanium skull forms between the liquid pool and the copper hearth.
Any HDI fed in with the raw materials will sink to the bottom of the pool
and become trapped in the skull. If a type I alpha defect fed in is denser
than the liquid, it will be removed in a similar manner. If the defect is
less dense, it will be carried along with the flow and must be dissolved
before reaching the ingot. Pool superheat, pool volume, and melt rate are
critical, therefore, aa they directly affect this dissolution.
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PUUMft COLO OUm NILXIMO
Multlpl« high powarad tcanafarrad «re plaama torchaa ara uaad aa tha haat
aourca In aavaral praaantly oparating cold haarth furnacaa. In tha Taladyna Allvac furnaca, four torchaa ratad at 7S0 KM aach ara uaad. Halium,
uaad aa tha plasma gaa, la fad through aach torch at a rata of 2,800 SLM.
* nominally 3,000 amp arc la tranafarrad from a watar coolad coppar anoda
contalnad within aach torch to tha matarial to ba haatad. Tha atmoaphara
uaad in tha furnaca la pura halium at a praaaura of 830 torr. Inargy distribution ovar tha moltan pools la accompliahad by automatad thraa axla
motion of tha plaama torchaa. Tha plasm« g«a ia continuously racyelad.
Salactiva loaaaa of high vapor praaaura alloy alananta auch aa aluminum ara
virtually nonaxiatant in plasma furnacas of this typa, laading to axcallant
chamical uniformity. Raw matarial flaxibility ia alao good, with tha ability to dlractly malt 100 parcant titanium aponga, aithar acid laachad or
vacuum diatillad, «s wall aa any pareantaga of a wida ranga of ravart
typas. Low avaporation loasaa, afficiant faading mathoda, and akull racycling giva high raw matarial to ingot yialds.
Ingots with diamatara up to 760 on and waighta up to 7,700 kg ara
routinaly producad in comnarcial plasm« cold haarth furnacaa. Vacuum
locka «ra commonly uaad to parmit multipla ingota to ba caat without opaning tha furnaca chambar.

PROCIU OORIMU
Typic«! procaaa monitoring and control is applied to plaama cold haarth
furnacaa. Thia includaa astablishing satpointa and/or limlta for all significant maaaurabla paramatara, and continuously monitoring and recording
thaaa paramatara for quality aaauranca. Tha typical paramatara include
voltage, amperage, gaa flow, and movement pattern for each torch; ingot
withdrawal position and rate; and furnaca atmosphere oxygen, hydrogen, and
water content.
Direct meaaurement of the critical parameters of pool temperature and volume is very desirable, but technically difficult to achieve. Conaiderable
research in pool temperature meaaurement is being conducted both by cold
hearth meltera and titanium end uaera. Spot and imaging radiation pyrometry is being investigated in wavelength rangea from approximately 0.8 to
6.0 microna. The difficulties in applying thia technique ara many, and
include unknown emiaaivity of liquid titanium and it alloya, attenuation of
the radiation from duet in the furnace atmosphere and on tha furnace window», and extraneous radiation from the plaama plume. Partial or complete
solutions to thaaa problems ara being found and preliminary raaults at
Teledyne Allvac have shown the capability to measure hearth pool temperature with a raproducibility from the beginning to the end of a 16 hour heat
of + 15 degreea(C).
Hearth pool aurface dimenaiona are currently being meaaurad on production
furnacaa. True pool volume would alao require that pool depth be meaaured.
A joint Department of Energy and induatry consortium Is presently being
formed to inveatigate non-contacting laser acouatlc molten metal depth
aenaing technology.2

DAT nmiNüm
Danonitration of th« claimed Inclusion •llmlnatlon capabilities of production cold hearth furnaces is Important to gain Industry acceptance of the
process In general as well as application specific approvals of each furnace. The most accurate proof of this capability is to compare the
frequency of inclusions In the product of the furnaces to that of conventional triple VAR. The frequency of hard alpha Inclusions detected in
triple VAR product is approximately l.S per 100 heats.1 Demonstrating a
statistically significant improvement in a frequency this low requires the
melting of a large number of heats. It is impractical for a melter to
develop this kind of a database on a furnace before being able to supply
product. An interim step is to use a seeded heat.
In a seeded heat, a large number of known Inclusion sources are mixed with
standard raw materials and melted. The resultant ingot is then processed
to bar and evaluated to determine defect survival. A reasonable goal for
such an experiment is a sero survival rate. The results can also be compared to similar experiments conducted in triple VAR. In one such trial
with a full scale Ti-17 (Tl-SAl-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr) heat, melted in 19S3-1984,
eight percent of nominally 0.25 inch diameter nitrlded sponge seeds survived triple VAR.1 It is generally agreed that VAR provides very Ineffective removal mechanisms for high density inclusions.
Several seeded heats have been produced in the Teledyne Allvac plasma cold
hearth furnace. Table I gives the typical seeds and seeding densities of
the raw materials used in these heats. The heats weighed approximately
4,000 pounds each. The Inclusion sources were added to titanium sponge and
alloy elements which were compacted and fed as in standard practice. After
cold hearth melting (no VAR), the ingots were hot worked to bar less than
two inches in diameter with at least 97 percent alpha-beta work (to ensure
cracking of any hard alpha site). Ultrasonic and X-ray Inspections of the
bar were performed to detect surviving inclusions. The results of these
seeded heats demonstrated sero survival of the inclusion sources.

Table I.

Typical Inclusion Source Seeding of Isperiaental Meats

HARD ALPHA SOURC1
Snonoa
Nitrlded
Nitrlded
Nitrlded
Burned

(15% N, 1/4')
(8% H, 1/4')
(2% N, 1/4')
(1/4' - 1')

Torch Cut Sheet

RAT!

HOI SOURCI

1/5 lbs
1/5 lbs
1/5 lbs
1/10 lbs
1/250 lbs

ISM

WC (-3/8' to +1/4')
HC (-1/4' to +8 mesh)
HC (-8 to +14 mesh)
HC (-14 to +20 mesh)
HC (-20 to +40 mesh)
HC (-40 to +60 mesh)
No Hire (.04' by 1/4')
No Angular (1/4')
Ta Angular (1/4')
H Angular (1/4')
H Hire (.03' by 1/4')

RAT1

.74 lb

1

.50 lb
.30 lb
|
.20 lb
|
.16 lb
.10 lb
1/20 lbs
1/100 lbs
1/lbs
1/100 lbs
1/100 lbs
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Chtmical Onitormity
Th« chamical uniformity of th« plasma col4 haarth naltad product la of
graat Intaraat to confirm tha lack of significant salactivs avaporatlon of
tha alloy alamants and to dsoonstrat^ good ganaral procsss control. Tabla
II containa chaalcal uniformity information for four typical plasma plua
singls VAR ingots. Thaaa ingota, approxiaataly 5,000 kg aach, wars
procassad to billat and chackad for chamistry at thraa to fiva locations
from surfaca to cantar at thraa to fiva squally apacad locations along
thair langth. Tha averaga givan in tha tabla la that of tha nina to
twanty-flva samplas; tha variability givan la tha diffaranca batwaan tha
highast and lowast valuaa. No maaaurabla avaporatlon loas is obsarvad,
which if praaant would appaar most strongly in lowarad and variabla
aluminum contant. Ovarall chamical uniformity la comparabla to that of
convantionally producad Ingots. Nitrogsn and coppar analysis showad no
significant air or haarth contamination.

TABU

it. rum* + SIHOU VM

HOL

V

Al

UMiroRNmr

Pa

0

MAT

AVO

VAR

AVO

VAR

AVO

VAR

AVO

VAR

ARe9
AMS4
AW55
AW57

6.35
6.42
6.36
6.37

0.33
0.16
0.21
0.20

4.06
4.0t>
4.05
4.06

0.22
0.27
0.22
0.35

0.22
0.17
0.17
0.16

0.06
0.07
0.07
0.06

0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17

0.04
0.06
0.04
0.04

Std. Prod.
Spac. Aim

6.34
6.30

0.18

4.04
4.20

0.23

0.19
0.15

0.06

0.17
0.17

0.04

AVO - Avaraga of aamplas
VAR - Variation, diffaranca batwaan hlghaat and lowaat of aampla

Biiist and Bur Inspsction
Ovar 150 haata and 700,000 kg of 6«i and 760 mm diamatar ingot hava baan
producad in tha Taladyna Allvac fumaea to data. Billat and bar macroatructura, microatructurs, and machanical proparty avaluationa of thia matarlal hava shown aquivalant raaults to matarlal producad by convantional
procassing. No inclusions havs baan found during ultrasonic inapaction of
this matarlal.

Part Forging Evaluation
Tha Wyman Gordon Co. racantly conductad a forging avaluation of plasma cold
haarth plus singla VAR matarlal.
A coomarcial angina Ti-6A1-4V fan disk
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configuration was choacn. Tha forging waa producad fro« Taladyna Allvac
blllat ualng tha aama forging paramatan •■ thoaa pravloualy uaad for
trlpla VAR blllat. Nyman Gordon'a «valuation plan dupllcatad that raqulrad
to qualify tha part for naw production. It Includad avaluatlona of chanlatry, mlcroatructura, tanalla, fatlgua (Flgura 2), and fractura toughnaaa
propartlaa. OBAI ravlawad tha data packaga and conparad It to typical
Ti-6A1-4V matarlal, to tha original qualification, and to tha 50th and
200th cut-up avaluatlona of this part.6 Tha data In all caaaa axcapt ona
waa atatlatlcally Indlatlngulahabla. Tha only axcaptlon waa fractura
toughnass; It was 34 MPa lowar than avaraga and la tracaabla to a naar maximum oxygan contant of thla particular haat. All of tha propartlaa including fractura toughnaaa mat spaclflcation ninlnuma.

^

05

^+:foT-^B-_
O
+

PAM +VAR FORGING
3X VAR FORGING
AMcnänc Ti e

A

Log Life

Figur« 2.

T1-6A1-4V Low Cycla Fatlgua (Room Tamparatur«, Smooth Bar)

PLAHIA COLD BBMTa SIMLB NBLT DtVILOnilMT
Tha davalopmant lasuas associatad with tha introduction of an induatry
accaptabla plaama cold haarth singl« malt (no VAR) can ba groupad into
thru« ganaral catagorlasi chanistry control, product intagrity, and product
yiald.

Singl» Malt Chtmiitry Control
An original concorn of "hearth only" procaaaing waa th« d«gr«« of chamical
homogeneity that could b« achieved without aubaaquent VAR malting. Chamical variation of tha firat «ingle malt Ti-17 heat produced at Taladyna
Allvac waa very low, demonstrating th« capability to produce an accaptabla
chemical profile in a full acale haat. Tha heat weighed 2,300 kg and
waa 660 mm in diameter. The metallic alemanta were within 0.1% of
target in each case with a atandard deviation generally leaa than 0.05%.3
Hydrogen control la alao an important chemistry issue. Hydrogen la evolved
in practically all titanium melting operationa. Thla comae both from
hydrogen in the raw materials and from raduction of raaidual water in tha
melt chamber and raw materials. In vacuum malting operationa, tha hydrogen
partial praasura of tha melt atmoaphare is maintained very low by continuous pumping, and ingot levels of laaa than 20 ppm are readily obtained. In
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plasma malting with a recycled plasma gas, the evolved hydrogen quickly
builds up In the atmosphere and reaches equilibrium with the molten metal,
at which point no more hydrogen is removed. To address this problem. Teledyne Allvac installed a catalytic reactor for removal of hydrogen from the
recycled gas stream. Oxygen is mixed with the hydrogen bearing gas exiting
the melt chamber and the mixture is passed over a catalyst bed where oxidation takes place. The resultant water vapor is removed in a molecular
sieve dryer, h hydrogen excess is maintained in the reaction to prevent an
oxygen breakthrough. Figure 3 shows the relationship obtained between the
hydrogen content exiting the furnace and that of the resultant ingot.
These results correlate closely with reported equilibrium data.4 The first
Ti-17 single melt heat had a hydrogen content of approximately 225 ppm at
billet, without the use of the hydrogen removal system. The second such
heat had an average of 80 ppm at billet with first generation operation of
the system. Later heats have shown levels of less than 30 ppm to be
achievable with appropriate controls.

1,000

1,200

ATMOSPHERE H (PPMV)
ACTUAL
PREDICTED

Figure 3.

Plasma Cold Hearth Hydrogen Control

Single Mit Product Integrity
Billet integrity may be advereely affected by the presence of inclusions or
by the presence of clean voids which may or may not be gas filled. The
effective elimination of inclusions in the Teledyne Allvac furnace has been
demonstrated as discussed earlier. By elimination of the final VAR process, the potential introduction of inclusions during that process is eliminated. The occurrence of clean voids, although not widely observed, is
still a concarn. Since the plasma process takes place under one atmosphere
of inert gas, it seems conceivable that a mechanically entrapped gaa bubble
could be formed at a solid/liquid/gas interface, such as can occur near the
ingot edge, since the solubility of helium in titanium is negligible, thie
is the only reasonable mechanism that has been proposed for forming such a
gas filled void. Evacuated voids caused by solidification shrinkage are
also possible and are probably more likely to occur than gas filled ones.
Ivacuated voids are generally not considered to be a problem as they tend

MM

to hMl during hot working.
A fraquancy of occurranc« of claan void* In plan« cold haarth alngla «alt
matarlal ha« not baan aaaaurad bacauaa of tha aaall aaount of aatarial producad to data. Purthar Invaatlgatlon will ba raqulrad Into thla laaua and
adaquata procaaa controls will ba aatabllahad to avoid tha
potantlal problan.

Singla Halt Product tfld
Ylald In tha alngla malt procaaa la Impactad by aavaral factors. Tha aurfaca condition of tha Ingota producad to data la not aa good aa that producad by VAR malting; howavar, much davalopeMnt ramalna to ba dona In thla
araa. Inprovamants In both Ingot atructura and solidification pip* alia
hava baan obaarvad In tha alngla malt Ingota and thaaa should load to significant ylald Improvamanta.

Plasma cold haarth malting haa tha ability to produca high quality titanium
alloys fraa of high danalty and typa I hard alpha inclusions. In aarly
1990, Taladyna Allvac bagan oparatlng a production acala furnaca of thla
typa. Initial malting haa ahown tha furnaca to ba rallabla and c^pahla of
malting a wida varlaty of raw matarlala. Evaluation of blllat and bar
product has shown good chamlcal uniformity, nachanical propartlas, mlcrostructura and macrostructura and fraadoa from dafacta. Saadad haata hava
provan tha furnaca'a ability to aliminata high danalty and typa I hard
alpha inclusions, a significant improvanant ovar tha bast of tha convantlonal procassaa, tripla VAR. Thla furnaca la now quallflad to aupply cold
haarth plus singla VAR for critical aaroapaca applications. Issuaa for
introduction of plasma cold haarth alngla malt ara currantly baing
rasolvad.

1. Clifford E. Shanblan and Gordon B. Huntar, 'Titanium Basa Alloya Claan
Melt Procaaa Davalopmant," Procaadlno« of the 1989 Vacuum Matallurov
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(Warrandala, PAi Iron and Staal Soc, Inc.), pp3-ll
2. 'Cooparativa Rasaarch and Davalopmant Agraamant batwaan BOM Idaho, Inc.
and Oanaral Blactric Company,' (BG60 Idaho, Novambar 1991), Appandix 1
pi
3. H.H. Buttrill, G.B. Huntar, and C.B. Shanblan, 'Intarim Tachnlcal Raport
No. 5,' Manufacturing Tachnoloov for Pramium Quality Titanium Alloy« for
Gas Turbina Bnclna Rotating Comoonanta. (Raport R91AIBS07, GB Aircraft Bnginas, 1991), p41
4. v.A. Shapovalov at al., 'Interaction of Hydrogen with Molten Titanium
and Its Alloys," Probl. Spate. Ilektrometall.. 19S3, Vol. 19, pp59-62
5. H.H. Everett, Hyman Gordon Co., letter report to H.H. Buttrill, OBAB,
11/26/91
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H.H. Everett, Hyman Gordon Co., 12/17/91
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ELECTROREFINING TITANIUM - THE PROCESS CAPABILITY

H W Rosenberg and J E Green
The ALTA Group
Fombell, Pa 16123

Abstract
Electrorefined titanium emerged as an item of commerce during
the late 1980s. Pioneered by the U. S. Bureau of Mines station
in Boulder City Nev. in the 1950s and 1960s, the titanium
electrorefining process essentially remained a laboratory scale
practice until 1985 when the Ai/TA Group was founded for the
sole purpose of producing ultra-high purity titanium for
electronic applications. Now, seven years and five design
iterations later, the process capability is heading toward
99.999%, 5N, purity in total metallics and 4N purity in total
gases. The current process capability is examined.

Introduction
A process for electrorefining titanium was pioneered in the 19S0's and 1960's at the
U S Bureau of Mines station in Boulder Gty Nevada. Electrolytic titanium was
produced on the research scale until 1985 when The ALTA Group formed with the
express purpose of producing high purity electrorefined titanium on a commercial scale.
The first ALTA cell design was derived from fust principles and immediately
established new standards for metal purity and productivity.
Each cell design was a learning experience. The fifth design generation brought the
original design concept to new highs in efficiency and quality. Along with that
progress, the market has demanded higher and higher purities. ALTAs 1985 product
was typically better than 99.995% pure on a metallic basis. The first electron beam
melts using electrorefined crystal were completed in early 1986. Beginning in 1988,
the second through fifth design iterations occurred in successive years. Product
produced in 1988 was typically 99.997% pure in metallics. The original cells were
abandoned in 1990. In 1990 ALTA also added electron beam melting capability inhouse. It became possible for the first time to institute an effective statistical process
Titanium '92
Sctotc« ond Technology
Edited by F.H. Fro« and I. Caplon
Th* Mimrali, Malalt & Malwiali Society, 1993
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control program. What follows is an over view of the titanium ingot purity situation as
it existed in 1990 -1991. Process capability will be the common theme.
Process capability is the inherent reproducibility of a process in terms of some
measurement or attribute. Process capability is commonly used to define a
manufacturing processes in terms of their statistics. A process is said to be in control
when its residual variance arises through random chance alone. No assignable causes
that produce process variation are acting when a process is in control. Under these
conditions it is possible to calculate meaningful process capability indices which may or
may not be related to commercial specifications. Various indices have been developed
that relate process capability for a process in control to commercial specifications for the
product manufactured. Meeting a specification, however, is not the same thing as
being in control. Few processes are always in control.
Residual process variation is often, but not always, normally distributed with Gaussian
statistics. When the residual variation is non-normal, the standard errors from repeated
sample lots will themselves, in the limit, tend to be normally distributed and be useful
for Gaussian based statistical analyses. In many cases it is possible to find
transformations that produce approximately normal distributions in small populations.
Valid statistical treatments are possible.
Relating a specification to a process usually begins in terms of the mean and standard
deviation of the process when it is in control. One common standard in the electronic
industry requires that 99.7% of a measured product fall within specification limits.
This is the familiar plus/minus three standard deviations from the mean standard. Two
standard deviations may be used in less demanding situations. In the electronics
industry, however. Motorola and others have taken the lead in driving toward quality
standards where six standard deviations, or six sigma, is the goal. For a perspective,
see how many handbooks of mathematics and statistics you can find that give values
that far from the mean? At last report. Motorola had not achieved all of their goals but
by shooting high they had achieved impressive gains with large and dramatic cost
savings.
On another plane, in the electronic industry, semiconductor devices routinely require
silicon and other materials having total impurities less one pan per million or even less
than one part per billion in the case of alpha emitters. And such purities have been
available for quite some time in a number of materials. When counting atoms, five
sigma is equivalent to about one-third impurity atom per million and six sigma is
equivalent to about one impurity atom per billion.
Five sigma is not yet here for titanium, at least on a routine commercial basis. Only
since 1985 has 4.S sigma titanium (abunt 30 ppm total metallic impurities) been a
commercial guarantee. Titanium with less than 10 ppm total metallic impurities, about
4.73 sigma, is now available commercially in limited quantities. That progress came
through improved understanding of fhc underlying factors that include, physics (e.g.
instrumentation and its use), chemisny (e.g. electromotive series for electrolysis) and
human factors (e.g. developing and following effective standard operating and
statistical process control procedures). With understanding, comes control. Improved
process capability is the natural result.
This doesn't happen overnight. An appropriate string of metaphors might be, birth
(seminal concepts and lab scale experience), growth (initial manufacturing scale
experience) and maturity (implementation of SPC with well defined process
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capabilities). Ultra-high purity titanium appears to be in late adolescence in such a
sequence.
Fused salt electrolysis followed by electron beam melting is used to produce titanium
ingot typically having about 10-15 ppm total metallic impurities with total gases of
about 300 ppm or less. Issues encountered at The ALTA Group in defining overall
process capability for ultra-high purity titanium are the subject of this paper.
Results and Discussion
Ingot Oxvgen
Oxygen is the principal overall impurity in electrorefmed titanium. Once a production
run of electrorefmed titanium crystal is harvested there is little more that can be done to
reduce its oxygen content. The melting process most suited for preserving crystal
purity is an electron beam. It is commonly used for just that reason. Since the vapor
pressure of titanium monoxide is about the same as that for the metal (1-3), crystal
oxygen going into electron beam melting should correlate closely with ingot oxygen
out. It is this feature that forms one basis for Statistical Process Control, SPC, of ultrahigh purity ingot oxygen.
Ingot characterizations began as soon as electron beam melting began in-house.
Twenty-nine heats were involved in this initial phase and two significant issues were
encountered: 1) characterization problems related to crystal lot oxygen variability
patterns and 2) control of contamination. These same issues attend sponge production
but with different levels of criteria of course. With those issues coming under better
control, it became possible to address process capability in terms of ingot oxygen. The
next 42 production ingots were melted under SPC procedures designed to better predict
final ingot oxygen. These were then compared with the original 29 heats.
The comparison involved least squares fits between the apparent oxygen averages for
crystal being melted and the resulting average ingot oxygen levels. Results, assuming
residual intrinsic variation can be represented by a normal distribution, are given in
Table 1.
Ideally, and r2 should equal 1.00 while the intercept and standard error of estimate
should equal zero. The slope would ideally equal unity if election beam melting neither
subtracts nor adds oxygen under all conditions. Those perfect worlds do not exist.
Nevertheless the initial results after SPC was implemented went a long way. Whereas
before SPC the
Table 1

Effect of SPC on Ability to Predict Ingot Oxygen in Electronic Grade Ti

Scries

N

Slope

Intercept

Std Error of Est

Before SPC
After SPC

29
42

0.15
1.24

248
87

.29
.08

r2
0.009
0.850

"random variance" was 100%, it dropped to 16% (100 x (1 - r2)) afterwards. Before
SPC the average ingot formulation estimate was low by 153 ppm oxygen. After SPC
that difference dropped to 82 ppm. So SPC had an immediate positive effect on
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process control. It became possible for the first time to produce commercial ingots to
order at less than 200 ppm oxygen.
The residual 15% and 82 ppm are now fair targets to go after. A clue as to direction
resides in the raw data; the higher the aim the greater the miss due to random
(uncontrolled) causes. Moreover since the low end of the distribution describing
impurities must be zero, the data crowding zero bunch up naturally with results skewed
to the high side. One might suppose that such behavior arises from the fact that
impurities can only enter the process, not leave it Such a distribution can only have
only one tail - to the high side. In such cases, ingot oxygen data may be better treated
as belonging to a log normal distribution (4) rather than to a normal one as was
assumed for Table 1. It turns out that most metallic impurities in ingot also exhibit a
log normal distribution when there is no known assignable cause acting.
Ingot Metallies
Process capabilities fur impurities can be rendered in various ways. After logarithmic
transformations most impurity distributions approximated normality. Process
capability was detem. ned on this basis. In the electronics industry it is common to use
± 3 sigma about the mean in describing process capability. That was done here.
The results are summarized in Table 2 which constitutes a survey of process capability
under the present state of the an. Three components are involved in that capability, 1)
the science of winning high purity titanium from its ores, 2) the process engineering
required to do so and Anally 3) the human factors embodied in operating the process
and creating an effective SPC strategy that the process operators themselves can employ
to good effect. The latter is by no means easy. Considerable sophistication is involved
and that does not come over night. Table 2 provides some necessary groundwork.
Data from 31 ingots were used to calculate the process statistics after transforming the
raw data to their logarithms, calculating the statistics and taking exponents back to ppm.
Only the more common impurities were included in the table because frequent detection
limits in the data distort interpretations. Certain elements rise significantly above the
background, notably Fe and Al. These metals are among the most common mineral
forming elements in the earth's crust. They are everywhere in the ambient as dust.
They are also common materials of construction. It turned out that Al and Fe each
entered the process stream at various points. For a perspective, in a 454 kg ingot, one
gram of impurity represents about two ppm. Table 2 represents process capabilities for
a number of elements while saying nothing directly about the total metallies. As may be
seen, the process capability is skewed with a long tail to the high side, possibly for the
reasons discussed above.
In terms of total metallies. Table 3 presents the process statistics after transformation
into and out of logarithms. The same data base and methodology was used as for Table
2. Table 3 is a fair representation of the present state of the art. As may be observed,
about half of all ingots melted meet a total metallic purity of 99.9986%. The
distribution for total metallies is skewed but the number of ingots lying in each interval
fit a log normal distribution. Use of a log normal distribution appears to be justified.
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Table 2

Process Capability by Element for Ultra-high Purity Titanium Produced
by Electrolysis Followed by Electron Beam Melting.

Element

Mean - 3 SD ppm

Mean ppm

Al
Na
Si
K
V
Cr
Mn
Fc
Co
Ni
Cu
As
Zr
Nb
Mo
Rh
Sn
Sb
Hf
Th
U
H
C
N
O

0.33
0.005
0.16
0.01
0.12
0.08
0.003
1.5
0.0003
0.004
0.19
0.004
0.5
0.2
0.06
0.002
0.06
0.009
0.008
0.0001
0.0002
1.2
9
3.5
94

1.3
0.02
0.52
0.02
0.4
0.4
0.02
5.57
0.005
0.04
0.71
0.03
0.87
0.5
0.14
0.09
0.4
0.08
0.02
0.0003
0.0003
3.2
20
10
222

Table 3

Process capability in terms of total metallics (56 elements) as calculated
from a log normal distribution.

Mean + 3 SD
Mean + 2 SD
Mean + 1 SD
Mean
Mean -1 SD
Mean - 2 SD
Mean - 3 SD
Five Sigma

Mean+3 SD ppm
4.7
0.09
1.8
0.03
1.4
1.7
0.7
20.0
0.1
0.16
2.8
0.18
1.4
1.1
0.32
0.01
2.5
0.74
0.046
0.0007
0.0006
8
44
33
418

ppm

% Purity

32.9
24.7
18.6
14.0
10.6
7.9
6.0

99.9967
99.9975
99.9981
99.9986
99.9989
99.9992
99.9994

0.3

The capability shown in Table 3 represents a three fold improvement over four years
ago. Some of this improvement came about from procedural and equipment
improvements but most of it came from operator training, improved standard operating
procedures and the implementation of SPC on the shop floor. ALTA's new goal is
another three fold improvement.
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Epilog
The trend toward higher overall purity titanium for electronic applications is expected to
continue at least into the next century. Further improvements are in progress and new
ways of doing certain things may well be needed to meet die ever more stringent
electronic materials specifications.
The process capability shown in Table 3 indicates that there is still a long way to go. It
remains to bring total gas and metallic impurities to low values simultaneously.

Conclusions
Application of SPC technique is useful in ultra-high purity titanium manufacture.
Residual random errors attending impurity analyses in ingot are normalized by a
logarithmic transformation.
About half of today's production of ultra-high purity titanium contains less than about
14 ppm total metallic impurities.
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Abstract
A technology for electroslag remelting of titanium is developed which permits using the active fluxes Including metalslag ones, e.g. metallic calcium - calcium fluoride systems.
A thermodynamio analysis of the interaction of titanium admixtures with these slag systems is performed. An attempt
la made to evaluate behaviour of oxygen under electroslag
remelting of titanium using metallic calcium - calcium fluoride flux. A procedure is suggested for calculation of the
oxygen distribution by the height of the melted ESR ingot.
Technological methods for electroslag remelting of titanium
are developed. A conclusion is made that the produced titanium in many cases may be successfully used Instead of iodide titanium.
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Development of engineering and extension of the spheres
of scientific research depend more and more on the use of pure metals and alloys. The existing industrial methods for their production are based on vacuum remelting processes (vacuum
arc and electron-beam remelting) which in a number of cases
do not provide a necessary purity of metals. At the same time
such high-effective methods as iodide refining, distillation
and others are characterized by low productivity and high
cost /I,2^.
Blectroslag remelting (ESR) in the atmosphere of inert
gas under highly deoxidized fluxes is an alternative to vacuum remelting. Study of ESR under active fluxes including
calcium-containing ones has shown wide potentialities of this
technological variant for production of top-quality Ingots of
reactive metals.
Metal-slag fluxes, particularly Ca-CaPg systems, provide
effective refining of the remelted metals from impurities
that possess a considerable themodynamic affinity to the applied alkali-earth metals (oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur). Besides, Intensive evaporation of metallic calcium
from slag in the course of melting permits achieving rather
low partial pressures of harmful gases (oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen) in the melting cavity. For example, equilibrium partial oxygen pressure at the temperature of remelting is 10
- 10 yatm. The latter circumstance allows a contaminationfree remelting of titanium possessing high themodynamic affinity to the above gases.
An attempt is made to evaluate behaviour of oxygen during
ESR of titanium under flux of the metallic calcium - calcium
fluoride system.
Dissolution of gaseous oxygen in titanium is described by
the equations:

'/i{0*}-.[01r.

(i)

tip--ft Ml/Pa**

(2)

AG--lfTtnKp

(3)

where /* - coefficient of the oxygen activity; COJ - fraction of total mass of oxygen in titanium, %\
po _ partial
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pressure of oxygen in the gas phase, HFa; aß - variation of
the partial mole free energy of oxygen In titanium, kcal/mol.
Results of the experimental determination of 4 6 in
titanium-oxygen alloys presented in the work /V h*ve shown a
dependence of AC on the oxygen content in titanium. It is
connected «1th the fact that oxygen solution in titanium even
in small concentration deviates considerably from the Henry
law.
Since there is no reliable Information on the values of
the coefficient of oxygen activity in titanium let us introduce the notion of the effective constant of the reaction (X):

K'p xKp/ro'lOJ/P»*

(4)

then

^'s-RThKp

(5)

A dependence presented in Fig.I is obtained on the basis
of the experimental data from work ftf. Hyperbola approximation of table values at 2073 K is introduced for determination of the analytical dependence:
4 C' - - 90960,92t -W9tZSi/[0J

(6)

Interaction of oxygen in titanium with calcium dissolved
in calcium fluoride is presented as a reaction:

{Cj+CQlrr-fCaO}

(7)

which may be obtained by the combination of two following reactions:

{Ca]>%{0] '-(CaOJ

(8)

ttiOa] =[0h,

(9)

^ Gr -- 4 fij - ^ G.

(10)

Then
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-Mt0

-9.0

0,2

0,4

0,6 fOJSo

Vigor» I. Dependenoa of partial mole Glbbs energy ( A G ,
koal/mol) of the reaction of oxygen dissolution in
titanium on the oxygen oonoentration in titanium
at the temperature, K : I - 1973* 2 - 2073, 3 2273.
With regard for the dependence (6) and the value aGf
- - 93050 oal/mol /V for T - 2073 derive:
A 6'T--2089J07£ * im,l5t/C0J

(ID

H^ = eKf>(Q,S97i7-0M<fO$7/C01

(12)

For the reaction (7) write as

*{**iüaj/(iy:in)

(13)

Since the content of calcium oxide in the slag is inoon-

aiderable then the expression (13) may be simplified:

"I = *(c*oj/(rh*[ia)

(i4)

where X(CtO)
~ fraction of total mass of CaO in slag: f^
- pressure of calcium vapour, MPa,
Proceeding from the expressions (12) and (14) write as

ex? (asvrfr- o^wr/coi J = *(caO}/(&*. COJ )

(15)

where a^ - calcium activity in the melt Ca-CaPgS
P**-S3,W~#326,rS/T *0,OoiT -fyHSfyT
- vapour
pressure over pure calcium, MPa«
Calcium activity in the slag is determined by the procedure presented in the work /§/.
A portion (drop) of titanium of the weight f»Me (^s)
containing Initial of 03cy6en» and sla« of tlie "«i«11* mS
(kg) containing (ca)initial.(CaO)lnitlal,CaP2 - the base) interact under electroslag remelting. Transition of a definite
quantity of oxygen ( & [01
#) from the metal drop into slag Is described as follows:
COJ-COJintiici ~* WJ

(I7)

(Ca) = (Otlfrftrnt - a fOj (»heM ) CA* />• )

(18)

(C*1>)=(CmQ}Mftof +A[0l(*'MtJ'*i)(/4e*9/j4*

(19)

where ^^ , jUe99 * yU9
- molecular mass of calcium, calcium oxide and oxygen, respectively.
Solving the equation (15) by the iteration method with
regard for the expressions (I7)-(I9) find equilibrium values
CQJf t fcaOjpt (CaOj/t * a portion of metal with oxygen oonoentration rtfJp solidifies and does not participate in the reactions any more. A new portion of metal with CffJ J-J+J-I is
introduced into the slag of composition
(Ca) , (CaO) and
new equilibrium concentrations are considered. So, it is possible to detexnine the oxygen content in the ingot depending
on the weight of the remelted metal. Calculations ware perfor1311

med on mlorooomputer by a special program «blob realizes the
described algorithm.
Kernelting of titanium with oxygen content 0.01; 0.05{
0.2% is considered. The flux consists of a pure calcium fluoride; the content of calcium oxide in it is assumed as 0.1%
which corresponds to the content of this admixture in the most pure flux. The content of calcium in the flux varies from
2.0 to 0.000001% (small values approaching zero). The results
of the calculations are presented in lig, 2.
Proceeding from the above calculations it is possible to
conclude as follows: under electroslag remelting it is not
possible to obtain the oxygen content in titanium lower than
in the consumable electrode. In the case when the initial content of oxygen in the consumable electrodes is small (Fig.2
a,b) the content of oxygen In the metal at the beginning of
heat sharply increases, especially when using flux without
metallic calcium, then the oxygen content in the ingot falls
to the values in the consumable electrodes. Apparently, it is
attributed to reduction of the calcium oxide by titanium at
the initial period and dissolution of oxygen in titanium. If
the flux contains metallic calcium such processes proceed
less intensive and restoration of the Initial oxygen content
Is not so fast since in this case the reduction reaction of
calcium oxide is retarded.
When the oxygen content in the consumable electrode is
Increased (Fig. 2 a) then in absence of metallic calcium in
the flux the content of oxygen in the ingot remains initial.
If at the initial period of heat the metallic calcium is
introduced into the flux then the oxygen content becomes lower
and becomes equal to the content of oxygen in the consumable
electrode. Apparently, it is connected with the following fact
- when the beat starts calcium Interacts with titanium oxygen
and the more is the flux saturated with the product of the reaction (calcium oxide) the more it hampers the reaction.
Electroslag remelting of titanium has been performed in
the mould of 60-120 mm in dia., ingots of 100-250 mm in height
have been produced. Electrodes have been melted from iodide
titanium or produced by compaction of the titanium sponge
( 7T - 90 andTr-120 grades).
Oxygen content in the consumable electrodes has amounted
2,332
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to {%) 0.02 in Iodide titanium, 0.04 - in titanium aponge
Tr -90 and 0,06 - in titanium sponge 7T -120.
The oxygen content in the ESR metal in its stable level
(start zone being excluded) remains equal to its content in
the initial metal. The content of harmful impurities by the
height of the ESR ingot of 60 mm in dia. and 150 mm in height
remelted from titanium sponge 7T -120 is presented in the
table:

Sites of sampling

Top
Middle
Bottom

Fraction of total mass

B
0.003
0.004
0.005

S

»

0.01
0,01
0.01

0.005
0.005
0.008

W

0.06
0.06
0.08
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ABSTRACT

R. Winand invented a new process to prepare titanium ingot in one step from sodium and
titanium tetrachloride. Making use of the two reagents in the gaseous phase and recovering
titanium as a liquid on top of a continuous casting mould, sodium chloride is also gaseous, so
that titanium is the only condensed material. This process has the following features : it is
continuous; the number of intermediate stages are dramatically decreased compared to the
Kroll or the Hunter processes; the manpower and the metal inventory are much lower, the
energy consumption is decreased while only small amounts of reagents are involved in the
reaction at any time so that hazard problems are highly reduced, the metal recovered as an
ingot is very pure while the metal not included in the ingot can be sold as a powder, it could
also be used to prepare titanium alloys in ingots, or powders of pure titanium or of alloyed
titanium including intermetallic compounds. The research started ten years ago at
laboratory scale. Since 1987, a pilot capable of 25 kg titanium per hour is operated in the
hall for testing prototypes of the Centre de Recherches Industrielles of the University Libre
de Bruxelles. So far, sodium and titanium tetrachloride handling and gas production are
under control, giving stable and reproducible constant gas flows. Sodium chloride
condensation is also satisfactory. The reaction occurs at high speed and gives the expected
high temperatures. However, as it was thought that the heat of reaction is high enough to
heat up the reaction chamber, no preheating system was provided. After trying a number of
injectors, and also after mathematical modelling, it was shown that preheating is absolutely
necessary, otherwise the transient lasts long enough for the reaction chamber to be clogged
with partially molten reaction products. Further research including electric resistance
preheating showed this method to be unefficient. Despite of that, reactions lasting for two
hours were performed, but titanium was recovered as conglomerates of particles instead of a
molten pool. Future experiments should make use of other preheating systems.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to its exceptional properties and to the availability of suitable ores, titanium should
undergo a wide market expansion. This was not the case so far because the price of the metal
is still too high to make it competitive against other materials like for instance stainless
steel. Accordingly, except in countries where an industrial strategy for titanium development
exists, the uses of this metal and its alloys are restricted mainly to aeronautics, aerospace
and chemical industry applications. In fact, there is a need for a new industrial process for
making titanium, able to reduce markedly the base metal cost. The Kroll and Hunter
processes used today are based on the discontinuous metallothermic reduction of titanium
tetrachloride either in one step by magnesium or in two steps by sodium. Despite
improvements described in literature [1-31, they involve many operations before getting an
ingot suitable for further processing. Attempts to develop alternative processes were up to
now largely unsuccessful.
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This paper is describing the present status of a research aimed at developing a new
continuous process [4] for making titanium ingots in one step.
BASIC TOEAS
The general principle of the process is to react, in one step and at atmospheric pressure,
gaseous sodium with gaseous titanium tetrachloride. Adiabatic reaction temperature is
easily in the range of 2 200-2 400 K, so that the products of the reaction are gaseous sodium
chloride and liquid titanium. As titanium is the only condensed constituant, the pure metal
should be recovered directly as an ingot (the DITINGOT Process).
Such a process, if successful, has many advantages versus those in use today, mainly because
it is continuous and avoids making sponge or powder contaminated with salts as an
intermediate. Figure 1 makes this very clear in a synthetic bloc diagram. A Cockerill
Sambre industrial evaluation team came to the conclusion that advantages of this new
process could be described as follows : The process is continuous, avoids the sponge and the
associated operations, and is susceptible of full automation.
Accordingly, the plant can be very compact, reducing investment by a factor of at least two.
Energy consumption can also be reduced by at least one third. The processing time and the
metal inventory can be drastically reduced by at least 20. The manpower can also be reduced
by at least 3. More best quality metal can be produced because no iron contamination can occur
in the reactor, and no nitrogen or hydrogen contamination can occur before the ingot
solidification due to suppression of any operation on high specific area intermediates, no
carbon contamination can occur coming from any vacuum pumping system. Working conditions
and environmental protection are also improved because very small amount of reactants are
present in the reaction circuit at any time, manual operations during the process are
drastically reduced and no handling nor physical treatment of sponge is necessary. All these
advantages were due to reduce operating costs by at least twenty percent against conventional
processes in use today. The process theoretical feasabilily was determined on the basis of
thermodynamic calculations. Figure 2 shows the results for adiabatic conditions when
sodium and TiCl4 are introduced in the reactor at their boiling temperature, as gases. The
metallurgical efficiency increases when the percentage of excess sodium increases.
Temperature passes however through a maximum, at about 2 400 K, and 25 percent excess
sodium. At that point, the metallurgical efficiency is of approximately 91 percent. In
practice, some heat loss should be considered in the reaction zone. Further calculations were
made for a reactor capable of 25 kg titanium per hour, supposing various heat loss levels in
the reactor. Figures 3 and 4 show the favourable influence of such losses (expressed in kW) on
the metallurgical efficiency, the reaction temperature remaining well above the titanium
melting point. Theoretical optimum conditions could be operating with 10 to 15 percent excess
sodium and a reactor heat loss of 20 to 25 kW (for 25 kg Ti/h), resulting in a metallurgical
efficiency better than 95 % in the reactor, the rest of titanium being recovered outside, at a
lower temperature, as a powder by product. Figure 5 gives an idealized sketch of the process,
while figure 6 gives some important figures concerning material balance and power
consumption for a 25 kg Ti/h prototype.

EXTEMMENTAL
Small scale laboratory experiments started in 1975 in the University Libre de Bruxelles
(ULB) by Winand, Fontana and Segers, without external funding. Initially, extra heat was
provided to the reaction by a d.c. plasma torch but was found deleterious to the metallurgical
efficiency in the reactor : argon was diluting the reaction gases, favouring the backward
reaction. Further experiments made only use of some external resistance heating. At the end
of 1979, a large belgian steel company - Cockerill S.A. - became interested in the project. The
initial patent property was transferred to this company and the research went on in the
frame of a contract between University Libre dc Bruxelles, Cockerill and IRS1A, a Belgian
governmental sponsoring organization. In mid-1980, a new laboratory scale experimental set
up was started, capable of 1.5 kg Ti/h. It was possible to feed a reactor with sodium and
titanium tetrachloride in gaseous state, to reach the reaction temperature in a very short
time, and to produce titanium metal, but it was impossible to achieve thermal autonomy at
that scale.
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Therefore, it was decided to build • bigger installation able to produce 25 kg Ti/h in the hall
for testing prototype of the Centre de Recherche« Industrielles (CRI) de I'Universitl Libre de
Bruxelles, at Nivelles, situated at approximately 25 km from Brussels. The experiments
started in February 1987, in the form of a research contract between Cockerill Sambie S.A. ULB and Region Wallonne, the Southern part of Belgium. This last equipment only and some
of its experimental results will be described.

Thtctuwmnt
Ffred pr^uits
Except for sodium special purification problems, sodium and titanium tetrachloride feed
circuits were identical. A first part was devoted to loading the reactants to the circuit by
either pumping liquid TiCU under argon or by manual transfer of sodium ingots. Sodium was
melted under argon and transferred through a stainless steel filter to a second vessel. The
second part of the feed circuits was a waiting loop where the liquid reactant was kept
moving at the approximate flow rale necessary for the reaction. The third part of the feed
circuits was made of Inconel 600 evaporator coils included in electric resistance furnaces and
of heated transfer lines to the reactor. The third one was fed by opening the waiting loops to
start the reaction. T1CI4 was heated up to 400° C and sodium up to 950° C.

Betüaa

The reactor was a walercooled vessel with a large lateral opening leading to the salt
recovery circuit. The reaction zone included the burner on which the injector was fitted, and a
fix-crucible placed to recover titanium. The internal wall of the burner was made of silicon
carbide, eventually preheated by electric resistance. After a layer of heat insulator, a
sodium cooled coil was inserted in order to maintain the overall shape of the burner during
the reaction. The external walls of the burner were made of three titanium sheets placed at
three different diameters. Seven different injectors were tried. Each of them provided TiCl4
injection in the center and sodium at the exterior in order to prevent any unreacted T1CI4 from
escaping the reaction zone. The fix crucible was made of alumina eventually preheated by
electric resistance. It was likely to be replaced by a continuous casting system. A loose
cyclindrical metal sheet, which acted as molten salt condenser, was placed inside the vessel,
surrounding the burner and the crucible. Molten salt was recovered at its bottom in a large
metal crucible.

SalLcircuil
At the reactor outlet, a special salt condenser, fitted with metal plates was foreseen. It was
followed by three cyclones in series leading finally to a scrubber. This salt circuit proved to
be useless because all the salts and the excess sodium were condensed on the loose cylinder
inside the reactor during the two hours experiments.

Comrel.rocm
This room was containing a centralized command pulpit with a synoptic table showing the
state of all the valves, pumps and levels of the reactants in their vessels. A centralized data
logging system was able to handle more than two hundred measures on a P.C. Twenty
measurements were carried out simultaneously and independently of the P.C. allowing
permanent visual control.
Safety
The sodium and the titanium tetrachloride vapor feeding circuits were placed in separate
small buildings inside the prototype testing hall. The bottom of the sodium building was
provided with Graphex Ck 23, while the TiCl4 building was closed and connected to a
vertical scrubber placed outside the hall.
EXPERIMENTS
Only the experiments (in total 24) performed with the 25 kg Ti/h equipment will be shortly
described.

EgKrimmt« without sreheating
It was thought initially that preheating of the reaction zone was not necessary, because of
the reaction's very high exolhermicity . Moreover, as the reactants were introduced as
vapors, ignition occured from itself.
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The burner internal shape was fixed after experiments making use intentionally of too long
burners : it was shown that the maximum temperature was reached at a 30 cm distance from
the injector nozzle. A narrowed section had to be introduced in the sodium vapor tube to
increase the pressure drop and avoiding flow oscillations. The main achievements of these
experiments were that sodium and titanium tetrachloride could be securely fed as vapors to
the injector in a constant, controllable and reproducible way; that temperatures as high as 2
000 Celcius were effectively obtained in the burner; that large amounts of titanium were
recovered in the crucible and in the burner; that no lower valency titanium chlorides were
observed and that sodium chloride was mainly condensed on the loose cylinder in the reactor
itself.
However, titanium in the crucible was mainly recovered as fine particles with diameters in
the range of 2 to 10 micrometers. The inside of the burner itself proved to be clogged in a very
short lime (ten to fifteen minutes) by sodium chloride and titanium metal conglomerates who
changed the burner internal shape and finally the whole reactor zone.
The same results were observed with swirling coaxial and with toroidal burners.
FrperimetitM witk prektatiiig

The first preheating was done by means of an electrical resistance placed like a candle inside
the reactor zone and by introducing an electric resistance in the alumina refractory material
in the crucible. The maximal temperatures achieved by this method were 800° C in the
burner and 1 100° C in the crucible. This proved to be ineffective, so a Kanthal electrical
resistance mantel was placed inside the burner walls , behind the silicon carbide.
This allowed preheating of the burner up to 1 100° C. The injector itself was preheated up to
750° C. The experiments performed with this preheating system showed that a maximum
temperature of 1 350 to 1 400° C was reached on the external (opposite to the reactor zone)
surface of the silicon carbide wall (after 15 to 30 minutes). A tantalum heating mantel was
tried, in order to increase the preheating temperature, but it proved unpredictable : it broke
usually before the experiment started. In all experiments, the inside of the burner was
clogged like in experiments made without preheating, with, however, less sodium chloride
in the titanium shapes recovered (see figures 8 to 10).
Concerning titanium recovery, the best results obtained were in the burner, with layers of
pure and partially molten titanium and in the crucible, with partly molten titanium
particles of about 10 micrometers diameter. The salt condensed on the loose metal sheet in
the reactor was mainly sodium chloride and excess sodium but contained approximately half
the titanium metal produced as fine powder (2 to 10 micrometers). The metal efficiency in
the reaction zone was in the range of 40 to 45 % but not gathered in a satisfactory molten pool.
Supplementary experiments were carried out. One of them was made without sodium cooling
the burner. The experiment was shortened in order to avoid destroying the burner. However,
a maximum temperature of 1 350 Celcius was again observed after 15 minutes. After the
experiment, a central egg of pure titanium and layers of titanium were found in the burner.
Another experiment was carried out without burner walls, with only the injector and the
crucible inside the reactor vessel. Making use of an infrared camera and of an ignition wire, it
could be shown that the flame went back from the wire to the injector nozzle, showing the
reaction rapidness.
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL MODELUNC
A computer thermal model of the burner was made by BELSIM. On the basis of the measured
temperature initial increase, the model showed that a transient time of two hours would be
necessary to reach the titanium melting point on burner walls, even if these walls are
preheated to 1 100° C. This was due to the sodium cooling, considered as necessary to keep
the geometry of the reaction zone. A physical model of the burner and of various injectors
was tested at the Von Karman Institute. The vapor mixing proved to be very satisfactory,
and can not be considered as a limiting factor. Further mathematical modelling of the
reaction was made by Professor ). SZEKELY at MIT. It allowed to determine velocities,
temperatures and concentrations in the burner of various injector types. It was shown that the
reaction is almost finished when the gases leave the burner, but that the temperature profile
is very sensitive to the walls temperature (figure 11).

2,3(8

CONCLUSIONS
The 25 kg Ti/h experimental set up was used for 24 runs lasting up to 2 hours. Some of them
rated 35 kg Ti/h for H /2 hour.
It proved satisfactory from the following stand points :
- storage and purification of reactants
- measure and control of reactant flows
- evaporators and injection in the burner
- geometric stability of the burner
- condensation of molten sodium chloride out of the reaction zone
Problems that are still to be solved ;
- a satisfactory preheating system to overcome the transient period at the beginning
of the reaction to avoid the burner clogging. A temperature higher than the
titanium melting point must be reached in the burner. Induction heating seems the
most promising, but a plasma torch should also be considered.
- increase the diameter of titanium particles to keep them in the crucible. This point
can not be studied if the previous one is not solved.
- realize the continuous casting of titanium.
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INDUCTION SLAG PROCESS FOR PRODUCING TITANIUM

BY REDUCTION OF CALCIUM FLUOROTITANATE

G. T. Fisher II and D. E. Traut
Albany Research Center. U.S. Bureau of Mines
U.S. Department of the Interior
1450 Queen Avenue, SW
Albany, Oregon 97321-2196

Abstract
As part of a U.S. Bureau of Mines program to develop a more continuous Tl metal process that uses
domestic resources, a study was made of the reduction of CaTIF6 to Tl metal using Ca as reductant.
Two-stage batch reduction tests carried out at 30-kW power In an induction slap Catch furnace show
reaction initiation and completion within 5 mln. Techniques were devised to feed this reacted product
into an induction slag ingot furnace to produce a Tl Ingot with 94 pet Ti recovery and to separate the Ti
from the byproduct CaF, slag. The latter technique also was applied to Investigate a single-step reduction test In which CaTiF, and Ca reactants were fed to the Ingot furnace to produce Ti ingot directly.
introduction
A process to manufacture pure Tl that would use lower grade, less costly, and more available domestic
raw materials, such as Imenlte (FeTIO]), has long been sought. A process that Is continuous, thus less
costly, and uses fewer, simpler process steps would be of great advantage.1 Early attempts to obtain
such an Ideal process usually Involved a Tl oxide ore such as Imenlte, and fluoride salts as the Tl extraction agent to produce fluorotitanates and Ti fluorides.
In 1952, Kroll2 discussed the advantages and problems of producing TIF4 and alkali fluorotitanates such
as Na2TlF6 as alternatives to the chloride route to Tl. The distinct advantage seen by Kroli3 Is that 07
does not displace the fluoride from the Tl as It does from the chloride, making the fluorotitanates somewhat easier to handle. Hunter4 found that reduction of Na2TiF6 with K produced a product with only 73
wt pet Tl. At about the same time, Weiss5 attempted to produce Ti by pressing a mixture of KJIFg and
Al or Na into a pencil-shaped electrode, which was reduced by melting In an arc furnace. The product
contained 97.5 wt pet Tl and was quite brittle. Indicating Interstitial contamination.
Most subsequent research (post-1945) emphasized fluorotitanate salt electrolysis in a molten salt bath
to form metallic Tl.6"8 Methods other than electrolysis to obtain metallic Tl, using fluorotitanates as the
raw feed material, also have been proposed. These methods Include the AITI-Oxy process9' 10''J using
Al as a reductant in a Zn bath, as well as methods using Na,9'" K,1419, Mg,1s and Al9' 1"e as reductants. None of these methods have proved to be commercially successful, and none produce Ti Ingot
directly.
A simpler, more efficient route to Tl metal Is by chemical reduction of the fluorotitanate salts to directly
form Ti ingot. However, molten Tl and Its alloys are reactive with materials commonly used for containment. An Ideal reactor for the reduction of the fluorotitanate salts would provide (1) an enclosure that
Is nonreactive with the Tl and byproducts, (2) a volume with sufficient residence time for completion ot
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the reaction, (3) Input of heat to maintain reaction and maintain the Tt and byproducts In the molten
state, (4) mixing of the reactants and products to ensure both reectant avalabllty for reaction and
product homogeneity, and (5) a method to add more feed and to remove and separate product 71 Ingot
and byproduct slag to make the process continuous. The Induction slag process developed by the
Bureau of Mines1' provides mixing, continuity, and containment, and thus Is the Ideal reactor. The
process was deslgneC specifically for melting Ti scrap and sponge in a water-cooled, segmented crucible by Induction heating. In the melting technique, the bottom of the crucible Is formed by the cooled
Ti ingot, which is continuously withdrawn. The Ti metal route proposed by the Bureau of Mines20'22
uniquely applies the Induction slag furnace to the reduction of fluorotltanate directly to Ti metal ingot by
using a low-cost, domestically available Imenlte as raw feed material.
A system involving calcium fluorotltanate (CaTIF6) feed and Ca reductant was chosen for simplicity of
chemical species, and !n consideration of the volatility of reductant and slag. Calcium has the highest
boiling point among the alkali and alkaline-earth elements commonly used for reduction (i.e.. Na, K,
Mg, and Ca). An additional advantage for the use of Ca in this route was Indicated by the thermodvnamic work of Mah,23 Kelley,24 and Kubaschewski,29 and the experimental processing work of Suzuki,
which showed that Ca has the greatest potential to deoxkiize the TI metal product. A process to deoxidize TI scrap and powders with Ca In a Na carrier was patented recently by Fisher.77
This paper discusses the reduction of CaTIF6 to TI metal using Ca metal reductant, with calcium fluoride
(CaFj) as byproduct. Batch-type studies were conducted In an Induction slag batch furnace with and
without graphite containment crucibles. Continuous production of Ti was tested In an Induction slag
Ingot furnace employing either a two-step process (with reacted feed) or the preferred single-step reduction with Ca metal reductant and CaTiF6 feed.
Experimental Procedures and Results
Process Flowsheet and Chemistry
A process flowsheet for the proposed route to
Ti metal20 22 Is shown In Figure 1. Details of the
process unit operations to produce the CaTiF6
from llmenlte used In the reduction step are
presented elsewhere.2122 The reduction step Is
given by3CaF,
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Instead of llmenlte ore for the reduction process studies. The synthesis of the fluorotltanate
compound Is a two-step process.

)

I

Ca.

induction riag
reduction tttp

CaF,

—r—
Titanium
metal

Figure 1 - Process flowsheet of CaTiF6 route to TI.
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(b) Calcium carbonate (CaCOJ than la added to the solution In a water bath at 338 K. alter which
CaTIFs precipitates by reactions (3) and/or (4).
TIF, ♦ CaCOj ♦ 2HF - CaTIF, ♦ CO, ♦ H20.

(3)

TIF4 ♦ CaCOj ♦ 2HF ♦ HjO - CaTIF, • 2H20 ♦ CO,.

(4)

The CaTIF, slurry Is dried overnight at 338 K, and then dried for 3 days at 468 K. The dry powder
Is crushed and stored In a giovebox or In an oven (373 K) to prevent absorption of moisture.
Typical CaTIF, chemical analyses, shown In Table I, Indicate that the CaTIF, produced to date has
not been free from water of hydratlon. In addition, an 02-contalnlng species, TIOF,, also can be
present.
Table I Typical CaTIF, Chemical Analyses, weight percent12
C

0.0001-0.001

N,

0.02

Ca

18.5-20.7

0,

0.78-2

F

45.»-f0.5

Si

0.07-0.22

Fe

0.09

Ti

21.1-22.5

Mg

0.15-0.22

1
lmpurlty phases detected by X-ray diffraction included
CaF„ TIOF,, and CaTIF,*2H20.
^Theoretical stoichlometric wt pet for CaTIF,: 19.85 Ca,
56.44 F, 23.71 TI.

Differential Thermal Analyses (DTA>
Differential thermal analyses conducted In an atmosphere of flowing argon (Ar) were performed to obtain Information on the reaction temperature for the reduction reaction 1. An exothermic reaction was
observed at 833 K. Results of X-ray diffraction indicate complete reduction, with a primary phase of
CaF2 and a trace phase of Ti detected. Therefore, with Induction heating, a moderate ignition temperature Is required by the Ca metal to cause a reaction to occur In induction slag furnace batch reduction
tests. In practice, heat from a hot Ingot In the Ingot furnace would be sufficient to cause complete
reduction of the feed material. Therefore, power could be decreased during reactant feeding to avoid
volatilization of Ca and then raised to melt the Ti and separate It from the byproduct CaF2 slag.
Batch Reduction Tests Using Induction Slag Batch Furnace
The Induction slag batch furnace was used for batch reduction tests with and without graphite containment crucibles. The furnace contained a 12.7-cm-diameter, 24-segment water-cooled Cu crucible, and
power was supplied by a lOO-kW, 10,000-Hz motor generator. To minimize the amount of reactants
needed, a graphite containment crucible was used for Initial tests. The crucible acted as a heat source,
being rapidly heated by the induction field. Tests were conducted by placing 100 g CaTIF, and 40 g
Ca (stoichlometric amount) in a graphite crucible Inside of the water-cooled Cu crucible. The system
was evacuated to below 50 um Hg and backfilled to 69 kPa Ar prior to the run. The reduction of
CaTIF, took place according to Equation 1. The reduced product contained approximately 17 wt pet Ti
and 83 wt pet CaF2 slag. Power levels Investigated ranged from 10 to 75 kW. Power levels as low as
IS kW were sufficient to initiate a complete reaction. After completion of a test, the charge was allowed
to cool for 2 h prior to removal. The reacted product was easily removed from the graphite container
and was then ground using a shatter box to prepare a sample lor X-ray diffraction and chemical analyses. Typical X-ray diffraction analyses Indicated a primary phase of CaF2 and trace phases (1-10 pet)
of Ti, TIC (at higher power levels), CaO, and Ca(OH)2.
Charges of up to 800 g of CaTIF, with stoichlometric amounts of Ca also were reacted without use of a
graphite container in the water-cooled Cu crucible. In this case, low-temperature induction heating of
the Ca metal was sufficient to initiate the highly exothermic reaction. Power typically was held between
30 and 60 kW. The charge also was allowed to cod for about 2 h prior to removal. As was found in
the graphite container tests. X-ray diffraction analyses indicated a primary phase of CaF2 and trace
phases of Ti, CaO, and Ca(OH)2. The Ti had formed small globules distributed in the CaF2 slag by2,395

product. To try to agglomerate these globules, a buM-up run was made by consecutively reacting four
batches of 400 g CaTIF6 and 160 g of Ca to yWd 2.24 kg of reacted product. This Increased the
amount of Tl in the crucible, but did not result in more aggiomeration.
Ti globules were removed from a reacted mass and malted Into a button for chemical analyses by nonconsumable arc melting in a water-cooled Cu hearth in an inert atmosphera to determine the Tl product
purity, in an initial test. 02 content of the starting CaTIF, powder was 4.5 wt pet, which resulted In contamination of the Tl product (see test 1 in Table ii). A second test using CaTIF, powder with Oj content
of 0.78 wt pet still resulted in high 02 content (2.19 wt pet), and the button was extremely brittle. Thus,
it is critical to have a CaTIF6 powder with no Oj contamination. Chemical analyses of these buttons are
shown in Table 11. interstitial contents of Ti sponge (ASTM B299, GP) and unalloyed Tl (Grade 4) are
given for comparison.
Table 11 Chemical Analyses of Ti Buttons (wt pet)

Ca
Test 1 (4.5 wt pet O, in CaTiF6)

0.032

Test 2 (0.78 wt pet 02 in CaTiF6)

NA

Test 3 (40 pet excess Ca)

01

Test 4 (60 pet excess Ca)

02

Ti sponge

NS

Unalloyed Ti (grade 4)

NS

NA Not analyzed.

0.032

NA
.12
.12
NS
NS

0.08

2.27

0.05

1.95

0.08

1.64

0.05

0.11

1.17

0.07

.02
.05

.15
.40

.03
.10

0.12

NA

NS Not specified.

Thermodynamic information predicted that the Ca would remove Oj from Tl. Therefore, tests were conducted with 20, 40, and 60 pet excess Ca. Brittle Ti buttons, which were high In 02, still resulted, as
shown In Table 11, although free Ca was present in the slag of the reaction product. Only the 40 and 60
pet excess Ca results are shown.
Reduction Tests in the Induction Slag ingot Furnace
A schematic of the Induction
slag Ingot furnace for the
production of Ti ingot from
the CaTIF, is shown in
Figure 2. An initial starting
stub of Ti was attached to
the water-cooled Cu withdrawal stinger and positioned in the crucible about
7.62 cm from the top. Various diameters of the starting
stub were Investigated to
achieve an adequate slag
layer for separation of the
byproduct CaF2 slag from
the Ti Ingot.
An Initial
amount of CaF2 slag (about
700 g) was added on top of
the stub. The furnace was
evacuated to a pressure less
than 50 Mm Hg, then backfilled with Ar to 34 kPa.
Power Initially was turned up
to 30 kW to melt the slag,
then raised to 50 kW to obtain a molten pool of Ti.

Viewport
CaTIF, and Ca
Turnoce chamber

Coaxial power
lead-through
Segmented crucible

Furnace extension

Shaft tor Ingot
withdrawal

induction slag Ingot furnace

Stag mefting wn accomplWwd by conduction of heat from the Induction heated Tl Ingot Once a
motten pod was eolabNehed. feedlrig of the reactants began.
Three methods were examined to react the feed material and separate the byproduct slag from the Ti
ingot (1) feed reactants directly onto rrxiiten pod, (2) feed prereduced product from the batch furnace
onto a mdten pod d Tl in a two-step process, and (3) feed reactanu onto the hd. but sdidlAed Tl
ingd, with no power unti a reduction occurred (to limit Ca vdatllzation). than turn power to 50 kW to
obtain a mdten pod d Ti. The third approach was found to be more saHafactory becauaa It avoided
Ca loss and was a singte-step process.
A 9 53-cm-dlameter Tl stub, weighing 5.768 g, was used In the reduction experiment, during which 773
g d reacted product was fed for the two-step reduction process. The ma|or1ty d the slag remained in
the cnjcide area, and chemical analysis for Ti in the slag was 1 wt pet. Weight gain d the Tl stub was
112 g. with a calciiatsd Tl recovery d 86 pet Brinea hardness d the top d the ingd increased from
188 HRB to 272 HRB. indicating O, contamination, as expected, from the pre-reacted feed Oxygen
content d 0 563 wt pet was measured at the top d the Ingd. with a N, content d 0 004 wt pet
One d the problems vdth this reaction Is
the excessive amount d CaF, slag produced as byproduct. The Induction slag
Ingd furnace had no provision for continu
ous slag removal
In one run. reacted
product was fad to the furnace and resuilad
in siag buM-up in the crucible melting area
The run had to be prematurely terminated
after i 4 kg had been fed Figure 3 shows
the resulting Ingd and slag Therefore, a
means d separating slag from the Tl Ingd
was necessary for continuous operation
Siag was succaaafdiy separated from the
mgd during a tun (using 2 05 kg d reacted
feed) m which a continuous slag layer
formed around the stub A machined Tl
starting stub allowed for a 0.48-cm gap be
tween the starting stub and the watercooled Cu crucible, and apprcKhnately 1 kg
d CaF; slag was added to the top d the
ingd Power was held low enough to melt
the slag and form the desired Hag layer,
then raised to 70 kW to obtain a molten
pod Reacted product was fed to the pod
lor about 20 min w«h no buM up d slag.
About 14 kg d slag fel to the bottom d
the furnace, and the rest appeared as long
drips below the Ti stub, as shown in Figure
4. The slag was removed, and the weight
gain d the ingd was 325 g. for a Ti yield d
94 pet. The above procedure also was
foNowed for Ingot tesU using CaTIFg and Ca
powders for single-step reduction

________________ ________________________

k:7^ .'

Figure 3 - Tl Ingd and CaF, byproduct
showing slag buMup.

Due to the vdatllzation d Ca. reactanu cannd be fed onto a ful pod d mdtsn Tl However, since
the reaction temperature Is low (<873 K). the power can be turned down (or off) momentarly when
reactanu are fed onto the stub Due to the amount d CaF, slag produced by the reduction reaction
(83 pet d the total mass). I was dMicult to re-eaubNah a fdly mdten pod alter the reaction took place.
Therefore, an auxMary directed energy source, such as an Ar plasma tordi. is recommended to assist
In malting the CaF, slag in the raaction/aaparation zone

Figure 4

Separation ol CaF^ slag from Ti ingot

Using the furnace operation procedures descnbed above. CaTiF« and Ca were fed onto the stub at low
temperatures to cause reduction, and then power was increased to form a molten Ti pool arvt to con
solidate the Ti to the ir>got and to separate byproduct slag Titanium recovery of 93 pet was obtained.
Including complete separation of TI from slag in a test using 2305 g of reactants to produce 344 g of Ti
Titanium distribution, shown in Table III. was calculated from chemical analyses of the products for Ti
Nearly complete separation of Ti from the byproduct slag reporting to a removable corrtainer at the
bottom of the furnace erKlosure fslag trap') is shown Some slag that remained in the crucible was
easily removed from the outside surface of the ingot and contained a small amount of Ti
TABLE III Titanium Distribution and Aitalyses lor CaTiF^ Reduction Run
Product
TI ingot

Weight (g)
Ingot gain of
344 g
t.979
377
150

Ti distnbution (pet)
from CaTiF., feed’
92 85

Slag in slag trap
Slag in crucible
Furnace dust
Not analyzed
P
Primary phase (40-100 pet)
T
Trace p>hase (110 pet)
BOT
Barely detectable trace phase (less than
Ti analysis of starting (DaTiF.^ powder was 22 5 wt

009
3 23
3 81

X-ray diffraction
NA
P = CaFj. BOT - CaO
P = CaF;. BOT CaO
P = CaF,. T = CaTiFj

1 pet).
pet.

Conclusions
Reduction ol CaTiF^ with Ca was investigated in both batch and continuous processes using, respec
tively the induction slag batch and mgot furnaces Reduction and slag separation operations must be
performed at different temperatures Batch reduction tests and DTA results show that the reduction
reaction ignition temperature is low (« 073 K) In contrast, byproduct slag separation must be accom
plished at temperatures above the melting point ol CaF (1696 K) using heat from a molten pool of Ti in
the induction slag ingot furnace Byproduct CaF slag separation was obtained with good Ti recovery
to the ingot However, combining the reduction and slag separation operations into a single-step proc
ess at slag separation temperature was unsucessful due to volatriization of Ca metal reductant
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Another probtem Is the 0, content of the CaTIF6 powder produced, which must be lowered from the
present 1 wt pet In order to produce Tl Ingot of acceptable purity. Use of excess Ca In the reduction
step did not lower the Oj content of the Tl product to acceptable purity.
Another Improvement would be a directed heating source, such as a plasma arc torch, to melt the slag
since the slag presently Is heated only by conduction of heat from the Tl Ingot.
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INDUS'-WIAL HiODUCXION 0¥ SPONGY IIÜANIUM 0¥ LO',/ HAliDNKSS AND
KiKVM'i'IOH OP GAS-SATURATüD INCLUSIONS.
A.E.Andreev, A.I.Guliakin, V.M.Malshin, V.S.Lobanov,
V.E.Lugovoy
Titanium Institute, Ukraine
Titanium Association, Russia
Abstract

The main factors that define the quality of spongy titanium and
allow its production with low hardness and without gas-saturated inclusions are: high level of magnesium and titanium tetrachloride purification, optimization of technological conditions using automated processes control systems, high level of
cleanliness in the apparatus, and establishment of strict control at all stages of titanium production.
Introduction
Consequence of interaction with the impurities is considerably
more substantial for titanium, than for most structural metals.
Contaminated titanium refining presents a complex scientifioteohnioal problem, which has not yet been introduced into the
industrial practice. That is why the quality of primary (spongy) titanium is in the centre of attention since the moment of
organizing the industrial production.
Purity of Reaotants
Purity of the finished produotiistin many respects »defined by
the purity of used reagents and the problem of spongy titanium
quality is considered as a complex of problems of metal associated manufacturing operations. Influence of each manufacturing
stage on the change of spongy titanium hardness is set forth in
(1), The technology was developed on the basis of an extensive
programme of investigations (2; and inoludes a matrix of all
technical stages of titanium production. Thus, there have been
developed apparatus and technology of preparing magnesium as
a reducing agent of high purity and transporting it in the molten form to reduction apparatus (reactor) without the intermedt
ate depressurization (3,4). Such technology is possible thanks
to the fact that titanium production is an integrated technolo-
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gloal oyole with magnesium production. There is also used pure
condensate recycled magnesium formed In the process of vacuum
separation (3)* There have been developed an apparatus and
technology for multistage cleaning of titanium tetrachloride
that provides Its stable quality in spite of use of various
types of raw material and carbon reducing agent (6). Titanium
tetrachloride is stored under argon atmosphere.
Quality and Process Controls«
Control of technological processes plays an Important part in
provision of high-quality spongy titanium. Characteristic properties of titanium production are as follows: many stagestVariety of controlled and regulated parameters, a large number
of simultaneously operating apparatus of the same type, high
temperatures at the stages , use of highly reactive dangerous
reagents, etc. For magnesium-thermal processes control there
is developed an automated system which,by its functional structure, is a hierarchical two-level system (7). At the low level
there are solved the problems of automated control or regulation of parameters of reduction or vacuum separation stages.
At the upper level there are solved the problems of control
common to all shops: treatment of statistical data on carried
out cycles, calculation of technological and economic indices,
analysis of stability of spongy titanium quality at the given
level of technological parameter variations, prediction of
cycle termination time, etc. Technical aids for automated systems include: sensors, primary converters, actuating mechanisms,
machines of central ized control for electronic computers.
Use of automated systems allows Increased reliability and reproducibility of the process conditions; the process is automated and conducted by a specified programm. Extension of reduction and vacuum separation apparatus at all plants (1) positively influenced the quality of spongy titanium produced.
At present, the production rate of the apparatus is up to 4t
per cycle. Extension of overall dimensions allows an increased
yield of sponge of high purity and to decrease the content of
such impurities as oxygen (see Table 1). Not the least of the
factors is the use of high-purity argon, its complementary
cleaning of oxygen or nitrogen above heated spongy titanium.
Elimination of IncluBlons..
On the whole, the developed technology allows consistent production of quality spongy titanium of less than 90 HB hardness
with the high yield reaching 25% of the total output. Besides
the requirements for the total level of quality, there must be
imposed requirements for the absence in spongy titanium of
inclusions (zones) with gas saturation,i.e. nitrogen and oxygen impurities in the form of nitrides or oxynitrides, that may
cause failures in the parts of aircraft engines. In order to
meet this requirements, at each stage of production there are
envisaged the measures preventing the contact of titanium tetrachloride, molten magnesium, hot reaction mass and heated
spongy titanium with air. Measures for the prevention of contaminating titanium v/ith nitrogen or oxygen begin with preparing
the apparatus for the process. The main requirements for the
2,402

apparatus where titanium is produced, to the pipe lines for
titanium tetraohloride, piping arrangement for argon and vacuum lines are air-tightness and operational reliability. They
are provided with high quality of components, careful assembly
level of organization of assembly/disassembly operationstcontrol of assembly quality. Much attention must be given to incoming control of the quality of reduction apparatus as well as
vacuum separation apparatus, current control of quality of assembly welded seams, control of air-tightness of rubber seals
in the knock-down structures. As the overall dimensions of apparatus are increased these requirements increase too. One of
responsible operations when preparing apparatus before each
cycle is control of air-tightness, which is carried out on the
specialized stands where the search for leaks in the seams and
joints is performed under pressure. Quality of spongy titanium in many respects depends also on reliability and air-tightness of used evacuation system employed. Here necessary measures are undertaken for cutting off vacuum lines from apparatus with heated titanium in case of a sudden failure of the
vacuum system.
Table I

Quality Indices of Spongy Titanium Produced in
Apparatus of Various Cycle Output
Cycle output. unit of measurement

Index

_

1,0

1,5

2.3

3.5

4.2

5.5

75

78

79

80

83

85

including:
lower than 90 HB 3
from 90 to 120 HB 72

8
70

12
67

15
65

25
58

32
53

0,041
0.013
0.045

0,037
0,010
0,040

0,036
0,013
0,046

0,034
0.010
0.050

99

98

0.035
0.011
0.047

97

97

Yield of highpurity sponge,,6

Content of impurities in the mar ketable metal,%
- oxygen
0.048
- nitrogen
o.on
- iron
0.043
- hardness, HB
103

100

In industrial practice, there is used the so-called semi-aligned circuit by which assembly of the vacuum separation apparatus is carried out without cooling the reduction apparatus,
while the process of vacuum separation is carried out in a
specialized furnace. Apparatus design and technological methods prevent the contact of hot reaction mass with atmospheric
air during reassembly (2),
In the process of forming the sponge block in the apparatus a
considerable part (up to 30,;)" of impurities entering the reactor and including nitrogen or oxygen are withdrawn from the
2,403

process with magneaium dichloride, which is removed in the
moltBn state in the course of reduction process proceeding.i'he
other substantial part of impurities is concentrated in the
bottom part of the sponge block,which is then separated during
the mechanical treatment of the block. Due to this the probabi
lity of contamination of the sponge with gas saturated impurities. Quantitative characteristics of movement of nitrogen or
oxygen impurities in magnesium-thermal process show the data
of Table II.
Table II Balance of iJitrogen or Oxygen Impurities in
Liagneslum-rhermal Process

quantity of impurities,kg/t
Impurity Input and Removal
Nitrogen (8)
Impurity source
1. From titanium tetrachloride
2. i'rom magnesium:
- additionally fed
- recycled condensate i.ig
3. From recycled condensate magnesium dichloride
4. From argon
'3. 3y adsorption of the air moisture
6. Inleakage into apparatus
7. During grinding
Non-con broiled sources
Total
Impurity recipient
1. In spongy titanium
2. In magnesium dichloride
To kal

Oxygen (1)

0.001

0.008

0.003
0.002

0.219
0.047

_

0.034

0.044
0,001
0.078
0,026
0.060
0.187
0,670

0.026
0.008
0.034

0.566
0.104
0,670

0.001
—

0.019
-

o.o.e

Sponge Handling
In spite of measures undertaken to prevent titanium
tion at all operations,there are carried out strong
at all subsequent stages of mechanical treatment of
tanium blocks right up to completing the commercial

contaminameasures
spongy tilots.

At the manufacturing plants, occasioned incidents of sponge
oxydation take place due to various reasons, they are usually
associated with the stage of vacuum separation or in the course
of mechanical treatment of the sponge. In order to exdude such
blocks from the main products,their processing is completed in
a separate technological stream and spongy titanium from these
blocks nowhere interacts with the main flow of high-quality
products.
In the main flow,there Is impxeuiented control of the quality of
lump material at each stage of crushing and after screening
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claaaification of each fraction ia conducted oeparatcly. x'he
liunpa with defects and all suspect lumps are extracted by their
colour attributes. Classifying is carried out by hand on the
belt conveyers. Selective control of the abaence of lumps with
defects is performed when completing the commercial lot.Wo one
lump with a defect is permitted in the lot. i'hia very strict
requirement is being consistently fulfilled.
Summary
At every plant, as r. result of lone-term development and improvement of production and control, a system of sponge titanium
quality control has been established including a number of constituent parts: scheme of control, testing and control equipment, staff of testing laboratories, technical control services, worker awareness and training, responsibility and accountability for control, supervision on providing the quality,documents on testing and control of the initial raw material,
technological process and commercial products, i'he whole system is directed at meeting the requirements of state standards
and technical conditions for spongy titanium supply. During the
last 5 years about 5000 t of spongy titanium the quality of
v/hich corresponds to the world level, were supplied to various
countries of the world,
'x'he available practical data confirm that spongy titanium meets
the most strong requirements to the charge materials used in
the air-space engineering, 'i'he industrial production of spongy
titanium with less than 90 HB hardness was developed since 1974.
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE
AND EVAPORATED SPECIES OF
MOLTEN TITANIUM IN THERMAL PLASMA
A. Tomita, T. Nagane, M. Susa and K. Nagata
Department of Metallurgical Engineering,
Tokyo Institute of Technology,
2-12-1, Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152 Japan

Abstract
Surface temperature of molten titanium and temperature of titanium vapor in
plasma flame were measured by a radiation thermometer and a spectroscope
respectively. Titanium was melted by Ar arc plasma with the electric power
of about 400W. In order to correct measured temperature, emissivity of molten
titanium was determined from temperatures measured by a radiation thermometer
and a thermocouple. The portion above 2200K in temperature was limited to
the area where plasma flame was directly irradiated. The temperature of
molten part except the near-top was constant, around melting point of 1940K.
Temperature of titanium vapor was approximately 6S00K near the cathode,
and 5000K at 1mm above titanium surface.
Introduction

Thermal plasma has been used for melting of refractory or active metals,
purifying of metals, refining of metal oxides and so on. These plasma processes
include interfacial phenomena between thermal plasma and condensed phases.
In order to analyze the reaction at the surface of condensed phase
thermodynamically, temperatures of the surface and evaporated species are
required.
Ishizuka et al. ' showed that temperature of melt was about 2100K and
2300K in smelting reduction of ilmenite by Ar-10%H2 and Ar-20%H2 plasma
respectively. Long et al. ' reported that temperature of melt was 2873IC in
carbothermic reduction of titanium oxide by Ar plasma. The other studies '' '
also presented that temperatures of melts were 2300K to 2900K. In these
measurements, a radiation thermometer or a pyrometer were employed. When
temperature higher than 2000K are measured by non-contact type thermometers,
emissivity of bodies are prerequisite. In the conventional studies, however,
emissivity was not discussed sufficiently. Many studies '" ' on emissivity were
performed for solid metals but very few for liquid metals. Emissivities of
liquid metals were previously reported only for iron, cobalt, nickel, chromium
and copper.
Evaporated species in plasma flame were conventionally analyzed by a
spectroscope. '' '" ' There, however, is considerable difference among plasma
gas temperatures obtained by these analyses. For example, plasma gas
temperature near cathode of direct current(DC) argon arc plasma was reported
to be 10000K to 2S000K. This difference is considered to be dependent on
experimental conditions, i.e., electric power, arc length, etc.
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in?

We report surface temperature and vapor temperature of titanium melted
by DC argon arc plasma. Surface temperture of molten titanium is measured
by a radiation thermometer. For this measurement, emissivily of molten
titanium is determined. Temperature of titanium vapor is determined from the
intensity of spectral line of titanium vapor measured by a spectroscope.
Experimental
Melting by DC arc plasma
A DC transfered arc plasma generator was prepared, in which tungsten
rod of 3mm in diameter and SOmm in length was used as cathode and
water-cooled copper plate of 30mm in diameter and 1mm in thickness as
anode, as shown in Figure 1. The chamber was made of cylindrical transparent
quartz glass of SOmm in inner diameter and 250mm in length. Argon, which
was dehydrated by calcium chloride, and silica gel was introduced into the
chamber at the flow rate of 300ml/min.
The sample was a titanium cylinder, about
diameter and 13mm in height, and mounted in an
plate. The alumina tube was 9mm in inner diameter,
and 8mm in height. It was used to hold the shape

3g in weight, 8mm in
alumina tube on copper
17mm in outer diameter,
of molten titanium.

A radiation thermometer was fixed at a distance of 10cm from the
sample and n thermocouple in a glass tube was fixed horizontally near the
sample.
DC voltage of about 115V was applied between electrodes. DC arc
plasma was ignited by pilot arc sparked from the cathode tip with a high
frequency starter. Then the plasma was generated between the tungsten cathode
and the titanium sample, while the plasma irradiated the sample, electric
current and voltage were about 27A and 1SV respectively and electric power
was consequently about 400W. Arc length was about 3mm.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of plasma generator.
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Surface temperature measurement of molten titanium
After confirming that the plasma flame was stable, i.e., arc voltage and
current were constant, surface temperature was measured by a radiation
thermometer in the wavelength of 6S0nm. The radiation thermometer covered
the temperature range of 1173K to 3273K and was able to measure the
temperature of the small region of about 0.4mm in diameter.
The upper half of the titanium sample was melted and became
hemisphere-shaped, as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, d and AÖ are the
distance and the angle between measuring point and the top of molten titanium
respectively, <fi is the angle between bottom of molten part and axis, R is
the radius of molten part, h is the height of non-molten part and r is the
diameter of sample before melting. The top sometimes was not on the axis.
In order to measure the distribution of surface temperature, the positions
of measuring points were represented by Ad. A9 was calculated from d by
the use of equations (1)~(4) shown below.
V = /rR3(2-3cos*+cos3^)/3

(1)

V - V0(l0-h)/l0

(2)

r

(3)

= 2Rsin0
2

d

2

= 2R (l-cosAÖ)

(4)

Here V is volume of molten part, V0 and 1» are volume and height of
sample before melting respectively, d was measured by the use of the circular
mark calibrated by a scale in a finder of the radiation thermometer.

Figure 2. Cross section of melted sample.
Determination of emissivity of molten titanium surface
Determination of the emissivity of a molten titanium surface was
performed by measuring the temperature of the same point using both a
radiation thermometer and a thermocouple. Figure 3 schematically shows an
apparatus for temperature measurement of molten titanium surface by a
thermocouple. The thermocouple was W*SRe-W*26Re of 0.25mm in diameter
and could measure temperatures below 2623K. The size of hot junction was
about 1mm In diameter. A silica lube was used for protection and Insulation
of the thermocouple.
Determination of emissivity was carried out at a point of solid and
liquid coexsiting zone, which was not directly in contact with plasma flame.
After the temperature was measured by the radiation thermometer, the hot
junction was contacted on surface at the same point. The emissivity (£) can
be determined by substituting the two temperatures measured by the two
manners into the equation (5) which was derived from Wien's radiation
equation.
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l/T=l/S + (A/c2)ln(£/£,)
T
S
e,
£
X
c2

:
:
:
:
;
:

(5'

Temperature measured by thermocouple(True temperature)
Temperature measured by radiation thermometer
Emissivily used for the measurement by a radiation thermometer
Emissivity of surface
Wavelength for measurement(6S0nm)
.
The 2nd radiation constant(1.4388 X 10
m*K)
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Conitting

^siiicoii*. pj„ure 3

.

Scheme for temperature measurement
of molten titanium surface by a thermocouple.
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Temperature measurement of titanium vapor by spectroscope
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of an apparatus for spectroscopic
analysis. Spectroscopic analysis was carried out throu {h the window of 30mm
in diameter. A titanium sample was melted by Ar arc plasma. By the use of
a convex lens of 30mm in diameter and 60mm in focal distance, an image
of plasma flame enlarged by four times was projected on a screen with a
pinhole of 0.9mm in diameter. Only light which passed through the pinhole
was analyzed by a spectroscope. The wavelength range of 32Snm to 4S0nm
was used for analysis. The analysis was conducted at the four points of 0.75,
1.50, 2.25 and 3.00mm in distance from molten titanium surface along the
plasma flame axis, a* shown in Figure 5. The analyzing point was chosen
by the motion of convex lens.
The temperature of titanium vapor can be determined from the intensity
of spectral line by the use of equation (6) shown below.
A

'"«(•n
I.
An
Anm
g^,
T
En

:
:
:
:
:
:

„/Anlngn)=(-5040/T)EI1+Const.

(6)

Intensity of spectral line n
Wavelength
n-to-m transition probability
Statistical weight of excited state n
Arc temperature(vapor temperature)
Excitation energy

If the local thermal equilibrium(LTE) is realized in the plasma flame,
logO,, A /An_gn) is linearly proportional to En . Temperature of the titanium
vapor tnerefore can be determined from the slope of the straight line.
Results
Emissivity of molten titanium
The surface temperature of solid and liquid in the coexisting zone has
been measured to be around 1830K by a radiation thermometer and 1940K
of the melting point by a thermocouple respectively. Because the temperature
measured by a thermocouple is considered to be true temperature, emissivity
has been calculated by using equation (5). The emissivity of molten titanium
is determined to be 0.33.
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Distribution of surface temperature of molten titanium
Figure 6 shows a distribution of surface temperature of molten titanium.
For the first measurement, the value of 0.65 was used as the emissivity of
molten titanium, since it was previously reported. ' Temperatures were output
digitally by a radiation thermometer. The plots in Figure 6 represent
temperatures measured. Different marks of the plots mean different runs to
show the magnitude of the reproducibility.
The measured temperatures have been corrected by using 0.33 as
emissivity on the basis of Wien's radiation equation. The corrected temperatures
are represented by the full line in Figure 6.
The temperature is the highest at the top of the molten
goes downward steeply from the top. The highest temperature is
2800K. Figure 7 schematically shows isotherms on the sample
portion above 2200K in temperature is limited to the area where
is directly irradiated. The temperature of the molten part except
is approximately constant, around the melting point of 1940K.
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Figure 6. Distribution of surface lemprature of molten titanium.
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Figure 7. Isotherms on the sample surface.

Temperature distribution of titanium vapor In plasma flame
Figure 8 shows a relationship between log(I. ^ n/A „^„^ and En for
titanium spectral lines. The measurement was carrieof out in the wavelength
range of 372.98nm to 399.86nm. The good linear relationship indicates that
LTE is realized in plasma flame. The temperature of titanium vapor can be
determined from the slope of the straight line. Figure 9 shows temperatures
along the plasma flame axis by this method. The full line represents temperature
distribution of titanium vapor. The temperatures are about 6S00K ana S000K
near the cathode and at 1mm above the surface of molten titanium, respectively.
The surface temperature measured by a radiation thermometer is used as the
temperature on the surface(at Omm).
-I500r
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Figure 8. Relationship between intensity of spectral
line measured and excitation energy.
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Figure 9. Temperature distribution of titanium vapor
along plasma flame axis.
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Disscusion
Dependence of emlssivitv on lemperaiure
Assuming that emissivily of molten titanium is independent of temperature,
all temperatures measured have been corrected by use of 0.33 as emissivity.
Figure 10 shows the dependence of emissivily of iron, cobalt, nickel and
copper on temperature. ' For these metals, emissivity is almost independent
on temperature. It therefore can be considered (hat titanium also has a similar
tendency. This consideration suggests that the assumption is valid.
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Figure 10.Dependence of emissivity of liquid iron, cobalt,
nickel and copper on temperature.
Validity of temperature of titanium vapor in thermal plasma
As shown in Figure 9, the measured temperatures are scattered. The
scatter is considered to result from the fluctuation of the plasma flame at
the cathode tip.
The temperatures of 6S00K to S000K obtained by the present experiment
are much lower than those of above 10000K obtained in previous studies.
Nevertheless, the temperatures in the present study are considered lo be valid
because the electric power of 400W is much smaller than that of a few
kilowatts used in previous studies.
Conclusion
Titanium was melted by DC arc plasma. Surface temperature of molten
titanium and temperature of titanium vapor were measured by a radiation
thermometer and a spectroscope respectively, which lead to the following
conclusions:
On the surface of molten titanium, steep gradient of temperature was
formed. The temperature at the molten portion where the plasma flame
was directly irradiated was higher than 2200K. The temperature of molten
part which was not in direct contact with the plasma flame was
approximately constant, around melting point of 1940K.
LTE was realized in the plasma flame. Temperatures of titanium vapor
were about 6S00K and 5000K near the cathode and at 1mm above the
molten titanium surface, respectively.
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PIVE-TONNE TITAHIUM INGOTS
PRODUCED BY SKULL MELTING
M. I. Musatov, A. Sh. Preedman, B. N. Sukhorosov
All-Russia Institute of Light Alloys,
Moscow, Russia

Abstract
Positive results of vacuum arc skull melting usage in pilotscale production of titanium alloy ingots have become the basis for development of skull furnaces assuring pouring of 5
tonne titanium molt. Results of production technology development aimed at improvement of ingot quality, guaranteed elimination of inclusion-type defects and possibilities for effective usage of feed materials are described in this paper. Additionally, features of a new technique of skull melting, source
material composition, types of recycling scrap, chemical homogeneity of melted metal and thermal conditions of melting are
also discussed. The position of this new technique in the process of ingot production has been determined.
Introduction
Over the past few years, the specialists engaged in melting of
titanium alloy ingots, payed their attention to problems of
elimination of inclusion-type defects and increasing of fraction of the recycled scrap. These problems have been mainly
solved by the development of practices of melting with indirect source of heating, which are alternative to cold-mold vacuum arc consumable electrode melting /1-4/. Among these methods the most developed ones are the following: cold-hearth
EBM 121 and cold-hearth PAM /4/, as well as cold-mold plasma
arc melting of charge /I/. Prom our point of view, the latter
one doesnot provide effective elimination of inclusion-type
defects.
This paper is focused on solution of the above-mentioned problems using a new type of skull melting wherein the skull,
formed in the crucible, can be used as consumable electrode
for the subsequent melting. In the laboratory and pilot-scale
researches carried out at the earlier stage, interconnection
between the process parameters and their effects on ingot quality and technical- and economical indexes have been evaluated.
The presented results of the investigation on commercial ingot
melting by the above-mentioned method have been described.
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Proceaa features
Melting of 4-5 t ingots was carried out In a apeolally desig
ned skull furnace shown in ?lg. 1.
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figure 1 - Appearance of large-capacity
skull fvimace.
Melting was accomplished by direct-current arc in the metal
crucible. The crucible was previously charged and the furnace
was evacuated down to 10-‘l-10-2 am Hg. Then the electric arc
was initiated between the charge and the consumable electrode,
i.e. the skull of the previous melting carried out in the same
crucible. After complete melting of the consumable electrode
the melt was poured out into the mould of the desired form and
sizes.
Charade composition

Using this furnace production lota of Ingots in coamerclal ti
tanium and titanium alloy of Ti-6.5Al-2.5Mo-1.5Cr, T1-6.5A13.5MO, Ti-6.5Al-3.5Mo-l.5Zr, Ti-6Al-3.5Mo-1.5V, Ti-5.5A1-5MO5V-1Cr-1Pe systems have been produced. Pig. 2 shows one of the
produced ingots.
The content of recycled scrap and primary metals in the charge
was determined depending on requirements to alloy to be melted
as well as the purity of charge material additions. Various ty
pes of bulky cast! ng recycled
' ' scrap (templates,
pieces of ingots, "crowns" etc .), forgo- and extrusion scrap (rejected for2.4U

glngs, waste ends of extrusions,etc.}, section rolling scrap
(bar-stock and tube chop ends), sheet rolling scrap (side- and
flat blanking scrap) and chips were introduced In the charge.
Sizes and shapes of the Introduced scrap can be varied In a
wide range, namely, from samples fractured after mechanical
tests to large-sized scrap with linear dimension up to 2 m.
This allows use of most of the types of the scrap without frag
mentation and decreased metal losses and labour Input In pre
paration of the scrap for recycling.

Figure 2 - Appearance of 330 m dla Ingot
produced In skull furnace.
As a rule, scrap of the same grade as that of the alloy to be
melted was Introduced In the charge, but the use of scrap of
other alloys Is possible due to charge dilution or alloy com
pensation, If necessary. As primary metals magnesium reduced
titanium sponge of ordinary grade, master alloys and pure al2,417

loy additions were used. Some examples of charges used are
shown In Table 1.
Thennal conditions
The most important parameter of melting is electric arc power
which is chosen to compensate for thermal losses providing at
the same time the maintenance of prescribed quantity of the
malt required for pouring. The thennal process of melting can
be schematically devided in two-stages - unsteady and quasisteady ones. The initial unsteady stage is remarkable for increase in thermal losses. At this stage the metal bath is formed by melting of the charge placed in the crucible as well as
by increase in the melt quantity entering into the bath due to
melting of the consumable electrode. At the second quasi-steady stage of melting the thermal loss rate is stabilized and
raises insignificantly with increasing melting time.
At this stage, the liquid metal bath in the crucuble is completely formed. By modifying melting parameters, one can
choose time for each stage of melting to achieve desired results. When melting commercial titanium alloys, the second
stage of melting is absent in most cases. The plot on relative
coordinates shown In Fig. 3 demonstrates the thennal losses
for «ach heats.
Ni/R, %
30

Figure 3 - Curve of crucible thennal losses
plotted against average (R) input
power (Ni/V, %}_ depending on
melting time

; ^fcT

Chemical homogeneity
The ingots produced show a high chemical homogeneity since all
volume of the metal in the mould is in melted state before pouring and there is enough time for diffusion processes. As ah
example, results of analysis of changes in alloying element
content through the bulk of the ingot are given in Pig. 4.
The acceptable level of chemical homogeneity of ingots produced during skull melting la confirmed by the results of
2,4ia
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statistical processing of current analysis data for ingot
lots. These results compared to those obtained during statistical processing of analysis data for Ingots produced by
double vacuum arc melting of consumable electrode are shown
in Table 2.
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Figure 4 - Distribution of Al and Cr contents
in Ti-6.5Al-2.5Uo-1.5Cr ingot (a),
and Al and Uo contents in T1-6.5A13.5110 ingot (b): • middle of ingot;
O ingot bottom.
Conditions of skull melting as well as cold hearth melting allow one to keep ingots free from particles with higher density
and melting temperature than those of base metal. These particles are trapped in the skull and so their presence In ingots can be avoided. This fact can be confirmed by a wide experience In melting of thousands tonnes of metal. Neither in
ingots nor in semis produced from these ingots, such inclusions were detected after strict testing.
As compared to cold hearth melting with Indirect source of
heating, skull melting technique developed provides the following advantages:
- higher chemical homogeneity of metal;
- the use of large- and small-sized scrap results in lowering
of labour input and metal losses during charge preparation;
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- the possibility of melting in a wide range of vapour and gas
pressure in the melting zone;
- the simplicity of melting units and techniques ensuring lowering of capital Investments and improved reliability.
Summary
The existing development level of this skull melting technique and accumulated experience in ingot production both for
critical parts (disks and blades for aircraft engines, highly
loaded components of aircraft etc.) and for standard quality
parts when using charge with 40-60 % recirculating scrap allow one to consider this technique to be the most effective
one for primary melting. Remelting of skull melting ingots
carried out in vacuum arc furnace equipped with the mold assures production of sound ingots with acceptable macrostructure.
The skull melting procedure developed is the most effective
for production of Ti-baee high alloys with refractory metal
additions. A great experience in production of titanium alloys containing Ho, Nb and W introduced in the charge as pure
elements, but not as components of alloying composition, has
shown that the skull melting can assure homogeneous chemical
composition of metal and production of inclusion-free ingots.
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OXYGEN CONTAMINATION OF TITANIUM SPONGE
IN THE KROLL-PROCESS
S.V.Aleksandrovsky, A.A.Zakharevich, A.I.Guliakin
Mining Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

Abstract

Behaviour of oxygen in Kroll-process was investigated at a plant scale with
the use of stable isotope ^^0. It was shown that the percent of the oxygen,
from each source, passing into titanium sponge from oxygenous compounds is
approximately the following for each of raw materials: titanium tetrachloride-80, magnesium-30, circulating condensate-40. More than 13,7% of oxygen
entering reactor with all the sources is removed with discharged magnesium
chloride, mainly in the first half of the process. Absorption of water vapour and oxygen by the surface of titanium sponge while block dressing
leads to increase of titanium hardness by 2-10 HB.

Introduction
Oxygen is known to be one of the most harmful impurities decreasing the quality of titanium sponge and articles made of it. Interaction between titanium and oxygen or oxygenous impurities is determined by high chemical affinity of titanium for oxygen. Thermodynamic calculations show high probability of the reactions between titanium or magnesium oxides and titanium with
formation of solid solutions of oxygen in titanium, containing up to 0,1 %
of oxygen. According to material balance of main impurities in Kroll-process
30-UO % of the oxygen sources are unaccounted for. We have investigated behaviour of oxygen during all the stages of Kroll-process at a plant scale.
In order to differentiate the role of each source of oxygen stable isotope
1
°0 in the form of gas or water was used.
Experimental Procedures
Oxygen isotope in the form of heavyoxygen water was introduced into titanium
tetrachloride and metallic magnesium by bubbling or dispersed inside the
reactor containing circulating condensate. To determine the extent of contamination of titanium sponge by oxygen while processing sponge block into final product we have investigated interaction of vaporous H2'"o or gaseous
^Oj with metallic titanium having oxidized ("passive") and unoxidized ("active") surface. To control behaviour of oxygen, samples of raw titanium
tetrachloride and metallic magnesium, titanium sponge, discharged magnesium
chloride and reaction mass were taken. Samples were analysed for total and
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stable isotope 180 content. From results obtained the quantities of absorbed
oxygen were calculated. The sensitivity of 180 analysis was 5*10"° %.
Results
Oxygen from Titanium Tetrachloride
Studies of behaviour of oxygen, introduced with titanium tetrachloride, show
that an increased content of '^O has been observed in local samples from upper and lower parts of titanium sponge block and the lowest content - in the
centre of the block (Figure 1,A). 1°0 content in discharged magnesium chloride is approximately invariant in first discharges and decreases sharply
after the eighth discharge (Figure 2).

Figure 1 - Distribution of absorbed ^O'io" %, in titanium sponge
block obtained with the use of: A-titanium tetrachloride,contaminated with
'^O; B-magnesium, contaminated with ^O.
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Figure 2 - Content of ^0 in magnesium chioride discharges.
A - titanium tetrachloride contains 18
^0;
B - circulating condensate contains 0.
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The balance of 1^0 in reduction products shows that major part of oxygen
from titanium tetrachloride, contained in the form of oxl^hloride, passes
into titanium sponge (Table I). Moreover up to 60 % of 1TD pass into the
central part of block and nearly 12 % - into garnissage. About IM % of oxygen is removed with discharging magnesium chloride. Some part of 180 passes
into metallic magnesium and magnesium chloride remaining in the reaction
mass and then passing to circulating condensate.
Table I Distribution of 180 in the products of magnesiumthermic reduction
of titanium tetrachloride

Reduction product
Titanium sponge,
including;
central part of the
block +12-70 ran
central part of the
block +0-12 nm
garnissage
ground film
first layer of
bottom part
second layer of
bottom part
Magnesium chloride
including:
1-8 discharges
9-17 discharges
Circulating condensate
including:
magnesium chloride
metallic magnesium

Distribution of 180 %, passed from
Titanium
Circulating
Metallic
tetrachloride
condensate
magnesium
80,8

40,0

33,0

56,4

15,0

7,0

2,4
3,4

1,5
6,8
9,3

2,5
5,5
9,8

3,4

4,2

6,9

2,8

3,2

1.3

13,7

55,6

11,5

51,3

12,4

2,2

M

5,5

4,4

1,0
4,5

3,0

f\i n

M

Oxygen from Magnesium
Oxide compounds, entering the reduction apparatus with metallic magnesium
are concentrated in upper part of molten magnesium or precipitated in its
bottom after one hour of holding (Table II). When first portions of TiClu
are charged the distribution of 180 alters sharply: oxygen content decreases
sharply in the upper part of the bath and increases in its central part.
After 10 % consumption of magnesium oxygen content in molten magnesium decreases, but magnesium is not completely refined of its oxygen content by
the first portions of titanium sponge produced.
About 33 % of 180 passes into titanium sponge from metallic magnesium. Moreover analysis of local samples of titanium sponge (Figure I,B) shows that
the maximum content of '80 has been observed in ground film and first layers
of the bottom part. High content of '80 is also observed in the next layers
of bottom part and garnissage. Some quantity of 180 is also contained in
the central part of the block.

2.42S

Table II Content of
process

18

O*105 %,in magnesium bath before and in the cource of

Part of the bath

Top
Middle
Bottom

After
holding

After 5 %
consumption
of magnesium

M

0,9
3,3

1,1
3,0

After 10 %
consumption
of magnesium
0,3
2,6

Oxygen from Recirculated Condencate

When heavyoxygen water is introduced in circulating condensate the I8f
'o0 distribution in titanium sponge block is1 about the same as in the case of contamination of raw metallic magnesium. °0 distribution balance shows that
about 40 % of 1"0 pass into titanium sponge and the major part is removed
with discharged magnesium chloride (see Table I).
Oxygen from Absorption
In absorption investigations we distinguished two types of titanium sponge
surface: unoxidized "active", which exists Just after apparatus dismantling
and partly while block crushing, and oxidized "passive", which exists while
further block dressing (sorting, sets collecting etc.).Studies of moistening
of titanium sponge show that metallic titanium with "active" surface absorbs
6-10 times more '°0 than titanium with "passive" surface (Table III). Vacuum
drying of titanium sponge allows the removal of 80
% of absorbed moisture.
Experiments carried out with the use of gaseous 180 show that annealed titanium sponge absorbs 12-18*10"^ % of oxygen so up to 3-h molecular layers of
oxygen has been absorbed on its surface. It was also shown that Intensity
of moistening depends on absolute humidity of air, structure of titanium
sponge, duration of the procesa and temperature gradient between metal and
environment. So titanium sponge during contact with humid air absorbs considarable quantity of oxygen, sufficient for hardness increase by 2-10 HB.
3

Table III Absorbed oxygen content, '10 %, depending on temperature of drying
Temperature
20
50
75
100
125

Titanium sponge
with "passive" surface
0,4
0,4
0,5
0,5
1,1

Titanium sponge
with "active" surftoe
6,1

M

2,8
7,8
11,8

Discussion
Forming magnesium chloride and structure of titanium sponge block play significant role in distribution of 180 in reduction products. Oxide compounds
from raw metallic magnesium at the initial stages of the process react with
the first portions of titanium sponge and precipitate on the bottom (in the
form of ground film and first layer of bottom part) and on the walls (in the
2,42«

form of garnissage) of reactor. When next portions of titanium tetrachloride
are charged, the bottom depositions are stirred up because of the increased
temperature gradient and physical disturbances. As a result oxide compounds
are transported to the central zone by circulating flows of melt, provoding
contamination of the central part of titanlun sponge block. The major part
of oxide compounds from magnesium is removed with discharged salt at the
initial stages of the process. But then the forming block of titanium sponge
overlaps all
the cross-section of the reactor and acts as a filter. From
this time 1^0 content in discharged magnesium chloride decreases sharply.
Oxygenous compounds continuously entering the reactor as a part of raw titanium tetrachloride preferably contaminate the titanium sponge and partly
pass into magnesium chloride and metallic magnesium. During the circulation
in reduction apparatus, magnesium chloride washs titanium sponge block, wets
oxide compounds and removes them from the central zone of reactor. So upper
part of the block and garnissage, in contact with surplus magnesium chloride
lesf than central part of the block, contain more oxygen. At the initial
stages of process oxygenous compounds, unabsorbed by titanium sponge, are
just completely removed from reactor with discharged salt. As mentioned
above, after eighth discharge forming block of titanium sponge overlaps all
the cross-section of the reactor and prevents removal of oxygenous compounds
with discharged magnesium chloride. As a result, lower layers of titanium
sponge block are contaminated with ^0. So the main sources of oxygen contamination of titanium18 sponge in Kroll-process are raw titanium tetrachloride
(up to 80 % of the 0 TICI14 in the form of oxichloride pass into sponge)
and to a lesser extent-metallic magnesium and circulating condensate (from
30 to 40 % of oxide compounds pass into the sponge). Irrespective of source
of oxygenous impurities, their behaviour in the Kroll-process may be considered approximately identical. The positive role of magnesium chloride is
worthy of note, removing more than 15 % of oxygen, entering reactor from all
the sources. Contact of produced titanium sponge with humid air as well as
with oxygen cf air while block dressing leads to absorption of both water
vapour and oxygen by sponge surface up to several molecular layers. As a result final titanium hardness may increase by 2-10 HB.
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ARC-SLAG RENELTING OF TITANIUM AND

TITANIUM ALLOYS

B. E. Paton, B. I. Madovar, V. Ya. Saanko, B. B. Fedorovskl 1
L. B. Medovar, V. v. Shepelev, V. A. Riabinin, J. J. Shutay, Sr.
E. 0. Paton Electric Welding Institute - Kiev, Ukraine
Shasta Inc. - Coraopolis, Pennsylvania, USA

The Arc slag Remelting (ASR) of titanium and titanium alloys has great
prospects being a more flexible and less expensive process giving the
possibility to manufacture slabs with smooth surface for commercial purity
titanium production.

Titanium (we mean by this word not only titanium, but all the alloys on its
base), the former structural material for aerospace industry, turns before
our eyes into a metal of civil application. This becomes possible just
with the end of the cold war when two super powerful states, armed to the
teeth, stopped their withstanding. The soviet Union, one of these super
powers, ceased to exist after the August revolution in 1991 (known in the
West as the second Russian revolution.) New sovereign states appeared on
the ruins of the former great country.
The Ukraine is one among them, and
we are glad to represent it here together with our American friends from
our joint American-Ukrainian company "Shasta-Paton" in Pennsylvania.
The fact that titanium acquires a civil appearance permits us to take a new
glance at the whole structure of the titanium industry. The highest and
very strict requirements produced to titanium by creators of aerospace
engineering, military shipbuilding, armament, ammunition and other military
products are sufficiently justified even today. But these requirements can
be considerably relaxed if titanium is used now primarily for the creation
of different civil engineering installations, various civil constructions,
bicycles, cars and other peaceful products.
Taking this into
consideration, we should do everything to make titanium and its alloys
cheaper and quite competitive in comparison with stainless nickel
containing steels and alloys.
The way to reduce the price lies in the
simplifying of the technology.
The substitution of the expensive vacuum
units for titanium melting by less expensive units using a neutral gas,
such as argon, is one way to produce titanium with lower production costs.
We suppose not all the participants of this forum are aware that the
Ukraine has a great store of titanium raw materials and a titanium industry
as well. This industry has survived the period of rapid development and
reconstruction of the industrial works on the basis of the newest
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technologies. The question 1» In the whole production cycle, starting from
the mining and separation of raw materials, titanium sponge production and
finishing with ready-made products as In rolling stock, tubes, forglngs,
stamps, castings and welded structures.
In our young Independent Ukrainian State, E. 0. Paton Electric Welding
Institute has been around for more than a half a century.
We are very
confident that most of those present In this hall can associate the name of
Paton Institute first with welding. The military power of the former super
state could not have been achieved without welding of titanium and Ita
alloys. The technologies that were created In the Ukraine are submerged
arc welding under oxygen free flux and electroslag welding. In addition,
the mighty atomic submarines would not have been built If we had not
learned In due course to weld between each one run cast propeller blades of
several hundred millimeters thickness by electroslag welding. But today
the world does not know that a quarter of a century ago the commercial
technology of electroslag remeltlng (BSR) of titanium and Its alloys was
developed at Paton Institute. Unfortunately, due to rather political than
technical reasons, ESR of titanium did not get sufficient applications.
In this way It was opposed by the vacuum arc remeltlng (VAR). The
opponents of ESR had two main reasons against Its application In titanium
production: an Insufficiently high level of metal refining and high
specific power consumption In comparison with VAR.
The years passed, but ESR technology was not stagnant. Today It Is proven
that the quality of ESR titanium and the power consumption can be compared
to the results achieved with VAR. Under these conditions such undoubted
advantage of ESR over VAR as an excellent Ingot surface that does not
require roughing or burnlng-off before further process stage as rolling,
pressing, extrusion, piercing, forging - came to the forefront.
Another Important advantage of ESR Is the possibility of obtaining Ingots
of any cross-section and, primarily, rectangular Ingots, I.e. slabs for
sheet rolling mills without obligatory roughing up of VAR Ingots having
round cross-sections.
Today we would like to attract your attention to our completely new
development - Arc-Slag Remeltlng of titanium and Its alloys. Fron the name
Itself It Is obvious that we speak about a combined process using two
heating sources - electric arc and liquid electrically conductive slag.
The most Important features of this new process are higher quality of the
remelted metal than with conventional BSR , 2-3 times lower specific slag
consumption, more than twice lower specific electric power consumption and
also the possibility to use low frequency current and direct current along
with the alternating current of standard frequency.
The last feature has a decisive meaning for the rapid growth of a new,
highly efficient technology, as It can be realised practically In each VAR
furnace without alterations.
For the audience's convenience, eeveral figures and tables explaining
main Ideas of this report are given below.

the

We Invite everybody to visit us here In America. We also Invite potential
Investors to the Ukraine to develop the titanium Industry of our young and
completely Independent state.
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tig. 1. Titanium Industry of %h* Ukraia«.
Pil-S.O.Ptton aiecHrlc Walding Lartltut«, Ii«T
BM-tl*«nlum ra« material,Varkhnadntprorak
S- titanium sponge, Zaporozhia
I- ViB,iSB,Pi£,SBB titanium ingot of Tacuum-aro
arc-slag,plasma-arm,electrons beam ramalting
Zaporos^it
S- titanium sheet rolling stock, Alchersk, Mariupol
T- titanium tubes, Kickepol
C- titanium castings, FaTlograd, ZaporoEhia
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VAR

Comparison of VAR, ESR and ASR,
carried out at VAR furnace
1
Inventory head
2
Vacuum chamber
3
Consumable electrode
4
Mold
5
Arc
5a
Slag
6
Metal pool
7
Ingot
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VAR

tsa

ASR.

?lg.2. Sobta« of tltwxlum «ad 1*B alloy Ingot Btltlag
in T.cuuB-«rc (ViB), el«ctro«l«g (SSH) «nd
ars-alag furnaces (ASR).
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Fig. 3. Surface of ISB titanium ingot.

7.43*

Ilg. 4. Macrostructure of ASB titanium Ingot.
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ELECTROWINNING OF TITANIUM FROM SULFURIC ACID TITANIUM SOLUTIONS
Sandra L. Bribiesca, Eugenia S. Contreras, Francisco J. Tavera
Institute de Investigaciones Metalörgicas.
Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolas de Hidalgo.
Morelia, Mich., 58000, M6xico.
ABSTRACT
Electrowinning of titanium from sulfuric acid titanium solu
tions has been studied at temperatures between 298 and 2*3 K, —
sulfuric and concentrations between 0.5 and 3.0 M and current —
2
density between 500 and 700 A/m . Experiments have shown that ti
tanium can be efficiently recovered on the cathode however, therecovery efficiency is decreased by iron dissolved in the elec—
trolyte. Acid concentrations and higher current densities were—
found to dissolve the stainless steel anode. Thereby increasingthe electrolyte iron content. Apparent activation energy has
been estimated in 26.8 KJ/mole.
INTRODUCTION
Hidrometallurgy, as it applies for extraction of primary ma
terials from their natural resources, becaming important as a re
suit of control over environmental pollution.
The main disadvantage of hydrometallurgical processes is the
high cost in terms of energy requirements and the relatively
long term for process operation.
The present work is carried out in order to study the electrowinning of titaniur.i from weak sulfuric and leaching solutions un—
der high current densitie, and controlled temperature and acid concentration conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL
Experimental materials were prepared by means of chemical reagents. Sulfuric acid solutions were prepared to give the desi
red acid concentration, i.e. 0.5, 1.0, 2,0 and 3.0 M. Titanium was added to the experimental solutions in such ammount to givea concentration equivalent to 3 Kg/m .
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The electrowinning wxperiments were carried out in a temperature
controlled electrolitic cell with stainless anode-cathode pair.
Current density values were fixed at values of 500, 600 and 7002
A/m . The anode-cathode apacing was
cm.
The experiment was followed by taking samples of electrolyte to-1
analyse the titanium concentration at given periods of time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present work, experiments consisted essentially of passing an electric current through an electrolytic cell which contains a sulfuric acid-titanium solution to deposit titanium on a stainless steel cathode under constant current density. The
kinetics of the reaction system is followed by taking electrolyte samples at given periods of time in order to be chemically analyzed.
Figure 1 shows the experimental points and the best fit lines in
this work, as the fraction of electrowon titanium as a functionof the experimental time for different current density values -which are imposed. It has been observed that the deposit rate de
2
creases markedly as current density is increased from 500 A/m 2
to 700 A/m which is not in according with such an expected beha
viour. During the electrowinning process, the stainless steel anode dissolves into the aqueous phase, and the anode componentsin solution increase their concentration as time runs and as current density value is increased. Thus, this peculiar electrowinning behaviour in terms of the titanium recovery on the cathode
can be related to the increass in the resistance to titanium
transport to reach the cathode as iron and other anode component
concentration increases in the electrolyte.
Figure 2 shows the observed behaviour of titanium during its e—
lectrowinning under different sulfuric acid concentrations of electrolyte. In general, the experimental results have shown that
the rate of titanium recovery decreases as the acid concentra
tion increases. This fact is consistent with the transport resis
tance increase as acid concentration in the electrolyte is in
creased.
These experimental data suggest that the rate of titanium recove
ry on the cathode increases to a maximum value and then it de
creased as acid concentration increases as a result of the compe
tition between conductance and resistance of the electrolyte.
2,440
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This behaviour can be seen in Figure 3, where the rate of tita—
nium recovery is plotted as a function of the electrolyte acid concentration. This behaviour is much more clear as the currentdensity decreases due to the much lower anode dissolution.
The experimental results have shown that under the present pro—
cess condition the system is not very sensitive to temperature.
Figure 4 shows the experimental results plotted as the fractionof recovered titanium on cathode for each experimental temperatu
re as a function of the experimental time. It can be seen that the general behaviour of the reaction system shows that the a
mount of titanium on cathode increases as temperature is decreased. From the experimental measurements the rate of titanium recovery is plotted in Figure 5 as the Arrhenius relationship. The
apparent activation energy of the process is estimated in 26.8 KJ/mole.
CONCLUSIONS
Electrowinning of titanium at temperatures between 298 and2
343 K, sulfuric acid concentrations between 500 and 700 A/m has
shown the following:
(1) The rate of titanium recovery on cathode increases with de—
creasing current density and acid concentration due to the decrease in iron concentration in electrolytes.
(2) The rate of titanium recovery on cathode increase with in
creasing temperature from 298 to 343 K.
(3) Apparent activation energy for titanium recovery on cathodehas been estimated in 26.8 KJ/mole.
(4) The experimental observations suggest that in order to avoid
poisonning the electrolyte it is required to use inert ano—
des, i.e. antimonial lead.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NIOBIUM-ALUMINUM MASTER ALLOY
FOR PRODUCTION OF ADVANCED TITANIUM ALLOYS

Edward A. LorU
Niobium Product* Company Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pannaylvanla
A Subaldlary of CBMM. S»o Paulo, Brazil
Abjtr»ct
As a master alloy for niobium bearing titanium alumlnldei and other
advanced titanium alloys, the alumlnothemic reduction (ATR) of high-purity
niobium oxide to nominal 70Nb-30Al has been produced in the largest single
quantity heat (1S00 lb.) for consistent quality.
The crushed product
contained very low dissolved gas content and residual elements. An in-depth
analysis and the effect of plasma arc remeltlng (PAR) of the ATR product was
made via optical, SEM, EDS, and X-ray diffraction.
The microstructure was
dendritic with approximately 67 pet. NbAl, as the matrix phase and 33 pet.
NbjAl as the second phase per x-ray diffraction, SEM and EDS. Mlcrohardness
measurements revealed that the NbjAl was harder than the NbAl, phase, (696 vs.
SS7 VHN). FAR of the ATR product resulted In a much finer structure. The
cleanliness of both products was very good. Only a small number of Inclusions
were observed which were cuboldal in shape and EDS analysis revealed that they
were rich in Al and Mg, Indicating the spinel MgAljO,. A demonstration VAR
ingot of Ti-24Al-llNb produced from a compacted electrode of ATR 70Nb-30Al
particles and Ti sponge was split longitudinally through the center and it
contained no undissolved particles of this master alloy.

Intr^ugtipn
The production of niobium bearing titanium allminides,1 such as 2411 with
20 wt. pet. Nb, and the Beta 21S alloy,2 with 3 wt. pet. Nb, should require
the addition of consistent quality and higher purity Nb-Al master alloy for
blending with high grade Ti sponge for the vacuum arc remeltlng (VAR)
operations.
Thus, the degree of cleanliness on hard alpha and inclusions
desired by end-users via electron beam cold hearth remeltlng (EBCHR) and
plasma arc remeltlng (PAR) can be obtained.
This paper describes the
aluminothermie reduction (ATR) of high purity niobium oxide to nominal 70Nb30A1 In the largest single quantity heats ever produced (1500 lb. at a time)
so that a consistent quality level is produced, and It presents an In-depth
microstructural analysis of this ATR product and the effect of FAR of the ATR
product.
In order to eliminate atmospheric pollution and minimize the Impact of
cost, CBMM3 has now installed a new semi-continuous autothermlc reduction
process for producing ferronlobium in a stationary covered reactor that
Titanium '92
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Figure 1.

Optical mlcrostructure of ATR 70m>-30Al product at X200.
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Diffraction angle

Figure 2.

X-ray diffraction patterns of NbAl3 and NbjAl phase
In ATR 70Nb-30Al.
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Optical mlcrostructura of ATR 70Nb 30A1 after PAR at

XIso and SEN at X200.
dlipertlon apectroaetry (EDS) and m ray diffraction analyala were used to
determine the chemical and phaBa(a) coapoaltlona of the aatrla and second
phase constituents
In addition, the alcrohardneas and volume fraction of
the individual alcrostructural components were determined
Results
The overall alcrostructure of ATR 70Nb 30A1 la shown In Flgura I
The
structure can be described as dendritic and coaposed of the NbAl, SMtrls and
Interspersed Nb^l phase which appeared In a different tone In the original
color photomicrographs at 200 and 600x magnification.
X ray diffraction
analysis revealed that the dendritic structure was coaposed of two phases;
NbAlj and Nb^l, as seen In the *-ray diffraction pattern of Figure 2
Also
SEN and EDS examination confirmed that the matrix la NbAl, and the second phase
Is Nb^l. per Figure 3. The percentage of each alcrostructural comoonent by
Quantoaet Is approximately 67 pet
NbAl, and 33 pet
Nb,Al. with ♦ 6 2
experimental error
Nlcrohardness measurements indicated that the second
phase Nb,Al Is harder than the matrix NbAl, phase, the respective values being
696 vs, 557 VHN
“
The purpose In the PAR processing of a portion of the ATR product was to
ascertain If the dendritic structure could be refined by this secondary
operation.
By combining superheat to eliminate low-density Inclusions and
melting on a copper hearth to remove high density Inclusions, plasma yields
a very clean fine grained product, and It maintains the chemical composition
of the alloy
As seen In Figure 6. the dendritic structure of the ATR product
was refined by PAR
In general, the cleanliness of both the ATR and PAR
product vat vary good, only a small number of Inclualont vara obsarvad
The
chemical composition and morphology of the Inclusions In the ATR product are
shown In Flgura 5
The Inclusions are cuboldal In shape and EDS analysis
revealed that they are rich In Al and Ng, maybe forming the spinel NgAUO,
Inclusions and gas content would be Inherent In the quality of the niobium
oxide, the ATR practice and the amount of Al In the ATR product
As an
example, an ATR 90Nb lOAl contains a much higher dissolved gas content of 270
ppm N, and 1700 ppm 0, which could contribute hard alpha and Inclusions In the
remeltIng operations that produce advanced Tl alloys
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SEM of AT* 70Nb-30Al cuboldal Inclutlona at X300 and
EDS apactral plot revealing A1 and Mg content.

The AT* 70Nb 30AI product was ball milled, without difficulty, to -UO>323
mesh powder and Is being used as a master alloy addition In tha development
of T1 Mb and Nb-Tl alloys. To qualify for Nb-baarlng titanium alumlnldes. a
demonstration Ingot of nominal h In. diameter a 6 In. length of 2411 alloy
was cast by VAR of a consusMble electrode consisting of the proper particle
site relative to tha T1 sponge. A macroetch of the longitudinal slice through
tha canter of tha Ingot Is depleted In Figure 6. Any undlssolved master alloy
particles would act Ilka hlgh-denslty Inclusions or hard alpha particles. In
the preparation of this ground/pollshed surface, they would stand-up as tiny
ridges or rough spots felt by hand.
Also, tha operator did not hear any
"clicks" during the surface preparation which would occur If they were
present. The macroetch did not reveal any such undlssolved particles either
visually or under binoculars.
It shows tha typical elongated grains
originating from the starting stub (bottom) and from tha water-cooled Cu
container, plus the crystallisation of smaller, eqluaxed grains In the center,
upper-half of the VAR Ingot.
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TITANIUM ALLOY HEARTH MELT TECHNOLOGY

C.E. Shanblen, H.H. Buttrill, and G.B. Hunter
GE Aircraft Engines
1 Neumann Nay
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215-6301

Abstract

HM (Hearth Melt) refining of titanium alloys for premium quality gas
turbine engine rotating components is now a demonstrated production
process.
Production of rotating components using the EBH+VAR (Electron
Beam Cold Hearth Melt plus Vacuum Arc Remelt) process has been in progress
since 1988; the PAM (Plasma Arc Cold Hearth Melt) + VAR process was
qualified as having acceptable refining capability In 1991. The need for
these Tl alloy HM processes was fully described in a prior publication; it
is only sumnarized here that the necessity Is to minimize the probability
of premature gas turbine engine component failures caused by melt related
inclusions. The refining advantage that the HM processes offer over the
prior premium quality triple VAR process is their enhanced capability to
elljninate the melt related HID's (high Interstitial defects) and HDI's
(high density Inclusions). This paper considers the Initial production
introduction of the EBM+VAR process and the qualification of the PAM+VAR
process as background technology for the more advanced EBM "only" and PAN
"only" processes. These more advanced processes, which involve elimination
of the VAR step after hearth melting, are being demonstrated under a USAF
ManTech Program (F33615-88-C-S418). The current status of the EBM "only"
and PAM "only" process demonstrations is described.
Introduction and Background
Since GEAE's (GE Aircraft Engine's) initial 1989 publication'" on the
Oevelopirent of HM (Hearth Melt) processes for refining Ti alloys,
CLntlnuous progress has been made toward the introduction and further
devlopment of these processes as described herein.
The li.itial production HM material as indicated in Figure 1 was EBM+VAR
Tl-6-4 (Ti-6A1-4V) bar produced using a single hearth process'". That
material demonstrated production capability using the first AJHI (Axel
Johnson Metals, Inc.) EBM furnace. Subsequent bar production heats were
produced us..ig the first generation dual hearth process; that process was
developed tc enhance the ability to eliminate melt related inclusions.
Advanced dual ..earth designs include two major features: a longer hearth
length for Increased Inclusion-elimination residence time, and a shield to
prevent ballistic particle transport directly to the Ingot mold. The issue
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Figure 1 - GEAE Titanium Alloy Hearth Melt Development Strategy:
Hearth Melt + VAR -♦Hearth Melt Only
of the three remaining possible HID sources in the final VAR process was
also addressed in the bar program; added requirements were placed on the
VAR process to minimize these possible sources.
PAH+VAR process development was initiated at W-G (the Wyman-Gordon Company)
in 1986 and at T-A (Teledyne Allvac) about a year later. T-A's facility
has recently been qualified for PAM+VAR production; W-G's qualification
efforts have been delayed because of the multiple goals for that facility.
Based on T-A's qualification, PAM+VAR entered HM+VAR Introduction in 1992.
Concurrent with the HM process development efforts, programs were initiated
to develop sensors and models for improved EBM and PAM process control.
Significant progress has been made in establishing sensors to monitor the
molten pool surface temperature, a critical parameter for the inclusion
elimination mechanisms. Development of the advanced molten hearth models
for assessment of parameter changes on the inclusion removal mechanisms has
been more challenging, but recent progress has been achieved.
All of these combined technologies led to GEAE's decision to introduce the
HM+VAR process for production of rotating disk, spool and shaft Tl alloy
components in 1988. Typical of any new production process, a few early
learning curve issues were encountered, but the process capability has
subsequently been established to allow reasonably uneventful HM+VAR
production. Production introduction has now expanded to Include all
military and conmercial engines (mid 1992). Approximately two million kg
of HM+VAR ingot have been evaluated through the end of 1991; no HID's or
HDI's have been found in any of that product produced by qualified sources.
HM "Only" Technical Approach
The major objective of the USAF ManTech Program is to establish new
processes that will produce Tl alloy materials which are significantly free
of HID's and HDI's while retaining freedom from type II (Al) segregation
and beta flecks. Achievement of that objective is being demonstrated using
two HM "only" processes, EBM and PAN, to produce two alloy types: Ti-6-4
and an advanced alloy such as Ti-6246 (Tl-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Ho) or Tl-17
(Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr).
The potential advantages of the HM "only" processes conpared to the triple
2,452

VAR and HM+VAR processes are: (1) further cleanliness luprovenent, (2)
finer Ingot structure, and (3) reduced costs. The further cleanliness
improvement cones from eliminating the three HID sources In the final VAR
step of the HM+VAR process. The finer ingot structure produced by the
shallower HM Ingot pool offers promise to: (1) minimize solidification
segregtion, (2) enhance non-destructive (ultrasonic) test capability, and
(3) enhance low-cycle fatigue properties. The cost reduction comes from
eliminating the final VAR step in the HM+VAR process.
The recently completed Phase I efforts Involved producing and evaluating
fifteen subscale heats as shown in Table I. While these are designated
subscale heats, they ranged in size fron 1260 to 4430 kg (432 to 660 mm
diameter) and were produced using full scale HM practices. Ti-6-4 and
Ti-6246 EBH heats were produced; AJHI already had demonstrated Ti-17 alloy
production capability. The PAM heats Involved predominantly producing the
Ti-6-4 and Ti-17 alloys; T-A preferred gaining experience on Ti-17 since it
was the selected Phase II advanced alloy.
Objectives were designated for each heat series as shown in Table I. The
1st and 2nd series heats were used to establish the melt process for each
alloy in each melt practice. The major evaluations for these heats
involved: (1) monitoring the HM parameters such as heat input, molten pool
temperatures, casting rate, etc., (2) evaluating the hearth skull and ingot
mold pool profiles, and (3) establishing billet quality and yield. The 3rd
series of heats were directed at a proof-of-concept seed-elimination
experiment for each alloy in each melt process. Seeds were added to these
heats at the industry established seeding level'2> using inclusions known
to form either HID's or HDl's. The entire ingot was processed to billet
and bar to inspect ultrasonlcally for any surviving seeds for these heats.
The 4th series of heats were directed at the economic issue of using lower
cost revert input materials.
EBM "Only" Technical Progress
Numerous capability and produclbility issues were Investigated using the
seven EBH "only" heats listed in Table I. All seven heats were produced at
AJHI in their first EBM furnace using standard hearth configurations for
EBH+VAR production. The ingots were converted to billet or bar for
evaluation by the RHI Titanium Company. The major emphases of the
evaluations were placed on composition control, billet integrity, and
process yield. While EBM refining capability was addressed during EBM+VAR
development work, further investigations were needed for better definition
of the process limits.
EBH process parameters, some requiring special
sensor systems or evaluation procedures were monitored for comparison
between heats, to assess improved control needs, and for application in
advanced process models.
Table I Phase I Subscale Heats
Heat Series/Objective

EBM "Only"
Ti-6-4
Ti-6246

Ti-6-4

PAM "Only"
Ti-6246

Ti-17

Ist/Process Evaluation

E4-1

E6-1

P4-IW

P6-1W

P7-1T

2nd/Process Evaluation

E4-2

E6-2

P4-2W

—

P7-2T

3rd/Proof-of-concept

E4-3

E6-3

P4-3T

—

P7-3T

4th/Revert Material

E4-4

P4-4T

..
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Composition Control
Based on the EBH+VAR development work0>, it was known that EBM "only"
ingot composition control would be challenging.
The high vacuum required
for EBM operation protects the molten metal from atmospheric contamination
and reduces the hydrogen content, but it also causes the selective
vaporization of high vapor pressure alloy eJements, such as Al.
As
demonstrated by AJHI in commercial EBH + VAR production, achieving
composition aims for a given set of EBM process parameters is an empirical
process.
Although it is difficult to meet composition aims for
experimental heats with unusual operating procedures, the "steady-state"
portion of each subscale heat was within the specified compositional ranges
as shown in Figure 2.
Furthermore, the coirpositional variations were
acceptable from center to edge across the billet slices.
Before ingot casting begins, vaporization can excessively deplete Al from
the pools as they are being established in the hearths. This material can
produce an ingot bottom with a below specification Al content, as shown in
Figure 2, resulting in a significant process yield loss. In heats outside
the program, and in later program heats, AJNI demonstrated pool formation
procedures that prevent this Al depleted region.
After ingot casting stops, beam power is reduced gradually in the ingot
mold. Evaluations in this program have shown that-this "hot top" practice
minimizes voids and segregation in the billet due to shrinkage cavities
near the ingot top.
Without a hot top practice, the cavities can extend
about 200 mm from the ingot top as shown in Figure 3. While the cavities
have been essentially eliminated by long duration hot top practices, the
resulting Al depletion was unacceptable as shown in Figure 2 for Heat E4-3.
A balance between minimizing cavity formation and Al depletion appeared to
be achieved in some heats.
This practice would minimize the ingot top
yield loss. The full scale heats of Phase II will be used to demonstrate
whether this balance can be maintained with larger ingot diameters.
Because melt rate is inversely proportional to pool residence time, it
directly affects both selective vaporization and inclusion elimination
capability.
Rough measurements of casting rate, which approximates melt
rate, indicated typical process variations of about ±30*. While experience
has indicated that this is an adequate level of control, improved melt rate
monitoring and control practices are being developed.
VWge) i
V(cCTier)

fl(bonom)

100

Ingot Length (cm)

Figure 2.

(lop) 200

Odxxtoni)

50

100

(lop)ISO

Ingot Length (cm)

EBH billet compositions. Only the central portion of Heat E4-3
has acceptable billet homogeneity; modified procedures in Heat
E6-3 achieved acceptable top to bottom homogeneity.
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Billet Integrity
No inclusions or segregation were found in the 1st and 2nd series unseeded
heats for both alloys. Likewise, no surviving seeds or segregation were
found in Heat E4-3 billet and bar, demonstrating full inclusion elimination
capability for Ti-6-4. HID's attributed to ten surviving nitrided sponge
seeds were found in Heat E6-3. No inclusions were found in similar seeded
heats conducted outside of the ManTech program with Ti-17‘'*, an alloy with
similar thermophysical properties to Ti-6246. Investigations indicate that
the survival mechanism is related to the solid electrode feedstock
preparation used for Heat E6-3; this mechanism did not exist for the
coitpacted particulate feedstock used in the Ti-17 heats. Although this is
a much lower seed survival rate
(about 0.4%) than that for the triple
VAR process of about 8%‘”, work to
eliminate this mechanism continues.
Six HID's also were found in Heat
E4-4; they were associated with
flame-cut VAR crown revert feedstock
that is not allowed for current
premium quality applications.
This
is again a much lower incidence than
expected for triple VAR, but proves
that current restrictions against
using such feedstock cannot be
relaxed without further development.
The HID survival also was associated
with HM pour interruptions. As a
result, limits and precautionary
procedures are being developed for
process interruptions.
Figure 3.

Macroetched axial slice
of the E4-4 EBM ingot
top.
The 470 mm deep
pool (outlined) helps to
produce a fine billet
macrostructure .

Vaporized metals in the furnace
condense on the cold chamber surfaces
to form dense deposits enriched in
high vapor pressure elements, in some
cases exceeding 50 wt % Al. There is
a concern that, without the
subsequent VAR process, deposit pieces that fall into the ingot mold pool
could survive to form a segregated region in the EBM "only" ingot. Many
such fall-in occurrences were observed, particularly during Heat E4-1,
without any associated segregated regions being found in the billet
inspections. One cracked segregated region found in billet ultrasonic
inspection of Heat E6-3 may have been caused by an unusual deposit from a
viewport used only in experimental trials; that possible source has been
eliminated.
AJMI has demonstrated, and continues developing, practices
that greatly reduce occurrences of deposits falling into the ingot mold.
The 152 mm diameter billet macrostructure and microstructure of the
subscale heats were equivalent to, or finer them, comnercial triple VAR or
HM+VAR billet. This is attributed to having less ingot mold pool volume
for EBM as shown in Figure 3 than for VAR. Billet structures produced by
various conversion practices indicate that additional refinanent of billet
structure and reduced noise for ultrasonic inspection might be possible.
Process Yield
Based on the subscale results, full scale EBM "only" melting and conversion
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yields should be at least equivalent to current commercial experience.
Ingot sidewall improvements noted with increasing ingot diameter indicate
that full scale ingots can be made with standard EBM "only" procedures that
will not require significant sidewall conditioning losses.
PAM "Only" Technical Progress
The PAH approach to melting of Ti alloys is being pursued by several
primary titanium suppliers. T-A and W-G have been involved in the USAF
HanTech Program and have each melted heats that were planned as a part of
the Phase I effort. Eight heats have been melted that ranged in weight
from 1475 to 3810 kg. The three heats melted at W-G were 610 mm in
diameter and are coded by the letter M in Table I; the five heats melted in
T-A were 660 mm diameter and are similarly coded by the letter T. All of
the planned Phase I heats have been melted and evaluated. Huch has been
learned about PAH of Tl alloys. Key capabilities of the process have been
identified and key technical issues that are the focus for further efforts
toward the implementation of PAH "only" product are being resolved. Space
does not allow a full description of all of the pertinent Phase I
information; thus, the option was taken to summarize the capabilities and
issues identified in the work to date. These capabilities and issues are
grouped into the same three broad categories previously discussed in the
EBM section: composition control, billet integrity and process yield.
Composition Control
The PAH process evaluations conducted to date under the HanTech Program
have shown excellent reproducibility of the raw material composition in the
ingot and billet. Chemical analysis of Heat P7-1T was performed at five
locations along the billet length, and at the center and surface at each
location. The results indicated that all the metallic elements averaged
within 0.1 wt% of the target chemistry with a standard deviation of
generally less than 0.05 wt%. Earlier program heats that did not achieve
the same target accuracy were determined to be the result of the physical
characteristics and deblendlng of the input material blend. In an effort
to expand the confidence for reproducibility of composition, a short melt
was conducted using billet produced from Heat P6-1W. The short ingot stub
produced in this effort was analyzed for chemistry and determined to be
within 0.1 wt% of the values previously measured in the billet.
Hydrogen content measured at the billet stage for the early PAM heats have
been between 100 and 350 ppm. It has been determined that the PAM furnace
atmosphere has a significant influence on the hydrogen content of the ingot
produced, and that billet conversion can be expected to add as much as 40
to 50 ppm hydrogen to the product. Significant progress has been achieved
in controlling the hydrogen content of PAM "only" material in this program.
Heat P7-1T, which was the first PAM Ti-17 heat in the industry, contained
approximately 225 ppm hydrogen after billet conversion. This heat and the
second PAH Ti-17 heat, P7-2T, were both melted using just sponge and master
alloy. Heat P7-2T contained only 60 ppm hydrogen at the ingot stage, and
averaged 85 ppm hydrogen as 152 mn diameter billet. The significant change
to the PAM process to reduce the heat hydrogen level was to scrub hydrogen
from the helium gas atmosphere as it passed through the recirculation
system. The subsystem used to scrub hydrogen was operated In a manual mode
for Heat P7-2T, and has since been automated.
In sumnary, efforts conducted under the HanTech program have shown that PAM
reproduces input material composition very effectively.
With some
additional control development and possibly some fine tuning of the
14SI
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conversion processes, PAM "only" billet will also be capable of meeting the
specified hydrogen content.
Billet Integrity
The general subject of billet Integrity is broad and includes issues such
as: inclusions (HID's and HDI's), voids (both evacuated and gas filled),
and structure (micro and macro). T-A has effectively demonstrated total
inclusion elimination from Ti-6-4 using PAM; T-A’s separate paper*”
discusses the details of these demonstrations.
Clean voids have been observed in PAM billet material evaluated in this
program.
Their occurrence has been associated with shrink cavities
resulting from an irregularly shaped molten pool pattern in the ingot. The
torch pattern over the ingot for Heat P6-1W allowed the solidification of
an island in the center of the pool and created shrinkage voids at the
bottom left side of the molten pool as shown in Figure 4a. The torch
pattern in this instance had been preferentially directed at the edge of
the ingot in an attenpt to enhance the ingot surface condition. Billet
from this heat exhibited clean voids in the location of the shrink
porosity. The torch pattern was modified for subsequent heats to yield a
typical ingot molten pool as shown in Figure 4b. No clean voids were found
in the billet for any other heats in Phase I. The potential for gas filled
voids in PAM "only" material exists; however, none have been observed.
More direct and definitive approaches to assessment of the level of risk
associated with the occurrence of clean voids, both evacuated and gas
filled, are being considered. Such approaches could include extensive bar
production or extensive large-bar low-cycle fatigue testing.
The macrostructure of PAM "only" converted material is typically finer than
that of PAM^VAR or triple VAR material given the same conversion practice.
This observed macrostructural refinement is apparently a result of a
smaller ingot grain size. No microstructural anomalies have been observed
beyond that of the early clean void porosity for PAM "only" billet
material, nor are they expected since microstructural features are
generally a function of conversion and heat treatment rather than melting.
Process Yield
Process yield has not been fully assessed in the ManTech Program because of

0.14X
Figure 4.

(b)

m

0.12X

Ingot mold pool profiles for (a) Heat P6-1W and (b) Heat P4-2W.
Improper PAM torcV' patterns (a) can cause ingot microshrink
cavities that result in clean voids in the billet. Proper torch
patterns (b) eliminate these clean voids.
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competing objectives. Specifically, In each heat except the last two, the
top of the Ingot was not hot topped; It was marked with copper during the
final stages of melting and removed prior to conversion for analysis of the
steady state molten pool.
Removal of the top of the Ingot creates a
relatively low aspect ratio Ingot which Is not optimum for yield. The
Phase II full scale heats will provide the best opportunity to quantify
yields.
Significant features of the process which affect yield and economics can
also be identified from the work done on this program. There are almost no
losses of raw material in the melting cycle.
Given a constant skull
weight, the ingot weight resulting from a melt cycle is generally within 1%
of the raw material input weight.
Present experience shows the surface
finish of a PAH "only" ingot is not as good as a PAH+VAR Ingot and requires
significant conditioning prior to conversion.
The shoe required for PAM
ingot retraction is also a significant loss to PAN "only" yield.
These
primary yield losses for PAH "only" may be offset to some extent by a
reduced molten pool depth at the top of the ingot which will require less
cropping during conversion than a PAH+VAR heat. The discussion of product
yield is ultimately directed to consideration of process economics.
Offsetting the potentially reduced yield in an economic balance will be the
avoidance of the cost associated with a subsequent VAR cycle.
Further,
although it is almost impossible to quantify, the increased product
integrity offered by avoiding potential HID occurrence in the final VAR
will also be a key economic consideration.
Conclusions
The two million kg of HM+VAR production ingot has demonstrated that hearth
melting of Ti alloys is a viable production process; improved freedom from
melt related HID's and HDI's has been found in that product compared to
current triple VAR material. While most of the HH+VAR production to date
has been made by the EBH+VAR process, very encouraging results were
obtained for the PAH+VAR process during the qualification demonstrations.
Ongoing development efforts directed at HH "only" technology for the EBH
and PAH processes have defined issues which must be resolved before these
can likewise be considered for production introduction. However, no issues
have yet been defined which are not resolvable via reasonable process
modifications or enhanced process definition and control.
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Abstract
We have produced titanium or 99.999% purity on the SO- 100kg per batch scale by the improved
iodide process. Unlike the conventional wire filament process on a kilogram scale, we use high
purity titanium tube as a deposition substrate. Iodide titanium deposits on an outer surface of the
tube.while its inner surface is indirectly heated by a graphite heater. In this way deposition
surface area is greatly enlarged by an order of two as compared with the conventional iodide
process. A diffusion pump evacuates the inner part of the deposition tube at a pressure bellow
lO-1 Pa to prevent contamination of titanium from the graphite heater.
1. Introduction
With the rapid increase in the degree of Large-Scale Integration (LSI) in recent years, dimensions
of solid state electronic devices are getting smaller and smaller. As a result materials used in such
devices require higher purity and strength. Due to the present demand for a remedy to the signal
delay caused by the increase in electrode wiring resistivity and electromigration in fine metal
interconnects, the focus is now being placed on refractory materials with lower resistance and
higher purity, compared to the frequently used polysilicides. Metallic materials with the above
properties which can be utilized as electrodes in LSI are molybdenum, tungsten, and titanium or
their suicides. Among them titanium is particularly desirable due to its excellent specific strength,
workability and corrosion resistance.
However, as an electrode material for semiconductors, titanium metal must be of very high
purity. Impurities in titanium which affect the performance of LSI devices are alkaline metals (Na,
K), radioactive metals(U,Th), and heavy metals (Fe, Ni, Cr). Impurity contents that are
allowable for semiconductor materials are respectively Na, K < 20 ppbw, U, Th < 1 ppbw, and
Fe, Ni, Cr < 1 ppmw. One of the typical methods of obtaining high purity titanium is the thermal
decomposition of titanium iodides, which was first studied by Van Arkel and de Boer in 19251930(1). In the iodide process, the decomposition scheme is described as follows,
crude Ti + 212 —> TiU (synthetic reaction)

(1)

TiU —> high purity Ti + 21: (thermal decomposition)

(2)
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A crude titanium reacts with iodine to form a titanium tetraiodide at temperatures of 500-800 K.
The thermal decomposition of the titanium tetraiodide proceeds on a deposition substrate which is
usually a wire-filament resistively heated at temperatures of 1400 to 1800 K. The iodine liberated
returns for further reaction with the crude titanium. A series of reactions involving iodine go on in
a cyclic way. Using the above process, high purity titanium can be easily obtained, however, its
productivity is very low because of the use of a fine filament as the deposition substrate. Our aim
is to develop a new technology for obtaining high purity titanium at high production rates with a
lower decomposition temperature.
2. New technology for producing high purity titanium
2-1. Reaction conditions
In the conventional iodide process, titanium tetraiodide is directly decomposed to titanium, which
causes high temperature decomposition at 1400-1800 K. On the other hand, titanium refining in
our iodide process involves reactions of crude titanium with titanium tetraiodide, thereby
synthesizing lower valent titanium iodides, and decomposing the lower valent titanium iodides to
high purity titanium. The lower valent titanium iodides , i.e., Tih and Tib, afford higher
synthetic reaction temperatures and lower thermal decomposition temperatures, as compared with
titanium tetraiodide. While the reaction mechanisms for the synthesis and decomposition of the
lower valent iodides are indistinct, the reactions may be represented by the following equations:
crude Ti + Til4(or I) —> Til2, Tib (synthetic reaction)

(3)

Til2, Tib —> high purity Ti +1 (thermal decomposition)

(4)

The lower valent titanii m iodides are synthesized at about 1000-1200 K. These iodides undergo
thermal decomposition nore readily than titanium tetraiodide, allowing the thermal decomposition
temperature to be lowered to 1400-1500 K. Accordingly, the possibility of thermal decomposition
of metal impurities contained in the iodides is more greatly reduced than that at higher
decomposition temperatures.
2-2. Improvement of titanium productivity
The rate of titanium deposition is known to be limited by the diffusion of iodine and iodides,
i.e. jiatural convection in the reaction space'2'. Therefore, to attain high titanium productivity, the
enlargement of deposition surface area is needed. We used a titanium tube as a deposition
substrate instead of a conventional wire filament. Titanium deposits on the outer surface of the
tube, while the inner surface was indirectly heated by a graphite heater. The power supply to the
tube was not affected by the deposition rate of titanium, and the uniform temperature distribution
in the axial direction was attained. By evacuating the heater chamber with an oil diffusion pump,
the deposited titanium was free from contamination from the graphite heater. Since the tube
permits its diameter and length to be arbitrarily selected, the deposition surface area can be
drastically increased in comparison with that of the filament. In addition, the change in the
surface area is relatively small as the reaction proceeds, thereby it is easy to maintain the
deposition conditions constant
3.Experimen'il
14M

3-1. Small scale nroducnon of titanium
Preliminary investigation of purification in the iodide process was carried out using a small scale
reactor. Figure 1 shows the schematic outline of the apparatus. The reactor made of Inconel tube
(250 mm I.D.xlOOO mm length) was lined with Ta sheet on its inner surface to prevent corrosive
reaction of iodine with Inconel. A titanium tube (43 mm O.D.x 700 mm length) was used as the
deposition substrate. The tube was made of 99.996% pure titanium, and its thickness was 1 mm.
The tube was heated to 1400 K by a graphite healer installed inside it. The tube was evacuated
through a combination of oil diffusion aim rotary mechanical pumps to prevent contamination
from the graphite heater. About 50 kg of crude titanium was stacked cylindrically in the annular
space between the reactor wall and the titanium tube.
Commercial titanium tetraiodide(99.7%) was used as a feeding material without further
purification. Titanium tetraiodide was introduced into the reactor which was evacuated and heated
to 1-10 Pa and 1 ISO K.respectively. In this way the titanium tetraiodide reacts with the crude
titanium to form lower valent titanium iodides(Til2, Til 3). The iodides were transported to the
surface of decomposing tube by gas diffusion, and high purity titanium deposited on the outer
surface of the tube. By-products(iodinc and Til4) again react with the crude titanium to form
subiodides. The titanium tetraiodide and subiodide gases repeated these reactions as they traveled
up within the reactor and were finally condensed and captured by a trap which was cooled with
liquid nitrogen.
♦ to vacuum

" Ti deposition tube
- crude Ti sponge
external heater
..graphite heater

-> to vacuum

TiU dporizer
Figure I - Schematic outline of the small scale reactor
Starting with the fnide titanium sponge of 99.98% purity, the reaction was kept 200 h. We
obtained 6.' .g polycrystalline titanium deposit, part of which is shown in Figure 2. Its thickness
was about 12 mm and the deposition rate was 1 pm/min. We melt the titanium deposit together
with the original substrate by an Ar plasma arc. The analyses of various impurities in the crude
2,«l

titanium sponge and the titanium deposit arc given in ubie I. Refining effect was prominent
especially for Fe. Ni. Al. and O. Carbon contaminahon from the graphite heater was negligiUy
small.

Figure 2 - Titanium deposit produced by the small scale leactor
Table I Typical analysis of crude btanium sponge and deposited titanium
Element

crude Ti sponge(ppm)

deposited Ti(ppm)

Fe

50

0.5

Ni
Cr
Al

15
8
7

0.1
0.4
l.I

Si

3

0.4

Na
K
U

<0.02
<0.02
<0.001

<0.02
<0.02
<0.001

Th

<0.001

<0.001

C

30

30

H

<10

<10

O
N

300
10

80
10

t-2 I jrge-scale production of titanium
Based on the results of the small scale reackx, we made a design for large scale apparatus with
titanium productivity of 50-100 kg/Bt. The flowsheet was similar to that employed for the small
IU2

scale. The reactor was made of SUS, whose diameter and height were 500 mm and 2700 mm
.respectively. The titanium deposition tube (210 mm O.D.x 2000 mm length) was hung and fixed
with its upper flange being sealed. The tube was heated by a graphite heater using a three-phase
transformer. The diameter ratio of the reactor and the deposition tube was small, as compared
with that of the small scale one. As a result, the temperature of the crude titanium was strongly
affected by the heat dissipated from the graphite heater and the temperature gradient from the
deposition surface toward the titanium sponge became gradual. As the formation and
decomposition of the iodides occur at different temperatures in the same reactor, it is necessary to
make steeper temperature gradient toward the radial direction of the deposition tube. We lowered
the temperature of outer surface of the reactor by air-cooling.
The titanium sponge was transformed to cylindrical-shape compact by compression and then
stacked surrounding the deposition tube annularly. The temperature of the deposition tube,
measured by a thermocouple attached to its outer surface, was kept at 1400 K. The surface
temperature of the reactor gradually rose up to 1300 K without cooling. Forced air blowing was
done to maintain the surface temperature below 1200 K.
We have started carrying out short-period titanium deposition experiments. Figure 3 shows a
fraction of the deposited polycrystalline titanium. The experiment was conducted for 190 h, and
we obtained 65 kg titanium deposit. The deposition thickness attained to 10-12mm,
corresponding to the deposition rate of 0.9-1.1 /im/min. The deposition rate of the large scale
reactor was comparable to that of the small scale one. Preliminary chemical analysis indicated the
following levels of impurities: Fe=l ; Ni<l ; Cr<l ; Al<2 ; C=30 ; 0=80 ; N=10 ppmw.
Gaseous impurity contamination such as oxygen and nitrogen may be caused from leaks in the
reactor or desorption of gases from the titanium compact. The longer the deposition period, e.g.,
300-400 h, the lower the metallic impurity contents. The proportional ratio of the impurity content
of original tube to deposited titanium is expected to come close to negligible, however a complete
evaluation has not been made at current stage.

j.ll,:HH,'. I ' I,l.ui n;i,a.l.

Figure 3 - Titanium deposit produced by the large scale reactor

im

4. Conclusion
An attempt was made to improve the productivity of high purity titanium by a newly developed
iodide process. Unlike the conventional iodide process, we used a high purity titanium tube as a
deposition substrate. The deposition surface area was able to be enlarged by an order of two,
compared with the conventional wire filament process.
a) small scale reactor
Operation of 200 h produced a 12 mm thickness titanium deposit with a rate of 1 /im/min. It
weighed 6.5 kg. The deposit was observed to contain Fe=0.5 ppmw, Al=l.l ppmw, O=80
ppmw, Na<0.02 ppmw, etc.
b) large scale reactor
Operation of 190 h produced 65 kg titanium deposit with a thickness of 10-12mm. The
deposition rate attains to 0.9-1.1 ^m/min. At the present stage we tried a short period operation,
however, we can expect more than 100 kg titanium deposit in a period of 300 h.
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Abstract
An overview is given of current work on particulate and fibre
reinforced titanium alloys. Composite production methods are
surveyed with emphasis on the influence of production method upon
the development of the matrix-reinforcement interface. Particular
attention is given to interfacial reaction effects, notably with
Sic and TiB,, and a brief survey of counter measures such as
diffusion barrier coatings and close control of processing
conditions is presented. The influence of matrix chemistry on
these processes is discussed. An outline is given of the effect
of coatings and reaction layers on the physical and mechanical
behaviour of both the interfacial region and the composite as a
whole. The composite properties covered include elastic constants
and fracture behaviour.
Introduction
The worldwide interest in developing aerospace structural
materials of increased specific strength and stiffness, together
with enhanced high temperature strength and creep resistance has
led to intensive research into intermetallic compounds on the one
hand and metal matrix composites (NMCs) on the other. Titanium
plays a key role in both these activities. In the case of MMCs
the final microstructure, and hence mechanical properties, is
dominated by the processes involved in the creation of the
composite material itself and necessitates close control over the
starting materials and the processes of production. The key
problem lies in the conflicting reguirements posed by the need
to fully consolidate the metal/ceramic mixture and the avoidance
of chemical interaction between the ceramic and metal (which are
generally far from being in thermodynamic equilibrium with each
other). The former is most easily achieved at elevated
temperatures at which the deleterious chemical interaction is
promoted. This review examines work on the development of
titanium based NMCs since the last Morld Titanium Conference in
Cannes with an emphasis upon the metal-ceramic interface, its
reactions and effects on properties.
Tilonimn '92
Sdmc* and Tachnoiogy
Edi*d by F.H. Fro« and I. Caplan
TU MiMfol», Mttab A Matoriolt Sacltl/, 1993
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Ceramic reinforcementa
Ceramics are generally characterised by lower density, higher
Table I
Selected Properties of Some Titanium Alloys and Ceramics
Materials

C.P.T1
T1-6A1- 4V
Ti-15-3 -3-3
Ti-10-2 -3
TIB,
ZrB,
SIC
TIC
B4C
BN
A1N
SijN,
TIN
Al.Oj

Youngs
Modulus
E(GPa)

Tensile
Stress
o„(MPa)

105
110
112
117
529
343.3
450
309
463
85
343.4
385
78.3
420

460
925
650-1400
1250

199
450
467
446
-2.1

170

223

Comp.
Stress
o„(MPa)

Density
pCg/cm')

_
-

4.51
4.65
4.76
4.65
4.53
6.10
3.21
4.92
2.51
2.25
3.30
3.20
5.40
4.00

666.1
1579
1030
749
2843
309
2060
549
1270
2940

Coef. of
Specific
Expansion
Stiffness
(xlO'Vc)
E/pCGPa.cmVg)
23.6
23.7
23.5
25.2
117.3
56.4
140.2
62.8
192.4
38
104
124
14.5
105

7.6
9.54
9.75
6.8
6.4
5.5
4.6
7.2
4.5
7.51
5.64
2.5
9.3
6.3

stiffness and lower coefficient of thermal expansion than
titanium alloys. Table I (1) compares these properties for a
number of titanium alloys and ceramic types. The much higher
specific stiffness of most ceramics is evident from this table
with TIB,, Sic and B.C exhibiting the highest values. Strength
levels are generally limited by the low toughness of the ceramics
which produces a very high sensitivity to the presence of very
small flaws. Application to MKCs is limited by both chemical
reactivity and materials availability in appropriate forms, as
discussed below.
Ceramic-Metal Interactions
The extreme chemical reactivity of titanium, and the alualnides,
with most ceramics (eg.Table II) can result in the formation of
chemical reaction product zones at the matrix/ceramic interface
as well as modification of matrix chemistry during processing in
the solid state.
Table II
Thermodynamic Driving force and Transformation strain for TlChemical Reaction with Sic and TIB,.
»V/V

aG0
kJ mole'1

8T1 + 3SiC-3TlC + Ti.Sl,

-4.62

200

Tl + TiB,-»2TiB

-1.42

220

Reaction

l.*U

Consolidation typically involves temperatures in the range 900950*C and tines up to 1 or 2 hours in which period substantial
reaction can take place. Soron, silicon and carbon contained in
the ceramics can all produce titanium compounds and nitrogen,
oxygen and aluminium exhibit extensive solid solubility in the
metal. A number of studies, principally on the Ti-SiC system,
have shown that isothermal reaction zone growth follows parabolic
kinetics. A study of a wide range of ceramic-titanium
interactions by Jong et al (1 and 2 (this conference)) has
confirmed parabolic kinetics and determined activation energies
consistent with transport through the compact segment of reaction
zones to be rate controlling. The mechanism of the TiB2 to TiB
transition is discussed by Prangneil et al (3). This, the work
of Jong and parallel work by Clyne et al (4), indicate that TiB,
is superior to Sic in terms of reduced rate of zone growth. Many
studies have suggested that the zone thickness needs to be
maintained at less than Ißm to avoid serious degradation of the
interface strength (eg.4,5). In the light of Jong's work this
implies that process temperatures and times lower than those
noted above are required to achieve this unless diffusion barrier
coatings are employed on the ceramics. Thus control of ceramic
surfaces and composite production route require careful
examination.
Particulate and In Situ Composites
It is true for MMCs generally that the use of particulate rather
than fibre reinforcement lowers the maximum volume fraction of
ceramic which can be uniformly distributed in the matrix. This,
together with the need for load transfer to the ceramic via the
matrix lowers the increases in modulus and strength that can be
achieved in particulate MMCs. In the case of titanium based MMCs
generally poor Interface properties and the greater practical
difficulty of coating particles compared to fibres also results
in poor toughness (normally higher in particulate MMCs than in
continuous fibre reinforced material). For these reasons
most
industrial
interest
centres
on
continuous
fibre
reinforcement. There is interest in particulate reinforcement to
increase specific stiffness while retaining the essentially
Isotropie behaviour of conventional alloys together with
acceptable toughness for general engineering applications. Work
by Clyne and co-workers (4,5) using Sic and TiB, and a titanium
matrix has shown that it is possible to process material to near
full density with reaction zone thicknesses of the order of 0.10.2(jm by extrusion at 900'c of canned cold compacts or by coplasma spray deposition. Jong et al ((2) this conference) have
also shown that HIP of a range of ceramics, including Sic and
TiB, can be achieved using a B alloy matrix at 700'c and
producing reaction zones 0.2/im or less in thickness. The work by
Clyne (4,5) has shown, in agreement with earlier studies, that
the modulus and fracture energy of the composite are degraded
sharply by heat treatments that thicken the zone to micron
dimensions. Fig.l shows a fall in the modulus of a Ti/Sic
composite when reaction is promoted by heat treatment.
Furthermore, the stiffness of both as fabricated (-0.2-0.4fim
reaction layer) and heat treated composites fall as plastic
tensile strain is Imposed. Such a fall is not observed in
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coapresslve loading. This is consistent with the Interface
opening up readily. This is less evident with Ti/TiB,. Although
it is possible that a difference in reaction mechanism is partly
responsible for the greater resistance of the Ti/TiB, interface
to normal debonding, it seems likely that the stresses from the
volume changes (Table II) are at least of some significance particularly as the effect continues to become more pronounced
as reaction progresses. Further indications that the reaction in
Ti/SiC causes considerable Interface damage can be found in
thermal measurements. For example, it has been shown (6) that the
thermal conductivity of the Ti/SiC composite falls off sharply
as reaction proceeds.
Reactive processing, by which the components of the particulate
are brought together and chemically combined to produce the
particulate is well established via the XD™ process (see for
example (7) and application to titanium aluminides is reviewed
by Kumar (8). Because of the reactivity problem there is also
interest in the use of ceramics which can be brought into
equilibrium with the metal matrix via more conventional
processing routes. Loretto and co-workers have investigated TiCtitanlum alloy composites produced by a powder route (9). Their
work has shown that composites can be successfully produced. The
matrix fractures in a ductile mode and particulate fracture
occurs through the particles and not at the matrix-particle
interfaces. Large changes In the solubility of titanium in Tic,
as a function of temperature, can result in the precipitation of
titanium particles within the Tic. Such ductile precipitates can
be expected to inhibit the propagation of cracks through the
particles. Their work also points to the possibility of producing
a composite "in situ" by conventional melting and solidification
of bulk alloys and exploiting the precipitation of Tic from the
melt: cast TiC-Ti and TlC-Ti6%A14%V were prepared and the
feasibility of producing sub-100(im particles was demonstrated
(10,11). Small scale experiments in the laboratory of one of the
present authors (HNF) (12) have shown that arc melted and cast
alloys can be hot forged successfully and that AQOpm long
dendritic primary Tic can be broken up into ellipsoidal particles
of aspect ratio less than 2:1 mean diameter 20/im. In samples heat
treated to cause precipitation of titanium within the carbide
clear evidence of crack arrest at a titanium particles was
observed (Fig.2). In all the studies a strong matrix/particle
Interface was observed with fracture taking place through the
particles. In parallel studies Lin and coworkers (13) studied the
effects of cooling rate from the melt on carbide size and
morphology. Low (5K/s) rates produced coarse (-lOOfiro) globular
TIC while rates up to 950K/s produced fine dendritic TIC which
exhibited much higher tensile strength and ductility. They also
noted that the addition of 6% aluminium inhibited the formation
of globular Tic and almost doubled its hardness. This was
attributed to solution hardening of the carbide involving Al-C
vacancy binding in the highly non-stoichlometric carbide and
indicates the importance alloying additions can have on the
properties of the particulate as well as the metal matrix.
The work on in situ composites has been extended to silicides
although In that case cracking on solidification is observed with
a simple titanium base. Alloying to produce a solution
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strengthened "near a" base overcomes this problem, refines the
slllclde eutectlc (and alters siliclde chemistry (14)) and hot
forging breaks up the eutectlc colonies in hypoeutectic alloys.
With strains in excess of 1 uniform dispersions of fine (~lnn
thick and <5jim wide) siliclde plates can be obtained with a
volume fraction of 20% and an a grain size <10jim (Fig.3). Again
fractography indicates excellent particle/matrix cohesion with
ductile matrix fracture and crack propagation through the
silicides. Such approaches offer the promise of particulate MMCs
with the twin advantages that the particulate dispersion is in
equilibrium with the metal matrix and the production route is
essentially conventional and avoiding high cost powder production
and consolidation.
Further refinement in particle size can be achieved by processing
routes involving higher cooling rates. Such an approach is being
followed by Beaven and co-workers in Germany where a TijAl base
is being employed with silicon. Early work concentrated on
establishing the phase equilibria in this system but recently
melt spinning (15) has been employed to refine the eutectlc in
this candidate Ti](Al,sl)-Ti,(Si,Al)1 in situ composite. Rather
lower solidification rates of the order of lO'K/s are typical of
laser melting of titanium alloy surfaces. Injection of ceramic
partlculates into the melt pool can be used to create, locally,
a composite material. The work of Abboud and West ((16) this
conference) shows sub-100Mm titanium diboride particles injected
into a titanium matrix. Although the ceramic was in contact with
liquid titanium the extent of the cheiuical Interaction with the
metal, and the thickness of the resultant rim of TiB around the
particles, is limited by the short process time. Injection of Sic
has also been reported previously (17).
Fibre Reinforcement
Fibre Coatings. Apart from alumina (which is too reactive to
employ in titanium matrices), boron and carbon the only widely
available fibre is silicon carbide. It is, therefore, this
material which has received the greatest attention in recent
years. In the USA this is produced by Textron as the well
established 140/im diameter monofilament. For use with titanium
matrices the SCS 6 grade is coated with 4/im of pyrolytic graphite
by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) (18). More recently, in the
UK, lOOfim diameter monofilament "sigma" fibre has been produced
by BP (BP Metal Composites Ltd) (19), also by CVD, and based on
technology bought in from Germany. Fig.4(a) shows a section
through a coated sigma fibre with approximately 1/im layers of
carbon and titanium diboride for use with titanium matrices. The
relatively tough and compliant graphite protects the fibre while
the diboride acts as a diffusion barrier: in this case some
needles of TiB, the result of reaction induced by heat treatment,
can be seen protruding into the titanium alloy matrix. Sigma
fibre exhibits a tensile strength of 3750 MPa, a modulus of 400
GPa and a density of 3.4g/cc. As discussed below, the composite
manufacturing processes involve conditions of temperature and
time which would produce chemical reaction zones around uncoated
fibres and result in significant property degradation. Coatings,
as employed on SCS 6 and Sigma are, therefore, essential.
Alternative coating materials including TiSi, (20) and Y-Y,0, (21)
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(Flg.4(b)) have been Investigated in laboratory studies which
indicated that these also offer promise as diffusion barriers.
Composite Production. A variety of routes have been used,
including (i) foil-fibre-foil lay-up (ii) powder cloth process
and (iii) direct matrix deposition onto a fibres and fibre mats.
These processes are summarised in (22,23).
The foil method,
involving the lay-up of fibre arrays, or mats, between thin
titanium alloy, or aluminide, sheets carries the advantage of
simplicity combined with minimised risk of interstitial element
contamination which can occur when finely divided metal powder
or spray is employed. Its disadvantages lie in the production of
suitably thin gauges of sheet (»fibre diameter), particularly of
the aluminides. Alloys such as super a2 are available chemically
milled to gauge. More recently there has been progress in rolling
foil,
including super a,,
to thicknesses comparable to
monofilament diameter by hot pack rolling (24) and even by cold
rolling (23), providing a product of improved surface finish and
tolerance. Recently a novel variant of (ill) has been developed
in which extremely uniform deposition has been obtained by
condensation of electron beam evaporated matrices onto sigma
fibre (25). Both titanium alloys and aluminides (including TiAl)
were successfully deposited In controlled thicknesses from 6 to
65/im which resulted in fibre volume fractions in consolidated
material between 0.19 and 0.8. An example of the latter is shown
in Fig.5. The uniformity of fibre distribution and avoidance of
fibre-fibre contact (known to be damaging) is remarkable for such
a high fibre content. As in the other process routes vacuum hot
pressing (VHP) or hot isostatic pressing (HIP) are required to
consolidate the material.
Mechanical Properties. In early examples of monofilament
reinforced titanium alloys this reaction resulted in easy
fracture in the reaction zone at the matrix/ceramic interface.
Longitudinal tensile properties are less affected since the fibre
is directly stressed. However, in the transverse direction, in
which
stress is transmitted to the fibre through the
matrix/ceramic interface properties were extremely poor (apparent
elastic moduli less than 10% of that of the matrix and tensile
strength little greater). The use of coated fibres has produced
considerable improvements.
TABLE III
Tensile Properties of T1-6A1-4V-32 vol% Sigma Sic Composite
Tensile
Strength
MPa
Longitudinal
Transverse

Elastic
Modulus
GPa

Elongation
%

1550

215 (213.4 *)

0.89

550

148 (168.3*)

2.7

* Predicted by the Eshelby method (26)
Efibr.=420GPa, u-tI.l.=0.36 and utlbr.*0.20.

using

E^j.-lloGPa,

For example experimental data supplied by BP for a Ti-6A1-4V
32vol% Sigma fibre composite is shown in Table III together with

im

modulus values predicted by the present authors.
Note that the transverse value of E is lower than predicted. This
probably reflects the early onset of interfacial debonding,
assuming that E was measured from a stress/strain curve (NB it
is possible to verify this via ultrasonic stiffness measurement).
Confirmation of such debonding is given by measurement of Poisson
ratio.
Monitoring of the strains in different directions during loading
allows deductions to be made about Inelastic deformation
mechanisms. It may be noted that the elastic Poisson ratios of
the composite can be predicted from stress analysis models (27).
For example, a Ti-6Al-4V/35%SlC monofilament composite is
predicted to have values of 0.23, 0.30 and 0.39 for v31, a12 and
«„ respectively. (The fibres are aligned in the 1 direction and
the subscript convention is that the first indicates the loading
direction and the second the Poisson strain direction.)
Experimental data are shown in Fig.6. For the as fabricated
composite under axial loading (a), a Poisson ratio close to the
elastic value (0.30) is observed up to a strain of about 0.5%,
above which It increases. This presumably corresponds to the
onset of plastic deformation in the matrix, which is expected to
raise the apparent Poisson ratio. Under transverse loading (b),
the same specimen again initially shows a value close to that for
elastic deformation (-0.23), but inelastic behaviour sets in at
a low strain (-0.1%). Beyond this point the value of u2l falls
sharply. This is consistent with the onset of interfacial damage,
since the debonding and opening up of Interfaces generates
longitudinal
extension without the corresponding lateral
contraction. Note the large strain to failure (>2%).
Slightly less simple to interpret are the corresponding Poisson
plots for the heavily heat treated specimens (having -5-6fim total
reaction layer thickness). The axially loaded plot, Fig.6(c), is
similar to that of Fig.6(a), but with the expected reduction in
ductility and very limited plastic flow in the matrix. The value
of u12 in the elastic regime seems to be slightly below that
predicted, but this could be explained on the basis of the
changed properties of the reaction zone region. The transversely
loaded curve, (d), however, differs significantly from that for
the as-fabricated specimen, having substantially higher values
of »„ in both regimes. In the elastic region this may also
reflect the elastic properties of the reaction zone, but for the
Inelastic regime the changis is presumably due to the reduced
capacity of the Interface to open up without causing failure of
the specimen.
The effect of the development of the interface reaction zone on
other properties is presented in Fig.7. The initial increase in
frictional sliding shear strength r,, was measured (28) by single
fibre pushout testing. The observed increase is probably due to
a progressive decrease in the thickness of the graphitic layer
(29, 30). The relatively sharp increase subsequently may
correspond to the interface becoming rather tough, with no
remaining graphitic layer. Tensile strength and impact energy
measurements are plotted as a function of the thickness of the
brittle layer (initial TiB, layer + TiB needles). The observed
reduction in ultimate tensile strength with increased reaction
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layer thickness can be attributed to the embrittling effect of
the layer as noted in other studies (eg.31,32). For the axially
loaded specimens, the reduction in the strength of the fibre aay
also have made a contribution.
Conclusions
The role of ceramic-metal chemical reaction and the development
of brittle reaction zones during composite production is critical
to the development of composite properties, physical and
mechanical. Measurement of fibre pushout stresses, Polsson ratio
data as well as more conventional tensile and impact testing are
very informative about the state of the Interface and the effects
of Increasing reaction zone thickness. In order to avoid
significant property degradation reaction zone thicknesses
substantially less than a micron in size are required. This can
be achieved via surface coating of the ceramic and/or changes in
processing
conditions
which avoid
extended periods
at
temperatures of the order of 900*C and above. An alternate, but
less well explored route, at least for partlculate reinforcement,
lies in the creation of the ceramic in situ and in thermodynamlc
equilibrium with the metal matrix. Such an approach also offers
the prospect of a much lower cost product.
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CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED TITANIUM BASED MMC'S

PRODUCED BY THE MATRIX COATED FIBRE PROCESS

CM.Ward-CIOM, and P.Q.Pwtridgi,
Materials and Structures Department,
Royal Aerospace Establishment, DM, Famborough, GUU 6TD, UK.

Abstract

A process has been developed for the production of titanium based fibre reinforced MMC's, where the
reinforcing fibre Is pre-coated with a thick layer of the matrix alloy, using high rate physical vapour
deposition (PVD). The coated fibres are then consolidated either by vacuum hot pressing, or hot Isostatlc
pressing (HIPpIng), to produce a fully dense composite. No further matrix material Is Introduced.
This paper describes the application of this process to the production of SIC reinforced titanium based
MMC's. Different product forms wül be des< ;rihed. Including a filament wound tube. Recent developments
will be described which exploit the unique features of the coated fibre process to produce novel composite
materials with enhanced mechanical properties.
Comparisons are made with alternative titanium alloy based MMC fabrication methods.

Introduction
Advanced composite materials based upon continuous SIC fibres In titanium alloy [ 11 or titanium aluminlde
(2] matrices can lead to significant Improvements In specific strength and stiffness of components at
ambient and elevated temperatures [3). For example up to 75% weight saving Is predicted [2,4) when a
conventional Tl-ailoy is replaced by Tl • alloy composite In a gas turbine compressor disc and spacer
assembly. Composites are therefore of particular Interest for the next generation of alrframes, space
vehicles and power plants.
Composites based on low melting point or non-reactive matrices are usually made by melt infiltration of
fibre bundles. Reactive matrices, such as those based on titanium alloys, are limited to solid state processing at relatively low temperatures (-1000°C). Various fabrication methods are under development
tor titanium based MMC's, the most widely known being the foil/fibre (F-F) layup process [2), (Flg.t)
Other methods have used plasma spraying or alloy powder to Introduce the matrix material prior to hot
pressing. However, these processes can present major problems associated with matrix selection, fibre
distribution and product quality, which may adversely affect mechanical properties and limit the potential
application of the composites for critical components In gas turbines. There are a number of other potential
composites, both metallic and non-metallic, which likeTI-based materials may be very difficult to fabricate.
Many of these disadvantages are avoided by a composite fabrication process that Involves coating of SIC
fibres with a thick layer of the matrix by physical vapour deposition (PVD) prior to consolidation.
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The Matrix Coatad Fibre (MCF) Procaas
A new MMC fabrication process has Oeen developed (5) which uses electron beam evaporation and
vapour deposition (EBED) to pre-coat SIC fibres with a thick layer of matrix alloy (Fig.l) prior to consolidation Into a finished composite. The matrix material Is provided entirely by the coating, thus avoiding
expensive alloy product forms such as foil, powder or wire required for the other processes. In addition
to these obvious benefits, the matrix coated fibre (MCF) process offers many advantages that are not
available with other composite fabrication methods.
A range of different Tl-alloys of various thicknesses have been coated on SIC monofüament from an EB
evaporation source, and composites produced by hot pressing or HIPIng [5]. A scanning electron
microscope (SEM) fractograph of a SIC fibre after coating with alloy TI-5AI-5V, and fractured In bending
is shown in Flg.2. The coating microstructure consisted mainly of columner grains typical of an alloy
vapour deposited at a low fraction of Its molting temperature. The coatings were found to adhere well tc
the fibre, and the coated fibres could be handled and bent round relatively small radii without any apparent
damage, or loss of strength. Tensile tests on single matrix-coated fibres (14CMm SCS6 coated with 2Siim
TI-6AI-4V), which had previously been wound on a 20mm diameter spool, gave failure loads in the range
S9-70 N, compared with Si -64 N for uncoated fibre. No evidence was found for chemical reaction taking
place between the fibre and the matrix alloys during the coating process. Matrix oxygen level was about
2600ppm (by weight).
Matrix coated fibres are particularly suited to net shape technology which permits the direct production
of the final component shape and dimensions, and filament winding Is a good example of an efficient
fabrication method for composite components. An example of a circumferentially reinforced titanium alloy
tube made from MCF Is shown In Fig.3. This was produced by winding four layers of TI-6A1-4V coated SIC
fibre onto a 20mm diameter tube and Inserting this tube into another tube before sealing, evacuating and
consolidating by hot isostatic pressure (HIP).
Since each fibre is completely surrounded by matrix material, the fibre Is protected during handling and
the likelihood of damage to the fibre Is reduced. Furthermore, the volume fraction (Vf) of SIC fibre In the
finished MMC Is determined only by the thickness of the fibre coating. Consequently, with coated fibres
It is possible to obtain MMC's with up to Vf=80 vol% SIC fibre. Compared with the alternative processes
the consolidation of MCF Is less damaging to the fibres, with no risk of contamination from organic binder,
and the spacing of the fibres can be exceptionally uniform, with no fibres touching. The interflbre spaclngs
for the composite shown in Fig.3 are presented In histogram form In Flg.4, together with the results of a
similar analysis of composites produced by other methods (taken from Ref. 2). in the MCF composite no
fibre spacing was less than 20Mm, whereas In the composites made by other techniques a significant
proportion of fibres were either touching or were less than lOum separation.
Another Important ad"ari*age of the MCF process Is relatively small amount of contraction associated
with the consolldatlori stage Volume change during consolidation can affect not only the external
dimensions, but also the local stresses imposed on the fibres. These stresses may causa fibre displacement
(swimming), compression buckling or tension failure of the fibres. For most vacuum hot pressing or HIPIng
configurations displacement is only allowed In one direction normal to the fibres. In the foil/fibre lay-up
process, the green void volume depends on Vf, foil thickness and fibre packing geometry given by ratio
R ■ h/w, where h and w are the vertical and horizontal distances between fibres. This Is Illustrated In Fig.S
which shows the reduction required along the normal direction with Increasing Vf. For a fixed R In the
range 0.7-1.3 the displacement reaches a maximum of between 19% and 31%. A typical F-F composite
with Vf=0.35 would have a consolidation contraction of 20-25%, depending on the lay-up geometry.
Conversely, for a dose packed unidirectional fibre array of matrix coated fibres, a reduction In thickness
of 9.3% wHI lead to complete void closure and full density for any fibre volume fraction.
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Matrices SultaMe (or Physical Vapour Deposltton (PVP)
An Important feature of electron beam evaporation and vapour quenching Is the very rapid equivalent
cooling rates that are obtained. Highly supersaturated and metastable alloys can be produced and processed to give novel microstructures with exceptionally uniform nanometre scale grain mlcrostructures
which may be impossible to produce by any other means.
The rate of evaporation from an electron beam heated source is dependent on EB gun power, source
temperature and the vapour pressure of the element or on the fugacity of the elements during co-evaporation of alloys. Co-evaporation from a single source, with continuous alloy feed to the bath, is only
possible if the vapour pressures of the alloying elements are within about two orders of magnitude of each
other at the evaporation temperature. However, the use of multiple evaporation sources (either EB or
radiant heat) and vapour mixing allows the deposition of almost any alloy combination. For example, In
the present study, titanium alloys containing both high vapour pressure additions, such as Mg or Ca, and
low vapour pressure additions, such as B or Mo, have been produced by the vapour mixing route. Provided
the vapour flux rates are not exceptionally high, the mean free paths of atoms evaporated from separate
sources are sufficiently long for overlapping vapour streams to mix completely. Typical deposition rates
from the vapour are 100-400nm/min on a stationary substrate.
The evidence indicates that a very wide range of materials may be physical vapour deposited with a
nanometre grain size directly on to fibres. One of the major advantages of a nanometre grain size is the
exceptionally high tensile ductility combined with low flow stress that such materials exhibit at relatively
low temperatures [6]. This ductility applies to metallic, non-metallic and ceramic materials. It is therefore
expected that consolidation of fibres coated with these materials will be possible at much lower temperatures and stresses than the same materials in the bulk.
Composlta Toughening

Increased longitudinal strength and stiffness is usually associated with composites. However, the
toughness depends on the matrix. Compared with the unreinforced state, composites with metal matrices
have much lower toughness and composites with brittle matrices (aluminides and ceramics) have slightly
higher toughness but. In all composites, toughness values are much lower than the minimum values
considered acceptable for critical structural components.
A major advantage of the MCF technique when applied to such composites may therefore prove to be
the ability to manufacture a graded matrix composition to minimise thermal stresses or a mlcrolamlnated
matrix for toughness. For example, a titanium and yttrium mlcrdamlnate coating on a continuous SIC
fibre is shown in Fig.6(a). After consolidation an MMC with a laminated matrix of titanium and yttria Is
obtained (Fig.6(b)). Confirmation of crack deflection and delaminatlon by the microlayers during fracture
of a composite Is shown in Fig 6(c) These microstructures could allow better control over fibre/matrix
interface strengths and specific toughening mechanisms (e.g. ductile or brittle fracture) to be selected
and optimised for the matrix.

Cost Comparisons of MMC processing Routes

The size of the market for continuous fibre composites, as for many new materials, will be dictated by the
cost /benefit balance, with a rapid reduction in cost predicted as the market increases. Isolating the critical
cost factors for composites under development is very difficult since much data is proprietary, but costs
wHI clearly depend on the particular process route and matrix chosen.
At present, costs are dominated by the cost of the fibre. BP carbon/boron protected lOOum SIC fibre
(SMt240) Is currently about £8-tO,000/Kg. However, Industry estimates suggest that, for production of
5-10,00 Kg/year, fibre cost could fall ta as low as £ 1000/Kg.
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Both the M/flbre procMS and th« matrix coitad fibre procaw InwK« vacuum canning and hoi prMting
to consolidate the composite. However, the MCF process may allow substantial cost savings In the
pre-consolldatlon stages, since the matrix coated fibres are Ideally suited lor automated (lament winding
and hot isostatlc pressing cH complex shapes whereas the fd-fibre process Involves labour Intensive
laying-up of fibre mats and foils.
Some estimates of relative costs for the MCF and F/F process routes are given in Table 1. Cost estimates
for the matrix coated fibre technique are based on the RAE 45kW EB/MCF plot plant with a 10% metal
utilisation efficiency (le. 10% of the metal evaporated is collected on the fibres), and a consequent production rate, for 35% SIC coated-fibre, of 2km/hr. Such a plant would be capable of producing approximately 350kg of coated fibre per year (assuming average plant utilisation of 2.5 hours/day). Material costs
are similar for both routes. For the foil-fibre process, loH cost depends critically on the alloy composition,
ranging from about £600/Kg for TSwn Ti-6AMV, to over E3000/Kg for titanium alumlnlde foil
The additional costs associated with the MCF process are mainly those associated with the capital and
running costs of the PVD plant. These are estimated to add about £900/Kg to the cost of the MMC (based
on the RAE pilot plant). Composite consolidation costs are partlcularly difficult to estimate because of the
variety of operations Involved. However, at oresent, in the fol/fibre process, about 12% of MMC cost is
attributed to fibre cost and 88% to foil and consolidation costs (including plant, labour, profit, etc.). The
foil/fibre process costs shown in Table. 1 are derived from the current commercial price for BP TI-6AI4 V/35% SIC laminate. Fabrication costs for the MCF route are likely to be less than for the fibre/foil route,
but by how much is unknown at present, as indicted in Table. 1. An additional factor that might be taken
Into account in comparisons is the potential for more sophisticated matrices with the MCF process; this
could justify greater expenditure on MCF plant.
Conduslon«
For the consolidation of dose packed MCF, the deformation required is much smaller and less matrix is
required to move shorter distances compared with the consolidation of F-F lay-ups. This should significantly reduce the possibility of matrix/fibre interface damage and fibre breakage in MCF composites.
Improvements in the mechanical properties of advanced continuous fibre reinforced composites will
require research focused not only on the fibre/matrix Interface but also on the matrix microstructure and
consolidation techniques.
A production process based on in-line multi-stage coating of fibre by PVD could offer a wide range of
options and precise process control for the manufacture of continuous fibre composites. With oxidation
stages, or local partial pressure gaseous environments the production of metallic or non-metallic matrices
could be combined with a laminated microstructure for toughness. The PVD technology exists. Although,
plant and up-front costs are high, the products have great potential, it remains to be seen whether the
market wHI be considered sufficient for the investment required.
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Tablet

Cost comparison between matrix coated fibre process
and foil/fibre process
Titanium alloy/35% SIC
(E/kgMMC)
Matrix Coated Fibre
(10% coating efficiency)

I

Foil/fibre

Materials
Metal
Electricity
SIC fibre

(£30/Kg)
(3p/kWh)
(£9000/Kg)

200
26
2600

160-600
2600

Other MMC manufacturing
costs

|
a)
]

b)
Total

Matrix coating plant
- Labour
-Plant depreciation
(E750K overs years)

460
430

-

x<y

y= 14,000-19,000

|

3716 + x

-17,000-22,000

|

Fabrication costs & profit.
etc

2,463
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Abstract
Conventional titanium alloy matrix composites reinforced with either TiC or TiB
particulates, and PREP Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix composites reinforced with either
30vol pet fflEP Ti:,Al or SOvol pet PREP TiAl were produced using blended elemental
and preallcyed P/M methods, respectively. Microstructural characterization of the
particulates, matrix and reaction zone was achieved by a combination of optical and
scanning microscopy. Tensile test was done in the temperature range between RT and
1123K. The elastic modulus measurement and the creep test were also performed.
The results demonstrated that the dispersion of relatively large-sized particulates
is a promising method for improving the performance of conventional titanium alloy.
IOTR0DUCTI0N
One of drawbacks of conventional titanium alloys is that the service temperature is
limited to 600°C due to a degradation of tensile strength, creep resistance,theimal
stability and environmental resistance[l]. Titanium aluminides are receiving much
attention for application as high performance materials but these are intrinsically
brittle, and success in improving low temperature ductility while maintaining high
temperature mechanical properties has been limited. However, for future aircraft
design.there is still a demand for high temperature titanium alloys having superior
combinations of mechanical properties compared to the conventional counterparts in
the temperature range between 600 and 1000°C[2].
Fabrication of titanium-based metal matrix composites(MMCs) creates considerable
potential for improvement in various properties. There are two basic types of MCs,
i.e. ,long fiber reinforced and particulate reinforced. Of these, development
activities are currently centered around SCS-6 fiber reinforced HlCs[3-6] but these
are highly anisotropic in properties and the fabrication is complex and expensive.
Interest has increased in particulate reinforced IWCs in recent years because these
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have Isotropie characteristics and can be processed more cheaply using the conventional techniques such as ingot metallurgy[7], casting[8-9] and ponder metallurgy
[10-13]. fbwever. property data available for this type of MCs are still lacking.
Particularly, high temperature tensile data and comparison with the unreinforced
matrix alloys have received relatively little attention.
In the present study, two different kinds of titaniun alloy-based HCs containing
relatively large-sized particulate reinforcements have been produced by the powder
metallurgy(P/M) route. Firstly, conventional titaniun alloy matrix composites
reinforced with either TiC or TiB ceramic particurates were produced using the
proprietary blended elemental (BE) P/M route. Secondly, plasma rotating electrode
process(PREP) Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2lto(Ti-6242) matrix composites reinforced with PREP
titanium aluminide powder(either ar-TijAl or r-TiAl) were produced using the
prealloyed (PA) P/M route. The details of the fabrication of the composites and
the results of the microstmctural characterization and the high temperature
tensile tests done on the composites and matrix alloys will be described in this
paper.
EXPERIMEJfTAL PROCEDURE
The ceramic particulates reinforced BE P/M composites were made up using the processes of pwder blending, cold isostatic pressing(CIP), vacuun sintering and hot
isostatic pressing(HIP). As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), a proprietary technique was
incorporated in this BE P/M method, whereby matrix-forming powder were blended with
either boron-containing powder such as FeB or carbon-containing powder such as
CT3C2. During sintering, these powders are dissolved in the matrix and the dissolved and diffused B or C atoms react chemically with titaniun to form TiB or TiC in
situ in the matrix. Two types of BE P/M composites were fabricated using this
proprietary technique. One type of canposites, Ti-5Al-2.5Fe containing 15 TiB (in
weight pet), was made by blending extra low chlorine(ELd) titanium powder(Cl<10
ppm, O~1000ppm, -lOOmesh), A^Ti master alloy pc»der(-150inesh) and FeB powder(-325
mesh). The unreinforced Ti-5Al-2.5Fe alloy, which belongs to high strength a-ß
type alloy and was developed for medical application[14,15], was also made and
tested to show differences from the composites. The other type of composites, Ti-5
Al-(9~13)ür containing (7~10)TiC, was prepared using ELCL titanium powder, AhTi
master alloy powder and Q^C? powder(-325inesh). The AhTi and FeB powders were made
in our laboratory by crushing the arc-melted button ingots. The CIP'ing was done
at 400MPa and vacuun sintering were performed for 14.4ks at 1573K. Sintered composites were subsequently HIP'ed for 14.4ks at 1203K and 200H>a to produce full dense
composites. The oxygen content of the composites was 1450ppn.
The PREP titanium aluminides reinforced PA P/M composites were made up using the
processes shown in Fig.Kb). Ti-6242 was chosen as a matrix alloy, which is most
widely used high temperature titaniun alloy for use up to 450oC. The Ti-6242 alloy
powders were made by the PREP apparatus installed in our laboratory. These PREP
Ti-6242 powders of about 200//m in average diameter were blended with 30vol% PREP
Ti3Al(Ti-25Al-llNb,in at.X) or 30volX PREP TiAl(Ti-48Al,in at.X) using V-shaped
blender and subsequently HIP'ed for 14.4ks at 1203K.
The high temperature tensile tests were performed in a vacuun with 3.Son diameter
by 16iim gauge length specimens at a cross head speed of 0.Inq/min and creep tests
were done in air with 4.0iiin diameter by 25iBn gauge length specimens.
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Fig.l - Processing steps for fabrication of titanium alloy-based P/M composites.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microstructure and tensile properties of the ceramic particulates reinforced BE P/M
composites
The microstructure of a Ti-5Al-2.5Fe matrix alloy displays a colony microstructure
of similarly aligned a-platelets with a colony size of ~150ium and massive a
phase at the grain boundaries(FIG.2a). The Ti-5Al-2.5Fe-based composites containing 15 wei^it pet titanium borides result in microstructure consisting of colony
matrix microstructure with both needle and globular-shaped TiB(Fig.2b). These two
types of titanitm borides were identified to be TIB by X-ray diffraction analysis.
The structure of TiB has been reported to be of the orthorhembic FeB type with unit
cell of a:,=6.12, bb=3.06 and Co=4.56 A[13]. The reason why two types of TiB were
formed is not clear at this moment. It can be seen that the TiB particulates are
distributed reasonably randomly in the matrix. The morphology of a-platelets
differs sigiificantly between the unreinforced matrix alloy and composites, with
aspect ratio of the a-platelets being markedly smaller in the composites. It
seems that the length of each a-platelet is limited by the particulate spacinp.
Titanium carbides formed in the Ti-5Al-(9~13)Cr-based composites were identified
to be TIC. The X-ray analysis also revealed a matrix microstructure of primarily ß
phase for the Ti-5Al-13Cr-10TiC composites and a-ß two phase structure for the
Ti-5Al-8Cr-7TiC composites. The TiC particulates with average size of 15/um are
seen to be distributed unifonnly(Fig.3). No obvious interaction zone is visible in
both conposites at the resolution available in optical and scanning microscopy.
However, for the BE P/M Ti-6Al-4V/riC composites, the formation of the aimulus of
Ti2C arround the TiC particulate has been observed when using T0i[ll].
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Fig.2 - Microstructures of (a) unreinforced BE P/M Ti-5Al-2.5Fe natrix alloy and
(b) Ti-5Al-2.5Fe-15TiB composites.

^
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Fig.3 - Microstructures of (a) BE P/M Ti-5Al-9Cr-7TiC composites and (b) BE P/M Ti5Al-13Cr-10TiC composites.
The Ti-5Al-2.5Fe-15TiB composites achieved remarkably higher elastic modulus at RT,
151GPa, 32pct higher than that of an unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V, 114GPa[16]. Although
the Ti-5Al-13Cr-10TiC composites also showed higher elastic modulus, 125GPa, this
value is considerably lewer than that of the Ti-bAl-2.5Fe-15TiB composites. This
result can be partly attributed to the fact that a Ti-5Al-13Cr matrix alloy is
almost completely ß type alloy and this type of alloy is known to exhibit lower
elastic inodulus[16] compared to those for a-ß type alloys. The ultimate tensile
strength for both types of composites were superior compared to the matrix alloys
and BE P/M Ti-6A1-4V in the whole temperature range examined{Figs 4 and 5).
Hcwever, the ductility of composites was significantly lower than those of the
matrix alloys. At RT. both Ti-5Al-2.5Fe-lbTiB and Ti-5Al-13Cr-10TiC composites
failed in an brittle manner before the ultimate tensile strength was achieved. At
temperature above 773K. measurable ductility (>3pct elongation) was obtained.
Irrespective of the test temperatures, the fracture surface consists of small
portions of cleavage fracture with a majority of dimpled ductile fracture(Fig.6a).
Optical micrograph of the cross section of tensile test specimen in the vicinity of
the fracture area reveal cracking within the TiC particulates(Fig.6b). These
observations indicate that the cleavage fracture seen on the fracture surface
correspond to fracture of the TiC particulate. In addition, most importantly the
fracture within the TiC particulate occurred prior to the dimpled fracture of the
2,490

surrounding matrix alloy. The cracking at the interface between the particulate
reinforcement and matrix alloy was not observed in the present composites. This
may be indicative of excellent bending at the interface.
Alternative methods for fabricating titanium-based MCs using the BE P/M route are
possible. One technique is simply to blend the intended ceramic powler or particulates such as TiC and TIB? with the matrix alloy-forming powders. However, a preliminary experiment done at our laboratory and the report[10] by other reseachers
revealed that the camercially available very small ceramic particulates(~lj(/m)
tend to agglomerate, and the agglomerated cluster of particulates was the origin of
the premature failure during the tensile test even at higher temperature. It is
also said[10] that this "simple blending" technique can be limited by interfacial
wettability problems, because the ceramic particulates generally have an oxide
surface layer which can affect the adherence of the particulate to the matrix alloy
and therefore lead to failure at the interface[10]. Our proprietary "internal
reaction" technique can avoid these two intrinsic problems. As seen in Figs 2 and

Ti-5AI-BCr-10TiC

250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950
Temperature / K

250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950
Temperature / K

Fig.5 - Temperature dependence of the
UTS of TiC reinforced BE P/M
composites and Ti-6A1-4V.

Fig.4 - Temperature dependence of the
UTS of TiB reinforced BE P/M
composites and matrix alloy.

^v
^

^

f%v
50 fim
Fig.6 - Fracture surface and cross sectional area just beneath the fracture surface
taken from BE P/M Ti-5Al-13Cr-10TiC composites tested at 500oC.
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3, this technique enables reinforcements to be dispersed reasonably uniformly in
the matrix, which means that there is no macroscopic agglomeration of the FeB or
CrsC; particulates in the powder-mixing stage. In addition, because these reinforcements are formed in-situ, contamination at the reinforcement/matrix interface
does not occur and hence excellent bonding at the interface can be achieved[13],
which enables the sufficient load transfer from the matrix to the ceramic reinforcements. Furthermore, the ceramic particulates which were formed in-situ during
the sintering process are expected to have almost no macroscopic flaws, since the
ceramic formed in this manner has been reported to be single crystal[9,13]. Thus,
the present BE P/M canxKites have three advantages,i.e., reasonably randomly
dispersed particulate reinforcements, excellent bonding at the reinforcement/matrix
interface and the lack of macroscopic flaws within the ceramic reinforcement, over
those produced by the "simple blending" method.
Microstructure, and tensile and creep properties of the PREP titanium aluninides
reinforced PA P/M composites
Both PREP Ti ;A1 and PREP TiAl are seen to be dispersed quite uniformly. (Figs 7 and
8). Photographs at a higher magnification show that there is almost no reaction
zone seen at the interface between PREP Ti-624Z and PREP TisAl. However, a massive
annulus of reaction zone is clearly seen around the PREP TiAl .
The yield and ultimate tensile strength of PREP Ti-6242 matrix alloy is quite high
at RT, and decreases ntnotonically with increasing temperature. The yield strength
of PREP TisAl is lower than that of PREP Ti-6242 in the whole temperature range and
thus the PREP Ti-6242 matrix composites reinforced with SOvol pet Ti3Al did not

Fig 7 - Microstructures of the PREP Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix cenposites reinforced
with 30 vol.pet PREP Ti3Al.

Fig.8 - Microstructures of the PREP Ti-6Al-ZSn-4Zr-2Mo matrix composites reinforced
with 30 vol.pet PREP TiAl.

m

show any strength inproveinent(Fig.9). The PREP Ti-6242 matrix composites reinforced with 30vol.pet TiAl exhibit higher yield strength at temperatures above
873K, although the strength increment is not so remarkable(Fig.lO). No ductility
was obtained for both composites at RT, and fracture of the composites initiated
within the PREP titanium alurainides.
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The above indicates that titanium alurainides are not effective short time strengthening reinforcements. However, contrary to this, the creep resistance of the PREP
Ti-6242 was greatly improved especially by the presence of PREP TiAl,as shorn in
Fig.11.
Fig. 12 sumHrizes the creep properties of both BE and PA P/M composites, and matrix
alloys obtained by the present study. It is demonstrated again that the dispersion
of particulates which have higher tensile strength and/or higher elastic modulus is
an effective method for improving the creep properties of conventional alloys
especially in the longer time range.
Test Temp. : 923K
Stress : 196 MPa

Fig.11 Creep curves of PREP Ti
6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix
composites reinforced
with PREP titanium
alurainides.
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OONaUDING REMARKS
The present study demonstrates that the uniform dispersion of particulates which
have superior high teoperature properties relative to the matrix alloys is an
effective method for inproving properties such as elastic modulus, and tensile and
creep strength of conventional alloys. However, the composites produced in this
study showed poor ductility at RT. Because the fracture initiated from the cracking
within the reinforcements, it may be reasonable to consider that the size, morphology, and vDlune fraction of the reinforcements is mainly responsible for the performance of the composites under tensile condition. In fact, it is reported that
the tensile strength of the TiC reinforced Ti composites is mostly sensitive to the
size of the reinforcing particles[9]. Therefore it will be suggested that further
refinement of the reinforcements through fabrication modifications such as the use
of much smaller starting powder materials, nay lead to additional improvement in
the room temperature tensile ductility of these composites.
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SELECTIVE REINFORCEMENT OF INVESTMENT CAST TITANIUM COMPONENTS

VIA BICASTING
Stewart J. Veeck and Gregory N. Colvln
Howmet Corporation
1500 South Warner Street
Whitehall, Ml 49461-1895
Abstract
Casting experiments were conducted to evaluate the selective reinforcement of
investment cast Ti-6AI-4V alloy with titanium metal matrix composite preforms. These
experiments were designed to examine the effect of metal to preform area ratio relative
to erosion of the preform during casting and fiber degradation as a result of the thermal
exposure. The results of the casting trials revealed that significant erosion of the MMC
preforms end associated fiber damage occurred at area ratios above 10 to 15.
However, at area ratios below 10, the MMC preform acted i.ke a chill within the mold
cavity and no erosion of the preform was evident. Extracted fibers from these castings
showed limited strength degradation only near the casting downfeed where the thermal
exposure (time/temperature) was greater. Excellent metallurgical integrity was obtained
at the preform/casting interface after casting and HIP processing, with only minor solidstate interactions observed at sites where machined fibers were exposed to the matrix.
These experiments clearly demonstrated that bicasting can be used to selectively
reinforce or stiffen investment cast titanium components.
Introduction
Components for aerospace, automotive, and similar service applications have been
subjected to the ever increasing demand for improvement in one or more mechanical
properties, such as tensile strength, stiffness, fatigue life, or resistance to impact
damage. At the same time, the goals of maintaining or reducing component weight are
targeted."11 Titanium matrix composite materials have the potential to meet the
mechanical property requirements of many sdvanced structural applications; however,
these materials often are not cost effective to produce as near net-shape components.
Howmet has developed a more cost effective method to selectively reinforce
geometrically complex titanium investment castings using a process called bicasting.
Bicasting offers a low risk method of introducing titanium matrix composites into
structural turbine engine components. It combines investment casting, which is a low
cost method of producing complex shapes, with high performance metal matrix
composite materials. A primary advantage of bicasting is its utilization of conventional
titanium casting practice. For many operations bicast components can be post-cast
processed in batches with conventional titanium castings using current production
facilities.
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There are four major steps to bicasting: (1) mold manufacture, (21 preform fabrication,
(3) casting, and (4) post-cast processlr.g and inspection. Figure 1. investment molds
are manufactured by coating a wax replica pattern with multiple layers of ceramic
slurries and subsequently removing the wax by firing. A preform is placed within the
mold cavity such that it lies within the component section intended to be reinforced.
The preform geometry, composition, and fabrication method can be tailored to the
desired mechanical property improvements. Except for a slight modification to permit
placement of the preform Inside the mold cavity, bicast molds are identical to production
titanium molds. Because of titanium's reactivity, melting is performed using vacuum arc
remelting (VAR) of consumable electrodes into water cooled copper crucibles. The
preform subsequently Is surrounded by the cast metal which then solidifies, embedding
it Into the component. The components then are processed using conventional titanium
practice Including: chemical milling, hot isostatic pressing (HIP), weld repair, heat
treating, and inspection.
There are several technical challenges which must be surmounted to produce a sound
bicast component. For example, the preform must be fixed In place to achieve required
location tolerances. Mold fill can be greatly influenced by preform position and gating
design. A minimal preform/mold wall clearance is necessary to ensure that molten metal
completely fills the mold. The in-rush of molten titanium into the mold cavity may shift
the preform out of position and result In poor dimensional Integrity or even cause
surface contact of the preform. Thus, the preform must be fixtured so that it remains
in position during casting. In addition, the preform must not be significantly eroded by
the cast metal and the final casting must be sound (crack and Inclusion free). There also
must be a metallurgically sound preform-to-cast metal bond after casting and HIP
processing. Lastly, the MMC preform fibers must not be damaged during casting and
subsequent thermal processing. Mold gating systems ere designed to minimize hot
metal flow onto the preform to minimize erosion and fiber damage during casting.
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Figure 1 - Bicasting Process Schematic.
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Discussion

MMC Preform Fabrication
Fabrication of metal matrix composite preforms for bicasting can be accomplished via
any one of several existing processing routes, including foil/fiber/foil methods or
induction plasma deposition (IPD) methods.131 The final configuration of the preform will
depend on the design requirements for the cast component to be reinforced. However,
the preforms generally will require some degree of machining in order to fit the casting
cavity.
Bicasting Process Development
Preliminary casting efforts were conducted to identify critical processing variables and
establish suitable processing windows. One important variable was the erosion
characteristics of the MMC preforms during casting. An experiment was designed to
examine the effect of the ratio of MMC preform to cast metal cross-sectional area on
preform erosion and fiber damage in an effort to establish the upper limits of the
process. The experiment consisted of several duplicate molds containing 10 cm wide
by 23 cm long cast slabs varying in thickness from 1.5 cm to 5.5 cm. Twenty-four ply
multilayered SCS-6/Ti-62A2 MMC preforms, 0.5 cm thick by 2.2 cm wide and 18.2 cm
long, were HIP fabricated from 8-ply panels produced by Textron through an Air Force
program (Contract F33615-89-C-5/08). These preforms were placed inside the molds
and the molds centrifugally cast in Ti-6AI-4V at Howmet. All the slabs were bottom
gated to minimize erosion effects. The area ratio of the cast metal to MMC preform
varied from 13.4 to 49.1 in the cast slabs. After casting, the individual slabs were
radiographically inspected to verify the location of the preforms. The slabs then were
HIP processed, and the cast metal/preform interface was examined microstructurally
near the gating 2.5 cm from the bottom of the MMC preform to determine the extent
of interaction. The larger cast slabs having a metal/MMC preform ratio of 49.1 showed
complete dissolution of the preform, while the intermediate size slabs, having a
metal/MMC preform ratio of 26.7, only showed dissolution of the first several layers of
reinforcement. Erosion of the MMC was most severe in those areas adjacent to the
gating in the casting mold which represents the hottest area in the cast slab. Some
thermally induced porosity (TIP) also was noted in the MMC matrix adjacent to those
regions where fiber dissolution occurred, as shown in Figure 2.
The cast slabs having the lowest cast metal to MMC preform area ratio (13.4) generally
showed complete survival of the preform, although some solid-state interaction was
evident where the fibers were exposed by machining, as shown in Figure 3. Bonding
at the preform/casting interface was excellent in these cast and HIP'ed slabs as
evidenced by random grain growth across the interface. The observed fiber/matrix
interactions became greater as the thermal exposure experienced by the preform became
more severe. However, even in the samples where the metal/MMC ratio was lowest,
there was evidence of increased fiber/matrix interaction relative to the as received MMC
material. At the higher metal/MMC ratios substantial fiber damage was evident,
including complete fiber dissolution and the formation of TIP porosity in the matrix.
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Figure 2 - Bicast slab showing partial dissolution of MMC preform. Transverse (a) and
longitudinal (b) views near gating. Note the TIP porosity in the MMC matrix.

Figure 3 - Bicast slab showing minimal fiber/matnx interactions at machined surfaces
only. Sound metallurgical bonding was obtained at all preform/casting
interfaces.

Another group of MMC preforms, fabricated at GE using IPD processing and consisting
of multiple plys of SCS-6 reinforced Ti-6242, were used in additional bicasting efforts.
The preforms were held in place in specially designed molds using proprietary process
methods and centnfugally cast in Ti-6AI-4V at Howmet. Following casting and
conventional HIP processing at 900' C, each component was radiographically inspected

im

to establish the position of the pfeform within the component. Selective metalloorephy
subsequently was conducted on one component to examine interactions between the
MMC preform and cast matrix. The results of these examinations indicate the MMC
preform acted much like a chill block within the casting cavity, as shown in Figure 4,
with no erosion occurring even in the regions adiacent to the downfeed gating.
Moreover, positioning of the preform within the casting cavity was within 0.04 cm of
centerline.
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Figure 4 - Bicast component showing a machined MMC preform after casting and HIP
processing. No erosion of the preform was evident.
As noted previously, there were some solid-state reactions in regions where the fibers
were machined and the SiC fiber exposed. However, these interactions were minor with
ortly small diffusion zone’s evident. Figure 5.

41
Figure 5 - MMC/castmg interface after bicasting and HIP processing. Only solid-state
interactions were observed where machined fibers were exposed.

As was noted previously, greater degrees of diffusion and increased fiber/matrix
interactions were observed in the regions of the casting adjacent to the downfeed gating
which are known to be hotter. Calculation of the metal to MMC area ratios in the
component cross section showed them to range from approximately 15 near the hot end
to 6 in the center of the axial length of the casting. To further clarify effects on the
fiber strength, preform sections were selectively water jet cut from the casting after HIP
and the matrix etched away from the fibers using an H20/HNO]/HF solution. The fibers
were then tensile tested by individual row (20 tests/row) and the strength of the outer
rows were compared to each successive row until strength levels were uniform. One
MMC sample was removed from the hottest area adjacent to the downfeed gating and
another was taken from an area away from the downfeed gating. The results, shown
below in Figure 6, indicate that some fiber strength degradation does occur in the hotter
regions of the casting near the downfeed gating, with fiber tensile strengths being
reduced by about 50%. This effect, however, was limited to only the first 4 to 5 rows
of fiber in the preform. The fiber strengths in the colder regions of the casting were
unaffected by the processing conditions used in this casting experiment. Testing
limitations did not allow the modulus of these fibers to be determined.
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Figure 6 - Fiber strength vs. preform location in a bicast component.

Summary
A new process, called bicastlng, has been developed by Howmet to selectively reinforce
investment cast titanium components for turbine engine applications.
Bicasting
combines investment casting, which is a low cost method of producing complex shapes,
with high performance MMC materials. The process is dependent on the relative ratio
of the cast metal to MMC area, with high cast metal/MMC area ratios showing partial
or complete dissolution of the MMC preform by the molten metal. However, at
metal/MMC area ratios below 10 to 15, the process becomes very viable, with the MMC
material behaving like a chill within the casting cavity and little or no fiber damage being
observed. Thus, the potential to selectively stiffen or strengthen investment cast
2,500

titanium components for advanced turbine engine applications via bicasting is very
promising. Efforts currently are underway to examine selective stiffening of specific
turbine engine components.
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TITANIUM / CERAMIC COMPOSITES PRODUCED BY
LASER PROCESSING

J.H.Abboud and D.R.F.West
Depattnent of Materials
Imperial College of Science, Technology, and Medicine
London, SW7 2BP United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

An investigation has been made using high power CO2 lasers in both continuous and
pulsed modes to produce composite materials either in the form of surface layers on
titanium substrates or as small pellets. In the first method the ceramic particles (i.e. TiB2
and SiC) were injected into the laser melted zone of a ß Ti- 15V-3Al-3G-3Sn alloy. The
second method involved laser melting of premixed ß-titanium alloy powder with 20vol.%
of a ceramic (TiB2, SiC, B4C, or BN) or a mixture of Ti+Al+SiC. The effect of some
laser processing parameters on the dimensions of the composite surface layers and pellets
has been studied. Microstructural and compositional examinations of the composites
showed that the ceramic panicles were partially dissolved and enrichment of the melt zone
with the products of the dissolution of the ceramic particles occurred; in some cases
virtually complete dissolution of the ceramic particles was observed particularly with
ceramic particle sizes of- 10|im. The injection of TiB2 into the laser surface melted zone
of Ti-15V-3AI-3Cr-3Sn alloy or laser melting of the alloy powder with 20%vol TiB2
leads to a partial dissolution of TiB2 and to the formation of TiB at the ceramic / matrix
interfaces and in the matrix. The injection of SiC particles into the laser melted zone of ß
Ti alloy or laser melting of the alloy with SiC leads to the formation of TiC dendrites at
the SiC / matrix interface and in the matrix, and to the enrichment of the matrix with
silicon. Also laser melting of ßTi alloy with B4C leads to the formation of TiC and TiB
crystals in a ß Ti phase. The microhardness of the composite layers and the pellets
ranged between ~ 500 and lOOOHv depending on the type of the ceramic and the extent of
dissolution.
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iiNTRoniirrioN
The use of high power CW C02 lasers in producing composite surface layers has been the
subject of several investigations [e.g. 1-5]. Ayers et al [1,2] injected TiC particles into the laser
melted zone of various titanium substrates including Ti-6A1-4V alloy and the surface hardening
was interpreted as due to the partial dissolution of TiC particles and the formation of TiC
dendrites in the matrix; also the wear rate decreased. Abbas and West [3] used the injection of
SiC or a mixture of SiC and Stellite into mild steel to increase the surface hardness and improve
the wear resistance. Recently, the injection of SiC into the laser melted zone of commercial
purity titanium and Ti-6A1-4V alloy has been investigated [4,5].SiC panicles were partially
dissolved and the matrix consisted of martensite (00/1158*3 and TiC and had a hardness of 600Hv.
A technique developed by Weerasinghe [6] produces composites as small rapidly solidified
"pellets" by placing material in powder form in a recess in a copper block, and melting using a
pulsed laser. The use of mixtures of metallic and ceramic powder, with appropriate process
control allows partial solution of the ceramic and the formation of composite pellets: such
pellets could potentially be consolidated by a solid state processing route such as HIPing.
Weerasinghe has investigated various systems, including mixtures of titanium and TiC.
The present paper is concerned with microstructural and compositional features and hardness
of composites based on a ß-Ti alloy (Ti-15V-3Al-3Cr-3Sn) and on a mixture of Ti-30at%Al,
produced as surface layers and / or as pellets. Results are also reported on the relation between
the dimensions of the processed samples and the laser processing parameters.
2. KXPKRIMENTA1. PROCF.nilRF.
A 2kW and a 5kW CO2 laser were used.Panicles of TiB2 or SiC with average particle sizes of
~ 60nm and 150nm respectively, were blown, under a stream of argon, into the laser melted
zone of ßTi alloy (Ti-15V-3Al-3Cr-3Sn) in the form of sheet of 1-3 mm thickness. An
effective argon shrouding system was used.A series of single tracks were produced at different
traverse speeds and powder flow rates.
A lkW CO2 laser was operated in pulsed mode to produce composite pellets as described
above. ßTi alloy (15-3-3-3) powder with 20vol.% of either TiB2,SiC, B4C or BN with average
particle sizes of -10,150,40, and lO^m respectively,were used; also pellets were produced
from a mixture of CPTi+30at%Al+20vol%SiC.The process was carried out under an
atmosphere of argon.Partial solution of the ceramics was achieved with the exception of the
BN; in this latter case the small panicle size resulted in virtually complete solution Transverse
sections of composite surface layers and of pellets were metallographically prepared.X-ray
diffractometry was carried out using Cu Ka radiation. SEM-EDS analysis with a ZAP
correction was used for compositional analysis.The boron and carbon contents were calculated
by subtracting the total analysed proponions of other elements from 100%; the composition of
the substrate before laser treatment was used as a reference standard.Thin foils from the surface
layers were prepared as previously described [Sj.Thin foils were also obtained by grinding
relatively large pellets from both sides until - 150 urn thickness was obtained, and then
following the previously reported procedure [5]. Microhardness measurements were made
(500g load) on the matrix of the composites.
a.RESlILTS
3.1 Composites in the form of surface layers
311 RTi allov inlected with TiBl
Fig.l shows the structure of the ßTi alloy (Ti-15-3-3-3) injected with TiB2 at 1.8kW laser
power, 3mm beam diameter, 8.1mm/s traverse speed and 0.0546g/s powder flow rate. The
laser melted zone showed a conduction limited shape and contained a reasonably uniform
distribution of partially dissolved TiB2 with a rim of a reaction product (grey in Fig. lb). The
matrix had a hardness of ~ 525+25Hv and consisted of particles (grey) of plate / needle like
shape in a background of a light coloured phase. X-ray diffraction data showed the presence of
p-Ti phase (bec) and TiB (orthorhombic) in addition to the undissolvcd TiB2 (hexagonal). EDS
analysis of the particles in the matrix and around the undissolved TiB2 was consistent with
TiB. Increasing the traverse speed from 8.1mm/s to 20mm/s led to a decrease in the zone width
from 3.25 to 1.9mm and to a decrease in the thickness from 0.66 to 0.2mm.
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a.1.2 B Ti nllov inietted with SiC
Fig.2a shows a typical microstructurc of a ß-Ti alloy sample laser surface melted (3kW,
5mm, 7mtn/s) without ceramic particle injection. Columnar grains have grown epitaxially
from the coarse ß grains in the heat affected zone. The cellular / dendritic structure, of average
cell / dendrite spacing ~ 5 to
10nm is indicative of cooling rates of the order of 103 *C/s [7]. Fig.2b shows the same alloy
after injection with SiC particles at O.lSg/s. The melted zone is free from cracks and porosity;
SiC segregates to the top of the melted zone. TiC dendrites nucleated at the SiC / matrix
interfaces (Fig.2c). Enrichment of the matrix with respect to silicon and carbon ocurred.The
upper part of the processed zone matrix contained 4wt%Si, and the structure showed a
lamellar eutectic of (ß+Ti5Si3) with associated small TiC particles; there were some primary
TiC dendrites. In the lower part of the processed zone the matrix contained only - 1.5wt%Si,
and the structure was predominantly ß-t-TiC; the latter occurred in dendritic and in lenticular
form (Fig.2d).SADP's from the TiC were indexed as fee crystal structure while the remainder
of the structure was ß+w. STEM analysis of the carbides showed the presence of 2wt% V.
The hardness ranged from ~ 580Hv in the upper region to ~ 480Hv in the lower region.
Increasing powder flow rate, while maintaining other parameters constant, led to increases in
the volume of the processed layer and to the level of the enrichment with Si and C.

3.2 Comppsitcs in the form of pellets
3.2.1 B-Ti allOY
Fig 3a shows a typical nearly spherical shape of a pellet produced by laser melting of the ßTi
alloy powder at 800W and O.OSs.Two diametral measurements on a pellet typically showed
differences of - 0.1mm on a total of ~ 1.8mm. There was a trend for the number of pellets
produced per pulse to increase with beam diameter and this may be due to a change in the
power distribution with increasing beam diameter. Attempts to reveal the microstructure of the
surface of the pellet by SEM were unsuccessful.The microstructure of a transverse section
consisted of single phase ß with grain sizes ranging between ~ 10 and 20^m; an indication of
columnar growth from the pellet surface is seen. Cellular / dendritic structures were observed
within the ß grains; the average spacing was ~ 5\im suggesting a cooling rate of the order of
103 "C/s. The pellet size increased with increase in pulse time (Fig.Sb) and the cell / dendrite
spacing decreased indicating a decrease in cooling rate.

3.2.2

B Ti alloy / TiBi

The microstructure of a pellet produced from a mixture of ßTi alloy powder+20vol.%TiB2,
laser melted at 800W, 3mm, and O.Ss showed that the TiB2 particles were partially dissolved
and the microstructure of the matrix ( - 500Hv) showed needle-like crystals (identified by
EDS as TiB) dispersed in ß Ti phase (Fig.4a).X-ray diffraction peaks agreed with ß Ti and
orthorhombic TiB in addition to the hexagonal TiBj. TEM examination showed that the TiB
panicles contained a high density of dislocations and stacking faults (Fig.4b).STEM analysis
showed that the TiB contained - 10wt% of vanadium. SADP analysis showed the presence of
TiB, ß and to.

3.2.3. B Ti ailny / BtC or BN
The microstructure of a pellet produced from a mixture of the ßTi alloy+20vol.%B4C, laser
melted at 800W. 3mm, and 0.3s is shown in Fig.Sa. Most of the B4C particles had dissolved
leading to a hardness of - 490+lOHv. The matrix microstructure consisted of ß phase
containing dendrites (light grey), and faceted plates (dark grey); these dendrites and plates also
formed at the interface of undissolved B4C panicles. EDS analysis showed that the dendrites
were TiC while the faceted plates were TiB, the latter containing a high proportion of V. TEM
and STEM analysis showed that the TiC and the TiB contained dislocations (Fig.Sb) and TiC
contained V up to 2wt%, while TiB contained - 10wt% V.SADP analysis showed ß and u
phases, fee TiC dendrites and orthorhombic TiB.
With the BN, and with the laser parameters used, virtually all the ceramic panicles went into
solution; the structure showed a mixture of Ti-dendrites (rich in nitrogen) and TiB.The
hardness was - lOOOHv.

3.2.4 Bli alloy / SiC

The microstructure of a pellet produced from a mixture of ß Ti alloy+20vol.%SiC, laser
melted at 800W, 3mm, and O.Ss, is shown in Fig.6.The SiC panicles were panially dissolved
IMS

and dendrites were nucleated at the SiC / matrix interface and in the matrix. The matrix
(hardness - 565+10Hv) consisted of ß dendrites and interdendritic regions showing a lamellar
eutectic of ß+Ti5Si3 and also particles of TiC, coexisting with the eutectic. EDS X-ray
analysis data at different locations is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 : EDS X-ray analysis (wt%) of ßTi / SiC pellet processed at 800W, 3mm, and 0.5s.
Position

Ti

Matrix*
705
Ti, dendrite ** 73.5
Eutectic region+ 70.5

V

Cr

Ai

Sn

Si

14.5
15.0
13.0

2.6
3.0
3.0

""3.0
3.5
2.5

3.5
3.5
2.5

4.0
1.5
8.0

C
-2.0

-0
-0.5

* Area analysis including Ti dendrites, eutectic regions and TiC particles, ** point analysis, +
area analysis mainly, ß+^Si^

3.2.S Ti-30at%AI L SiC

Fig.7a shows a typical structure of a pellet produced from a powder mixture of (Ti-30at%Al)
+20vol.%SiC (75)im particle size), laser melted at 800W power, 3mm beam diameter,and
0.9s pulse time. The average pellet diameter was ~3mm and the SiC particles were nearly
uniformly distributed.SiC particles had partially dissolved and a rim formed interpreted as
consisting of 0'2+TiC; enrichment of the matrix (-580Hv) with silicon and carbon had
occurred.X-ray diffraction analysis showed some peaks corresponding to ^Al (02) as
reported by Goldak and Parr [8] with other peaks corresponding to TiC.TEM examination
showed that the microstructure consisted of lath type martensite surrounded by a eutectic.The
laths contained APB's characteristic of 02'.and also a high density of dislocations; some laths
contained fine precipitates of silicide.The silicide was identified by STEM as Ti5(Si,Al)3,
containing up to -7wt%Al.SADP data of the lath martensite were indexed as hep crystal
structure showing superlattice reflections.The eutectic regions consisted of 02' +
TisCSi.AOj+TiC; the 02' appears as laths.the Ti5(Si,Al)3 as rods with spacings of 500nm,and the TiC as spherical particles ~l-2^m containing a high density of dislocations
(Fig.7b).
4.DISCI1SSION
41 R.TI allov / TIBi

This system is the simplest of those investigated since the ceramic phase contains only one
additional component (namely B) as compared with the ß alloy matrix; also the solubility of B
in Ti in the solid state is very small.The binary Ti-B system contains the compounds TiB,
Ti3B4,and TO^.The present observations both on the injected tracks and the composite pellets
show that partial solution of theTiB2 leads to the formation of TiB as a reaction layer around
the TiB2 and as plate / needle like primary crystals in ß phase.No evidence was obtained of the
formation of TijB^. The absence of ^364 can be explained by referring to the equilibrium
reactions shown on the phase diagram. At - 2000'C there is a peritectic reaction L+TiB2 —
TijB^ and at a temperature only -30'C below this a second peritectic occurs L+Ti3B4 —
TiB. With the rapid solidification conditions operative in the laser processing, the first
peritectic reaction is unlikely to occur significantly and TiB formation is dominant.The TiB
contains 10wt%V in solution resulting from the use of Ti-15V-3Al-3Cr-3Sn alloy.The small
density difference between TiB2 (-4520 kg/m3) and Ti (-4500 kg/m3) prevent the gravity
segregation of undissolved ceramic particles which occurs in the case of SiC (-3200 kg/m3).
4.2 B.Ti allov / B4r or BN
The reaction of B4C particles with the liquid led to the formation of a three phase structure on
solidification consisting of ß (with some co formed in the solid state) with a dispersion of
particles of TiC + TiB.The dendritic morphology of the TiC (grey dendrites, Fig.4a) suggests
that this is the primary phase;the relatively coarse faceted crystals of TiB, which contain
10wt%V, solidified in close association with TiC. The observation can be correlated with the
semi-schematic representation of the Ti-V-B-C phase diagram (Fig.8).The average
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composition (*) lies on the line joining Ti-15V (neglecting the presence of Sn and Cr and Al)
and B4C.The matrix structure lies in the three phase region containing ji-Ti phase +TiC+TiB.
In the case of pTi / BN, the composition of the melt pool leads to the primary phase being
nitrogen-rich Ti dcndritcs.

4.3 B-TI lllflY/SIC

The injection of SiC into CP Ti has been previously discussed [4] in relation to the Ti-Si-C
phase diagram. For the laser conditions used as also in the previous work, solution of Si and
C enriched the melt pool so that TiC formed as the primary phase:TiC formed as a reaction
layer around the SiC particles and also as dendrites in the matrix. Following the primary
formation of TiC, a reaction involving L, ß, and TiC occurred; cither L —ß+TiC or L+TiC —»
ß. Finally, in the matrix of the upper part of the processed zone, which contains ~ 4.5 wt%Si,
a lamellar cutectic formed of ß-t-TijSis with associated TiC: the origin of this structure may
either be a ternary eutectic L —.ß+TiC+Ti5Si3 or a peritectic L+TiC —ß+TijSis.These
features are similar to those previously reported for a structure where the matrix contained 3.5wt%Si [4]. In the present work the solidification sequence, allowing for the presence of
15wt%V in the ß phase (which leads to its retention at room temperature) is similar to that
previously discussed [4]. In the lower part of the zone, the lower silicon content of the matrix
(-1.5wt%) accounts for the absence of the ß+TiC+TisSij constituent.
4.4 CP TUAUSIC
The laser melting of a mixture of CP Ti+30at%Al with SiC produced pellets in which ^Al
formed as a reaction product.The matrix showed similar microstructural features to those
observed when ß Ti is processed with SiC, with the difference that because of the high Al
content of the matrix, the ß phase formed during solidification transformed to ordered
martensite a 2 on cooling in the solid state.

.^rnNri.nsinNS
1. Injection of TiBj and SiC into laser melt pools on a ßTi alloy substrate can be used to
produce composite surface layers.Partially dissolved T1B2 shows a more uniform distribution
than SiC; this is consistent with the small density difference between the alloy and TiB2.
2. Composite pellets consisting of partially dissolved particles in a matrix based on ß Ti alloy
can be produced by laser melting of premixed ceramic and ß Ti powder; also SiC particles in a
matrix based on TijAl can be produced from a mixture of Ti+AI +SiC.
3. Enrichment of the titanium based matrix with one or more of Si, C, B, N has been
observed in all the processed samples leading to high levels of hardness.
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Fig. I (a): Optical micrograph showing TiB2 injected into Ti-15-3-3-3 alloy
(b) SEM-BSI showing TiB formed around the TiB2 and in the matrix
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Fig.2: (a) Optical micrograph showing laser melted zone of pTi alloy
(b) Optical micrograph showing SiC injected into pTi alloy
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(c) SEM micrograph showing TiC around the SiC and in the matrix, (d) TEM micrograph
showing TiC in B phase.

Fig.3: (a) Optical macrograph showing B Ti peUct. (b)Variation of average pellet diameter with
pulse lime, 800W, 3mm.
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Fig.4: BTi / TiB2 pellet, (a) SEM micrograph showing TiB around the TiB2 and in the matrix,
(b) TEM micrograph showing TiB in B Ti.
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ADVANCED PONDER METAL TITANIUM ALLOY MATRIX COPOSITES REINFORCED WITH
CERAMIC AM) INTEROTALLIC PARTICLES
Stanley Abkowltz, Paul Weihrauch and Susan Abkowltz
Oynamet Technology, Inc., Eight A Street,
Burlington, MA 01803.

ABSTRACT
Metal matrix composites utilizing particuiate reinforcements have
demonstrated significant increases in the strength, modulus and use
temperature of advanced structural alloys without the economic and
technical drawbacks associated with continuous fiber reinforcement.
Studies at Oynamet Technology Involving particuiate additions of ceramic
or IntermetalIic compounds to conventional monolithic titanium alloys
have resulted In several promising titanium MMC's. Based on economical
powder metallurgy technology these MIC's have been fabricated both to
near net component shape by the CHIP process (cold and hot Isostat Ic
pressing) and by forging and to mill product form by extrusion and
roiIing.
This paper describes the manufacture and properties of these IMC's with
particular attention to the significant improvements in modulus and
strength at both room and elevated temperatures.
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Introduction
Titanium base alloys offer significant opportunities for weight
reduction In advanced alrframe and missile structures and In gas turbine
engines. However, conventional monolithic titanium alloys are limited by
loss of strength and oxidation resistance to a maximum temperature of
about 1000'F. Because of this temperature limitation, effort has been
directed at novel approaches to titanium material development.
One such approach has Involved the development of titanium materials
based on Intermetal I Ic alumlnlde compounds, particularly TI3AI and TIAI.
An Increase In the titanium alloy use temperature of as much as 600*F has
been predicted for TIAI derivative materials.
The major problem with
these materials Is their lack of useful ductility which not only makes
structural design difficult but also complicates their fabrication to
mill product form and component configuration.
Considerable alloying
studies have been undertaken In an effort to find compositional
variations which might lend enough ductility to overcome both the design
and fabrication difficulties.
A second major approach to extending the use temperature of titanium
alloys Involves combining conventional titanium alloys or advanced
titanium alumlnlde derivative alloys with a non-equilibrium reinforcing
phase — generally, but not always, non-metallic. These titanium metal
matrix composite manufacturing development programs have emphasized the
use of silicon carbide (SIC) as the stlffener addition, typically In the
form of whiskers or fibers. Such technologies pose significant technical
problems
In fiber/matrix
Interreactlon, performance problems
in
anlsotropy of material properties, manufacturing problems In component
shape production, as well as prohibitive material and manufacturing
costs.
Other approaches
develop metal
matrix composites
utilizing
particulate additions as the reinforcing phase. Produced by casting or
powder metallurgy,
these materials offer significant
technical
improvements and an economic manufacturing technology. Dynamet has taken
this latter approach, adapting its P/M CHIP (combining cold and hot
isostatlc pressing) manufacturing technology for monolithic titanium
alloys'J' to develop a family of titanium MAC'S, commercially known as
CermeTfB'f2'.
P/M Process I ng Rputes »M^Produpt j-prms
The CHIP process, a powder metallurgy technology consisting of cold
isostatlc pressing (CIP) In reusable elastomeric tooling, and vacuum
sintering followed by container less hot isostatlc pressing (HIP) (I.e.,
without the need for additional expensive tooling) has been recognized In
recent years as a practical and economic method for the fabrication of
fully dense titanium alloy components to a near-net shape.'3' This P/M
method utilizes elemental coId-compactibIe titanium powder, which is
available In both standard and extra-low chloride grades, at reasonable
prices'4'. The powder is blended with other elements' or master alloy
powder additions to obtain the alloy composition desired.
*Cermetf<$ is a registered trademark at the office of U.S. Patent and
Trademark and is the subject of U.S. and foreign patents assigned to
Dynamet Technology, Inc.
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The adaptation of the CHIP process to the manufacture of titaniummatrix micro-composites overcomes many of the limitations of fiberreinforced and other composites In a practical, cost effective way.
These materials are processed essentially In the same fashion as the
monolithic alloys previously described, except that a substantial amount
of reinforcing particles Is blended with the elemental metal powders.
Dynamet Technology has extensively evaluated CermeTI materials as a
function of particle type, size and loading as well as titanium P/M
matrix alloys and CHIP processing parameters. The most important factor
in developing a successful CermeTi is the selection of a compatible
reinforcing particle.
This is demonstrated by Figure 1, which
illustrates the well known but unsuccessful result of adding particulate
silicon carbide (SIC) to TI-6AI-4V. The SIC has partially dissolved in
the titanium alloy matrix at the CHIP processing temperature (2250*F
maximum during sintering) resulting in a giass-brittle material. That
SIC dissolution occurs during solid state sintering, far below the
melting point, illustrates the problems of Incorporating SIC fibers or
particles In a casting.

FIGURE 1.
10X SIC IN TI-6AI-6V-2Sn
MATRIX PRODUCED BY CHIP
PROCESS.

The Initial successful CermeTI development Involved the use of
titanium carbide (TIC) as the particle reinforcement5' .
Since the
Initial work, other partlculatas have been successfully added Including
titanium dlborlde (TIB?) and, most recently, the IntermetalIIc compound
titanium alumlnide fTiAi). A lower temperature processing route has been
developed for TlAi microcomposites to prevent particle dissolution at the
normal sintering temperature (2250*F).
Most of the development work has been done with TI-6AI-4V as the
matrix alloy.
However, other matrix alloys have been successfully
employed including Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn (for higher strength), TI-6AI-2Sn-4Zr2Mo and Its silicon containing variation (for elevated temperature
strength) and TI-3Ai-2V (for greater machinabiIIty and workability).
Furthermore, In addition to CHIP processing these composites have also
been successfully fabricated by forging, extrusion and rolling of the P/M
CIP plus sinter or CHIP preform.
To distinguish among the various microcomposites in the CermeTI
family, a generic designation system has been adopted Identifying each
2,5)3

microcojnposit* as CermeTI-X-YZ, whara X idantifias tha particulata, Y
Its loading in waight parcant and Z. tha matrix alloy, according to tha
following dasignat ions:
Particulata
X Das i gna t i on_ Typa
A
B
C

Z DasIgnat ion

TiAl
TIB,
TiC^

A
B
C

Matrix
TI-6AI-4V
TI-6AI-6V-2Sn
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
TI-3AI-2V

Thus, a microcompoalta consisting of a 10» addition of TIC in a TI-6AI6V-2Sn matrix is dasignatad CarmaTi-C-lOA (tha sama particulata addition
in a TI-6AI-4V matrix is dasignatad CarmaTi-C-10).
Rapraaantativa microstructuras
of
CarmaTI-C
and
CarmaTl-B
microcompositas ara shown in Figuras 2 and 3. Thaaa photomicrographs
lllustrata tha potantial for microstructural uniformity of fared by tha
Dynamat P/M approach. In all cases tha particla/nwtrix interfaces ara
clearly established having maintained tha Integrity of tha particulata
within tha Ti-6AI-4V matrix.
This is evident throughout tha
microatructura of tha part and from part to part processed by this
technology. Tha particulata is essential Iy homogeneously dispersed and
tha microcompoalta has achieved virtually 1(X)» density.

:
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FIGURE 2.
MICflOSTRUCTURE of CER«Tl-C-20
MANl^ACTURED BY CHIP PROCESS

FIGURE 3.
MICflOSTRUCTURE OF CEfl«Tl-B-10
MANUFACTURED BY CHIP PROCESS
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An outgrowth of this tschnology Invoivss sltsrnstsly laysring
conposltss with monolithic alloys to craata salactivaly rainforcad
componants with uniqua propartlas.
Sinca a coaiaon alloy matrix is
ganarally usad, no dilution of aithar phasa occurs. Thasa micro-macro
compositas hava sinca baan tarmad Coninon Itatrix. Micro-Mscro Composites
or OlHCs.
Figure 5 illustrates the dr C concept, in this instance
showing a TIC reinforced CermeTI microcomposite with a monolithic
titanium alloy. As a result of the self-diffusion of the titanium alloy,
no discernible "bond line" exists at tha original Interface of the
CarmaTl with tha titanium.

FIGURE 4.
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A
C£flfcETl-C-10 MICRO COM
POSITE (ABOVE) DIFFU
SION BOrCED TO MONO
LITHIC TI-6AI-4V (BELOi)

The potential design flexibility offered by cA C technology Is
illustrated by the cross-section of the "pie extrusion" shown in Figure
5.
The pie pieces consist of CermeTI-C-20 microcomposite wedges
alternating with wedges of monolithic TI-6AI-4V alloy.
Tha CMrC
structure was assembled as a singla billat from two powder blends and
consolidated by extrusion.

FIGURE 5.
CEHlETi-C-20

CM^ PIE EXTRUSION.
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Mechanical Properties of CermeTI Composites
Among the family of CermeTI materials, CermeTI-C-10 (10X TIC In a
TI-6AI-4V matrix) fabricated by the CHIP process with and without
subsequent forging or extrusion has been the most completely
characterized.
Comparison of tensile properties of CermeTI-C-10 with
those of the monolithic matrix alloy Indicates that the room temperature
yield and tensile strengths are Increased
10-15% and the strength
differential Is maintained to 1200*P6'.
Reasonable engineering
ductility Is retained throughout the temperature range with elongation of
up to 3.5 percent measured at room temperature.
At 1200*F the
ductilities of the composite and the matrix material do not differ
significantly.
The most dramatic property improvement of the particle reinforced
CermeTI-C-10 material compared to monolithic TI-6AI-4V alloy Is In the
elastic modulus. Room temperature modulus values are about 15 percent
higher on average than Ti-6AI-4V (Figure 7). Furthermore, the modulus
advantage persists over the temperature range to 1200*F and represents as
much as 600*F improvement.

4oo
aoo
soo
Temperature ("F)

1000

1200

Figure 6 Dynamic (Elastic) Modulus
vs. Temperature of CermeTi-C-10
Additionally, high cycle fatigue properties were found to be
comparable to TI-6AI-4V produced by the
blended elemental powder
metallurgy/g]. 6 Furthermore,
fatigue fracture strength In the low
cycle range t<10 ) was higher than P/M Ti-6AI-4V.
Further enhancements of strength and modulus have been obtained with
higher reinforcement levels, a change In partlculate type and
microstructural refinement from hot working. Figure 7 shows the further
improvement in elevated temperature strength of CermeTI-C-10 after beta
forging'7' while Figure 8 shows the combined effects
of higher
partlculate loading and beta forging of CermeTi-C-15'7'. Other results
with CermeTi-C-15 indicate fatigue properties comparable to TI-6AI-4V
castings and creep resistance considerably Improved over wrought Ti-6AI4V.
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The affect of changing the partlculate type from TIC to TIB« Is shown
In Figures 9 and 10 which compare the temperature dependence of strength
and modulus of extrusions containing IS and 20 percent additions of TIC
and TIB2. Over the temperature range from room temperature to IDOO'F,
TIB2 is a more effective strengthener and stlffener than TIC. However,
TIB2 microcomposites display lower room temperature ductility than TIC
reinforced composites. Both the lower ductility and higher strength are
attributed to higher oxygen introduced into the titanium alloy matrix
from oxide contaminants present in commercial grades of TIB2 powder.
Tensile Strength (ksl)

Elastic Modulus (msl)

200
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60

*• CermeTI-C-15

* OermeTI-B-15

•*■ CermeTI-C-15

-"■CermeTI-B-20 -»-CermeTI-C^O

♦CermeTI-B-20

■»■CermeTI-C-20

• CermeTI-B-15

0
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1000

0

Temperature (0F)

500

1000

Temperature ("F)
Flgura 10 Modulus vs. Temperature of
CermeTi-B and CermeTI-C Extrualona

Flgura • Strength va. Temperatur« of
CermeTi-B and CermeTI-C Extrualona

Even with
limited room
temperature
ductility,
CermeTI
microcomposites display useful levels of fracture toughness. The value of K|C
for CHIP processed CermeTI-C-10, estimated from 4-point bend testing of
notched test bars. Is about 26 ksl iln'5' , which is comparable to the
widely used aerospace aluminum alloy 2014-T6. Reported test results for
2,SI7

extruded and beta annealed CermeTI-C-20 give a Kir value of about 21.ksl
■(In with fatigue crack growth rate comparable to TI-6AI-4V castings'8'.
To date the TIAI reinforced microcomposites have been least characterized. Preliminary tensile data indicate higher strength and ductility
than both TiC and TIB2 mlcrocomposltes up to lOOOT. The increase In room
temperature modulus Is smaller but a large fraction of the room temperature value Is retained at elevated temperature. An added advantage of the
CermeTi-A materials is their reduced density, compared to CermeTI-B and
CermeTI-C, due to the relatively lower density of the TIAI reinforcement
thus resulting In further Improvement In specific strength and specific
modulus.
The Future of CermeTi Materials
There Is still much to be done In refining the processing and
charac-terlzlng the properties of the CermeTi family of materials.
Nevertheless, Just as the CHIP near-net shape P/M technology has found an
Important niche based on an advantageous combination of technical and
economic factors, CermeTi materials are expected to find a similar place
in applications where the Isotropie property enhancements are necessary
to meet technical requirements and the economic benefits of P/M
processing can be realized. Thus, fairly large, complex parts
manufactured to near-net shape either directly by the CHIP process or by
forging a near-net shape P/M preform are excellent candidates for CermeTi
application, since they take advantage of the Inherent economics of this
P/M approach. Multi-layered structures and clad components, which take
advantage
of the unique combinations of properties made possible by the
CM3C technology, are a second area of development and application.
Potential applications Include forged lightweight missile fins with
Improved dynamic performance in the former category and composite exhaust
valves for high performance automotive engines in the latter. Finally,
the CermeTi materials technology will offer MC property enhancements In
mill product form by conventional low cost hot working procedures.
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Abstract
The Initial phenomenologlcal results are discussed for the combustion
synthesis of a TiC-Al20,-Tl ceramic-metal composite material, based on the
exothermic reaction:
(3 + x)TiOJ ♦ 3C + (4 + ^x)Al - 3TIC + (2 + ^x)Al,0, + xTl
The effect of green density, mode of combustion, and reaction stoichiometry on
ignition and combustion temperatures, reaction stability and the extent of
porosity are examined.

Introduction
The combustion synthesis, or Self-Propagating High Temperature Synthesis
(SHS), of ceramic composite materials offers considerable potential compared
with conventional routes for the synthesis and processing of advanced
materials.'
Combustion synthesis may be achieved by two modes of combustion.
The propagating mode Involves the ignition of the reactant powder mix locally,
e.g. at the top surface, and the reaction front moves down through the sample.
The thermal explosion or bulk mode Involves heating the entire sample to the
Ignition temperature. Tig, thereby creating a bulk reaction in the entire
sample. A major disadvantage of SHS processing is the high level of porosity,
present as both mlcropores and long radial cracks, in the product.'•'
The current research is aimed at investigating the '.iroduction of ceramicmetal composites in which excess liquid metal, eg Ti, generated by the reduction
of TiOj, Infiltrates these pores, thereby minimizing this inherent disadvantage.
The Incorporation of a ductile metal within a brittle ceramic composite has
significant potential for improving both the toughness and relative density of
the composite. The basic exothermic reaction investigated is:
(3 + x)T10! ♦ 3C

+

(4 ♦ ^xMl - 3T1C ♦ (2 ♦ ^x)Al20, + xTl

[11

The effect of excess Tl on the enthalpy-temperature plot and AH,^,^ are given
Titanium '92
Sdtn« and Tcdmolagy
Editod by F.H. Fro« ondTCaplan
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In Figures 1(a)(b); r and p refer to the reactants and products respectively
for values of x - 0, 5, 10, 15, 20. The phase transforaations of reactants and
products are also indicated in Figure 1. Using a Tig of 1300*K in Figure 1(a)
results in a Tad of 2740*K (b.p. of Al) for x-0, and a Tad of 2345*K (si.p. of
Al^O,) for x-20. If heat is lost frosi the reaction front, i.e. non-adiabatic
conditions, the ■axiisuis combustion temperature, Tc, is less than Tad, as
indicated in Figure 1(a). As indicated in the data in Figure 1(b), exothermicity
is seen to increase and Tad decrease with increased excess Ti (xTi).

Figure 1 The effect of temperature and excess Ti on (a) enthalpy of reactants
and products and (b) enthalpy change for reaction [1]
Experimental Procedure
The reactant powders (-44>im) were porcelain ball milled and uniaxially
pressed into cylindrical pellets to various green densities and stoichiosMtries
(x). The green pellet weights were kept constant at 3.0 grams with a diameter
of 12.7 mm (0.5 in). The pellets were dried in an oven at 120*C for 1 hour and
stored in a desicator to minimize moisture. The pellets were subsequently

Figure 2 Schematic representation of
reaction chamber

Figure 3 Coil configurations (a)
propagating and (b) explosive modes

ignited using either the propagating mode with a flat tungsten wire or the
thermal explosion mode using a basket - shaped coil both in an argon atmosphere
in a reaction chamber. The distance between the tungsten filasMnt and the top
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of each pellet was held constant in the propagating mode in order to maintain
similar heating rates.
At least three samples were ignited for each set of
reaction parameters. A schematic representation of the reaction chamber and the
flat tungsten coll position Is given in Figure 2 while a photograph of both
modes of ignition is given in Figure 3.
A Pt-Pt/10XRh thermocouple and an Ircc. Mirage Two Wavelength Infrared
Pyrometer, which was calibrated using a W-W/5XRe therraoccuple, were used to
determine Tig and Tc respectively. The progress and stability of the reaction
fronts under the propagating mode were recorded with a video camera.
The
composites produced were examined using optical and scanning electron microscopy
(SEN) interfaced with an energy dispersive analysis by x-rays (EDAX) facility,
and x-ray diffraction (XRD) . Densities of the samples were determined using an
Immersion in water technique.
Results and Discussion
1 Compound
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-
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leal proper ties of the reactants and product 5.

The physical properties of the
reactants and products are given in
Table 1.
Law of mixtures calculations
indicate that the theoretical density of
the fividl composite decreases from 4.37
g/cms at x-0 to 4.19 g/cm' at x-20
(Figure 4). The volume fraction of TiC
decreases from 40X at x-0 to 7X at x-15
5
while that of A1,0, remains approximately
'
'
constant at 60X for x<20 (Figure 5).
Increasing the applied pressure
above 71.6x10* kg/rn' did not greatly
0
i
10
IS
20
Eicnt TI (molt)
increase the apparent green density of
Figure 4
Theoretical density of the pellet when x< 20, (Figure 6), while
final composite as a function of xTl. considerably lower green densities were
achieved for reaction stoichlometries of
x-20 pressed to less than 1.8x10' kg/m:.
These green density restrictions are probably particle size dependant. Thus a
relative green density of 6SX was the maximum obtainable by the techniques and
conditions used. The effect of relative green density and excess Ti on Tig and
Tc is given in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. For the case of x-0, Tig and Tc
increased as green density increased. These data correspond well with earlier
research reported for this stoichlometry '.
Increasing the green density
increases the thermal conductl/ity of the green pellet for x-0, thereby
Increasing heat loss from the pellet reacted under the propagation mode. This
will contribute to an Increased 1',, for x-0 and a consequent Increase in T0.
Although, Tig and Tc decreased as x>0, no clear trend was apparent for the
effect of green density on Tig and Tc for stoichlometries of x>0.
In this
reaction system, liquid Al is present below Tig and liquid Al and Ti between Tig
and Tc. Liquid TIG, is also present In most samples between Tig and Tc (except
2.S21

for x-20 at the lowest green density), whereas liquid A1,0, would be expected at
the reaction front for x-0 at the highest green density only.
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Figure 7 The effect of green density
and xTl on Tig

Figure 8 The effect of green density
and xTl on Tc

The effect of excess Tl and volume
fraction of pores
(and thus green
density) on the thermal conductivity of
the green pellets was calculated using a
law of mixtures relationship.
An
average
thermal
conductivity
was
calculated for a fully dense pellet and
pores were considered to be a dispersed
phase In a continuous matrix:

1

2va(i - k./io/^k.A, + l) W
^ 1 - vda - VIOAKA, * 1)
+

PfTMnl PorMity (■)

Figure 9 The effect of porosity and
xTl on the thermal conductivity of
the green pellet

I.e. where kc and ka are the thermal
conductivities of the continuous phase
and discontinuous phase respectively and v,, Is the volume fraction of the
discontinuous phase.'
These data arc presented in Figure 9.
The thermal
conductivity of the green pellet decreases with increased porosity (decreased
green density) and Increases with xTl. Hence, a complex set of conditions exist
at the rapidly moving reaction front involving solid (C, A1,03) and liquid (Al,
T10,, Tl) reactants and products coupled with a range of thermal conductivities
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of the green pellet dependent on
reaction stolchlonetry (xTl) and green
density.
Increasing
the
thermal
conductivity of the green pellet will
[ • « i •
i
Increase the heat loss from the pellet
faml-tUM» (MfninMhl crtcktof)
1
t turn
ahead of the reaction front and could
i • »
■
•
4
4
result In Increased Tig and Tc . At the
same time, the presence of liquids, I.e.
Al, below Tig, TIO, and Tl above Tig,
will Increase the heat transfer and
kinetics of the combustion reaction but
could decrease Tc'. As xTl is Increased
tKIM Tl (»Ml«)
Al and TIO, are also Increased thereby
Improving the reaction kinetics as well Figure 10 Stability diagram for SHS
as the thermal conductivity of the green reaction
pellet.
A combustion synthesis propagating
wave stability diagram* was produced using examination of the slow notion video
recording of the propagating combustion front. Figure 10 provides the observed
data for this reaction system as a function of both excess Tl and green density.
A stable combustion reaction Is one In which the combustion wave propagates at
a steady rate. An unstable reaction Is one which quenches out, and a semistable reaction Is one In which the propagating rate decreases, nearly quenches
out and then Increases.
Several cycles of these rates have been observed In
some semi-stable reactions*.
Although no unstable fronts were observed, the
combustion front became Increasingly unstable on Increasing xTl, such that at
x>5 the front became semi-stable. Increasing xTl takes heat out of the system.
I.e. latent heat of fusion of Al and Tl, and results In Increased thermal
conductivity ahead of the reaction front, until eventually the reaction Is only
marginally self sustaining. The condition Is further exaggerated on Increasing
green density. For values of x>5 severe cracking was observed to occur ahead of
the combustion front (Figure II).
The cracking Increased with Increase In
excess Tl. The onset of cracking, e.g. x>5, was also coincidental with the
onset of semi-stable propagation. A crack generated ahead of the reaction front
will reduce the heat transfer from the reaction to the adjacent unreacted
material, thereby reducing the stability of the reaction front resulting In the
transition from stable to semi-stable propagation. Samples produced by the
explosive mode were virtually crack-free with some shrinkage occurring. This
Is most likely a result of the lower thermal gradients that are present under
this mode of Ignition compared with the propagating mode.
The effect of green density and xTl on wave velocity as measured from the
video recording Is given In Figure 12. Increased amounts of liquid Tl, Al, TIG,
will remove heat from the reaction front (latent heats of fusion) and result <n
a decrease In velocity'.
Increasing green density for x-0, decreased the
velocity considerably, presumably on account of the Increased thermal
conductivity of the green pellet and, therefore, Increased heat loss from the
reaction front.
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XM> analysis of tha products idantifiad TIC, Al/),. and Tl only with no
avidanca of tha raactants or othar products baing prasant (Flgura 13). Typical
product Mcrostructuras producad by both nodas of cosAtustlon ara glvan in
Flguras 14, 13, and 16.

Flgura 11 O' >arvad cracking In graan
pallat ahaad of tha raaction front in
propagating sK>da

Flgura 12 Tha affact of graan dansity
and xTl on Conbustlon Front Valoclty

Tha radial cracking was found In SK>st saaplas raactad undar tha propagating
■oda.
Increasing Ti also producad radial cracking but resulted In a denser
product. Conducting tha reaction undar tha explosive node ellnlnated the radial
cracking but resulted in larger pores.
s*20
XOn DaU

M
I MU

Figure 13

XKD plots for (a) x • 0 and (b) x - 20

Conparison of tha product nlcrostructure in which x-20 (Flgura 17) with
that in *«hich x-0 (Figure 18) both reacted under tha propagating node clearly
Indicates a lass porous structure for conposites with increased xTl. Tha fine
particles ware Idantifiad by EDAX as TIC as was tha white phase In Flgura 19 for
a reaction stoichlosMtry of x-3 reacted under the explosive smde; tha dark phase
(aatrlx) is Al,0, with so«a excess Tl
The well dispersed TIC particles in tha
Al,0, matrix is evident in Figure 19(b) while the pcrswation of the matrix
(Al,0,,TiC) with liquid Tl is clearly evident in Figure 20. Even though all tha
porosity Is not filled with Ti, the reduction of porosity is significant on
using the explosive mode and Increasing xTi (Figure 21). It is feasible chat tha
remaining porosity may be completely filled by increasing x, completed with tha
use of a small squeezing pressure applied during the coad>ustion synthesis
reaction *
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Figure 14 SEM photomicrograph of x 0 pellet reacted by propagating mode
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Figure 15 SEM Photomicrograph of
X - 5 pellet reacted by propagation
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Figure 17
SEM photomicrograph of
■Icrostructure of x - 0 pellet
reacted by propagation mode
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Figure 16 SEM Photomicrograph of
X - 5 pellet reacted by explosive
■ode

Figure 18
SEM photomicrograph of
■icrostructure of x - 20 pellet
reacted by propagation mode
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SEM photomicrograph of of x • 5 pellet reacted by explosive

Samples produced by the propagating wave mode resulted in approximately
55 volume X porosity at x-0 and 41 volume X porosity at x>15 (Figure 22).
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Samples reacted under the explosive node contained approximately 47 volume X
porosity at x-S and approximately 16 volume X at x-20. The propagating mode of
combustion produces large temperature gradients behind and ahead of Che
propagating reaction front, conditions which are conducive to cracking and
trapping gasses generated by the reaction, e,g, Al vapor, and which are present
In the chamber, e.g. Ar.
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Figure
20
SEM photomicrograph
microstructure of x - 15
pellet
reacted by explosive mode

Figure 21 SEH photomicrograph of
microstructure of x-50 pellet reacted
by explosive SK>de

«
(•CM* Tl

Figure 22 The effect of (a) green density for propagating mode and
(b) xTl for explosive mode on voIusm fraction of open pores, closed
pores, and total pores
Conclusions
•

The concept of incorporating an excess liquid metal Into the combustion
synthesis reaction by utilizing an in-situ reduction of a metal oxide has
been shown to be successful In the synthesis of a TiC-Al/lj-Tl ceramic-metal
composite.

Characterization of the composites clearly revealed the required product
phases, I.e. TIC, Al20,, and Tl, and the effective liquid Tl infiltration of
the pores in the ceramic T1CA1,0, matrix.
Increasing x increases the exothermicity of the reaction, decreases Tad,
decreases the theoretical density of the composite product and decreases the
volume fraction of TiC.
Increasing the applied pressure increased the apparent green density up to
a maximum of 65X at 1.8x10' kg/m'. Lower apparent green densities were
achieved for high values of x, e.g. x-20,.
Increasing x and decreasing the volume fraction of pores in the green pellet
increased the theoretically calculated thermal conductivity of the green
pellet.
Tig and Tc decreased in general with increased x. No clear trend was observed
with respect to the effect of green density on Tig and Tc for values of x>0.
A combustion synthesis stability diagram was constructed which established
that the propagating combustion front (propagating mode) became semi-stable
at values of x>5. No unstable fronts were observed for values of x£50 for
either mode.
Cracking ahead of the propagating combustion front occurred in all samples
for values of x>5 while decreased porosity and increased densities were
achieved as x was Increased (propagating mode).
No such cracking and
decreased porosity were achieved in composites produced by the explosive
mode.
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MICROMODELLING AND METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSMENT OF FIBRE
REINFORCED TITANIUM METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES USING
FRACTURE MECHANICS PARAMETERS
D.C.Cardona and P.Bowen
School of Metallurgy and Materials / IRC in Materials for High Performance Applications,
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, BIS 2TT, UK.
Abstract
Crack growth resistance of fibre reinforced composite materials has been assessed, and has been
modelled using weight function methods. Many trends in observed crack growth resistance
behaviour in the presence of crack bridging can be predicted accurately. The application of
fracture mechanics parameters to characterise crack growth appears to be appropriate in the
presence of single dominant cracks. In particular the model is used to predict the behaviour of
bridged cracks subjected to remote bending and tension stresses. The effect of fibre size is also
addressed.
Introduction
Titanium metal matrix based composites with continuous fibre reinforcement, have potential use
in a wide range of aerospace applications, where light weight, high stiffness and good defect
tolerance are required. The behaviour of these materials under cyclic loading will be critical and
experimental data are now becoming more readily available (1-6). Crack growth rates in
continuous fibre reinforced composites are often dependent on crack size and are controlled by
fibre bridging behind the growing crack tip. An increase in crack length in the matrix is
accompanied by an increase in number of fibres bridging the crack. Thus despite the increase in
nominal applied stress intensity range with crack length increase ( for a constant applied cyclic
load amplitude) crack growth rates are generally observed to decrease, and at room temperature
crack arrest is often observed ( at least for tests performed in bending), i.e. cracks grow down to
a "threshold" due to the influence of crack bridging by intact fibres. Fibre fracture can,
however, lead to rapid local crack growth excursions in near threshold regions, and a cascade of
fibre failures can promote catastrophic failure. The application of a stress intensity based
approach to define crack growth resistance is made easier because it has been established
experimentally that single dominant cracks can be obtained regularly (3,5,6).
Much quantitative work has been reported in the use of stress intensity based parameters
for the assessment of fibre reinforced materials (4,7), and the present paper outlines a simplified
approach to the characterisation of bridged cracks. The aim of this paper is to model the
behaviour of stable crack growth in Ti MMC's observed experimentally, using weight function
methods under nominal bending and tension stresses (8). The method is also used to predict the
effects of fibre diameter.
Weight Function Methods
Bueckner (9) introduced the concept of weight functions based on an analytical representation of
elastic fields. The stress intensity factor can be obtained by solving the integration over the crack
length of equations of the type:
Titanium '93
Scwnc* and Tcchnologv
Editod by F.H. FIOM and I. Caplan
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K = VW f o(x)m(a,x)dx

(I)

'O

where m(a,x) is the weight function and o(x) the arbitrary crack line stress (for the uncracked
body).
The strength of the method stems from the separation in equation (I) of the crack line
stress o(x), and the cracked geometry which is completely contained in the weight function
m(a.x). Wu and Carlsson have derived a new analytical approach to obtain weight functions
based on the partial differentiation of the crack surface opening displacement with respect to crack
length (8). The stress intensity factor for an arbitrary normalised crack line stress of a{x)/a,
where a is the nominal applied stress, on a single edge crack can be calculated from:

K=foVnaW

(2)

where:
f»

5

I 0(x)y
5>(a)fl-f) 2dx
a

Jo

-

(3)

and the ßi(a) function for single edge crack in a finite width plate may be taken d<revtly from Wu
and Carlsson (8). Equation (3) can then be integrated numerically, but care must be taken in the
region of the crack tip singularity.
To use these weight functions to determine stress intensity factors it is required to know the
stress distribution o(x) along the prospective crack line of the crack free body.
Experimental Procedure
Tests have been performed on a Ti-6AI-4V alloy matrix composite reinforced with Sigma (silicon
carbide) fibres. Details are given elsewhere (5). All tests were carried out on single edge
notched testpieces of dimensions 4.48mm x l.OSmm x 72mm in bending, with a span, s, to
width, W, ratio of 13.3. Cracks were grown by fatigue at a single load range, AP, of 67N, from
a slot cut to different depths of 0.22 and 1.1mm. This gives an initial unbridged crack depth, ao,
to width ratio, ao/W, of 0.2S and 0.05 and corresponds to initial nominal stress intensity ranges
AKapp. of 7.5 and ISMPaVm respectively. Tests were performed at a frequency of 0.5 and
10Hz respectively, and for a single stress ratio, R=0.5, ( where R = omin / ©max • where omin
and Oman are the minimum and maximum stress as applied over the fatigue cycle). A constant
load range, AP=67N, was maintained during each test. Changes in crack length were monitored
using a direct current potential difference technique (10).
Tests have also been carried out on a monolithic Ti-6A1-4V material manufactured by a
processing route similar to that used for the composites under study. Further details are given
elsewhere (II). In the present study it is sufficient to note that tests have been performed at low
mean stress, R=0.1, and at a cyclic frequency of O.SHz.
In some cases, testpieces were polished metallographically after testing and examined optically to
illustrate the mechanism of crack propagation.
Basis of the Model
Based on an uniform square array of fibres, of size lOOixm and volume fraction of 35%, the least
distance of approach between fibres is 50(im. To simplify both the analyses and their
interpretation greatly this is idealised to a series of plates of equivalent thickness 89^m and least
distance of approach I65(im. This is essential when using the weight functions method (8),
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which is limited to a two dimensional elastic analysis. Perfect bonding is assumed and both a
law of mixtures approach and finite element modelling studies (12) were used in order to evaluate
the nominal stress partitioning between fibres and matrix so that initially a nominal applied stress
intensity range of ISMPaVm was applied. To evaluate stress intensities it is clear that different
stress distributions, O(x) are required for both fibres and matrix, and in the presence of fibre
bridging, an appropriate net clamp-back stress is required.

Bcsulls
At an initial AKapp of ISMPaVm. crack growth rates observed experimentally, da/dN, are shown
to failure versus total crack length in Figure 1. Crack arrest does not occur in this test, and
cracks propagate to give catastrophic testpiece failure. Even so, the crack growth rate, da/dN,
exhibits a periodic decrease and increase with crack length. Figure I, prior to catastrophic
fracture.
The dependence of crack growth rates observed experimentally, da/dN, are shown versus
total crack length in Figure 2 for an initial AKapp value of 7.5 MPavm. At this stress intensity
range crack growth rates decrease with increases in fatigue crack length, until crack arrest
(da/dN ^ 10-8tnm/cycle) is observed. After crack arrest this testpiece was subjected to additional
cycling at a higher stress intensity range of AKapp = 14MPavm and after subsequent crack
growth the test was stopped prior to failure. The testpiece was polished metallographically and
an optical section is shown in Figure 3. From this figure it can be seen that the micromechanism
of crack growth is well characterised by initial crack growth through the matrix, with fibres
bridging the crack in its wake.
The theoretical model has been fitted to the data shown in Figure 1, so that predicted crack
growth rates and those observed experimentally are closely similar, see Figure 1. To achieve this
an effective clamp-back stress of 400MPa was required for a fibre bridging close to at the top
surface (i.e.ao/W-0) of the testpiece in bending, and assuming a linear gradient in effective
clamp-back stress towards the neutral axis of the testpiece. ( Such assumptions are discussed
elsewhere (12)). To derive the effective crack growth rates from the local effective crack tip
stress intensity range, it is necessary to have crack growth resistance curves from a monolithic
alloy processed in a similar manner to the composite and this is given in Figure 4. In the present
paper it is sufficient to note that the data given in Figure 4, can be well represented by a Paris Erdogan law, da/dN=CAKm , for AK2:4.5MPaVm, where C and m are numerical constants and
equal to 9.2x 10"9 mm/cycle and 3.12 respectively. (It has been assumed here that there will be
no effect of mean stress on data in this crack growth regime in the monolithic alloy). From
Figure 1 it can be seen that the theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental
values.
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Crack growth resistance curves: da/dN, versus crack length. Initial
AKapp=18MPaVm, R = 0.5, ao / W = 0.22. Experimental data and theoretical
predictions under bending and tension loading.
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Crack growth resistance curves: da/dN, versus crack length. Initial
AKapp=7.S MPaVm, R = 0.5, ao / W = 0.05. Experimental data and theoretical
predictions under bending and tension loading.

The effect of loading the testpiece in remote tension, using the same initial AKapp can be
predicted, and is also shown in Figure I. (For these predictions a constant effective clamp-back
stress of 295MPa has been deduced by assuming that the clamp-back stress is directly
proportional to the fibre stress). It can be seen that as the crack increases in length, the crack
loaded in remote tension or bending is predicted to exhibit similar crack growth rates for the same
values of crack length. This can also be seen in the near threshold regime, as shown in Figure
2, where tension and bending geometries are predicted to yield similar crack growth rates.

Figure 3

Representative optical micrograph showing single dominant crack bridged by
intact fibres.
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Stress intensity range , AK (MPaVm)
Figure 4

Crack growth resistance curves: da/dN versus AK for R = 0.1, u = 0.5 Hz
Monolithic Ti - 6AI - 4V alloy.

Predictions of the effects of fibre diameter is shown in Figure 5, for crack growth under an initial
AKapp = 18MPa\m, in tension, for plate diameters of SOjim, 89nm and 124nm. In general,
"fibre diameter" is not predicted to affect crack growth behaviour of the material markedly.
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Crack growth resistance curves: da/dN versus crack length for initial
AKapp= 1 SMPaVm, R = 0.5, ao / W = 0.22. Theoretical predictions for the effect
of fibre diameter.
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Discussion
Weight function methods have been used to evaluate effective stress intensity ranges and hence
to model crack growth behaviour in bending in continuous fibre reinforced Ti-6A1-4V
composites. Despite the limitations and simplifications inherent to the model it has enabled many
experimental observations to be rationalised. (These are considered in more detail elsewhere
(12)). In particular here it has been used to predict the effect of nominal tension loading
compared to bending, see Figure I and 2, and fibre diameter for the same volume fraction of
fibres, see Figure 5. In these present studies little effect of either loading condition or fibre
(plate) diameter on crack growth rates has been predicted.
The model utilises two-dimensional elastic analyses to evaluate effective stress intensity
solutions. Thus, it will tend to overestimate effects such as the position of the crack tip relative
to the bridging fibres (modelled as plates) for the actual three - dimensional distribution of fibres.
To develop a fully three - dimensional model requires experimental information about the
distribution of effective stress intensity factors through - thickness. Such information is
potentially becoming available based on the observations of local striation spacings ( which
reflect the local crack growth rates and hence by deduction local stress intensity ranges) (11).
Great care is required to build a quantitative picture of crack growth rates through - thickness in
the presence of bridged fibres but early observations are encouraging.
From both experimental and theoretical modelling studies, it is clear that crack bridging by
fibres can reduce crack growth rates to very low values, and provided that the fibres remain
undamaged then composites possessing excellent damage tolerance under cyclic loading will be
produced.

Conclusions
1.

For the case of single dominant cracks the application of stress intensity parameters to
characterise crack growth in composite materials appears to be appropriate.

2.

Weight function methods in bending have been used to model effective stress intensities
( and hence by deduction crack growth rates) for bridged cracks in fibre reinforced
titanium composites. Model predictions are in good agreement with crack growth rates
observed experimentally.

3

Model predictions suggest that loading the cracks in far field tension rather than bending
has little effect on crack growth rates, for an equivalent initial applied stress intensity
range. For the same volume fraction of fibres, it is also predicted that will be little
influence of fibre diameter (plate thickness) on crack growth rates.
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MICROMECHANICAL PREDICTION OF THE THERMAL STRESSES IN
SIGMA FIBER (SIC)/p-21S TITANIUM COMPOSITE: EFFECT
OF COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE COATING

D. Upadhyaya*, D. M. Blackkettef* and F. H. Frees'
Institute for Materials and Advanced Processes
•"Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843.

Atattaci
The potential of using a morolithic coating layer to reduce the residual thermal
stresses in a Sigma fiber (SiC)/ß-21S titanium metal matrix composite has been
investigated using a two-dinensional micromechanics finite element model. The
objective of this paper was i o define the effects of coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of the coating on the residual thermal stress state of the matrix. These
stresses are of concern in 'hat they are a major cause of cracking of the matrix in
many metal matrix composites. The results show that a coating with a high CTE
(higher than that of matri'O allows minimization of residual thermal stresses in the
matrix. Further, the effect of the coating modulus on the thermal stress state of
the matrix was found tr< be negligible between 40 to 200 GPa range.
Introduction

Metal matrix conposites (MMC's) reinforced with ceramic fibers have a high
strength and stiffr ess-to-density ratio and are attractive for many aerospace
applications where weight is of concern [1-5]. In the present facet of an on-going
study, the probten of high thermal residual stresses generated in the MMC's upon
cool down from fibrication, and/or high temperature use, to room temperature will
be considered. The thermal residual stresses are due in part to the mismatch of
the coefficient r f thermal expansion (CTE) between the fiber and the matrix [6-10].
These residual thermal stresses are a major cause of micro-cracking of the matrix
in many MMC's [11]. Allthough, it is recognized in a broader sense that other
factors, sue'i as reaction between the coating and the matrix, and inherent
ductilities o' the coating, reaction zone and matrix also enhance micro-cracking
[1-4]. A costing material with an appropriate CTE can be placed between the fiber
and matrix material to reduce the high residual stresses [6,7,9]. This study is a
computatic nal investigation to determine the effects of the coating CTE on the
thermal residual stress state.
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Many micromechanical finite element studies have been conducted in order to
determine the best coating for SiC based fiber composites. Ghosen, et al. [6]
performed a micromechanics analysis using a elasto-isotropic three cylinder finite
element model to study the concept of a compliant layer tc minimize the thermal
residual stresses in the matrix using SiC and TiB2 fibers in Ti-15-3, TijAI and NiAl
matrices. They suggested the optimum coating should have a CTE between that
of the matrix and the fiber, with a relatively low modulus and a high layer thickness
[6]. Doghri, etal. [10] also used a similar three cylinder model based finite element
analysis in an attempt to optimize the interface layer in ceramic fiber-reinforced
metal matrix composites. They concluded that a layer with sufficiently high CTE
(much higher than that of the matrix) should reduce the thermal stresses in the
matrix significantly. Interestingly, the conclusion of these two studies are
contradictory.
In the present study we have attempted to resolve this
contradiction, and define the CTE effect more precisely, by employing a different
finite element model to investigate the potential for using a coating to reduce the
thermal stresses. Other parameters such as coating thickness and modulus will be
considered, in detail, in future papers.

Materials and methodology

The Sigma fiber/ß-21S composite system was investigated in the present study.
The Sigma fiber is an SiC based fiber with tungsten core [ 12] and the (J-21S (Ti-15
Mo-2.7 Nb-3AI-.2 Si) is a ß-titanlum alloy [13]. The properties of the constituents,
i.e., fiber, matrix and coating used to model a 30 percent fiber volume composite
are tabulated in Table 1. In the present study, the upper and lower bound of the
coating modulus is taken to be 200 GPa and 40 GPa, respectively. The selection
of the modulus values was based on literature values (91 allowing determination of
the combined effect of CTE and modulus of hypothetical metallic coating on the
thermal stress state of the composite. The CTE of the ß-21S titanium alloy was
determined using a laser-displacement technique.

Table 1. Properties of Sigma (SiC)/p-21 S titanium metal matrix composite system's
constituents, 30% fiber volume.
Constituents

Sigma fiber [121
P-21S [16,17]
Coating

Modulus
(GPa)
420
80
40, 200

CTE
lOVC
4.90
9.30
2-16

Tne effects of the coating CTE was evaluated using a two-dimensional
micro-mechanics finite element model similar to that described by Miller and Adams
[14] and Adams and Crane [15]. The model is based on a generalized
plane strain finite element analysis of a typical repeating unit of matrix material
containing a single fiber within a unidirectional composite (Figure 1). This model

IM

is composed of 124 nodes and 210 axisymmetric elements and has three distinct
region, namely the fiber, matrix and the coating. The model allows each region to
have different mechanical and thermal properties. The temperature induced loads
can be analyzed to include the effect of the different regions on the thermally
induced residual stress state. For the present analysis, a temperature drop of
•7770C i.e, from 800oC to room temperature, was considered in a single linear
increment. Further, for simplicity, the variation of material properties with
temperature is not considered in the present analysis.

Results and discussion

Figures 2-4 illustrate the spatial variation of stress in the matrix at room
temperature as predicted by the analysis. Figure 2 shows the hoop stress state at
a point in the matrix directly adjacent to the coating as the composite is cooled
from 800SC to room temperature. It is at this location (Figure 1 and 2) that the
residual stresses in the matrix are a maximum making this location the most

Figure 1. Square array of fibers and idealization of a unit cell.
IS»

susceptible to causing micro-cracking of the matrix. For a coating thickness of 15
micron and a modulus of 200 GPa, an increase in the coating CTE results in a
significant decrease in the hoop stress i.e., from 440 MPa to 30 MPa. Further, the
coating CTE has a more pronounced effect than the coating modulus on reducing
the hoop stresses in the matrix. As can be seen in Figure 2, the decrease in the
hoop stress for the 40 and 200 GPa coating modulus is not significantly different
as the CTE is varied. This information is significant in that it shows the potential
of using metallic elements as a possible coating, as the modulus of most metals is
less than 200 GPa, investigated in the present study (9). Further, coating
thickness plays an important role in reducing the hoop stresses in the matrix as
seen in Figure 2. When the coating thickness is increased from 5 to 15 microns,
for a similar coating modulus and high CTE value, the hoop stress in the matrix Is
decreased by approximately 65 percent. Overall, a thicker (15 micron) coating of
high CTE (higher than that of matrix) has the potential of reducing hoop stresses
in the matrix.
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Figure 2. Hoop stress in the matrix at location adjacent to the coating as a
function of the coating CTE, modulus and thickness.
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A similar observation can be made for the radial stress state in the matrix at a
point directly adjacent to the coating (Figure 3). These radial stresses are
compressive in nature. A thick coating with high CTE has a less pronounced effect
on reducing the radial compressive stresses than It has on preducing the hoop
stress. Lower compresssive radial stresses in the matrix are desirable as they
results in a decrease in the hoop stress.

The effect of coating CTE on the axial stresses in the matrix is shown in Figure
4. The axial stress in the matrix is affected less by the coating, however, a thick,
high modulus coating with a sufficiently high CTE can reduce the axial tensile
stress in the matrix as seen in Figure 4. This is because, when tlie coating CTE,
thickness, and modulus values are at an upper bound, the radial compressive
stresses decrease, resulting in a significant decrease in the hoop end axial tensile
stresses in the matrix.
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Figure 3. Radial stress in the matrix at location adjacent to the coating as a
function of the coating CTE, modulus and thickness.
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Figure 4. Axial stress In the matrix at location adjacent to the coating as a
function of the coating CTE, modulus and thickness.

Conclusion

A micromechanical finite element analysis was performed to investigate the
effects of coating CTE on the thermal residual stresses in the Sigma fiber
(SiC)/P-21 S titanium metal matrix composite system. A coating with a sufficiently
high CTE (higher than that of the matrix) has the potential of reducing the hoop
stress In the matrix and hence, minimizing the tendency for matrix micro-cracking.
The CTE has a more pronounced effect on reducing the hoop stress in the matrix
than the coating modulus. The decrease in the hoop stress for upper and lower
bound coating modulus is not significantly different as the CTE is varied. This
2,S42

information is significant in that it shows the potential of using metallic elements
as possible coatings.

The ultimate selection of the fiber coating will also depend on other factors such
as chemical compatibility between the fiber and matrix in addition to the CTE
discussed in this paper. However, the finite element analysis indicates the required
coating mechanical properties. Work is continuing to broaden this micromechanics study to include parameters such as coating thickness, modulus, and
the bond strength between the fiber and coating. It is also planned to construct
more sophisticated models which include metallurgical variables such as the
reaction between the coating and the matrix.
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ABSTRACT
The applicability of fiber fragmentation testing to characterize the fiber/matrix interfacial region
in SCS-6 SiC fiber reinforced titanium model composites was evaluated by tensile testing single
Tiber composite specimens with Ti-6A1-4V (wt%) and Ti-14Al-21Nb (wt.%) matrices. The
tensile tests were accompanied by continuous monitoring of the acoustic emissions produced
during testing. Metallographic characterization revealed that fiber fragmentation behavior was
markedly different for the two titanium alloy composites studied and this was attributed to the
differences in their fiber/matrix interfacial regions. The composite specimens showed short,
secondary fiber ruptures between longer primary fragments. The results of this study indicate
that calculations based on a standard shear lag analysis using measured fragment lengths lead to
unrealistic values of interfacial shear strength and, therefore, further understanding is required
before fragmentation testing can be utilized for interfacial characterization of this class of metal
matrix composites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is generally believed that the mechanical properties of composite are significantly
affected by the nature of the interface between reinforcement and matrix. Consequently, as
interest in continuous fiber reinforced intermetallic matrix composites (IMC) and metal matrix
composites (MMC) is growing, their interfacial shear properties have become the focus of
recent investigations which have employed a number of experimental techniques including fiber
pull out, fiber push out, and single fiber fragmentation (SFF) tests. Published works on the
employment of SFF tests for this class of materials are quite scarce and include test results for
the following composite systems: W/Cu [ 1,2 ]. SiC/Al 1100 and SiC/Al 6061[ 3 ], SiC/Ti-6AI4V 14.5 ]. and B/Ti-6AWV [ 51.
In the SFF test, a composite sample made of a single fiber embedded in a ductile matrix
is subjected to tensile loading along the fiber axis. Stress transfer from the matrix to the fiber by
shear causes the tensile stress along the fiber to build up. When this stress exceeds the local
fiber strength, the single fiber breaks successively into smaller fragments until the fragments
become too short to enable further increase in the fiber stress level.
Using arguments based on shear lag analysis, Kelly and Tyson [ 1 ] showed that the
critical fiber length for load transfer, L«, is a function of the interfacial shear strength, ti,
according to the equation

where Of is the tensile strength of the fiber at the critical length and d is the fiber diameter.
Recent studies have used fragmentation testing for characterizing the interfacial
properties of fiber-reinforced aluminum matrix composites [ 3 ] and titanium matrix composites
[ 4,5 ]. The fiber/matrix interfacial structure is markedly different in these two composite
systems in that the Al based composites show very little interfacial reaction and bonding
whereas significant reaction is observed in the Ti based composites. The influence of this
interfacial reaction on fiber fragmentation phenomenon has not been previously addressed. The
objective of the present work is to investigate this effect by studying the fiber fragmentation
behavior of two different titanium based composites with significantly different interfacial
structures.
2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The composites used in this study were SCS-6 SiC fiber reinforced Ti-6A1-4V and Ti14Al-2INb (both compositions in wt.%). The composite samples were fabricated by diffusion
bonding two matrix alloy sheets with a single fiber between them. The processing method
consisted of vacuum hot pressing at 9250C/5.5 MPa/30 min. followed by hot isostatic pressing
at 1010°C/100 MPa/2 hr. The consolidated samples were machined into 1.50 mm thick sheet
tensile specimens with 19.05mm x 6.35 mm gage sections. All samples were examined by
microfocus x-ray radiography to ascertain proper alignment cf fiber parallel to the tensile
specimen axis. Tensile tests were conducted on a servohydraulic machine in laboratory air at
ambient temperature at a nominal strain rate of 2 x lO"'* s'' for Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 and of I x
lO"4 s"1 for Ti-14Al-21NWSCS-6 specimens.
Acoustic emission ( AE ) activity during SFF tests was monitored by employing a
resonant transducer with a nominal center frequency of 250 KHz which was coupled via high
vacuum grease to the flat gauge section of the samples. Transducer outputs were amplified first
by 40 dB using a preamplifier with a bandpass filler of 100-400 KHz and then by an additional
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20 dB at the main amplifier. Some of the AE waveform parameters (peak amplitude, duration,
etc.) as well as stress, strain and RMS voltage of the amplified transducer outputs, measured
using an RMS voltmeter, were recorded on a computerized data acquisition system.
After testing, the samples were polished parallel to the fiber axis, and fiber fragments
were examined optically and in the SEM.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Microstnicture of the Interface
Micrographs depicting the interfacial region of the two composite systems under study,
i.e. Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 and Ti-14Al-21Nb/SCS-6, are given in Fig.l. The Ti-6A1-4V matrix
showed a+ß structure with equiaxed a grains (5-10 urn grain size) and elongated ß phase at a
grain boundaries as well as grain interiors. The intermetallic Ti-14Al-21Nb matrix consisted of
somewhat finer equiaxed 02 grains (about S )un grain size) with less elongated ß phase at OQ
grain boundaries. It is evident that the two composites display a very distinct difference in the
character of their matrix/fiber interface. In the case of the Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 system, a
significant reaction product layer varying from O.S to 1 \un in thickness with a very rough
interface was produced due to preferential reaction between the ß-phase and the outer carbonrich layer of the fiber. Much of the outer carbon-rich layer was consumed by this reaction and
the inner carbon-rich coating layer was also attacked by the matrix at several locations. In
contrast, the Ti-14Al-21Nb/SCS-6 composite showed a relatively narrow layer of reaction
products with a smooth interfacial morphology due to limited reaction between the matrix and
the outer carbon-rich coating layer. However, in the Ti-14Al-21Nb/SCS-6 composite a wide
(5-10 um) layer of ß-depleted matrix was observed around the fiber.
3.2. Tensile (Fragmentation) Tests
Fig. 2 contains typical stress and AE RMS voltage vs. strain curves for the two
composite systems. A distinct yield point, yield drop and Luder's band formation were
observed for the Ti-14Al-21 Nb material whereas continuous yielding typified the behavior of
the Ti-6A1-4V system. The single-fiber composite specimens of both systems exhibit a
significant amount of plastic straining. The Ti-6A1-4V samples possess both higher tensile
ductility and higher strength when compared with the Ti-14Al-2INb samples. The ductility of
the Ti-14Al-21Nb composites is still quite high and is attributed to an (0001) basal texture
resulting from rolling of the matrix alloy sheet material used for fabricating these specimens.
This explanation is based on a previous study of a similar Ti3Al-Nb alloy with a strong basal
texture which showed that a high tensile elongation (about 12%) is obtained in (his material at
room temperature [ 6 ]. The enhanced ductility was explained in terms of the lower average
orientation factor and lower grain boundary angles enabling the slip of <a> type dislocations
[6].
Examination of fibers in the two composite systems, which were metallographically
exposed after tensile testing (Fig.3) revealed that, in all cases, the single fiber had fragmented
during straining. Fiber fracture behavior was found to be distinctly different in the two
composite systems studied. The fiber fragments in Ti-I4Al-2INb/SCS-6 were significantly
longer than those in Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6. In the case of Ti-I4Al-21Nb/SCS-6 specimens, two
different types of fiber fragments were observed: longer (>200 um) "primary" fragments and a
number of very short "secondary" fragments between the longer fragments. The secondary
fragments are often lost during polishing, and are not seen in Fig. 3(b). It is supposed that the
primary fragments occur when the axial stress exceeds the local fiber strength, while the
secondary ruptures occur as a result of primary fiber fracture when stored elastic energy is
released in the form of shock waves. Conversely, in the case of Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 specimens,
the "primary" fragmentation caused shattering of the fiber into a number of very small fragments
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and a distinction between primary and secondary fiber fragments could not be made. The
distribution of fragment lengths as measured in the SEM for both the composite systems is
given in Fig. 4.
3.3 Acoustic Emission (AE)
Typical AE RMS voluge vs. elongation curves for samples of the two composite
systems are given in Fig 2. No AE activity occurred during elastic straining of Ti-6AI-4V
samples whereas marked AE activity was noted to precede yielding in the case of Ti-I4A121Nb. In both composite systems, a large number of sporadic high intensity AE bursu
commenced with the onset of plastic deformation. These AE events clustered immediately past
the yield strain and then became less frequent for the Ti-6AI-4V/SCS-6 whereas they were more
evenly distributed in the case of the Ti-l4Al-2INh/SCS-6. The peak amplitude of these burst
evenu is high ( >95 dB ) and their event duration ranges from 2 to 4 msec. These
characteristics are significantly different from those of most of the signals detected during these
SFF tests indicating the operation of a distinct mechanism. The number of these intense AE
bursts was found to be similar to the number of fragments produced in the Ti-l4Al-2INh/SCS6 composite samples. The suggestion that each intense AE burst corresponds to a fragmentation
event in this material was verified by stopping a lest after a given number of bursts and
counting the number of fragments. However, such a correlation could not be verified in the
case of Ti-6AI-4V/SCS-6 since numerous secondary ruptures followed primary fragmentation
events.
The differences in the fiber fragmentation behavior of Ti-6AI-4V/SCS-6 and Ti-I4AI2INb/SCS-6 composites can be explained in terms of the differences in their inierfacial
structures. As Figure I shows, the Ti-6AI-4V/SCS-6 composite exhibits a very rough interface
due to preferential reaction between the p phase of the mairu and the SCS-6 fiber. Examination
of the interfacial region shows that the outer carbon-rich coating on the fiber is fully consumed
and the inner carbon-rich coating layer is also attacked in many locations. This aoack probably
weakened the fiber locally and contributed to the observed shaoering.
If the observed average fragment length (140 pm for Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 and 42(Vm for
Ti-l4Al-21Nh/SCS-6) is employed in Ea I. one obtains interfacial shear strengths (1500 MPa
for Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 and 500 MPa for Ti-l4Al-21Nb. if the fiber strength is
lo be
40(K) MPa) which arc abnormally higher than the t values obtaiited by push-out tests as well as
those estimated from the matrix yield strength. Another difficulty in interpreting the lest results
stems from the fact that the fragmentation process in Ti-14A1-21 Nh/SCS-6 did not saturate and.
therefore, the measured average fragment length cannot be directly used to calculate the critical
length.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The work reported here is a part of an oncoing study dealing with the role of
fiber/matrix interface in the deformation and fracture of metal matrix composites. In particular,
the applicability of fiber fragmentation testing to derive the fiber/mairix inierfacial shear strength
is being addressed. The present work has showed markedly different fiber fragmenution
behavior in Ti-6Al-4V/SCS-6 and Ti-14A1-21 Nh/SCS-6 single fiber composite samples arising
from differences in the fiber/matrix interface. It was also shown that secondary ruptures occur
in addition to primary fragmenution evenu. In view of these complex fiber fracture
charactensucs. it is concluded thu direct measurement of fragment lengths along with a standard
shear lag analysis for estimating
as has been done in previous studies would lead to
erroneous values of the inierfacial shear strength tj. A critical assessment of the assumptions
involved in the analysis of SFF lest specimens is needed before SFF testing can be employed
unambiguously to this class of materials.
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------Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing the nber/matiix interface in the two composites studied:
(a) T1-6A1-4V/SCS-6 and (b) Ti-l4Al-21NhfSCS-6.
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Figure 2. Typical tensile stress-strain curves and acoustic emission RMS-strain plots for the
two single fiber composite systems at room temperature.
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Figure 3. Optical micrographs showing a portion of the fragmented fiber in the two composites
after tensile testing; (a) Ti-6AI-4V/SCS-b and (b) Ti-14Al-21Nb/SCS-6.
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Figure 4. The distribw'ion of Tiber fragment lengths in the two composites following tensile
testing at room temperature.
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FIBER/MATRIX IMTERFACE STRUCTURE MID FRACTORE BEHAVIOR IM
COMTIWOOÜS BCB-H™ REINFORCED TI 15-3-3-3
Donald E. Morel, Ph.D.
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631 North Tazewell Street
Arlington, Virginia 22203
ABSTRACT

This paper describes a series of experiments performed to
characterize the fiber/matrix interface structure and fracture
behavior of a composite fabricated using a metastable beta alloy,
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn, for the matrix. Annealing experiments indicate
that the reaction zone thickness increases linearly as a function
of the square root of time at a given temperature. The activation
energy for the process was calculated to be 74.7 kcal/mol versus
64.7 reported for the more commonly used Ti-6A1-4V alloy. The
fiber/matrix interface region was studied using scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and electron
microprobe analysis and was observed to contain multiple layers
of varying composition, comparable to what is observed in
composites based on the well characterized 6A1-4V alloy. Chemical
analysis of the interface region revealed the primary constituents
to be titanium silicide and titanium carbide.
SEM images of
transverse and longitudinal tensile samples indicates that failure
typically occurs at the interphase region between the reaction
zone and the matrix.
INTRODUCTION
Monolithic metal alloys are being pushed to their operational
limits in many demanding applications. This trend is clear in
aerospace structures and propulsion systems where high specific

properties coupled with the ability to operate for long times at
elevated temperatures can translate directly into significant
performance improvements. During the past twenty years a number
of titanium matrix composites have been studied for such
applications, [1-2]
One of the fundamental problems facing
materials engineers however is the high reactivity of titanium at
temperatures required for composite fabrication. Virtually all
matrix alloy/reinforcement combinations tested exhibit a reaction
or "interphase" zone between the matrix and reinforcement that
results in less than optimum composite mechanical properties. This
zone typically consists of several intermetallic compounds with
+ Textron Specialty Materials, Lowell, MA.
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poor mechanical properties that reduce load transfer to the fiber
and thus the effective strength of the composite.
Experimental
attempts to minimize the effects of the reaction zone have
followed two primary approaches — 1)
control of matrix
composition to minimize the temperature and time required for
composite fabrication, or 11) coating of the reinforcing fibers
with a diffusion barrier that Inhibits atomic transport at the
Interface. To date these attempts have met with only limited
success. This study was initiated to document the structure and
composition of the Interface zone present in SCS-6 reinforced Ti15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al (referred to as Ti-15-3). The matrix alloy is a
metastable beta phase alloy that can be rolled into thin foils for
composite fabrication at much lower cost than T1-6A1-4V.
EXPERIMENTAL AND MATERIALS
The composite evaluated in these experiments was produced by
Textron Specialty Materials, Lowell, MA, and consisted of a
unidirectional panel [0°], measuring 12" x 12" x .060" fabricated
via diffusion bonding. The as received panel contained 40 per cent
SCS-6 fiber by volume and visual Inspection showed no evidence of
edge delaminatlons or surface defects. The growth kinetics of the
reaction zone were documented by isothermal annealing experiments
on composite samples enclosed in evacuated quartz tubes.
Characterization of the interface was performed using a
combination of optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy
with wlndowless EDS, and electron microprobe analysis. Tensile
test were performed with a computer controlled MTS load frame at.
a constant strain rate of 10'5 s"1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
REACTION ZONE GROWTH KINETICS
Figure 1 shows an optical micrograph using contrast
enhancement to highlight the reaction zone present at the
fiber/matrix interface. The pyrolytlc graphite core onto which the
silicon carbide is deposited to form the final fiber is clearly
visible. The fibers typically have a diameter of approximately 140
microns and are coated with a layer of S1:C of varying
stolchlometry. [3] The reaction zone is clearly evident as a white
ring surrounding each individual fiber with the zone thickness
ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 microns. In order to document the growth
kinetics of the reaction zone in this composite a set of
isothermal annealing experiments were performed at temperatures
of 600, 750, 875, and 950 0C (1112, 1382, 1607, and 1742 0F,
respectively) for time ranging from four to ninety six hours.
Figure 2 shows reaction zone thickness as a function of time for
all temperatures. The data indicate that the zone thickness
increases linearly with increasing square root of time as
anticipated from previous measurements on 6A1-4V. [4] Constructing
an Arrhenlus plot (Figure 3) of in k versus 1/T for this process
allows on to calculate the activation energy for the process from
the slope, -Q/R. Table 1 summarizes data from previous titanium
composite systems and Indicates that both the reaction constant
and the activation energy are functions of the matrix composition
and the fiber system used. The activation energy calculated from
these experiments was 74.7 kcal/mol for Ti-15-3 versus 64.7
kcal/mol for the 6A1-4V alloy.
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Figure 1 - Optical Micrograph using contract enhancement
to highlight the reaction zone surrounding each
SCS-6 silicon carbide fiber.
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Figure 2 - Reaction zone thickness (um) as a function
of the square root of time for different
temperatures.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE REACTION ZONE
Figure 4 shows a scanning electron image of a typical
interface zone.
Two features are of particular importance.
First, a separation between the reaction zone and the matrix is
observed for virtually all of the fibers across the sample cross
section. This indicates a weakly bonded interface as a result of
the residual stresses developed during fabrication due to the
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Figure 3 - Arrhenius plot of In k (reaction constant)
versus 1/T. Slope of the curve, -Q/R, yields
the process activation energy, Q.
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Table 1 - Summary of Reaction Constant and
Activation Energy Data for Selected
Titanium Matrix Composites.
higher thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix. Second, a
series of layers is visible as one moves from the fiber surface
through the reaction zone. The outer layers (Figure 4, region 2)
comprise the SCS coating deposited via CVD. Region 1 is the
reaction zone that forms during the composite fabrication process.
The composition of the interface zone (region 1, Figure 4)
was determined using a combination of windowless energy dispersive
spectrometry and electron microprobe analysis. Corresponding
composition profiles are shown in Figure 5(a-b) for the reaction
zone and fiber coating, respectively. The profile shown in Figure
2,SSi
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Figure 4 - Scanning electron image of the fiber/matrix
interface showing the SCS coating and the
reaction zone. (As received composite).
5(b) indicates the presence of titanium, carbon, and silicon in
the reaction zone, probably in the form of titanium carbide and
titanium silicide.

Figure 5 - EDX Spectra for the numbered regions shown in
Figure 4: (a) reaction zone and (b) the SCS
fiber coating.
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Dissolution of the matrix was accomplished by

imraersinq

reaction zone product leaving only the fiber and coating. Figure
»the fiber surface following treatment in
methanol/10% Br^. The reaction product is visible as the nodular
structure covering the lower part of the fiber. EDS analysis of
the nodules (region A) shows titanium, carbon, and silicon; region
B consists only of silicon and carbon.
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Figure 6 - Scanning electron image of the fiber surface
following removal of the matrix using a 10 %
bromine in methanol solution.
The presence of the reaction zone strongly affects the
mechanical behavior of the composite resulting in strength values
that are somewhat less than the expected strength for a
unidirectional composite based on "rule of mixtures" calculations.
A total of twelve samples were tested in longitudinal and
transverse tension relative to the fiber orientation. The
longitudinal samples had a mean failure stress of 231.2 Ksi (1.6
GPa) which is significantly lower than the value of slightly in
excess of 300 Ksi (2.2 GPa) predicted by the rule of mixtures. The
transverse samples where the matrix properties dominate had a mean
failure strength of 36 Ksi (250 MPa). The ultimate strength of the
un heat-treated, non reinforced Ti-15-3 alloy is on the order of
120/130 Ksi (830 MPa).
Two mechanisms have been proposed to account for this
observed strength loss: (i) the fiber strength is degraded in the
2.SSI

fabrication process, [7] or (2) the reaction zone exceeds sons
critical size and the resulting stress concentration produces
fiber fracture at lower than expected stress levels.[8] Scanning
electron images of sample fracture surfaces appear to support (1)
in the case of SCS-6 reinforced Ti-15-3.
Figure 7 shows a
scanning electron micrograph of a composite specimen stressed to
failure in longitudinal tension. The SCS coating is visible on
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Figure 7 - Scanning electron image showing the fracture
surface morphology from a longitudinal tension
specimen.
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Figure 8 - Scanning electron image of the fracture surface
from a transverse tension specimen.
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fractured fibers protruding from the sample surface. During the
failure process, the reaction zone remains bonded to the matrix
and fracture proceeds along the path between the SCS coating and
the reaction zone.
This is confirmed by EOS analysis of areas
where the fibers have been pulled away from the matrix in
transverse tension. (Figure 8, point A). Titanium, silicon, and
carbon are present at the surface, but no vanadium or other matrix
alloying elements can be detected. Analysis of the fiber surfaces
indicates no titanium is present.
CONCLUSIONS
The fiber/matrix interface zone
in Ti-15-3/SCS-6 is
comparable to that observed in Ti-6A1-4V and contains both
titanium carbide and titanium slllclde. The reaction product
adheres tightly to the fiber surface, promoting fracture to occur
between the zone and the matrix.
EDS of the fracture surface
confirms this observation as very little silicon or carbon can be
detected in areas where fiber pullout has occurred. The reaction
zone plays a critical role in determining the strength of the
composite; longitudinal and transverse tensile failure loads were
significantly less than predicted based on rule of mixtures
calculations.
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INTERFACIAL REACTION KINETICS IN o- AND ß-TTTANIUM BASED

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
E. N. T. Jong, H. M. Flower and D. R. F. West
Department of Materials
Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine
London SW7 2BP, UK

Abstract
An investigation has been made of interfacial reaction kinetics in composites using
commercial purity titanium, and a B-titanium alloy (Ti-lSV-3Cr-3Al-3Sn) as matrices;
paniculate reinforcements investigated were TiB2, SiC and B4C. The composites were
prepared by hot isostatic pressing (HIP'ing) of the matrix in powder form with 10% by
volume of the paniculate. HIP'ing temperatures in the range 700-900oC were used with a
pressure of 103 MPa and subsequent annealing was carried out for times up to 100 hours at
temperatures from 800-950oC.
Structural investigations were made using electron
microscopy (with x-ray energy dispersive analysis) and transmission electron microscopy,
laser Ionisation mass analysis and x-ray diffraction. The thicknesses of the "compact"
interface reaction layers were directly proportional to the square root of the treatment time.
Activation energies for the reactions involving TiB2, SiC and B4C in C.P.Ti were
approximately 240, 200 and 170 kJ/mol respectively. The kinetics were slowest in the
TilVTi composite (e.g. the reaction layer was '4^m thick after 100 hours annealing at
90O°C) and fastest with SiC/Ti (e.g. 'I5ßm after 100 hours at 900oC). The reaction zone
thickness was significantly reduced to less than 0. l^tm (as-HIP'ed) by using the B-Ti alloy as
the matrix with TiB2 and HIP'ing was successfully achieved at 700CC. The reaction zone
with TiB2 panicles consisted essentially of TiB, including a region of needle-like crystals,
whilst the reaction zone with B4C particles consisted of a "compact" region of TiB+TiC
phases with TiB needles growing out into the matrix. In the composite with SiC panicles,
the reaction zone was of a complex multi-layer nature containing TiC and titanium silicides.
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1 Introduction
Interest in potential aerospace applications for titanium matrix composites has stimulated
considerable research activity; previously reported work has used various titanium-tased
matricesl''2! with ceramic fibres such as boron or SiC. Among difficulties encountered
were adverse effects on mechanical properties resulting from matrix-ceramic interaction
producing brittle and often cracked interface layers. An important approach to overcome
this difficulty is to optimise the processing parameters, particularly by reducing processing
temperatures and to use high pressure in solid state powder consolidation. Also important is
the selection of matrix-ceramic combinations in relation to thermodynamic and kinetic
characteristics, to minimise interface reaction. The research reported here aimed to study
the structural features, mechanisms and kinetics of interface reactions in C.P.Ti and a B-Ti
alloy (Ti-lS-3-3-3) with paniculate dispersions of TiB2, SiC and B4C.

Powders of 99.5% commercial purity titanium (C.P.Ti) and pre-alloyed Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI3Sn (wt%) were used as matrices, with 10 vol% of particles of TiB2, SiC and B4C as the
reinforcement phases; a wide range of particle sizes was involved (Table I). The powders
were blended and cold pressed prior to HIP'ing in titanium capsules. HIP'ing was carried
out in an argon atmosphere with standard conditions of 2 hours at 103 MPa pressure at a
temperature of 900oC followed by slow cooling. Uniformity of structures of the products
was checked using triplicate HIP'ing experiments. Some HIP'ing was carried out on the
ß-Ti alloy at 800oC and 700°C for 2 hours at 103 MPa pressure. After HIP'ing samples of
the composite rod were heat-treated for times up to 100 hours at temperatures in the range
800-950oC in argon.
Standard techniques were employed for light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies. For transmission electron microscopy (JEM)
samples were mechanically dimpled and ion beam thinned. Interface reaction zones were
analysed by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) and also by means of laser ionisatioi>
mass analysis (LIMA).
Table I Particle Size Distributions

RangeOim)
MeanOtm)

C.P.Ti

Ti-15-3-3-3

TiBj

SiC

B4C

10-250
150

2-35
10

2-30
7

10-160
70

2-85
10

3 Results
3.1 Metallographic Examination
3.1.1 li/Iifij The as-HIP'ed material (9O0°C) (Figs. 1 & 2) showed TiB2 particles ranging
it> size from * 1 to 30/xm with some clustering of particles at the matrix grain boundaries,

m

and associated porosity. The matrix structure was a-Ti and there was a narrow reaction
zone at the particle/matrix interface (Fig. 2). TEM examination of this zone showed a
"compact" region penetrating the Ti^ particles, with needle-like crystals of TiB
('50-300 nm in width) extending into the matrix (Fig. 3).
3.1.2 Ti-15-3-3-3/TiB2 The microstructurc after HIP'ing at 900oC1 viewed by light
microscopy was similar to that of the Ti-TiBj composite. SEM examination showed that the
interface reaction produced a "compact" region and a network of TiB needle like crystals
(Fig. 4). The matrix showed B phase with _ particles precipitated during cooling from the
HIP'ing temperature. Fig. S shows features of the structure after 100 hrs annealing at
900°C including coarse TiB crystals (up to *3/tm in diameter and '2S/tm in length).
HIP'ing at 800°C gives rise to a discontinuous and very narrow reaction zone (<0.2/xm
thick) (Fig. 6); no TiB was observed by SEM and the matrix showed _ precipitated from B
during cooling.
3.1.3 Ti/SiC The HIP'ed structure contained a wide range of sizes of SiC particles,
uniformly distributed in the Ti matrix. There was a uniform reaction zone, "2.4^m thick,
consuming the SiC particles; some porosity was present and also some cracking of SiC
particles, the latter effect being attributed to the cold compacting stage of processing. TEM
observations of a region of the interfacial reaction zone extending into the SiC show
particles of TiC ("lOnm in diameter) and of titanium silicides in a matrix of SiC (Fig. 7).
Annealing for 100 hrs at 900°C led to an increase in thickness of the reaction zone to
'IS/im (Fig. 8). Within this zone, an inner region *0.S-lfim thick is present extending into
the SiC, associated with what appears to be porosity. Adjoining this region there is a region
consisting mainly of TiC and Ti5Si3 whose extent increased with increasing annealing time
and temperature; evidence of the presence of TijSi was also obtained from XRD. The
outermost part of the reaction zone appears to consist of a silicide and TiC. Fig. 13 shows
the compositional profile across the reaction zone after 100 hrs annealing at 900CC, as
determined by EPMA (C is determined by difference). During the annealing, the interaction
zone originally formed by HIP'ing extended substantially into the SiC particles, whilst also
growing outwards into the Ti matrix.
3.1.4 Ti-15-3-3-3/SiC HIP'ing at 900°C produced a reaction layer of only 'OAum in
thickness (cf 2.4^m with C.P.Ti); the structure within the reaction zone was similar to that
in the Ti/SiC composite. Titanium-based carbide was present along the matrix grain
boundaries (Fig. 9) implying considerable diffusion of carbon from the SiC. The reaction
zone increased in extent on annealing for 100 hrs at 900oC and resembles that of the Ti/SiC
composite except that the outermost layer of silicide was not observed and showed similar
compositional profiles for Ti, Si and C to those shown in Fig. 8. The stoichiometries of the
phases in the reaction zone are suggested to be mainly (Ti,V)C and (Ti,V)5(Si,AI)3.
Lowering of the HIP'ing temperature to 800°C reduced the interface zone thickness to
0.2fim (Fig. 10); the matrix contained a phase precipitated from ß during cooling.
Consolidation by HIP'ing at 700°C was also successfully achieved with a further reduction
in reaction zone thickness and no TiC precipitation at grain boundaries.
3.1.5 Ii/B4C The HIP'ed material (QOO'C) showed a wide range of size of B4C particles;
the smaller particles tended to be clustered along the Ti grain boundaries. The reaction
zones showed a compact region of '1.5/im thickness with a network of TiB crystals of
needle like form, growing into the matrix. Annealing for 100 hours at 900°C increased the
15*3

thickness of the reaction zone to *10^m (Fig. 11). LIMA analysis of the reaction zone
indicated the presence of TiC and TiB (Fig. 14).
3.1.6 Ti-lS-S-S-S/B^C The extent of the interface reaction zone ("0.8 jxm) formed during
HIP'ing was much less than in the T\IB4C composite; it consisted of a uniform "compact"
region of TiC and TiB of very small grain size (Fig. 12).
3.2 Interface Reaction Kinetics
The thicknesses of the reaction zones after HIP'ing at 900°C and after subsequent annealing
are reported as the average of '60-100 measurements; only the thicknesses of the "compact"
regions were measured. In all cases it was found that the best fit to the data was obtained by
plotting reaction zone thicknesses (x) squared against annealing time (t) (eg Fig. 15)
although in the case of TiBj at low temperatures the very limited reaction zone growth made
measurements highly approximate. Data for SiC for both matrix materials ü presented for
annealing temperatures between 800 and 9S0oC in Fig. 16. Parabolic rate constants for
growth of the compact reaction layers were determined and are presented in Fig. 18 as
functions of temperature. Approximate activation energies were determined and are shown
in Table II.
Table II Activation Energy Values, Q (kJ/mol) and Parabolic Rate Constants k
at 900°C (cmVs) for Compact Reaction Layer Growth
Matrix

TiBj

SiC

B4C

C.P.Ti

240

2.1xl0-'3

200

5.3xl012

170

2.5x-10-'2

0-Ti

210

1.7xl0-'3

240

l.SxlO"12

270

S.SxlO-«3

In the case of TiB2 the low temperature rate constants are highly approximate and were not
employed in the determination of the activation energy. Their relatively high values do
suggest, however, the possibility that short circuit diffusion paths may be rate controlling in
the low temperature regime.

4 Discussion
4.1 HIP'ing
The standard conditions of HIP'ing used, namely 2 hrs at 900°C with 103 MPa pressure
were effective in producing '100% density composites with all three of the paniculate
dispersions, TiB2, SiC and B4C. The HIP'ing map reported (Ashby)l3) for a-titanium
indicates that in the absence of ceramic particles such values of density could be achieved at
a temperatun; of 900oC in less than 1.5 hrs at 103 MPa pressure. This is in general
agreement with the present results for the composites,although where there is significant
ceramic-ceramic contact, due to metal-ceramic particle size mismatch, the Ashby model will
2,M4

not provide an adequate guide. The differential thermal contraction of the parent and
product phases combined with the volume changes associated with the inlerfacial reactions
gave rise to cracking where reaction zones were thick and the particles were large. The use
of a ß matrix has confirmed previously reported workl4"5! that HIP'ing temperatures can be
substantially reduced (e.g. to 700oC) while still achieving the required level of density. The
results show that of the three particulates studied TiB2 offers the best prospects; in addition
to achieving virtually 100% density in the composite, there is good bonding between
ceramic and matrix with small interaction zones, for appropriate HIP'ing conditions
temperatures between 850 and 900°C.
4.2 Structural Features of Interface Zones
In the C.P.Ti-TiB2 interface zone, EPMA showed that the TiB adjacent to TiB2 had the
approximate composition, TIBQ 95 while that near the titanium matrix corresponded to
TiBo.gg; this result agrees reasonably with the limits of stoichiometry of TiB as shown in
the phase diagraml6'. However, whereas the phase diagram indicates that the ^384 phase
should be interposed between TiB2 and TiB, no evidence of Ti^ was found in the
C.P.Ti-TiB2 composite, In contrast, x-ray diffraction data from the ß alloy-TiB2 composite
showed the presence of ^384.
In composites containing SiC, the interface reaction zone contains titanium-based carbide
and silicides. There are general similarities between the results of various investigations on
Sid7'8! and the present work, although there are differences in detail, depending on factors
such as processing temperatures. The formation of a ternary compound TisSiCj, previously
reported'9! as forming during processing at 1200°C has not been detected in the present
work; the presence of a carbon-rich region on the surface of the as-received SiC particles
(detected by XRD) influences the initially formed layer of TiC+Sid10!.
In the case of B4C (Fig. 12), the very thick reaction zone contains very fine crystals with
decohesion of the B4C from the reaction zone.
4.3 Kinetics of Interfacial Reactions
In all cases the parabolic kinetics imply that transport through the growing interface reaction
products is the rate controlling step. Although diffusion data for B in Ti are lacking, the
comparison of activation energies in all cases exceeds that expected for diffusion of relevant
species through either a- or ß-Ti. Differences in activation energies for a and ß matrices
may be apparent and due to the limited accuracy of the measurements. It is also possible
that the changes in chemistry between the two matrices may genuinely alter the activation
energy. The important role of the ß alloy is that the HIP'ing temperature can be reduced to
700°C due to the fast diffusion in the ß during the HIP'ing process, while the high
activation energies in the reaction zone inhibits its growth.
5 Conclusions
1.
C.P.titanium matrix composites with TiB2, SiC and B4C paniculate reinforcements
can be successfully HIP'ed to * 100% densification at 900°C with a pressure of 103 MPa for
2 hours in an argon atmosphere; the as-HIP'ed interfacial reaction zones are in the range of
thicknesses *l.S-2.S^m.
2,SiS

2.
Fully HIP'ed B alloy (Ti-lSV-3Cr-3Al-3Sn) matrix composites with TiB2 and SiC
particulates can be obtained at a temperature as low as 700CC; with TiB2 particles, no
interface zone was observed on examination by SEM.
3.
The kinetics of interface reactions are interpreted as being controlled by diffusion
through the reaction products in the "compact" interface reaction zones; this applies from
800 to 900°C, spanning the a and ß ranges for C.P.Ti. It appears that the rates of growth
of the interfacial reaction are too fast to achieve acceptable microstructures in all the
titanium matrix composites (TMCs) studied at annealing temperatures above 900oC.
Reaction rate constants (k) for TMCs with TiB2 particles are significantly lower than those
with SiC and B4C particles.

Acknowledgements are made to SERC and ICI Advanced Materials, Runcom and to
HIP Ltd, Chesterfield for financial support of this research, including provision of
materials, chemical analyses and HIP'ing of all TMC materials. Thanks are expressed
particularly to Drs. A. M. Walker, D. R. Stanley, L. E. Tidbury and B. A. Rickinson.
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THE USE OF PUSHOUT TESTING TO INVESTIGATE
THE INTERFACIAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
TL-SLC MONOFILAMENT COMPOSITES
M.C. Watson & T.W. Clyne
Department of Materials Science & Metallurgy
University of Cambridge
Pembroke Street, Cambridge CB2 3QZ, UK

Abstract

Specimens were subjected to single fibre pushout testing after various heat treatments and it
is shown that a progressive increase in the interfacial shear stress for frictional sliding is
observed as reaction proceeds. This increase in the resistance to frictional sliding can be
correlated with a decrease in the thickness of the graphitic layer. A novel test is described in
which the push-out behaviour of single fibres is measured with the simultaneous application of
an equal biaxial stress in the plane of the specimen. This will in principle allow any mode
mixity between pure shear and pure opening to be generated at the fibre/matrix interface. The
level of residual stress will need to be established if this mixity is to be accurately known.
Preliminary data for the as-fabricated composite show that a significant change in the critical
shear stress required for frictional sliding is observed on introducing an opening mode stress of
comparable magnitude.

1. Introduction
There is considerable interest in exploring the mechanical response of interfaces in MMCs.
Significant advances have been made recently concerning stresses and fracture mechanics at
bimaterial interfaces1'5. For interfaces which are significantly less tough than the neighbouring
bulk materials, a crack (ie a debonding event) can continue to follow an interface, even though
the stress intensity at the crack tip is not purely mode I (crack opening) and may have a
substantial mode II (shearing) component '. The mixity of crack tip loading mode can vary
between pure mode I and pure mode II, depending on the loading geometry and elastic
properties of the two materials. This mixity is commonly characterised by the so-called phase
angle, y, which is the angle with a tangent given by the ratio of the mode II to mode I stress
intensity factors at the crack tip. This mixity is important because the toughness, for example
the critical strain energy release rate, (jic, can vary quite markedly with y. A large shear
component tends to result in the crack tip being shielded (particularly if the interface is
geometrically rough), with more frictional work being done in the wake of the crack - leading
to a larger gK value.
Various tests have been devised
to measure QIQ. However, many of these arc applicable
only to planar interfaces; those suitable for fibre/matrix interfaces tend to be limited to large
values of y (ie predominantly shear loading). Tests developed for fibre composites 3, such as
pull-out
and full fragmentation tests, are in general aimed at identification of critical
stress levels for debonding or sliding under pure shear loading. Moreover, for many tests the
specimen must be produced in a special operation which differs from the normal composite
manufacturing route and may thus create different interfacial microstructures and residual
stresses. One of the few tests which can be applied to normal fibrous composite material is the
single fibre pushout (or push-down) test. There is therefore considerable interest in this
procedure, in spite of the apparent limitation to pure shear loading (v=90').
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Fibre pushout and push-down testing has received considerable attention recently, in terms
of both experimental and theoretical work18'24. This has included the derivation of various
shear lag-type analytical solutions to the stress field. More recently, finite element study and
photoelastic examinations have shown that the variations in shear stress along the length of
the fibre are less pronounced than predicted by shear lag models. Debonding is stimulated near
the free surface under essentially pure shear loading. (In fact, the applied load generates a
normal stress on the interface by differential Poisson expansion, and residual thermal stresses
are also present, but since both effects usually generate radial compression, there is no mode I
loading.) Once debonding has started, it will propagate along the length of the fibre. After the
initiation of debonding, motion will be at first partly and then purely by frictional sliding at the
interface. While debonding is taking place, the load may rise or fall, depending on the
debonding and frictional sliding stresses. The pushout test can also be used to obtain glc data.
Analyses have been presented •27, of the energy balance during pushout. These depend on
monitoring of the load/displacement behaviour during progressive debonding.
In the present paper, the conventional pushout test is first used to explore the effect of
interfacial chemical reaction on the shear strength in the Ti-6Al-4V/SiC system. A variant of the
pushout test is then proposed, in which the specimen is subjected to equal biaxial in-plane
tension while an axial compressive load is applied to a fibre. This should in principle allow any
value of \|f from 0' to 90' to be generated, depending on the proportion of in plane and axial
stresses (and the presence of residual stresses). Some preliminary results are presented here,
obtained with a set-up giving only the peak load needed for pushout. Interfacial work of
fracture data cannot be obtained without continuous load/displacement monitoring, but the
results serve to demonstrate that the test procedure is viable and that an effect of the type
expected was observed on changing the mode mixity.

2. Experimental
2.1 Material Production
The composite used in this investigation was supplied by BP pic in the form of 30-ply and
6-ply panels, prepared by hot isostatic pressing of Ti-6AI-4V foils and SiC monofilamems
(-35% by volume). The monofilamems were W-cored, stoichiometric SiC, 100 |im in
diameter, with a duplex coating of graphitic carbon and TiB2 (~ 1 um of each). A typical
transverse section through the composite material in the as-fabricated state is shown in Fig. 1.
The hot pressing operation involved a heat treatment which generated a brittle layer (initial
TiB2 coating plus any subsequent reaction product which takes the form of TiB needles
extending into the matrix) of about 2 |im in thickness. Further heat treatments were carried out
in sealed silica ampoules evacuated to about 10"5 torr. In view of the danger of residual
oxygen penetrating along fibre/matrix interfaces , final cutting and machining operations
(removing any material contaminated in this way) were carried out after the heat treatment. A
treatment temperature of 865'C was selected, which is sufficiently high to cause significant
changes in reaction layer thickness within relatively short periods. Treatment times ranged
from 3.25 to 26 hours. Microstructures of as-fabricated and heat treated specimens are shown
in Fig.2. Final reaction layer thicknesses ranged up to about 6 urn.

2.2 Specimen Preparation
Two types of specimen were produced. For evaluation of interfacial shear strengths under
pure shear loading, wedge-shaped specimens were made by careful grinding and polishing,
using a special Jig designed to ensure that the surfaces were flat and inclined at an angle of 3*.
One of the surfaces was normal to the fibre axis. The other type of specimen, of uniform
thickness, was designed to allow the interfacial shear strength to be evaluated in the presence of
an applied radial tensile stress across the interface. A small specimen, 5 mm square and 2 mm
2,570

thick, was cut from a 30-ply panel, the fibres lying normal to the square surface. In order to
facilitate gripping, the composite specimen was diffusion bonded into a larger panel of
unreinforced Ti-alloy. This was done by stacking 6 alloy foils, each 20 mm square and
500 urn thick and placing the composite specimen on top, after chamfering the edges to an
angle of 45'. This assembly was then diffusion bonded together at 850oC for 30 minutes under
about 5 10"4 ton-., with a maintained stress of 150MPa. The composite square became
immersed in the unreinforced material during this treatment, with the fibres remaining vertical.
After bonding, the specimen was cut and ground, then thinned by careful metallographic
polishing to produce a 'foil' of thickness around 100 \im.
2.3 Testing Procedures
2 J.I Wedge-shaped Specimens
The procedure is described in detail elsewhere . The arrangement is shown schematically
in Fig.3. The wedge was supported on a horizontal surface, so that the fibres were lying
vertical. A selected fibre was positioned over a groove approximately 250-300 um wide and
500 |im deep. Loads were applied axially to the centre of the fibre with a pyramidal diamond
indenter, using a conventional Leitz Miniload microhardness machine. Loads were
progressively increased, and the fibre inspected after each loading application, until the fibre
was seen to be permanently displaced. The maximum load which induced no displacement and
the subsequent pushout load were then recorded for each fibre. By observing the distance of
particular fibres from the end of the wedge, the aspect ratios can be calculated and the variation
of pushout load with fibre aspect ratio determined. In all cases, the wedge was inverted, placed
on a surface inclined at 3* to the horizontal and the testing repeated to measure the load
necessary to push the fibre back. These operations confirmed that the pushout load required
was determined by the shear stress for frictional sliding, rather than debonding.
2.3.2 Tensioned Pushout Testing
The procedure has been described in detail elsewhere . The test set-up allowed biaxial
loads to be applied in the plane of the specimen, whilst supported from beneath by a plinth with
a hole of diameter about 200 |im, into which the fibres could be pushed - see Fig.4. Before
the specimen was placed in the grips, small strain gauges were attached on the unreinforced
material, parallel to the two in-plane loading directions. Readings from these were monitored
during adjustment of the loads to ensure that an equal biaxial stress state was generated. Since
the specimen was relatively thin, there was a danger of significant curvature arising during
handling and loading - both in-plane and when indenting individual fibres. In order to
compensate for the effect of this curvature on the strain gauge readings, gauges were also
attached on the underside of the specimen. The applied in-plane loads could then be adjusted
until the mean readings of each pair of strain gauges were the same, since this corresponded to
the volume-averaged in-plane stresses being equal in the two directions. A low magnification
view of a tensioned pushout specimen is shown in Fig.5.
The specimen was placed in the grip assembly, which was then moved around on the base
until a selected fibre was centred in the optical imaging system of the indenter. The in-plane
stress was then generated via simple screw arrangements on one half of each pair of grips.
Compressive loads were then applied axially to the fibre with a conventional microhardness
pyramidal indenter, the fibre being viewed after each loading operation. The applied axial load
was progressively increased until pushout was seen to have occurred.
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SEM micrographs of polished and etched specimens, showing interfacial reaction zones
(a) as-fabricated, (b) after 13 hours @ 865T and (c) after 26 hours «65*C.

C

U

Schematic illustration of the setup for (a) pushout testing and (b) pushing protruding fibres
back into the matrix. The angle a was about 3*.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 The Effect of Reaction Layer Thickness on Pushout in Pure Shear
It has been shown previously33 that, over the range of fibre aspect ratios of interest, the
pushout load in this system can be used to deduce the critical shear stress for interfacial
frictional sliding, Tfr. This is simply given by one quarter of the gradient of a plot of pushout
stress against fibre aspect ratio (length/diameter).

xfr = ^f

(1)

Some typical experimental data are shown in Fig.6. The linearity of the plots for each heat
treatment condition is consistent with the pushout loads being determined in each case by the
value of tfr- The rise in plot gradient with increasing heat treatment time indicates that Xfr is
raised by interfacial reaction. The initial increase in Xfr is probably due to a progressive
decrease in the thickness of the graphitic layer33,34. The relatively sharp increase subsequently
may correspond to the interface becoming rather rough, with no remaining graphitic layer.
3.2 Tensioned Pushout Data for the As-fabricated Composite
The interpretation of results from the tensioned pushout test is described elsewhere .
Using the coaxial cylinder model •, it was shown that the normal stress across the
fibre/matrix interface, Or, will, for the case of this particular composite, be about 25% higher
than the far field in-plane applied stress O]
or - 1.25 oi

(2)

The value of the in-plane biaxial stress c\ is related to the strain gauge reading esby the
equation
oi =

(3)
(1 - Vm)

where Em and vm are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the matrix. The value of or
can therefore be calculated for any given strain gauge reading. In order to establish the actual
interfacial radial stress, it will be necessary for any residual stresses to be added to this. In
practice, differential thermal contraction is likely to have generated a compressive radial stress
of the order of 200 MPa in this system.
Preliminary experimental data are shown in Fig.7, giving the experimental pushout stress,
converted to an interfacial shear stress for frictional sliding, as a function of the interfacial radial
tensile stress being imposed via the in-plane tension. These are preliminary data, but they do
appear to indicate that a systematic trend is present in terms of applied radial tension causing a
reduction in the shear stress required for frictional sliding. It will be of interest to study
debonding behaviour in this test, with monitoring of load/ displacement behaviour, so as to
establish the interfacial fracture toughness. This can then be evaluated as a function of the
phase angle y, although it will be necessary to measure the thermal residual stress in order to
establish Xj/.
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Fig.7
Experimental pushout data from the tensioned pushout test, applied to as-fabricated Ti-6A14V/35%SiC, expressed in the form of interfacial shear strengths as a function of applied
interfacial radial tensile stress.

4. Conclusions
The following conclusions have emerged from this work.
(1) The reaction between CAriB2-coated SiC monofilaments and a surrounding Ti-6AI-4V
matrix leads to progressive formation of TiB needles extending into the matrix and the
consumption of the graphitic layer. These changes are accompanied by an increase in the
interfacial shear stress needed to cause frictional sliding.
(2) Preliminary studies with a new test have shown that the application of radial tensile
stresses during pushout testing, causing a reduction in the phase angle of loading, leads
to a reduction in the interfacial shear stress required for frictional sliding. This
information, and interfacial toughness data obtained under such mixed mode loading, is
important for predicting the performance of these composites when the stress axis is
inclined to the fibre direction.
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MICROMECHANISMS OF DAMAGE IN FIBRE REINFORCED TITANIUM
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Abstract
The damage tolerance of continuous fibre reinforced titanium metal matrix composites
under cyclic loading has been assessed in both plane-sided testpieces and pre-cracked
(notched) testpieces at ambient temperature. Lifetimes in excess of 10 cycles have been
obtained for an applied cyclic stress amplitude of 1200 MPa in plane sided testpieces. In
pre-cracked (notched) testpieces dominant mode I cracks are produced under cyclic loading
and the micromechanisms of crack growth have been well characterised. Crack growth rates
are controlled primarily by intact fibres bridging in the crack wake and no unique relationship
between crack growth rate and applied stress intensity range exists. Such intact bridging
fibres also play a critical role in determining conditions for transitions between sub-critical
crack growth and catastrophic failure. In general, such composites exhibit excellent fatigue
crack growth resistance.
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Introduction

At present world - wide there is marked interest in the development of silicon carbide fibre
reinforced titanium metal matrix composites for use in structural applications at elevated
temperatures. Such materials have potential use in both air - frames (hypersonic flight) and
engine components '. In the longer term, matrix alloys based on titanium aluminides may
allow the use of such composites at temperatures of upto 900 ° C, but potential applications
have also been identified at lower temperatures. In these latter cases components may use
conventional titanium alloys as the matrix materials, and it is possible that they will operate
at relatively high stress levels. Under such envisaged conditions it is important to establish
their "fitness for purpose", and thus their damage tolerance may prove to be critical. This
paper considers the damage tolerance of these composites at ambient temperature under
cyclic loading in both plane - sided specimens (low cycle fatigue) and pre - cracked testpieces
(crack growth resistance curves).
Experimental Studies
Material
Fatigue crack propagation and low cycle fatigue tests were performed on Ti-6A1-4V / SCS
6 unidirectionally reinforced composites available commercially. Additional low cycle
fatigue tests were performed on the Ti-6AI-4V / S1240 unidirectionally reinforced composite system aeain available commercially. The volume fraction of reinforcement was
approximately 0.35 in all cases. All SCS 6 reinforced composites were eight ply, while the
S 1240 reinforced composites were six ply. Further details of these systems are given
elsewhere "
Fatigue crack propagation
To date, experiments have been confined to single - edged through thickness notched testpieces in three point bending. This testpiece geometry is well-suited for use in combination
with crack growth monitoring by direct current potential difference techniques'. Testpiece
sizes typically of nominal dimensions (4 >* 2 ^ 70 mm ') have been utilised, with an overall
span to width ratio of 15:1. Cracks were grown by fatigue from a slot cut by electrical
discharge machining typically to a depth of • 1 mm, so that the initial crack depth to width
ratio, a o / W, was equal to 0.25. In all tests considered here, a constant cyclic load range,
\ P, was used and was typically of the order of 100N. This allows the nominal applied stress
intensity range, \ K w, to increase with increases in crack length. Load ratios of both
R=0.5andR=0.1(whereR = P m,n/P mavandP min,P mav aretheminimumandmaximum
loads applied over the fatigue cycle respectively) have been considered. The tests reported
here were performed at a cyclic frequency of 0.5 Hz on an ESH servo - hydraulic testing
machine fitted with a 1 kN load cell.
Low cycle fatigue
Tests were performed under tension - tension loading at a load ratio, R = 0, at ambient
temperature and at a cyclic frequency of 0.25 Hz. Testpiece blanks were a length of 150
mm, and a width of 12.5 mm. A reduced testpiece section with a parallel length of 30 mm,
a width of 7.5 mm, and a shoulder radius of 75 mm was machined from these blanks. The
testpiece thickness was either 0.8 mm (6-ply S1240 / Ti-6A1-4V composites) or 1.8 mm (8-ply
SCS6 / Ti-6A1-4V composites).
Results
Low cycle fatigue
The best-fit curves shown in Figure 1 were derived from a total of fourteen tests. In all
cases, testpiece failure occurred prematurely from the change in section radius and thus
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exposed fibres at the end of the gauge length. Therefore testpiece lifetimes must be considered as a lower bound to the low cycle fatigue resistance of these systems. Even so,
especially for the Ti-6A1-4V / S1240 composites their performance can be seen to be
satisfactory witli iifetimcs of > 10 ' cycles obtained at a cyclic stress range of 1200 MPa, see
Figure 1.
Fatigue crack proimation
At ambient temperature, in all tests considered to date dominant fatigue cracks growing in
the mode I crack propagation direction have been observed. Some examples are given in
Figure 2 for fatigue cracks growth tests interrupted prior to catastrophic failure. For such
dominant cracks the interpretation of crack growth rates, da/dN, by the use of potential
difference techniques is self - evident. Crack growth resistance curves, da/dN versus applied
stress intensity range, .\ K ^r, are shown in Figures 3,4 and 5.
These figures illustrate the effect of mean stress on crack growth resistance; initial stress
intensity range A K <n. on crack growth resistance; and the reproducibility of results
respectively. Also shown in all figures is the extrapolated crack growth resistance curve
obtained for monolithic alloy (processed under identical conditions to the composite
material), for R=0.5, v=0.5 Hz as detailed elsewhere', In many cases it has been possible
to detect the failure of individual fibres in - situ, and these incidences of failure are also
shown (arrowed) in Figure 3,4 and 5. It is thus possible to estimate the number of intact
fibres bridging the crack as a function of crack length and such estimates are given in Table
1. In this Table they have been used to rationalise the influence of fibre bridging on stable
/ unstable crack growth transitions.
Discussion
It is clear that these materials may possess excellent damage tolerance under condition of
both low cycle fatigue and fatigue crack propagation, see Figure 1 and Figures 3 - 5
respectively. It would appear from Figure I that tne Ti-6AI-4V / S1240 composite system
exhibits superior resistance to the Ti-6AI-4V / SCS 6 composite system under low cycle
fatigue testing of smooth testpieces. From the preliminary study reported here it has not
been possible to indicate the precise reason for this observation (and specimen geometry
effects due to different numbers of fibre rows cannot be ruled out entirely), although work
elsewhere on pre - cracked testpieces suggests that the Ti-6A1-4V / S1240 system also
demonstrates improved crack growth resistance under conditions of low load ratio (R=0.1)
but inferior resistance under conditions of high load ratio (R=0.5) to the Ti-6AI-4V / SCS
6 system'. Such results indicate the care which may be required to compare the performance
of different components under cyclic loading in a quantitative manner.
The unusual crack growth behaviour observed in pre-cracked testpieces. Figures 3 - 5, has
been considered and modelled in detail elsewhere "". It is a consequence of the effective
stress intensity range, \ K ,,, , seen at the growing crack-tip. Here, from Figure 2, it can
be seen that the micromechanism of crack growth is well characterised by initial crack growth
through the matrix, which leaves fibres intact and bridging the crack in its wake. These fibres
act to reduce the effective stress intensity at the growing crack tip, \ K ,,, , and the crack
may still grow by fatigue but at a slower crack growth rate. In all studies in bending to date.
it" fibres do not fail in the crack wake then crack growth rates decrease eventually to crack
arrest ( s 10 " mm/cycle). The balance between sub-critical crack growth and catastrophic
failure will be governed primarily by the number of fibres remaining intact within the crack
wake, see Table 1. The failure of fibres within the crack wake is shown, for example, in
Figure 2 (b).
Several other characteristic features of fatigue crack growth observed in these composites
to date are exemplified in Figures 3,4 and 5. In general little effect of load ratio (Figure 3).
initial applied stress intensity range, \K irr (Figure 4) and individual fibre fracture (Figure
3,4 and 5) on stable crack growth rates, da/dN, is observed in this mid - crack growth rate
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regime^ 10 "s mm/cycle).
Such observations support the concept that the greater an individual fibre is stressed in
tension then the greater are the bridging forces operating within the crack wake and hence
an increased amount of crack - tip shielding will result provided that the fibres remains
intact. This is modelled elsewhere . However, most importantly it must also be recognised
that as fibres are stressed more highly in tension then they are also closer to their failure
stress. Indeed, all such features of increased load ratio, increased initial applied stress
intensity range and fibre failure highlighted above may promote premature catastrophic
testpiece fracture following either an increased sequence of fibre failure or a rapid cascade
of fibre failure, see Figure 3 and 4 respectively.
One further feature of interest relates to the observed lack of rapid crack growth rate
excursions following individual fibre failure, see Figures 3 and 4. This is in contrast to
behaviour observed elsewhere in near crack arrest regions "0. In the present work they serve
to illustrate that periodic crack growth excursions observed, Figure 3, are not in general
related to the incidence of fibre fracture. Modelling studies elsewhere7J suggest that such
periodic variation in crack growth rates with crack length can result solely from the position
of the growing crack tip relative to the position of the first row of fibres bridging behind the
crack tip (consistent with a modelling approach based on discrete fibres and weight function
methoas).
Although the micromechanisms of fatigue crack growth appears to have been well characterised in such composites much work is still required before predictive models of
behaviour can be developed fully for a system in which discrete fibre failure can be
important. In this context, the growth of cracks from contained part through thickness defects
is under study and is a topic of interest: through thickness interactions between fibres and
matrix and hence the definition of a "sphere of influence" around a discrete fibre may provide
significant challenges for both experimental and modelling approaches.
The concepts of both an unique fracture toughness and an uiiique relationship between
applied stress intensity range, A K ^p, and crack growth rate, da/dN are inapplicable to
such composites because crack growth resistance is dominated by intact bridging fibres
within the crack wake. With large (twenty one) numbers of intact fibres bridging the crack
wake the composite can resist overloads in nominal applied maximum stress intensity of in
excess of 80 MPa v m , see Table 1. However, with few (eight) intact fibres bridging the
crack wake, modest levels of nominal applied maximum stress intensity of approximately
39 MPa v m can promote catastrophic failure. It is important, therefore to ensure in service
that an open (i.e. unbridged) crack cannot develop in highly stressed locations. Micromodelling studies elsewhere'" have emphasised the importance of bridging scale length in this
area of study. With care for specific situations, and provided that the approach is validated
experimentally it may be feasible to design to ensure crack arrest (based on the development
of "fully • bridged" cracks). Further work is addressing such issues at the present time.
Conclusions
Fibre reinforced titanium metal matrix composites can exhibit good damage tolerance under
cyclic loading in both plane - sided testpieces and pre-cracked testpieces. Lifetimes in excess
of 10 4 cycles have been obtained for an applied cyclic stress amplitude of 1200 MPa in
plane - sided testpieces. The micromechanisms of fatigue crack growth in pre-cracked
(notched) testpieces is well characterised by initial crack growth through the matrix and
which leaves fibres intact and bridging in the crack wake. These intact fibres reduce the
effective stress intensity at the growing crack tip and hence control the observed crack growth
rate per cycle. The transition between sub-critical crack growth and catastrophic failure will
be governed primarily by the number of intact fibres within the crack wake, and this transition
can be promoted by individual fibre fracture, increased load ratio and increased initial
applied stress intensity range.
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Number of Bridging
Fibres
Remaining Intact

1
1
1
1
1
1

8
12
26
21
16
7

Kmax (nominal)
(MPaVm)

Type of event

1

3^

Catastrophic Failure
Catastrophic Failure
No Growth
No Growth
No Growth
Catastrophic Failure

j
|
1
|

64
66
80
51
64

Table 1. The importance of the number of bridging fibres intact in the crack wake on stable /
unstable crack growth transitions.
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Figure I. Number of cycles to failure versus applied cyclic stress range. Ambient
lemperalufv. R=0. v=0.25 Hz.

.^00 pm
Figure 2(a) and (h). Optical micrographs of sections through interrupted fatigue crack
growth. Ti-6AI 4V / STS 6 composites.
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Abstract
Samples of Ti-6A1-4V, Ti-6A1-4V+ 20vol% SiC and Ti-6A1-4V+ 20vol% TiC have been
isothermally forged at 9S0°C. It has been found that the addition of reinforcing particles leads to
increases in flow stresses and decreases in strain rate sensitivity over comparable unreinforced
Ti-6A1-4V alloys. Of the two composite materials the TiC-based material shows higher strain
rate sensitivities, lower flow stresses and shows much lower levels of microstructural damage
for the same overall strain and is therefore more suitable for forging than the SiC-based material.

Introduction

The principle of adding hard, stiff fibres or panicles to a metal matrix to form a composite
material is very well established as a way of increasing, in particular, the specific stiffness and
strength of a base material. This illustrated in Table 1, which shows values of absolute and
specific stiffness in Ti-6Al-4V+SiC in the form of fibres and panicles and in unreinforced Ti6A1-4V.
TABLE 1: ABSOLUTE AND SPECIFIC YOUNG'S MODULUS
Material

Young's Modulus
(GPa)
Ti-6A1-4V+44vol% SiC fibres long. 224
trans. 164
Ti-6Al-4V+20vol% SiC particles
146
Ti-6A1-4V
110

Young's Modulus/Density
(GPa/g.cnr3)
57.7 [1]
42.2(1]
34.7 [2]
24.9

Much of the early work on Ti-based MMCs was concerned with fibre reinforced materials,
which provide the greatest improvement in properties. However, as shown in Table I, these are
highly anisotropic. In addition to this they are also very expensive to manufacture and difficult
to manipulate by subsequent forming operations. As a result of this, more attention has been
focused on paniculate reinforced Ti MMCs which are Isotropie, somewhat cheaper to
manufacture and more ameanable to subsequent processing. However, although pan of the
reason for the increased interest in paniculate reinforced MMCs is their greater ease of
processing, very little work has been published regarding the forming of these materials.
Tierefore, this paper will present a brief look at the subject of the forging response of two such
paniculate MMCs, Ti-6Al-4V+20vol% SiC and Ti-6Al-4V+20vol% TiC.

Lswrimenial

Two composite materials and two control materials were considered in this investigation. The
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composile maierials were Ti-6AI-4V+20vol% SiC and Ti 6A1 4V+20vol^ TiC The matenals
were manufactured by hot isostatically pressing prealloyed Ti and ceramic powders at 930®C
and 1(X) MPa for 4 hours The SiC powder was equiaxed and angular and had a particle size of
between 40 and 20nm and the TiC powder was rounded and equiaxed and between 25 and
lO^m in size. The as-HlPed microstructures consisted of near equiaxed o grams and
discontinuous intergranular p. The a gram size was around 15pm for the SiC-based material
and 7pm for the TiC-based material. Fig 1 shows as-HIPed microstructures of the two
composite matenals. The interstitial content of these matenals is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2: INTERSnTlAL ANALY.SF.S OF COMPOSITF MATF.RIAI _S Iwi ppmi
Material

Oxygen

Ti-6Al-4V-t-20vol% SiC
Ti-6Al-4V+20vol% TiC
Ti-6AMV (AMS 4911)

4600
2S(X)
2000max

Nitrogen

920
840
5(X) max

O+N

5520
3640
2500 max

This table shows that the interstitial contents of these composites is quite high. Standard grade Ti6A1 4V (IMI 318) t^ically contains from 1650 to 2(XX) ppm oxygen and around 40 ppm nitrogen.
As a rough guide, nitrogen can be regarded as having twice the alpha-stabilisation power of
oxygen. This was used to indicate the level of oxygen required m the control matenals m order to
ensure as close a match as possible between the matnx matenals and the unrcmforced companson
mai^ls Two Ti-6AI-4V control matenals were produced containing 44(X)ppm oxveen and
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Fig 1. SF:M micrographs taken in secondary electron mode showing as-MIPed micmstnictures
of the composite matenals (93()°C. 4h, l(X)MPa)
(a) Ti 6A1-4V+20 vol91 SiC;
(b) Ti-6AI-4V+20 vol*! TiC
NXKippm oxygen. These were hot rolled to give an alpha plus beta structure, as shown in Fig
21 he a grains were elongated m the rolling direction giving a gram size of an>und .3pm m the
L insversc direction and up to lOpm long in the longitudinal direction. It is important to point out

'

Fig 2. SEM micrograph taken in secondary
electron mode showing as-rcccived
microstruclure of the Ti-6Al-4V+44(X)ppni
oxygen (transverse section)

thai the unreinforced alloys should only he regarded as comparison materials, rather than as
control materials, since it is impossible to reproduce the exact microstnictures and solute
contents of the matrices of the composites
The forging characteristics of the composite and control specimens were investigated via hot
compression tests on cylinders of material 5mm in diameter and 10mm long. The specimens
were compressed in vacuum between SIC plattens with BN as a parting agent. The tests were
carried out at 95()0C and at strain rates of between ZxK)"4 and 0.1 s"1. The strain rate was
stepped' at predetermined strains throughout the tests in order to build up a series of graphs to
show the variation of How stress with strain rate for differing levels of strain up to a strain
corresponding to a total reduction of 7.S'7f. The unreinforced specimens were machined with the
axis of compression parallel to the rolling direction.
Results
Metallographic sections through the thickness of the forged cylinders reveal the classic shear
banding in a cruciform; tensile deformation around the periphery of the specimen and two dead
zones' fomiing two cones adjacent In the plattens. I;ig .^la) shows the microstruclure of the SiCbased material in the shear bands. This micrograph shows clearly that the interaction zones around
the particles have been sheared away from the particles by the deformation, allowing fresh
interaction zones to grow in their place. In no case could particle / matrix dcbonding be observed,
indicating that the metal remained in intimate contact with the panicles during deformation. The
shearing action leads to the formation of large amounts of reaction products within the matrix,
often apparently unattached to particles, fig 3(hl shows the microstruclure around the periphery of
the specimen, where tensile deformation is dominant. This has led to the fracture and dcbonding
of many particles which have siibsei]uently fallen out on polishing. There are many particles,
however, which appear to be unfracturcd and well bonded to the matrix. The microstructure of the
dead zone is unaffected by the deformation and differs from the parent material only in a greater
thickness of the reaction zone due to the extra time at the elevated temperature.
Itic liC particles in the shear regions show no evidence of the deformation that has taken place.
This can be seen in Rg 4, which shows the microstructure in a region of intense shear. It can be
seen that there is no discrete interaction zone in this material. This is because the reaction zone is
composed of sub-stoichiometnc TiC which is coherent with the original TiC" particle li\. There
i: a significant amount of particle / matrix dcbonding and panicle break up in the peripheral
regions but to a lesser extent than in the Si(" based material and in a very small area just
underneath the outer surface ol the upset specimen. The micnistrueture of the dead /one is
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t -d vol' i TiC, from a region of intense
shear

virtually identical to the parent microstruclure.
The shearing off of the interaction /one between the SiC particles and the matrix during
deformation indicates that the particle / interaction /one bond is insufficiently strong to withstand
even moderate shear Ry comparison, the TiC material is very tolerant to defomiation and only
showed microstruclural damage in areas of considerable tension. This is largely because of the
absence of a discrete reaction layer, as explained above.
In Nub materials the matrix microstruclure is largely unaffected by the deformation with no
substantial grain growth or refinement Samples of the as received materials were heated to l)SO"C"
in air before being water quenched, sectioned and polished lor alpha/heta phase analysis. The
matrices of the SiC based ami TiC based materials were found to contain I1).1* vol''; and 35,4
vol'.' ol beta respectively Similarly quenched specimens of the two unremforced control materials
«ere found to contain U and ■Vl '", Ix'ta tor the high and low ovygen specimens respectively.
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Flow Stress Results
Fig 5 shows a typical flow stress versus strain rate curve for the SiC-based material. The
gradients of this and similar traces have been replotted to show the variation of strain rate
sensitivity, 'm', with natural strain at strain rates of 6X10"4 and 4xl0"3 s"1. These arc shown in
Fig 6. The flow stress versus strain rate curves for the TiC-based materials were qualitatively
similar to those for the SiC-based material and Fig 7 shows the variation of the strain rate
sensitivity with natural strain for the TiC-based material at strain rates of 6x10"*, 4xlO"J and
3x10^. Figs 6a and 6b show that the value of 'm' does not deteriorate with increasing
deformation in both the SiC and TiC-based materials up to around 70% of natural strain.
Indeed, at the higher strain rate, the SiC-based material shows a significant increase in m' with
increasing deformation.
1000

Fig 5. Graph showing the
variation of flow stress with
strain rate at a strain of 13.9%
in Ti-6A1-4V+ 20 vol% SiC
(19.9% ß in matrix) and Ti6A1-4V + 6000ppm oxygen
(33.0%ß)at950oC.
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Fig 6. Graphs showing the variation of strain rate sensitivity,'m', with natural strain at a variety
of strain rates at 950oC; (a) Ti-6Al-4V+20 vol% SiC, (b) Ti-6Al-4V+20 vol% TiC.
The variation of 'm' with strain rate in the composite materials and their unrcinforccd
comparison materials are plotted in Fig 7(a) and (b). The values of 'm' used in these plots were
calculated by taking the mean value of 'm' at four different strains up to 43.1%. These figures
show that although the mean value of m' in the composite materials is invariably lower than in
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the unrcinforccd comparison material, the value of 'm' at low strain rates is still remarkably
high. This is particulary true in the TiC-based material where the mean value of 'm' at a strain
0.7
E0.6

Fig 7. Graphs showing the variation
of the mean strain rate sensitivity,
'm', with strain rate at 950oC.
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rate of 6x lO"4 s"1 is 0.49. This level of strain rate sensitivity is sufficiently high to enable
superplastic forming operations to be used to be used on this material with a reasonable
likelyhood of sucess. It can also be seen from these graphs that 'm' rises steeply with
decreasing strain rate at the lower end of the graph and it seems probable that further limited
increases in 'm' could be achieved by using even slower strain rates or by refining the
microstructure.
From the flow stress versus strain rate data obtained at different levels of strain, true stress
versus true strain curves have been constructed for both the SiC and TiC-based composites
assuming constant strain rates of 2xlO"3 and 4X10"4 s"1, together with similar curves from the
unreinforced materials (see Fig 8). This strain rate is a typical strain rate for superplastic
forming and gives values of m' of around 0.5 for the TiC-based material and 0.4 for the SiCbased material. This shows that both the composite materials have higher flow stresses than the
unreinforced control materials. However, it can be seen that in the SiC-based material the
difference between the reinforced and unreinforced materials is much greater than in the TiCbased material. This greater increase in flow stress over the unreinforced material is because the
strain rate sensitivity of the SiC-based composite is lower than that of the TiC-based composite.
Discussion
A comparison of the forging characteristics of the SiC-based material and the TiC-based material
would seem to indicate that the TiC-based material shows the better suitability for forging. This
arises from several aspects of its forging properties. Firstly, the microstructural damage caused
by forging is very small compared to the SiC reinforced material. The only damage that did
occur was in areas of considerable tension indicating that if large tensile forces can be avoided,
ISM
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then a sound forging microstmcture should be a matter of routine. It should also be noted that
because TiC does not form a discrete, incoherent interaction zone with the matrix, longer times
at elevated temperatures do not result in thick, deleterious reaction zones.
Secondly, the reduction in 'm' value from the unreinforced matrix at slow strain rates in the
TIC-based material is less than in the SiC-based material. It may be that pan of this difference
between the two composite materials is a result of the smaller matrix grain size in the TiC-bascd
material as it is well documented that larger grain sizes tend to lower the maximum 'm' values
and reduce the strain rate at which this value of'm' is reached |4,5,6|. This comparison is made
more difficult when considering the unreinforced comparison materials because the grains in the
unreinforced material are elongated along the axis of compression. However, in the TiC-based
material, although the grains are equiaxed both the grain size and the beta content at the forging
temperature arc very similar to those of the unreinforced Ti-6AI-4V containing 44()0ppm
oxygen. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that this control material provides a good
comparison for the TiC reinforced material. The third aspect of its forging characteristics which
makes the TiC-based material more suitable for forging is that it has low flow stresses and a
small increase in flow stress over the unreinforced alloy. This is a result of the higher strain rate
sensitivity of the TiC-based material and is imponant because superplastic forming is, generally
speaking, made easier by lowering the stresses involved as far as possible.
Another interesting result of this work is that both the composite materials and especially the
TIC-based composite appear to have surprisingly high beta contents at the forging temperature
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compared to the unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V containing comparable levels of oxygen. This would
seem to suggest that less alpha-stabilisation is occurring in the two composite microstructures
than might have been expected, given the presence of large sources of carbon, a powerful alpha
stabilser. The reasons for this are not clear. It may be that nitrogen is less powerful as an alpha
stabiliser than was assumed when deciding on appropriate levels of oxygen to add by way of
comparison and that any carbon in solution in the composite matrix is simply making up the
difference in alpha stabilisation. It may also be that at the forging temperature the solubility of
carbon is relatively low. Clearly, this is a subject which merits closer attention.
From the results presented in this paper, it would seem that paniculate-reinforced Ti-6A1-4V
composites can be made which are amenable to conventional forming operations. In particular,
the behaviour of the materials during isothermal forging and possibly superplastic forming
appears to qualitatively very similar in the reinforced alloys compared to the unreinforced
comparison materials. From this particular study TiC is clearly superior to SiC in terms of
forgeability. Direct comparison of the two composites and the exact merits of each reinforcement
is complicated by the differences in matrix grain size and chemical analysis in the composite
materials. However, it seems certain that microstructural damage occuring through the growth
and shearing-off of the interaction zones in the SiC-based material would lead to a serious
degredation of composite mechanical properties.
Conclusions
1. Intense shear in the SiC reinforced material leads to the shearing-off of the particle / matrix
interaction zone, resulting in 'stringers' of reaction products in the matrix. In contrast to this,
the TiC particles shows no signs of damage in regions of equivalent shear.
2. Both the SiC and TiC-reinforced materials show evidence of particle fracture and debonding
at the periphery of the specimen, where tensile deformation is dominant.
3 The addition of both SiC and TiC to Ti-6A1-4V leads to reductions in the value of 'm', the
strain rate sensitivity. The extent of the reduction was greater in the SiC-based material.
4. The strain rate sensitivity, 'm', remains stable during deformation up to strains of around
70%.
5. The maximum strain rate sensitivity of the SiC and TiC-reinforced materials obtained at
950oC were 0.41 and 0.49 respectively at a strain rate of öxlO-4 s . This compares with 0.54
and 0.59 in their unreinforced comparison materials at the same strain rate.
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ABSTRACT
A unidirectional SCS-6/ri-6Al-4V composite was creep tested in air in a longitudinal orientation
o
at temperatures between 427 to 760 C to study creep response and damage mechanisms under
sustained tension loading. It is shown that after an initial transient period, the creep rate slows
to an apparent steady-state creep rate which extends over most of the creep liie. Evidence based
on fractography and metallographic sectioning suggests that creep life at high stresses is
controlled by the time-dependent redistribution of stresses resulting in eventual fiber failure by
overload; while at lower stresses, it is controlled by oxidation and environmental degradation
occurring on exposed edges of this composite. Although a matrix load shedding mechanism is
consistent with much of the experimental evidence, it appears that additional mechanisms are
required to fully explain the extensive secondary creep region observed. Strain recovery
experiments were also conducted at S380C and indicate that a large portion of the longitudinal
creep strain is recoverable upon unloading at temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Titanium matrix composites (TMC) are being developed to meet the increased performance and
temperature requirements of future aerospace systems. Specifically, titanium alloys reinforced
with continuous silicon carbide fibers offer substantially improved performance and weight
savings over unreinforced titanium alloys in a wide range of aerospace applications. Despite
their potential for use at elevated temperatures, there have been only a few studies of creep in
these materials [1-5]. Although there is much scatter in the data, it is clear that the reinforcement
of titanium with SiC fibers can result in substantially improved creep resistance. However, as
with other composite properties, such improvement is obtained only in the fiber direction.
Creep studies on TMC's have also shown that they exhibit three stages of creep behavior,
similar to conventional unreinforced alloys [2-4]. Despite the apparent similarity, the
mechanisms of creep in continuous fiber reinforced composites are different and cannot be
interpreted in terms of conventional creep theories [6]. Recent work has also shown that
oxidation and complex environmental interactions occur at elevated temperatures and can
severely degrade creep strength (3-5). Therefore, the study of creep mechanisms and damage in
these materials is essential to their development for elevated temperature aerospace applications.
To understand creep in composites, it is necessary to consider the deformation behavior of the
individual components. Due to the large difference in homologous temperatures between SiC
and titanium, they will deform by entirely different mechanisms. At 760oC, the homologous
temperatures of the matrix and fiber are about 0.53 and 0.33 respectively. Therefore, only the
matrix is above 0.4 Tm where it can readily creep by diffusion controlled processes such as
dislocation climb and grain boundary sliding. On the other hand, studies on axial creep of
Titanium '92
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SCS-6 SiC fibers [7-10] indicate that the fibers deform elastically, with no measurable creep
deformation up to temperatures of at least 800oC. In the range of 800 to 1400CC, the fibers
exhibit fully recoverable anelastic creep behavior, which has been attributed to either a Zener
grain boundary sliding mechanism [8] or to backstress imposed by the elastic carbon core [9].
Above 1400aC, steady-state creep in CVD SiC is apparently controlled by high temperature
dislocation glide and climb mechanisms (10].
It has been suggested that the longitudinal creep response of MMCs, at temperatures where the
fibers are elastic and the matrix creeps, can be described by a simple matrix relaxation model
under uniaxial isostrain conditions [11-13]. In such a model, the load on the composite i*
initially partitioned between the fiber and matrix according to the nile-of-mixtures (ROM).
However, at sufficiently high temperatures, the matrix can relax, resulting in a time-dependent
redistribution of load from the matrix into the fibers. This results in additional elastic extension
of the fibers at a rate dependent on the creep rate of the matrix. Such a mechanism is referred to
as load shedding and predicts a decaying creep rate which asymptotically approaches zero at
some critical strain ec = oc / Ef, where the matrix stress is fully transferred to the fibers.
The objectives of this work were to study the longitudinal creep response in a SCS-t/Ti-6Al-4V
composite to gain a more fundamental understanding of Ocformation and damage mechanisms.
EXPERIMENTAL
MATERIAL
The material investigated was a 8-ply, unidirectional SCS-6/Ti-6Al-4V composite panel
fabricated by Textron Specialty Materials using a foil/fibcr/foil process. The continuous Textron
SCS-6 fiber has a diameter of 142 um and is produced by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
of ß-SiC onto a 37 Mm carbon monofilament core. The fiber was woven into unidirectional mats
with approximately S fibers/mm using a CP titanium ribbon interweave. The woven fiber mats
and Ti-6A1-4V foils were alternately stacked and vacuum hot pressed into a 270 mm x 410 mm
composite panel with a nominal fiber volume fraction of 0.35. Longitudinally orientated tensile
and creep specimens, with a 30 mm long reduced gage section (Fig. l),were machined from the
panel using low-speed diamond cutting and grinding tools. Edges in the reduced section were
diamond hand polished to remove transverse grinding marks.
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SCS-6/Ti-6AMV Tension
and Creep Specimen.
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Longitudinal tension tests were conducted in laboratory air at room temperature and 4270C on
an Instron machine at a strain rate of 0.005 min->. Longitudinal creep and creep-rupture tests
were conducted under constant load in laboratory air at temperatures between 427 and 760°C.
Several strain recovery tests were also performed at 5380C, where crept specimens were
unloaded to a minimal load (< 30 MPa) under isothermal conditions to measure recoverable
strain as a function of time. Creep tests were conducted on both lever arm and direct loaded
creep machines equipped with load cells. One of the lever aim machines was also equipped with
a hydraulic piston to control arm movement and provide more control over loading and
unloading in the strain recovery tests. All specimens were hot gripped using bolted clamp style
fixtures with precision machined grooves to maintain specimen alignment in the fixtures.
Specimens were soaked at least me hour at temperature and loaded either incrementally over an
interval of 90-120 seconds or, continuously at a rate of approximately 10 MPa/s. Displacement
was measured using extensometry with either a single or dual LVDTs. When two LVDTs
were used, the reported strain values represent the average of the two values. Temperature was
controlled and monitored with type K chromel-alumel thermocouples in contact with the
specimen gage section. Temperature variation over the gage length was determined to be no
more than ± S0C at 5380C. Creep testing was conducted in accordance with ASTM Standard E
139-83 where applicable.
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RESULTS
The as-received microstnicture of the SCS-6/Ti-6Al-4V composite is shown in Fig. 2.
Extensive metallography and nondestructive testing conducted on the panel indicate that it is well
consolidated and contains a relatively uniform distribution of fibers with only a limited number
of fiber-to-fiber contacts (Fig. 2a). The Ti-6AI-4V matrix has a fine equiaxed alpha
microstnicture with average grain size of 10-12 um (Fig. 2b). The fiber/matrix reaction zone
formed during processing is approximately 3 \m thick. Although the carbon rich outer coating
on the fiber is still intact, more severe degradation to this coating, in the form of cusps, is noted
where the beta phase is in contact with the coating (Fig. 2b).
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Results of room temperature and 4270C longitudinal tension tests are summarized in Table I.
The average room temperature tensile strength of the composite was 1970 MPa, or 94% rule-ofmixtures (ROM), decreasing to a value of 1540 MPa at 4270C. It should be noted that there is
little scatter in the data and that the strengths are high compared to other TMC's with similar
fiber volume fractions [1,5]. It is believed that these strengths and lack of scatter can be
attributed to the excellent fiber distribution and overall quality of the panel.
TABLE I: Longitudinal Tension ol [Ofe SCS-6/TI-6AI-4V MMC

.ScscuDflD

TemCC.
24
24
427
427

UTSlMPa)'
1972
19SS
1558
1524

(35 volume % tlbtr)

% Bongatton
0.16
0.19
0.18
016

%RA
nil
nil
1.4
2.9

'AH specimen tailed before 0.2% yield strength obtained

Longitudinal creep data at 427 and S38°C is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It should be noted that a
small amount of inelastic strain was usually observed on loading the specimens and has been
included in the creep strain values in Pigs. 3 and 4. The inclusion of this inelastic strain results
in a small positive offset in strain at zero time, but has no effect on the shape of the creep curves.
Creep response at 427 and 5380C is characterized by an initial transient or primary stage where
the creep rate steadily decreases with time. This is followed by a secondary stage where creep
occurs at a minimum and nearly steady-state rate. Although small fluctuations in the strain rate
are sometimes observed, they tend to average out over time and the composite exhibits a nearly
constant rate of strain. At lower stresses, the secondary stage can extend over most of the life of
the specimen. Although not shown in Fig. 4, the tests at 965 and 1034 MPa continue to exhibit
constant creep rates that extend well beyond 500 hours.
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Figure 4: Longitudinal creep of
SCS-fi/TI-eAMVMMCal SSTC.

The influence of applied stress on secondary creep rate is best illustrated in Fig. 3. At the lowest
stress (965 MPa) the secondary creep rate approaches a zero value as predicted by the load
shedding model. However, as stress is increased, there is a pronounced increase in the
secondary creep rate. In some of the tests, a short tertiary stage is also observed where creep
rate rapidly accelerates just prior to final failure. A limited number of creep tests were also
conducted at higher temperatures (650oC and ItffC). In general, the creep curves at higher
temperatures exhibit behavior similar to those at lower temperatures except that the time spent in
primary creep is shorter and the tertiary stage is more pronounced (Fig. S). In addition,
secondary creep rates at the higher temperatures are faster than at the lower temperatures in spite
of the lower test stresses.
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Figure S: Longitudinal creep behavior ol a
SCS-6m-6AI-4V MMC tested in laboratory air
at 760°C and 621 MPa. The specimen tailed
in 35 hours at a creep strain ol 0.79%.
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Figure •: Larson-Miller plot ol Urne to rupture lor
SCS-6/Ti-6AMV. Data on Ti-6AMV mM amaaled
sheet (141 and SCS-6m-25AI-lONb-3V-lMo [1.51
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Although the use of this material at temperatures up to IfffQ. will probably be limited due to the
poor oxidation resistance of the Ti-6A1-4V matrix, the composite still exhibits outstanding creep
strength at these temperatures. At temperatures up to 760oC, the creep lives of the SCS-6/Ti6A1-4V composites are better than reported for SCS-6/Ti-24Al-llNb composites [1] and are
comparable to available data on SCS-6/Ti-25Al-10Nb-3V-lMo composites (1,5). This is
demonstrated by the Larson-Miller plot in Fig. 6. where time to rupture for the SCS-öfTi-öAl4V composite is compared with other TMCs and the unreinforced Ti-6AI-4V matrix alloy.
Creep and strain recovery in a specimen crept for 50 hours 5380C (1034 MPa) and then
unloaded at 538° are illustrated in Fig. 7. After 100 hours, 65% of the time-dependent creep
strain is recovered. Most of this occurs within the first 20 hours after which the recovery rate
approaches nearly zero. The same specimen was subjected to two additional loading/unloading
ISM

cycles consisting of 50 hours of creep at 5380C (1034 MPa). followed again by 100 hours of
recovery at 5380C under minimal load. The amount of creep and recovered strain measured in
each cycle are shown in Fig. 8. Although the amount of recovered strain remains essentially
constant, the amount of creep strain decreases after the first cycle. As a result, the percentage of
strain recovery increases in the second and third cycles. Loading moduli were also determined
for each cycle and show no appreciable change. To evaluate the effect of longer term exposure,
a specimen crept 1500 hours at 538 0C (1034 MPa) to a creep strain of 0.46% was unloaded and
allowed to recover at temperature. In this case, approximately 43% of the creep strain was
recovered in 70 hours, at which point no further recovery could be measured.
SCS-6/TI-e*l-4V STRAIN RECOVERY
6S% rtcovtiv
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Flout« 7: Longitudinal creep and recovery In
■n-6Al-4V/SCS-6 at SM-C. The specimen was
crept 50 hrs (1034 MPa), allowed by 100 hrs ol
recovery at 538°C. Creep strain AB - 0.218%:
recovered strain CO-0141% Percent o( strain
recovered (CDMA) - 0.65%.

Figure 8: Creep and strain recovery In a
SCS-6rn-6AI-4V composite after repeated
load/unload cycles at 538°C. Strain values
do not include elastic or inelastic strain on
loading/unloading,

SEM fractography conducted on tension tested specimens indicates that failures at both room
temperature and 4270C are associated with ductile matrix failure by microvoid coalescence and
limited fiber pull-out. The fracture surfaces of creep ruptured specimens are similar except that
one or more brittle fracture regions are typically observed on or near the edges of the creep
fracture surfaces. These regions typically extend only a few fibers layers deep into the
composite. They are also more heavily oxidized than the ductile regions and appear blue when
viewed under a low power optical microscope. Such oxidation would indicate that the cracks
formed prior to rupture. Figs. 9a and b shows a creep fracture surface illustrating one of these
brittle regions on an exposed surface edge of the composite. In this case, the crack has
apparently initiated at a damaged and partially broken out fiber on the surface. It is interesting to
note that no fiber pull-out is observed in the brittle region while extensive fiber pull-out is noted
in fibers just outside this region. This suggests that crack bridging may slow down the growth
of these cracks. Figs. 9c is a higher magnification view of the brittle matrix region showing a
predominantly intergranular failure mode. This is in contrast to the ductile matrix failure
observed over the rest of the fracture surface (Fig. 9d). Fractography suggests that these cracks
form early on in the test, probably near broken fibers or surface defects, and continue to grow
slowly during the test.
Tension tested and creep ruptured specimens were also longitudinally sectioned and polished
through the fiber layers to assess damage. In the tension tested specimens, extensive transverse
fiber cracking with a somewhat periodic spacing is observed near the fracture plane. Such fiber
damage is also observed below the fracture surface on creep ruptured specimens (Fig. 10). In
specimens tested at 5380C and above, there is also some indication of fiber breakage along the
specimen edges. Although some of this damage can be attributed to specimen machining and
polishing, it appears that additional surface-related cracking occurs during the creep exposure.
Such damage was most evident on machined edges of the specimen where the fibers are directly
exposed to the environment The extent and depth of this surface cracking is minimal at 5380C,
but appears to increase with exposure time and temperature. Several creep specimens which
were interrupted during the secondary stage of creep were also sectioned to evaluate creep
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damage. Although some surface related fiber cracking is observed on specimens tested at the
higher temperatures, there is no evidence of any internal fiber cracking. This suggests that the
fiber cracking otiserved near the fracture plane is associated with the final rupture event.
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Figure 9 SEM fractography of creep specimen tested at 427°C (1241 MPa) showing; (a) creep
fracture surface (b) brittle fracture region on speamen edge: (c) higher magnilicalion of bottle fracture
region showing bnitle matnx failure, and (d) ductile matrix failure away from edge showing extensive
riKTovoid formation
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Figure tO Longitudinal section through
the first fiber layer in a creep ruptured
speamen showing iieemal fiber cracking
below the fracture plane

.
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DISCUSSION
A preliminary comparison of creep data with the load-shedding model by McLean (10-12|,
using estimated values for the Ti-6AI-4V creep constants, has shown that the m<del can
reasonably well predict creep response at the lower creep temperatures and stresses However,
at higher stresses and temperatures, the model cannot account for the nearly constant and nonlero rate of creep observed in the secondary suge. As stress and temperature are increased,
other mechanisms of deformation and/or damage must occur which are responsible for the
steady-sute creep region. Creep of the SCS 6 fiber is one possibility which could account for
the secondary creep stage, although experimental dau indicates that the fiber does not creep at
these temperatures |7-9|. Another possible mechanism is the environmental related damage
which is observed on the surface ^ges of the composite. Work is presently underway to
funher investigate damage mechanisms and to generate modeling parameters for the matrix using
fiberless Ti-6A1-4V foil panels. This will allow a more in-dep^ comparison of the model with
the expenmental data.

The creep data obtained so far, indicates the presence of a threshold stress value for creep, as
suggested by Gambone [1]. At stresses above this threshold, creep lives are short (less than
ISO hours), while at stresses below this threshold they typically exceed 500 hours. At 4270C,
the apparent threshold value lies between 1172 and 1241 MPa (Fig. 3), and at 5380C, between
1034 and 1202 MPa (Fig. 4). At creep stresses above this threshold, the ultimate strength of the
fiber is exceeded before the matrix can fully relax; hence, creep life is comparatively short and is
controlled by the creep resistance of the matrix. Below this value, the matrix is able to fully
relax and redistribute the load without exceeding the tensile strength of the fiber. Therefore, the
fibers can support the full applied load over extended periods of time. In this case, the creep life
would be infinite if it were not for the intervention of environmentally-assisted damage
processes which will ultimately limit the creep life. If such a threshold docs indeed exist, then
the stress carried by the fibers when the matrix is fully relaxed should be close to the ultimate
tensile strength of the fiber. Assuming a threshold stress value of 1200 MPa, the calculated
fiber stress based on ROM is 3430 MPa. This is very close to average tensile strength values
repotted for SCS-6 fibers (51.
Strain recovery has previously been reported in directionally solidified eutectic systems [11,15]
and in ceramic composites [16] with elastically deforming reinforcements. Such behavior can
also be explained in terms of the load shedding or stress redistribution mechanism. Upon load
removal, the fibers elastically contract and develop an axial compressive stress in the matrix. If
temperature is sufficiently high, the matrix can creep-relax under this compressive stress,
resulting again in a time-dependent redistribution of the stresses. As a whole, the composite
appears to exhibit anelastic creep behavior, but on the micromechanical level, the fibers contract
elastically and the matrix contracts via high temperature creep mechanisms. In principle, if the
fibers remains fully elastic, it is expected that all creep strain should be recoverable. The fact
that the strain recovery is less than 100% after long term creep exposure is also an indication that
some form of permanent damage, such as fiber creep or breakage has occurred. The decrease in
the amount of creep strain observed after the first cycle of loading in the cyclic creep and
recovery tests is not fully understood, but could be related to pre-existing defects and damaged
fibers on the specimen surface. These defects can readily initiate damage during the initial creep
cycle while in subsequent cycles, the damage accumulation is controlled entirely by
environmental processes. In addition, if any residual stresses are present in the material, they
could also contribute to additional creep strain in the first cycle.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal tension, creep, and creep recovery tests were conducted in laboratory air on a Ti6A1-4V composite containing 35 volume % SCS-6 fiber. It was found that:
1. The composite exhibits very high longitudinal tensile strengths and little scatter in
data when tested at room temperature and 4270C.
2. The composite exhibits outstanding longitudinal creep strength. At temperatures up
to 760°C, creep lives were as good as or better than composites based on elevated temperature
titanium aluminide matrices, such as Ti-24AI-1 INb.
3. The load shedding model cannot entirely account for the longitudinal creep behavior.
This model appears to overestimate creep resistance and cannot account for the long periods of
nearly constant secondary creep observed. Although much of the primary creep probably results
from load shedding, the secondary region is apparently related to another mechanism of
deformation and/or damage occurring in the composites.
4. Creep deformation in laboratory air at 4270C and above is also associated with
environmental related surface damage. Regions of brittle matrix failure and fiber cracking were
observed on exposed edges of the specimen.
5. At 5380C, a large portion of the creep deformation can be recovered. Such recovery
is attributed to the time-dependent redistribution of stresses which occurs after unloading the
specimen following a creep exposure.
2,59»
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Abstract
The fatigue response of a continuous silicon carbide (SCS-6) fibre reinforced Ti-6A1-4V
metal matrix composite in the presence of a sharp pre-crack has been studied in single edge
notched testpieces in bending. Crack growth rates have been measured for different values
of span to width ratio (s/W) at ambient temperature and at a test temperature of SSO "C in
air by the use of a direct current potential difference technique. It was found that in most
cases the observed crack growth rates initially dccrtasc with increasiiig crack length (and
hence increasing nominal applied stress intensity range). In general, crack growth rates are
increased at SSO "C only at low frequencies, relative to the crack growth rates measured at
ambient temperature. Based on observations to date it has been shown that fatigue cracks
grown at a large span to width ratio propagate to failure more rapidly than cracks grown at
small span to width ratios for equivalent initial nominal stress intensity ranges. Metallographie sections through the composite indicate that the improved fatigue life observed at
low values of s/W ratio may be attributable to debonding at the fibre matrix interface and
which is deduced to delay the onset of fibre failure.
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Introduction
Previous tests have been performed on Ti-6A1-4V / SCS-6 testpieces loaded in three point
bending at a total span to width ratio (s/W) of IS: 1'. This work has helped to demonstrate
a number of points concerning the fatigue behaviour of this composite system.
First, fatigue damage in this load configuration is generally limited to a single dominant
fatigue crack. Second, fibre bridging in the crack wake is a crucial factor in determining
fatigue crack growth rates and is demonstrated by initial decreases in crack growth rate as
the nominal stress intensity range, A KARS increases with matrix crack length increase. This
observation can be explained by considering the phenomenon of crack tip shielding by
unbroken fibres' '. Also, crack bridging is important in determining the transition from
stable to unstable crack growth under cyclic loading.
In general cyclic fatigue tests in bending are conducted at large span to width ratios, in order
to minimise the degree of shear stresses in the material. This combined with relatively strong
interfacial bond strength between the fibres and the matrix (156-180 MPa ") generally lead
to a dominant fatigue crack in the composite matrix at room temperature.
In service greater shear stresses may be imposed on the composite. Such increases in the
applied shear stress to the fibre matrix interfaces could lead to multiple matrix cracking i.e.
more distributed damage within the matrix, and therefore it is of interest to consider this
situation. Indeed if fatigue crack growth rates were reduced for the case of distributed matrix
damage, then this would be a powerful indication that the growth of a single dominant fatigue
crack would produce conservative life estimates. Under such circumstances the use of a
fracture mechanics based approach to lifing the composite system would become self-evident. Thus the primary aim of this study is to investigate the effects of total span to width
ratio on fatigue crack propagation.
Experimental
All tests were performed on single edge notched bend testpieces of nominal dimensions (4
x 1.75 x 70 mm3). Cracks were grown by fatigue from through thickness slots cut either
by electric discharge machining or by the use of a diamond saw, to a depth of approximately
1 nun. This produced an initial crack depth to width ratio, a./W, of 0.25. Fatigue cracks
were grown perpendicular to the fibre direction and parallel to the stacking direction within
a mat. All tests were carried out in three point bending. Two values of overall span to width
ratio, s/W, were used for the fatigue i.e. s = 15W and s = 5W.
An ESH servohydraulic testing machine fitted with a 10 kN load cell was used at a frequency
of 10 Hz. Fatigue tests were conducted at constant load ranges. In the case of s = 15W the
load range, A P, was equal to 125N and the stress ratio, R, was equal to 0.1. In this case the
stress ratio, R, is defined as (a „,,„ / o m,x) where o m,n and o max are the minimum and
maximum applied stresses during the fatigue cycle respectively. For s ■ 5W, the load range
was equal to 375N, with R = 0.1. In both cases of s/W the load ranges were chosen to
produce an initial value of nominal applied stress intensity range, A K«*, of approximately
23 MPa ^1 in.
Fatigue crack growth was monitored by means of a direct current potential difference
technique. The calibration curves relating normalised potential, V/V„ (where V, is the
reference potential at a/W = 0.25) to changes in normalised crack length, a/W, had been
determined previously for the specimen geometry under consideration .
Fatigue tests at each value of s/W were conducted at both ambient temperature and 550 ° C.
Testing at elevated temperature was achieved by mounting the specimens in a purpose built
test jig and then heating by means of two pairs of quartz halogen furnace lamps. The
temperature was monitored by means of a thermocouple attached to the testpiece surface.
Once stable, the temperature was maintained to within * 1" C of the set temperature.
All tests were carried out on a Ti-6A1-4V alloy matrix reinforced with Textron SCS-6 silicon
carbide fibres. The matrix was tested in the as received condition (i.e. solution treated at
910 ° C). The fibre diameter was 140 |i m, and the fibre volume fraction was confirmed at
approximately 0.35.
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Fatigue cracks were examined by one of two techniques:
(i)
testpieces containing fatigue cracks were polished and then photographed by using
a light microscope.
(ii)
fracture surfaces were examined by means of a field emission gun (FEG) scanning
electron microscope, operating at 45 "tilt and 20 kV.
Results
Ambient Temperature.
Figures 1(a) and (b) show the variation of fatigue crack growth rate, da/dN, versus nominal
applied stress intensity, A KA*, and total crack length respectively. In each case the initial
value of A KATT was approximately 23 MPa vm. Initial fatigue crack growth rates are similar.
However, crack growth behaviour diverged as the tests progressed. In the case of the long
span testpiece (A P- 125N, R-0.1, s * 15W), the fatigue crack growth rate decreased until
a at A Kur value of 35.5 MPa Jm a steady growth rate of approximately 5 * 10 'r mm/cycle
was achieved, and eventually resulted in catastrophic failure.
The second long span test was conducted at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. In this case it can be seen
that the fatigue crack growth decreases initially but remains higher than the corresponding
test at 10 Hz. It is also worth noting that the 0.5 Hz testpiece failed at a lower value of A KA*
(34.5 MPa Vm).
The final test performed at room temperature involved reducing the total span to width
ratio from s ■ 15 W to s - 5W. This change produced a marked change in fatigue crack
growth behaviour. In this case at the test frequency of 10 Hz crack growth arrested (da/dN
<10 '8 mm/cycle) at a A K*i» of 36 MPa/m.
Figure 2 shows a metallographic section through a long span testpiece (A P= 125N, R=0.1,
s = 15W) which was fatigue at a frequency of 10 Hz. In this case the test was interrupted
before catastrophic failure occurred. From Figure 2 it can be seen that a dominant mode I
fatigue crack has been produced together with some matrix cracking. Evidence of fibre
matrix interface failure is also present (arrowed).
Polishing the surface of the short span testpiece revealed that similar fatigue damage had
occurred in this loading configuration, see Figure 3. From this Figure it can be seen that a
single dominant fatigue crack has been formed with, once again, interfarial debonding
(arrowed).
It has also been observed that the surface of the fibres contain small pits, see Figure 4, which
are possibly the result of a reaction between the fibre coating and the matrix. This form of
surface damage will be expected to strengthen the bond between the fibre and the matrix.
Elevated Temperature (550 ° C)
Fatigue crack growth rates, da/dN, are shown versus nominal A KATT and total crack length
in Figure 5(a) and (b) respectively. All tests were performed at an initial A KAFT of 23
MPa v m, and in all cases cracks extended until catastrophic failure occurred. Long span
tests were performed at frequencies of 0.5 and 10 Hz. It was found that crack growth rates
were signiiicantly higher at the lower test frequency.
It was also noted that the initial fatigue crack growth rates of all tests performed at 550 ° C
were similar to those obtained at ambient temperature.
The short span test, (A P-375N, R=0.1, s=5W), at a frequency of 10 Hz exhibited greatly
reduced crack growth rates over most of the fatigue test. In this case crack growth rates
tended to approach arrest (da/dN < 10 8 mm/cycle) but never achieved full arrest. The
period of very slow crack growth appears to have been interrupted by major fibre failure
(such observations have been noted elsewhere'). The occurrence of fibre failure led to a
rapid increase in aack growth rate (10 7->4* 10 ~6mm/cycle) and eventually catastrophic
failure.
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A striking feature of all the SSO ° C fatigue tests was the fact that two off-axis fatigue cracks
were produced. These cracks are of very similar length and extend at angles of between
30 ° - 45 ° from the mode I opening direction, see Figures 6 - 8.
Discussion
At large span to width ratios it has been shown that single dominant fatigue cracks are
produced within the composite matrix '*. The presence of such localised damage suggests
that the use of fracture mechanics parameters to characterise fatigue crack growth may be
appropriate.
It must be noted that in many loading situations and in actual components multiple crack
damage may result. This situation makes justification for the use of fracture mechanics
parameters such as the alternating stress intensity range much more difficult. However, if
it is possible to show that fatigue crack growth rates are highest under conditions which
produce a single dominant crack then this data can be used as a conservative estimate of the
resistance to fatigue crack growth.
In an attempt to generate more distributed damage in the matrix the span to width ratio was
reduced. Tnis has the effect of increasing the shear loading on the fibre matrix interfaces
and should produce more distributed damage within the matrix in the form of debonding at
the interfaces and matrix cracking. The presence of such damage at the interfaces should
be reflected by changes in crack growth rates and also in the mode of crack propagation.
At room temperature Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that production of a dominant crack
within the matrix alloy is independent of the total span to width ratio under consideration
here. At SSO ° C, it was found that two off-axis dominant cracks were produced at both span
to width ratios. At both test temperatures it was observed that fatigue crack growth rates
were changed significantly by reaucing the total span to width ratio.
Fatigue crack growth rate data generated at ambient temperature, see Figure 1(a) and (b),
illustrates that under similar initial conditions of A KA* and also growth rate, crack growth
in the short span test eventually arrests (da/ dN < 10 's mm/cycle).
Metallographie sections reveal the presence of debonding at the fibre matrix interfaces.
Although it is difficult to make quantitative estimates of the degree of debonding it would
be expected that an increase in the interfacial shear stress would promote debonding. If this
were the case then it would be expected that low span to width ratios would promote
debonding and reduce the probability of fibre failure close to the notch plane. This argument
follows because load transfer from the matrix to the fibres is expected to be reducedlocally
within the debond length. Failure of the reinforcement fibres away from the crack plane
allows some bridging pressure to be maintained even though fibre failure has occurred. Thus
testpieces contaming increased amounts of interfacial debonding would be predicted to
experience lower crack growth rates.
The presence of dominant fatigue cracks within all the testpieces is reassuring from an
experimental point of view, since the growth of such cracks can be measured with confidence
and predictive models developed.
j At 550 ° C two dominant off-axis fatigue cracks are produced. The formation of these cracks
lappears to be independent of the test span to width ratio, see Figure 6 - 8. Production of
•off-axis cracks is considered to be consistent with a reduction in the intrinsic interfacial
strength, and greater crack deflection *, It has been determined that in similar systems
compressive stresses are formed around the fibres ". It has been observed, see Figure 4,
that reactions at the fibre matrix interface leads to the formation of pits in the coating. This
pitting combined with compressive stresses will plausibly produce an efficient mechanical
bond at ambient temperature. At SSO "C the compressive stresses are almost removed ",
Ithus reducing the effidency of the mechanical bond. Chemical
attack by atmosfrfiericoxygen
is also thought to reduce the interface strength *B. Both these mechanisms appear to
decrease the interface strength and will promote debonding under increased shear loading.
It is interesting to note the rapid increase and decrease in da/dN observed at low growth
rates (£ 10 '7 mm/cycle) in near arrest regions, see Figure 5(a) and (b). It is thought that
Ithese excursions are attributable to fibre failure in the crack wake (see also reference').
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The progress toward final arrest appears to have been interrupted by a very rapid increase
in growth rate, which was possibly due to a large number of bridging fibres failures.
At 550 ° C all tests to date have failed, Irrespective of the test span to width ratio. This
suggests that at 550 ° C a combination of environmental and mechanical damage processes
may lead to fibre failure after an extended number of cycles.
Conclusions
1.
The nature of fatigue damage (i.e. dominant mode I cracks) is independent of the
span to width ratio, 5 ^ s/W < 15. However, crack anest (da/dN < 10 '8 mm/cycle)
has been observed in short span tests, whereas cracks grew to failure in long span
tests, for nominally identical initial applied stress intensity range.
2.

At 550 " C off-axis dominant fatigue cracks are produced. This behaviour appears
to be a characteristic of this system when tested in three point bending under cyclic
loading. In short span tests crack arrest was not observed, consistent witn fibre failure
after an extended number of cycles.
3.
The presence of dominant cracks at both ambient temperature and 550 ° C appears
to facilitate the use of fracture mechanics parameters in characterising fatigue crack
growth.
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Figure 1. da/dN versus (a) AKapp and (b) total crack length at ambient temperature.
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Figure 2. Metallographic section through a
long span testpiece, (AP= 125N, R=0.1,
S-15W,ambient temperature). Note the inadence of fibre fracture and interface debonding (arrowed).

Figure 3. Metallographic section through a
short span testpiece, (AP=*37SN R=()l
s»5W, ambient temperature). Note the
presenceoffibrc fracture and debondin*(arrowed).
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Figure 4. Micrograph showing pitting of the
fibre coating after reaction with the Ti-6A14V matrix.
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ABSTRACT
The damage and plasticity mechanisms were evaluated for a Ti 15-3/SCS6 metal matrix
composite (MMC) under tension loading at room and elevated temperatures. Experiments
involved a combination of tension tests, where Poisson's ratios and unloading compliances
were monitored, and detailed microstructural evaluation of tested specimens. For the 0-degree
system, the primary inelastic deformation mechanism was plasticity of the matrix, although
final failure occurred when a critical level of stress (or strain) was reached in the fibers. In the
case of the 90-degree system, there was a three-stage deformation response, with either
damage or plasticity dominating during the different stages of deformation. Reaction-zone
cracks were found to play an important role in nucleating plasticity in the matrix for all ply
systems, particularly during the micro-yield regime of deformation. The primary effects of
elevated temperature included reduced residual stress in the MMC, and time-dependent
deformation and diffused slip in the matrix. The latter was in contrast to the planar slip
observed at room temperature, which was explained in terms of a very fine »-phase detected in
the microstructure of the beta-titanium matrix. The experimental results were compared with
the predictions of a number of constitutive models. A finite element unit-cell model was
developed, which provided best correlation with the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Titanium alloy based metal matrix composites have been the subject of significant research in
recent years. This stems from their superior stiffness and strength-to-weight ratios and creep
strengths at elevated temperatures. A deficiency of such systems is their low fracture strains,
which make it imperative that inelastic deformation processes be included in any realistic design
methodology. Understanding the deformation mechanisms also is important from a materials
development perspective, because it can suitably guide microstructural tailoring for improved
MMC properties.
In this work, monotonic tension tests were performed on a Ti 1S-3/SCS6 composite. A
number of ply systems were investigated: [0]g, [90]g, and [±45] j, systems, with primary
emphasis on the 0° and 90° systems. In this paper, only the main results are discussed, and
specific details are provided in references [1-4]. The results of other monotonic tension tests
on this system, which are relevant to the work described here are available in references [5-7].
EXPERIMENTS
The materials tested were 8-ply Ti lS-3/SCS-6(SiC) composites, approximately 1.99 mm
thick, fabricated using a foil-nber-foil consolidation technique; the fiber volume fraction was
Titanium '92
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approximately 0.34. The Ti 15-3 (Ti-lSV-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, all in weight percent) matrix is a
metastable body centered cubic (bcc) ß Ti-alloy, the bcc phase being stabilized by vanadium.
Uniaxial dog-bone shaped tensile test specimens were tested in the as-fabricated condition,
involving a cool-down from the HIP-ing temperature of approximately 8IS C; no heattreatment was performed prior to the testing. In addition to measuring longitudinal strains
(along specimen axis), the width and thickness strains were monitored using extensometers
and strain gages; such measurements provided critical information on the relative magnitudes of
plasticity and damage. Experiments were performed at room temperature (RT) and at S38 C.
The elevated temperature tensile and creep experiments were performed using cold grips and
induction heating only the region between the shoulders of the specimen. The advantage of
such a testing approach is that it can effectively transfer load from the grips to the fibers,
through the matrix in the cold region of the sample; this is in contrast to the case of hot grips,
characteristic of standard creep frames, where there are ambiguities regarding effective transfer
of load from the grips to the fibers at the high testing temperatures. Following mechanical
testing, specimens were examined optically and by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
RESULTS

MtduniMl Test Results
The stress versus longitudinal strain data for a few of the tested [0]g specimens are shown in
Figure la. The stress-strain behaviors at RT and 338 C were similar, with the unloading line
being parallel to the loading line, suggesting plasticity as the dominant inelastic mechanism.
The elevated temperature deformation response differed from the RT response primarily in
terms of the stresses and strains at which inelastic deformation initiated and fracture occurred.
Whereas inelastic deformation at RT initiated at a "yield" strain of approximately 0,55%, it was
approximately 0.35% at 538 C. The lowering of the critical strain likely reflects the lowering
of the flow stress of the matrix, which was approximately 800 MPa at RT, and which was only
400 MPa at 538 C. The lowering of the strain to failure is believed to be due to less residual
compression stress in the fibers at 538 C compared with that at RT. Comparisons of
mechanical data with theoretical predictions will be provided later.
The dotted lines in Figure lb represent experimental plot of ewA, versus the total longitudinal
strain (et), where ew is the total width strain; the scatter being largely because a ratio has been
plotted. The main point to note is that beyond 0.5 percent strain, the data illustrate an increase
in the Poisson's ratio, rather than a decrease, suggesting plasticity as the dominant mechanism.
Figure lb also contains analytical predictions of two models: (i) the vanishing fiber diameter
model (AGLPLY) of Dvorak et al. [8], and, (ii) a computational unit-cell model [9] for
analyzing MMCs. The significant point here is that the models, where only plasticit
accounted for all the inelastic deformation in the 0-degree MMC, predicted increasing values of
ew/eL with increasing CL- Thus, the experimentally observed increasing behavior of ew/ei. can
indirectly be interpreted as arising from plasticity of the matrix, consistent with plasticity also
being indicated by parallel loading-unloading curves.
Figure la also contains the stress-strain response for a specimen creep tested for four hours at
800 MPa at 538 C. The creep deformation appears to have an adverse effect on the residual
tensile strength. If it is assumed that fast fracture is controlled by the attainment of a critical
strain (failure strain of fibers), then the extrapolation indicated by BC in Figure la suggests that
the loss in strength (a traditional mechanistic approach for defining damage) due to creep would
be AC (approximately 150 MPa). Such large decreases in tensile strength following only four
hours of creep are not observed in the case of homogeneous metals.
Although not shown here, the creep strain followed [4] a t""-' relationship, where n and t
correspond to the power-law creep exponent of just the matrix material and time, respectively..
A simple load-transfer formulation, somewhat similar to [ 10], and based only on a power-law
secondary creep behavior of the matrix material, does appear to provide this relationship. It
remains to be determined whether such relationships are valid for other systems.
2,(10

Figure 2 shows the effect of the volume fraction of fibers on the stress-strain response of the
composite. As anticipated, the figure shows that the elastic modulus of the composites
increased with increasing volume fraction of fibers. Correspondingly, the fracture strains
reduced slightly, likely reflecting the fact that residual compressive stresses in the fibers reduce
with increasing fiber fraction. The fracture strains also may have been influenced by the
greater probability of defects (such as touching fibers) in the higher volume-fraction MMC.

Figure 3a illustrates the stress-strain behavior for [90]g specimens at RT, 538 C, and 649 C; a
few creep curves at S38 C are also included. At RT and 538 C, this lamina system had a threestage deformation characteristic: Stages 1,0, and III. The sharp decreases in stiffness in Stage
II are indicative of damage. At 649 C, Stage I was absent, indicating that the residual stresses
at that temperature were so small that debonding occurred immediately on loading the MMC.
Note also that significant creep can occur within few hours (<4 hours) at low stresses at 538C.
Figure 3b is a plot of the instantaneous width Foisson's ratio (-dew/deü versus the longitudinal
strain at RT, and it once again illustrates a 3-stage characteristic, similar to Figure 3a. We
interpret the large decrease in Foisson's ratio in going from Stage I to Stage II as being due to
damage (primarily fiber-matrix debonding), consistent with significant decreases of stiffness
observed in Figure 3a. In reference [1] we have also provided microstructural evidence of
debonding in Stage II. The solid lines in Figure 3b represent the results of the AGLPLY
analysis [8], and the unit cell model [9]. We shall comment on the models later in this paper.
^±451^ MMC
Figure 4 shows comparisons of the stress-strain response of the [±45] 2, MMC at RT and
538C. There was once again a 3-stage stress-strain response, similar to the 90" MMC, with
significant stiffness decreases occurring during Stage II. We have metallographically
confirmed [4] that the stiffness decrease in Stage II was due to fiber-matrix debonding. It is
also notable that for the 45° MMC, the flow stress settled down to values between 450 and 500
MPa at large strains, implying in-plane shear flow strengths between 225 and 250 MPa. These
numbers are well below those for the matrix material (shear strength - 400 MPa). We interpret
the difference to be due to relative fiber-matrix sliding because of a weak interface (friction
stress between 60 and 120 MPa [14,15]). If such fiber-matrix sliding is assumed, then we can
indeed predict in-plane shear strengths (from 45° data) extremely well both at RT and 538 C.
MICROSTRUCTURE
Figure 5a shows the microstructure of a 0-degree MMC unloaded from a strain of 0.9 percent.
This figure illustrates that there were two nucleation sites for slip bands: reaction-zone cracks
(rzc), and grain boundaries (gb); the corresponding slip bands are numbered sbl and sb2,
respectively. The reaction-zone cracks formed first, followed by slip band nucleation from
those cracks [2]. This type of slip occurred before the knee of the stress-strain curve. Bulk
plasticity, involving slip band nucleation from gb appeared to start only after the knee.
TEM observation of the as-received material indicated that it had a reasonably low dislocation
density, with dislocations being primarily long, probably being remnants from high
temperature processing. Thus, residual stresses from cooling probably were not sufficient to
induce large-scale plasticity in the bulk of the matrix. Figure 5b is a TEM micrograph of the
matrix of the deformed O-degree MMC, and it shows large dislocation arrays emanating from a
gb. Such a dislocation structure confirms, through TEM, the plasticity that was inferred from
optical observation of sb features. Analysis of diffraction patterns and dark field images
indicated that a fine coherent ©-phase was present in the Q-matrix. Figure 5c, taken at a high
magnification, is a dark field image and shows the fine precipitate structure. The streaks in the
diffraction pattern are characteristic of such a fine phase. The fine ©phase particles would be
amenable to shearing by dislocations, making the material prone to planar slip. This planar slip
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character likely was responsible for making slip bands easily observable optically.
Final fracture of the O-degree MMC was precipitated by fiber failure. Polishing of specimens
unloaded from strains up to 0.9 percent failed to reveal fiber failure. Thus, the mechanism of
fracture appeared to be that the fibers failed when their critical strength (or failure strain) was
reached, and this was immediately followed by failure of the composite. Molybdenum
ribbons, which were used to hold the fibers in place during the foil-fiber-foil consolidation,
were observed to contribute to composite failure, judging from the fact that many of the critical
fibers breaks occurred where the molybdenum ribbons were located.
For the 90° MMC, the microstructure of deformed samples showed fiber-matrix debonding,
reaction-zone cracks, and slip bands. At large strains, the slip bands between neighboring
fibers interacted, and cracks nucleated and propagated in those intense slip bands. The details
on the microstructure of deformed 90° samples are provided in references [1-4]. Similar
deformation processes were observed for the ±45° MMC.
COMPARISONS OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present a preliminary assessment of how different constitutive models
performed in predicting the stress-strain behavior of the [0]g and [90]g MMC. Three
constitutive models were considered for comparisons: (i) the METCAN code of Charois et
al.[l 1-13], (ii) AGLPLY, based on the analysis of Dvorak et al.[8], and (iii) a unit-cell finite
element method (FEM) model developed in this program [9].
The METCAN computer code [11-13] uses a composite micro-mechanics approach and
laminate theory to model the MMC response. Although the model can account for interface
damage in a limited way, by changing the mechanical properties of the interphase region (the
region consisting of the reaction-zone and the interfaces), it cannot predict a priori what the
interphase property should be. The AGLPLY code is based on the elastic-plastic vanishing
fiber diameter model of Dvorak et al.[8]. Here too, the primary drawback is that it cannot
account for debonding damage, and this once again poses a problem for off-axis systems.
The unit-cell FEM model [9] considers a 2-D fiber-matrix combination. The rectangular
boundaries retain their straight faces during deformation, and generalized plane strain
conditions are assumed. Additional input to the model include varying the bond strength. A
bond strength of zero provided excellent correlation with RT data [1,2,4], but as will be
indicated here, a higher bond strength (- 85 MPa) appeared to be necessary at 538 C to explain
the elevated temperature response of the [90] g MMC. In all the models that were selected here,
the appropriate physical and mechanical properties of the constituents were used [1,6].
Figures 6a and 6b provide comparisons of the model predictions with experimental data for the
[90]g MMC at RT and 538 C, respectively. At KT. the Stage I-Stage II transition was
predicted reasonably well by the METCAN code. However, note that an assumption in the
METCAN code was that the elastic modulus of the interphase region reduce to 2 % of the
matrix modulus at the stress corresponding to the Stage I/Sta^e II transition. This was based
on observed debonding phenomenon, and could not be predicted a priori by the code. The
AGLPLY model predicted the stress-strain response reasonably well up to a strain of 0.6
percent; however here too, when the code was used, the modulus of the fibers were artificially
reduced (to 3 percent of their original value) at the Stage 1-Stage II transition. Without this
modification, the code would not have provided good stress-strain correlation with
experimental data above a strain of 0.2 percent. The unit-cell model provided best stress-strain
correlation with the experimental data at RT. No assumptions were necessary regarding when
debonding would occur; however, a zero bond strength was assumed in the analysis. The
loading-unloading response was predicted extremely well. Figurclb and 3b show that the unitcell model was also able to satisfactorily predict the Poisson's ratios at RT.
At 538 C, the METCAN code over-predicted the Stage I-Stage n transition of the [90]g MMC
by approximately 50 MPa whereas the unit-cell model with zero bond strength grossly
under-predicted the Stage I-Stage II transition (Figure 6b). In an effort to evaluate the reason
2,iI2

for under-prediction of the unit-cell model, the bond strength was varied. It was found that a
bond strength of 85 MPa provided best correlation with the experimental data. A possible
explanation is that the debonding phenomenon is actually a cracking process in the reactionzone/fiber interphase region (along the axis of fibers, see our photographs in [3]), and any
ductility increase of the region may increase the stress/strain required for such cracking. This
explanation also is consistent with our observations of much less reaction zone cracks at 538 C
compared with RT. Note that the reaction-zone essentially consists of titanium silicide and
titanium carbide particles of high volume fraction in a Ti-matrix; thus any ductility improvement
of the Ti-matrix with temperature could possibly lead to toughening of the interphase region.
DISCUSSION
The important objectives of this work were: to understand the mechanisms of deformation of
the Ti-alloy MMC using key experiments; to evaluate the contributions of damage and plasticity
to the overall deformation response; and to evaluate models based on observed longitudinal and
off-axis strains. The results presented here suggest that a detailed approach is able to provide a
coherent picture of the deformation mechanisms.
The effect of elevated temperature was to reduce the thermal residual stress in the MMC, and
the flow stress of the matrix. Also, less reaction-zone cracks were observed at 538 C
compared with RT, suggesting that the toughness of the reaction-zone region may increase
with increasing temperatures. However, besides these differences, the primary mechanisms of
inelastic deformation remained essentially similar at both RT and 538 C.
The modeling results showed that it is important to rigorously validate models by measuring
both longitudinal strain and strains perpendicular to the loading direction. Thus, whereas the
AGLPLY analysis was able to predict the stress-vcrsus-longitudinal strain response, it was not
adequate for predicting the transverse strain response. The unit cell model was able to
satisfactorily predict the stress-strain and width-strain versus-longitudinal-strain response at
both temperatures. However, for the 90-degree system, the model was based on the
assumption of a zero bond strength at RT, although push-out tests 114,15] tend to indicate
bond strengths of the order of 100 MPa at RT. We are as yet unable to reconcile such
differences in the bond strengths, although for the [90]g MMC the debonding is perpendicular
to the fiber axis, whereas in the push-out tests debonding is parallel to the fiber axis and the
effects of fiber asperities become more significant
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the work presented here:
(i) Inelastic deformation of the 0-degree MMC is dominated by plasticity of the matrix at
both RT and 538 C. The primary differences are lower residual stress, less reaction zone
cracks and diffused slip at 538 C, compared with those at room temperature.
(ii) An co-phase was detected in the microstructure, and these fine precipitates likely were
responsible for sharp and planar slip bands at RT.
(iii) The 90-degree MMC shows a 3-stage deformation response, with debonding dominating
in Stage II and plasticity in Stage III. Elevated temperature drastically reduced the stress
at the onset of Stage II.
(iv) For the 45° MMC, fiber-matrix sliding in shear appears to be another damage mode, and
can explain the low in-plane shear strength of the MMC.
(v) Comparisons of theoretical predictions with experimental data show that it is important to
rigorously validate models, including comparisons with Poisson's ratio data, to establish
whether they can adequately predict the mechanical response of the MMC.
(vi) The microstmctural examinations show that the reaction zone and fiber-matrix interface
play an important role in influencing the stress-strain behavior of the MMC. From both
modeling and material improvement viewpoints, there is therefore an important need to
determine the physical and mechanical properties of this interphase region.
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Microstructure/Property Correlation in a Unidirectional SiC (SCS-6) FiberReinforced Ti-24AI-11Nb Composite
Gopal Das
Metcut-Materials Research Group
P.O. Box 33511. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
(Now at Pratt and Whitney, P.O. Box 109600
West Palm Beach, Fl 33410-9600)
ABSTRACT
The tensile behavior of as-fabricated and vacuum annealed unidirectional
SiC (SCS-6) fiber reinforced Ti-24AI-11Nb composites containing molybdenum
wire crossweaves was evaluated at room temperature (RT) and 8150C. The stressstrain curves displayed a two-stage' deformation behavior and the composites
exhibited excellent strengths over a broad range of temperature. Specimens
deformed at RT revealed a relatively flat fracture with the matrix exhibiting brittle
failure. However, extensive fiber pull-out was observed at 8150C with the matrix
demonstrating ductile fracture. The Mo/matrix interface failed in a brittle manner at
all test temperatures. Tensile deformation of specimens at RT produced a low
density of dislocations in the matrix while numerous intersecting slip bands and a
high dislocation density were observed at 6150C.

INTRODUCTION
For advanced aerospace structural applications materials with low density,
high strength and stiffness along with environmental resistance are required. SCS6 fiber reinforced TisAI-based ordered titanium aluminide composites possess
many of these attributes (1). When these composites are exposed to elevated
temperatures, significant microstructural changes occur which may affect the
mechanical properties of the composites (2,3).
The purpose of the present study was to determine the tensile behavior of asfabricated and vacuum annealed unidirectional SCS-6/Ti-24AI-11Nb composite
deformed at RT and 81S0C. The mechanical property of the composite is discussed
in terms of the microstructure of the composite including the matrix/Mo interface.
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
The composite used was unidirectional SCS-6 fiber reinforced Ti-24AI-11Nb
(at.%) matrix with a fiber volume fraction of 0.33. The matrix consists of two phases:
an ordered a2 phase (DO19) and a beta phase. The SCS-6 fiber has a carbon
core on which SiC is deposited by chemical vapor deposition. The composite was
fabricated by the foil-fiber-foil method incorporating molybdenum wires to weave
fiber mats (4, 5). A cross-section of the 8-ply composite is shown in Figure 1.
.'92
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Tensile tests were conducted in air at RT and 815°C with a loading rate of
100 MPh/sec and the direction of loading parallel to the fiber axis. Some of the test
specimens were vacuum annealed at 980oC/25 hr to investigate the effect of
thermal treatment on tensile properties. Microstructural characterization of the
composite was accomplished by optical, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and electron microprobe analyzer (EMPA)
methods.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Composite Microstructure
Figure 2 is a typical microstructure of the as-fabricated composite showing
the (02 + beta) matrix, SCS-6/matrix reaction zone and a beta denuded zone. A
separate reaction zone was formed at the SCS-6/M0 interface and an interface was
created between the matrix and Mo wire crossweave (Figure 3). Vacuum annealing
of composites at 980oC/25 hr has brought significant microstructural changes in the
composite as well as growth of various interfaces and matrix grains. In the SCS-6
/matrix reaction zone TiC, (Ti,Nb,AI)5Si3, (Ti,Nb)3(Si,AI) and (Ti,Nb)3AIC have been
identified (2, 6, 7). The selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern from the SCS-6/Mo
reaction zone consisted of several spotted rings along with other diffracted spots
(Figure 4b). The former was consistent with the M02C structure and the latter could
presumably be due to molybdenum silicides. The SAD pattern from the Mo/matrix
interface (Figure 4d) could be matched with the CsCI structure (8). The
compositional analysis of the Mo/matrix interface by EMPA showed that the
interface had a composition close to Ti2(Mo,Nb)AI. Both carbon core and fiber
coating showed the evidence of graphitization (Figure 5). In the carbon core
bubbles were found (Figure 5a) and fine SiC precipitates were observed in the fiber
outer coating (5b). Figure 6 shows the presence of an orthorhombic phase in the
matrix similar to the observation made by Banerjee et al (9). A detailed description
of the microstructure of SCS-6/Ti-24AI-llNb composite containing Mo wire cross
weave will be available elsewhere (7).

Tensile Behavior

Stress-strain curves of as-fabricated and vacuum annealed composites
tested at RT and 8150C exhibited a two-stage deformation behavior. A typical
example for vacuum annealed composite tested at RT is shown in Figure 7. An
initial linear stage (Stage I) where both fibers and matrix deform elastically
transitions to a non-linear stage (Stage II) which depicts the onset of plastic
deformation of the matrix while the fibers continue to deform elastically. The stress
at which the transition takes place is referred to as the yield stress and the
corresponding strain as the yield strain. Table I presents tensile properties of all
composites tested at RT and 815°C.
Table I.

Tensile Properties of Ti-24AI-11 Nb/SCS-6 Composite

Heat
Treatment

Temp.
(0C)

Yield
Yield
Stress Strain
MPa/Ksi (%)

Ultimate
Stress
MPa/Ksi

As-fabricated
As-fabricated
Annealed
Annealed

RT
815
RT
815

513/74
417/61
460/67
380/55

1114/162
920/134
1142/166
968/137

.30
.31
.22
.23
2,418

Fracture Modulus
Strain
(GPa/Msi)
(%)
Stage I Stage 11
.74
.81
.73
.72

171/25
135/20
209/30
162/23

136/20
100/14
133/19
123/18

The yield stress and ultimate strength of as-fabricated and vacuum annealed
composites deformed in tension at RT were higher than those for composites
deformed at 815CC. This may be explained in terms of reduced yield stress and
ultimate strength of the matrix at elevated temperatures. The composites exhibited
good strengths over a broad temperature range, with ultimate strengths
approaching 70-76% of the rule-of-mixture calculations (10). The fracture strain of
composites varied from 0.72 to 0.81 which is lower than the fracture strain of the
SCS-6 fibers of 0.91% (11).
The elastic moduli for Stage I for all composites varied from 78-108% of the
values predicted by the rule of mixtures (ROM)10. The elastic moduli of the
composites tested at RT were higher than those for composites tested at 8150C.
For vacuum annealed composites tested at RT and 8150C, the elastic moduli were
20-24% higher that those of as-fabricated composites tested under similar
conditions. Vacuum annealing of composites has led to microstructural changes in
the fiber, matrix and reaction zones as well as growth of reaction zones, beta
denuded zone and the Mo/matrix interface. All or some of these may contribute to
the increased modulus of the vacuum annealed composite compared to asfabricated condition.. Since the elastic modulus of unidirectional composites is
primarily fiber controlled, it is believed that changes in the fiber would primarily
contribute to the increased modulus. The Stage II moduli for all composites tested
at 8150C were lower than those determined at RT.
Deformation atd Fracture
A low dislocation density was developed in the 02 phase of composites
deformed at RT (Figure 8). The majority of these dislocations were determined to be
of the a/3 <1120> type. A similar observation has been reported for TiaAI-based
intermetallics (12,13). In contrast, a rather high density of dislocations was
developed in the beta grains of the matrix. In addition, deformation twins were
observed in the beta grains. Deformation of composites at 8150C led to the
development of intersecting slip bands in the matrix, indicating that more than one
slip system is active at 815°C (Figure 9). No dislocations were observed in the
reaction zone.
The fracture surface at RT was relatively flat with the matrix displaying brittle
failure (Figure 10). On the other hand, extensive fiber pull-out was observed at
8150C with the matrix exhibiting a ductile failure (Figure 11). The Mo wire
crossweave was always present on the fracture surfaces of all composites. The
Mo/matrix interface displayed a brittle failure at all test temperatures and cracks
were observed at these interfaces.
Cracks were observed both in the matrix and the fibers as shown in
longitudinal sections of the failed composites (Figure12). At RT the matrix cracks
were found at locations away from the overload region while cracks in the fiber were
confined to the overload region. The majority of the matrix cracks appeared to have
originated from the reaction zone. In addition, slip lines were observed in beta
grains near the overload region. The matrix appeared to have stretched near the
overload region of the vacuum annealed composite tested at 8150C as shown in
Figure 13. Fewer cracks were observed in the matrix close to the overload region
while cracks in fibers were observed at locations away from the overload region.
Slip lines were readily observed in both 02 and beta grains of the matrix. From
these observations it may be concluded that the matrix contribution to the strain-tofailure of the composite is primarily in the form of plastic deformation at elevated
temperature and mostly in the form of crack formation at RT.
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Figure 2- Microstructure of as-fabricated
composite showing a2-fbeta matrix,
SCS-6/matrix reaction zone and beta
denuded zone
Figure 1- Cross-section of unidirectional
SCS-6m-24AI-11Nb composite
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Figure 3- SCS-6/Mo reaction zone and
Mo/matrix interface in as-fabricated
composite
Figure 4- (a) Microstructure of SCS-6/Mo
reaction zone, (b) SAD of (a), (c) Mo/
matrix interface, and (d) SAD of (c) in
vacuum annealed composite.

Figure 5- (a) Amorphous-to-crystalline
transformation of carbon core of SCS-6
fiber in vacuum annealed composite as
revealed by SAD
Figure 4
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Figure 6- TEM observation of
orthorhombic phase in the matrix of
vacuum annealed composite.
The SAD pattern showing both
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Figure 5- (b) SiC precipitates in fiber
coating Diffraction arcs due to
graphite in the SAD suggest that
the amorphous carbon coating has
undergone crystalline transformation

Figure 7- A typical stress-strain curve of vacuum annealed composite
deformed in tension at RT showing a *two-stage' deformation behavior
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Figure 8- Dislocations m the matrix of
vacuum annealed composite deformed
in tension at RT. Foil plane (2110)

Figure 9- Intersecting slip bands m a2
phase of the vacuum annealed
composite deformed in tension at 815°C
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Figure 10- Fracture surface of vacuum
Figure 11- Fracture surface of vacuum
annealed composite deformed m tension annealed composite deformed in tension
atRT
at 815 C
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10.33 mm
Figure 13- Longitudinal section of
fractured vacuum annealed
composite in tension at 8150C
showing severe matrix deformation
at the overload region

Figure 12- Longitudinal section of
fractured vacuum annealed
composite in tension at RT showing
cracks in matrix and fiber
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ABSTRACT
The deformation structure of a unidirectional SiC (SCS-6)/Ti-24Al-llNb (at%)
composite tested in tension, fatigue, and creep was evaluated by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Room temperature (RT) tensile deformation produced a low dislocation
density in the matrix while deformation at 81S0C yielded slip bands and a high dislocation
density. Fewer dislocations were observed in the matrix adjacent to the reaction zone of
composites deformed at RT and 8150C. Isothermal fatigue at 650% revealed slip bands in the
matrix and dislocation pile-ups against the reaction zone. Small cracks were observed at triple
points and along grain boundaries inside the reaction zone. Creep deformation at 650°, 760°,
and 81S0C resulted in the formation of slip bands in the matrix and dislocation pile-ups against
the reaction zone. Cracks were observed at the intersecting slip bands at 760oC and above.
Voids were found in the reaction zone as well as in the matrix. In addition, voids were
observed in the outer Tiber coating of composites tested at 8150C in air. At 8I50C, fine
precipitates of unknown character were observed in (he matrix adjacent to the reaction zone.
INTRODIimON
There is an increasing demand for low density materials possessing high strength and
stiffness coupled with good environmental resistance at elevated temperatures for aerospace
structural applications. SiC (SCS-6) fiber-reinforced a2-based titanium aluminide composites
are undergoing critical evaluations of various mechanical properties such as tensile, fatigue,
and creep (1-6). In these investigations the microsttuctural characterization has primarily been
confined to optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) levels.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize microstructural details of SCS-6/Ti-24AlI INb composite deformed in tension, isothermal fatigue, and creep as revealed by TEM. It is
anticipated that this investigation in conjunction with optical and SEM observations will lead to
a better understanding of the deformation behavior and the complex failure mechanisms
operating under the various loading modes for these composites.

MATERIAL AND PROCEPURF..S
The composite consists of Ti-24A1-1 INb (at%) matrix reinforced with continuous,
unidirectional SCS-6 fibers with an average volume fraction of 0.33. The matrix is composed
of two phases: an ordered hexagonal OQ phase (DO19) and a beta phase. The I42\m diameter
SCS-6 fiber is produced by chemical vapor deposition onto a 37^m carbon core. It contains a
double pass carbon coating (nominally 4 \m thick) consisting primarily of amorphous carbon
with a small amount of silicon (7).
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Composite plates, -153 mm x 16S mm x 2 mm (eight ply), produced by the
foil/fiber/foil method were used in mechanical behavior studies by Nicholas, Russ, Gambone,
and Khobaib (1.4-6). A molybdenum crossweave material was used to weave the fiber mats.
A cross-section of the composite is shown in Figure 1. Mechanical tests were conducted with
the loading axis parallel to the fiber direction. Specifics regarding machining and specimen
geometries used for the tension, fatigue and creep studies were reported previously (5-6,8-9).
Selected tensile specimens were individually wrapped in tantalum foils, encapsulated in quartz
tubes under a vacuum of -10'^ toir, and exposed to a 980oC/25 hr to investigate the effect of
thermal treatment on the tensile properties and resulting microstructure.
Tensile and fatigue tests were performed in air on an MTS servo-hydraulic test station
equipped with radiant energy quartz lamps. Tensile tests were conducted at room temperature
and 8150C (8-9). Isothermal fatigue tests were performed at 650°C under load control with
stress levels ranged from 500 to 900 MPa, and a stress ratio (R) of 0.1 utilizing a sinusoidal
wave at 3 Hz (1,5). Creep tests were conducted at 6500C, 760oC, and 815aC at various stress
levels in laboratory air and vacuum (6).
TEM foils were prepared from the transverse sections of failed composites using ionmilling (10). TEM studies were conducted in a JEOL 2000FX transmission electron
microscope equipped with a Tracer Noithem-5550 EDS system and operated at 200 keV.
RRSULTS AND DISCUSSION
Deformation Microstructure
1) Tensile
Results of tension tests on both as-received and heat treated unidirectional composites
conducted at RT and 81S0C have been reported by Das (8-9). The composite exhibited
excellent strength over a broad temperature range, with ultimate strengths approaching the nileof-mixture calculations. The strain-to-failure ranged from 0.72 to 0.81% for all tests.
In the as-received composite the matrix microstructure was characterized by a2 and
beta phases. However, heat treatment at 980oC/2S hr led to the formation of an orthorhombic
phase in the matrix (8-9). A similar observation was previously made by Banerjee, et. al (11).
The dislocation arrangement and distribution in the matrix were similar for both as-received and
heat treated composites deformed at RT. A typical example is shown in Figure 2 for the heat
treated composite. In general, a low density of long dislocation lines with few tangles was
observed in the ai phase away from the reaction zone (Figure 2a). An application of the g • b
= 0 invisibility criterion for dislocations (where b is the Burgers vector and g is a reciprocal
lattice vector normal to the reflecting planes) indicated that the Burgers vector of the majority of
these dislocations was of the a/3 <1 l2o> type (Figure 2b). Deformation at RT involved both
basal and prism planes with dislocations predominantly arranged in a screw orientation.
Similar observations have been reported for TijAI based intermetallics (12-13). A rather high
density of dislocations was observed in the beta grains which was expected as the beta phase is
ductile at RT. In addition, deformation twins were observed in beta grains. Fewer
dislocations were found in the aj phase adjacent to the reaction zone (Figure 3). The majority
of these dislocations were found to lie on {lOlO) planes and were in a screw orientation
having the a/3 <1 l2o> Burgers vector.
A distinctly different dislocation structure was developed in the matrix for as-received
and heat treated composites deformed at 8I5°C. The dislocations were arranged in intense slip
bands intersecting with each other, indicating that more than one slip system was active at
8I5°C (Figure 4). The dislocation density in the OQ matrix adjacent to the reaction zone was
rather low. Also, no dislocations were observed in the reaction zone.
2) Isothermal Fatigue
Results of isothermal fatigue tests on as-received composite at 6S0°C study were
presented elsewhere (I). Fractography studies indicated that cracks in the matrix initiated at
edges of the specimens and propagated further into the specimen leading to failure. The matrix
exhibited brittle fracture in the crack growth region and ductile dimpling in the overload region
accompanied by fiber pull-out (I). It appeared that the matrix was embrittled by the test
environment which may have led to crack initiation at edge locations.
Thin foils of the specimen failed after 18,777 cycles and a cumulative strain of 0.60 %
at a maximum stress of 850 MPa were examined by TEM. Dislocations were arranged in slip

bands in 02 phase away from the reaction zone, similar to the observation in tension at 8IST.
However, the dislocation structure developed in the matrix adjacent to the reaction zone was
significantly different A high density of dislocations was found to pile-up against the reaction
zone as shown in Figure 5. Both planar slip and tangled dislocations were observed together
with dislocation loops. Fine voids were present in the reaction zone which was free of
dislocations (Figure 6). Additionally, small cracks were observed at triple points as well as
along the grain boundaries of the reaction zone constituents as shown in Figure 7. Apparently,
the cracks were developed as a result of stress concentration due to dislocation pile-ups against
the reaction zone by a mechanism proposed by Stroh (14). A small volume fraction of
orthorhombic phase was also observed in the matrix resulting from extended high temperature
exposure under load (Figure 8).
(3) Creep
The creep behavior of as-received SCS-6/Ti-24Al-l INb under a constant stress of 345
MPa at temperatures of 6S0aC, 760°C, and 81S0C in air was presented elsewhere (6).
Fractographic analysis of the failed specimen revealed that in most cases cracks occurred at
multiple sites. These cracks apparently initialed at surface flaws resulting from either a cut
Tiber, embrittled matrix, molybdenum crossweave wire exposed at the edge, or some other
surface defects. However, during the creep process the linkage of cracks resulted in a single
dominant crack which eventually led to the final failure of the specimen. It was concluded that
stress-assisted environmental degradation played an important role in the failure of these
composites (6).
Slip bands in the matrix and dislocation pile-ups against the reaction zone were
observed for specimens deformed in creep at all temperatures. However, with increasing
deformation temperature the planarity of slip in the matrix was found to decrease, and the
formation of dislocation tangles increased along with the formation of jogs and loops. An
increased presence of dislocations with non-basal slip vectors was also noted. Cracks were
observed at the intersection of slip bands at 760°C and above as shown in Figure 9. The
formation of cracks is believed to be the result of stress-concentrations at the slip band
intersections and can be explained by a mechanism proposed by Cottrell (IS). At all test
temperatures the orthorhombic phase was observed in the matrix, similar to that reported for
the isothermal fatigue specimen. Creep induced void formation in the matrix was observed
only in the specimen tested at 81S0C as shown in Figure 10. Also evidenced in the micrograph
are the dislocation pile-ups against the reaction zone. In addition, precipitates of unidentified
nature were observed at the 0.2 grain boundaries of the matrix in the vicinity of the reaction
zone as shown in Figure 11. The EDS analysis revealed the presence of Ti, Al, and Nb and
an absence of silicon in these precipitates. This leads us to believe that the precipitate is a
complex carbide of Ti-Al-Nb as the detection of carbon is beyond the limits of the detector used
in the spectrometer. Since these precipitates are only found near the reaction zone, it can be
speculated that carbon from the outer fiber coating, under the influence of temperature and
stress, diffuses into the matrix over time resulting in the formation of these precipitates. Voids
were also observed in the reaction zone at all temperatures as shown in Figure 12. However,
no dislocations were found in the reaction zone. At 81S0C, voids and fine precipitates were
also observed in the outer fiber coaling, Figure 13. A similar observation of voids has
previously been reported by Das and Vahldiek (16). They speculated that oxygen may be
diffusing to the region of the outer fiber coating and reacting with the carbon to form CO and/or
CO2, thus creating these voids. Fine precipitates in the outer fiber coating have previously
been identified as SIC. Moreover, the outer amorphous carbon coating was determined to have
undergone graphitization. Such graphitization of the amorphous carbon coating and SiC
precipitate formation within the coating of SCS-6 fiber have been reported (17).

CONCLUSIONS
It was noted that for the composites tested in tension at RT, the deformation structure of
the matrix away from the reaction zone was characterized by a low dislocation density with few
dislocation tangles, while that of the matrix adjacent to the reaction zone was characterized by
an even lower dislocation density. On the other hand, deformation in tension at elevated
temperatures led to the formation of intersecting slip bands in the matrix suggesting that more
than one slip system participated in the deformation process. However, few dislocations were
observed in the region of the matrix adjacent to the reaction zone. This is in contradiction to the
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model on microscopic deformation and fracture mechanisms of ductile matrix/elastic fiber
composites proposed by Pertsev el. al (18).
The dislocation substructures in the matrix away from the reaction zone in composites
deformed in tension, isothermal fatigue and creep at elevated temperature were similar in that
dislocations were predominantly arranged in intense slip bands. However, in contrast to the
elevated temperature tension tests, a high density of dislocations was observed to pile-up in the
matrix around the reaction zone in both isothermal fatigue and creep samples. Apparently the
reaction zone was serving as a barrier to dislocation motion. The formation of dislocation pileups in the matrix around the reaction zone is in accordance with the models for a coherent
fiber/matrix interface proposed by Stohr and Valle (19) and Goto and McLean (20). In the
case of isothermal fatigue, very small cracks were observed in the reaction zone. This may be
attributed to the stress concentration due to dislocation pile-ups against the reaction zone. In
contrast, no cracks were observed in the reaction zone of composites deformed in creep, but
voids were identified at the triple points as well as along grain boundaries, a characteristic of
the creep deformation. This may also suggest that load shedding from the matrix to the
reaction zone has indeed taken place. Cracks were also observed at the intersecting slip bands
in the matrix of crept samples. The roles of internal cracks, as observed in the reaction zone of
the isothermal fatigue samples and at the intersecting slip bands of creep samples, and other
microstmctural features to the failure of these composites cannot be fully established for the
following reason. The test specimens used for mechanical property evaluations in this study
had two edges where fiber, matrix, reaction zone, and molybdenum crossweave were directly
exposed to the test environment. It has been established that cracks, originating from areas
acting as stress raisers at the edges, led to failure of these composites (5-6). Thus, unless these
stress raisers are removed, the deformation occurring in the various composite constituents
cannot adequately explain the overall failure process of the composite, but merely highlights
potential problem areas and arenas for eventual engineering improvements in these composites.
Also, it has been established that environment played a significant role in the failure process,
especially in fatigue and creep where the composite was subjected to loads at temperature for
extended periods of time (5-6). Although testing in a vacuum can eliminate the environmental
effects, removal of edge effects is more difficult. In spite of these difficulties, the deformation
microstructure of various constituents of the composites as determined by the present TEM
studies offers a better understanding of the deformation behavior and the complex failure
mechanisms operating under the various loading modes for these composites.
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Figure 1. A typical cross-section of
unidirectional. 8-ply.
8-ply, SCS-6/Ti-24Al-1
SCS-6/Ti-24A INb
composite showing Mo wire cross-weave.

Figure 2. Dislocations in the matrix away
from the reaction zone of heat treated
specimen tested in tension at RT:
a) dislocabons are in contrast for g « OlTO
and b) out of contrast for g « 0002.
Foil plane (200).
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Figure 6. Observation of voids in the
leactkm /.one of the fatigue specimen.

Figure 7. Crack formaUon at the triple
point of reaction /one products of the fatigue
specimen tested in air at 65<)°C/ K5<) MPa to
a cumulative strain of 0.6'J.
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Figure* 9. Observation of a crack at the
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Figure 10. Di.sl<H,aUon.s in the mauix
adjacent to the reaction /one of the creep
sample tested in air at KI5°C7^45 MPa.
Voids are ohserved in the matnx.

Figure 11 Precipitate.s at the 02 grain
Nrundaries adjacent to the reaction zone
of the creep specimen tested in air
atX15°C/M.SMPa
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Figure I y. Voids and SiC precipiutes
in the outer coaling of the ^S-6 fiber
for the composite tested in creep in air
at8l5°C7345 MPa.

Figure 12. Voids at triple points and
along grain Niundaiies of reacuon zone
products in the creep specimen tested in
airatKl -S^C/ VtS MPa.
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SIC FIBRE / TI-BASED COMPOSITES:
PROCESSING, MICROSTRUCTURE AND INTERFACE PROPERTIES
Z X Quo and B. Derby,
Oxford Centre for Advanced Materials and Composites/
Department of Materials, University of Oxford,
Oxford 0X1 3PH, UK.
Abstract
The present paper investigates continuous fibre-reinforced composites using TiB2/C
coated SiC monofilaments as the reinforcement, and Ti6A14V as the matrix. A diffusion bonding
technique is employed to fabricate the composites by consolidating fibre-mat and matrix foil layups. The process is analysed through the variation of the quarter contact angle between the fibre
and the matrix. Effects of fabrication conditions on the microstructure of the resulting
composites, including the matrix morphology and fibre/matrix interfaces, are examined.
Reactions at the fibre/matrix interfaces have been found to produce TiB needles, thick TiC layer,
and a mixture of TiC/TisSij particles, depending on the stages of the reaction involved.
Interfacial bonding strength has been evaluated and correlated with the microstructure of the
fabricated materials. The strength varies strongly with both bonding temperature and holding
time. The results are discussed for further optimisation of processing conditions and interface
properties.

Introduction
Ti-based/SiC composites are strong contenders for future air-frame and engine
components. Various types of Ti alloys have been investigated as a potential matrix, e.g. (a-t-ß)
alloys [1,2], metastable ß alloys (3,4], and Ti aluminides [5,6]. The fibres available for
reinforcing titanium alloys are the SCS-6 SiC from Textron and the Sigma SiC from B.P. A
number of papers have been devoted to the interface problems or mechanical properties of the
SCS-6 SiC fibre reinforced Ti matrices, e.g. refs.[l-3,7-l I]. However, the fabrication process
has not yet been examined in detail. There is also a lack of systematic investigation on the
processing, microstructure, and property relationships of the materials, particularly on the
composite system involving the TiB/C coated SiC fibres.
The fabrication of Ti-based composites is confined to solid-state diffusion bonding
routes, due to the restrictions of the extreme reactivity of titanium and the stability of the
reinforcement at high temperature. These include Hot-Pressing, HIPing (Hot Isostatic Pressing),
and VPS(Vacuum Plasma Spraying) or other types of matrix deposition techniques combined
with the former two processes [12-14], The consolidation is associated with the diffusion,
creep, and (super)plastic flow of the matrix. The establishment of the matrix/fibre interface
bonding involves charge transport, inter-diffusion, and mass transport [IS]. Chemical reactions
often take place concurrently between the matrix and the reinforcement, leading to the formation
of new phases. Extensive interfacial reactions give rise to: 1) thick brittle reaction products,
acting as a circumferential flaw on the fibre; 2) roughening the fibre surfaces, degrading the fibre
intrinsic strength by forming easy stress concentrations; and 3) enhancing interfacial cracking
and debonding [11]. It is, therefore, important to understand the relationships of processing,
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microstructure, and interface properties, for the design of adequate composite processing
conditions. The model Ti6A14V/SiC composite system is employed here for such investigation.
Materials and Methods

The composites were consolidated by diffusion bonding in a vacuum hot press. The
procedure is schematically illustrated in Fig.l. The matrix foil is 85 urn in thickness; and the SiC
fibre is 100 \im in diameter (supplied by B. P. Composites Ltd with a TiB2 and C double-layer
protective coating; the diameter of the fibre is used as a scale marker in following micrographs).
First, the foils were ultrasonically cleaned. The fibres were wound into a mat with a spacing of
400 or 200 urn, respectively, and bound using a fugitive binder. These mats were
Fabrication Process
Matrix Foil

Consolidatian

Fig.2 Heating and pressurisation procedures,
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E
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the composite
fabrication process.

Fig. 3. Geometry of lap-shear specimens.

unidirectionally stacked between the cleaned foils. Such a foil/fibre assembly was then subjected
to hot-pressing in vacuum at 870 0C and 970 0C under pressures of 10 - 40 MPa. The
pressurisation procedure is illustrated in Fig.2, a short period dwell at 500 0C under a small
pressure was carried out to drive off the fibre binder. The resulting composites have a fibre
volume fraction of 18.8 % and 31.6 %, respectively for the two fibre-spacings used. Selected
samples were heat-treated at temperature in a vacuum of 10'' - lO*6 Torr for various periods of
time, to evaluate the stability of the coating.
Specimens for optical and SEM examinations were lapped flat using liquid diamond
slurry, down to 0.25 itm, with a light final polish to remove fine scratches. The cross-section
used is perpendicular to the fibre axis direction. TEM samples were dimpled and Ion-milled to
transparency.
A lap-shear method was employed to evaluate the interface strength between the fibre and
the matrix after bonding at 30 MPa for 30 minutes. The specimens were produced by bonding
one layer of fibre-mat between two Ti6A14V plates, and the dimensions are illustrated in Fig.3.
A double-lap specimen geometry was used to minimise bending effects during testing, as
specimen bending may bias the shear results. The fibre/matrix shear strength, Tf, is calculated by
the following equation,
Xf = -|l(t-tm) + xm ],
where a is the fibre spacing, d the diameter of the fibre, t the average shear strength, and tm the
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shear strength of the matrix/malrix bond. The latter was evaluated by lap-shearing testing the
matrixAnatrix bonds produced using the same conditions as for the matrix/fibre-mat bonds, tm
was 482 MPa and 511 MPa. for the bonds obtained from 870 X and 970 °C, respectively.
Results ami Dis
Processing
Solid-state consolidation is achieved by
the deformation of the matrix material to
eliminate the cavities within the matrix/Tibre
assembly. This is usually carried out at elevated
temperature under pressure. The process may
be divided into a few suges. as illustrated in
Fig.4. First, it involves the indenution of the
fibre into the matrix once pressure is applied,
Fig.4 (a), due to the insuntaneous matrix
plastic flow underneath the fibre surface. This
is followed by matrix/matrix bridging between
the fibres by continuing matrix creep and/or
plastic flow, producing two main voids on both
sides of a fibre, and a series of small cavities at
the matrix/matrix interface due to matrix surface
undulation. Fig.4(b). Further pressurisation at
temperature assists the removal of the small
cavities and the reduction of the main voids.
Fig.4(c), through both creep flow and
diffusional mass transpon at the fine matrix
grain boundaries and interfaces. Full
consolidation is achieved when the main voids
are eliminated. Fig.4(d). An example of a fully
consolidated six-ply composite is presented in
Fig.5.
To illustrate the degree of consolidation
during proces.sing, it is convenient to employ
the quarter contact angle. as a vanable with
0<$<n/2 illustrated in Fig.6. The variation
of the'quaner contact angle is illustrated in
Fig.7 as a function of bonding time and
applied pressure Here the experimental results
are given as points. The curves are theoretical
predictions of an analytical model, based on
the constitutive pla.stic yielding and power-law
creep functions of the matrix material, and
formulated in relation to the various suges of
consolidation discussed above. Details of the
model are presented elsewhere |16|. The
predicted consolidation behaviour generally
leads to an "S" curved variation of the contact
angle with time, with an initial timeindependent contact due to instantaneous fibre
indenution. The rapid increase in contact angle
in the middle stages corresponds to the
matrix-flow process before matrix-bridging.
The rate-controlling process appears to be tlw
final reduction of the two main voids adjacent
to each fibre, involving both creep flow and
diffusional mechanisms. A higher pressure
and / or temperature
can
readily
2,435
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Fig.4. Various suges of the consolidatioa
process.
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Fig. 5. Structure of a well-bonded SiC
fibre/ Ti6AI4V composite.

decrease the total time required for full consolidation, as shown in Fig.7. However, an
excessive uniaxial pressure may cause fibre damage (9). A higher temperature faciliutes creep
and diffusion for void removal [ 16). but will also enhance any undesirable interfacial reactions
and/or leads to unfavourable matrix microstructure (1.2). which is discussed in the next section.
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Fig.7. Variation of the quarter contact angle vs.
bonding time at different pressures

Microstrue turr
Ti6AI4V experiences an (a-»f)/g
transformation at about 993 °C. Bonding
at a temperature below and above the
transus leads to two different type of
matrix structures after furnace cooling, as
noted in Fig.8: (a) equiaxed (a-i-g)
structure from 870 °C and (b) lamellar
transformed-g structure from 1070 *C.
The former structure possesses good
ductility and strength, whereas the latter is
characterised by good creep resistance and
toughness, but with poor ductility and
low-cycle fatigue properties. The
equiaxed structure is normally favoured
for its ductility and relatively low interface
reactivity. Therefore, composite
processing should be conducted below
the fl transus temperature.

(a)

1070 «C

(b)

870 «C

Fig.8. Matrix microstnictufe from different
temperatures.

FibreAnatrix interfaces play an important role in composite properties. The microstnicture
at the interface need to be well understood. Fibre/matrix bonding is achieved by charge
transpon. diffusion, and mass transport at the interface (15). However, due to the nonequilibrium nature of the system, interfacial chemical reaction appears to be inevitabk at the
consolidation temperatures. Various methods of altering the interface reaction kinetics have
been investigated in the past. The ntost successful one is the barrier coating of stable
layerfs) on fibre surface, e g. by CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition). The TiBiAT coating is
used for such purpose for the fibres employed here (17).

Fig.9 shows the inteiface microstructurcs of the coated fibres after two suges of reaction
at 970 °C for (a) 2 and (b) 30 hours, respecuvely. The T1B2 coating is noted to be unsubie and
readily reacts with the matrix, forming acicular needles. Fig.9(a). which arc identified as TiB
phases by diffraction analyses | IK) There is no distinct boundary between the needles and the
onginal coating and a mixed TiB2/TiB sub-layer is often noted In the meantime. TiC particles
are also introduced in the TiB2/C interface. Once the coating is consumed, the reaction between
the SiC and the matrix elements produces a mixture of titanium carbides and silicides. Fig.9(b).
Similar results have been observed previously on the SiCYTi interaction |7|. These reaction
products can readily develop into large particles, and may separate into alternating sub-layers as
the reacuon continues 111.
A TEM micrograph with inserted SAD (Selected Area Deffraction) patterns is given in
Fig. 10, to illustrate the morphologies of the fibre, the C-coating. the reaction product TiC, and
their interfaces. It was obuined from the same specimen as Fig.9(a). The fibre is of the SiC
type and consists of very fine crystals. The C-coating seems to in the form of the Turbostratic
(Tarbon. Its diffraction pattern is very
similar to the structure of the TC
coating for the core of the SCS-6
fibre (I9|. This type of carbon is
characterised by even weaker van de
Waals bonding between the basal
planes than graphite 1I9| The interdiffusion at the SiC and C interface
produces a thin interlayer, consisting
of both of the constituent phases, as
noted from the composite diffraction
pattern at the interface. The reacuon at
hliV/iH
the C7TiB2 interface forms large grains
iiHyiiB
of TiC, which results in a nonr, ^
uniform consumption of the C•■29
coating. Fig. 10
The average thickness
variation of the interfacial layers is
presented in Fig. 11, as a function of
holding time. t. at 870 and 970 °C.
Fig.9. Iniertee mkrostructures showing the
respectively There is an initial
reactkms at two different stages.
increase in the T1B2/T1B layer, due to
the inter-diffusion of B and Ti
elements After the disintegration of
the original T1B2 coating, this layer
gradually decreases upon funher
holding, possibly because of the
diffusion of B elements into the
matrix The C<oating does not show
any obvious variation until the T1B2
coating is fully disintegrated Then
the reaction is accompanied by the
linear decrease of C-coating and the
corresponding linear increase of TiC
as a function of t'^^. indicatini
diffusion-controlled reaction kinetics.
At the higher temperature, it is seen
that the C-coating is completely
consumed after about S hours hold.
This IS followed by the increase of the
SiC and Ti reaction products with tl/2,
in the form of TiC/Ti5Si'\. During this
Fig. 10 Morpholoi
Morphologies of SiC. C. TiC and
period, the TiC layer shows a slight
theu interuaces under TEM.
increase with time, as a result of
growth after consuming the small TiC

panicles in the subsequent reaction
products. Although the TiBj/C
coating is not as stable as expected, it
has effectively produced a time-lag
between the reaction of the matrix and
the SiC fibre itself, particularly at the
lower temperature.

Interface Properties
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The interface shear strength of
the coated fibre and the matrix is
presented in Fig. 12 as a function
of
(a)
total holding time at 870 and 970
"C, respectively (which includes the
HOMIM TtnMnMr«; «7* t
time for bonding the samples, 30
. Fibre: Til 2« C«M «C; Mtrtn: TMAMV
minutes, in these cases). Each of the
CaMMl TMckM« (M «): Til i I.*; C: IJ
a. 4
data points is calculated from an
average of 3 to 6 measurements. It is
noted that the initial bonding
strengths are relatively low in both
cases, which may be for two
possible reasons: (i) The matrix/fibre
bonding has not been fully achieved
'•
„i*
Timcmta.1'1
after the short period of holding, as
time is required for the removal of
(b)
possible surface oxides or
contaminations and for interFig. 11. Thickness of the interlayers vs. time at:
diffusion and mass transport even
(a) 870 0C; (b) 970 0C.
after full intimate contact between the
matrix and the fibre has occurred: and
(ii) The bonding at the C/SiC
interface is of the relatively weak van
de Waals type and can be readily
broken, particularly with the Ccoating being the turbostratic
structure as discussed earlier.
Analyses on the fibre/matrix fracture
surfaces shown that fully bonded
interfaces were only achieved by
holding samples for a short period of
time at the bonding temperature after
riim. min.l/{
the consolidation was completed
[20]. This observation agrees with
Fig. 12. Fibre/matrix interfacial shear strength
the reason (i) proposed above.
after various periods of heat treatment
The strength increases with
holding time up to a maximum value
as the complete matrix/fibre bonding
is progressively established. Fig. 12.
The inter-diffusion at the weak interface, shown in Fig. 10, can also increase the bond strengths
therein. The strengths decrease after about 2 hours of holding, which corresponds to the start of
the consumption of the C-coating, comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 11. A larger drop is noted for the
higher temperature bonds due to a more rapid increase of the brittle, irregular TiC interlayer,
which enhances debonding.
It is also clear in Fig. 12 that the strength of the higher temperature bonds is greater than
that of the lower temperature bonds in the early stages of holding, but becomes lower in the
later stages. This may be explained as follows. In the early stages: (I) the higher temperature
leads to stronger bonding, particularly at the weak interfaces around C-coating, as a result of a
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greater range of inter-diffusion; (2) possible impurities on the original matrix and fibre surfaces
are more easily and extensively dissolved at the higher temperature to enhance matrix/fibre
bonding; (3) cooling from the higher temperature gives rise to larger residual stresses gripping
the matrix/fibre interface area, due to greater differences in thermal expansion and a greater level
of matrix phase transformation (bcc (J to hep. a, which also results in matrix volume shrinkage).
These influences are eventually counter-balanced by the deleterious effect of the continuing
growth of the brittle reaction layers at the higher temperature, leading to a greater reduced
strength in the later stages.
Summary
The consolidation process for producing continuous fibre reinforced titanium matrix
composites has been examined. Among the various stages discussed, the closure of the final
voids around each fibre is the rate-controlling stage, which involves the contribution of both
matrix creep and diffusional mass transport from boundaries and interfaces to the void area. The
processing parameters, such as temperature, pressure and time, should be optimised so that a
sound matrix/fibre bonding can be established before a large scale of interfacial reaction is
introduced and without requiring too large an initial matrix/fibre contact pressure.
For the present composite system with a fibre volume fraction of 31.6% , full
consolidation can be achieved after 0.5 to 1 hour at temperatures, 870 and 970 °C, under a
pressure no less than 20 MPa. A short period of high temperature holding after full
consolidation seems to be necessary to obtain a good bond strength, which should not result in
the consumption of the C-coating, The protective TiB2 coating readily reacts with matrix at both
of the temperatures studied, and, therefore, is not stable. However, it can produce a time-lag
before the matrix/SiC fibre reaction takes place. This effect is greater at the lower temperature.
Both bonding temperature and interface reaction greatly influence the interfacial bonding
strength of the composite. At a given holding time, the higher temperature yields a greater
strength when the level of reaction is limited, while the situation is reversed after an extensive
amount of reaction at the higher temperature. In both cases, the strength decreases with the
increase of the reaction layer thickness, involving TiC and/or TiC/TisSi v
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METAL-CERAMIC COMPOSITE LAYER FORMATION ON TITANIUM SURFACES THROUGH

LASER TREATMENT
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Abstract
SIC ceramic particles of 6 um size, and ranging in volume fraction from
5 to 20%, have been incorporated into the surface of commercial purity
titanium sheet by laser treatment and the microstructures and
hardnesses produced by different processing parameters investigated.
Phase Identification showed the presence of Tie, Ti^Si, and Ti, but
there was no clear evidence for residual SiC. Metallographic
examination showed that the TiC was present as globular particles
ranging from 5nm to 2|un in size. Residual stresses were tensile along,
and compressive across, the laser trails which, typically, had an
outside layer 100|tin deep with hardness (H,) values in the range 10001400 H,, followed by a plateau of hardness between 450 and 550 H,
extending to about 500(Un depth. The base metal hardness was -150 H,.
These large Increases In hardness are attributed to the TiC produced
during the glazing.

The Incorporation of ceramic particles into the surface of titanium by
laser processing is an attractive means of modifying, in a controlled
manner, the surface structure in specific areas, resulting in, for
Instance, improved wear and oxidation resistance.
Ayers and co-workers [1-3] injected hard particles of titanium carbide
and tungsten carbide into laser surfaces melted zones on various
substrates, and demonstrated that wear resistance improved and the
friction coefficient decreased with increased volume fraction of
carbide particles: injection of between 30-50 volume per cent of 0.1 mm
titanium carbide particles into titanium alloys produced a hardness (Hv)
of about 450 H,. Abboud and West [4] injected 150 \m silicon carbide
particles into titanium surfaces. They observed partial dissolution of
the silicon carbide which lead to enrichment of the matrix with silicon
and carbon; during solidification dendrites of titanium carbide formed
at the silicon carbide-matrix interfaces while the matrix consisted of
a/a'* TljSi, eutectic, and the hardness of the matrix increased from 210
H, to about 600 Hy.
In the present work, much smaller (in this case 6|un) silicon carbide
particles of various volume fractions were incorporated, using a range
THmiuni'92
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of processing parameters. Into titanium surfaces by laser treatment to
produce what we term a metal-ceramic composite (MCC) layer. This paper
details the hardnesses and microstructures produced.
Experimental Procedure
Commercial purity (CP) titanium sheet of 3 mm thickness was used in
this investigation, and silicon carbide particles of 6 (im average size
were painted on the metal surface with a low temperature varnish. Most
of the work was carried out using 5 and 10 vol% silicon carbide,
although a few experiments were also carried out with 20 vol%. These
volume fractions of silicon carbide were estimated on a heml-spherical
melt pool of 0.4 mm depth.
Laser glazing of the silicon carbide painted CPTi surfaces was carried
out at Culham Laboratory, Atomic Energy Authority, Abingdon, UK, using
a 10 kW CO, laser facility. Specimens were glazed using a 2.8 kH beam
and a combination of 20, 30, and 50 mm defocused distances and traverse
speeds of 5 and 10 mm s'1 under a pure helium environment. Sections of
the MCC trails produced were prepared using standard metallographic
techniques and were examined by optical, scanning electron and
transmission electron microscopy. X-ray diffraction analysis and
residual stress measurements were also conducted. Microhardness tests
were carried out on the polished sections.
Results
Microstructures
Glazing at 20 mm defocused distance produced shiny, smooth crack-free
surfaces. Some agglomeration
of particles occurred at the edge of
trails in the 5% and 10% coatings, for both 5 and 10 ran s"1 traverse
speeds. The 20% coatings, however, produced rough surfaces with a
network of cracks. Glazing at 20 mm s"1 traverse speed resulted in a
non-continuous surface layer. Agglomeration of particles was also found
in the melt zone (Fig la), which additionally consisted of dendrltes,
globular, columnar and what we tentatively term thread-like features,
depending on volume fraction and defocus eg the microstructure for
5%S1C, 20 mm defocus and 5mm s'1 traverse speed is shown in Fig lb and
that for 10%SiC, 50mm defocus in Fig 1c (both at 5n»n s'1 traverse
speed). The globular particles appeared to be associated with coarse
particles; the size of the globular particles grew larger with distance
from the larger particles (S Mridha and T N Baker unpublished work).
When glazed at 30 mm defocused distance, the agglomerates were observed
at the surface with their frequency being higher in the 10% coatings
than with 5% coatings for both 5 and 10 mm s'1 traverse speeds. The
surface layer of the 10% coating was followed by a deeper zone
containing the thread-like features. Increasing the defocused distance,
which decreases energy density, produced a continuous surface layer In
both the 5 and 10% coatings, but in the latter this was followed by a
deep intermediate zone comprising dendrltes and thread-like structures
(Fig 1c). Coarse particles at the surface layer were again associated
with globular structures.
X-ray diffraction patterns from the surface layer and approximately
half way into the melt zone are shown in Figs 2a and b. While in both
cases titanium, titanium carbide and titanium siliclde are clearly
present, the intensities of the carbide and siliclde peaks are higher
at the surface and diminish with distance into the melt pool while the
Intensities of the titanium peaks increase. Transmission electron
microscopy of thin foils prepared from the melt zone showed a heavily
dislocated matrix comprising a', dendritic and globular titanium
carbide and lath-shaped titanium siliclde (labelled in Fig 3). Microanalysis results agreed with these observations.
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Residual stress masurements both parallel (L) and perpendicular (T) to
the laser trails showed the stresses to be tensile in the former
direction and almost equally compressive in the latter direction (Table
I). This was also found to be true below the surface, where
measurements were made after removal of the surface by grinding and
polishing (preferential polishing precluded the use of electropolishing in these initial analyses). The absolute values of stress
were found to vary with position within the laser trail, due to local
changes in sdcrostructure.
Table I. Residual stress values for 20mm defocus and lOess s*‘ condition
Condition
As-glazed
After removal of
>100|lm
After removal of
further lOOpm

Stress (MPa)
(uncorrected for material removal)
259H37
-2441139
171194
-170183
1241117
-991112

Direction
L
T
L
T
L
T

The hardness profiles of the 5 mm s‘* traverse speed trails given in Fig
4a show a plateau at about 500 H, which is over 400 |Un deep for both the
5% and 10% coatings glazed at 20 mm defocussed distance. A similar
hardness plateau occurs when glazing at 10 mm s"' traverse speed and 10%
coating (Fig 4b); however, the 5% coating gives no plateau (Fig 4b).
This is consistent with the observation that at higher glazing speeds
the melt depths are shallow and the microstuctures consist of a lower
volume fraction of carbides due to the lower initial fraction of SiC in
the coating.
Glazing at 30 an defocused distance, 10 mm s"' and 10 % coating resulted
in a profile with a thin hard layer (1400 H,) followed by a moderately
hard (500 H,) plateau. The 5% coating produced high surface hardness,
but a shallow profile. Rhen glazing at the slower speed (5 mm s ), the
thin hard layer was absent.
The hardness profiles produced at a 50 mm defocused distance and 5 an
s'* traverse speed but with 5 and 10 % coatings are shown in Fig 4c. The
hardness plateau in the 10% coating is much deeper (650 )im), but of
slightly lower mean hardness (450 H,) . The 5% coating yields a lower
maximum hardness (1040 H,) than the 10% coating (1400 H,) .

The Bielt depths, depths of verlous structural zones where present in
the MCC trails, and melt widths were measured. These results showed
that the width of the trail increases with increasing defocused
distance and decreasing traverse speed, while the total melt depth
increases with both decreasing defocused distance and traverse speed.
However, the 10% silicon carbide coatings resulted in higher melt
depths under all conditions compared to those in 5% coatings. The very
hard layer present in both the 5 and 10% coatings glazed at 50 mm
defocused distance and at both glazing speeds comprise the globular
microstructure, and is thic)cer in the 10% coating. Again the
intermediate hard layer increases with decreasing speed and defocused

Flqure 3. Transmission electron
micrograph
showing
matrix
structure, and carbide and
silicide morphology.

t

Otpth,

0«pm. >jm

Figure 4. Hardness profiles of 5 and 10% SiC laser glazed melt trails
for various defocus distances (DF) and traverse speeds (TS) (a) 20n«n
DF and 5inn s‘‘ TS; (b) 20mm DF and 10mm s ' TS; and (c) SOinn DF and 5imn
S‘‘ TS.

distance In the 5% coating. This Is opposite to that In the 10%
coatings where this layer depth increased with both decreasing speed
and defocused distance. This observation has not been reported
previously.
EJaffltajAan
The mlcrostructural development in the MCC trails studied under the
present investigation is dominated by the reaction of the SIC particles
with the molten titanium layer to form titanium carbide (dendrites,
globules and "thread-like" features), titanium silicide (and a'during
the subsequent rapid solidification of the melt zone) . Previous workers
[3,4] reported that by injecting large carbide particles (100-150 Mm)
into the surface of titanium alloys, particles are incorporated into
the melt with partial dissolution of carbides which results in the
precipitation of titanium carbide dendrites at and around the surfaces
of the embedded particles as well as finely dispersed carbides in the
matrix. The dissolution of silicon carbide in the molten pool will be
dependent on both its size and melt temperature. Since carbon has a
higher affinity for titanium than for silicon, the dissolution of
silicon carbide and the formation of titanium carbide and titanium
silicide will take place. The shape, size and distribution of these
constituents are believed to be related to the melt pool chemistry and
time-temperature distribution. Glazing at 20mm defocused distance
resulted in thread-like titanium carbide (Fig 1) which has a higher
concentration at the surface than through the melt zone. Hardness
profiles confirm this in that the highest values occur at the surface
and then decrease through the melt zone (Fig 4a) . After melting,
dissolved or dissociated silicon carbide diffuses down through the melt
pool; however, due to insufficient time and the temperature gradient of
the melt,
a concentration gradient is retained which,
during
solidification,
results
in the
observed
higher
hardness and
concentration of the carbide at the surface. The very high hardness
observed at the surface is similarly due to the globular type of
titanium carbides (Fig 1c) which also have the highest concentration at
the surface. Cooper and Ayers [5] also observed that surface hardness
increased from 1.1 to 2.6 times the base hardness with increased
carbide injection. In actual fact, the Increased hardness results in
increased titanium carbide dendrlte density yielding higher hardness;
which is thought to be the main hardening mechanism of these surface
layers, as indicated by the x-ray diffraction analysis (Fig 2a and b) .
The agglomerated silicon carbide in the melt zone is believed to be
related to non-optimum convectional flow in the melt pool, which
allowed powder clusters to remain intact in the melt pool where they
subsequently became trapped on solidification. It is significant to
note that in the present work hardness increments of three to four
times that of the base material occurred and this value is even higher
(4.3 to 9.3 times) when the hard layer consists of globular titanium
carbide. Additionally, these Increments are achieved by the use of
lower volume fraction of fine silicon carbide particles as compared to
those reported in the literature 13-5]; where hardness Increments up to
1.1 to 4 times were found with very high volume percentages (25-60%) of
coarse particles (4 5-150 um). This clearly Indicates the advantage of
finer particles, which react nearly completely to precipitate the hard
titanium carbide constituent which produced the high hardnesses
observed. Moreover, by varying the laser glazing parameters control of
the hardness profiles is also possible.
While the load bearing capability of the present MCC trails have not
yet been Investigated, the very hard surface layers observed at the
surface in the materials glazed is expected to increase the wear
resistance and the underlying layer of intermediate hardness will
contribute to an improved load-bearing ability [6,7].

mi

Conclusions
1. Composites produced with 5 and 10 vol% of 6 |im silicon carbide
particles, u ider various process variables, revealed microstructures
consisting
of
globular,
dendritic,
columnar
and thread-like
morphologies, with some agglomerated sheet-like fragments.
2. The glob ilar, dendritic and thread-like features have been
identified as titanium carbide. Titanium silicide is also present in
the melt zone. These phases occur through reaction of the silicon
carbide particles with the molten titanium.
3. Production if surface layers with very high hardness, between 4.3
and 9.3 times the hardness of the base metal, and backed by a softer
intermediate la/er up to 400 |im deep has been demonstrated.
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INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES AND FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN
CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED Ti / SiC METAL MATRDC COMPOSITES.
K.M. Fox, P.J. Cottcrill, M. Strangwood and P. Bowen.
School of Metallurgy and Materials / IRC in Materials for High
Performance Applications, The University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, BIS 2TT, U.K.

Abstract
Interfacial properties of different SiCYTi composites have been measured using a fibre push-out
technique. Three systems have been considered: Ti B21s / SCS6 composites, Ti- 15V-3Cr-3Al3Sn / SCS6 composites and Ti-6AI-4V / SCS6 composites. The interfacial debonding shear
stress was found to affect the mode of crack growth. An interfacial shear stress in the range of
90-120 MPa was measured for Ti-lS-3 / SCS6 and Ti-6-4 / SCS6 systems and this was found
to correlate with predominantly mode I crack growth in these materials when tested in fatigue at
ambient temperature. However, the Ti D21s / SCS6 system considered here had a lower
interfacial shear stress of approximately 36 MPa, and this appeared to promote crack bifurcation
during fatigue loading. A preliminary investigation into the effect of unbridged crack (notch)
depth on fatigue crack propagation was also carried out in the Ti B21s / SCS6 system and was
found to have important potential implications for assessment of crack growth behaviour in
these materials. Marked effects of the initial applied stress intensity range on crack growth
behaviour have also been observed in the Ti-15-3 / SCS6 system.
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Iniroduction
Continuously reinforced metal matrix composites (MMCs) are of interest to the aerospace
industry because of their high stiffness to weight ratios and potential high temperature
capabilities. Applications will include highly stressed rotating parts operating at moderate to
high temperatures. Thus fatigue crack growth characterisation is of clear importance.
These composite systems have been found [l-S] to exhibit the unusual phenomenon of crack
growth rates decreasing with increases in die fatigue crack length under constant cyclic load
amplitude conditions, i.e. with increasing nominal applied stress intensity range, AKmp. This
is due to unbroken fibres in the crack wake acting to bridge the crack and thus to reduce the
effective stress intensity AKerr at the crack tip. The amount of load bearing by the fibres is
dependent on the strength of the fibre / matrix interface, and thus it would be expected that the
crack growth resistance will be affected by the interfacial properties of the composite. A strong
fibre / matrix interface would allow a high degree of load bearing by the fibres and means not
only that fibre failure is more likely but also that the clamp back stresses in the crack wake will
also be higher for unbroken fibres. Conversely a weak interface means debonding of the fibre /
matrix interface is probable with reduced load transfer. This will result in a reduced risk of fibre
failure, but also a reduced clamp back stress in the crack wake [6,7]. It is unclear in general
which situation is preferable to prolong the life of these materials under cyclic loading and
further understanding of the effect of interfacial properties on fatigue crack growth resistance in
these materials is required before predictions can be made.
One technique which has been used to assess interfacial properties is that of fibre push-out
testing [8,9]. This can be used to measure both the interfacial debonding shear stress and the
interfacial frictional stress once the fibre has debonded from the matrix. These values will
depend on:
(i) the chemical nature and thickness of fibre / matrix reaction layers;
(ii) the residual stresses set up between the fibres and the matrix set up on cooling due to
differences in thermal expansion coefficient between the fibres and the matrix;
(ill) any volume changes in the matrix caused by phase transformations;
(iv) type of fibre coating.
This paper presents preliminary results from a long term programme aimed at quantifying the
influence of interfacial properties on crack growth resistance in fibre reinforced metal matrix
composites.
Experimental procedure
The composites considered in this work were commercially available: Ti-6AI-4V / SCS6, Tii5V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn / SCS6 and Ti ß21s / SCS6. All composites were investigated in the as
processed condition and were 8-ply unidirectional lay-ups.
In order for fibre push-out tests to be carried out, slices were cut perpendicular to the fibre
direction and then polished on both sides to a I urn diamond finish and a thickness between
190-270 |im. A Leitz microhardness indenter was used to obtain a value for the interfacial
debonding shear stress. The specimen slices were placed on a support block so that one row of
fibres was exactly above a 200 urn groove to prevent matrix deformation during indentation.
The Vickers indenter was then optically positioned exactly over the centre of a fibre and the
loads applied were progressively increased in increments of up to 50 g until the fibre was
observed to move. The fibres were examined after testing using a Field Emission Gun
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) both to identify the location of interfacial failure and to
measure the thickness of the slices accurately.
The interfacial debonding shear stress, T was then calculated using the equation:
T=P/():dfLf)
(1)
where P = load applied when the fibre was observed to move, df = diameter of fibre and
Lf = length of fibre (thickness of specimen).
2,iS0

Fatigue testing was performed on the Ti-lS-3 / SCS6 and Ti ß21s / SCS6 composites using
single edge-notched specimens in three-point bending. The specimens were of nominal
dimensions 4 x 2 x 75 mm3. A notch was cut perpendicular to the fibre direction either by
electrodischaige machining or with a diamond saw of ISO ^im thickness. This allowed cracks to
be grown perpendicular to the direction of fibre reinforcement and parallel to the stacking
direction of fibres within the mat All tests were carried out at a frequency of 10 Hz and at a
stress ratio, R = Omin / Omax of 0.5 (where Omin. Omax are the minimum and maximum
nominal stresses applied over the fatigue cycle). An ESH servo-hydraulic testing machine with
a IGkN load cell was used, and a constant load range was maintained for all tests. The crack
length was measured using a direct current potential difference technique.
For an investigation into the effect of changing the initial notch depth (ao) in the Ti ß21s
system, notches were cut with a diamond saw to different a</W ratios where W is the test-piece
width. The load ranges were adjusted accordingly to produce the same starting nominal applied
stress intensity range AKgpp.
Some of the specimens were sectioned after testing along the fibre direction normal to the
notch and polished to a 1 urn diamond finish to reveal the mechanism of crack growth.

Results
Fibre push out results for the various fibre / matrix systems are shown in Table I
FIBRE

MATRIX ALLOY

INTERFACIAL SHEAR
STRESS / MPa

SCS6

Ti-6A1-4V

115 ±4

SCS6

Ti-15V-3Al-3Sn-3Cr

93 ± 4

SCS6

Tiß21s

36 ±4

Table I. Comparative interfacial shear stresses obtained using microhardness push-out tests.
All values quoted are an average of at least 10 measurements on individual fibres.
Clearly there are marked differences between the composite systems. SEM observations reveal
the location of interfacial failure, see Figure 1(a), (b) and (c). Fig. 1(a) shows an SCS6 fibre
pushed out from a Ti-6A1-4V matrix. Failure appeal's to be between the carbon coating layers
and the fibre / matrix reaction product which has been identified to be mainly TiC [10].
Fig.l(b) shows an SCS6 fibre pushed out from a Ti-15-3 matrix. Again failure appears to be
through the carbon coating layers and the fibre / matrix reaction products. Fig. 1(c) shows an
SCS6 fibre pushed out from a Ti ß21s matrix. Then: is very little reaction layer present around
the base of the fibre and the carbon coating layers can be seen on the surface of the pushed out
fibre.
The degree of interfacial shear stress also appears to dictate the mode of crack propagation, see
Figure 2(a), (b) and (c). Note that crack bifurcation from the notch root is seen only in the
weakly bonded Ti ß21s system. Such crack bifurcation makes a quantitative comparison of
crack growth rates in this system with the other systems difficult. Nevertheless, this
comparison is attempted for the Ti ß21s and Ti-15-3 systems in Figure 3. Unfortunately, the
initial applied AKapp values were also not identical, and in the Ti-15-3 system alone this factor
is seen to have a profound effect on crack growth resistance, see Figure 3. Finally, for the Ti
B2Is system the influence of initial unbridged crack length on crack growth resistance is shown
in Figure 4, for identical AKapp values. It can be seen that the shorter unbridged crack appears
to promote more rapid failure than the deeper unbridged crack (in 45,000 cycles compared to
1,650,000 cycles respectively).

2,651
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Figure 1. Local interfacial failure after push-out testing (a) Ti-15-3 / SCS6; (b) Ti-6A1-4V /
SCS6 and (c) Ti B21s / SCS6 composites. 1 indicates carbon coating layers and 2 indicates
fibre / matrix reaction layer.
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Figure 2. Optical micrographs of sections through interrupted fatigue crack growth,
(a) Ti-15-3 / SCS6; (b) Ti-6A1-4V / SCS6 and (c) Ti B21s / SCS6 composites.
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Discussion
The results from the fibre push-out testing show a considerable ranee in the interfacial
debonding shear stress in these materials. For the systems containing SCS6 fibres, the Ti-6A14V and Ti-lS-3 matrix have broadly similar interfacial strengths, but that of the Ti B2ls is
considerably lower. From the figures showing the fibre push-out specimens, it can be seen that
most of the interfaces appear to have failed either between the carbon coating layers and the
reaction product or within the carbon coating layers. Around the base of the fibre the remaining
reaction layer can be observed, which is of similar thickness in both the Ti-6A1-4V and the Ti15-3 composites. However in the Ti B21s system, there is very little reaction layer visible at the
base of the fibre and the fibre coating layers can clearly be seen on the surface of the fibre.
Therefore it seems likely that the processing of the Ti 62Is was insufficient to allow the
reaction layer to form and the interface is thus much weaker than in the Ti-6-4 and Ti-lS-3
systems.
Optical sections through fatigue cracks after crack arrest (Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c)) show Mode
I type cracks in the Ti-15-3 or the Ti-6-4 systems, which is consistent with a higher interfacial
shear stress. However the Ti B21s system is prone to crack bifurcation. This can be linked
directly to the low interfacial shear stress and this leads to easy fibre / matrix debonding.
It is not possible from the results in the present study to rank the relative crack growth
resistance of the Ti B21s and Ti-lS-3 systems, see Figure 3, because the level of initial AKapp
was not held constant. Indeed, the significance of the parameter can be seen in the Ti-15-3
system, which illustrates the delicate balance that can sometimes exist between promoting crack
arrest and catastrophic failure in these composites. It would appear that the increased initial
AKapp value (20 MPa\m) promotes additional fibre fracture to that deduced for the lower initial
AKapp value (15 MPaVm), see elsewhere [11].
For the Ti B21s system, changing the ao/W ratio while keeping the starting nominal AKapp üw
same can be seen to effect the fatigue crack growth rales dramatically (see Figure 4). Although
both specimens fail eventually, the specimen with the smaller initial unbridged crack fails after
45,000 cycles, compared with 1,650,000 cycles for the specimen containing the longer
unbridged crack. This unusual observation is deduced to be due to increased fibre failure
promoted by the higher initial mean stress (bending moment) applied to the shorter unbridged
crack (to promote identical initial AKapp values). Such observations lend strong support to the
importance of "bridging scale lengths discussed elsewhere [12], and here indicate the care
required to assess crack growth resistance in fibre reinforced systems. Note that if premature
fibre failure does not occur in eithere case i.e.before large numbers of fibres bridge the crack,
then the deeper initial unbridged crack will be more detrimental to fatigue crack growth
resistance [7,12]. Further experimental work is required to substantiate these hypotheses fully,
and is currently underway.

Qancluaiana
Interfacial shear strengths in different commercially available Ti / SiC composites vary
considerably and this effects the mode of fatigue crack propagation. Mode I cracks predominate
in systems with a higher interfacial shear stress but bifurcation of cracks lakes place in systems
with lower interfacial shear stresses. Care is required in assessing fatigue crack growth
resistance in fibre reinforced composites. Relatively modest increases in initial stress intensity
range can promote catastrophic test-piece failure rather than crack arrest; and the depth of the
initial unbridged crack length, for the same level of initial stress intensity range, can also
influence fatigue crack growth resistance.
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Abstract

Titanium application is shifting from the aero to non-aero area (industrial andcontruction). Though the growth of conventional Ti market seems to be moderate, recently
new market is developing rapidly. Potential market are construction (architecture, civil
engineering), automotive, oil and gas exploitation, sports and fashion goods.
Ti is appreciated as an economical metal for these 40 years or more. But now Ti
should be evaluated as an ecological metal. Ti's superior characteristics (light weight,
high elasticity, smoothness, bio-compatibility) is devoted to make more efficent machine or tools, paint and maintenance free construction. Through this, Ti contribute to
prevent air pollution, water pollution or to promote safety and health.
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2) From apeoW metal to popular metal
Also in the Industrial field, Tl Is now widely recognized and application is spreading. Especially,
In these four yeers, construction and automotive
use are in sight. Japan Titanium Society (JTS)
began to classify the both usages as new Items.

I.Prtfac«
FOr thaaa 40 yam or mora, titanium (hvMfter Tl) has obtained a special position as the
most economical metal for heat exchanger,
electrode and chemical plant because of Its excellent characteristics of anti-corrosion. But
now. Tl should be evaluated as a ecological
metal from the view point of environment or
amenity because not only of its antl-conosion
and its light weight but also of it special and
superior characteristics.

(Flg.3)

3. Why Tils chosan ?
1)UnMnow
At first it may be helpful to classify the reason
why Tils used.
Application of Tl at the beginning was lor airplane, because of its high specific strength in
medium or high temperature. Next for the
chemical plant, thanks to the high corrosion resistance for chemical substance, then to the
field of electrochemical anti-corrosiveness as an
elctrode material.
Afterward Ti's high resistance for sea water
attracted the intense attention for many kinds of
application, and made a big success in the surface condenser for power station and desalination plant in these 15 years. (Fig.4)

2. Chang« of market
1) From aerospace metal to Industrial metal
Fw long time Tl has been mainly used in aatospace. But as the result of sudden change of
wortd, production of military plane is losing the
position, and growth of commercial plane is
moderate one.We must try hard to develop the
usage in the field of industry, and It seems to be
possible. I made a forcast based on several
lnfofmalion.(Fig.1,2)
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2) f=rom high or medium ten^rature to
room temperature
Specific strength is one of the most important
characteristics of 71, arxf main classical applica
tion was in the atmosphere of high or middle
temperature. New consumers' goods or auto
motive market is developing, because of its high
specific strength in room temperature.
Main interest is automotive application, engine parts or body. But more popular usage as
house ware or accessaries is also interesting
because of its small but sure repeatness of
demand.fTab.l)

^ Another characteristics
In addition to specific strength and light
weight, Ti have many useful features like low
heat expandability, low Young's modulus arxJ
stable surface condition. (Tab.3)
4. Ecological point of view
1) Economy and ecology
The reason why designer decided to apply Ti
is rxjw affected by the social situation. Ecorvxnical feasibility may remain the most important
issue to choose metal, but recently assesment
of the effect by r>ew metal (Ti for instarx:e) must
be reviewed from new view point, that is envi
ronment control and amenity.
TTie power condenser tubes should be appre
ciated from the view point of less air pollution,
through higher heat transfer coefficiency. Mod
em application of Ti for automotive may contrib
ute also for the same target

3) From special process condition to life area
Ti has been used in special process condition
of chemical or electrochemical plant. New way
is along high corrosion or erosion resistance in
sea water or sea wind affected zone, that is
marine construction arxj building. (Tab.2)

Expansion of service condition-1
Tab.l

Specific artrerigtH m, from Elevate of temperaUjra to room tempereti^e
Aero

Elevated
temperature

I

Automotive

Marirte

Moval:>)e
macftioe parts
Structural parts

Medium &

Movable
mad-Urka parts

^mperatura
Structural parts

Expansion of service condition-2
Tab.2

Antieorroaion « froni Rroceas coodltk^n to life area
Cooatruotlon

MaHoa

Factory roof
Duct
rank ronsy

•Elactroda for

mm

outarsba*
•Door rr>irror
•Muffler pipe

large scale thermal power station Is now
equipped with Ti condenser tubes. On the other
hand, because of difficulty of finding new site for
power station, re-powering is most popular
countermeasure. In this case revamping of condenser with Ti tube is general concept. Both
actions are connected with the less air pollution
through Improvement of fuel consumption.
Design concept and construction technique
for retubing is polished to achieve less cost and
shorter shut down time.

Tab.3
Typical appieafai

Charcteisfo
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•InplanliiBloial
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•Contanasodpuofs
•Ttwnosbotfcs
•Uhp««*

ofmetakior

Sppery surface

2) Thinner gauge tube
Long term experience teaches thinner gauge
tubes is applicable. And 0.5mm thick tube is the
most popular size for thermal or nuclear power
station now. In the near future thinner gauge
below 0.5mm thickness tube may be used for
condenser tubes to Improve efficiency and
economy. (Flg.5)
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2) RearanQefnent
Overall of these applications, it is possible to
rearrange them along this point of view.
Ti's weak point Is mainly its economy or high
cost. Adopting thinner gauge It con be competitive to other metals like copper alloy. In fact in
some new desalination plant, after long technical investigation and economical feasibility
study to apply 0.5mm gauge TI instead of
0.7mm, initial design was partially changed to Ti
(0.5mm) from cupro-nlckel(1 .Omm).
Also cell and tube type heat exchangers in
merchant ships are now changing Its material
from copper alloy to 0.3mm thickness gauge TI
tube.
The situation Is the same with the plate type
heat exchanger, adopting 0.4mm gauge sheet.

S. Air pollution
fcUnMBt
(power station, desalination plant, oil and gas
exploitation)
1) Retubing
Not only in developing countries but also In
industrialized countries demand for electric
power Is increasing. For this purpose new plant
and high ratio of operation time is Important.
High reliability «id high efficiency of TI tube Is
fully recognized and not only nuclear but also

IMi

atTlaiioytuffciMbiKto
To irtlNza the longer steam turbine blade In
power station Is the fbundamental method to
Incraaso efficiency. To encounter the centrifugal
force, Ti's specific strength Is advantageous.
Many tests and raaearehes were carried out and
finely, three big thermal power stations were
Instaled with the steam turbine of 40 Inches long
H aRoy Made and achieved excellent efficiency
Improvement 1.6%, followed by less air
po!lutton.(Flg.6)

HistoiyofiinpnNBinent
•flWri«1l*rMialWi.

1*.
Fig. 6

Tl clad may be a beet answer for this. Because
Ti clad's base metal (steel) can be ««elded to
steel drum easily and completely. Many condensers with Tl clad tube sheets are now operating in success. It wi also contribute to minimize
the accident blowing of boiler and loss of fuel.
(Fig.8)

M totcmaMwe
1) Most expecting Held coming
From eeily time automotive is the target of Ti
application, but nowadays not so many fruits are
gained in this large market (Tab.4)
Situation is changing now slightly and surely
from the view point of environment control.
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No

4) Tided tube sheet
To solve the cost and technical problem at
once, composite material as clad, is Important,
in case of power condenser, how to keep high
vacuum is critical teter for high performance of
generation. Slow leakage along mechanical
flange Is most dlfficuft problem fer designer wd

I—-T^1

I

1

us wn«s wn«j M6 wn» iw »

Ti clad steel as tube sheet
Gascket Flange

Fig. 3

Expansion joint
Condenser

«

11

1
1.

II

1

11
II

Fh_J.
Advantage of Ti dad
1. Elimination of flange
-i- Elimination of gascket
+ Welding joint
cO No leakage
2. Tube sheet cost save
3. Less bolts number

■Oelad steel lube she«

IUZ

Regulation (CAFE) Is now under discussion to
raduoe the NOX outlet There Is two ways to attain this goal. One Is to make car Nghter, a make
more efficient engine. Fv both purposes Ti has
many chances. (Flg.7)
2} Engine parts
a CAFE act may be an impact for automobile
producers aH over the world. Car makers and TI
roiled products makers are now cooperating to
cope with the difficult theme. As the firet step,
racing cars and high grade sports cars is now
constantly, installed with TI engt« parts (connecting rod, retainer, spring). Prom the view
point of cost / performance, rotating or reciprocating parts are most expectable, especially
power train.
b: Automotive engine spring and under carrige
spring Is lighter than its specific weight ratio because of its high elasticity, in the case of spring.

Ti's tow young's modulus Is essential to save the
weight, because planner can reduce the number
of turns of coH springs. (Fig.9)
c: Connecting rod made of TI Is a Httle bit heavier
than that of aluminum, because specific strength
in medium or room temperature is not superior,
but Ti needs smaller space. This is a very Important footer to design compact engine in limited
space. (Fig. 10)
Dimension tor tension load

Needs tor automobile weight reduction
and underlying factors.
Fig. 7

Tab.4

3) Outer panel and others
a: in autumn 1991, in Tokyo Motor Show, a
Japanese car maker released some concept
cars which have TI side sills, aiming both light
weight and anti-corrosiveness and recycling of
raw materials. Technical capability (especially
press formabiiity) Is checked and demonstrated
for all automotive persons. (Fig.11)

Stage of automotive application

a First step in i

LUS). A North Sea project has released the decision to apply Ti alloy for real project. In this field
USA Ti people are expecting many chances and
much volume of consumption, utilizing several of
useful characteristics of Ti.
b: In case of screw we can expect to improve the
propulsion efficient and antlcavitation, because
of its high elasticity and smoothness (no corrosion and erosion).
Both cases are also contributing to better
environment and development.

b: Frame of car door minor which have ultrasonic vibrating droplet cleaning system are also
made of Ti for its anti-corrosiveness and suitable
characteristics of vibration. (Rg.12)

Fig. 12

5.4 Qood enow sllpperity
TI roof Is reported, after S years test to have
a good snow sllpperity. Exact reason Is not clear
yet. But the continuation of smoothness of TI
roof surface must be effective. Please think of
melting down method of snow, how much electric or fossil enegy have been consumed.

Door minor frame by 11

CcwwJ by mttfi drop

ClMradbyvMtan

4) Development of manufacturing process
Roiling, forging, casting, extruding are general
process to make Ti products, and now precision
casting technique or powder metallurgy Is in horizon. In Japan many TI golf club heads are made
by precision casting or super plastic forming.
Powder metallurgy Is advantageous process for
near net shape (high yield of material and lower
machining cost), is now struggling to find the
proper market, its quality and cost image Is becoming clear. (Fig.13)

Manifacturing method and procucts
(automotive)

5) Technical theme
a- Surface hardness and anti-friction
~ valve, spring,
b: Good formability
- connecting rod
c: High young's modulus
- pressure element, connecting rod
d: Effective process
- cast, forge, powder, extrusion super plastic
J,

13 Marine
a: Drüng riser for petroleum exploitation Is enjoying the high elasticity (Low YOUNG'S MODU-

_lli<fcl»H|in^wd^>
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6. Water pollution
6.1 Chlor-rfkaU oracBM
F<jr long time, in caustic acid production,
coated Ti anode is the key technology to change
the harmful amalgam process to ion exchange
membrane process, and contributed substanciaHy to prevent the water pollution.
6.2 Power condenser
In case of copper alloy tube, some kind of
substance is usually injected to protect con
denser tubes from corrosion and sticking of
small sea animats (so called fouling). NaturaRy
this substance is also harmful for another sea
animals. In case of alt TI made condensers, no
injection of the anti-fouling substance is neces
sary, by more frequent ball cleaning system op
eration, compared with that of copper alloy tube
which have softer surface. It is also one of the
counter measures for sea water pollution.
Test in water inlet, screen, Ti shows potential
material to minimize the sea animal sticking
without any anti-fouHng paint.

6.3 Marine construction and cMI enolneerlrKi
1) Bridge pier at sea
In this field long service life is one of the most
important requirement. (Fig. 15)
For this purpose many people come to know
that Ti may be the best metal. But there were no
example to assure the performance, then plan
ner is afraid of technical problem hidden in the
metal, and high initial cost. In spite of many
theme to be solved, economically, technically,
TTB(Trans-Tokyo-Bay) engineers decided three
years ago to investigate the newly developed Ti
clad covered protection system for tidal and
splash zone of 12 steel piers. (Fig.14)
To settle and clarify all technical and economi
cal problems such as galvanic corrosion, colli
sion toughness, vibration toughness through
test in laboratory arxl in site, it took one more
year. Finally they decided to adopt the new
method. Two giant piers were completed and
now standing in the middle of Tokyo bay. We can
expect more than 100 years life without mainte
nance. The new system attracted a world wide
attention among protection engineers and ma
rine construction engineers, as a perfect super
long life protection system, at the same time
gentle system to the earth. (Fig. 16)

Ttoium for Conposion ProtectioR of SM Pie^

Fig. 16
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31 Anti-oorrosive nrtalarlals to protection me
tertals
Before time. Ti is used as an anti- corrosive
material, for ce* and tube heat exchangers, plate
type heat exchangers, chemical towers and ves
sels.
These marfrets are special and comparatively
sntaN. But demartd for the protectton system for
corrosive metal as steel is much bigger. Then,
my proposal is to divKle the aim of Ti usage in
two ways, anti-corrosive nraterials and protec
tion materials. Because of its high cost. Ti as
anti-corrosive materials must be limited, and we
are obliged to develop the usage of Ti as protec
tion materials.

2)R«HroMl
In undersaa tumel, Ti hanger of troily for high
speed rad way (SHINKANSEN) is attached tor the
first time four years ago. After strict observation,
railway men were deeply impressed and satis
fied by the excellent performance compared with
the conventional system, steel stacture brazed
and heavy coated. They are gotog to replace all
hartgers from steel to Ti. Arxl in future, they have
plan to apply it also n mountain tunnel. Next
subiects of Ti n tunnel is messenger wire, in this
case Ti clad (steel or copper) wire is necessary,
because. Ti is inevitably handicapped by low
conductivity. (Fig. 17)

Outline off protection system
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4| MMhod of prolMtIon
Thofo is many Mnds of motiod of proltcflon
by Tl. First group Is diroct method. Direct
meVwd means to protect steel or conciete by
covering oompletely and separating them from
sea water or air by seal weld or sealant. Second
group Is indkect method. Paint or rasm is used
uaualy and Ti sheel cowers them to heap ttwee
organic matartal from mechanical damage and
uNraviolat deterioration. This system is appli
cable for replBoement of present protection sys
tem. To solve the cost problem and technical
problem, thin gauge Ti and composite
matariaKti dad) is important (Fig.18.19)
a: Titanium clad covering
~ Heavy duty use
b: Titanium sheet covering
- Medium duty use
c: Tlanium foil covering
" Ught duly or in air use

opment of direct protection method. Base
melaKsteeb is essential as welding joint compo
nent to steal sbucture and toughness of outer
cover.
6) Tl fol covering syalam
Painting is troubleaome because of Hs chemi
cal vapor and dangerous wont on high foot step,
and is becomirtg more expensive. Resin film
with adhesives in roar side is used as sheet
painting, mstaad of resin Mm. we insd lo use Tl
fob. Thin Tl metal can completaly shut out the
two main deterioration factor of organics, inva
sion of water and ultraviolet ray attack. Thaoreticaby, adhesives in dadc. dry and not high tamperature atmospher, is reported to have more
than 100 years life. Tl fob wbh organic adhesive
is of course very easy to attach to any kinds of
structure. We can expect the very long life of or
ganics, by prevention of ultravioiel ray and water
or humidity. Results of test in site and laboratory
is encouraging us. It wbi be very easy way for
long life protection. (Fig.20. 21. 22)

Fig. 18
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7) Economy
Of course, initial cost of Tl protection is higher
than conventional method, m case of TTB pro
ject Ti system cost is about 1.3 times of that of
conventional one. But as a long bfe cycle cost, Ti
protection is more ecorwmical, arxl subse
quently more ecological. It is not a dream to
expect many steel structures are kanishod wNh
Ti protection system.
tigpiifbii ibiiiii of—MwMihri

Fig. 19
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ilofTICIadprodue«on
8)Davak
Explosive method was dominating as the way
of manufacturing clad. To get wider and longer
and cheaper Ti clad, conversion method and
robing method are developing. Espaciaby, we
can gel cheaper Ti clad by hot sinp robing with
copper msert It wM contrtbule to the new devei-

Fig. 20
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food chain. Maritime Organizationis ready to re
strict the usage of TBT. Ti protection system just
started, can help to solve this problem and water
polution. Of course mother kind of paint is now
proposed. Ti remains also fascinating material,
in shape of clad, sheet or foil.

coc I
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7. Paint fraa protaction aystam
7.1 Architecture
1) Succeeding new market

1) Doubl* bottom tanker
Shipbuilding world is now involved in two big
environment problems.
First is new reguMion to use double bottom
to stop the leakage of oil to sea, after sonowftjl
accident in North Atlantic Sea. Complicated
double bottom tank is difficult to protect corro
sion. nesearchors are now looking tor new anti
corrosive steel or new protection system. For
this Ti toil method is one o( candi dates.
2) Restriction at harrrrfii paint usage
Second is the sea water pollution by anti-touling paint To protect rapid corrosion and fouling,
special paint is used for long time up to now.
Recently. TBTftri butyle tin) included in the paim
is reported injurious for mankind through the

I?,:;, ^

§ ,&-i»
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As reported in last confermco. in Japan
many buildings are covered by Ti roof and or
waH. Recently this tertderKy is expandir>g
quickly artd widely, obtained good reputation
after many experiences. Results are of course
very cleer, no maintenance, no repainttng. that is
not harmful nor dangerous job.
2) Slallstlcs of archNecliaal uaa
Every year. JTS take statistics of Ti in build
ing use. According to this statistics, about 40-50
buNdings applying Ti as roof or wall or monu
ment and 100-200 torts of Ti are cortsumed.
Many roofs are made of welded system enjoy
perfect watreproof with no maintenance. It is
now becoming the sure market genre for Ti rol
products.

Fig. 24

7.2

c Roof-aquarium, casite. private house, gytnnasiun long span, eeasida.
b: waH-office building
c: Exterior and miarior material
(Fig.23.24)
4) FoNow up research
JTS made a joint research to check the effect
of H as a buaduing use. and after that we are
now surety convinced with the performance of
Ti's ability of high anti-corrosiveness in any
kinds of atmosphere, seaside, valcanc district
ot spring area. As for out of Japan I haveno irv
formation of Ti used in this field, and I do not
know the reason. They may have another phi
losophy or economical cortcept or only technicai and economical infdrmalion is not erxxjgh.
6) Anodtalttg ooka
Some architects use Ti as roaed because Ti's
proper color and textile is attractive. Ti can be
colored by anodteing method, its tone is so natu
ral and soft some designers are favorable to use
it as cotared. Not only accessaries but some in
terior goods, taes. street signs are made of oolored TI. One third of Ti roof arxl wal is cotared.
(Fig.25)

m«»

Same corvept and system wM be appHad to
general tanks and piping in wide range. In iso
lated southern island large oil tanks are made of
solid Ti. free from maintertance.
Ti beiows become perfect countermeasure
for corrosive liquid, its high elastecity is much
prefarable.

8. Bk>-compatibnity
Because of Ns Ightnass and non-toxicNy. TI
artficial bones is replacing stainless, or Ni-Cr
steel. Main technical theme is how to harden the
surface of metal, and how to make the compati
bility to organic cell. Pace makers and artificial
teeth of Ti are also famous application.
New aHoy arxt surface treatment is searched
to avoid any potential trouble in human body.
2) Faahton goods
Frames of eye glasses, watch cases of TI is
comfortable not only of its light weight but also of
its gentleness for human deNcale skin. It is better
to consider more factor than specific strength of
material, say. space efficiency, surface hard
ness. bio-compatibility, or flexibiWy of structure.
Eye glasses frame get a firm position as a mate
rial. satisfying almost aN of these factors.
9. HMith and safety promotion

f

We haven't the clear criteria to adopt Ti as
ecoTiomlcal metal. But recent consensus to
avoid difficull maintenance In high place or on
sea. and to achieve free maintanance of buMing
is wide spread, owner or architects seams to be
eesMy and reasoriably persuaded to uae Ti as
high grade tang Me matariaL

1) Sports goods end others
Many sports goods made of Ti are now in fuN
blossoms. New advanced tectmotogy is hired
prior to general industry, tor instance precision
casting, super plastic forming, powder metaltargy. (Fig.2«)

a: Motor sport- - chain. vaK* connecting rod
b: Cycie sport - frame, gear
c: Marine sport
- lust finished AMERICA S CUP
NIPPON CHALLENGE used many metal
parts made of Ti aNoy for instance chain plale.
screMT. njddar
a> EttonBon of TI elect’ode usage
Starting from the chlor-alhali process. Ti elec
trode is now expanding its application. Cathode
tor copper foil production rot is expsMng that of
stainlass ro«. Anode for brazing process in slaet
plant is now under study. Recently new type of
water ciaaner which produce the a*(a« water is
widening the demand quickly, and some of the
electrode is made of TI

11. Siratpgie map
Bigger martial is now developing, car. constreution. computer, civil engineering, fig.28)
a: Traditional market
-Cost down and quality up to keep
competitiveness to other metals
b: Big developing market
-Big cost down wd response to big volume
process technique is important
c: High technology market
- New alloy, high technique e necessary

10. D6«p s«a rpsparch
1) Academic reeearch equipment for enviren
mamal oenlrol
Long dfocussion (technical and aconomicall is
now ftnished. Ti pressure capsule or frame and
cable latit is now essential material for deep sea
exploration.

12. Conclusion
2)

Exarraile
Ti is not yet fuMy cultivated metal from view
point of applicalion. Now Ti becomes familiar
metal in usual life, as a raw malenal of consum
ers' goods. Ti have many chance to jump up to
mafor metal.
END

a: Manned vehicle (Fig.27)
- 650C meter depth pressure vesaaL frame
b: Unmanned vehicle
•• 3300 to 1 (XXX'meter depth pressure vesseL
frame, cable

f

Traditional market

Creation of big market

Fig 28
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Abstract
In this study, two near beta titaniia alloys, Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (Ti-10-2-3) and
Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr (Ti-17), were investigated and ««pared with Ti-6A1-4V
(Ti-6-4) as a blade laterial. Ti-10-2-3 was superior to the tw other titanium
alloys in strength-toughness combination, fatigue, erosion resistance and forgeability. A 20-inch Ti-10-2-3 near net shape nodel blade was aade, which had
unifon «echanical properties froo root to airfoil.
1. Introduction
The application of Ti-6-4 for steam turbine blades has increased in recent years
[1]. Ihile Ti-6-4 is a widely used and reliable titanium alloy, higher strength
and better forgeability are required to improve performance and cost efficiency
of turbine blades.
Near beta titanium alloys, known to have a high strength per weight ratio and a
lot hot flow stress, are expected to alternate with Ti-6-4 in aerospace use[2].
In this study, two promising near be+? titanium alloys, Ti-10-2-3 and Ti-17, were
investigated and compared with Ti-6-4 as a blade material. The target mechanical
properties were a tensile strength 2 115 kg/mm' and a fracture toughness^ 150
kg/mm'^.
2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Material
In this study two nearyS alloys, Ti-10-2-3 and Ti-17, and an a + /3alloy, Ti-6-4,
were compared.
For each alloy a VAR double melted 1 ton ingot was break-down
forged in the ß region and forged into billets in the a + ß region. These
billets were used as an initial material for the following examination and blade
forging. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the three alloys.
Table 1
Alloy
Ti-10-2-3
Ti-17
Ti-6-4

Chemical composition of the three alloys (feight % )
Al
V
Fe
Zr
3.24 9.64 1. 99 5.08 . 045 2. 09
6.15 4.19 .201 -

Sn
2.04
-

Mo
3. 99
-

Cr
CON
- . 006 .093 . 0070
3. 98 . 005 .101 . 0055
- . 005 .148 .0058

Titanium '92
Sctonc« and Tcchnoloav
Editod by F.H. Fro« and I. Coplon
Tl» Miiwrab, Mriob & Motoriolt SocMy, 1993
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2. 2 Heat Treatment
The tensile properties and fracture toughness of isothermally forged and heat
treated pan cakes (18ram t ,200mm dia.) were examined, and the appropriate heat
treatment conditions were determined. Isothermal forging was done with a 400-ton
isothermal forging press. Table 2 shows the isothermal forging conditions [3].
Table 2 Isothermal forging conditions
Alloy
Ti-10-2-3
Ti-17
Ti-6-4

TeBperature
750 x:
830 V

goer

Strain- rate
g-,
5xl0 s

5X10-3 s"'

The investigations were carried out in the range of heat treatment conditions
shown in Table 3. The tensile strength of two nearß alloys varied fn» 115
kg/mm' to HOkg/na' in this condition.
The strength-toughness and strengthductility coabinations of each alley were compared.
Table 3
Alloy
Ti-I0-2-3
Ti-17
Ti-6-4

Heat treatnent conditions

Solution Treataent
740~770 t.lh ,ACor IQ
800 ~840 "C^h .ACor IQ
Annealing : 700 °C, Ih. AC

Agin«
480~525 t;, 8h
600~620 "C, 8h

2.3 Evaluation
A comparison between Ti-10-2-3 , Ti-17 and Ti-6-4 was done on fatigue strength,
erosion resistance, damping capacity and Young's modulus.
Isothenally forged
pancakes heat treated under selected conditions were used. The tensile strength
of Ti-10-2-3 and Ti-17 were controlled at the level of IlSkg/«'.
The fatigue strength at room temperature in air was investigated by the axial
tension method, and also in 80 t salt water by the rotating bending method. The
erosion resistance was evaluated by droplet erosion weight loss at 55 t and the
droplet velocity was 400m/sec. The damping capacity and Young's modulus were
measured by an internal friction measurement apparatus at room temperature.
Damping capacity was represented as a quality factor (Q '').
The effects of
temperature on flow stress were investigated at a strain rate of 10 Vs by the
compression test.
On the basis of above results the suitable alloy for turbine blade was selected
from among the three alloys and submitted to near net shape forging of model
blade and evaluation.
2.4. Manufacturing and evaluation of near net shape blades
The dimensions of the model blade were 2/5 of an actual 40-inch blade. The length
of the blade was about 20inches (500mm). The near net shape forging of the blade
was done with a 3000-ton isothermal forging press at the Takasago plant.
The forging die was made of Ni-base super alloy. The atmosphere for heating and
forging was air. Details of the forging procedure have already been reported[4].
The forged blades were heat treated and cooled in air. The surface condition
(oxygen rich layer), macro and micro structures, tensile properties, and fracture
toughness were examined .

UH

3. Results .
3.1. Comparison of Ti-10-2-3,Ti-17 and Ti-6-4
Fig. 1 and 2 show the strength-toughness and strength-ductility relation of the
three alloys. Ti-10-2-3 showed better strength-toughness and strength-ductility
combination than Ti-17 in a tensile strength range of llSkg/nm2 ~140kg/iiiBä.
The heattreatment conditions in which the target mechanical properties were
attained were:
Ti-10-2-3: ST: TTOtVlh/AC. A: 520t;/8h/AC
Ti-17:
ST: 800t;/4h/AC. A: 620lC/8h/AC
The results of fatigue at room temperature in air are shown in Fig. 3. Ti-10-2-3
demonstrated a higher fatigue strength than Ti-17 at the same tensile strength
of USkg/W. The results of fatigue at 80 "C in salt water are shown in Fig. 4.
Ti-17 had a little higher fatigue strength in 80t: salt water than Ti-10-2-3 at
the same tensile strength of USkg/W.
The result of the droplet erosion test are shown in Fig. 5. The weight loss with
droplet erosion was the same level for both near/? alloys'and smaller than for
Ti-6-4.
The values for Young's modulus and the damping capacity are shown iu Table 4.
The damping capacity and Young's modulus for Ti-10-2-3 and Ti-17 were a little
lower than for Ti-6-4 but the differences are small .
Table 4
Alloys
Ti-10-2-3
Ti-17
Ti-6-4

Young's modulus and quality factor

Young's modulus/ kgf/mm'
10.4X10'
11.1x10'
11.2x10'

Quality factor/Q
"'
3 xio4
2 xio«
4 xlO"4

The effects of temperature on flow stress are shown in Fig. 6. Ti-10-2-3 had a
lower flow stress than Ti-17 and Ti-6-4 at the same temperature but the same
flow stress at a lower temperature.
Ti-10-2-3 proved superior to Ti-17 in the strength-toughness combination and
forgeability, although the fatigue strength and erosion resistance were almost
the same for both alloys. The Young's modulus and quality factor of Ti-10-2-3
were comparable to those for Ti-6-4.
On the basis of the above results, Ti-10-2-3 was selected from among three alloys
for application for turbine blades.
3.2 Manufacturing and evaluation of the near net shape blades
Near net shape blades were formed in a single heat cycle of isothermal forging.
The f inishet turbine blade of Ti-10-2-3 is shown in Fig. 7. No crack or any other
defect was observed after shot and pickling. The surface oxygen rich layer of
the blade in its forged and heat treated condition is shown in Fig. 8. The thickness of the oxygen rich layer is only 70//m, because of the single heat cycle of
isothermal forging and the relatively low temperature of the forging and heat
treatment.
Fig. 9 shots the macro structures of the root and air foil. Uniform and smooth
metal flows can be observed. Fig. 10 shows the micro structures of the rootand air
foil. The primary a grains of the root and air foil are almost the samein shape
and distribution.

Uli

Table 5 shows the nechanical properties of the root and airfoil.
strength and fracture toughness clear the target .

The tensile

Table 5 Mechanical properties of Ti-10-2-3 aodel blade
Position

Yield Strength

Tensile Strength

Fracture Toughness

Airfoil
Root

107
109

118
118

193 (KQ)
213

MM.

JäfZa!

farf/»'^

4.SuMary
Ti-10-2-3 is superior to Ti-17 in the strength-toughness coabination and forgeability, although the fatigue strength and erosion resistance are alnst the saie
for both alloys.
The Young's ibdulus and quality factor values for Ti-10-2-3 are coaparable to
those for Ti-6-4.
A 20-inch Ti-10-2-3 near net shape ndel blade was lade by isothenal forging.
The lechanical properties and aicro structure of the Ti-10-2-3 ndel blade are
unifon froa root to airfoil.
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Abstract
The recent development of 7/02 titanium alumlnldes In the aerospace community
have also provided an excellent material alternative for hot components In
gasoline engines. The low density combined with elevated temperature strength
similar to that of Nl-base superalloys make TIAl-based alloys very attractive
for high performance exhaust valve applications where high temperatures
preclude the use of conventional titanium alloys. Lighter weight valve train
components improve performance and permit the use of lower valve spring loads
thus reducing friction and Increasing fuel economy. However, the difficult
fabricability and a perception that TiAl alloys are high cost, low volume
aerospace materials must be overcome In order to permit consideration for use
In high-volume automotive applications. This paper provides a comparison of
relevant material properties for exhaust valves among several alternatives.
The density of T1A1 alloys is lower than Ti alloys with creep and fatigue
properties equivalent to IN-7S1, a current high performance exhaust valve
material.
Manufacturing alternatives for T1A1-based valves, and technical
Issues impeding development and implementation of TiAl-based exhaust valves are
also discussed.
Introduction
The need for more fuel efficient automobile engines has lead to serious
consideration of materials that are generally considered too exotic and
expensive for the automotive industry. The use of f-based titanium alumlnldes
for exhaust valves is one example. Vlthin certain limits, the Increased cost
of such components may be Justifiable when measured against alternate means of
achieving fuel economy improvements, reduced vehicle emissions and/or
performance enhancements.
One of the most promising applications of light
weight materials is In the valve train, where lowering inertial weights leads
directly to significant increases In fuel economy and/or performance (engine
RPM). Conventional titanium alloys such as T1-6A1-4V are widely viewed as a
cost-effective intake valve material (1).
Likewise, elevated temperature
titanium alloys have been shown to be cost effective and durable exhaust valve
materials.
However, because exhaust valves can experience temperatures
exceeding the normal use temperatures for traditional titanium alloys, durable
exhaust valves can only be assured after significant engine testing. In some
current and future engine classes exhaust valve temperatures exceed those at
which conventional titanium alloys can confidently be utilized.
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A strong candidate material for lightweight exhaust valves In such engines are
alloys based on the 7/02*titanium alumlnlde system. These materials can compete
well with other material alternatives developed for elevated temperature valves
In terms of both cost effectiveness and performance. This paper will review
the benefits of TiAl-based valves, provide an overview of the design
requirements such valves must meet, and compare the relevant physical and
mechanical properties with other lightweight and conventional exhaust valve
materials. Low-cost manufacturing and implementation issues will be described.
Lightweight Valve Benefits
In contrast to the steel valves widely employed in production automobile
engines, titanium alumlnlde valves offer the advantages of higher operating
temperature capability and lighter weight.
As mentioned above, higher
temperature capability makes light weight exhaust valves a possibility in
applications where high temperatures preclude the use of titanium. Moreover,
when manufacturing processes are fully developed titanium alumlnlde valves may
be less expensive than currently used high temperature valves made of nickel
based superalloys.
There are three benefits which may be available by the use of light weight
engine valves: higher fuel economy, better performance and reduced noise and
vibration.
The magnitude of each has been analytically calculated and
experimentally confirmed. These benefits are possible because lighter weight
valvetralns require lower valve spring loads to achieve the same level of
performance.
The mechanical friction which must be overcome In order to
operate the valvetrain is proportional to the spring load, reductions of which
thus Improve engine efficiency (fuel economy). The size of this benefit Is
highly specific to the particular engine and valvetrain configuration.
However, In valvetralns not employing roller follower mechanisms (an alternative low friction design) gains ranging between 2 and 5% have been predicted
(1-2) through the use of titanium or ceramic valves both of which are about 1*0%
lighter than steel. Titanium alumlnlde valves would offer at least this level
of weight savings. Performance Improvements Involve an Increase In the high
speed capability of the valvetrain (ability to operate at engine rpm) and/or
more aggressive valve events (faster opening and closing of the valves). To
Improve these operating characteristics with current valvetralns requires an
Increase In valve spring loads. Reducing the weight of the valves can produce
the same benefits. One experimental measurement (1) Indicated that Che high
speed capability of a valvetrain Increased by more than 600 rpm through the use
of titanium valves.
In another study (2), it was calculated that the
performance Improvement could be as high as a 5% increase in power output. The
use of light weight valves thus produces the opportunity to trade off Improved
performance with better fuel economy. Finally, reduced spring loads lower the
noise generated by the Impact of the valves closing against the valve seats and
In some designs, lighter valves reduce unbalanced shaking forces generated by
the motion of Che valvetrain components.
The magnitude of these benefits
should be proportional to the weight and spring load reductions.
Several
subjective evaluations have Indicated reductions In the noise produced by
engine with lighter weight valves, but due to the complex and numerous sources
of noise in a running engine no definitive measurements have yet been reported.
Desifn Requirements
Engine exhaust valves experience severe operating conditions which Include
elevated temperatures, corrosive environments, cyclic and creep loading and
wear. This can potentially lead to a number of failure modes illustrated in
Figure 1. The determination of the suitability of a material for an exhaust

valv« Is complicated by the fact that exhaust valve material» are often
selected based on rules of thumb and what has previously worked In similar
engines (the carry-over design approach) all coupled with extensive durability
testing.
Thus detailed, quantitative information concerning actual valve
material requirements is often difficult to obtain.
One of the most important issues in valve material selection is the valve
temperature. For exhaust valves in spark ignited gasoline engines the maximum
temperature occurs at the valve stem/underhead blend area (Figure 1). These
maximum temperatures are highly engine dependent but typically range from 650
to 800 C, for conventional austenltic steel exhaust valves.
Higher
temperatures necessitate the use of more expensive Ni-base superalloy valves.
A desire for higher temperature exhaust valves has provoked great interest in
TiAl-based valves as a lightweight alternative for temperatures greater than
the capabilities of conventional titanium alloys.
Stresses also vary with location in the valve.
Under normal operating
conditions, the highest stresses are in the valve underhead region (A in Figure
1) and the seat area and are In the range of 35-70 MPa. These stresses are,
however, highly dependent on valve geometry, combustion gas pressure and
alignment (3).
Creep deformation can occur in this region if the creep
strength of the material is Inadequate. Fatigue can occur In the stem/blend
area (location B in Figure 1) where high temperatures can also occur. Under
operating conditions where the valve is properly aligned with the valve seat,
stresses in this region are less than 20 MPa (4). However, when significant
misalignment occurs due to such factors as seat distortion, the bending
stresses can rise to 100-200 MPa (4,5).
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Figure 1. Potential valve failure modes.
Deformation in the valve seat region is also a serious Issue.
For valve
material selection hot hardness Is often used as a measure of valve seat
peening resistance.
Where hot hardness is Insufficient, the application of
thick hardface coatings such as Stelllte or UC is an option, at an additional
cost penalty. In addition the seat area is susceptible to corrosion/oxidation.
Wear is an important issue in both the stem region of the valve as well as at
the valve tip. This is most often solved using wear resistance coatings and
hardened steel tips for steel and titanium valves.
An obvious question with regard to brittle materials like T1A1 alloys is
whether the low ductility of these materials precludes them from being serious
valve candidates. At present, there are no firm guidelines for usage of lowductility materials. However, there are no significant assembly deformations
which necessitate high room temperature ductility and service stresses are
generally not thought to be high enough to cause brittle failure in T1A1

1M3

alloys. Th« largest strain a valve needs to accoaaodatc Is from seating onto
a alsallgned and/or distorted seat.
The aaln requlreaent Is consistent
aechanlcal properties fron coaponent to eoaponent. These factors coablned with
the extensive data base on cersalc valves (5,6) suggest that T1A1 alloys are
reasonable candidates for exhaust valves.
However, extensive coaponent
developaent and durability testing will be required.

Material yrooertv Coaparlson
As described previously. In order to be a proalslng exhaust valve candidate a
aaterlal aust aaet aany stringent physical and aechanlcal requlreaents.
In
this section, relevant physical and aechanlcal properties of two coaaon exhaust
valve aaterlals and three lightweight exhaust valve aaterlal candidates are
coapared. The aaterlals are 21-2N an austenltlc valve steel, IN-7S1, 1MI-834
an exaaple of a high teaperature tltanlua alloy (either T1-6242S or Tl-1100
could also be used), Slj^ ceraalc and the wrought T1A1 alloy TI-48A1-1V-0.2C
(att) which Is an early version of T/OJ tltanlua alualnlde alloys.
Table 1
lists the density, thermal conductivity, elastic aodulus and coefficient of
thernal expansion (CTE) of each aaterlal. An optlaua exhaust valve aaterlal
would have the following: a low density for alnlaua valva aass; high thermal
conductivity to reduce valve temperature and teaperature gradients, thereby
Increasing the valve operating range and decreasing thernal stresses; low CTE
to reduce thernal strains; and a aodulus which is low enough to enable valve
sealing on a distorted seat, yet with adequate stiffness for good valve train
dynamics.
TiAl-based materials have a lover aodulus and higher CTE than
silicon nitride with a better combination of all of these physical properties
than either common exhaust valve aaterlal (21-2N or IN-751) and significantly
higher thermal conductivity than conventional titanium alloys.
Table 1. Physical Properties of Exhaust Valve Materials
Material

Density
(g/cc)

Thermal (W/n-K)
Conductivity
25 C
760 C

Young's (GPa)
Modulus
25 C
760 C

CTE (70-760 C)
(/im/m/ C)

25

200

18.4

21-2N

7.7

IN-751

8.3

12

23

210

150

14.9

T1A1-based

3.9

22

28

170

145

12.2

INI-834

4.5

7

16

114

9

SI3N4

3.2

38

22

310

3.8

Mechanical properties often evaluated for valve materials are tensile and yield
strength, elongation, stress for 1% creep strain in 100 h, fatigue strength and
hardness from room temperature to the maxinua use temperature. Table 2 shows
literature values of these properties (except hardness) for the five exhaust
valve materials previously described. The tensile properties are used as an
initial evaluation of a candidate material.
T1A1 alloys have lower room
temperature tensile properties than all of the other candidates except 813X4
(silicon nitride tensile strengths a^e an average value). However, at 815 C
the tensile properties of T1A1 surpass both 21-2N and IMI-834 and are similar
to IN-751 and silicon nitride. However, of more relevance to use as an exhaust
valve are the fatigue and creep properties of the candidate materials. i/a2
titanium alumlnldes have similar room temperature fatigue characteristics to
all the other materials and superior elevated temperature creep and fatigue
properties to 21-2N and IMI-834 and nearly equivalent properties to IN-751.

Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Exhaust Valve Materials

CC) 1 21-2N
1 Y.S.
1 (MPa)

(7.8)

IN-751
(7.8)

T1A1-based
(9.10.11)

IMI-834
(12)

21

710

630

300-550

890

760

280

450

1 (%)

1
1
1
1

Smooth
Bar
Fatigue
Strength
107 (MPa)

21

1040

1170

760

400

550

350-600

1 100 Hr
1 1% Creep
(MPa)

7

25

760

16

10

0.5-2.5

510

[

400

1

5

>25

21

520

275-450

175

130

425
150

275

815

175-250

330

760

815 J

I

50

815

732

960
420

300-500

21

760

524

240-400

815
1 Plastic
1 Elongat1 Ion

1
1

280

815
lu.T.S.
1 (MPa)

S1,N4
(13.14)

55
175

150

1

35

Figure 2 shows hardness as a function of temperature for 21-2N, IN-751 and
three binary Tl-Al alloys (14).
Hardness is used as an indicator of the
resistance to valve seat peening and wear.
The hardness of Ti-Al alloys is
very dependent upon composition with lower aluminum contents having a higher
hardness at all temperatures tested.
The hardness of all the binary Ti-Al
alloys examined is greater than 21-2N and the Ti-47.5A1 only slightly reduced
to IN-751. However, the use of Tl-Al alloys with aluminum contents as low as
45.5 at% may be precluded because of significantly reduced ductilities. The
physical and mechanical properties of i/aj titanium aluminides are thus
comparable to IN-751 and superior to IMI-834 and 21-2N for high temperature
exhaust valve applications with the potential to reduce valve mass by
approximately 50% relative to IN-751 and 21-2N valves.

Manufacturing Issues
Traditionally, valves are fabricated by either hot forging a complete valve
blank or by inertial welding a hot forged valve head to the stem. Currently,
this technology will not be suited to manufacturing of TiAl-based valves
because of its poor hot forgability and the high cost of isothermal forming.
Several alternative manufacturing technologies which are currently under
evaluation for titanium and titanium alumlnide components and that would be
applicable to valves are investment casting (15,16), permanent mold casting
(17) and reactively-sintered elemental powders (18). All of these processes
present cost/property tradeoffs and process selection which will depend on the
property requirements necessary to produce a durable valve for a given engine.
Valves processed by any of these routes can be fabricated in either a one-piece
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or two-piece configuration with a valve stem of TiAl-based material or some
other alloy (e.g. titanium) selected on the basis of cost and performance.
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Figure 2.

Hardness as a function of temperature.

The ability to routinely maintain alloy chemistry within a narrow range (46 to
48 at% Al) of aluminum content may be a stumbling block in the production of
high volume components.
Along with chemistry maintenance a heat treatment
schedule must be developed that will produce consistent properties over the
range of alloy chemistries produced. A desired high ductility microstrueture
may necessitate heat treatment in the a + -7 phase field (Figure 3) with
approximately a 50/50 phase mix +/- 25%. If the heat treatment were to deviate
outside these bounds, excessive grain growth, and hence poor properties could
occur.
Box A in Figure 3 illustrates narrow chemistry control and the
subsequent large heat treatment window available to satisfy the a/7 volume
fraction constraints.
Box B in Figure 3 demonstrates the much smaller heat
treatment window available If the full 46 to 48 at% Al range were utilized in
processing.
If the alloy chemistry window were 1 at% wider it would be
impossible to heat treat all components at the same temperature and stay within
the phase fraction bounds outlined above. Hence, the ability to control alloy
chemistry and heat treatment will be key to low/cost high volume manufacturing
of valves.
Implementation Issues
From a property perspective, the material comparison above indicates that Ti-Al
alloys are viable candidates for exhaust valves.
However, as previously
pointed out, a key technical issue which must be understood is whether brittle
materials such as ceramics and TiAl can be used in high production volume
engine applications.
The level of tensile ductility, or perhaps more
Importantly, resistance to notched fatigue and Impact, for successful valve
applications must be determined.
Analytical efforts as well as extensive
durability testing will be required.
More important than performance concerns are Issues related to the cost
effective manufacture of high volumes of components. For a typical engine, as
many as 1-2 million exhaust valves are required annually. At a weight 30 g per
valve this results in approximately 80,000 kg/yr of input material (assuming
a 75% material efficiency).
To supply such materials and components, major
Investments in manufacturing process development and capital equipment are
required. Because of the difficulty in obtaining long range commitments from
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automotive manufacturers such investments are not often made. Despite this
fact, significant commitments have been made by select members of the advanced
materials community (15-18) to develop high volume manufacturing capability of
titanium alumlnides for the automotive market.
This suggests that these
material and component suppliers believe that such technology is a good
investment.
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Figure 3. Ti-Al phase diagram.
It is clear that the cost of i/oj titanium aluninide exhaust valves will exceed
those of conventional austenitic steel valves. However, pressure for increased
engine performance and enhanced fuel economy may lead to a greater demand for
lightweight valves with Improved temperature capability. TIAl valve technology
will also have to compete with alternative means of accomplishing the
performance and fuel economy improvements demanded by competitive and
legislative pressures.
Summary
The physical and mechanical properties of 7/02 titanium alumlnides make them an
excellent candidate material for exhaust valves in gasoline engines. The low
density combined with elevated temperature strength similar to that of Ni-base
superalloys make TiAl-based alloys very attractive for high performance exhaust
valve applications where high temperatures preclude the use of conventional
titanium alloys.
However, the low ductility, difficult fabricability and a
perception that TiAl alloys are high cost, low volume aerospace materials must
be overcome in order to permit consideration for use in high-volume automotive
applications. Low ductility concerns can be overcome with extensive durability
testing and modelling.
Fabrication issues need to be addressed through
commitment to develop a manufacturing process that will produce a cost
effective and functional titanium aluninide for exhaust valves, rather than the
best titanium aluninide at any cost.
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Abstract
The metastable beta-type Til5Mo5Zr3Al alloy complies well with selection
criteria of a dedicated material: (i) the metal is tissue-compatible and comprises
no cell-toxic component such as vanadium, (ii) it has high strength and the ratio
of yield strength to elastic modulus, i.e. the admissible strain, exceeds even the
quality of the natural material (bone), and (iii) it allows various fabrication
routes by machining and especially by lower-cost "near-net-shape" methods.
Introduction - today's metals for surgery
National and international material standards for orthopaedic and fracture
treatment implants include CrNiMo stainless steel, the cast and wrought
CoCrMo(Ni) alloy, commercially pure titanium and the TiAlV alloy. Devices
made from these metals in accordance with sound metallurgical practice rarely if
ever show visible corrosion attack. However, the comprehensive retrieval study
of Simpson et al. [1] with fracture plates made from 3 metals reveals variance.
Clinical symptoms of pain, swelling and inflammation were reported for steel
and cobalt alloy, but none for commercially pure (cp) Ti. Further, biopsies of the
contact tissue gave high counts of vessels (capillaries, arterioles, venules) for
titanium but a dense connective tissue commonly surrounded steel and cobalt
alloy implants. Such findings indicate rejection reactions which even minimal
corrosion rates cannot avoid [2,3].
Surgical implants transmit forces and movement, thus, wear and fretting is not
an exception and produces quantities of wear particles. That enhances the
corrosion reaction. Conditions are unfavorable for titanium and its oxide which
are soft materials (the scratch hardness in Mohs scale is 4-5 for titanium metal
* now STRATEC Medical, Waldenburg
This study was supported by Schweizerischer Nationalfonds zur Förderung der
wissenschaftlichen Forschung under National Program No. 19 "Materials for
Tomorrow".
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and about 6 for its oxides, to be compared with apatite which has 5).
Troublesome observations of tissue reactions with prosthetic devices are not
seldom [4-7]. Their incidence is connected with the alloy comprising the highly
cell-toxic vanadium. Same reactions are seen with fracture treatment implants
where small movements of the screw in the hole of the bone plate are inevitable
and tissue impregnation of grey colour is commonly noted. Loose vascularized
tissue surrounds pure titanium while the alloy shows a prominent foreign body
reaction (fig. 1). It was probably an error to adopt that material for bone surgery.
The dedicated metal
For a "2nd generation metal for implants", the surgeon rightly expects full tissue
compatibility. Titanium is the reference; for it, no case of systemic and local
reaction is documented. But the commercially pure metal has limited strength
even in cold-worked state, and the engineer prefers the stronger alloys which
further allow economic processing and fabrication methods.
In Handbooks (see 8] are listed 20 alpha, alpha-beta and beta titanium alloys. 17 of
them comprise either V, Ni, Sn, Cr, elements which are known or suspected of
being toxic in living tissue [9, 3]. Known alloys manifestly do not comply with an
"alloy rule": No toxic component [10]. But the beta-type Til5Mo5Zr3Al alloy is
candidate for a dedicated metal.
High mechanical properties are needed for structural efficiency of surgical
implants [10]. Their volume is in fact restricted by anatomic realities what
require good yield and fatigue strengths of the metal On the other hand, an
implant "bridges" the forces in bone, i.e. it may reduce the normal physiological
level of forces. This gives advantages to a "less-rigid" bone plate or hip prothesis.
Frequently this suggestion is associated with a low elastic modulus, comparable
to bone. The conjecture is misplaced; a true comparison must refer to the ratio of
yield strength and Young's modulus, a dimensionless quantity of elastic strain.
The engineer calls this ratio the admissible strain. It equals 0.67% for human
cortical bone. Only titanium alloys can match this figure. Another concern is
damage tolerance. Titanium alloys offer the good fracture toughness and
ductility at much higher strength levels than the usual metals. Such gains in
properties improve the safety of surgical materials.
Figure 1 - Sections from biopsies at retrieval of bone fracture plates
made from cp Ti (at left) and TiAlV (at right)

un

Surgical implants are produced by machining, in any case the devices made
from stainless steel or titanium. Economic considerations make it desirable to
consider other fabrication processes, and titanium alloys provide this possibility.
Properties of Til5Mo5Zr3Al alloy
The system was studied in the 70's by Japanese metallurgists [11,12]. In terms of
alpha-stabilizing and beta-stabilizing equivalencies [13], the specific alloy has the
prototypical compositions [Al]eq = 3.8 wt.% and [Moleq = 15 wt.% and thus lies
between the solute-lean Beta-Ill composition with equivalencies 2.5 and 11.5
wt.% respectively and the solute-rich Beta-C alloy with coordinates 3.7 and 16.8
wt.%. For these alloys, the beta phase is retained after quenching to room
temperature, and for TiMoZrAl in particular, no martensite or athermal omega
phase is observed. Its beta-transus temperature is 785 ± 150C.
Corrosion resistance
Potentiokinetic tests with ground samples of the alloy were conducted in
deaerated saline and in 2M hydrochloric acid and showed current densities
comparable with cp Ti and high breakthrough potentials around 8V [14]. For the
binary Til6Mo alloy, corrosion currents in physiological fluids are about 11
nA/cm2 [15] and in vivo measurements give 4 nA/cm2 from polarization
resistance [2]. Experiments in aerated 3% NaCl solution show polarization
resistances of 18 Mohmcm2 for the quaternary alloy and electropolished
samples, independent of the metallurgical state. From that, corrosion current
densities below 2 nA/cm2 can be deduced, even better than that of cp titanium.
Tissue tolerance
Biological acceptance of a material is commonly referred to an implantation test.
That may not be enough. Assessement of tolerance needs knowledge of
hydrolysis of reaction products of corrosion and of toxicity levels for any
component of an alloy [3]. Toxicity tests have been done by Gerber et al. [16] in
quantifying the growth inhibition of embryonic rudiments exposed to a culture
medium to which salts of metals are added. The oxides of Ti, Zr, Al have
solubilities in the nM range. Oxides of Mo (valency VI and IV) are more soluble.
No growth inhibition was found for Ti, Zr, Al at saturation in the culture
medium and for Mo at concentrations up to mM. The new metal is safe.
Fabrication and heat treating
The advantages of beta alloys are their high strength and toughness. In addition,
the hot and cold workability of these alloys can give substantial cost savings in
manufacturing. In fact, any of the interesting "fabrication routes" is feasible,
namely "hot-forge at temperatures around beta-transus + age", or "solutionheat-treat + shape by cold-forming + age", or "age (evt. preceeded by coldworking) + machine". Clearly, the forming operations will influence the
properties of the product and any of these "routes" has its own processing
window.
W»1

Mechanical properties
Tables I and II give data for TiMoZrAl, 2 other beta alloys (Beta-C, Beta-Ill) and
several comparison materials for the use. Standardized samples served for all
tensile tests. Young's modulus was obtained with ultrasonic methods (applying
an averaging over directions for longitudinal and transverse modes). In the
tables, SHT means solution-heat-treated, A is aged, CW is cold-worked, FOR
refers to forged and numbers are temperatures in 0C or cold-work in %.
Beta alloys have a tendency for tensile instability in the SHT state and for higher
aging temperatures. On the other hand, the notched-tensile strength is reduced
for low aging temperatures and the same metallurgical condition induces low
ductility and toughness. Such properties are not desirable for surgical implants
and impose strict limits for a processing window. Higher aging temperatures are
favoured, contrary to recipes suggested ordinarily for beta alloys.
The TiMoZrAl alloy has good strength and ductility and compares well with
other beta alloys. It is also a tough material with high fracture and notchedtensile strength. Performances exceed those of alpha-beta alloys, as expected.
Fatigue resistance
Fatigue tests of the 3 beta alloys and the comparison materials were performed
on smooth, hour-glass shaped and notched specimens (small diameter 5.68
mm) in rotating-bending loading at 6000 rpm (SCHENK equipment). Test
samples of beta alloys have been solution-treated or cold-worked or forged
respectively, then machined and aged. Vibratory finishing and electropolishing
followed for all samples and materials.
Table I - Mechanical properties of TiMoZrAl and other materials
(engineering data)
TE-ST
TiMoZrAl

TiAIVCrMoZr

SHT840
SHT740
SHT740-A600
CW45-A600
FOR750-A600
SHT740-A550
CW50-A550
A600

TiMoZrSn
Ti6A14V
Ti6A17Nb
Ti5A12.5Fe
cp Ti(gr.4) cold-worked
316L-ESR annealed
cold-worked
Unit

882
975
1099
1312
1177
1120
1420
1010
1076
1024
1033
785
557
957
MPa

YI-ST
870
968
1087
1284
1173
1050
1366
1002
940
921
914
692
421
730
MPa

EL-FR
20.1
16.9
15.3
11.3
15.0
14.5
9.8
17.8
14.7
14.0
15.6
18.3
39.3
21.4
%

RE-AR
83.2
64.5
57.5
43.8
55.0
43.1
29.2
56.0
40.0
42.0
39.0
40.0
86.0
73.0
%

YO-MO
75
88
113

97
102
110

no
110
105
190
GPa

Legend: TE-ST is ultimate tensile strength, YI-ST is yield strength, EL-FR is
elongation to fracture (gagelength/diameter = 5), RE-AR is reduction of area at
fracture, YO-MO is Young's modulus.
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Table II - Mechanical properties of TiMoZrAl and other materials (true
data, toughness, fatigue)
FR-ST

T-E-F

N-T-S

FR-TO

E^-FA

1391
1895
178
104
1569
145
1648
77
1569
560
1741
86
580
31
1672
58
1585
640
80
33
1710
1550
500
TiAlVCrMoZr
1616
56
610
35
1685
1751
510
TiMoZrSn
82
1482
1555
1598
70
540
Ti6A14V
1429
51
54
1387
540
Ti6A17Nb
1400
580
1424
50
1301
Ti5A12.5Fe
430
1387
cp Ti(gr.4) cold-worked
1095
51
816
2085
195
3161-ESR annealed
440
1992
1689
cold-worked
131
Unit
MPamW MPa
MPa
%
MPa
Legend: FR-ST is fracture stress , T-E-F is true elongation at fracture, N-T-S is
notched-tensile strength (K,=3.2), FR-TO is fracture toughness. E7-FA is
endurance limit.
TiMoZrAl

SHT840
SHT740
SHT740-A600
CW45-A600
FOR750-A600
SHT740-A550
CW50-A550
A600

Table III gives representative results for beta alloys and comparison materials
used in bone surgery. Data for the low-cycle and the high-cycle fatigue regime
refer to service conditions. The endurance limit is certainly essential for
(permanent) prosthetic devices but a (low-cycle) overload situation is in most
cases at the origin of early implant failures in internal fixation of fractures
(temporary splint). The beta alloy has a much higher fatigue limit than the
classical metals and has some advantage compared with alpha-beta titanium
alloys. The (low-cycle) fatigue strengths of beta alloys also are markedly better
than those of other metals.
For the notched-fatigue tests, the specimens have been machined and no surface
treatment followed. According to the table, the fatigue limits under these
conditions do essentially not vary with the material, nor the metallurgical state
in the case of beta alloys. The fatigue notch factor, i.e. the ratio of the fatigue
strength of a smooth specimen to the fatigue strength of a notched specimen,
however, does change. This factor is about equal to the stress enhancement due
to the notch in the case of beta alloys but much less for the classical metals what
signifies that an intrinsic strength is well "utilized" for the titanium alloy.
Figure 2 shows some interesting fatigue curves. Known materials (cold-worked
stainless steel and cp Ti) are compared to the new beta alloy. The gain in strength
for the high-cycle and low-cycle regime is apparent. It is further remarked that
the transition from the falling (low-cycle) part in the fatigue curve to the flat
portion of the S-N curve is around 1E+5 cycles for the titanium alloys but
around 1E+6 cycles for steel. The sensitivity to surface effects is also shown.
Electropolishing suppresses influences of roughness (curve in middle). Another
factor is change of surface properties. Results are unfavourable if aging is the
2,693

Table III - Data from rotating-bending and tensile tests

TiMoZrAl

SHT740-A625
CW50-A625
FOR750-A625
CW57-A600
CW57-A550

44fA

>7-FA

>7NF

890
900
880
920
890

560
580
640
610
560
540
540
430
440
MPa

190
200

I TE-ST
1063
1225

EUR
17.7
13.7

14.1
1221
200
TiAlVCrMoZrAl
1240
12.1
TiMoZrSn
1076
14.7
Ti6A14V
1024
14.0
810
170
Ti6A17Nb
785
18.3
670
180
cpTi cold-worked
21.4
957
820
316L-ESR cold-worked
^10
%
MPa
MPa
MPa
Unit
Legend: +4-FA is low-cycle regime fatigue strength (1E+4 cycles), >7-FA is (highcycle) fatigue limit (more than 1E+7 cycles), >7-NF is fatigue limit for notched
samples (K, = 2.8).
1100

1100
smooth

-•—*•

notched
4
5
6
7
log CYCLES TO FAILURE

4
5
6
7
log CYCLES TO FAILURE

Figure 2 - Stress amplitude to number of cycles for smooth and
notched specimens. Left: Stainless steel o, cpTi A • Right: TiMoZrAl
SHT740-A625 electropolished 4, aged after electropolishing v, shot
peened before electropolishing >; notched (machined) o ■
last operation (lower curve). Oxygen and nitrogen react with titanium to form a
brittle surface layer (called "alpha case") and fissures can be produced [17].
Residual stresses are a 3rd factor; shot peening has a beneficial effect (curve on
top in fig. 2 at right). Altogether, the beta-type alloys react in much the same way
to these factors as does Ti6A14V [see 18].
Galling, fretting and forming
Titanium has a severe tendency to gall, a phenomenon which is connected to its
high chemical reactivity. The beta alloy makes no exception. Rubbing contact
occurs for surgical implants. Experiments in NaCl-solution gave friction
coefficients of 0.43 to 0.53 for stainless steel, unalloyed Ti and the aged beta alloy.
Wear and fretting of Ti and the beta alloy was higher than that of steel by up to a
factor of 2. The only quenched beta phase has unfavourable friction (0.82) and
wear (higher by factor 3). Such properties are a nuisance and require special
treatments to avoid fretting fatigue, or to ease cutting operations.
l»4

Conclusion - the beta alloy has advantage
Til5Mo5Zr3Al is a most attractive "2nd generation metallic biomaterial".
Among known metals, it has lowest corrosion currents and the "unwanted
reaction product (of corrosion)" is not cell-toxic or capable of reactions. The alloy
is equally attractive for its good mechanical properties. Several reduced
quantities are considered in table IV. A first one is yield strength which has to do
with load capacity and distortion failures of surgical implants. These devices
carry functional loads and the effect of a permanent deformation is self-evident;
it means loss of function or anatomic reconstruction. The gain is a factor of 1.6
for beta and 1.3 for alpha-beta alloys when using figures in the table. The 2nd
quantity is admissible strain. Differences for materials are large. The actual metal
of fracture treatment implants has 0.38% what is about half the ratio for bone.
The new metal allows reversible deformations beyond 1% what is 1.6 times the
strain capacity of cortica'. (hard) bone. High yield and elastic strain contribute to
make the alloy a "forgiving metal" in clinic; in fact, implants should have spare
strength to overcome difficult fracture anatomy and lack of collaboration by the
patient. The penalties associated with implant failures are always great. The
following entries in the table have to do with the safety of surgical implants. The
ratio of notched-tensile strength to ultimate tensile strength should exceed 1.1
and the critical crack length (for spontaneous propagation) should be inferior to
shape variation and depth of (possible) surface defects on the device. The figures
for the beta '.loy are favourable.
Table IV - Data for a dedicated metal

TiMoZrAl

SHT
SHT-A
CW-A
TiAlV,TiAlNb,TiAlFe
cp Ti cold-worked
316L-ESR cold-worked
Unit

YI-ST
968
1087
1284
920
692
730
MPa

YI-ST

N-T-S

2 iFR-TOa

YO-MO
1.10
1.06
1.14
0.84
0.66
0.38
%

TE-ST
1.61
1.43
1.18
1.40
1.77
1.77

3CV YI-ST '
14
3.2
0.4
4

mm

Z-G-E
186
135
78
65
67
270
%

Legend: YI-ST/YO-MO is admissible strain, N-T-S/TE-ST is ratio of notched and
(smooth sample) tensile strength, 2/n(FR-TO/YI-ST)2 equals the critical crack
length, Z-G-E = RE-AR/ (1-RE-AR) is the zero-gage-length elongation.
Another property derived from tensile tests has to do with fabrication; it is the
zero-gage-length elongation which provides a measure of ductility that
correlates with cold-forming operations (in which the gage length is very short).
Elongations exceeding 100% allow cold-forming. Large reductions and
complicated shapes can be imposed in the solution-heat-traated state for which
the work-hardening coefficient is rather low (of same order as soft steel). The
alloy has also excellent forgeability. Die or isothermal forging can be done below
the beta transus, i.e. at temperatures where surface contaminations are not
heavy and tooling is not expensive. Post heat-treating requirements for any
secondary fabrication route are minimal; it suffices to remove some 20^m of
metal by mechanical and chemical surface finishing. The new alloy for surgical
implants has capabilities for fabrication which no other metal has.

m
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LOW MODULUS, HIGH STMNCTH, BIOCOHPATIBLB TITANIUM ALLOY
FOR MEDICAL IMPLANTS

K. Wang, L. Guatavson and J. Duablaton
HowMdlca, Pflsar Hoapltal Product» Croup Inc.
359 Vatorana Boulevard
Rutherford, Naw Jaraay 07070
ABSTRACT
A naw bata tltanlua alloy, Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fa (TMZF) waa davalopad for orthopaedic
uae. This alloy has a unique conblnatlon of propertie». I.e. low oodulua of
elasticity, excellent «echanlcal strength, corrosion realatanca,
and
fomablllty, coupled with good wear and notch fatigue resiatance. Alao, no
vanadlun and alualnua In thla alloy offer a blocoapatlblllty advantage over the
T1-6A1-4V alloy. The proceaslng davalopnent, Mtallurglcal characteristics,
physical and Mchanlcal propertlaa, and wear resistance of thla new alloy are
reported here.

nmoBncTioM
The oost widely used orthopaedic alloy, T1-6A1-4V, la known for Its excellent
corrosion resistance and good mchanlcal propertlea. It la also known for Its
notch fatigue sensitivity and relatively poor wear realatanca. High level« of
tltanlua, vanadium, and alualnua debris have been found In surrounding tlaauea
under conditions of high wear. Although no toxic affect has been connected to
these debris, safety concerns on vanadlun and alualnua have been reported alnca
1980.
Due to the perceived aafety concema, two vanadlua-free tltanlua alloys, Tl5Al-2.SFe and Tl-6Al-7Nb were developed In Europe In the 1980'8.1'2 Both of
these alloys offer a potential blocoapatlbillty advantage over T1-6A1-4V due
to the absence of vanadlun. But In terns of nechanlcal propertlea they are
quite slallar to T1-6A1-4V alnca they are «till In the a-fl alloy family.
Recent finite eleaent studies suggest that a lower aodulua (aore flexible) hip
prosthesis nay better slaulate the natural faaur In distributing stress to the
adjacent bone tissue.,-> Anlaal atudles also suggest that the bone resorptlon
problem comnonly experienced by hip prosthesis patients nay be alleviated by
a prosthesis having a lower aodulus.,>a These studies aroused significant
Interest in producing materials with a lower modulus of elasticity.
The preferred orthopedic tltanlua alloy should have a lower elastic modulus,
a lower notch sensitivity, and a better blocompatlbillty than T1-6A1-4V. In
our new alloy design, beta alloya were chosen for their advantagea in low
modulus and lower notch sensitivity.
Vanadium and aluminum were purposely
avoided while aore blocoapatlble eleaents, i.e. Mo, Zr, and Fe were introduced.
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Our r*c*nt achi*v«MnC. Tl-12Ho-6Zr-2F«, la unlqtia In having a aodulua of
•l**tlclty aa low aa 7ft CPa, excallenc aachanlcal acrangth and corroalon
r**i*tanca coupled with good wear and notch fatigue reaiatance. Aa will be
ahown in thia paper the Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy ia aucceaaful in Meeting the
alloy developMent goala.

It ia very difficult to produce a hoMgeneoua Ti-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe ingot using the
conventional vacuum arc renelting method, because Mo and Zr have a much higher
melting point and density than titanium. Thus, a triple melting technique,
which included two vacuum arc remelta and one electron beam or two plasma arc
*■•■•1^0 and one vacuum arc remelt was developed for this new alloy. One ft5 kg
pilot lot and one ftSftS kg production lot of 23.ft-28.6mm diameter bars were
successfully produced throu^ the conventional forging and rolling process.
W®rk*'>lllty of the new alloy was excellent. The hot rolled bars were cold drawn
into rods of Iftmm in diameter and close-die forged into hip prosthesis. In all
fi'l*l>> Ti-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe alloy showed excellent hot and cold fomabilities.

MTrsnevtHrTnia
Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe ia a metastahle beta alloy
Tt retains an all-beta structure
after rapid cooling from its beta transus temperature of 75ft*C or higher. The
all-beta structure will precipitate fine alpha phases upon subsequent aging.
The solution-annealed single beta phase Ti-12No-6Zr-2Fe was chosen for
orthopaedic implants for its low modulus (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Nlcrostruccure of 78i*C (IftSO'P) solution annealed TMZF.
imiCAL ROl
The physical properties of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy are listed in Table I.
The thermal expansion of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy was measured from 25 to 900*C
in accordance with ASTM E-228 (Figure 2). The thermal expansion of Ti-12No-6Zr2Fe alloy is 0.88ft« between 25 and 900*C. The thermal expansion coefficient
of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe is 8.8 x 10 */*C between 25 and 250*C; and 11.5 x 10‘VC
between 525 and 900*C.

A dapartur« fro« a llnaar raaponaa bacoaaa avldant In tha ranga 250 to 525*C
and Indicate« cryitalllna tranaltlona of bata and alpha phaaaa In this alloy.
At taaparaturaa abova SSO'C, tha alpha praclpltataa war« ra-dla«olvad Into tha
bata aatrlx.
Tha aodulua of Tl-12No-6Zr-2Fa la 74-85 Cpa, which 1« 251 lowar than that of
T1-6A1-4V. Tha danslty of thla alloy la 12% hlghar than that of T1-6A1-4V.
Tha hardna«« of thl« alloy la «lightly hlghar than the Re 31 of T1-6A1-4V.
Tabl« I - Tvnlc.l Phv.lc.l Prooartl«. of T1.12Mo.6Zr.2F« Alloy
Tha mal Expanalon
Coafflclant*

x IO-V'C
x lO'VC

8.8 at 25-250*0
11.5 at 525-900*0

Modulua*

x 10* p«l (Gpa)

10.7 - 12.3 (74-85)

Bat« Tr«n«u«

1350 - 1390
732 - 754

T

•c
Danattv*

Ib/cu-In
gn/cu-cB

Hardna««*

Re

0.18
5.0
34-35

♦Solution treated condition
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Figure 2 - Thermal expansion of TMZF alloy fron 25* to 900*C
TMSIL» PtOPRRTIIS
Tensile tests were conducted on «olution annealed Ti-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe bar« at rooa
temperature according to ASTM E-8. Tha tensile properties of Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fa
and Ti-6A1-4V are listed in Table II. Result« show that Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fa ha«
a much higher yield «trength and better elongation than T1-6A1-4V. A« noted
In the physical property section of this report, the elastic modulus of Ti12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy 1« lower than that of Ti-6A1-4V.
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T«bl« II - T«M11« Propartla« of Solution Ann««!««! Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2F«

tllax.

Y5 (»ft)

m (MM)

EL ft)

EA-I11

E (6M)

TM2F

1000-1060

1060-1100

18 - 22

64 • 73

74 - 85

T1-6A1-4V

850 - 900

960 • 970

10 -15

35 - 47

110

MTATIBC B1AM FATICDI HOPnTIM
The ■olution annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe bare were aubjected to aaooth and notched
Krouae fatigue teata. The teating aodaa Include high cycle fatigue, rotating
bean, and cantilever bending. The teat loading waa constant force ainuaoldal
at approximately 167 He.
The teat atreaa ratio was Infinity, i.e. fully
reversed. All teating was conducted at room temperature in air.
Tests normally atopped when 10 million cyclea were achieved.
The notched
samples had a stress concentration factor of Kt-1.6. For comparison purposes
Ti-6A1-4V alloy bars were alao tested under the same conditions.
The smooth rotating fatigue properties of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V are
plotted in Figure 3.
The smooth fatigue strength of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe Is
comparable to that of T1-6A1-4V. At ID7 cycles, the maximum atress of
Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy is 585 Mpa (85kai).
ROTATING BEAM FATIGUE OF
Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe VERSUS Ti-6AI-4V
1000 .
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O Ti-12Mo-6Zr -2Fe
D Ti-6AI-4V

a
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0
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1E5

1E6

1E7

tES

1E9

LOG CYCLES
TEST CONDITIONS: 167 Hz
ROOM TEMPERATURE LABORATORY AIR
Figure 3 - Smooth rotating beam fatigue strength of TMZF and T1-6A1-4V
The notched rotating beam fatigue properties of Ti-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V
are shown in Figure 4.
At 10' cycles, the Tl-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe alloy showed a
notched strength of 410 Mpa (60 ksi) at 10 million cycles (70% of its smooth
fatigue atrength).
Under the same condition, T1-6A1-4V showed a notched
atrength of 280 Mpa (45 kai), or 53% of its smooth fatigue strength.
The
notched fatigue results are In keeping with the characteristic property of beta
titanium alloys being less fatigue notch sensitive than alpha beta alloys such
aa T1-6A1-4V alloy.
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NOTCHED ROTATING BEAM FATIGUE OF
Ti-,2Mo-6Zr-2Fe vsTi-6AI-4V
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Notched rotating bean fatigue strength of TMZF and T1-6A1-4V

Figure 4

T»ACTnM Topommas
The solution annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe bar saaplee were tested for precracklng
and fracture toughness at 33*0 according to ASTM E399. The crack area was
saturated with saline solution (0.9% NaCl) before testing. T1-6A1-4V bar
samples were also tested for conparlsori.
The mean toughness of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe was 90 Mpa /m (81.7 ksl /in). That of
T1-6A1-4V was 52 Mpa /m (47.2 Icsi /in) (Table III). These results show that
the fracture resistance of the solution annealed Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy is much
better than that of T1-6A1-4V.
Table III.

Fracture Toughness of TMZF and T1-6A1-4V Bar Stock (28.6 on dia.)

Alloy

Specimen

Bunbsr

KM /I

ufkal /ln^

TMZF

l - i

90

(81.7)

TMZF

1 - 2

88

(79.7)

TMZF

1 - 3

92

(83.7)

T1-6A1-4V

2 - 1

54

(48.8)

T1.6A1-4V

2 - 2

51

(46.4)

2 - 3

51

(46.4)

Ti-6A1-4V

Anodic polarization testing was performed on the solution annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr2Fe alloy specimens. Specimens were in the form of 16 mm diameter x 3 mm thick
disk« and 9.5 m diameter x 12.7 no rod». Teats war* run in daaerated lalln«
(0.9% Nacl) at 37'C. Each disc specimen was finiahed to a 600 grit silicon
carbide immediately before testing. All rod specimens were prepared to a 600
grit silicon carbide finish followed by cleaning and passivation. T1-6A1-4V
rod samples ware also tasted for comparison.
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ASTM GS, Standard Reference Test Method for Making Potentlostatlc and
Potentlodynanic Anodic Polarization Measurenents was followed for the testing.
The anodic polarization curves of Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-AV are shown In
Figure 5. Data show excellent corrosion resistance for both alloys. As the
potential Increases each alloy reaches a stable passive current density. The
difference In the passive current density between the two alloys Is not
directly related to their relative free corrosion rates In the body
environment. Further Increases In potential up to +1000 mv v.s. S.C.E. cause
no further Increase In current density for either alloy. This Indicates that
the protective oxide on either alloy resists breakdown equally well at this
excessive polarization.
Resistance to breakdown Is the key result of this
test.
ANODIC POLARIZATION OF Tl ALLOYS
1100-
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Figure 5.

Anodic polarization of Tl-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V
WBAt PROPERTIES

The friction and wear properties of annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V
versus Surgical Simplex* P bone cement were determined using an ISC-200
trlbometer. The ISC-200 Is a pln-on-dlsc type wear and friction measurement
system. The bone cement sample was held stationary by a cantilever beam while
the metal disc counterface rotated against it.
Five polished disc samples of each alloy were individually tested against a
12.7ma diameter bone cement ball at a 100 gm load, In deionlzed water. Tests
were run at 80 cycles/min. for 1.0 x 10' cycles. The sliding speed for each
test was 7.1* cm/sec.
Wear was determined by the weight loss and surface
roughness of the disc samples. The mass worn away from a ball was calculated
by the radius of the worn flat spot and the density of the bone cement sample.
The surface roughness of bone cement ball was Ijus.
The friction coefficients of Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy and T1-6A1-4V against bone
cement are shown in Figure 6. The friction coefficient of Ti-12Ho-6Zr-2Fe is
approximately 0.4 which is one half of that of T1-6A1-4V.
After 1.0 x 105 cycles, although some light scratching was present on the
rubbing surface of the Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe samples, this did not initiate self
perpetuating abrasive wear, and only bone cement debris was noted on the
samples.
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Severe abraalve wear of the Ti-6A1-4V discs was observed after only a few
hundred cycles with subsequent scratching of the T1-6A1-4V surface j black metal
wear debris was generated.
The surfaces of all bone cement balls run against T1-6A1-4V were covered with
fine black particles. No black particles were seen on the surface of bone
cement balls that rubbed against Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe alloy.
The wear data are
shown In Table IV. Results obtained from this testing Indicate that solution
annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe has a much better abrasive wear resistance than Tl6A1-4V.

r

:

^ m

HE

Figure 6 - Friction coefficient of TMZF and T1-6A1-4V against bone cement.

Sample IiSL.

Disc Sanole
■

TMZF
TMZF
TMZF
TMZF
TMZF

-

1
2
3
4
5

71-6-4
Tl-6-4
11-6-4
Tl-6-4
Tl-6-4

-

1
2
3
4
5

"■"

Wti

Initial

Einal

(gain)

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.07

0.07
0.08
0.03
0.09
0.09

(0.0008)
(0.0006)
(0.0000)
(0.0009)
(0.0000)

0.09
0.09
0.05
0.22
0.09

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.02

4.85
5.73
4.47
4.13
6.23

0.0129
0.0135
0.0176
0.0149
0.0134

1.04
1.33
1.04
1.33
1.33

The friction coefficients of annealed Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V versus
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHNWPE) pins were also measured. Two
tests for each alloy were conducted in delonlzed water at a SOOgm load and at
80 cycles/mln. The sliding speed for each test was 7.3 cm/sec. The disc
samples had a surface roughness of 0.02^m. The surface roughness of the UHMHFE
pins was 2.Spm. The friction coefficients of Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe and T1-6A1-4V
against UHMWPE at various distances are shown In Figure 7. The steady state
friction coefficient of Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe is 0.04 which is much lower than that
of Ti-6A1-4V.
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BDBflll
A new bloconpatlble tltanlua elloy, Tl-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe has been developed. The
processing and foraablllty advantages of this alloy have been briefly reviewed.
This beta tltanlua alloy exhibits higher yield strength, lower Modulus of
elasticity, higher fracture toughness and better wear resistance than T1-6A14V.
It also has an excellent corrosion resistance and a smooth fatigue
strength slailar to that of T1-6A1-4V. With the characteristics of high
strength, low aodulua, blocoapatlblllty and excellent corrosion resistance, the
alloy Is well suited for orthopaedic applications.
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THE B^CrmCHEMCAL BEHAVIOR OF A hEW TTTAMUM AUJOY
wrm SUPERIOR BIOCOMPATIBHJTY
Paul Kovacs and James A. Davidson
Orthopaedic Research Department
Smith & Nephew Richards, Inc.
1450 Brooks Road
Memphis, Tennessee 38116
Abstract
To optimize the long-term performance of metallic implants in orthopaedic applications, a
new titanium alloy, which contains neither aluminum nor vanadium, has been invented at
Smith and Nephew Richards Inc. The new alloy, Ti-13Nb-13Zr, has better biocompatibility
than that of Ti-SAMV, and exhibits higher strength and lower elastic modulus which is
advantageous if the load transfer to bone is desired. The improved biocompatibility of the new
alloy can be directly attributed to the fact that the oxides of the alloying metals, niobium and
zirconium, have very low solubilities, and tend to incorporate in the protective passive film
instead of being released as dissolved metal ions into the biological environment.
Furthermore, the general biocompatibility of niobium and zirconium is also superior to that
of aluminum and vanadium. In this paper, the electrochemical behavior of the new alloy and
the pure alloying elements during spontaneous passivation, as well as the results of
biocompatibility studies, are presented and compared to those of Ti-6AI-4V. The spontaneous
passivation of the mechanically polished alloys and pure metals was studied by means of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and the polarization behavior was determined on the
basis of the potentiodynamic polarization curves. The electrolyte used in this study waa
lactated Ringer's solution at STC. The biocompatibility tests were performed according to the
standard procedures for implant materials. The electrochemical measurements confirmed the
higher polarization resistance of the spontaneously passivated Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy, while
the biocompatibility test results demonstrated its superior biocompatibility.
Introduction
Biocompatibility can be defined as the state of mutual coexistence between an implant material
and the biological environment, in which both ot them maintain adequate physical and
chemical stability. The leek of sufficient physical biocompatibility may result in undesirable
events such as the fracture of the implant or substantial bone loss due the stress shielding by
a more rigid implant material. Insufficient chemical biocompatibility, on the other hand, may
lead to unacceptably high degradation rate for the implant material and may induce intolerably
severe biological effects locally and/or systemically.
The chemical biocompatibility of a metallic Implant is closely related to the electrochemical
behavior of the metal or alloy in the harsh biological environment [1-6]. The rate of
electrochemical interactions between the implant metal and the body fluids as well as the
solubility of corrosion products can have a significant bearing on biocompatibility. It has been
observed that the tissue reaction is proportional to the amounts of constituent elements
released by the corrosion of a pure metal or alloy. Lalng at al [7] graded the tissue reaction
Titaniuin'92
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according to the thickness of pseudomembranes around the Implants. For an Implantation
duration of six months in the back muscle of rabbits, membranes up to 3 mm and more were
observed in cases of severe reactions (Fe, Co, Cr, Ni, Mo, V, Mn, Incoloy), and thicknesses up
to 20 (in for minor 'eactions (Ti, Zr, Nb, titanium alloys, cast and wrought cobalt alloys,
stainless steel 316L and 17-7PH). Steinemann [3] classified the tissue reactions from a
pathological point of view. In the following distinct types:
1. In the case of severe reaction a 'sterile abscess' Is observed and. In histology,
psychosis, so that this type of reaction may be termed a 'toxic' response (Co, Ni, Cu,
V):
2. A dense, non-vascularized fibrous tissue without dead cells Is a reaction which slows
down metabolic exchanges, and this type may be called 'capsule' (Al, Fe, Mo, Ag, Au,
stainless steels, cast and wrought cobalt alloys);
3. The 'vital' reaction, which has an appearance of loose and vascularized fibrous tissue,
and sometimes an epithelium in contact with metal (TI, Zr, Nb, Ta, Pt, TI alloys).
Stelnemann also gave a combination of in vivo corrosion test results and hlstological
examinations, with the general trend summarized as follows:
1. The 'vital* reaction Is possible only for the most resistant metals.
2. Metals with low polarization resistances (i.e., severe corrosion), on the other hand, do
not necessarily lead to a 'toxic' reaction. For example, the severely corroding
elements Fe, Al, Mo provoke the 'capsule' type of response.
3. The response to stainless steel and cobalt alloys Is of the intermediate (normally
harmless) 'capsule' type despite their very high corrosion resistance. The presence of
the typically toxic elements Ni and Co in these alloys is apparently sufficient to Induce
a shift towards the 'second best' tissue reaction.
Based on these observations, the author concluded that an alloy providing 'vital' tissue
behavior should not include any of the 'toxic' elements, but should be based on metals in the
'vital' group and have, if necessary, elements of the 'capsule' group.
The results of these studies clearly demonstrate the superior biocompatlbllity of Ti, Nb, Zr,
and Ta. It is also Indicated by the results of the in vivo corrosion tests that the most
biocompatlble metals and alloys usually show the highest polarization «usistance.
Due to its numerous desirable mechanical properties and excellent biocompatlbllity, Ti-6AI4V has long been used in orthopaedic surgery with proven clinical success. Because the alloy
is passlvated by the oxides of the base metal titanium [9-10], the less than optimum
biocompatlbllity of aluminum and vanadium does not seem to affect significantly the
biocompatibillty of the prepasslvated alloy. However, when excessive mechanical breakdown
of passivity occurs, the alloy may become a localized source of the elements aluminum and
vanadium, as Indicated by the results of recent Ion release studies [11-16]. The replacement
of these alloying elements with other metals such as Zr, Nb or Ta, the corrosion products of
which have extremely low solubilities, may considerably Improve the biocompatlbllity of the
alloy In the long-term implant applications. Although these metals are well known from the
literature, few attempts have been made so far to use these as alternative alloying elements
alone for titanium. Custom-made orthopaedic Ti alloys Ti-6AI-7Nb [17] and Ti-II.SMo6Zr-2Fe [18] still contain Al, Mo, and Fe which present less than optimum biocompatibility.
This paper describes the electrochemical behavior of the new titanium alloy [10] that
exhibits superior biocompatlbllity, both physically and chemically. The TI-13Nb-13Zr alloy
has higher strength and significantly lower modulus than TI-6AI-4V [20,21], and shows
Improved chemical biocompatlbllity [22] due to the presence of alloying elements that
contribute to the formation of a highly protective passive film on the alloy surface. For
comparison, the spontaneous passivation of TI-6AI-4V and that of pure TI, Al, V, Nb, and Zr
was also studied by using a combination of AC and DC electrochemical techniques [23,24],
which had bean found to provide very important Information on the electrochemical behavior
in case of mechanical breakdown of passivity.
ITU

Material and Methods
Electrochemical test specimens were prepared from 1.) wrought as-quenched and 2.)cast and
HIP'ed Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy rods, from 3.)a wrought, sintered, HIP'ed Ti-6AI-4V hip t jm.
4.) standard grade and S.)ELI grade Ti-6AI-4V alloy rods, as well as from pure Ti, Al, V, Nb,
and Zr. These test specimen were mechanically polished to a mirror-like finish and were
immediately immersed into the test cell containing lactated Ringer's solution at 3T>C.
At various time intervals during the spontaneous passivation of the polished metal surfaces,
the electrochemical Impedance spectra were determined. The gradually increasing time
intervals between the impedance measurements (#1-#8) were: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160,
320, and 360 min. The last measurement («9) was conducted immediately after the
completion of measurement «8. Following each passivation experiment, the potentiodynamic
polarization curves on the spontaneously passivated samples were also recorded in order to
see the polarization behavior in a broad potential range, and to make a comparison between the
polarization resistance values provided by the different electrochemical methods. Under the
same experimental conditions, the electrochemical behavior of carbon was also studied in
order to learn more about the rate of electron exchange between the electrode material and the
environment in the absence of the corrosion processes and the protective passive layers. The
carbon test specimens were prepared from a high-density, non-permeable graphite electrode.
The potentiostat used in these experiments was an EQ&G Princeton Applied Research Model
273 potentiostat with a Model 5210 lock-in amplifier for the high frequency impedance
measurements. The reference and the counter electrodes were saturated calomel and highdensity, non-permeable graphite, respectively. The experiments were conducted in a Model
K47 Corrosion Cell System, which was open to air.
Results and Discussion
Both Ti alloys were subjected to numerous biocompatibility tests [22], and showed excellent
bbcompatibility as expected. However, there were several instances in which the cell or
tissue response was considerably less for the Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy. Examples for these are
given in Figure 1, from the results of the 90-day Rabbit Intramuscular Implant Tests.
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Figure 1 - Examplea Showing Improved Biocompatibility of Ti-13Nb-13Zr (TNZ)
Compared to Ti-6AI-4V (TAV).
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In vary good agracmant with Zitter's and Plank's obsaivation [5] that tha alactrochamical
bahavior of matalllc implant matarlals is an indicator of thair biocompatibility, tha
raciprocai polarization raaiatanca of tha spontanaously paaaivatad Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy was
also considarably lowar than tha raciprocai polarization raaiatanca of Ti-6AMV. Aa
aummarizad in Figura 2, tha results of both tha alactrochamical impadanca and tha
potantiodynamic polarization measurements demonstrate tha superior alactrochamical
bahavior of tha new titanium alloy.

TH3NWS6
(n-6)

TMAMV
(n.e)

0.0

0.S

1.0

1.6

Raciprocai Polarization Raaiatanca, MQ'' cm*'
Figure 2 - 1/Rp Values for TI-13Nb-13Zr and Ti-6AI-4V Alloys
The lower reciprocal polarization resistance represents lower currant densities, and
indicates tha presence of a more effective passive layer on the alloy surface. In previous
studies it was found [5,24] that the current densities measurable on paaaiva orthopaedic
implant alloys can be substantially affected by the electron exchange processes. Therefore, It
is important to consider that the measured current densities consist of two parts:
teorr

+

lelex

(1)

where icorr and lelex represent the corrosion and electron exchange current densities,
respectively,. In the case of extremely corrosion resistant alloys such as Ti-l3Nb-13Zr and
Ti-6AI-4V, i'elex i> usually much higher than Icorr- According to these considerations, tha
lower reciprocal polarization resistances of the TI-13Nb-l3Zr samples Indicate that tha
total electrochemical Interaction (corrosion and electron exchange) between the passivated
alloy and the environment ia lower than in the case of Ti-6AI-4V.
Additionally, the Improved biocompatibility of the new titanium alloy can also be the
consequence of the elimination of the less blocompatible alloying elements, aluminum and
vanadium. Investigating the dissolution behavior of TI-6AI-4V, Bruneel «nd Helsen [11]
found that the relative concentrations of the elements dissolved differ substantially from their
relative presence In the alloy. Although the concentrations of aluminum and vanadium are low
In tha alloy, their concentration in the test solution - especially the aluminum concentration
- was quite close to that of the major element titanium. Consequently, It waa concluded by the
authors that tha TI-6AI-4V alloy may not be underestimated as a localized source of the
elements aluminum and vanadium. In contrast, as the Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy contains only
alloying elements that form oxides with extremely low solubilities, the preferential
dissolution of niobium and zirconium from this alloy is highly unlikely.
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To lllustrai* th« aubttantially diffarant alactrochamlcal bahavior of tha varioua alloying
alamanta, tha potantiodynamic polarization curvat of Al, V, Ti, Nb, and Zr are shown in Figura
3, which wara racordad after a 20-hour exposure of the previously mechanically polished
metals to the lactatad Ringer's solution. The scanning rate was 1 mV/s in these experiments.
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Figure 3 - Potentiodynamic Polarization Curves for Al, V, Ti, Nb, and Zr.
While aluminum and vanadium show high current densities at their corrosion potentials,
titanium, niobium, and zirconium exhibit not only extremely low current densities at their
open circuit potentials, but these metals also have very similar polarization behavior in a
broad potential range, both cathodically and anodically. Between -7S0 and 0 mV (vs.SCE),
which is usually the potential region for orthopaedic implant alloys, the polarization curves
of aluminum and vanadium indicates transpassive dissolution, providing a plausible
explanation for their preferential dissolution from the Ti-6AI-4V alloy. On the other hand,
niobium and zirconium, similarly to titanium, are in the region of perfect passivity, and are
not subjected to chemical breakdown of passivity even at more positive potentials. Instead of
being released into the environment as dissolved metal ions, Nb and Zr contribute to the
formation of the highly protective passive film on the titanium alloy.
As the biocompatibility of orthopaedic implant alloys is directly related to the protective
ability of their passive surface layers, it is very important to consider that the corrosion
rate of these alloy can be very high if the passive layer is partially or completely removed
mechanically by the action of fretting wear processes. II this situation arises, it may become
biologically significant whether the high corrosion rate can be associated primarily with a
higher metal ion release rate or with a higher rate of insoluble oxide formation. Therefore, it
is necessary to distinguish between the two major types of anodic corrosion processes, and
interpret the corrosion rate as the sum of the rate of dissolution and the rate of protective
passive layer formation [24]:
kiorr = 'sol + tax

(2)

where isol is the rate of soluble corrosion product formation, including non-protective oxides
and hydroxides, and iox is (he rate of protective oxide/hydroxide formation. While icorr is
mainly determined by iox in the case of Ti-13Nb-13Zr, the contribution of lSol to icorr is
less negligible when the spontaneous passivation of Ti-6AI-4V takes place, resulting in the
preferential release of aluminum and vanadium ions with less than optimum biocompatibility.
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Although the corrosion resistance of prepassivated implant alloys has been extensively
studied, the spontaneous passivation of these alloys in the chloride-containing environment
has been given less attention. This is partly because of experimental difficulties in studying
rapidly changing electrochemical systems such as metals or alloys undergoing spontaneous
passivation in a certain electrolyte. Recent developments in electrochemical techniques,
however, have made it possible to address this issue more effectively. Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) offers a new experimental approach to these rapidly changing
electrode systems and - in combination with classical DC polarization measurements • it can
provide some fundamental information about the overall electrochemical performance of
metallic implant materials [23-26]. In Figure 4, results obtained by EIS are shown,
indicating the changes in the reciprocal polarization resistances during the 20-hour tests.
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Figure 4 - EIS Results for Ti-13Nb-13Zr, Ti-6AI-4V, Al, V, Ti, Nb, Zr, and C.
The interpretation of these results requires complex electrochemical considerations,
including the role of metal ion release and oxide formation in determining the overall
corrosion rate, as well as the relative contribution of the rate of electron exchange to the total
electrochemical interaction between the metal or alloy and the environment. As the reciprocal
polarization resistance of a polished metal is proportional to the corrosion rate [23,24], the
slightly higher values for the Ti-13Nb-13Zr samples indicate the higher initial reactivity of
this alloy than that of Ti-6AI-4V. The higher corrosion rate, however, does not result in
higher metal ion release. On the contrary, it primarily reflects the current necessary for
protective passive layer formation, as neither the base metal nor the alloying elements Nb and
Zr tend to dissolve preferentially. For Ti-6AI-4V, despite the apparently lower initial
corrosion rate, a considerable portion of the total current density is provided by the
dissolution processes of aluminum and vanadium, as the corrosion products of these two
metals are much more soluble than those of titanium. While Al and V do not show effective
spontaneous passivation, the titanium alloys, Ti, Nb, and Zr develop highly protective passive
layers, the consequence of which is a much lower total electrochemical interaction (corrosion
and electron exchange) than the electron exchange alone between carbon and the electrolyte.
In a recent editorial by J. P. Scales in the British Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery [27], the
optimization of titanium alloy was discussed, concluding that '.., efforts might well be
directed towards the development of transformed ß-phase titanium alloys containing only such
elements as niobium, tantalum, and zirconium.' The Ti-Nb-Zr alloy introduced in this paper
demonstrates that significant improvements in biocompatibility can be achieved in this way.
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Conduaiong
On the basis of the results obtained in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
The electrochemical behavior of Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy is more favorable for orthopaedic
implants applications than that of Ti-6AMV, due to the formation of a more protective
passive layer on Ti-13Nb-13Zr which improves the blocompatibility of this alloy.
Additionally, less metal ion release is likely to occur during the spontaneous passivation of the
TI-13Nb-13Zr alloy because the corrosion products of the minor alloying elements Nb and Zr
are less soluble than those of aluminum and vanadium, and may incorporate in the protective
passive film. This difference in performance characteristics may become an issue of
biological significance if the mechanical breakdown of passivity on the implant by fretting
wear is excessive.
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Abstract
For structures in snowfall regions, uterials like titaniua. rather than
the custoaary steel, are being used to iaprove perforaance. However, the interactions between these laterials and snow, which is iaportant for use of aaterials in snowfall environaents, are not very well understood.
In this study, attention is directed to the dynaaic properties under
dynaaic interaction where both of thea aove relative to one another. This study
is the first to explain the interactions theoretically and experiaentally. In
this paper, the dynaaic friction factor that is iaportant practically in dynaaic interactions was exuined. Dynaaic friction factor ft is considered to be a
function of various factors, for exaaple. snow sliding velocity V, snow
teaperature T, contact pressure p on fluid file of snow, snow density p. and
surface roughness R» of aaterial.
Experiaents under variations of V. T and P are discussed first. Various
titaniua sheets and. for coaparison, stainless steel sheets, resin coated steel
sheets and plastics sheets were selected for evaluation. Froa the results of
the experiaents, it has been clarified that dynaaic friction resistance was
strongly influenced by V, T, Ri and surface energy of aaterial.
Moreover, considering that dynaaic friction resistance is caused by resistance froa surface roughness, fluid viscous resistance and shearing resistance in adhesion parts, the equations of state for expressing the interaction
between various aaterials and snow have been derived. Froa the analysis of this
equation, the lubrication aode between various aaterials and snow was aade
clear, and the basic theory about dynaaic friction resistance has been constructed.
The results of this paper are considered to be useful for the design of
structures and the selection of aaterials in snowfall regions.
1.Introduction
In this study, attention is directed to the dynaaic properties under
dynaaic interactions where snow and titaniua sheet etc. aove relative to one
another. And the interactions are explained theoretically and experiaentally.
In this paper, experiaental results on dynaaic friction resistance that is
iaportant practically in dynaaic interactions are investigated, and the results
of the theoretical analysis are discussed.
On the basis of the investigations of experiaents, a theoretical analysis
is done using the equations of state derived for expressing the interaction
Titanium '92
Sdwic* and Tadmalagy
Edited by F.H. Fro» and I. Coplon
Ttw Mlnwab, fttotab & Matoriak Soci«ly, 1993
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between mow and sheet. It lust be noticed that dynailc friction factor n to
prescribe dynailc friction resistance is not constant. Therefore, ß is considered to be the function of various factors as shown in the next equation.
•)

/ (V. T. P, P. Ri.

(1)

«here V:snow sliding velocity, Ttsnow tnperature, p:contact pressure on
fluid fill of snow, p:8now density, Riisurface roughness of uterlal,
r : surf ace energy of later lal, A :thenal conductivity of uterlal. In this
paper, the attention is directed to V, T and p.
2.ll«terlala and Experiiental Methods
Various sheet laterials used for experlients are shown in Table I . The
cheilcal coiposltlons of the test sheets are shown in Table I. Table I shows
the leasured results of the ten point average roughness Ri of the test sheets
and the contact angle 0 between test sheet and water that prescribes surface
energy r. As these values on surface conditions were leasured Just before
experlients, aging Is expected. This effect is to be Investigated in the future.
In the experlients, compacted snow collected froi natural snow cover was
used. The density was 0.3~0.4 g/ci*. The experlients were conducted using
testing equipment for snow-ice properties designed and ude by the authors.
Figure 1 shows the general view of this equlpient. Friction force is leasured
by load cell as the force acting between snow and sheet uterlal. An AC sarbo■otor loved the sheet uterlal. Then, snow sliding velocity V was altered by
changing the loving velocity of the sheet uterlal. V was varied to 7 levels,
0.5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 00 M/S. On the experlients to investigate the
effects of V , snow teiperature T was varied to 2 levels, 0 and -4 "C. The
Influences of T were studied to 6 levels, 2, 0, -2, -4, -0 and -8 *C for V ^
0.5 n/s. Moreover, to investigate the effects of the contact pressure P on
fluid fill of snow, experlients were done to 3 levels of P. 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2
kPa for V • 0.5 u/s, T * 0 -C.
Table I Kinds of Test Sheets
Sheet No.
Tap-1
Tva-2
Tan-3

TfH

ss-s

s-<

rc-7

Materials

Surface finish cmditlan

Titanius
Titaniia
Tltanlia
Titaniia
Stainless steel
Steel
Rigid polyvinyl chloride

Annealed and pickled
Vacuw Annealed
Anodized
Fluoroplastics coated
Noncoatad
Polyester resin coated
Ntnooated

Table I Chaical Qapositions of Test Sheets (teight %)
Sheet No.
Tap-1
Tva-2
Tan-3

TfH
SS-S

s-s

C

Si

III

P

s

Ni

Q-

H

0

N

Fe

Tl

_
-

—
-

_
-

—
-

_
-

_
-

_
-

0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

lal.
bal.
bal.
bal.

—

-

—

-

-

(0.08 (1.00 (2.00 (0.045 (0.030
0.040.01 0.03 0.01
0.012
0.06
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8.00- 18.0010.50
20.00

""

~

—

lal.

—

Table ■ Surface Conditions of Teat Sheets
Ri(^m)

ÖC)

Sheet No.

VT
Iap-1
Tv«-2
Tan-3
Tfl-4
SS-5

S-6
rc-7

P

VI

2.87 10.93 64.5
0.55 3.(14 33.0
yn 6. 7 52 0
1.47 4.85 70 5
1.89 2.18 690
0.-16 2.112 795
2.29 -

P
66.7
61.7
54.8
65.8
46.5
81.5
70.3

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
(D Snow
® AC Sarbo-sotor
(3) Load Cell
0 Sheet Material
Figure 1 - The Outline of Testing
Nachine of Snow-ice Property

VT:The values on test sheets used in
the expertants to investigate the
effect of V and T
P :The values on test sheets used in
the experiients to investUate the
effect of p

3.E«Deri«enttl tesults and Discussion
3 1 »elationship between OYOMIC Friction Factor and Snow Sliding Velocity
In the case of snow tenperature T s -4 *C, dynailc friction factor /t
decreases gradually as snow sliding velocity V increases. Polyester resin
coated steel sheets show iiniaui value nearly regardless of V. Figure 2(a)
shows the relationship for titaniui sheets. As for the annealed and pickled
titaniui sheets and anodized titaniui sheets, the decreasing ratio of u is
Urge when V increases. This suggests that these sheets have the advantage for
snow sliding properties at high V.
In the case of T = 0 "C, contrary to that of T = -4 "C, fi increases
gradually as V Increases. Figure 2(b) shows the relationship for titaniui
sheets, ß of the vacuw annealed titaniui sheets, stainless steel sheets and
polyester resin coated steel sheets, is stall and does not increase so mch
with the Increase of V. Although u of the anodized titaniui sheet is large,
for high snow sliding velocity, the M shows the tendency to decrease a little.
This sheet seeis to have the advantage on snow sliding properties at high V.
32 Belationshlp between Dvnailc Friction Factor and Snow Teiperature
In the case of V * 0.5 H/S, /t has the tendency to decrease a little as
T increases except for anodized titaniui sheet. Figure 3 shows the relationship between /t and r for titaniui sheets.
3 3 »elatinnahip between Dyn—lc Friction Factor and Contact Preasure on Fluid
Fill of Snow
In the case of V > 0.5 n/s and
crease gradually as contact pressure p
4 shows the relationship between ji and
annealed titaniui sheet, the decreasing
- 1.2 kPa.

T = 0 *C, /i has the tendency to deon fluid fill of snow increases. Figure
P for titaniui sheets. For the vacuui
ratio Is large in the range of p * 0.8

UIS

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
SNOW SLIDING VELOCITY V H/S
SNOW SLIDING VELOCITY V H/I
(•) T « -4 "C
(b) T « 0 r
Figure 2 - The Kelttionhip between /t «d V
540.20
:S0.15

-o-Tap-l
- o- -Tva-2
- •- T«n-3
•■'■-Tfl-4

Z.0.2

—i

2
-6
-4
-2
0
SNOW TBffHMTURE T "C
Figure 3 - The Kelationthip
between M mi T
V ' 0.5 m/t

AM

0.1
o.c
0.0

0.5
1.0
1.5
CONTACT PRESSURE p kPa
Figure 4 - The ReUtimhip
between M mi p
V = 0.5 ■/•. T * 0 •C

3 4 ReUtiomhip between DynMlc Friction Factor »nd the lurface propertlei of

■itertili

Froe the experiiental result« at ■entioned in paragraph 3 1, 3 2 and 3-3.
M has the tendency to becoee larger as Ri is larger and 6 is sialler. In
soie cases, however, M of the titaniui sheets haveing large ftt is »all. So
the factors except for Ri and 6 will have to be investigated.
3 5 E«a«lnation of Frictlonal Condition by Stribeck Curve
As explained in paragraph 31, 3-2 and 3'3. frictional conditions between
snow and sheet laterials are influenced by V, T and p. When water occurs by
the eel ting of snow, the water works as the lubricant between snow and sheet
■aterial. The problea of the friction between snow and sheet aaterial like this
can be considered as a lubrication problea. So, the problea in this study will
be discussed next by the Stribeck curve*" used to indicate the lubrication
■ode.
On the Stribeck curve shown in Fig.S, the lubrication sode can be classified into the following 3 types.
I :Boundary lubrication, I :Nixed lubrication, ■tHydrodynaiic lubrication
For constant viscosity v and vertical load F«, the relationship between ft
and V can be considered to indicate the Stribeck curve. When V is constant,
p corresponds to F» in Fig.S and the relationship between ft and p can be
considered to indicate the Stribeck curve. Fro« this viewpoint, the experiiental results are Investigated.
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V Velocity
F«: Vcrtial lotd
RE : Surface nughncu
h : Thldmew of fluid ftli

Figure 5 - Strlbeck Curve and Lufcrication Node
The relationship between /i and V for T > -4 *C thorn in Fl(.2(a) of
paragraph 3-1 can be considered to correspond to region I In Flg.S. The relationship for T = 0 "C shown in Fig.2(b) can be considered to correspond to the
trarsition region between region I and ■.
On the relationship between A and T shown in Fig.3 of paragraph 3-2, the
increase of T will be able to be turned into the equivalent increase of V.
Therefore, if lubrication aode changes frot I to I, I with the increase of
T as In Fig.5, the tendency of Fig.3 can be considered to show the lubrication
■ode fro« region I to I.
The relationship between K and p shown in Fig.4 of paragraph 3 3 is related to Flg.S. In Fig.4, the lubrication aode is considered to change fro«
region 1 to I with the increase of p.
I.Theoretical Analysis
4 1 Friction Hndels between Snow and Sheet Material
For snow teiperature T i OXJ, the water fill between snow and laterlal
occurs by the Kiting of snow. Therefore, taking into consideration the discussion of paragraph 3'S, it is considered that the lubrication state is the critical state between the tlxed and the hydrodynulc lubrication states. Consequently, friction force F will be the resultant force of the viscous friction
force Fv and the sliding friction force. And, sliding friction force is considered to be the resultant force of resistance Fa froa surface roughness and
shearing resistance F« by adhesion of the Interface between snow and uterial.
Therefore, dynaalc friction factor u and F are obtained as follows:

If

(W:weUht of snow)

(2)
(3)

F = F« + F« + Fi

In the case of r<0'C, it is considered that friction Interface is In the
■ixed lubrication state froa the consideration by the Strlbeck curve in paragraph 3 4. But water very little occurs by the aelting of snow. And the aiount
of water generated by friction heat lust be sull. Therefore, F* of Eq.(3)
isn't considered.
Figure 6 shows a friction analysis lodel by surface roughness. Here, the
following assuiptlons are Introduced.
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(1) The surface roughness of uterial is expressed as sine curve in fig.6 and
unifon to the right-angled direction of snow sliding direction.
(2) Snow is a viscoelastic uterial and its property is expressed by Voigt
■odel.
Figure 7 shows a friction analysis lodel by adhesion for calculating F». It is
assuied that snow is CMPosed of ice particles and the plastic defonation of
ice particles occurs by contacting with sheet uterial. Figure 8 shows a friction analysis lodel by viscosity for calculating Fr.
4-2 Theoretical Derivation of Dynaiic Friction Force
«21 Slidln« Friction Force'" <"<,>. Sliding friction force, as shown in
paragraph 41 is considered to be the resultant force of F» and F».
In Fig.6. Fa is x direction's component of resistance force acting on
snow froa the surface unevenness and calculated ttom the following Eq.(4) and
Eq.(5).
F« is obtained froi Eq.(6), when the plastic defonation of snow particles occurs, by using the aodel in Fig.7.
i.Rir

V

g -

2

J

1

(A-«.«1) ,+ ctw•

/

2xV
/>

(4)
(5)
(8)

fm

here, Maiiass of snow, A:spring constant of snow, c:vlscous daiping constant
of snow, /itthe length per 1 cycle of unevenness, r:nuiber of unevenness.
Every value is for per / ■. Wiweight of snow, /i:shear strength of ice, p.:
yield pressure of ice.
W

sin on

Snow
(

fi: Shear strength j

Adhesion

10 Si
Length per 1 Cyci
of Unevenness
Figure 8 - Friction Analysis Nadel
ly Surface Kougtness

'ViS*

i^js*
■

True area of conUct S*=S: St
Figure 7 - Ffiction Analysis Model
by Adhesion
Snow

V :
If :
h :
Rti

7ZZZ777777^^i

Snow sliding velocity
Load of snow
Thickness of water file
Surface roughness

Hater (Viscosity:17)
Figure 8 - Friction Analysis Model ly Viscosity
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4-2-2 Vlicnui Friction Force. Vlfcout friction force Fr of fluid is calculated
froi the next equation by the nodel shown in Fig.8.
Fr = i?/

V

S,.

Sv = rRiSo.

>/ = Cd'Ri'V

(7)

>t

Here, »j/sviscosity of fluid, r. C, /, m, n:constant values obtained froa
experiaents, So:noainal contact area between snow and sheet uterial and the
equations of Sr and y t are assuied on the basis of experiiental results.
4 3 Coiparlaon between Calculated Values and Exoeriiental Values
The unevenness conditions of test sheet surfaces are shown in Table V and
the various values used for the theoretical analysis are shown in Table V. As
for k and c of the snow, values by Kojiaa"' were quoted.
Figure 9(a),(b) show the coaparison between the calculated values and the
experimental values of titaniui sheets for the relationship between dynaiic
friction factor ß and sliding velocity V for T = 0*C and r = -4>3.
For T = -4'C shown in Fig.9(a), the changing tendency of calculated values
of A to V is aliost in agrenent with those of experiiental ones. But, for V
2:10M/S, the calculated values are larger than the experimental values. This
is possibly caused because, F* of the interface between snow and sheet, which
is one cause of sliding friction force, rigorously decreases as V increases.
For r = 0*C shown in Fig.9(b), the changing tendency of ß to the change
of V is aliost in agreement between both calculated values and experiiental
ones. But experimental values of vacuum annealed titanium sheet No.Tva-2, having small surface roughness Ri and contact angle 6, are rather smaller than
the calculated values.
On sheet materials except titanium, the tendency by theory and experiment
has good agreement, too. Therefore, the dynamic friction factor ß between snow
and sheet material can be predicted from the equations derived in this paper.
After this, we are going to investigate the effect of V on F*. the effect of
factors except Rt and 0 and to examine the effect of T in detail. And a more
multilateral study on the friction resistance of snow will be conducted.
Table V Unevenness Conditions
of Test Sheets Surface
Sheet No.
Tap-1
Tvt-2
Tan-3
Tfl-4
SS-5

S-6

I Am)

25)
100
290
290
900
290

r

Table V Various Values Used for
the Theoretical Analysis
Syrinls

Values

So: (cm')
tt, (g/eis)
*: (dyn/ca)
c: (dyn'S/cm)

52.5
1.79X10-'
7.8X10'
1.5X10'
2.0X10'
9.0X10-'

R.(«)

2000
5000
2000 refer to
2000 table!
1000
2000

r:

C:
/:
m:
n:

171»

2.6
0.22
0.65

SJ:} ™

st O.JO

SS»»
gCo.20
3^0.15
C
„ 0.10
£ 0.115
«

-^- Cal.l

f

-<^&P..

T<p-1

-*- C.1.1

-»-£».] Tva-2

z^^^L^-"—
^»

~1|—a»

O.i« r^ .

0.0 10.0 20.0 90.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
SNOW SLIDING VELOCITY V n/i
SND« SLIDING VELOCITY V n/i
(t) T * -4 •C
(b) T = 0 •C
Figure 0 - bloulatad Valun ind EnperiMnUl Vtluet about $i
S.Concluilont
The dynaaic friction reaiitance between »no« and sheet taterialt hat been
clarified fro« both experiaent and theory. Obtained concluiions are at follows.
(1) Dynaaic friction factor is influenced by surface roughness, contact angle
between sheet and water, snow sliding velocity, snow teaperature and contact pressure on fluid fila of snow.
(2) The tendency of conclusion (1) can be explained on the whole by a discussion of friction aode between snow and sheet aaterials based on Stribeck
curve and the analytical results based on the theory established by this
discussion.
The results of this research seea to be useful for the design and choice
of aaterials for aachine structures in snow fall regions.
Finally, the financial support of this study by the Ninistry of Education
in Japan (Scientific Research Subsidy General Research(c) in 1990 and 1901,
Dynaalc Interaction between Snow and Machine Structures, Subject No.02650178)
is gratefully acknowledged. And the authors are very thankful to KOBE STEEL,
LTD for providing us with various test sheet aaterials and valuable data.
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BETA TITANIUM
IN THE UNITED STATES SURFACE NAVY
IMPROVED WATER BRAKE
Stephen L. Opet Jr. and David F. Peters, P.E.
NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER. AIRCRAFT DIVISION. LAKEHURST. NJ

Abitrict
This papsr dsscrlbss ths davalopaant affort utilising Ti 3A1-8V-6Cr-4llo-4Zr alloy for staaa catapult vatsr braks cylindsrs aboard
US Navy aircraft carriars.
Tha prototypa watar braka is a ona piaca forging/axtrusion. It
■•••uras 2.44 ■ in langth, 45.7ca outsida diaaatar, and possassas
a 11.4CB wall thicknass, which nakas it tha largast coaponant
foraad froa Bata C’ to data. Tha finishad coaponant has a yiald
strangth of 1103NPa with a fractura toughnass of 94MPa-a'^^.
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Introduction
The U.S. Navy is currently evaluating the use of titanium for
several components of the steam catapult system used aboard
aircraft carriers. These design programs are the first efforts
by the Surface Navy to utilize titanium on major structural
components.
The combination of lower weight, superior marine
corrosion resistance, and high strength with good fracture
toughness make the Beta alloys attractive alternatives to the low
alloy steels used for the last 40 years.
This paper concentrates on the redesign of the catapult's water
brake by the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division,
Lakehurst.
The results show that titanium can be safely substituted for alloy steels in certain applications. The initial
Increased cost of titanium components can be justified by life
cycle cost savings.
Function of Water Brake
With the Introduction of jet aircraft following World War II, the
US Navy has relied on catapults to launch its air power (Figure
1). Currently, all catapults are steam driven. These catapults
employ piston assemblies to convert the expansive power of steam
in the launching engine cylinders to accelerate the aircraft to
its power takeoff speed. The water brake, as Its name implies,
halts the piston assembly following release of the aircraft. It
is a water filled tube which operates on the hydraulic ram
principle with the piston assembly spear.
Figure 2 provides a schematic of the major components of the steam
catapult.

WATER BRAKE '

LAUNCHMO CYLINDER

FIGURE 2 - MAJOR COMPONENTS OF STEAM CATAPULT

When the catapult is fired, high pressure steam is admitted into
the launching engine cylinders and creates a force which accelerates the piston assembly. A mechanical linkage, comprised of a
shuttle assembly and tow bar, is attached to the piston assembly
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and trans»lts this fore« to ths aircraft. This linkage is such
that ths aircraft is frssd as soon as the piston assesbly
decelerates.
At the end of the catapult stroke, a can-shaped contour on the
spears at the forward end of the piston assembly contacts
entrained water in the water brake.
As the piston assembly
continues to move forward due to its own momentum, this cam-shaped
contour, acting as a mandrel, penetrates the water brake cylinder
and forcibly expels the water. The resultant deceleration force
halts the piston assembly.
The 2176Kg piston assembly is brought from 58m/s to a halt in only
1.5m. Internal pressures of the water brake can reach 620MPa
while absorbing energies up to 40,650,000 joules.
VENT PORT

FIGURE 3 • COMPARISON OF 2 PIECE ALLOY STEEL WATER
BRAKE DESIGN (3a) TO 1 PIECE TITANIUM
BRAKE DESIGN (3b)
Titanium Water Brake Development Prooram
The water brake's operating environment plus the current use of
alloy steel results in a design which is subject to corrosion
damage. As a result, the Navy experiences costly overhaul repairs
and periodic replacement of the current alloy steel water brake.
This development program was initiated to alleviate these
corrosion problems and design a new water brake to last the life
of the ship, which is 40 years.
Design
Figure 3a shows the design of the existing two place alloy steel
brake.
This configuration suffers corrosion damage in the crevices at the
threaded connections both at the mouth and end of the brake.
Corrosion damage also occurs in the bottom of the cylinder where
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water tends to collect despite the drain port. To reduce the
corrosion problems and eliminate potential crack initiation sites,
the end plug and drain port features of the existing design were
eliminated. The elimination of the end plug and the drain port
redistributed stresses and resulted in the requirement for
extensive PEA to confirm and optimise the design. The new design
is shown in figure 3b.
The drain port was necessary in the old steel design to keep
excessive water from collecting in the bottom of the cylinder and
corroding it away.
The new design without a drain port would
require a material immune to corrosion in the water brake
environment.
Material Selection
The new design presented demanding material requirements. To keep
the same ultimate burst pressure of the old design this material
needed a minimum ultimate tensile strength of 1103MPa.
The
material also had to be immune to corrosion in the water brake's
environment. In operation this environment is 82 degrees C water
with a maximum salinity content of .5 percent.
An extensive
literature survey yielded only three possible material choices.
They were 38644 titanium and inconel 718 and 13-8 PH stainless
steel.
These materials were evaluated in a corrosion test
conducted at Ocean City Research Co.
During the air/water interface corrosion susceptibility tests, the
inconel 718 and titanium 38644 alloys were not affected. The 13-8
PH stainless steel pitted badly and the current alloy steel (.35
C, 3.0 Ni, 1.0 Cr, .5 Mo) pitted and suffered extensive general
corrosion.
Titanium 38644 was chosen as the top candidate because of its
lower weight and better thru hardening capability. The choice of
titanium, however, raised some serious questions.
While the
required ultimate tensile strength was achievable the material has
a notable decrease in fracture toughness. This necessitated a
detailed finite element analysis and fracture mechanics analysis.
Pinite Element Analysis
In view of the reduced fracture toughness of titanium as compared
to steel and in consideration of the complexity of the water
brake, the importance of an accurate structural analysis became
obvious.
Review of the literature revealed that there is no
closed form, classical solution to analysis of this water brake
design:
a thick-walled pressure vessel, intersected by a
transverse hole into a radius at the one closed end. Therefore,
we selected finite element analysis as the method of choice.
Computer-bases performance predictions relating internal pressure
in the water brake to position of the cam contour on the spears
resulted in peak pressures of approximately 620MPa.
Consideration of expected high stresses at the through thickness
hole formed by the vent port required a refined technique. A mesh
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coaprlMd of 24 «l«Mnts, «ach 15 d«gr««s of arc, waa aaployad to
provlda tha accuracy raqulrad for thla vant port. Tha aaln
portion of tha vatar braka cyllndar waa aodalad with two rowa of
alaaanta alnca atraaaaa wara axpactad to ba prlaarily cauaad by
in-plana forcaa In thia raglon.
Taking advantaga of aynatry, only ona>quartar of tha braka waa
Bodallad. Flgura 4 praaanta tha flnlta alaaant aodal aaployad.
Solution waa obtalnad ualng tha ALSOR FEA coda on a 286 PC.
Flgura 5 praaanta atraaaaa pradlctad by tha FEA aodal.
Tha
aaxlaua atraaa occura aafaly In tha vant port raglon. Tha radlua
of tha cloaad and, which la Intaraactad by tha vant port, waa
aalactad aa a coaproalaa batwaan aaaa of foraablllty, which
raaulta In a aharp radlua, and atructural concama, for which a
larga radlua la daalrabla.

\

FIGURE 4 • FEA MODEL

FIGURE 5 • FEA STRESS
PREDICTION

fracturt Mtchftnici
Tabla I auaaarlzaa tha raaulta of tha analyaaa. It ahowa that tha
naw daalgn configuration aafaly coapanaataa for tha lowar fractura
toughnaaa of tha tltanlua alloy. Tha ona placa tltanliu watar
braka haa a hlghar raalatanca to cataatrophlc fractura than tha
two placa ataal braka and It will not Inltlata a flaw dua to
corroalon In tha oparatlng anvlronaant.

1

DEWON

LOCATION ANALYZED

CRITICAL FLAW
SIZE, Aoifmni)

2 PIECE STEEL

DRAIN PORT IN
CYUNDER BORE

0.(4

1 PIECE Tl

CYLINDER BORE

3.30

1

VENT PORT

2.34

1

i
i

TABLE I - RESULTS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS

Manufaeturlny of Prototyp«
Th« prototyp« was the largest piece of Beta C titaniua formed to
date. Fabrication was done at Cameron Forge Co. in Houston TX
under contract managed by Tltanius Technologies also of Houston.
Figure 6 shown the seguence of operations utilized.
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»mm.

HOMD.

FIGURE 6 - FABRICATION SEQUENCE
The blocked billet received fro« the RNI Titanium Co. was pierced
and extruded with excess material left on the opened end. Several
rings were cut from the open end and run through heat treat
operations utilising two solution treating temperatures and four
aging temperatures to provide NANC Lakehurst the data from which
to choose the treatment for the final product. Figure 7 shows the
mechanical testing data which was generated from the aforementioned heat treated samples.
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FIGURE 7 - RESULTS OF MECHANICAL TESTING
NAWC Lakahurst selected the treataent of 927 degrees C solution
treataent with a 552 degree c age to optimize toughness. The heat
treated cylinder was 100 percent UT inspected to a 1.93m flat
bottoa hole calibration standard.
The part was the.) final
■achined and shipped to Lakehurst.
Prototype Testing
The prototype cylinder was delivered to NAWC Lakehurst for testing
verification. The water brake was slightly modified by drilling
a port to take a pressure reading. The brake was installed in the
catapults at Lakehurst and instrumented with strain gauges. It
was installed at our full scale catapult next to a conventional
steel brake, which allowed comparison between the two types. A
scries of catapult shots were run with increasing end speeds. The
performance of the brake was monitored at each increment. These
tests indicated that the titanium brake performed as expected: it
halted the piston assembly without fracture, as did the steel
brake, and within acceptable performance limits.
Current and Future Efforts at MAWC AD lakehurst
Mater Brake
NANC is currently running a study through the Applied Research Lab
at Penn State University to examine the feasibility of utilizing
electron beam welding for the manufacture of the titanium water
brake. This effort is to reduce the manufacturing cost of the one
piece cylinder and will be completed this year.
A welded
construction will also allow batter control in machining the
closed end of the brake which proved extremely difficult during
prototype manufacture. A smooth, generous radius is needed to
keep stresses at a minimum as shown by the PEA.
In addition, rapid load fracture toughness testing, crack
initiation tests, and crack growth rate studies will be performed
in a simulated brake environment. Acoustic emission and ultrasonic testing procedures will also be developed for periodic
inspections. Results of the fracture mechanics analysis will be
used for establishing inspection intervals to realize a fall safe
design.
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N«w ctuditts hav« just bsgun for «valuating th« ua« of tltanlua for
tha barral of tha piston assaably (Flgura 8). Hara tha dacraasa
in waight is axpactad to significantly axtand sarvica lifa
coaparad to tha currant staal alloy construction. This program
ia currantly ongoing.

SPEAR
(ALLOY STEEL)

PISTON GUIDE
(Mn BRONZE)
BARREL
(ALLOY STEEL)

PISTON
(MU Al)

FIGURE 8 • CATAPULT PISTON ASSEMBLY

(1) Bata C is a trada «ark of tha RMI Titanium Coapany.
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PRODUCTION OF TITANIUM 6A1-4V ELI ELECTRONIC BOTTLES
FOR THE CURV III SUBMERSIBLE
M.E. Wells and J.A. Sasse
Carderock Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
Annapolis, Maryland 21402-S067

Abstract
The U.S. Navy is engaged In a progran to upgrade the CURV III submersible
vehicle for salvage operations to 6,096 neters. This report describes the
production, inspection, and testing of titanium electronic bottles for the
vehicle. Information is presented on the manufacture of the electronic
bottles fron the primary fabrication of forged billets to an evaluation of
the hydrostatic performance of an electronic bottle. In brief, three
titanium alloy Ti 6A1-4V ELI ingots of 83.8 cm diameter by approximately
4,536 kg were converted to billet products using a beta/alpha-beta forging
procedure to produce a microstructure consisting of a mixture of elongated
and equiaxed alpha and intergranular beta. The resultant mechanical
properties met all strength and toughness requirements of the contract
specification. However, the forged billets for the end cap components
failed to meet the ultrasonic inspection requirement for detection of a 1.98
cm flat bottom hole (FBH). The billet pieces did meet a 3.18 cm FBH
criteria which, with additional mechanical property test results, was
considered adequate to allow acceptance. The forged billet pieces were
finish-machined into externally rib-stiffened cylinders and hemispherical
end caps. The components were assembled into electronic bottles, and one
bottle was instrumented for hydrostatic testing. The test results Indicated
satisfactory performance with no evidence of creep strain at the design
operating depth. After proof testing the remaining bottles, all components
were delivered to the prime contractor for installation on the vehicle.

THonium '92
Scwnc* and Technology
Edifcd by F.H. Fro« ond iToplon
T)w Minttals, Mtrali & Matoriali SocMy, 1993

Introduction
The U.S. Navy Is engaged in a program to upgrade the CURV (Cable-controlled
Underwater Recovery Vehicle) III submersible system for salvage operations
at depths up to 6,096 m. The present CURV III system was built In 1971.
With a operating depth of 1,829 n. It was one of the first successful cablecontrolled undersea work vehicles commonly referred to today as an ROV or
AUV. The new CURV III vehicle will have two configurations, one with a THS
(Tether Management System) for high ocean currents and depths to 2,438 m.
The other configuration will be used In low current conditions and depths to
6,096 m.
The electronic equipment on the vehicle will be housed in three pressure
resistant containers, known as electronic bottles. Fig. 1. The bottles were
designed as cylinders with hemispherical end caps using the following
material design values for Tl 6A1-AV ELI:
compressive yield stress - 758.4 HFa
ptoportional limit stress - 606.7 MPa
Young's modulus - 122.0 GFa
The cylindrical portion of each bottle was designed for a 34.3 cm Inside
diameter. Each cylinder is 18.1 mm thick with a length of 152.4 cm.
Eighteen external frames on 7.47 cm centers are used to stiffen each
cylinder, along with a "deep" frame at each end. The end caps are
hemispherical shells of 19.1 mm thickness, attached to the ends of the
cylinder with V-retainer coupling clamps (Herman clamps). One of each pair
of end caps has six 50.8 mm diameter holes to accommodate electrical
penetrators.
A total of three cylinders and six end caps were required to house the
electronic equipment on the vehicle. Upon completion of the design phase,
work was initiated to produce forged billets for the manufacture of the
cylinder and end cap components. A second objective was to verify the
structural performance of an electronic bottle by hydrostatic testing to the
design operating depth of 6,096 m.

Fig. 1.

Schematic of electronic bottle.

Foryed billet Production and Inspection
Three heats of Tl 6A1-4V ELI were produced by double melting in an electric
arc furnace. A single 83.8 cm diameter by 4,536 kg ingot was cast from each
heat. Table I presents the producer's major element chemical analysis of
each ingot, along with the requirements of the contract specification. The
beta transus temperature (*C) of each Ingot, as determined experimentally In
a gradient furnace by the producer, is also provided in the table.
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Table I.

Chemical composition of Tl 6A1-4V ELI Ingots (weight %).

V

Y

0
pom

C
H Beta
N
opm ppm pom

Heat

Location

Al

3454

top
bottom

5.9
5.9

3.8 0.17 <0.02 <0.03 <0.001
3.9 0.17 <0.02 <0.03 <0.001

1000
1000

50
70

100
90

1
3

974

3455

top
bottom

5.8
5.8

3.9 0.18 <0.02 <0.03 <0.001
3.9 0.17 <0.02 <0.03 <0.001

1000
1000

60
60

80
100

2
2

972

6853

top
bottom

6.3
6.1

4.0 0.18 <0.02 <0.03 <0.005
3.9 0.18 <0,02 <0.03 <0.005

1000

50
60

100
80

6
2

973

3.5 0.25 0.05

800/
1000

Requirement

5.5
-6.5

-4,^

Fe

max

Cu

max

SI

0.05
max

0.005

900

500 800 125
max max max

Cyllml« Blllttg
The forged billets for the cylindrical components of the electronic bottles
came from the Ingot of heat 3454. The Ingot was Initially heated In a
furnace to 1149 *C and upset forged to a 96.5 cm round cross section. Flat
dies were used to reduce the cross section to a 76.2 cm square In a series
of two reheats above the beta transus of the alloy. Air cooling was
performed to Increase centerllne consolidation of the Initial cast
structure. Final forging operations were performed below the beta transus
of the alloy. The piece was heated In a furnace to 927 *C and forged to a
63.5 cm square cross-section. Flat dies were then used to achieve the final
shape (48 cm round) in a series of four reheats. After forging, the billet
was annealed at 704 *C for two hours and air cooled.
Three pieces of 48 cm
outside diameter x 155 cm long were cut from the billet. The billet pieces
ware lath-turned and then machine-trepanned to 47 cm CD x 29.8 cm ID x 155
cm long. The Interstitial content of the final billet was: oxygen-1000 ppm;
nltrogen-40 ppm; carbon-180 ppm and hydrogen-45 ppm.

End Cap Billet»
Billet material for the end caps was obtained from two Ingots: heats 3455
and 6853. The forging procedures were the same as those used for the ingot
of heat 3454. Initial breakdown of the Ingots was performed above the beta
transus, followed by a significant amount of metal deformation below the
beta transus, high in the alpha-beta temperature field. After forging, the
billets were annealed at 704 *C for two hours and air cooled. From the
forged billet of heat 3455, five billet pieces of 40.1 cm diameter x 28 cm
long were taken. The Interstitial content of this billet was: oxygen-1000
ppm; nitrogen-80 ppm; carbon-200 ppm and hydrogen-17 ppm. One piece 40.1 cm
diameter x 28 cm long was cut from the final billet product of heat 6853.
The Interstitial content of this piece was: oxygen-900 ppm; nltrogen-50 ppm;
carbon-ISO ppm and hydrogen-54 ppm. The six billet pieces were machined to
39.4 cm diameter x 26.7 cm long.
Ultrasonic Inspection
The nine billet pieces were conditioned for ultrasonic inspection by turning
to a surface finish of 250 RMS. The inspection was performed In accordance
with HIL-STD-271F using the longitudinal wave technique with a contract
requirement for detection of a 1.98 cm diameter flat bottom hole (FBH). All
three of the trepanned billet pieces from heat 3454 met the requirement for
detection of a 1.98 cm diameter flat bottom hole. The six solid pieces from
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haata 34SS and 6853 failed to aaet the 1.98 ca criteria due to high
background noiae, but were acceptable to a 3.18 ca diaaeter flat bottoa hole
criterion. While the probleaa in obtaining good aonic penetration in thick
aection titaniua forginga are well known (1-2), additional aechanical
property testa were aade on aaterial froa the center of the aolid billet* to
anaure the quality of the end cap coaponanta. The raaults of theaa teats
(Table II) were considered adequate to allow acceptance of theae pieces.
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties
A test block was cut fron one billet of each diaaeter froa each heat to
provide aaterial for aechanical property and aicroatructural evaluation.
For the aechanical property test«, one tension, one coapresslon and one
Charpy V-notch apecinen were taken near the aurface froa two locations on
the test block 90 degrees apart, in both the longitudinal (L) and
circuaferentlal (C) directions. In addition, a aecond aet of twelve
apeciaens of the aaae orientation and location were taken on aaterial froa
the center of the billets froa heata 34SS and 6853. Transverse speclaens
for aicrostructural exaalnatlon were taken near the aurfaces and center of
the billets.
Microatructura
All of the billets exhibited a beta/alpha-beta processed type
aicrostructure. Representative photoaicrographa taken froa the billet of
heat 6853 are provided In Fig. 2. The aicrostructure consisted of elongated
and equiaxed alpha (light) and intergranular beta (dark). The structure
alao ahowed evidence of elongated beta grain boundariea present prior to
alpha-beta forging, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2c. Typically, a
coarse plate-like alpha and Intergranular beta structure is produced in
thick section Tl 6A1-4V by forging in the beta teaperature field and air
cooling (3). The forging reductlona below the beta transus were sufficient
to breakup the plate-like alpha gralna, resulting in a aixture of elongated
and equiaxed grains of alpha. There were no indications of grain boundary
alpha which can provide loci for crack initiation, or of oxygen
contaaination as evidenced by brightly etched aaaaive regions of alpha
phaae.

(a)

100 un
Fig. 2.

100 un

(b)

(c)

100 un

Microstructure of forged billets: (a) top surface;
(b) mid-thickness; (c) bottoa surface.

Mechanical Properties
The aechanical properties of the forged billets are presented in Table II,
along with the minimum requirements.
The test results showed that all
coapreasive and tensile specimens froa the surface and aid-thickness
exceeded the minimum yield strength requireaents. Directional effects were
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T«bl« II.

Mechanical prapartlaa of T1 6A1-4V ELI forgad blllata.

Part

Location

Dirac-

CYS
MPa

Fc
MPa

UTS
MPa

YS
MPa

El
«

EA
%

CVN
J

Cylinder
(#3454)

Surface

L
C

800
848

717
751

827
841

758
765

15
10

32
18

40
33

End cap
(#3455)

Surface

L
C

800
882

703
786

820
875

779
834

14
10

26
18

47
43

Cantor

L
C

786
793

696
662

800
841

752
772

15
9

33
15

56
49

Surface

L
C

834
882

724
793

834
855

779
793

14
11

29
21

38
33

Canter

L
C

800
827

737
731

765
807

724
758

13
12

25
21

56
46

655

6

13

11

End cap
(#6853)

info.
1 r\ff%
758
Note: Each entry Is an average of two tests.
Fc - proportional Halt in coapresslon.

evident in the data, with a lower average yield strength In the longitudinal
speclaens coapared to the circuaferentlal speclaens. Texture-dependent
directional effects in titanlua produce higher strength and lower ductility
in the clrcuaferentlal test direction (4). as was the case In this work.
There was also a higher average yield strength at the surface coapared to
the center for speclaens of the same orientation. The lower strength
properties at the center are attributed to slower cooling rates and are
consistent with results for other high strength, thick section titanlua
forgings Investigated by the U.S. Navy. All lapact speclaens exceeded the
alnla\ia CVN requireaent.
Hydrostatic Perforaance
Klactronlc bottle
After final aachining. one of the cylinders and two and caps wore asseabled
Into an electronic bottle for an instniaented hydrostatic test. Single and
two-eleaent strain gages were attached to the electronic bottle and hard
wired into a Micro-Measureaents Systea 4000 strain recording systea. A
photograph of the instruaented bottle is provided in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Instruaented electronic bottle.
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The proof test was performed in the Detachnent'a 1.2 meter diameter pressure
test chamber. A series of three test runs were made to a maximum
hydrostatic pressure of 62.3 MPa, equivalent to a depth in seawater of 6,096
meters. Pressure was applied in increments with strain measurements taken
at each incremental increase. Each run also Included a hold at the maximum
pressure to check for creep. Stresses were calculated from the recorded
strain data using the design value for Young's modulus in compression (122.0
GPa) and a Polsson's ratio of 0.3. Table III presents the experimental
stresses for each test run at the maximum operating pressure of 62.3 MPa.

Table III.
Gage
on #1

Longitudinal Stress (MPa)
#2
#3

A

B
C
H
D
E
R
F
V
G
Q
I
U
N
K
T
X
0
p
SA2
SB2
EE
FF
II

Experimental stresses at design operating deptti .

-450.2
-444.7
-416.5
-306.8
-273.7
-578.5
-437.8
-213.8
-215.1
-338.5
-353.7
-304.8
-313.7
-344.8
-353.7
-330.3
-349.6
-296.5
-416.5
-110.3

no gage
no gage
*
-450.2
-444.0 -440.0
-418.5 -418.5
*
-306.8
-276.5 -277.9

*

*

-435.1
-213.1
-239.9
-337.9
-353.7
-303.4

-434.4
-213.8
-239.9
-338.5
-354.4
-303.4

*

*

-346.1 -346.1
-350.1 -351.6
-315.1 -315.8
-281.3 ■282.7
no gage
no gage
-297.9 -297.9
-413.7 -413.7

*

*

Sum

-450.2
-444.0
-417.8
-306.8
-275.8
-578.5
-435.8
-213.8
-231.7
-338.5
-353.7
-304.1
■313.7
-345.4
-352.3
-320.6
-304.8

-297.2
-414.4
-110.3

■m.i

Circumferential Stress (MPa)
#1
#2
#3
-190.3
-190.3
-475.1
-477.8
-447.5
-511.6
-498.5
-450.9
-548.8
-555.0
-541.3
-535.7
-572.3
-640.5
-509.5
-551.6
-579.9
-533.0
-639.9
-337.9
-348.2
-328.2
-446.1
-169.6

-189.6
-189.6
-470.9
-474.4
-461.3
-508.2
-501.3

-504.0

-546.8
-550.1
-548.8
-534.4
-570.9
-637.8

■546.8
■550.1
■548.8
■535.1
■570.9
-637.8

-557.1
-580.6
-439.2
-476.4
-335.8
-347.5
-327.5
-444.7

-557.1
-581.9
■441.3
-480.6
-335.8
-347.5
-328.2
•446.1

*

*

*

-189.6
-189.6
-470.2
-473.7
-464.7

*

*

*

*

-190.3
-190.3
-472.3
■475.1
-457.8
-511.6
-501.3
-450.9
■547.5
■552.3
-546.1
-535.1
-571.6
-638.5
-509.5
-550.0
-580.6
-470.1
■564.7
-336.5
-347.5
-328.2
-445.4
-169.6

-606.7

Note: * (and gagas W, J, L, M, Y, Z and GG) - lost due to water Intrusion

VS4

Th« Mxlaua avcrag*
on tho bottl* at tha daaign oparaclng dapth for
all taat runs was -638.5 MPa. This is slightly abova tha dasign
proportional Halt strass of -606.7 MPa. but was accaptabla slnca no eraap
strain was obsarvad at this location during tha 1 hour hold of tast run #3.
Avaraga expariswntal strassas at all othar locations wars lass than tha
daaign proportional Halt. In addition, all axpariaantal calculatad
strassas wars balow tha coaprassiva proportional Halts datarained fro«
tasts on actual billat aatarial, Tabla II.
CURV 111 Vahicla
Aftar hydrostatic tasting tha raaaining bottlas, all coaponanta wara
inatallad on the CURV III in preparation for a vehicle proof tast. This
tast was parforaad in tha Datachaant's 3 a diaaatar praesura taat chaabar.
Fig. 4. A tast run was aada to a aaxiaua hydrostatic prassura of 62.3 MPa
to varlfy tha oparation of aajor vahicla subsystaaa. including tha
thruatars, hydraulic systaas, alactrical systaaa and TV unita. Tha raaulta
indicatad satisfactory vahicla parforaanca at tha dasign oparating dapth of
6,096 a.

- - - I
Fig. 5.

I
- ' ■
CURV III on loading rack of prassura cast chaabar
Work In Proeraas

The shallow dapth configuration of tha vahicla will uaa titaniua
spharas for flotation. Tha sphara dasign has an outsida radius of 43.8 ca
and a shall thicknass of 12 95 aa
To fabricata tha spharas. titaniua alloy
Ti-6211 disks wars fomad into haaispharas by hot spinning. Tha as-spun
haaispharas wara finish-aachinad on tha Inaida and outsida surfacas axcapt
for a 15 ca wlda band around tha wald Joint
Voiding procaduras ware
davalopad for Joining tha haaispharas, using tha buriad-arc CTAU procass for
tha root pass, and convantional CTAU cold-wira to coaplota tha ona-sidad
Joint. Radiography of tha coaplatad walda ahowad that all spharas aat tha
U.S. Mavy Class I accaptanca standard for walda. Upon coaplation of final
■achining of tha wald band araa, all spharas will undergo hydrostatic
tasting to the dasign oparating dapth.

V»

Si IHII ry
The production of forged billets, nechanlcal property teat result*, and
hydrostatic performance of an electronic bottle for use In the CURV III
vehicle have baen presented. It was datenined that the cylinders and end
caps accepted by the Navy either set the contract specifications or were
Judged acceptable after technical analysis in instances of nonconfomance.
Proof testing of all electronic bottles Indicated satisfactory performance.
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CORROSION BIHAVIOR OF TIMITAL-218 FOR MOK-AEROSPACI APPLICATIONS

J. S. Orauman
TINIT
P.O. Box 2128
Handaraon, Navada 89015
Abatract
Typically, non-aaroapaca or industrial applications of titanium raly on
its axcallant corrosion raaistanea. Sonatinas, applications also raquira
highar strangths than C.P. gradas of titanium can of far. High atrangth
titanium alloya unfortunataly do not usually poaaasa tha nacasaary
corroaion raaistanea. Howavar, a racantly davalopad titaniun alloy,
TINITAL-21S (Ti-lSNo-2.7Nb-3Al-.2Si) appaara to fill tha void of a highstrangth, corrosion raslatant alloy for tha CPI. Tha corrosion bahavior of
TIHITAL-21S in raducing acid anvironnanta is charactaricad, comparing it to
othar titanium alloys. In addition, hydrogan abaorption undar cathodic
charging conditions is daacribad. Ninor conpositional variations ars
studiad with raspact to affaets on corrosion bahavior and hydrogan uptaka
afficiancy (HOI). Prasant and futura non-aaroapaca applications ara also
discussad.
Introduction
Titanium and its alloys hava, for roughly 30 yaars now, sarvad tha
corrosion raaistanea naads of non-aarospaca markats. Tha largast shars of
this sarvica has baan providad by unalloyad or conmarcially pura titanium.
Tabla I liats a faw of tha many diffarant non-aarospaca, or induatrial
applications of titanium. Tha majority of thaaa applicationa raquira
corrosion raaistanea to ba tha primary critarion, with nachanical strength
sacondary. In thasa inatancas, unalloyad titanium haa baan usad vary
succassfully and aconomlcally. In tha avant conmarcially pura titanium
doaa not possess aufficiant corrosion raaistanea for a particular application, tha uaa of ASTN grade 7 titaniun (Ti-.15Pd) can usually solvs the
corrosion problem. Tha addition of palladium to C.P. titanium imparts
dramatically improved corrosion resistance without altering machanical
propartiaa. Unalloyad titanium also haa attributes such as axcallant
weldability and formability, which make it attractive from a fabrication
point of view.
The one area that unalloyad titanium does not fare well in is machanical
strength. When high temperature and/or pressure service is required,
unalloyed titaniun cannot always perform economically, since axcassive wall
thieknessaa ara required. High strength titanium alloys can sometimes be
Titanium '92
SCWK* ond Ttdmology
Edikd by F.H. FtOM and I. Caplan
Th* Mhwrali. Mttalt & Molwialt SacwV, 1993
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Tabla I Son« Typical Non-Aaroapaca Appllcatlona of Titanium
Induatry

Procaaa Eaulpmanfc

Titanium Kllova In Uaa

Chamlcal

Vaaaala, Piping, Evaporators,
Distillation Columns, Ixchangars

unalloyad Tl, Grads 7 Ti,
Grada 12 Tl, T1-6A1-4V

Oil I Gaa

Coolars, Ovarhaad Condansars,
Sourwatar Strlppars, Rabollars

Unalloyad Tl, Grada 7 Tl
Grada 12 Tl

Powar Plants

Condansars, Ixchangars, FGD
Ductwork, Sarvlca Watar Piping

Unalloyad Tl, Grada 7 Tl

Orthopaadlc

Joint Implants

T1-6A1-4V and othsr HlghStrangth Tl Alloys

Pulp/Papar

Vassals, Vakvas, Piping,
Diffusion Hashsr Internals,
Pumps

Unalloyad Tl

usad, but thay typically suffar from raducad fabrlcablllty as comparad to
unalloyad titanium. Tha most common high strangth titanium alloy, T1-6A14V, also oftsn tlmas lacks tha nacassary corrosion raslstanca for a
particular application. Othar high strangth titanium alloys possaas
corrosion raslstanca aqual to or battar than commarclally pura titanium,
but nona aqual tha raslstanca of tha Tl-Pd alloy.
Racantly, howavar, a new titanium alloy, TIMITAL.21S (Tl-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al. 2S1) was davalopad as an oxidation resistant material for use In metal
matrix composites. The mechanical/physical property requirements necessary
for use In MMC's also meat the needs of Industrial applications. Namely,
cold workability, weldablllty, and being producible In all common mill
product forms. Since this Is a beta titanium alloy. It readily responds to
heat treatment, yielding strength levels 3-4X higher than unalloyed
titanium. Finally, tha high molybdenum content suggested that this alloy
might have excellent reducing acid corrosion resistance analogous to other
Mo-contalnlng titanium alloys.1 It appeared this alloy could be well
suited to serve the Industrial marketplace as a high strength, corrosion
resistant titanium alloy.
This paper outlines some of ths properties of TIMETAL.21S, highlighting ths
corrosion resistance of the alloy In extremely aggressive environments.
Applications of this new alloy In non-aerospacs markets are also addresssd.

TimiMfg» prgptrtv cgmidtmtgnt
A comparison of mechanical properties between TINITAL«21S and grade 2
titanium Is shown In Table II. The advantage of a heat treatable alloy Is
that It allows the end user to be flexible In determining critical property
criteria. For ease of fomablllty, tha solution treated condition would be
selected. However, for high temperature or pressure service, one of the
8TA conditions would be preferred.
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Tabl« II Coapariaon of Typical Machanieal Propartlaa Batwaan Orada 2
Titanium and TIMITWU.aiS
AUfiX
ASTM Orada 2 Ti
TIMtTAL«2lS ST
TIiaTAL«21S 8TA
TIMITM,«aiS 8TA

1
2
3

uxs

Xfi

(MPa)

(MPa)

11
%

483
870
1110
1410

345
840
1034
1310

28
20
10
5

1

843»C, 30 Min AC.
593'C, 8 Hr.
482*C, 8 Hr.

J

3

TIMITM.*218 offara all tha fabrication advantagaa of unalloyad titanium and
othar nataatabla bata titanium alloya, auch aa Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al
(TIHITAL.15-3). Tha alloy ia aaaily producad into bar, billat, atrip, and
foil and can routinaly paaa a It band taat, which aurpaaaaa tha cold
formability of qrada 2 titanium. TIMKTAL>21S alao haa axcallant
Maldability, again, a nacaaaity tor moat induatrial applications, such aa
haat axchangara, raactor vassala, and mixars.
Corroaion »ahavier of TIM1TAL.21S
Tha banaficial affact of molybdanum additiona on raducing acid corrosion
raaiatanca of titanium alloya haa baan wall aatabliahad.1'2'3 Substantial
improvamant in corroaion raaiatanca ia first obaarvad at about 3-4 wt.%
molybdanum addition. Ineraaaing eoncantrationa yiald oorraapondingly
diminiahad corroaion rataa. Thua, it waa anticipatad that TIKBTAL>21S
would hava axcallant raaiatanca to raducing acida, auch aa hydrochloric and
aulfurlc. TlKITAL*21t, howavar, axcaads tha corroaion raaiatanca axpaetad
for a IS wt.% molybdanum addition. This can ba avidancad by comparing
passiva to activa tranaition lavala* for Mo-containing titanium alloya.
Pigura 1 praaanta aavaral 0.127mm/yr paasiva to activa tranaition lavala in
HC1.* TIMITAL«21S axcaads tha raaiatanca of othar 15% molybdanum alloya by,
naarly a factor of two.
j

*
it

IT

TUMM

I I I I

TMN-HMMMe IVIMMZt
ALLOV

IMEMLmS

ONMXT'n

Pigura 1 - Paasiva to activa tranaitions (0.127na/yr) for aavaral titanium
alloya In hydrochloric acid.
•Paaaiva to activa tranaition laval is dafinad hara aa tha acid concantration (in wt.%) corraaponding to a corrosion rata of 0.127iiim/yr.

Tha driving fore« behind this graatar than axpactad corrosion raaistanca ic
an additiva ralationahip batwaan tha nolybdanum and tha niobium. Tha
affact of niobium appaara to raoain ralativaly constant, whathar
considaring a Ti-Nb binary, or Ti-Mo-Nb tartiary alloy. In both casaa, tha
addition of Kb roughly halvaa tha corrosion rata, as shown in Figura 2.5
Tha additiva affact producas an alloy that is naarly tha agual of grada 7
titanium (Ti-.15Pd), which haa tha graatast raaiatanca to raducing acida of
any commarcially available titanium alloy. Similar raaults ara obsarvad in
hydrochloric acid solutions. This affact carriaa ovar to cravica corroaion
raaistanca in acidic chlorida madia, whara TIMITAL*21S reaists attack to pH
lavals of O.2.6 Onca again, tha raaistanca of tha alloy parallels that of
grada 7 titanium.

GRADE 2T!

■n-2.7Nb

TMSMo

TIMETAL^IS

GRADE 7 Ti

ALLOY
Figure 2

Effect of Molybdenum and Niobium addltiona on the corroaion
rate of titanium in aulfuric acid.

Hydrogen absorption is usually conaidared a concern when titanium is
exposed to reducing acida, galvanic couples, or cathodic protection. Under
the right conditiona exceaaiva hydrogen absorption can eventually lead to
ambrittlament of the titanium. TIMITAL«21S haa shown a tolerance of ovar
3000 ppm4, or roughly tan times the acceptable tolerance level for
unalloyed titanium. This extremely high tolerance level is typical for
beta titanium alloys, due to high solubility of hydrogen in the beta phase.
Hydrogen abaorption tests which measure the hydrogen uptake efficiency
(HUE) of a material demonstrate that TIMETAL.21S also resists absorption
better than any currently available titanium alloy, as shown in Figure 3.
The figure also illustrates the beneficial additive effect of molybdenum
and niobium alloying, analogous to that observed in reducing acid
environments, aa daacribad earlier. Thus, TIMITAL.21S offers the unique
combination of low hydrogen absorption rates and a high tolerance, whereas
all other titanium alloys have either one or the other attribute, but never
both.
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Figur« 3 -

Hydrogan Uptak* Ifflclancy (HOT) of ■avaral titanium alloys.
Induatrial Application« of TIMETAL.aiS

Plating
On« of tha firat induatrial application« involvad tha usa of TIMETAL«21S
strip in an alactrochanical plating oparation. Tha higher strength of the
alloy in tha solution traatad condition was utilized for improved fatigue
life and to reduce the chance of tensile overload. In addition, excellent
corrosion resistance was required due to the presence of hot sulfuric acid
in the process stream. Finally, TIMETAL»21S also solved a recurring
problem of hydrogen embrittlement in certain areas of the process stream
where galvanic corrosion was being experienced. The excellent hydrogen
absorption resistance and high hydrogen tolerance has essentially
eliminated the problem. In all caaaa, tha material TIHETAL«21S replaced
was unalloyed titanium.
CPI
TIKITAL<21S is currently being tested for use in an organic acid process
stream. Unalloyed titanium and to a lesser extent, Ti-Pd suffer hydrogen
embrittlement in this organic acid. This is believed to be caused by an
apparent weakening of the protective oxide film allowing penetration of
hydrogen. It is believed TIMETAL«21S will be better able to resist the
absorption of hydrogen even if the oxide film is partially weakened. The
process equipment involved is a high temperature pressurized reactor.
Fasteners
TIMETAL«21S is presently being evaluated in several non-aerospace fastener
studies being conducted by the Navy and a research group funded by offshore
oil companies. The madia for these studies is seawater, which can be
effectively handled by all titanium alloys. However, unalloyed titanium
does not possess the strength required to replace the current fastener
material, Monel K-500. The concern foi some high strength titanium alloys
is SCC, and hydrogen embrittlement from cathodic protection. TIMETAL«21S
is expected to be a prime candidate fastener material for seawater service
due to its excellent resistance to hydrogen absorption, good strength and
creep resistance, and immunity to seawater SCC (based on fracture toughness
data).
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Oll t O«« Production
TIMETAL«21S, and a modified varalon of th« alloy containing palladium, have
baan ahovm to ba tha moat prooiaing alloy« to combat tha aggraaaiva
conditlona in daap aour oil and gaa ««alia. TIMBTM.«21S (modlfiad) axhibita
unaurpaaaad SCC raaiatanca to downhola anvironnanta,5 which will ba
utiliiad aa walla ara drlllad to daapar daptha, whara tamparaturaa can
axcaad 250*0. Tha alloy also offara tha poaaibility of uaing uninhlbitad
acid aolutiona downhola whan walla naad to ba claanad for incraaaad
production capability. TIMSTAL«21S la tha only currant candidate material
capable of reaiating thaea concentrated reducing acid aolutiona.7
Summary
TIMITAL«21S appeara capable of filling tha void of a high atrength
corrosion reaiatant alloy for non-aeroapaca appllcationa. It will not
replace grade 2 or even grade 7 titanium, where these materials are being
utilised successfully. However, In certain appllcationa involving high
temperature reducing acid media, auch aa deep aour gaa walla, TIMETAL>21S
is being considered a viable alternative. Significant market appllcationa
will alao ariae for TIMKTAL«21S in areas where unalloyed titanium Buffers
excessive hydrogen abaorption, whether by detrimental galvanic couplaa,
electrochemical charging, or corroaion.
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ANODIZING MECHANISMS IN HIGH PURITY TITANIUM

H.W. Rosenberg and M.S. Cooper
The ALTA Group
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FombcU.PA 16123
Karl Bloss
Ketnkonsult Bloss
515 Squire Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Abstract
In common with other valve metals such as aluminum and tantalum, titanium forms an oxide
film of high electrical resistivity under anodic polarization conditions. Electronic grade Ti
(99.99+% metallics basis) was anodized to 100 volts or more in a variety of solutions of
phosphoric acid in an aptotic solvent. The films were formed under galvanostatic conditions
until a preset voltage was reached, after which the voltage was held constant. The
anodization war. then continued until a minimum in the current decay was reached and
anodization stopped. Three regimes of electrochemical behavior were observed.

ft* Mkwrab, MMdk « MoMob SoeMy, 1993
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Introductian
Anodizing titanium conventionally employs aqueous electrolytes of mineral acids with
impressed voltages up to 100 volts or more. Anodized titanium provides improved corrosion
resistance and is decorative as well.
Titanium is a member of the family of so-called valve metals whose anodized oxides readily
conduct electricity only if the substrate is made cathodic. Such films are not useful diodes,
however. Tantalum and aluminum are the most important valve metals and together provide
the basis for a lar^e segment of the electrolytic capacitor industry. The superior dielectric
properties of titanium oxide has not been exploited for such use because anodized titanium
films are leaky at best Residual leak rates through anodized films of titanium are still orders
of magnitude larger than those attainable for tantalum and aluminum. Nevertheless, the high
dielectric properties of titanium hold possibilities for miniaturization of capacitors as well as
increased storage power density.
The ALTA Research Laboratory therefore embarked on a survey designed to further the
understanding of the anodizing process in titanium.

Eiaadmat«!
All material used for the mechanism work was 99.998% pure electrolytic titanium foil on a
metallic basis. The foil analyzed about 400 ppm total gases. Electronic grade titanium was
used because purity is an important factor in the Performance of both tantalum and aluminum
anodic films and it was thought that titanium might be an analogous case. Commercial purity
titanium as well as the well known Ti-6A1-4V alloy were anodized for reference purposes but
were not studied extensively and will not be reported here.
Specimens with areas of about 10 to SO square centimeters were prepared by pickling in
dilute nitric acid with just enough hydrofluoric acid to cause hydrogen evolution in a stined
solution at room temperature. This was followed by rinsing in deionized water and high
purity acetone before drying. Pickling times were on the order of one minute. In all cases
the specimens were kept clean and not touched until after anodizing was complete.
The ionic component of the anodizing solutions was provided by 83% orthophosphoric acid.
Aprotic solvents were selected from readily available organic solvents such as propylene
carbonate, gamma butyrolactone and the ethyl and methyl pyirolidones.
The aprotic nature of a solvent is qualitatively indicated for purposes here by the lack of
reaction between a S vol. % solution of phosphoric acid in the solvent in question and
granulated ammonium carbonate. Solutions of phosphoric acid in protic solvents vigorously
evolve carbon dioxide gas upon the addition of ammonium carbonate. Aprotic solvents
essentially provide solutions that are poor proton doners. This is in marked contrast with
aprotic solutions of the same anodizing acid
All anodizations were done in solutions at room temperature, between 298 and 302 K.
Stirring was used to ensure solution and temperature uniformity and was accomplished by
magnetic stirring rods. Temperature within this range did not affect results to any measurable
degree.
Anodizing solution containers were either stainless steel, where the container was the
cathode, or a glass flask, in which titanium strips provided the cathodic pole. The steel
container was fitted with a glass lid to facilitate observations during anodizing. Both vessels
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were air tight. Solution volumes ranged from 500 ml to several Uten with equivalent results
obtained.
Anodizing current was provided by a power supply that allowed independent control of
current ami potential. A two channel chart recorder accurate to about 0.2% of full scale was
used to follow electrical events during anodizing.
Anodizing experiments began under constant current, usually about one milliamp per sq cm
of specimen surface. The power supply was set such that anodizing began under constant
current conditions until a preset maximum voltage was reached. The voltage was then held
constant for the remainder of the anodization, allowing the current to decay to a minimum
where further anodization ceased. Current regulation was not perfect
Experimental data were reduced by hand and stored on a Macintosh computer which also
served as the tool for analyzing and graphing results.
RMUIU

and DiaciiMion

Phcnomcnology
Film thickness calculations were based on the number of coulombs passed during
anodization. The anodized film was assumed to be pure, stoichiometric TiOz and that the
process was 100% efficient This calculation procedure had the advantage of simplicity but
was not exact. Auger sputtering time indicated that the actual film thicknesses (on the order
of 2000 - 3000 A) agreed with calculated thickness to only within about ±25%. Also,
resistivity measurements showed that electronic conduction was always present to some
degree. These shot circuits reduce film formation efficiency.
Film stoichiometry was not constant as shown in Table I.
Table I.

Surface and Sub Surface Film Chemistries by Weight Percent.

clement

Surface
TIOCP

25 nm Sub surface
TIOCP

wt%

10.9

30.3

39.0

26.0

24.1

57.1

3.8

8.8

Depth profiling showed these changes were gradual for Ti and O. These results indicate that
the film boundaries are not sharply demarked. Moreover, carbon and phosphorus were
incorporated to some depth. Carbon is a common contamination in analyses such as these.
On the other hand, the organic solvent is an available source of carbon and since phophonis
behaves similarly, the carbon profile could well be real.
Figure 1 illustrates the initial stages of an anodization run. Stage One is designated as the
region where the voltage rises linearly with time at constant current, implying the existence of
a constant potential gradient across the film. The slight decrease in the current during this
period is a characteristic of the power supply used. Field strengths were calculated from the
applied voltage and the calculated film thickness. The voltage drop across the solution was
accounted for in the calculations but no attempt was made to include the interface voltage
drops. On this basis field strengths were typically about one - five MV/cm.
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Figure 1. Initial Anodization Behavior Observed on High Purity Titanium.

The resistance of the film increases linearly with each coulomb passed. V increases as
necessary to maintain the preset current flow. The film thickens in proportion to the
coulombs passed. Upon reaching preset voltage, the current typically drops precipitously.
Figure 2 show the resistivity time-derivative increases by roughly an Older of magnitude.
In region one, I - V/R - constant, and more importantly. Et * IR, where E is the field across
the fum (V/cm), t is the thickness of the film (cm) I is current in amperes and r is resistance in
ohms. In region two, V - IR - constant; Et - IR, as in region one.
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Figure 2. Transition in Him Resistivity Derivative Between Regions 1 and
2.
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As one might expect, there comes a time of vanishing returns. This is region 3. Beyond
about 0.47S coulombs/cm2 in the example, continued anodizing provides no further gains in
film formation efficiency. In figure 3 the ordinate has the dimensions of megohms per
coulomb per unit specimen area. It is useful as a measure of anodization efficiency and
typically reaches a maximum about the time the anodizing current bottoms out. Continued
anodizing eventually causes anodizing current to increase. At that point film perforation has
begun in earnest and the film forming efficiency parameter begins to fall.

Region
three

Region one
nC*P
.05

.1

.15

.2

.25 .3
Coul/sq cm

.35

.45

.55

Figure 3. Illustration indicating Regions of Titanium Anodizadon.

TTic Mechanism
Clearly a net oxidation requires some type of ionic conduction through the film. The
question is: which ions are contributing to current conduction and film formation. Mott (1)
and Cabrera and Mott (2) developed an ion transport model in which the rate-limiting step for
film growth is the emission of cations from the substrate. Schmidt et al (3) reported that ion
size is an important factor in electrolytic rectification, which anodizing titanium amounts to.
They found that the small ions Li* and Na+ are more effective current carriers than the larger
K+ and Rb+ ions having the same charge. Sato and Cohen (4) proposed a model where a
layer of oxygen absorbs onto the film and exchanges places with the underlying metal atoms.
Chao et. al. (S) reviewed the possible transport mechanisms and proposed a point defect
model for film growth. They concluded that oxygen anions or oxide ion vacancies are
essential for passive film growth.
It is useful therefore to review the force parameters observed by ions on either side of the
film. This is done in Table n.
Prom specific force and geometric considerations, protons are the preferred charge carriers
but their numbers in the substrate are insignificant and they do not in any event contribute to
film formation. Titanium cations see much higher force parameters than do the hydroxyl or
phosphate anions. At this stage in our research this is about all that is known. If titanium
can be ionized in the metal/film interface, then cation transport should have a lower activation
energy than does anion transport. Anions, of course, are already charged and ready to go.
tvr the conditions reported here there is no apparent way to deduce unequivocally whether
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Table D.

ChargeAJ tut Area pan

Ion

Charge

Radii-

Area - A2

H

1
4

proton
0.68*
0.77*
0.90*
0.96*
4.0**
3.5**

proton

3x10»

1.5
1.9
2.5
2.9
50
38

2.8
1.6

•n
-n
•n
•n
PO«
OH

3
2
1
3
1

Charge/Unit Area

0.79
0.35
0.06
0.03

ion transport is acting, and if so, which one, or whether charge transfer occurs by ion
vacancy migration (6).
Auger analyses demonstrate that phosphorus is incorporated into the anodized film. While
phosphorus appears to be concentrated near the surface on the solution side of the film, that
fact, in itself, does not distinguish among the transport possibilities. Further work is needed
on the transport mechanism.
If anion transport is controlling, the picture implied in Table n is grossly simplistic. See the
discussion of solution chemistry, below. The H3FO4 component and its behavior in aprotic
solvents is likely to be complex indeed and is not yet well understood.
At the anode, film formation consumes phosphorus containing anions, while at the cathode,
hydrogen is reduced and released. Together, these two events consume the phosphoric acid
component of the electrolyte.
Two types of conduction are present. They are clearlv distinguished by the manner in which
current depends on the applied voltage. A exponential dependence implies conduction by ion
or ion vacancy diffusion or migration whereas a linear dependence implies ohmic or
electronic conduction. Both types were present in results reported here. An example appean
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Conduction Regimes by mechanism.
In this example, the electronic component is larger than that typically observed.
Solution Chemistry
Most compositions of anodizing solutions have been established empirically. Except for the
necessity to accommodate the right amount of 85% aqueous orthophosphoric acid for
adequate ionic conductivity, the choice of aprotic solvents seems wide open. Toxicity,
stability, price and other practical criteria infer constraints and preferences.
So does solution chemistry. Even in purely aqueous solutions, phosphoric acid dissociates
into charge carriers other than simply three protons and a [PO4]'" anion. At pK values of
2.12,7.21 and 12.67 for the respective dissociation steps of orthophosphoric acid, the actual
concentration of [PO^"' is much smaller than that of [HPO4]" let alone [fyPC^]'. Nor is
orthophosphoric acid the only phosphorus-containing oxy-acid behind the label "85%
H3PO4". Usually there is a percent or so of pyrophosphoric acid around, which at pK 0.85
and 1.49 for the first and second dissociation step, is distinctly stronger than
orthophosphoric acid.
In the typical anodizing solutions used here, which are combinations of aprotic solvents with
a minority share of phosphoric acid and 3/17 thereof of water, association, including that to
H4P2O7, is enhanced, dissociation is subdued. A lower dielectric constant, as most organic
liquids have compared to water, depresses the concentrations of the multiply charged anions
further. Thus ions like [H3P2O7]' or [H2PO4]" are likely to outnumber [PO4]"" by several
orders of magnitude, at least per unit volume of solution. The phosphorus contents in the
anodic titania films proves that phosphorus-containing anions participate in the anodizing
process, but which ones do how much of what?

2,;«

Turning attention to the solution cations: In aqueous media, proton hopping contributes
substantially to the overall conductivity. In nominally "anhydrous" onhophosphoric acid,
which contains no real H3PO4 molecules but about 6% real HjO and 6% H4P2O7 (partly
dissociated), [t^PO^'*' and [H2PO4I' are among the prevailing charge carriers. Proton
hopping is a statistically major contributing event there too. Aminic and amidic solvents, like
N-alkylpyrrolidones, accommodate protons more readily than less basic liquids, e.g.
propylene carbonate, can. Yet their efficiencies as "proton floes" are hardly known.

QmsMms
High purity titanium is effectively anodized in solutions consisting of onhophosphoric acid in
aprodc solvents.
Current conduction occurs by a combination of ionic and electronic transport
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Abstract
In the process of the production of electrolytic langanese dioxide(EMD).
c.p.Ti is usually used as anodes due to its excellent corrosion resistance.
Hoiever,
the groith of passive fill on the surface of c.p.Ti during the
electrolysis causes rapid increase in bath voltage, and forces the HMD
electrolysis to be lade tith a lot current density(5 to 10 ■A/ca2).
Developient of advanced laterials has been desired for EMD anodes to
suppress the groith of passive fill and to lake the electrolysis «ith a high
current density.
Ti-StNi alloy has recently been developed as a net EMD anode laterial.
It is shorn that the electrolysis tith Ti-SXNi allots luch higher current
density than that tith c.p.Ti.
Anodic polarization behaviors of c.p.Ti and
of Ti2Nl coipound are investigated and discussions are lade on the lechanisi
of the iiproveient in the anodic characteristics of T1-SXN1 alloy.

Introduction
Electrolytic langanese dioxide(EMD) as an active laterial of batteries
is produced by electrolysis of a MnS04+ll2S04 solution.
As anodes in the
electrolysis, carbon or c.p.Ti have been used.
The corrosion resistance
and the lechanical strength of carbon anodes are not high enough, so that
the consuiption rate during use is very high.
This requires frequent adjustient of gaps betteen anodes and cathodes and causes contaiination of
product by carbon.
Recently, c.p.Ti has been used aa anodes since it has
higher corrosion resistance and higher strength. The use of c.p.Ti anodes
gives iaintenance-free operation and good product quality.
The biggest
problei of c.p.Ti anode is the grotth of passive fill.
Nonal passive
fill of titaniui is thin enough for electric current to flot through,
hotever, then soie voltage is applied to titaniui, the fill thickness in-
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creases tith the voltage.
It results in reduction of the mode conductivity.
In the process of EMD production.
galvanostatic electrolysis is
generally lade. Therefore, once the anode conductivity decreases due to increase in the passive fill thickness, bath voltage lust be increased in order to laintain the current density at a fixed level. This causes the
grotth of fill thickness tore and lakes the electrolysis be stopped
finally.
For this reason, current density is kept at a lo« level, ranging
froi 5 to 10 tk/ttl.
Increase in the current density In EMD process provides tic advantages, i.e., high productivity and possibility of finding a net type of
EMD.
It is expected that a unique EMD is produced by changing coipositions of electrolysis solution and/or current density.
In the past, soie atteipts «ere lade to obtain high current density by
using an iiproved anode laterial.
One of thei «as to use platinui-coated
titaniui[l}.
This anode enables us to get high current density, but the
coated platinui «as peeled off during the collecting procedure of EMD
forned on the anode surface.
A Ti-Mn alloy «as also tested[2].
Ho«ever.
this alloy also could not replace c.p.Ti due to its high production cost.
Nippon Mining has successfully developed a ne« titanlui alloy. TlSXNi. «hich provides high current density, good durability and reasonable
price for EMD anodes.
This paper reports the anodic characteristics of
Tl-5XNi and the results of investigation on the «echanisi of iiproveient in
the anodic characteristics of Ti-5XNi compared »ith c.p.Ti.
Experliental
Ti-5XNi ingots «ere prepared by double arc vacuui leltlng.
A typical
cheiical coiposition is sho«n in Table 1.
These ingots «ere heated to
1200 K and hot-rolled to 4 ■« thick plates. These plates «ere heated again
to 950 K for annealing, cold-rolled to 1 or 2 ■■ thick plates, and
finally, annealed at 950 K in vacuui. Anode speciitns «ere cut froi these
plates and subsequently polished or treated by sandblasting.
It has been found that N2S04 +
MnS04 electrolyte is not suitable
Table! Cheiical Coiposition
to examine anodic polarization
Ni
Ti
0
H
behavior of Ti-5XNi because
Mn02 deposited on anode surfaces
bal.
C.P.Ti
0.0023
0. 116
during electrolysis greatly
influences anodic characteristics.
5.14 bal.
Ti-5XNi 0.0013
0. 141
Sulfuric acid solution «as then
used to study anodic polarization
behavior of Ti-5XNi.
Polished c.p.Ti and Ti-5XNi anodes «ere investigated in a 0.35 lol/l sulfuric acid solution at an aibient teiperature using platinui as a cathode
to »easure change in bath voltage «ith tiie under ga1vanostatic
electrolysis.
In this electrolysis, anodes evolved oxygen gas and cathodes
evolved hydrogen gas.
To study anodic characteristics in EMD production,
c.p.Ti and Ti-5XNi
anodes treated by sandblasting »ere investigated in 0.35 lol/l H2S04 +
0.55 lol/l MnS04 solution at 95 'C using carbon cathode to leasure change
in bath voltage «ith tiie under galvanostat 1c electrolysis.
The
sandblasting »as made to prevent deposited Mn02 fro« peeling off the surface of speciuens.
Schematic illustration of the electrolysis apparatus
is sho«n in Fig. 1.
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0.35 Ml/1 HjS04
0.55 aol/1 MnSO,

Ti-5XNi

Carbon
Fig. 1

Schenatic Diagram of electrolysis apparatus

Results
1. Electrolysis in the sulfuric acid solution
Change in bath voltage with tile under galvanostatic electrolysis at
current density of 1 IA/CIZ. 10 ■A/ci2 or 20 iA/ci2 is shorn in Fig.2.
It
is shotn that the bath voltage for c.p. Ti increases beyond 5 v lithin 20
seconds at the current density of 1 ■A/ci2.
fhereas, Ti-5SNi anode keeps
the bath voltage at 2.1 v or 2. S - 2. 7 v in the electrolysis at 1 ■A/ci2 or
10 ■A/ci2, respectively.
then the electrolysis is lade at 20 IA/CIZ, the
bath voltage begins to take off after three linutes, indicating the start
of passive fill groith.
In fact, after the electrolysis tith c.p.Ti at 1
■A/ci2 and tith Ti-SXNi at 20 ■A/ci2, the surfaces of anodes tere discolored.
Froi these experiiental results it is indicated that Ti-5XNi is tore
excellent as EMD anodes coipared tith c.p. Tl.
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2

Electrolysis in H2S04 + MnS04 solution

Figure 3 shots the change in bath voltage lith tiie in EMD electrolysis
using c.p. Ti anodes.
It is found that, on each bath voitage/tiie curve, an
incubation period until increase in the bath voltage exists and that higher
is the current density shorter
is the incubation period.
g
When the electrolysis was
Ti-5XNi:c.P.Ti
■ade at a current density of
linA/cin2
16 ■A/ci2, the incubation
5 period was so short that it is
not detected experiientally.
Figure 4 shots test results
■2öniA/ci2
tith Ti-5XNi anodes.
It is j
found that the incubation
01
BO
period for Ti-SXNi is luch
lOmA/cm
CO
longer than at of c.p. Ti at
the saie current density,
indicating that the growth of
ImA/cnr
passive fill on Ti-5XNi is
■uch harder than that on
c. p. Ti.
Accordingly, i t is
suggested that Ti-SXNl
anodes allot higher current
O1
density in EMD production.
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Fig. 2 Change in Bath Voltage with Time in
Calvanostatic Electrolysis
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Fig.3 Change in Bath Voltage vith Tiae in EDI)
Electrolysis Using C. P. Ti Anodes
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Tine (h)
Fig. 4 Change in Bath Voltage with Tiae in EMD
Electrolysis Using Ti-SKNi Anodes
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Discussion
Intenetallic Ti2Ni precipitates at teiperatures beloi ß transus in
titaniui latrlx of titanlui-based Ti-Ni binary alloys.
Figure 5 shots a
SEM liage of etched T1-SXN1.
Fine particles of Ti2Ni are observed in
titaniui latrlx.
in order to investigate the effect of T12Ni precipitation
on the anode characteristics of T1-5XN1. the nature of intenetallic Ti2Ni
was exailned electrocheilcally.
T12N1 ingots fere prepared by double arc
vacuui lelting and tere hoiogenized at 1050 K for 72 hours.
Since the
hoiogenized ingots are too brittle to be forked plastically, they tere
sliced directly into anodes.
Mlcrostructure of the speciiens is shotn in
Fig. 6.
A stall aiount of a-Tl Is observed in Ti2Ni «atrix as shotn in
the photograph.
Due to the fluctuation of nickel concentration in an ingot, it tas lipossible to prepare hoiogeneous T12Ni speciiens even after
the hoiogenizatlon. Then,
the exailnation tas lade tlth speciiens containing the least aiount of a-Ti In their ilcrostructure.
Potentiodynaiic polarization curves of c.p.Tl and TUNi (containing a
siall aiount of a-Ti) are shotn in Fig. 7.
The anodic polarization curve
of c.p.Tl exhibited no current increase, while the anodic polarization
curve of Ti2Ni exhibited rapid current Increase at around 1.5 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl). This current increase tas confined to be due not to corrosion of
T12N1 but to the evolution of oxygen gas.
It is suggested froi these
results that passive fills grot on c.p.Tl by anodic polarization and reduce
of Its conductivity very steeply, but that the grotth of passive fill does
not take place on Ti2Nl in the tested range of anodic polarization.
It is estiiated that, in Ti-SHNi. the anodic current is shared by both
a-Ti and Ti2Ni.
At high current density,
luch electric current flots
through Ti2Ni in order to compensate for the decrease in electric current
through a-Ti.
This lechanisi lay be the reason thy Ti-SHNl anode can
keep Its excellent anode characteristics In EMD production tlth higher current densities.

Fig. 5
SEM inage of etched Ti-5INi
White particles of Ti2Ni are
observed in a-Ti natrix

Fig. 6
Mlcrostructure of tested TijNi
a-Ti particles were etched tith a HF
solution and showed black in TijNi
natrix
2,7SS

10'7 lO'6 10'5 10"4 10"3 10"2 10"1 10°
Current Density (A/cm2)
Fig.7 Anodic Polarization Curves of C. P. Ti and
TiaNi in Sulfuric Acid Solution
Suiiary and conclusions
In the present study it has been lade clear that intenetallic Ti2Ni
bears high anodic current density due to its high corrosion resistance and
no occurrence of the groith of passive fills but that TUNi itself is too
brittle to be used as EMD anodes practically.
As ■aterial for EMD anodes.
Nippon Mining has developed Ti-IIKi tith good «ork abi lity. having fine dispersion of Ti2Ni particles in titaniui latrix.
The foregoing studies
deionstrated that, in EMD production using Ti-SXNi anodes, the bath voltage
did not tend to increase even then the electrol ysis tas aade tith high
current densities.
Currently, soie trials have been lade to use Ti-SXNi
anodes in soie EMD plants, and industrial confin ation is going to be lade
for advantages of using Ti-5%Ni anodes.
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Abstract
For long term Implants a safe anchorage due to a bone ingrowth and a
functionality of the Implant as similar as possible to the natural
functionality are required. Two types of andossaous Implants on the basis
of a T1Ta30 alloy with a different surface structure were developed which
both allow an Ingrowth of the bone. In addition, both surface structures
provide a stiffness of the Implant similar to that of the bone.
Subsequently, the Implants behave Isoelastlc to the bone whereby, due to
the load transfer, a new bone formation can be stimulated. The Implants
have been tested concerning their mechanical functionality and in animal
experiments.
Introduction
For long time implants beside the use of blocompatlble materials a safe
anchorage due to the bone Ingrowth and a functionality as similar as
possible to the natural functionality are required. There is a cannon
consense, that Titanium and Its alloys are the metallic blomaterlals of
preference (1,2). The anchorage of implants can be improved by an
enlargement of the surface. This enlargement can be achieved by different
methods, e.g. by the production of a porous surface. A frequently used
method is the plasma spraying of Titanium powder on the surface of implants
having the disadvantage that powder particles are often detached (3,4).
Another type of implant with a porous surface Is produced by the powder
metallurgical route. It was shown that a porosity of 50 - 100 \mt allows a
bone Ingrowth and a stable fixation (5).
For the functionality of implants their stiffness described by the geometry
and Young's Modulus is responsible. Concerning the stiffness of dental
implants there exist divergent opinions.
Different theoretical calculations by the finite element method claim
dental implants with an extremely high stiffness (Young's Modulus as high
as possible) in order to avoid tension tips which can originate a bone
resorption (6,7). In contrast to these calculations It was shown In animal
experiments, that with Implants with a low Young's Modulus and a high load
transfer the bone resorption was avoided and a new bone formation was
observed (8). Therefore, for the functionality of implants the load
transfer to the bone via the Implant Is necessary. Such a load transfer
Titanium '92
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provides the equilibriun between the reduction and the formation of cells
(8). A dynamic loading with a frequency of 1-10 Hz and 15 - 30 Hz,
respectively, showed a favourable stimulating Influence on the bone growth
(9)
.
It was the aim of this Investigation to develop dental Implants with an
extremely low stiffness which have an Isoelastic behaviour to the bone and
which provide a high load transfer.
Haterlals. Productions Methods
Two types of implants were developed which both allow an Ingrowth of the
bone and Investigated. For both types an (04,9)-a1 loy containing 30 wtk
Tantalum was chosen as base material. On the one hand. Tantalum shows a
blocompatlble behaviour similar to Titanium. On the other hand, the alloy
T1Ta30 has a high content of the ,9-phase which provides, as shown In
Table I, a Young’s Modulus about 20 k lower than commercially pure
Titanium. An additional decrease of Young’s Modulus towards the modulus of
the bone can be achieved by a martensitic transformation of the alloy
(Table I). Fig. 1 shows the martensitic microstructure of the alloy T1Ta30.
Table I Young’s Modulus (N/mm* ) of TiTa30 compared with
cp-TI and cartlcalls bone

T1Ta30
(04,'? )structure

T1Ta30
martensicic
structure

cp-TI

cartlcalls
bone

80000

60000

105000

20000

Figure 1 - Microstructure of TlTa30, martensitic after
water quenching from 780 ‘C.
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In comparison,
cortical Is bone Is reported to have a Young’s Modulus of
about 20000 M/mm^. In order to provide a lower stiffness of the Implant
similar to that of the bone an Implant was produced with a porous surface
on a core of bulk material. The porosity which allows a bone Ingrowth and
therefore a safe fixation, was realized by sintering powder of the alloy
T1Ta30 on the bulk material. The powder was produced by the HOH-process.
Hydrogenizatlon was performed at 650 ‘C for 3-5 hours under a pressure of
1.5 bar. After milling the powder was dehydrogenized for 4 - 6 hours at
600 ‘C under vacuum. By the variation of the sintering parameters, the cold
compressing pressure (500 - 1500 N/mm ) and the sintering time (4 - 24 h),
an optimization of the Implants concerning their porosity, their strength
porperties and their elasticity was arranged. An other implant type which
was developed, allows due to Its special surface structure also an
osseoIntegration as well as a safe fixation. The surface consists of
Titanium wire loops. Fig. 2 shows the design of this Implant. A wire spiral
of cp-TI (300 gm diameter) was diffusion bonded with a pressure force of
5 N at 1050 C to the surface of the bulk core consisting of TITa. The
loops had a diameter of 300 gm.
Investigation Methods
The influence of the sintering parameters on the mechanical properties of
the porous sintered Implants were investigated In compression tests. For
the investigation of the bond strength of the core to the porous sintered
surface layerand the spiral loops, respectively, implants were embedded In
a two component plastic adhesive. The core of the samples was expulsed In a
compression test whereby the pressurizing force necessary for pushing out
the implant core was measured. The measuring technique of these tests la
schematically depicted In Fig. 3.
The functionality of the implants was Investigated after embedding the
Implants In a two component plastic model which had the Resign of a Jaw and
a Young’s Modulus similar to the bone (20000 N/mm ). The value of

i
• ■n v. '

Figure 2 - Loop Implant design,
core bulk T1Ta30,
loops cp-TI.

Figure 3 - Measuring technique for the
bonding strength. 1 = punch,
2 = Implant, 3 = embedding
material, 4 = steel plate.

20000 N/mm* was achieved by mixing SlOa-powder to the plastic.
In an universal testing machine the Implants were loaded by pressure
simulating the chewing process of a molar. The elastic defcrmatlon was

Rwasurad by strain gauges and ccnparad with tha rasults of Implants of
AIJOS and of cp-TI as wall as with tha elasticity of the bone. With the
implants with surface loops animal experiments were performed. After an
Implantation to the Jaw of dogs and an exposure time between 2 and 5 months
a period during which the Implants were kept unloaded, hlstologlcal
specimen were prepared using a special cutting and grinding system for
macro- and mlcrowork with a diamond blade and a cooling unit. The thickness
of the cuts Is between 60 and 100 \m. A subsequent grinding to a thickness
of S to 10 Mm Is possible (11).
Rasults and Discussion
Mechanical Properties
From the different sintering parameters the pressure for the cold
compressing has an Important Influence on the porosity and the mechanical
properties (Fig. 4). With decreasing compressing pressure the porosity
Increases and Young's Modulus Is diminished. For the given example with a
sintering time of 16 h at a sintering temperature of 1100 *C a Modulus of
20000 N/mm
similar to that of the bone can be achieved with a pressure
between 400 and 600 N/rnn . Fig. 5 shows the Influence of the compressing
pressure and of the sintering time on the bonding strength of the porous
layer to the core of the bulk material. With Increasing pressure and
sintering time the bonding strength Increases. For a specimen which e.g.
was sintered after compressing with 800 N/mm
for 8 hours at 1100 "C the
bonding strength amounts to 64 N/mm . This corresponds to a force of
3200 N/mm which Is necessary for the debondlng. For the debondlng of the
loops diffusion welded to the core of the Implant a force of 4700 N was
measured.
Both
forces
are much higher
than
the
reported
highest
physiological force of chewing (12,13).
The stiffness of both types of Implants was deu <T.-IMed and compared with
the stiffness of Implants of AI2O3 and of cp-TI (Fig. 6). While the AUOs
Implant behaves extremely stiff because of Its high Young's Modulus, the
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Figure 4 - Influence of cold compressing pressure on the porosity
and on Young's Modulus of porous sintered Implants.
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Figure 5 - Influence of the cold compressing pressure and of the
sintering time on the bonding strength of porous sintered
surface layers of T1Ta30 to an implant core of T1Ta30.
Implant with the loops is the dosest In Its elasticity to the bone
followed by the implant with the porous sintered surface. The Implant with
a porous sintered surface of T1Ta30-powder (Voung's Modulus of the porous
layer = 35000 N/rnm ) shows a higher elasticity than that of cp-TI.
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Figure 6 - Stiffness of different Implants compared with the bone.
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Figure 7 - Histological slice of a looo implant after an exposure
time (unloaded) of 3 months In a Jaw of a dog.
Animal Experiments
Fig. 7 shows a histological slice of an Implant with loops after an
unloaded exposure time of 3 months. The bone is grown Into a11 loops and In
close contact to the surface of the core material. An investigation of an
implant (exposure time 5 months) with the scanning elactronmicroscopy

Figure 8 - Scanning electron microscopy of a histological slice
of a loop implant (exposure time 5 months).

va

Figure 9 - Linescan of different elements on the slice of Fig. 9.
1 = T1; 2 = Ca; 3 = P.
(Fig. 8) demonstrates that the bone enters totally even smalt cavities or
holes of about 25 \m on the surface of the loops. This surface roughness Is
originated by the Mire production. A llnescan of Ca, P (both constituents
of the bone) and of T1 (Fig. iO) gives no exact information, whether a
diffusion zone between the metal and the bone is existing.
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Development of a New Casting Technology for Dental
Applications Using Titanium

Holger Brauner*, Ulrich Holzwarth" and Ulrich Zwicker"
* Dental Clinic for Prosthodontics
** Material Science Dept.2, Metals
University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

Several casting machines for casting titanium in dentistry
using squeeze or
centrifugal casting are commercially
available, but most of the castings show an a-case with an
increase of hardness in the surface area to more than 900 VHN
0.025. This hardness increase results from the reaction of the
melt with ceramic crucibles, ceramic moulds or oxygen in the
sourrounding area. Therefore an improved casting method was
developed. In contrast to the usual centrifugal casting, where
the rotation of the mould is started after pouring the liquid
metal, this method pours the metal into a rotating mould. To
avoid oxygen pick-up this casting machine is evacuable, using
an argon-arc-system, and all parts that are in contact with
liquid titanium, except the mould, are fabricated out of
copper. The moulds consist of zircon-based frontlayers
completed
by usual phosphate-bonded dental
investments
providing the needed thermal expansion. Dental crowns cast by
this method exhibited a sufficient fitting, less hardness
increase,
low a-case,
a smoother surface and
better
microstructure as compared to the usual techniques.
Introduction
Commercially pure titanium and titanium alloys are the most
corrosion
resistant
biocompatible
materials
used
for
implantation into the human body [1,2]. In recent years
titanium has become an important material for dentistry too.
Commercial casting systems for the production of castings for
dental applications are frequently not satisfactory due to
surface impurities, a-case, hardness inrrease, shrinkage cavities and pores. The increase in hardness in the surface area
combined with a microstructural change is called "a-case"
because the increase of oxygen in this area stabilizes the ophase of titanium [3]. This is the result of an oxygen-pick-up
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during the melting and solidifying process of the titanium
metal. If the level of the oxygen content is higher than 0.5
wt.t the hardness increases to above 300 VHN compared to 150
VHN of titanium containing 0.1 wt.l oxygen [4]. From the dental
point of view a-case means the weakening of prothetic frame
work due to crack growth. An a-case surface cannot be highly
polished, therefore leading to plaque accumulation. Veneers on
a-case will not exhibit the needed compound strength as well as
for acrylic or ceramic veneers. These imperfections have to be
minimized for the dental application of titanium. Because of
this the pick-up of oxygen was investigated on titanium
castings
produced
with
different
mould
materials
by
metallographic
inspection
and VHN 0.025 micro-hardness
measurements.
Method» for ■iniaiiina oxyaan picfc-up in tifnimi casting«
To minimize the oxygen pick-up in titanium castings during the
melting of the titanium, the argon used for the melting
procedure was more than 99.99% Ar. In the casting machine
described in a former paper [5,6] the metal is molten in a
copper crucible for casting hip prostheses a copper mould could
be used. Each individual dental casting requires an investment
supplying the thermal shrinkage in the mould. Usual phosphatebonded silicon dioxide investments provide the needed volume
expansion by the crystobalite transition. Unfortunately these
investments react with molten titanium. As a result a
frontlayer based on zircon was provided to minimize the
reaction. It was shown that an increase of the number of layers
of zircon from 3 to 5 layers decreases the a-case measured at
a thickness of 1 mm of the casting from about 70 to 40 |im.
Because the titanium before casting was molten by an inductive
method in a ceramic crucible, the melt increased its oxygen
content from 0.3 wt.% to 0.4 wt.% oxygen at a casting
temperature of 1760 SC [7]. This oxygen pick-up could be
avoided by a copper crucible melting titanium by a tungsten
electrode. To improve the isolation of the mould against the
investment, up to nine layers of zircon were provided on the
ceramic front.
Mould preparation
Figure 1 shows the wax model including the bus system, the
zircon coated modellation, and the casting of a first molar of
the lower jaw. The wax model was dipped into a suspension of
zirconium dioxide and zirconium-acidester. Zirconium dioxide of
greater grain size was placed over the wet model. This
procedure was repeated several times depending on the number of
front layers. Drying of the zirconium ceramic frontlayer lasted
10 hours at ambient temperature. This compound was embedded in
a usual manner into a dental moulding system of a phosphatebonded silica material. After annealing this investment ta the
producers requirements, the mould was ready for casting.
To compare the zircon Ityer with a commercial alumina silicate
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investment provided for dental titanium castings (TitanvestTm,
OHARA) some identical crowns were cast using this technique.

Saiitag propf«§:
Figure 2 shows the scheme of the inaugurated horizontal rotating casting machine working with an argon-arc system of >200
A, a copper crucible and a bent copper inlet (fig. 3) for the
flow of the melt. The copper crucible can be used both with nnd
without water cooling depending on the melting time and on the
weight of the titanium. After evacuating three times and argon
filling of the melting chamber under an argon pressure of 40
kPa, the rotation and the ignition of the argon-arc-system
started. By turning of the copper crucible, the liquid titanium
was filled into the rotating casting system. The rotating speed
pushes the liquid metal into the ceramic mould, fixed directly
to the copper inlet. The influence on the form filling depends
on rotating speed. A speed of 1100 rpm leads to an optimum
casting.

RMUlf;
Figure 4 presents one of the castings of a crown for the first
molar of the lower jaw. The crown is cut in oro-lingual
direction and fitted on a Frasaco1"1 abutment used for
preparation and modelling. As can be seen, the overall
congruence of crown and prepared abutment is more than
sufficient (<20 urn). Problems arise with shrinkage cavities and
pores, which can be polished out or concealed by veneer
material according to the faces where they appear. If they are
located approximately, simply accomplished by x-raying the
prosthetic frame work, stability may cease. In that case the
prosthetic work should be repeated. The problem of sink or blow
cavities is general for dental castings, because of the
complicated geometries of dental work and not particular to
titanium. However, titanium as a material is easily checked due
to its x-ray transparancy. To avoid shrinkage cavities and
pores the bus system as shown in figure 1 is used. Most of the
shrinkage cavities and pores assemble in the tip of the riser.
The relation between casting and riser system is about 1:15.
Figure 5 shows the microstructure of a casting with a nine
layered front based on a zircon compound. No surface treatment
was used. The observed cr-case is less than 10 pm, A significant
improvement as compared to 100 - 300 pm of commercial castings
[8,9].
The influence of the mould material on the microhardness is
demonstrated in fig. 6. The hardness measurement of the cast
samples was done without any etching or sandblasting of the
surface. The highest microhardness of 1030 VHN 0.025 and
therefore the highest oxygen concentration in the surface area
was measured for the commercial alumina silicate investment
castings. A single layer of zircon lowers the hardness values
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at the surface to about 600 VHN 0.025 and a nlnelayer compound
of the sane material minimizes it to 300 VHN 0.025.
conclusion
When titanium, which is molten in a copper crucible by an
argon-arc, is cast in a rotating mould via a bent copper inlet,
this leads to minimization of oxygen pick-up and therefore a
reduction of a-case if the mould material consists of a
multllayered zircon front. Using dental Investments to complete
the mould controls the needed thermal expansion. The advantages
of a-case free or reduced surfaces of dental skeletons are
failure and plaque resistance combined with good fitting and
high polishing and veneering facilities.
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Abstract
Titanium alloy, T1-6A1-4V Is known as biocompatible metal, and also has high
strength and low density, so It seems to be the best material for denture
bases.
This Ti-6A1-4V can be deformed easily at the superplastic temperature between 1073 and 1173K.
This paper shows the new super-plastic forming process of Ti-6A1-4V denture
bases.
Ti-6A1-4V plate has been formed super-plastically on the die by
argon gas pressure at 1073-1173K.
Superplastlcally formed denture base of
Ti-6A1-4V showed several merits compared with conventionally cast or coldpressed denture bases, namely good fitness, light weight, and low producing
cost because of simple manufacturing processes.

1. Introduction
Metal materials for denture use are shown in Table.1, and they all show
good corrosion resistance. Titanium and titanium alloys have light weight,
good corrosion resistance and good biocoopatibility, so they appear to be
the best materials for denture bases.
Metal denture bases are now mainly
manufactured by the casting of Co-Cr or Ni-Cr alloys, and titanium bases
have been studied to be manufactured by cold pressing'' or casting.
As
titanium have low formability and low castability, it is hard to be manufactured by these processes. Alpha-beta titanium alloys show super-plasticity
at high temperature of alpha-beta region2'5'. It has been reported that the
large reduction of the forming cost of aerospace products have been perTable 1

Alloys for Dentures.

Gold Alloys
Silver Alloys
Paradium Alloys
Ni-Cr Alloys
Co-Cr Alloys
Stainless Steels
Titanium Alloys
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formed by super-plastic fornlng4>~6> . But there have been few examples of
super-plastic forming of non-aerospace products, because of its small
forming rates.
As denture bases need individual and precise shapes, they
seem to be suitable for superplastic forming.
This paper describes the newly developed superplastic forming process
of titanium alloy denture bases using argon gas pressure.

2. Materials and Methods
The effect of temperatures, strain rates and grain sizes on the superplasticity of T1-6A1-4V was examined.
The chemical composition of the
material was shown in table 2.
Table 2

Al
V
6.39 4.08

Chemical Composition (wt.%)

Fe
0.17

0
0.18

H
0.0035

N
0.008

C
0.01

T1
SAL

Fig. I shows the apparatus for super plastic forming of T1-6A1-4V
denture base.
This apparatus consisted of an upper and lower pressure
vessels. The forming die was set in the lower pressure vessel, and titanium
alloy plate was set on the forming die.
The forming die was made with
phosphate, which was same as that for casting of titanium denture base. The
thickness of T1-6A1-4V alloy plate was O.S mm.
Upper and lower pressure
vessels were closed using the seal material to maintain the vacuum and the
applied pressure. Forming pressure was applied by argon gas into the upper
pressure vessel. Pressure vessels were made of heat resistant alloy IN 600,
because they were heated to 1073-1I73K. The expansion of the die from room
temperature to 1173K was adjusted to be same as that of T1-6A1-4V In order
to form the denture base In the precise dimension.
Fig. 2 shows the heat
pattern of the forming process. After heating to superplastic temperature,
the plate was formed with the gas pressure of 0,8-1,0 MPa, and kept in 1,83.6ks to form the denture bases.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Fig. 1

Lower Pressure Vessel
Forming Die
T1-6A1-4V Sheet
Gas Introduction Tube
Upper Pressure Vessel
Seal (Stainless Steel Ring)

Aspects of Super-plastic Forming Apparatus,

2,774

iiza'vimK

Flg. 2

Heat Pattern of Super-plastic Forming for
Denture Base of T1-6A1-4V Alloy.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Superplastlclty of T1-6A1-4V alloy
Fig. 3 shows the effect of strain rate and temperature on tne superplastic elongation of T1-6A1-4V alloy.
Ti-6A1-4V alloy shows the superplastic elongations at the test temperatures between 1073 and 1173K and at
the strain rates between 10'2s'' and lO^s''. Fig. 4 shows the effect of
the grain size on the super-plastic elongations of T1-6A1-4V. The material
with the initial grain diameter of 4.2Um showed the maximum elongation of
1200% at 1123K, and the strain rate of 5 x lO-'s"'.
It is clear that the
superplastlclty of over 300X elongation is observed at the condition of the
grain size under lOum of alpha grain diameter, the temperature between 10731173 K and the strain rate between lO^s"1 and I0"*8*1 .

lO"1

Fig. 3

lO-"
10-'
10Strain Rate (sec'1)

10"

The Effect of Strain Rate
on the Elongation.
(T1-6A1-4V)

1000
Fig. 4

1050 1100 1150 1200
Temperature (K)

1250

The effect of Initial
Grain Site on the Elongation.
(T1-6A1-4V)

Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence on the flow stress in the
superplastic conditions. It shows the strong dependency on the temperature.
It was concluded that superplastic forming should be performed between 10731173K, and that the grain diameter of the material should be less than lOym.

1000
Fig. 5

1050 1100 1150 1200
Temperature (K)

1250

The Effect of Initial a Grain Size on the Maximum Flow Stress.
(Ti-6A1-4V, e-5 X 10-3s-’)

3.2 Superplastic forming of Ti-6A1-4V alloy denture bases
Fig. 6 shows the aspect of Ti-6A1-4V denture base superplastically
formed.
The complex palate shape was precisely restored to the original
shape. Fig. 7 shows the hardness distribution of the cross section of the
denture base. Hardness increase due to oxygen absorption was not seen, even
on the surface come in touch with the forming die. Fig. 8 shows the clear
ance measurement between the superplastically formed denture base and the
master model.
The mean value of the measured clearances at 3 points was
about 50ym, which was about 1/3 compared with those of cast or cold pressed
denture base.
It is clear that precise denture base can be formed by the
superplastically forming process. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the con
ventional forming process to the newly developed superplastic forming pro
cess of denture bases. Manufacturing process was largely simplified through

W'T"

Fig. 6

"I

Superplastically Formed
Denture Base.

Fig. 7
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Micro Vickers hardness distribu
tion of superplastic forming.

the reduction of the number of pressings and the abbreviation of the final
annealing In the developed super plastic forming process, compared tilth cold
pressing process.
Compared with that of cast denture bases, the grinding
process was largely simplified because of the good surface condition In the
superplastlc forming process.

1.5

•—• : Superplastlc Formed
T1-6A1-4V Denture Base
o~o : Casted Denture Base
of Co-Cr Alloy

1.0

3 0.5

1
2
3
(Measured Point)

Fig. 8

(Measured Point)

The Comparison of the Flttmess between Super-plastic
Formed and Casted Metal Denture Bases.
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Conventional cold pressed
denture base
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Casting die
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h
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Baking
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Metal denture base

X
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Fig. 9

Manufacturing processes of metal denture base.

Fig. 10 shows the aspect of the finished denture base.
It was confirmed that titanium alloy denture bases can be formed with a good surface
condition and a proper fitness by the newly developed superplastlc forming
process.

vm

Pig. 10

Finished Denture Base.

4. Conclusion
(1) Supcrplastlc forning process of T1-6A1-4V denture base was newly devel
oped.
(2) Superplastic forning process was nuch slnpler compared with conventional
cast or cold press process.
(3) Superplastlcally forned denture base has better surface condition com
pared with cast denture base, so grinding time can be largely reduced.*
(4) Superplastlcally formed denture base has better flttness than the den
ture bases processed by the conventional processes.
(3) Titanium alloy denture base with light weight and biocompatible proper
ties can be easily manufactured by this new superplastic forming pro
cess.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of Ti chelate as ilcroeleient on agricultural plants , such
as wheat, toaato, apple, eaize, grape, water aelon, straw berry, sugarcane sugar-beet, tobacco and herbage etc,.were studied. Due to spraying
Ti chelate on the leave of plants it can Intensify the photosynthesis
and Increases the chlorophyll.etc,.The yields of crop were Increased by
5X to 2ex and the quality of crops can also be iiproved.The toxic studies of TI chelate showed It Is practically non-toxic in agricultural
application.
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JNTRODUCTION.
Since 1970 lany papers concerned with the biological role of Tl and Its
application In agricultural plants have been published (1, 2, 3).The !■portant study on this field was carried out by I. Pals. Mho developed Tl
ascorbate to deionstrate the good effects of TI on the growth and production of crops (4). In 1984 we began the study on the use of Tl chelate
in agriculture and organisted a Interdepartiental research group consisting of soie agronoaists.cheilsts and doctors to conduct the experlients
on the preparation of Ti chelate, the analysis of Tl in soil and plant,
the lethod of application, plant physiology and toxicology of Tl. the
effect of Tl chelate on the yield and quality of crops, such as wheat,
■alze, toiato, apple, grape, water lelon, strawberry, sugar-cane, sugarbeet, tobacco and herbage etc., was also studied.
EXPERIMENT
We prepared two kinds of Tl chelate, one Is Tl ascorbate which contain
10% Tl in solid fon or 50g/l Tl In solution (5), the other is Tl citrate, which contain 10g/l Ti In solution(6).The Ti concentration for the
tests of seed dressing, seed soak and foliar spray was used at 2ppi to
500ppi.The pot-tests in green house, parcel field tests and large-scale
fan tests were carried out In soie provinces of our country. Soie biological parameters of plant were leasured. Each crop was treated with
different concentration of Tl and with water as control at different
growing stage. Each treattent was set with 3 or 4 repeats at randoi
arrangeient. The results of tests were lade with latheiathlcal significant evalution.The radioactive labelled eleients "N, "P and "RbChere
Rb take place of K) were used to study the effect of TI on the absorption and the transfer of N, P and K froi soil and fertilizer to plant.
The best tiie and dose of the application for each crop was studied.The
toxicological study on safety evaluation of Tl used in agriculture was
also carried out.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
1. The effects of Ti on the physiology role of plant.
To clarify the role of Tl In the physiology soie tests on the geninatlon, root growth and plant growth of soie crops were carried out (7).
By seed dressing of peanut and lalze with Tl chelate solution at different concentration we observed Ti can proioted the genlnatlon of seeds
(Fig 1).

fM iff fix «TC MI

Fig - 1

The test of genlnatlon for peanut(left) and lalze(right)

Heanwhlle, after seed dressing the seed of peanut and lalze with Tl the
root and plant got tore strong In coiparlson with controKFig 2 and Fig
3).
2,710

Fig - 2 The effect of Tl on the
growth of peanut.

3 The effect of Ti on the
growth of lalze.

The pot-test of spraying Tl chelate solution at different Ti concentration on wheat, toiato and grape showed that soie paraieters of root and
plant were greatly increased,when the Tl concentration was used between
2ppi and 50ppi, Soie inhibiting effect of Ti on growth was ooserved at
higher Tl concentration (above leeppi). (Table I , Tablell and Table IE).
Table!

The effect of spraying Tl chelate on the root of wheat.

j Treatient
i

| Dry weight of
I root, g/pot

h
I control
h

1.58±0.17

10.58+0.49

2ppn Ti | 1.76 + 0.30
|.
+
| 10ppi Ti | 1.7510.11

h
^
I
^
I

50ppil

Tl |

Voluie of root j Bleeding
cep /pot
| ig/t iI ler.hr

10.33+0.71
11.6710.45

1.75+0.18

12.1310.12

1.57 + 0.16

10.03+0.47

1.5810.09

10.0710.28

+

100ppi Ti |

25.25+0.52

-f-

+

200ppB Ti |

L

1

Table II

| 28.9210.10

-+i 42.20+0.79
-+32.01 + 3.35
-+-| 28.30+0.10
1

| 25.031 1.36

i

J

The effect of Ti on the root of toaato seedling.

T

T

T

1

I Aaount of root IThlck of iain root ILength of nain root.
Treatient [
T
+
T
+
T
i
I Nunber
I % I
an
I % I
ci
|
control |

-+-

-+-

10ppB Tl|

1710.516 |155 | 2.1 + +0.152I 191

20ppB Tl|

2110.718 |191 | 1.7+0.131 | 155

-+-

L

-+-

ll 10.689 1100 | 1.110.147 | 100

i

1

-+-

-+-

| 3.710.213 | 100

| 4.5+0.254 | 122

-+-

-+-

-+-

-+-

i

i

i

i
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| 5.610.201 | 151

J

Table ffl The effect of Tl on the plant growth of grape seedling.
_.
_. .
1
treatlent
Plant
leaf
leaf
highness Ci nutber area CM*
" '
14.e
71.5
56.8
before spray
control
74.3
17.3
spray vlth after spray«
75.5
_
water
24.7
3.3
2.8
Increase
spray with
Sppi Tl

before spray

57.1

after spray«

85.4

14.7

86.4

29.9

91.5

mmmm - —

Increase

5.3

28.3

5.1
1

« Note : teasured after 5 days.
As «e known the chlorophyll, photosynthesis and catalase Is the liportant factors for plant life, as seen In Table IV these parameters for
soae crops were Increased by foliar application of Tl at low concentration (8, 9,10).
Table IV
paraieter

The effect of T
treatment

on physiology of crops.
r

wheat
chlorophyl
content
■g/g

1.44

control

0.72

2.95
i

1.57

leppaTI
■

photosynthesis control
Intensity
ig/da» .hr
leppaTI
catalase
H»0.
■g/g.iin

crops
r
toaato apple water grape straw
•el on
berry
T

2.32

1.71
1.88

0.90

2.83

2.13

2.48

12.08

10.08

4.37

6.90

3.54

17.70

10.77

7.40

7.95

8.87

26.02

2.0

-

—1

5.34

control

5.69

leppaTI
i.

2.03
j

jL

4.0

38.03
1

1

72.11

L_

79.48
JL

J

Otherwise, by the radioactive labelled eleacnt »N, "P and "Rb ( here
Rb take place of K ) we studied the effects of Tl on the absorption and
transfer of «N, »P and^Rb in plant.
The data collected in Table V,
Table VI and Fig 4 showed that the utilization rate of UN was enhanced
and Ti can proaote the transfer of »N,"? and^b to grain.
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Table V

Utilization rate of N froi fertilizer after spraying Tl
chelate.

plant

control

0.127

SppiT I

0.122

l0ppiTI

0.133*

50ppaT i

4-| plant

jgrain

-+-10.074 +|0.181
-+■+10.082
|0.177
4-+I0.090M 10.188

143M

utilization rate of
N in fertilizer X

frot soil
g/pot

froa fertilizer I
g/pot
1

treataent

|0.106M |0.198

grain

plant

grain

0.102

53.1

31.1

0.118« 51.5

34.3»

0.126«« 56.6«

37.9««

0.142«« 60.4««

44.4««

-X.

Note: « - significant at 5% level, ««-significant at IX level.
The effect of Tl on the redistribution of "N and "P
nutrient In «heat.

Table VI

the redistribution of
treataent

L

_

grain

_

JL

._
B

husk
1

"N

■P

control

75.83

84.27

8.13

20ppiTi

80.13

88.00

6.23

♦4.3

coaparlson
L

|

i

| »N

p In the parts of plant X |
stalk

1 »P

leaf

J

"P

6.381 3.41| 1.30

12 63

8.00

5.13| 3.13| 0.85

10.47

6.02

-2.16

1

specific acctlvlty of "Rb
cpi/50ig of saiple.
L—leaf
S—stalk
E—ear

'control

5 days

1

"N

-1.3 1-0.3 1-0.5

-1.9
L

_

»P

N

♦3.7
\

N and

9 days

12 days

Fig - 4 The effect of spraying Tl on the absorption
of "Rb for «heat
1713

-2.0

i

1
|

2. The effect of Tl on the yield and the quality of crops.
By the several hundred tests in green houses and on parcel field the tethod as well as the dosage and the tiie of application of Tl chelate was
found. The spray concentration of Tl at Sppi—20ppi and seed-dressing at
200ppi—250ppi proved suitable, but spraying was widely used and lore
efficient. The yield and increment in total deionstrative field showed
that the Increient of yield for crops treated with Tl was obtained by
SX—15X as coipared with control (Table M).
Table \l

The yield and quality for crops treated with Tl.

1

i

incr eient
i

crops

(■proving quality

i

range(X)

average(X)

1 spring wheat

0.7-17

7.9

crude protein

1 winter wheat

6.9-7.3

7.1

Increase by 5X

I lalze

6.4-9.6

8.5

— 12X

0.6-2«

9.8

| apple

5 -30

13.4

■ore sweet and

| water lelon

5 -26

15.7

Vc increase

1 grape

5.8-11

10

straw berry

12-18

15

sugar beet

5 -16

9.5

sugar increase by

sugar cane

8.4-11

9.2

0.6—0.8 degree

tobacco

1.5-6

3.8

early ripe and

toiato

8—15,1

11.8

herbage

'■

good pigaent

3. The UtanlM content In soil and plant (12).
Titanium in soil Is generally bound In the fora of TI0> or titanlua silicate, so It is practically unavailable for plant. The analysis of 510
saaples of soil with 0.0211 EDTA ♦ 0.5XNH4CI as leaching solution showed
that the extractable titanlua content in soil Is 0.3ppa—l.0ppa in average (Table \l).
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Table W

The tltanlui content in the soil or our country.
i

I soil type

total Tl content(ppi)

r

i

range

1

average

extractable Tl (ppa)
T
range
average

cabook

1280-15956

5680

0.06—1.18

0.55

red earth

ieee~26253

9570

0.07—3.89

0.62

loess

3250-19520

9971

0.08—0.80

0.38

I brown sol

18M~594e

3870

0.13—2.72

0.94

4200—16130

6838

0.53—0.96

0.71

6500

0.01-1.28

0.30

I

terra-nera
chernozei
«et leadow

i_

6000-7700

J

4700-10000 |

7900

|

|

The extractable Tl content In soil not only affect by soil type and PH
of soil, but also by the content of organic substance and soll-foralng
process. As Tl in soil Is hardly absorpted by plant.The content of Tl in
plant is slight. The analytical results of soie crops showed the Tl concentration In root, stea and leaf was at above decade ppa, but it In
grain and fruit was less than 5ppa for dry saaple (Table K).
Table K

The average content of Tl In soae crops.
T—
crop
wheat talze
apple
lucerne
J
i
T
Tpart of plant above graln Igraln I leaf I fruit labove grain
ground
I ground
Tl content ppa
L

i

29.0

i

<2.0

-f

-+-

-+-

i

x

J

|<2.0

| 20

I 5.4

| <20
_J

1

2.9

4.The safety of the application of Tl chelate In agrlcuture.
The acute toxlclty tests showed the LDn value of Tl-Vc chelate for rat,
ilce and chicken the TLH value ( the aedlea talerance Halt ) for coaion
fish was 1200ag/kg.b.w.,850ag/kg.b.w.,lS0ag/Kg.b.w, and 1736—I0930ag/I,
respectively. It belong to non-toxicity. The test for accuauiated toxlclty in rat showed the accuaauiatlon coefficient was 500, known as low
accuaulatlon. Teratalogical tests on rat showed that no aalforaation in
either appearance or internal organ of the fetus was found with dose of
Tl chelate at Ig/kg.b.w,. By long ten of tests we suppose acceptable
daily intake of Tl for person is about 0.2ag/kg.b.w. for safety coefficient as 100%, this Halt range is far exceed the possible intake for
person froa coaion foodstuff, so the haraful effect of trace tltaniua
in agriculture application on living Is alaost nonexlst.
VK

CONCLUSION
The role or Tl in plant physiology showed the possibility for utilizing
it in crop production is reillzabie. It had found that spraying Tl chelate on plant can Intensity the photosynthesis and Increased the chlorophyll and the activity or catalase. The absorption and transfonatlon
of N, P and K «as enhanced. The yield or crops in average was increased
by 5S--15X and the quality or crops was also Improved. By the toxiclty
tests or Tl cheiate we are sure the application or Tl chelate In agriculture is sare.
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h HIN LOH COST TITANIUM ALLOY

P. J. Bania, A. J. Hutt, R. B. Adaaa, and H. M. Parria
TIMBT
P.O. Bos 2128
Handaraon, NV 89009

Abatract
T1-6AI-4V (Ti-6/4) haa long baan aatabllahad aa tha worUioraa alloy for tha
titanlua Induatry. Aa auch. It haa baan tha largaat voluaa production
alloy and it ia producad in a »ariaty of gradaa and aill product foraa.
Howavar, tha intrinaic coat of tha alloy ia aoaatiaaa too high to juatify
ita uaa in aoaw vary coat aanaltiva non-aaroapaea aarkata auch aa autoaobila angina valvaa, armor plata, ate. In ordar to ovarccaw thia coat
hurdla, a projact waa undartakan to daralop a titanlua alloy with charactariatica aiailar to or battar than Ti-6-4 but with radurad intrinaic coat.
Tha raaultant alloy (Ti-6Al-l.7Pa-.lBi, daaignatad TINBTAL.62S) takaa
advantaga of lew coat alloying alaaanta, thua avoiding axpanaiva additiona
auch aa vanadiua. In addition, tha naw alloy ia daaignad to taka full
advantaga of bata proeaaaing in ordar to lowar convaralon coat aa wall aa
iaprova product yiald. It ia aatiaatad that thia '6/4 aquivalant* alley
will offer a 15% to 20% aavinga over conventional Ti-6/4 without any debit
in Performance.
Introduction
Titanlua alloya have been uaed for aany yeara in aeroapece appllcationa
priaarily becauae of their light weight and high atrength at aabiant to
aodarataly elevated taaperaturaa (up to about SSO'C). In theae appllcationa the higher coat of tha titanlua coaparad to ataela or ether
aaterlala haa been offaet by the aconoaic advantagea attached to weight
aaving in aircraft. However, thia higher coat haa aevarely Halted the uae
of titanlua in non-aereapace high voluaa appllcationa auch aa autcaobilea
even though their utilisation would lead to increaeed fuel efficiency and
thua lower operating ceata. Two current alloya, T1-6AI-4V and Ti-6Al-2Bn4tr-2Mo, have been uaed in high perforaance racing englnea for several
yeara with excellent raeulta. The fonaar alloy ia uaed for connecting rode
and Intake valvaa and the latter for «xhauat valvaa. However, In theae
high perforaance appllcationa, fuel efficiency and perforaance are of
prlaary concern and aaterial coat ia aacondary.

fdMbyF.H.>ranandl.1
H» Mkwiab, MWA t Malwlab SecWr. 1993

In ordar for titanium alloys to mak* mora substantial inroads into nonaarospaca applications, significant cost raductions will ba nacassary.
Soma of tha factors which contributa to tha cost of titanium alloys, such
as tha cost of tha basa natal, cannot ba changad substantially ovar tha
short-tana. Othars, howavar, c»n ba subjact to short-tarm cost raductions.
Among thaaa ara:
1.

Tha cost of Alloying llamantsi For axampla, in tha -workhorssT1-6A1-4V alloy tha vanadium at a typical cost of approximataly
$13.50/lb. adds about $0.54/lb. to tha coat of an ingot. Substitution of a chaapar alamant such as iron, at about $O.SO/lb., could
sava about $0.45/lb. for an aquivalant amount of bata stabilization.
It should also ba notad that tha U.S. is dapandant on vanadium from
a foraign sourca, wharaas iron is obviously a domastic rasourcs.

2.

Incraaaad Yiald from moot to Final Mill Product i This could ba
brought about aithar by improvanants in mill procassas and/or by
formulating an alloy which is mora tolarant to mill procassas (la,
raducad lossaa from surfaca and and cracking during forging, rolling
or othar matalworking procaduras).

With raspact to Itara 2, an alloy which could achiava tha dasirad suits of
propartias aftar baing procassad antiraly from tamparaturas within its beta
phasa ragion should provida incraasad product yiald primarily bacausa of
tha highar ductility and lowar flow strassas axtant at thasa tamparaturas.
Currently, alpha-bata alloys typically racaiva substantial working at
tamparaturas within thair alpha-bata phasa ragions. Thasa lowar tamparaturas, with thair concomitant highar flow strassas, laad to mora surfaca
cracking and highar conditioning losses.
An alloy davalopnent program was undertaken to develop such a low cost
substitute for Ti-6A1-4V, primarily (or non-aerospace applications such as
automobile intake valves. The principle avenue of pursuit was to rsmove
the high cost beta stabiliser - vanadium - and replace it with a low cost
beta stabiliser such as iron or chromium.
B«mlltnt«l Trials
Two groups of alloy formulations were melted, processed and evaluated. All
material was double vacuum arc ramelted (VAR) aa nominal 20-cm. dia. x 35
kg ingots. Portions of these ingots were beta processed (ie, worked by
forging and/or rolling at temperatures above the beta transus temperature)
to 1.2-cm dia. round rod.
Table I lists the nominal and actual chemistries melted, processed and
evaluated as the first group of alloys. All ingots were melted to an aim
oxygen level of .2 wt.%. The first alloy was the T1-6A1-4V baseline alloy,
added to the study to provide a proper direct comparison to the experimental alleys. The lew aluminum alloy was selected to evaluate its effect
on proeessability (ie, conversion yield) while the high aluminum alloy was
selected in order to maximiie the use of low cost aluminum. Iron was the
principle low cost beta stabiliser used, although chromium was also
evaluated in addition to iron in some heats. The silicon was added to one
heat in ordar to assess its effect on high temperature creep properties
since in some cases, such as intake valves, such an alloy could operate as
high aa 480*C. The yttrium was added en another heat also to assess its
impact on proeessability.

UM

Tabla I.

Noalnal Composition« and Actual Chaalcal Analyaaa (in wt. pet.)
of tha Firat Alloy Croup Taatad

Mominal cnMoaition

Äi

!£

£l

Ti-6A1-4V
Ti-3Al-l.5Cr-l.5ra
Ti-6Al-3ra
Ti-6Al-3ra-0.1Si
Ti-6Al-3ra-0.03y
Ti-6Al-ira-lCr
Ti-8Al-3Pa

5.96
3.93
5.68
5.80
5.69
5.44
7.46

4.10

0.055
1.50
3.17
1.99
3.00
1.13
3.06

St

Si

1.47
0.087
1.05

9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
18
18
193
198
189
323
306

0.003
0.003
0.001
0.003

o.oo:
0.001
0.001

For thaaa aoall haata which wara forgad to roughly 4-cm aquara than rolled
to 1.2-ca round, thara wara no aignificant diffaranca notad in procaaaabllity. Tabla II liata tha tansila propartiaa of thaaa alloya in a bata
procaaaad plua annaalad condition. It ia avidant fro« Tabla II that all of
tha thraa Ti-6Al-3Fa baaa alloya had «trangtha aooawhat highar than Ti-6A14V. Thair ductilitiaa wara alao «lightly lowar but wara atill vary good
conaidaring tha highar strength«. Tha data in Tabla II indicate that
yttrium had little or no effect on the ductility of tha Ti-6Al-3Fe
compoaition. Since it aleo had no discernible impact on proce««ability it
wa« dropped from further consideration.
Table II suggests the following conclusions:
a)

Low aluminum (- 3%) results in strengths too far below the benchmark
Ti-6A1-4V alloy.

b)

High aluminum (- 8%) results in a substantial penalty in ductility.

c)

while Cr can be substituted for Fe in terns of strengthening, there
is no justification in terms of properties for using the higher cost
Cr vs. Fe.
Table II.

Tensile Properties of Table I Alloys1

Alloy
Temo. C

UTS
HE«

YS
HEI

\ RA

S-Tifin.

Ti-6A1-4V

34
150
300
480

989
858
715
650

950
795
652
558

37.2
53.0
58.1
60.4

13.5
16.5
15.0
18.5

Ti-3Al-l.5Cr-l.5Fe

24
150
300
480

863
744
610
491

793
625
479
407

41.5
54.6
64.0
83.0

17.5
23.0
21.0
27.0

Ti-6Al-3Fe

34
150
300
480

1047
922
793
650

990
815
643
547

30.6
39.9
39.7
63.7

15.5
15.0
15.0
21.0

24
150
300
480

1059

1024

950
816
661

838
668
562

31.3
36.0
37.4
63.9

14.5
15.0
14.0
23.0

Honittui CflaaaiJtAfln

Ti-6Al-3Fe-0.1Si
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Tanalla Propartlas of T«bl» I Alloys1 (Continusd)

Tabl« II.

Alloy

ys

UTS

% Elona.

HE«
Tl-6Al-2P«-0.02Y

24
150
300
480

1019
901
775
644

987
791
626
559

31.1
38.1
46.8
66.2

15.0
15.5
15.5
21.0

Ti-6Al-lP«-lCr

24
150
300
480

1015
907
769
675

969
793
636
566

29.1
38.9
40.0
57.7

14.5
15.0
14.5
18.5

Ti-eAl-2F«

24
150
300
480

1164
1072
972
808

1120
973
816
687

5.8
10.6
28.3
42.8

4.0
5.0
13.5
19.5

1

1.2-cm dla. bar bat« rollad and annaalad at 700*C(2 hrs)AC.

Tha primary purp.a« of tha 0.1% allicon addition was to improve tha creep
propartiaa of tha baaa alloy. It had thla daairad affact aa ahown in Table
III, wharaln a two-fold improvement in time to .2% creep atrain was
obtained thru tha allicon addition.
Effect of 0.1« Silicon on tha Creep Propertiaa1 of Ti-6Al-2Fe

Table III.

lUia*

Creep Rate,
* x 10-4

Time to 0.2% Creep,
Hours

Ti-6Al-2Pe
Ti-6Al-2re-0.1Si

1.72
1.39

172
331

1

Creep tested at 480eC - 84 MPa.

Conaidering tha reaulta in Tablea I thru III, it was apparent that an alloy
baaed on the Ti-6Al-2re-.lSi composition would meet the desired strength
goal. It was than necessary to asaass tha acceptable limits of the
alloying elements. The aluminum level of 6% (nominal) appeared optimum,
baaed on tha indication of poor atrangth at low aluminum levels and poor
ductility at higher levels. Silicon was alao felt to be optimized at .1%,
since higher levels add melting difficulties (hence coat). Thus, the iron
and oxygen were aelected for further study.
The chemistries malted and proceaaed for the iron and oxygen effects are
listed in Table IV. The iron ranged from 1.4 to 2.4 and the oxygen ranged
from .17 to .25. The alloys ware double melted as 35 kg ingots then beta
proceaaed (forged and rolled above the beta transus) to 1.2 cm dia. rod and
subsequently heat treated by three procassea per alloy as follows:
Heat Treat Proceaa It

Solution treated for 1 hour at 60oC below the beta
transus followed by water quenching and aging at
540«C/8 hr.

Heat Treat Proceaa 2;

Annaalad 700oC for 2 hrs.

Heat Treat Process 3;

Annealed 7900C for 2 hrs.
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Tabl* IV.

Alloy* Malted and Proeaaaad to Study iron and oxygan Effact«
in Ti-6Al-xra-.lSl.-XO2 Baaa (wt. pet)
Alloy

Ä1

A
B
C
D
I

6.1
6.1
6.3
6.2
6.2
6.2

r

£t

Si

22

2.4
2.0
1.4
2.3
1.9
1.4

.09
.09
.09
.09
.10
.09

.25
.24
.24
.18
.17
.17

Tanaila and craap propartiaa of thaaa alloya ara givan in Tabla V.
following concluaiona can ba drawn from thia datai
Ma :hanical Prop« rtiaa1 of T ibla IV 1 illoy«

Table /.
Mitarial Condition t

Beta Rollasl/Air cooled ♦ Solution Treated fl-60'C/WO
♦ 540'C/B/AC An«
Creep

Tanaile

hiim2

A
■
C
0
■
F

Poet

»OO'C
ZS

S_BA

ZS

l_Bft

Hti ta ^i

ZS

1180
1055
1040
1115
1005
980

7
19
17
6
19
24

635
595
570
610
580
540

70

500
740
500
330
780
690

1080
1050
1140
1010
1000

Hatarial Condition!

JUBÄ

.

0
9
8
6
18
17

Bat* Rolled + Annealed 700,C/2 Hra/Air Cooled

2

AUDX

Poet

900*C

Ttnült
A
B
C
D
I
T

ZS

S_Bi

ZS

l_M

1100
1055
1050
1050
1013
980

26
30
32
26
33
29

595
575
550
580
600
540

73
71
64
70
68
66

Material Condition i

AUax2

Hn to ^1

ZS

J_BÄ

Broke in Threads
1060
9
12
1040
8
1030
5
1020
16
985

Bat« »oiled + Annealed 790*C/} Hra/Ai
CraepZ

Tanaile
»BOM TMB.
900 *C

Poet

sntE.

Zfi
A
B
C
0
B

r

1170
1035
1035
980
995
965

l_Bft

ZS

1_BÄ

580
550
545
565
550
505

71
67
65
70
69
67

Hti ta

xll

ZS

4_B4

1075
1060
1050
1015
1015
980

3
11
10
30
13
22

iys • Yield Strength MPa; % RA ■ % Reduction in Are«)
Creep teat run at 480*0/84 kai for approximately 500 hra.
See Table IV for cheaiistriaa.

2
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The

1.

On avaraga, an Incraaaa of about .07 oxygen la worth .«bout 60 MPa in
atrangth (ia, about 8.5 MPa par .01 wt.% oxygen).

2.

On average, a 1% Pa change reaulted In only about a 40 MPa Increase in
strength.

3.

For all heat treat conditions, the combination of high iron (2.4%) and
high oxygen (.25%) reaulted in unacceptable post-creep ductility.

4.

Although annealing treatment had only a minor effect on creep
properties (700'C anneal was worse than 790°C), the STA condition
was substantially batter than both annealed conditions.

5.

Post-creep ductility waa maximized by the 790*C anneal, low oxygen
and, in general, low Iron.

In light of the above reaulta, the following aim chemistry ranges were
selected for the optimum alloy:
Element (Wt uU

&1
Min
Aim
Max

El

6.5
6.0
5.5

2.0
1.65
1.30

Si

02

.13
.10
.07

.20
.18
.15

This alloy haa been deaignated TIMBTAL.62S.
Alloy

haraeteriaation

In order to more fully characterise the TIMITAL.62S composition, an 620 kg
ingot was malted and proceaaed to plate product. The following properties
were obtained from this heat.
Phvaical Pronertiaai Table VI providea a summary of phyaical property
measurements obtained from beta processed + 790*C annealed material, with
the exception of Voung'a Modulus, these values are very close to Ti-6A1-4V
values. Of note, however, is the high modulus valuaa obtained by testing
both longitudinal and tranaverse directions of beta processed material.
For this property, TIMETAL.62S appears to have roughly an 8-10% advantage
over Ti-6A1-4V at the same density.
Table VI.

Physical Property Summary

m1

Property
Specific Heat (cal/g'C)
Electrical Resistivity (10~8 ohm-m)
Thermal Conductivity (W/m-k)
Thermal Expansion
Density (g/cc)
Poissons Ratio
Young's Modulus (GPa)
(Mpai)

Cp
p,
\
a
p
M
E

iwhere T • »C

2,792

-

.130+5 .26x10" (T)
142.0(T)
7.54 + .0124(T)
5.678(T)
4.43
.32
125.5
18.2

Zuno

Ranae

RT to 8150C

"
"
25»C

"
H

Mleroatnietur«! Figur« 1 ahowa typical alpha-bata and bata procaaaad
atructuraa of TIMETAL.62S. Thay ara quita typical of T1-6A1-4V.

100X

lOOX
(b)

(a)

Figur« 1 - Typical microatructuraa of TIMtTAL.62S (a) alpha-bata procaaaad
and (b) bata procaaaad conditlona.
Stranothi Figur« 2 ia a plot of atrangth va. tamparatur« for TIMETAL.62S
comparad to T1-6A1-4V. Aa daoonatratad by tha amallar haata, TIMETAL.62S
haa a amall room tamparatura atrangth advantaga ovar T1-6A1-4V in tha
annaalad condition. Thia atrangth advantagaa diminiahaa with tamparatur«
auch that both alloya ara äquivalent abova roughly 2S0*C.
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Figura 2 - Strangth va. temperature compariaon of TIMETAL.62S and Ti-6A14V in the bata procaaaad plua annaalad condition.
2,7*3

Diwki/m Tolarane«! Tabl« VII provldaa valid Xlc valuaa for TINITAL.62S In
both alpha-bata and b«ta procaaaad condltlona. For thla atrangth laval,
thaaa valuaa ara typical of T1-6A1-4V.
Tabla VII.

TIMBTAL.62S Toughnaaa Data

Condition

YS (MPa)

Alpha Bata Porga + Rax Ann
Bat« Porga + Rax Ann
Bata Porga ♦ Mill Ann

Kic (MPa-m'i)

139
138
138

45
59
55

Plour» 3 ahowa a crack growth plot for TINRAL.62S and again thaaa raaults
ara qulta typical of Ti-6A1-4V.

TIMETAL*62S CRACK GROWTH
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Plgura 3 - Crack growth comparlaon of TIMETAL.62S with Ti-6A1-4V "typical".
Summary
A naw low coat alloy, daalgnatad TIMETAL.62S, haa been developed which
offera physical and mechanlca: properties equal to or better than Ti-6A1-4V
but at a aubatantlally lower formulation coat than Ti-fiAl-4V. The cost
reduction la achieved primarily by substituting low cost iron for the more
expenalva vanadium. The primary Intent of thla alloy la to provide a low
coat aubatituta for T1-6A1-4V ia coat aansltiva Industrial applications.
Depending on product form, it la estimated that aavlngs of 15% to 20» can
be realised compared to Ti-6A1-4V.
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TITANIUM TUBING EXPERIENCE IN UTILITY CONDENSERS

Peter L. Moore, Michael J. Nugent
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

Abstract
Consolidated Edison first employed titanium tubing to replace a condenser unit that
suffered severe corrosion of the tubes after only three years of brackish water service.
That unit has since achieved 20 years of service with excellent reliability. Con
Edison has subsequently replaced seven additional condensers with titanium tubing
and has realized similar improved reliability. Overall service history, evaluation of
design philosophy, installation and operational precautions with titanium tubed units
are discussed. Descriptions of actual and potential failure modes of titanium tubes,
including methods of Non-Destructive evaluation and corrective measures are also
discussed.
System Overview
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Con Edison) is the primary
electric, gas and steam utility serving New York City and Westchester County. The
total area served is 660 sq. miles with a population of 8.1 million.
Con Edison owns and operates a steam turbine generation system capacity of
approximately 7,400 MW and a steam co-generation system capable of producing
14,000 Mlbs of steam per hour. The Plant locations are shown in Figure 1. All
fossil plants are located on salt/brackish water rivers. The nuclear plant is located
approximately 40 miles north of Manhattan on the Hudson River. The water
conditions at this site vary from fresh to brackish depending on the season.
The various steam turbine units at these facilities were originally placed into service
between 1937 and 1973. The overall integrity and reliability of these units are critical
for proper unit operation. The overall performance and long term reliability are
crucial for unit availability.
THaoium '92
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Figure 1:

Map of the Greater New York area showing the location of the nine
Con Edison Generating Stations.

First Titanium Application
Based upon the successful field test of titanium in Unit No. 2 condenser at Arthur
Kill1, a decision was made to retube Unit No. 3 condenser with titanium. As
discussed in numerous publications2, the main advantage of titaniun is that i; forms a
stable, protective and strongly adherent film of TiOj. Unit No. 3 condenser was
retubed with titanium in the fall/winter of 1971 and returned to service in June 1972.
The Unit No. 3 condenser was retubed with titanium. The tubesheet of aluminum
bronze was left in place and no coating or cathodic protection was applied at that
time. The tubes were 60 feet long and the titanium tubes were 1" diameter and 22
BWG (0.028* wall thickness). The original 13 tube support plates remained, and no
additional staking/supports were installed at that time.
Based upon the successful service life of the retubed Arthur Kill Unit No. 3,
Unit No. 2 was retubed in 1977. Since that time, these units have accumulated a total
of 33 years of service for the 41,012 tubes. No corrosion activity has been noted in
any of the tubes of these units in any of the bi-annual inspections. In total, 181 of the
41,012 tubes have been plugged either due to external mechanical damage or
impingement. Subsequently, Astoria Unit No. 3 condenser was retubed with titanium
tubes (%" CD - 22 BWG) in 198S. The root causes of damage and inspection
techniques will be discussed later in this paper.
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Rebundk Philosophy
The change in philosophy from the retubing of condensers at Arthur Kill and Astoria
Unit No. 3 to die rebundling of condensers at East River Unit No. 7 and Ravenswood
Unit No. 1 grew out of a need for reliability and improved performance. Essentially,
the rebundling option eliminates some potentially damaging mechanisms, some of
which were experienced at Arthur Kill; these include galvanic attack of the copper
alloy tubesheet and subsequent coating related problems. Vibration problems are
avoided due to the resizing of tube support spacings. The necessity for staking is also
eliminated. Finally, state-of-the-art condenser design can now be retro-fitted into an
old condenser shell for improved performance. In other words, the number and
distribution of tubes, the tubesheet design and tube sizes can be upgraded to suit
current requirements. An EPRI study ' published in October 1988 highlighted these
factors specifically in the case of Ravenswood Unit No. I and concluded that
rebundling with titanium tubes was the logical and most feasible approach to
replacement of this condenser for long term economy.
Ravenswood Unit No. 1 condenser, part of a 400 MW turbine-generator was
rebundled in the spring of 1988 using %" OD - 22 BWG titanium tubes (ASTM B338,
Grade 2), titanium tubesheets and welded tube to tubesheet joints. The unit was
originally tubed with aluminum brass (%' OD - 18 BWG) tubes with 90 - 10 copper
nickel in the air removal section. After 25 years of service in East River, tube
pluggage reached 1,449 tubes. Chronic deterioration in its final year of operation saw
over half (800) those tubes plugged.
East River Station Unit No. 7 condenser, a 18S MW turbine-generator, was rebundled
in the fall of 1988 using V OD - 22 BWG titanium tubes (ASTM B338 Grade 2),
titanium tubesheets and welded tube to tubesheet joints. The tube field consists of
four "church" windows. Each window contains two air cooling sections and two
extraction ducts that extend from tubesheet to tubesheet. Although deterioration of
East River Unit No. 7 was not as dramatic as Ravenswood Unit No. 1, replacement
was based on the deterioration of the tubesheets by dezincification. The unit
constituted 18,350 aluminum brass tubes (V»" OD - 18 BWG) and muntz metal tube
sheets. Only 377 tubes were plugged at the time of replacement.
Further applications
Following the successful installation and operation of the modular bundles at
Ravenswood and East River Stations, a Condenser Replacement Program was begun
in 1990 to replace mature copper alloy condensers. Subsequently, Astoria Unit No. 4
condenser, a 383 MW turbine-generator was rebundled in the spring of 1991 using %"
OD - 22 BWG titanium tubing (ASTM 338 Grade 2), titanium tubesheets and welded
tube to tubesheet joints. This replaced, after 28 years, the original aluminum brass
tubed-unit, which had reached almost 2,000 plugged tubes out of 24,200. Astoria
Station is also situated on the East River.
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Replacement of Indian Point Unit No. 2 condenser, part of a 995 MW pressurized
water reactor (PWR) turbine-generator, also began in early 1991 with the rebundling
of one shell of a triple shell condenser. Waterboxes 21 and 22 were rebundled using
%" OD - 22 BWG titanium tubes and titanium tubesheets. This was necessitated by
the degradation of the arsenical admiralty brass tubes after 17 years of service. The
increased emphasis of copper reduction in the PWR system also lead to the selection
of titanium. The balance of the condenser is due for replacement in the near future.
Astoria Unit No. 5 condenser, part of a 383 MW Turbine-Generator, was rebundled
in the spring of 1992 with a modular unit using titanium tubes, tubesheets and welded
joints. Astoria Unit No. 5 is identical to Astoria Unit No. 4 and both condensers
suffered similar deterioration.
SERVICE HISTORY
Galvanic Corrosion
Although the overall corrosion resistance of the titanium tubing has been exceptional,
there have been specific issues, particularly with the retubed units. In the early days
after retubing, particularly at Arthur Kill, galvanic corrosion between the cathodic
titanium tubes and the anodic naval brass or aluminum bronze tubesheet caused
significant wastage of the tubesheets. The solution to this problem was two-fold:
coating the tubesheet and cathodic protection. Mixed results were encountered with
both these fixes. Coatings tended to deteriorate, resulting in worse damage in the
affected area and had to be replaced often, usually every other year (Figure 2).
Cathodic protection requires rigorous maintenance in order to be effective. Tubesheet
coatings are used at Arthur Kill Units No. 2 & No. 3 and coatings and cathodic
protection are being employed at Astoria Unit No. 3. Deterioration of water boxes is
also a problem. Most new waterboxes are rubber-lined carbon steel. The most
effective inspection technique for this type of damage is visual examination by
qualified personnel.

Figure 2:

Tubesheet corrosion between three titanium tubes. Depth of attack
approximately Ve" (Arrow).
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Vibration
A serious problem encountered at Arthur Kill Unit No. 3 was tube to tube vibration
wear resulting from mid span collisions of tubes. The root cause of this problem was
inadequate tube support spacing caused by too few tube support plates. It occurred
predominantly at the center spans of peripheral tubes. The tube-to-tube damage
mechanism is described in Figure 3. The problem was detected by eddy current
testing of the tubes in the fall of 1990 during a continuing life inspection and
confirmed by a steam side inspection and subsequent metallurgical analysis. The
wear was found in up to six bays at the mid-span locations.
Although no tubes suffered through wall damage, several tubes sustained 80% wall
loss and were preventively plugged. The problem was mitigated by staking
throughout the condenser although the damage was localized to a specific area of the
bundle. The tube support spacing was about SO".
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Figure 3:

Tube-to-tube wear; Mechanism of scar formation and metal loss.

INSTALLATION RELATED DAMAGE/WELD SPLATTER
Retubed units
An on line tube leak in Astoria Unit No. 3 Condenser occurred in 1989 after four
years of service. The tube leak was investigated with eddy current testing and the
root cause was identified by laboratory examination as weld splatter damage.

m

During the retubing of this unit, a shroud was field welded over the air removal
section resulting in weld splatter melting almost through the tube's wall in several
cases, eventually (four years later) leading to a leak. Consequently all peripheral air
removal section tubes in this condenser were eddy current tested to determine how
widespread the problem was. Stakes were originally installed in this unit so vibration
should not be a problem.
Rebundled Units
Rebundling is not always the panacea. A leaking tube was detected in the periphery
of the bundle at East River Unit No. 7 condenser in 1989 and another in 1990. In the
first case, the leak was eddy current tested; both cases were attributed to installationrelated damage. Leaking tubes detected during the hydrotest at Indian Point Unit No.
2 on the new modular condenser were also due to installation related tube damage. In
this case a hand tool was responsible.
Similarly, a hydrotest at Astoria Unit No. 4 on the new condenser detected leakage of
the tubes due again to weld splatter melting through the tube wall. These tubes were
on the uppermost periphery. All periphery tubes were eddy current tested and new
tubes installed where damage was sustained. Two tubes sustained through wall
damage (Figure 4); several others susuined partial damage.

^ .J

Figure 4:

Through-wall hole caused by weld splatter on titanium condenser tube,
Astoria Unit No. 4.

MiU Defects
Occasionally, an original manufacturer’s mill flaw is detected by eddy current testing.
An example of a mill flaw in a titanium tube from Arthur Kill Unit No. 2 is shown in
Figure 5; the depth of the flaw was approximately 70% through wall.
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Mill flaw on O.D. surface of titanium condenser tube. Arthur Kill Unit
No. 2.

Generally, mill defecu do not propagate during service and do not lead to leaks.
When they are detected, however, the tubes are usually plugged as a precautionary
measure. It is important to note that in most cases of tube damage following
rebundling (except East River Unit No. 7), the damage was detected by the hydrotest
and corrected before the unit went on line. No subsequent cases of further damage
have been reported. Ravenswood Unit No. 1 has not reported any leakage in four
years of operation.
Hydriding
Although this has been a reported problem at other utilities and overseas, there has
been no observed degradation of titanium tubes in Con Edison's condensers as a result
of hydriding. Several uppermost tubes were removed from an older titanium
condenser (Arthur Kill Unit No. 20 which was then 13 years old) in an effort lo
determine if hydriding was present.
Several tests were performed on the tubes, including metallography and strength; none
of which indicated any problem with hydriding. For the test, a tube that had the
greatest propensity for hydriding was selected. In fact, apart from a slight brownish
discoloration, the tubes did not appear deteriorated at all. Titanium units are
projected to provide at least 40 years of relatively maintenance free service.
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Inspection
Con Edison's inspection program for titanium tubed condensers is multitiered and
includes eddy current inspection of tubes on a regular basis. Incoming Quality
Assurance testing was performed on sample tubes for use in Indian Point Unit No. 2
condenser to determine conformance to ASTM B338 Grade 2.
Eddy current testing is performed on a sample of tubes immediately after installation
to determine a base line and also to detect installation related damage or mill flaws.
Eddy current testing is then conducted in two to five years time, barring any
intermediate problems, and repeated at least every five years. In addition, these units
are overhauled every five to seven years tor continuing life assessment. At this time,
a comprehensive inspection is conducted on both the water and steam sides.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR TITANIUM

CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

Philippe Martin, Jean-Paul Heneman
SNECMA - Direcüon de la Quality
B.P. 81
91003 Evry Cedex - Fiance

Abstract

Titanium alloys exhibit outstanding corrosion and mechanical properties that make them peerless for aerospace
applications, like disks and blades of aeroengines for instance. But their fatigue behaviour is extremely sensitive to
melting defects and microstnicaire variations. Quality control and assurance is a critical issue for safe Titanium
operations and is continuously being improved.
Melting defects have been documented as Type I hard a and Type U a and ß segregations. Several tenthes of
potential defect origins have been identified through the whole current 3 VAR process and put under strict Q.A.
specifications. As a result, defect rates delected on billets have been reduced by a factor of ten in the last S years.
Industry wide data base (J.E.T.Q.C.) now provides a statistical knowledge of risk exposures and better
opportunities for corrective actions. New melting processes, like Cold Hearth Melting, are being developed and
could lead to further improvements, provided they will not be plagued by new specific defects or lack of capability
of composition and microstruciure control.
Inspection techniques, i.e. macroelching, X-Ray and, mainly, ultrasonics are being improved as well. Multifocal
scanning and imaging are becoming a standard practice for Premium Quality billets and parts. In the medium term,
advanced signal processing concepts, like 'Time reversal self focusing" or SAFCT, could bring a capability of
inspection titanium through its inherently high, microsctructure related, "grass level", achieving a major
technological breakthrough.
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1- THK PI-APE OP TITANIUM AlJ.nY55 IN ENRINE FAILURES

The mott critical applications of Titanium alloys are certainly the rotative parts of aeroengines : their Quality
Assurance is, of course, driven by flight safely considerations.
Engines account for a small share of air transport accidents. A recent analysis of data has shown that they are
responsible for 12 % of accidents between 1959 and 1989. However, this is not negligible, and it is clearly
necessary to reduced even further W. Moreover, considering engines in commercial air transportation, a particular
safety concern has to be addressed : uncontained failures in the engine, and their repercussions on the airCrame,
systems and penoos carried. They are the main cause of engine-telaied air accidents [fig. 1].
ENGINE RELATED AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS : 12 %
(1959 -1989)
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If we consider the period 1976 -1983, and transport aircraft only, the total uncontained engine part failures is 0,58
per million flight hours. A little more than 25 % of theses failures [Fig. 2] concern discs, with a rate of 0,14 per
million flight hours. For evident reasons of kinetic energy stored in disk fragments, failures of these pans have the
most serious consequences. Of the 52 cases recorded between 1976 and 1983, 12 are classified category 3 :
significant damage to the aircraft (damage to be primary structure, rapid depressurization, fire, slight injuries to the
passengers), while 3 were classified category 4: severe damage to the aircraft (crash, loss of the aircraft, serious or
lethal injury to the passengers).
THE NGN CONTAINED FAILURES ISSUE
SAE nrpom Aif IS]7 A «03

NON CONTAINED FAILURE RATE,
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS
0.58/million hours, 1976-1983
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Category 2 : mioo« airaan damage
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'" Cooptalion in the analysis of data and (he improvemenl of aircraft engine safety J P. HERTEMAN, P. MOUTON SNECMA International Federation of Airworthiness 2 Ist IF A conference October 1991.
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The main mechinisms involved in disk separation «re usually fatigue - related, whether low cycle (induced by
engine operating cycles), or high cycle (intrinsec dynamic modes of the rotor or rotor/stator interactions,
toroetiffie* of aerodynamic origin). The origin of fatigue cracking and fracture often lies in the very design of the
pan [Fig. 3], but fractures are also encountered as a result of maintenance fault (7 of the 52 cases recorded),
machining and surface treatment faults (also 7 cases) and material defects (6 cases).

THE NON CONTAINED FAILURES ISSUE
SAE repotu Air 4003,1976 -1983
UNCONTAINED DISKS FAILURES,
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS
Total record 52, rate 0.15 / million hours
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Although not the most frequent, this lauer cause is of particular importance from the technical standpoint since, as
they can be located anywhere in the volume of the disk, they can give rise to particularly dangerous fragments.
Furthermore, from the psychological standpoint ihey are unacceptable as fractures of this kind can lead to a loss of
confidence by the travelling public.
Titanium alloys have a significant share in the responsability of these uncontained failures. Their outstanding
corrosion resistance properties and excellent ratio strenght/density make them inemplaceable in the production of
high performance aeroengines : they are widely used in disks, particularly in low and high pressure compressor
portions of most but all modem engines. But their fatigue behaviour is extremely sensitive to melting defects and
microstmctuie variations. Several events during the past decades are here to recall it to us. The last one, which
occured in the summer of 1989 in Sioux-City (Iowa) due to an uncontained fan disk burst, lead to the creation of
the FAA 'Titanium Routing Components Review Team". This group, comprising FAA personnel, performed an
extremely exhaustive and in-depth review of the cases of cracking or fracture which have occured in service since
1962, following titanium material defects, and presented its conclusions to the engine manufacturers in May 1991,
and to the airlines in September 1991. It identified 25 cases of cracking or failures : 19 'Type I" defects [Fig. 4]
(hard a, as with the Sioux-City disk) and 6 'Type 11" [Fig. 5] (segregation without sudden rise in hardness or
tearing).
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- Figure 5 Four engine makers were eoneemed. which clearly shows ihal ihe prohlem is a widespread one. Mid no( isotaied or
specific U) such or such a design pracuce or manufacturing process The very high chemical re*:uvity of liquid
bianium encourages the nsk of appearance of the defects mentionned earlier, throughout its working cycle (sponge
manufacturing, melung. etc ) In addition, the meullurgical suucture of utanium gives it a high background
noise, thus making tnspecuon of thts faults by means of ultra.sonic scanning of the forged bUmks more delicate
than with the other families of maicruLs
Then from the present utuation. where utanium defects account for about 0 1 cracking and 0 01 unconiained
failures per million flight hours, which are the opponunities of unprovement few the fuUire ’ Two mam axis seem
10 contain enough ptaentialiucs to achieve a major step in adressing the issue of safer utanium operauons i.e. less
than 0 001 uncontained failures per million flight hour
'iTie first axis concerns the understanding of damage growth mechanisms, and their integrauon m the design. This
knowledge mast overpass the qualitative field, and cover quanutauvely the cineucs of the different poteiuial failure

processus, (heir relation with material structure and processing, as well as their sensibility to environmental factors
fo. I will not develop furthermore this axis in this presentation. Even if promising and essential, it will remain at
least at short term, insufficient: some of the important damage mechanisms are still at a scientific investigation
stage ; furthermore, il appears sometimes very difficult to know completely and precisely the environmental
parameters in which the material has to operate.
The second axis concerns the improvement of the quality of materials, by having an enhanced control of defects. In
this matter, two progression ways have to be pursued : the first one, classical, of the upgrading of the non
destructive testings ; the other one, more global, of the control of the manufacturing processes, from the raw
material to finished product. These two approaches must not be opposed to each other. They are in fact
complementary. Any manufacturing process generates its own defects : the residual risk will result of the
combination of both the risk of non-detection of the defect at inspections, and its occurence rate I3'. Then it is
essential to adress both issues by minimising them. Several recent and future developments offer potentialities to
achieve these goals.

2- THE CONTROL OF THE PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
OF TITANIUM ALLOYS
It is essential to look unceasingly for progressing in the field of generation of defects, to be more preventive, to
make "right at the first time". Reliability of the final inspection is not always sufficient by itself: it is necessary
to associate to it, and sometimes substitute, the reliability of the production and manufacturing processes m.
The control of metallurgical and mechanical quality calls for a panel of coherent tools complementary between
them. Their efficiency is proved and can be illustrated.
a) Statistical survey of process:
Control of processes is the constant research for the lowest possible variability of the caracteristics of the
product. Therefore, it is first necessary to determine this variability, and then to survey its evolution, respecting
the chronology. That necessitates to realize some measurements caracterizing the product at the significant steps
of its production (it may concern non destructive testings incorporated in the processus. and non necessately
final) and the implementation of a statistical survey on these parameters (control charts, histograms of
evolution, etc...).
In the case of titanium alloys, of particular interest is the follow up of melting defects for the reasons explained
above. Non destructive testings directed to delect these defects are mainly the ultrasonic inspection performed on
the billet before forging and on the forged disk at a premachined stage ; also the macrographic inspection is
realized at two steps : forged part - sonic shape - and finished disk-machined. Figure 6 shows an histogram of
evolution of occurence rale of hard a detected during these inspections. It is interesting to see the dramatic
improvements accomplished during the past 10 years, allowing then to measure the impact of the quality
assurance dispositions taken.

Ti QUALITY TRENDS (SNECMA purchtsed nuteriil only)
Flu« *

Endommtiansnt en fttifua oUiocyclique de« ditquet de turbonuchinei ■
J-Y. OUEDOU. Y. HONNORAT, SNECMA - Muiriaux el lechniqua - Juivier/Kvricr 1989.
Let IMIMUU dais la problhnu de fiabiliK « durabiliii. Quell txtt de recherche el de progiis 7
JP.HERTEMAN
SNECMA - Enlreiieiu Science de iMfense. 1990.
L> nuitriM del procitMt de ftbrication dans une conception de loUrancc uix dommigei J P. HERTEMAN - SNECMA - AOARD/SMP report 773.
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Prom our experience, the "key pmmeien* which hive driven this improvemeni and have lo he kept under strict
sndoonstsnl control tie:
introduction of triple melt (1984),
surface conditianiüng of electrodes, especially after primary melting,
welding under chamber with controlled annoaphere,
improvements in sponge process decimnnv risks of fire», finer sponge si»,
reinfotcetnem of fin«! inspection criteria on sponge: visual inspection, contaminated panicles,
ieinfoR«ment of allowed recycled scnps, as for example interdxtion of flame cut recycling,
ultrasonic inspection by immersion,
better control lo avoid melting into stub/holder and no recycling of remaining electrode tops
unproved melting (umaces controls.
However, as shown by this histogram, the frequency of observation of the defects in question has become
indeed too low for a single producer or user to be able on its own to identify significant trends. Only a world
wide quality data base, such as Jet Engine Titanium Quality Comittee created after the Sioux City accident, and
intended as a permanent observatory of titanium manufacturing Quality throughout industry, allows a reliable
statistical evaluation of the occurence rate of these melting defects. Its data base is designed to cover all
titanium producers and currently contains 17 companies. Pooling of infomation for example allows
identification of the areas of the ingot which present the highest risk, or quantification of the progress made, on
a data base ten times greater than that which would be accessible to a sing-e user.
b) Reliabililation of processes:
Actions allowing to have access to it concern qualification of production equipements, and may «xtend up to an
analysis of reliability (FMECA) of them, stability and capability study, implementation of statistical survey of
pertinent operating parameters of these production equipments, and of course, an adequate preventive
maintenance.
Reliability of processes governing metallurgical quality of titanium alloys is of prime concent. Experience as
far as now has shown that any process has its advantages and inconvenients. Consequently, it is mandatory to
gain sufficient experience in order lo determine weaknesses, variability and risks associated with the process.
Then, it is possible to look for the root causes of the potential defects using tools presented above, and to try to
get control of them by setting for example adequate quality assurance dispositions. In order to address the hard a
problem, this approach has been performed recently on VAR melting process currently iised. It has been clearly
shown >s> than nearly 30 different causes could potentially lead to the formation of an hard a In the same time,
a study on the refining capability of the VAR process has been conducted. For the first time, starting from
represeniative artificial defects, it has been demonstrated that the efficiency rate for eliminating hard a defects by
the 3 x VAR process used for disk is approximately 92 %. It is worthwhile to note than more than 20 years of
production with this process have been necessary in order to determine more appropriate and strict quality
assurance specifications. Is another process mote capable ? This is the full intent of the Cold Hearth processes.
Experience gained so far shows that Electron Beam melting has a better capability than 3 x VAR for removing
LDI and HDI; but progress remains to be made to address some risks specifically related to this process :
chemical homogeneity, condensate fall-in, as well as variability resulting of off-nominal conditions such as
melt interruptions.
An other important metallurgical quality aspect for titanium alloys is microstructure variations, resulting both
from ingot lo bar/billet conversion processes and from forging processes. Relationship between microstructure
(size and morphology of grains, primary and secondary phases, banding, heterogeneities, etc...) and crack
iniliation/propagation rale is strong. It is essential for an engine maker lo control this aspect, which governs
the authorized operating life of rotating parts (low cycle fatigue), and also resistance margin in high cycle
fatigue. Compliance with operating life sold to airlines is a major economical goal. The cost of all the
titanium, life limited, critical pans of an engine, represents 10 to 20 % of the engine maintenance cost, which
ranges typically between SO to 100 $ per flight hour. Thus, even a 10 % variation in the certified fatigue life of
these parts (typically 10.000 to 30.000 cycles) would significantly affect the life cycle cost of the engine and be
a serious concern for the airline operating the engine.
Proven capability and consistency of these conversion and forging processes are then mandatory. Figure 7
illustrates an example of capability improvement made in the forging process of fan blades at SNECMA
Gennevilliers, leading to an increase of 75 % of the resistance margin in high cycle fatigue.
I5! TiUnium BIM Alloys Clean Mell Proceu Development
CE. SHAMBLEN, G3. HUNTER GENERAL ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT ENGINE BUSINESS GROUP Proceedingi of Ihe 1989 Vacuum Metallurgy Conference on die Melting and Processing of Specialty Metals.
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Microstructure 2
High cycle fatigue Slrengh 02

Microstructure 1
High cycle fatigue Stiengh 0| = 350 MPi

:

620 M Pa

Figure 7 c) Total Quality Management:
Involvement of people, including operators themselves, by implementation of self- inspection in manufacturing,
of Quality Improvement Teams or action groups, is a most necessary step in process control.
41 Numerical modelisation of processes:
Numerical modelisation of production (melting) and manufacturing (forging, casting, etc...) is undoubtfully a
scientific tool, whose utilisation developps very quickly. Indeed, it offers potentialities to overmultiply.
compared with conventional approaches by subsequent experimental iterauons, industrial capabilities (i.e. at
reasonnablc cost and time) to :
■
-

optimize a manufacturing sequence in regards of given product specifications,
perform studies in regards of some significant but necessarcly varying, parameters of the process,
measure impact and consequences of off-nominal conditions of the process,
correct quickly and efficiently the process in case of trends, or occurencc? of rcpeatablc defects.

SNECMA has undertaken since about 10 years the development of modelisation programs concerning several
processes such as solidification (cquiaxial and directed) of superalloy turbine blades cast under vacuum, as well as
forging (conventional and hot die) and heat treatment of axisymelric parts |6|.In this last case, forge 2 model from
CEMEF is used. The different modelisation steps arc as follows:
-

-

study of the strain/flow of metal by taking as hypothesis the dimensions of the initial mult and shape of dies.
The goal is to get a cartography showing an homogeneous strain without defects (such as lack of filling,
overlap, sharp flow pattern, etc.),
metallurgical study of the thermomcchanical sequence : optimi/.ulio i of the different parameters such as
icnipciiiiure, strain rate, lubricants, etc...

Figure 8 gives an example of flow pallcm problem (overlap and sharp |K:ini) on a titanium forged fan disk ; this
has been analysed and simulated using modelisation, and could be resolved by a mudificalkm of the die radii.

l>a modelisation des procMcs de misc en furmc en Forge el Fomlmc dc precision
Y. HONNORAT. A. LASALMONIF. SNECMA 1 Vmc collixpc Maifriaux pcui l'Ahonauuqiic et I'Espace
Jum mt. Paris
2,(111

Flow puuni atacned
in«Ti6-4fnduk

Simuluion of flow pauem
(initul dupe of diski)

ModUictdon of diet

Flow peoem reeuliin|
of the modifictlion

Figure > • Modeiisation of an isothermal forging
The figure 9 gives another example concerning the hot die forging of Ti 17 compressor disk:
the model was used to study the influence of several forging parameters (initial mult size, die shape, etc...), in a
successful! attempt to assure a minimum amount of working in all areas of the pan. This study is essential to
evaluate dispersion of some mechanical properties within the part, such as fatigue and ductility, as they are lower
in areas with less metal working, where grain size is coarser and eqitiaxial.

■ Figure 9 • ModcUsation of a Til? hot die forging

V NON-DRSTRUCTIVE TESTlNr.

Actions to improve control of production and manufacturing processes are then essential. However, central of
"defects" cannot be considered without an efficient final inspection. No existing process is perfect, and thoae used
for melting and conversion of titanium alloys don't make exception to the rule.
a) Improvement of inspection reliability
No inspection technique provides an absolute filter. The different kinds of non-destructive testing of defects in
materials, whatever is the physical process (ultrasonic, Eddy current, fluorescent penetrant, etc...) used, are all
concerned. Efficiency of a non destructive testing must be analysed in statistical terms : probability of no«
detection of a defect with blown chaiaaeristics and frequency of false calb. A considerable effort must be agreed
2,812

10 get access at the knowledge of elTeciive detection perfonnances of used techniques. This effort is already
engaged concemuig deiecuon of in service defects (i.e. fatigue cracks) by fluorescent penetrant inspecuon,
ultrasonic inspection and Eddy current inspectxxi (figure 10).

It will have to be pursued for deiecuon of manufacuiring defects (hard a, type II. clean voids, etc...), but
probably with a different approach due to the difficulues ro obtain represenulive defects, and the amount of
desenpuve parameters of defects to take uiio account
The «mi«iif«i knowledge of detection perfonnances is one thing, their unprovemeni is another one. The first
aspect of this improvement concerns inspecuon equipemenis by themselves : as defects detected arc more
critical, mam effort is directed on ultrasonic inspection. A recent round robin campaign concerning ultrasonic
response on one calibrauon block clearly illustrates the problem of insufficient repeaubility from one
equipmem to another, wuh difference reaching 6 dB or more. Improvements are needed on each element; US
equipment, transducer, calibrauon block. This situauon justifies the importance U) identify the cnucal
parameters of each of these elements : then, these ones can be put under control by specifying limits. Figure 11
illustrates differences of responses obtained from two transducers commonly used in the industry Also, an
important task to achieve is to establish coherent calibrauon condiuons. by using “reference material" and
generaliuHion of Flat Bottom Hole Another aspect of performances improvement is undoubifully automation
of inspecuon ; more than new physical processes (infrared thermography, laser holography, ecu. ) which don’t
bring a significant gam in term of deiecuon levels compared with current processes, decisive progresses are
especied from ausomation.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Prediction of flaw response from plane reflector response
PLANE REFLECIORI
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Figure 11 b) Quantify the non desmiciive testing
Non destructive inspection techniques have very often a nature rather qualitative (good/bad) than quantitative
(characterization of the detected defect). This fact limits their ability to act as a major tool in the accession to
process control, and, sometimes, reduces their efficiency to be a filter of any "mechanically inacceptaUe" defect
This is exactly the case concerning material defects in titanium alloys : hard a and type II segregation are
typical defects resulting of the melting process, clean voids are generated during iheimomechanical conversion.
The nocivity of these defects depends on their physical nature, the condition of their interface with the sound
matrix, the presence ornol of any decoheskm, and of course, their dimension and orientation. Their occurrence
rate is also variable:
< 2.10-'Z kg for hard a
< 4.10 -7 / kg far high density inclusion
< 4.10 -* / kg for clean void.
Moreover, non destructive inspections directed to detect them (very often ultrasonic) are not calibrated "in
absolute", but in regards of internal references specific to each technique: for example, cylindrical hole with flat
bottom perpendicular or parallel with the ultrasonic beam, of a given diameter.
Consequently, the inspection does not take into account completly all the parameters affecting the nocivity of
the defects. Even on the simple side of the dimensions, the relations between the "true" physical size and its
"apparent size" during ultrasonic inspection (resulting of the comparison between defect response and standard
flat bottom hole) is far to be evident, as shown by figure 12 '7I.

f Pr&tude du progrunme d'uniliorttion du conuole littne L. BEFFY, G. MANOENET, J M. THERET, SNECMA - F<vrkr 1991.
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In this field, u for detection reliability, the development of signal processing techniques, the use of multitnnsducers systems, etc... let hope to considerable progress during the next decade.
c) Improvement of titanium alloys inspection
In enter to answer to the priority on titanium alloys, a specific improvement plan directed towards performances
of non-destnictive testing has lo be pursued. The objectives settled down concern:
better in process detection of hard a,
better inspection of critical Ti parts, whatever process used.
At short term, some improvements are possible by using best stale of the art ultrasonic techniques available :
some of the possibilities have already been mentioned above concerning equipments and calibration, but are far
to cover all potentialities. For example, the present status of titanium inspection reveals that two causes among
others limit its performance: the noise level generated by the material structure and the curvilign shape of the
entry surface. Actions have been undertaken in order to establish the correlaiion between billet structure and
noise level. It appears that there is a strong effect of texture (arrangement of grains) and also microstructure.
The optimization of thermo-mechanical processing of ingot to billet, limitation of billet size, are then largely
contributing to enhance inspectability. Also, in order to avoid any distorsion of the focal spot in the billet due
to the curved entry surface, the use of bi-focal transducers, for example, is capable, as shown by figure 13, to
improve the performance of detection on billet.
The combined impact of these actions has already resulted in a reduced noise level, but they will have to be
continued in order to meet FAA recommendations.
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At medium term, only new technologies will be capable to bring a drastic improvement in detection
performance. SNECMA has engaged beginning 19C1. an imponam two years program on the development of a
new technique: Tune Reversal Self Focusing" I8', Focusing an ultrasonic wave on a defect of unknown shape
through an inhomogeneous medium of any geometrical shape is a challenge in nan destructive testing. The use
of a Time Reversal Mirror (TRM) represents an original solution to this problem. It realizes in real time a
focusing process matched to the defect shape to propagation medium and to the geometries of the mirror and of
the medium. It is a self-adaptation technique which compensates for any geometrical distortions of the mirror
structure as well as for distortions due to the propagation through inhomogeneous media.
A Time Reversal Mirror is made from a 2D array of trMismit-receive transducers. The process require four steps
[Fig. 14]. The first step consists in transmitting a wave front from the liquid towards the solid, from the
transducer array to the unknown target The target generates a backscattered acoustic field that propagates
through the solid and is distorted by refraction through the solid-liquid interface (mode conversions can occur
and are involved in the process). The second step is the recording step; the scattered and refracted araustk: field
is recorded as a pressure field by the transducer array. In the third step, the transducer array generates on its
surface the time reversed field (i.e. the field is retransmitted in a reversal temporal chronology : last in - first
out). This pressure field back propagates through the liquid-solid interface, and oplimaly focuses on the defect
inside the solid. During the last step, the transducer array receives the acoustic field coming from the defect
which can be dew^ in such a way. Moreover, in case of multiple targets, the process u cspaUe by interactive
mode to focuse on the most reflective one.

I') Tim« RCVOMI Method to improve ullntonic tatpettian of timium tUayi Prof. M. FINK. DincMur du Uborooire Ondei a Acouitiqua de PARIS VIl. IM. THERET. Muuier. Qmlily
Technology - SNECMA.

A 128 chwel proiocype has been buih. Expenmeno on uianiim smptes coMaining difrercm kinds of vtiricial
defects aid induced had a demonsnung die efficiency of the technique. SR in progress. An exanpk of seiffdcttsiiig on an off-axa (S mm) hard a m Ti6-4 is presented m figure IS.

DEFECT ECHO

FRONT ECHO

BACKECHO

Figure 15
The goal SNECMA is aimii^ ai. is to be able to detect a 0.2 mm EFBH reHector through a 0.4 nun EFBH
noise level, achieving a nugor technological breakthrough m detection performances.
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4-CONCLUSION
Potentialities exist to achieve a major step in addressing the issue of safer titanium opetations. The control of
metallurgical and mechanical quality resulting of melting processes has made significant progress during the past
decade, due ID sant appropriate and strict quality assurance specifications. New melting processes, like Cold Hearth
Melting, co'ild lead to further improvements, provided they will not be plagued by new specific defects, or lack of
capability rcwlting of off-nominal conditions.
Whatever process used, an efficient filler in final inspection by non-destructive testing will remain a key in the
control of defects. Development of new technologies, such as a 'Time Reversal Self Focusing", at SNECMA,
may bring i major contribution towards that goal, opening ability to act both as a tool in the accession to process
control ami as a filter of "mechanically inaccepttble" defect.
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Abstract
Laser induced ultrasonics with various noncontactin^ and contacting sensors is being
developed to detect defects in materials. The technique is being evaluated for use with large,
industrial sized metals, such as ingots, billets, and other large structures common to Oregon
metals industry to detect flaws such as inclusions, voids, high porosity, shrink pipe, and
other irregularities. This NOT inspection would normally be done on machined surfaces by
C-Scan ultrasonic methods in water or by labor intensive transducer contact. If successful,
the laser method could offer significant time and cost savings over conventional C-Scan testing by
allowing inspection without surface machining and a much faster scanning rate. Results
indicated that strong ultrasonic stignals can be induced by pulsed laser deposition on rough, ascast, surfaces. Signal-to-noise ratio was quite limiting when using noncontact optical sensing
techniques but was considerably improved when using piezoelectric pinducers with couplant
on the rough surfaces.
Introduction
Stress waves induced by a pulsed laser interacting with a material surface have been used by
the first author (1-4) and others (5-9) in material behavior applications and nondestructive
testing (NDT) in which the unique noncontacting feature is required and/or convenient.
Totally noncontact testing has been achieved by the use of laser interferometry to record the
response.(l) Other optical methods such as laser speckle interferometry which do not require
a specular surface might also be of interest.(lO) Convenient practical application could be
achieved with use of fiber optics or a rotating mirror for directing the high energy and
detection laser beams. This technique should be easily adapted to large structures which may
have very rough surfaces typical of as-cast and remelt surfaces without major difficulties.
Laser induced ultrasonics oner some key advantages over conventional methods including
1.
2.
3.
4.

Large stress amplitude of very short duration
Remote testing convenient for severe environment and toxic samples
Test time is only a few microseconds
There are few restrictions on specimen size, configuration

^liis work was performed as part of the Oregon Metals Initiative Program which is funded
through partnership with the Oregon Economic Development Department and Oregon
Lottery, the U.S. Bureau of Mines, and Oregon metals industries.
Titanium '92
Scwnca and Tadmology
Edmd by F.H. Fro« and I. Caplan
Ttw Minwolt, Mctalt & Molwialt Sociity, 1993
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Laser excitation conveniently allows for point, line, or distributed acoustic source
Simultaneous generation of compressional, shear, and surface waves is possible
Rapid scanning of the specimen
Potentially total noncontact NDT using interferometric or other noncontact sensing

Body and surface ultrasonic waves may be simultaneously generated by pulsed laser
deposition permitting inspection for either surface cracks and irregularities or subsurface
flaws. Signal filtering to emphasize the desired signal will probably be necessary.
Alternately, studies are currently underway to enhance the desired wave type needed
(11-13).
A recent literature review has shown that significant research on laser generated ultrasonics
and detection is currently being done by Wagner and Green at the NDE Center at John
Hopkins University (13, 14), at Texas A & M University by Burger (IS, 16), by researchers
at the University of Hull in England (17, 18), at the Georgia Institute of Technology (11),
and by Monchalin and co-workers ath the Industrial Materials Research Institute in Canada
(19,20).
Methodology
Research was conducted using facilities of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at
Oregon State University. A Holobeam ruby laser, Q-pulsed with a Pockel's cell, produced
light energy pulses up to 2 Joules at about 30 ns duration. Alignment and interferometry
were accomplished with a Hughes S mW helium-neon and a Lexel 1 Watt argon ion laser.
Transient data were recorded with a variety of analog and digital oscilloscopes with
maximum bandwidth up to ISO MHz. All tests were conducted at energy levels sufficient to
induce the ablative mode of ultrasonics as opposed to purely thermoeleasüc generation.
Figure 1 shows schematic of the test arrangement using interferometry for sensing laser
induced, ablation mode ultrasonic disturbances and Fig. 2 illustrates data acquisition
instrumentation used for all work.
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Figure 1 - Laser induced ultrasonics using interferometry sensing.
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Figure 2 - Data acquisition arrangement.
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Initial testing was done with aluminum samples followed by work with laser induced
ultrasonics in titanium, zirconium and other metals of interest with samples reaching
dimensions up to 27 inches. Michelson interferometry and piezoelectric pinducers were
normally used as sensors with extensive studies carried out separately to explore various
noncontacting optical techniques, particularly speckle interferometry.
Wavelength
(frequency) was typically determined along with propagation distances. Both spot and line
focusing of the Q-pulsed ruby laser was employed using convex and cylindrical lenses,
respectively. Tests were conducted to study both propagation of body and surface waves.
I^^r Geneaial "Itrasonics Using Rough Metal Surfaces
Field application taking advantage of laser generated ultrasonics will require suitable
ultrasonic wave generation on rough surfaces such as found with remelt ingots and as-cast
surfaces where roughness can exceed 1 mm. Considerable effort was expended to evaluate
laser ultrasonics in samples having rough to extremely rough surfaces as obtained from
industry. Various optical, noncontacting, sensing means were studied including Michelson
and speckle interferometry. These require a specular or reasonably smooth surfaces to give
good signal to noise output and are tedious to set up. As a contacting alternative sensor,
piezoelectric contact transducers called "pinducers" were studied and appear adaptable to
rough surfaces and in-the-fieid measurements. Test results follow for individual studies
completed to date.
IjOTlnrinri^Piila-Shapt'

The shape of the pressure pulse induced by laser deposition was studied by using a shock
wave piezoelectric transducer with a 1/4" aluminum plate. This arrangement is capable of
recording the actual time history of the ultrasonic pressure pulse as it is initiated by surface
ablation. With propagation, the pulse begins to break up due to many influences including
edge effects, gram structure, voids and inclusions, interaction with reflected waves, etc. The
results of this simple test «ue shown in Fig. 3 and illustrate the clean, smooth shape of the
initial disturbance.
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Figure 3 - Initial shape of laser induced stress pulse.
Simultaneous Generation of Longitudinal. Shear and Surface Waves
An experiment conducted on an aluminum block showed that a line deposition source
produced clear ultrasonic signals travelling at longitudinal, shear, and surface (Rayleigh)
wave velocities. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 4 where the line deposition
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Figure 4 • Laser Induced Ultrasonics in aluminum block.
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and the Michelson interferometer sensing spot are on adjacent faces of the block. The trace
shows the fiducial F at the time of laser firing followed by clear signal arrivals for the
longitudinal wave L and the shear wave S travelling from A to B, for the surface wave S
travelling across the corner from A to C to B, and a reflected shear wave Sr travelling from
A to D and reflecting to D.
laser Induced Ultrasonics in Smooth Surface Titanium Blocks and Rods
Michelson interferometry was used to monitor laser induced ultrasonics in titanium alloy
block and long rods with machined surfaces. The longitudinal wave arrival was clearly
observed in the block at 6.67 jtsec after the laser firing naucial as shown in Fig. S. Laser
deposition on the end of two titanium alloy rods also produced clear longitudinal signals
which are shown in Fig. 6 for one rod.
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Figure S - P-wave in titanium block.
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Figure 6 - P-wave induced in titanium rod.

As known from the Hughes method of ultrasonics in rods, the longitudinal signal in the rod is
followed by successive signals arriving at limes related to the shear wave velocity in the
material. This information is sufficient to evaluate the elastic constants of the material which
was done for each titanium rod using laser ultrasonics and conventional ultrasonics. Results
compared favorably with typical published values (see Table 1).
Table I

Elastic constants of titanium evaluated by laser ultrasonics,
conventional ultrasonics, and compared with published values.
USX
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Laser Ultrasonics Induced in rough Surfaces
Laser induced ultrasonic pulses were studied using as-cast surfaces from a titanium billet
about 4 inches in diameter and a 56 lb remelt segment of zirconium. The titanium billet
surface was reasonably smooth but the zirconium had extremely rough surfaces in some
locations. Measurements of laser-induced ultrasonic pulses was monitored in both specimens
using a piezoelectric pinducer in contact with the rough surface. A drop of oil was applied
for couplant. While stronger signals were obtained in the titanium, clear arrival and
reflection from the far surface of the dilatational wave was found in both samples.
The pitch-catch approach was used and in some cases it was possible to also detect arrivals of
shear and surface (Rayleigh) waves, especially in the titanium with its smoother surface.
Measurable signals were propagated up to S inches in zirconium and over 20 inches in
titanium. A raw data trace is shown in Fig. 7 for laser induced ultrasonics traveling across
2,822

Arrival Hnwt
49.1

81.9

Figure 7 - Laser ultrasonics induced in 4-inch diameter titanium billet.
the 4 inch diameter of the titanium billet. The successive signals show the first arrival of the
dilatation (compressive) pulse (D), a small shear wave signal (S), a strong reflected dilatation
(RDi), and a strong second reflection (Rp2) where the disturbance has now traveled five
diameters or about 20 inches. Times are given in microseconds.
The piezoelectric pinducer, while a contacting transducer, shows promise for field
application. Its small diameter, less than 0.1 inch, makes its use with rough surfaces more
feasible than conventional ultrasonic transducers and sensitivity is about the same. Good
signals were achieved with minimal attention to alignment of the pinducer to the surface and
to coupling.
Use of Piezoelectric Pinducer Sensor with Rough Surface
The piezoelectric pin transducer (or pinducer) as available off-the-shelf from Valpey-Fisher,
was tested as an alternative to the Michelson interferometer which seems to require
moderately smooth surfaces for adequate signal to noise ratio. The outside diameter of the
pinducer is about Smm with a 2 mm diameter, 1 MHz piezoelectric crystal. The small
diameter permits its use with fairly rough surfaces when a couplant is used. To test the
pinducer, a SO mm diameter aluminum disk with smooth sides was used with pulsed laser
deposition on one side and pinducer sensing on the opposite side.
Many tests showed the pinducer to give strong, repeatable signals. To check a worse case
application, a small gap (0.2-0.4mm) between the pinducer and specimen was intentionally
set and couplant was applied. The signal was somewhat weaker than for good contact but
signals were still clear enough for the accurate determination of wave arrival time. Without
couplant, in any case, the signal was very weak and unacceptable. When couplant is used,
the pinducer appears to be a suitable sensor for even very rough and curved surfaces.
Pulse-Echo Approach Using Pinducer and Digital Signal Processing
Effective ultrasonic NDT often employs the pitch-echo method in which the wave generation
and detection are done on the same surface of specimen. In this approach, the flaw depth
from the surface can be calculated using the known speed of wave propagation and the flight
time of the wave reflected from the flaw. In Fig. 8, the schematic diagram is shown of a
pulse-echo test using laser ultrasonics and the pinducer sensor. An artificial flaw, consisting
of a threaded screw hole of 5 mm diameter, is located 12.4 mm below the surface. The laser
was focused to a surface point of about 1-2 mm diameter by an optical lens at the center line
of the artificial flaw. The horizontal distance of the pinducer from the flaw center line was
varied for each test. When the pinducer was located Smm from the laser beam, the reflected
dilatational wave was found to have higher frequency content compared with the much
stronger, superposed surface wave and could be easily detected in spite of its small
amplitude. Following the surface wave were many reflected waves and noise.
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Figure 8 - Schematic for pulse-echo testing using pinducer.
Wave signals in the time domain are often noisy and superposed leading to difficulties in
detecting reflected signals from a flaw. Spectrum analysis can provide useful information
about the frequency characteristic of the obtained signal. Also, the desired wave can be
enhanced by filtering noise and undesired frequency components. A digital filtering program
with low, high, and band pass filtering capability was developed for this purpose. If a wave
reflected from flaw has a specific frequency, band pass filtering could provide a powerful
tool for flaw detection. Figure 9 shows an example of band pass filtering of the signal for
the configuration shown in Figure 8 where the pinducer is spaced S mm from the laser
deposition area. The high frequency content of the flaw-reflected dilatation is enhanced
while the lower frequency surface waves have been filtered out.

Figure 9 - Original signal with filtered signal enhancing reflected wave.
I up; tTltminnic Generation in Remdt Zirconium Surface
Figure 10 shows test schematic for 57 lb section of zirconium remelt with the original rough
surface and a machined portion. This test was conducted to determine effect of a very rough
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Figure 10 - Schematic of zirconium segment sample having original,
rough and machined surfaces for laser deposition.
IK4

metal surface on ultrasonic generation. The laser deposition was focused to about 1 mm
diameter to get sharper, stronger signals. A comparison of the signals from laser deposition
on the original remelt and the machined surfaces showed very little difference. The degree
of surface roughness, however, was found to change significantly along the surface. In the
extreme case, voids just under the surface prevent«! generation of ultrasonic waves.
Therefore, such surfaces would not be amenable to ultrasonic testing by any means.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that ultrasonic waves suitable for non-destructive evaluation can be
conveniently generated in rough metal surfaces common to the Oregon metals industry.
Compiessive dilatational, shear, and surface waves were all clearly induced. While laser
deposition conditions can be varied to emphasize each mode, digital filtering appears to be
necessary to separate out the desired information.
Michelson interferometry offers
noncontact sensing of ultrasonic displacements but does not appear suitable for field
rlication due to stringent requirements on the surface condition. Speckle interferometry
ws greater promise but signal-to-noise output needs to be enhanced. While requiring
contact, piezoelectric "pinducers" look very promising for convenient field application with
their high signal sensitivity and very small contact area.
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ULTRASONIC NOISE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON FLAW DETECTABILITY IN
AIRCRAFT ENGINE ALLOYS

R. B. Thompson, J. H. Rose, F. J. Margctan, and Y. K. H. Han
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Abstract
Recent efforts to develop a quantitative relationship between backscattered ultrasonic
noise, the parameters of an ultrasonic measurement system and the microstructure of a
material are reported. Included is the derivation of a general model and its reduction to
computation for the absolute level of the noise signals. Experimental tests of the model's
ability to predict (1) the absolute signal levels in alloys of simple microstructure and (2) the
general dependence of the signals on measurement parameters in alloys of more complex
microstructure are presented Included is a discussion of the use of the model to predict
the dctectability of small flaws such as hard-alpha inclusions.
Introduction
Ultrasonic backscattering noise, associated with reflections from microstructural
inhomogeneities, can impose a fundamental limitation on the ability to detect small flaws in
structural alloys. This problem is of particular importance in commercial titanium alloys,
since (1) the two-phase structure can lead to noise that is both large and highly anisotropic
and (2) some important classes of defects, e.g., hard-alpha inclusions, have very weak
reflectivities. However, there does not presently exist a quantitative understanding of the
relationship of the microstructure to the noise. Such knowledge would be of interest in
both predicting the dctectability of flaws in components with particular microstructures and
in designing microstructures which would minimize that noise. This paper summarizes
recent progress in the development of a theory that would predict these noise relationships
and presents an example of its use in assessing flaw detectability.
The Noise Model
A model has been developed which predicts the rms noise level in terms of a material
fieure-of-merit (FOM), which is uniquely determined by the microstructure of an alloy.
Hie noise model has two parts, one which relates the microstructure to the FOM and one
which relates the FOM to the noise signals that would be observed in the laboratory with a
particular measurement system. Models for each are described below.
A phenomenological model has been developed to predict the backscattered noise level for
tone burst measurements in polyciystals [1,2]. This independent scattering model (ISM)
assumes that the power scattered from individual grains can be added to determine the
total backscattered power, i.e. the scattering is assumed to be incoherent. A measurement
model [3] is utilized to quantify the relative contributions of the parameters of the
measurement system and of the microstructure. The result is the following relationship for
the backscattered noise seen at time t in a pulse-echo, tone-burst immersion experiment:
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Here N(t) is the rms backscattered noise (averaged over transducer location above the
specimen), normalized by the amplitude of a front surface reference signal, n is the
number of grains per cubic centimeter and I A |is the rms average scattering amplitude for
backscatter from a single grain at the inspection frequency (A will be defined in more detail
below), p, v, a and k are respectively density, velocity, attenuation, and wave number,
with subscript "o" referring to water and "1" referring to solid; Tol and R0I, are liquid-solid
transmission and reflection coefficients, respectively, a is the transducer radius, D is a
diffraction coefficient (related to beam spread) in the reference experiment, and
C (x, y, 2) is a normalized beam displacement amplitude. For the front-surface reference
signal, E(t) is the envelope of the tone burst, and has maximum amplitude £„,.,,. Z„ and
Z0, are the water path lengths in the reference and noise experiments, respectively. The
integration is performed over the volume of the solid. Here t0 is a function of depth within
the solid, and represents the time delay between the reference signal and the noise signal
scattered from a grain at depth z.
Equation (1) contains two factors. The microstructure is found to be characterized by a
figure-of-merit (FOM) given, for a single-phased microstructure, by the quantity n '/21 A j,
where I A I is the rms scattering amplitude of a grain embedded in an effective medium.
The scattering amplitude, A, is a fundamental quantity in elastic wave scattering theory; it
relates the amplitude of a spherically scattered wave to the properties of a discontinuity,
which is assumed to be illuminated by a plane wave of unit amplitude [4]. When the rms
average of the scattering amplitude is evaluated for single-phase microstructures based on
a related but more formally rigorous model valid only for plane waves, one finds that for
hexagonal crystallites [5].
(F.O.M)-

2n3'2/2

Täi/fCX.-^nJV

<VZ>F1
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(2)

where
F.-OgZc?,- 128cuc13*48c23-256c11C33 + 32c13C33+ 1120^256c11c44+ 192c13C44 + 64c33C44+ 192c44)/1575
with cjj being an element of the elastic stiffness matrix of the crystallites. The same
expression holds for the case of cubic symmetry, with c, 3 - c, a , and 033-0,1. Above, V
denotes the volume of a scatterer, and <... > denotes the ensemble average. The frequency
is denoted by /, while u 1, *•• and \\. „ are the longitudinal wave velocity and the two Lame
parameters of the effective medium that is obtained from (the density and) the Voigt
average of the elastic constants. It is thus possible to directly predict the FOM given the
metallosraphic determination of the grain size distribution and knowledge of the single
crystal elastic constants of the material, which can often be found in the literature.
The remaining factor of Eq. (1), with the exception of the attenuation constant a,, is
essentially independent of microstructure and depends on the details of the measurement
svstem. The pnmary dependence is on the beam pattern of the transducer which enters
through the factor of C* in the integrand. This is computed using the Gauss-Hermite beam
modeTl6,7].
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Experimenlal Validation
The ability of the model to predict absolute noise levels for fine-drained specimens [2] is
demonstrated in Figure 1. In the top portion of that figure, we display five rms noise
functions observed in a single Ti-6% Al-2% Sn-4% Zn-6% Mo specimen. Five
experimental trials were conducted, each using a different transducer excited with a
1 - pscc duration 15-MHz tone-burst. Three of the transducers were focussed and two
were planar. In the bottom portion of Figure 1 we display the rms noise functions predicted
by the ISM for the five experimental trials. (The model results assume a value of 0.06
cm"1^ for the specimen's FOM at 15 MHz, with the value being chosen to give best fit).
The overall level of agreement between the measured and predicted noise levels in Figure
1 is striking.
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Figure 1.
Measured (a) and predicted (b) normalized rms grain noise curves for one
Ti-6246 specimen. Five experimental trials were performed using five different
transducers.
For a given specimen, the FOM can be deduced from an experimental N(t) curve by
dividing the observed noise by model values of those factors which lie to the right of /n M |
in Eq. (1). Since the FOM depends only upon the microstructure of the specimen, the
quotient should be independent of time, and independent of the particulars of the
measurement system. In Figure 2, we display the FOM values for the Ti-6246 specimen,
deduced from the measured noise data of Figure 1. The scatter in the deduced FOM
values is seen to be dramatically less than the variations in the raw noise curves, suegesting
that, to first order, the ISM is correct and the FOM is a material property. It should be
noted, however, that in strongly attenuating samples the fit is not as good, presumably due
to multiple scattering effects. Further work is required to complete our understanding of
such cases.
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Figure 2.
FOM at 15 MHz for the Ti-6246 specimen of Figure 1. The FOM has been
interred from the noise data by using the ISM (Eq. 1) to remove the influence of the
measurement apparatus.
Given this direct measurement of the FOM, the next step in model validation is to compare
the ultrasonically determined values to values obtained independently. For this
comparison, we have chosen to make measurements on samples of randomly oriented,
single-phased, equiaxed microstructures. These samples include a specimen of
alpha-titanium produced using powder metallurgical techniques [8], a sample of 304 cast
stainless steel, and a sample of commercially pure copper. For each of these samples, the
average grain size was determined by standard metallographic analysis.
Table I presents the results of a comparison of the FOM values determined by ultrasonic
noise measurements and by metallographic analysis [9]. The fourth column gives the FOM
as predicted from Eq. (2), while the fifth column presents the value inferred from the
ultrasonic experiments and Eq. (1). Where a range of values is indicated for the
metallographic FOM, this range is a result of the uncertainty in the mean grain size inferred
Table I.
Comparison of FOM Values Obtained from Ultrasonic Experiment and
Metallographic Analysis.
Material

»Titanium
304-Stainless
Copper

Frequency
(MHZ)

Grain
Diameter
(Microns)

15
5
5

64-112

0.021 - 0.048

0.035 - 0.042

- 100
150-300

-0.021
0.044-0.124

0.032-0.038
0.06 - 0.08

Metallographic Ultrasonic
FÖM
(cm-1")
(enrfo)

from micrographs. The range of values for the ultrasonically determined FOM arises from
the fact that, in practice, the deduced FOM is weakly dependent on the time (or depth) at
which the rms noise data is analyzed. Given these variabilities, the agreement in Table I is
believed to be quite good, particularly in light of the fact that there are no adjustable
parameters involved.
Although requiring more extensive validation, these results suggest that it is possible to
predict the FOM for simple microstructures from first principles.
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The next step is to consider the two-phased alleys that are used in actual engines. The
theory is not presently available to predict the FOM's from first principles. However, some
ultrasonic measurements of these parameters have been performed for commercial alloys
with very interesting results. The particular set of samples studied in detail were fabricated
from Ti-6% Al-2% Sn-4% Zr-6% MO as part of an Air Force manufacturing technology
program [10]. The starting point was VAR melted material, processed to an equiaxed
alpha-beta microstructure at 6-inch diameter billet. Further heat treatment utilized to
modify the microstructure is summarized in Table II. Note that the beta transus for this
alloy is 1775° F, so that the first 3 samples were annealed below the beta transus while the
fourth was annealed above the beta transus.
Table II.
Further Heat Treatment of Ti-6246 Specimens.
Specimen

Anneal
Temp.

Anneal
Time

Cooling
Method

Al

1670^

IHr.

Air Cool

0

A2

1745 F

IHr.

Air Cool

B2

17450F

8Hr.

Water Quench

Cl

1795T

IHr.

Air Cool

(Beta transus = 1775°F)
Backscattered grain noise measurements at IS MHz were made through three orthogonal
faces of each specimen, and the noise data for each propagation direction was analyzed to
extract the ultrasonic FOM [2]. The results are summarized in Figure 3 [91. It is interesting
to note that the sample processed above the beta transus had similar FOM values in each
direction, while those processed below the beta transus exhibited considerable anisotropy,
with the lowest values being obtained when the ultrasonic waves propagated along the axis
of the billet. The origin of this anisotropy has not yet been fully identified. Micrographs
indicate that the microstructure in the three orthogonal directions are quite similar, as
shown in Figure 4. However, macrographs illustrate considerable anisotropy, with highly
elongated regions being the dominant feature. The maximum noise signals occur when
these macrostructural elements present the largest area to the ultrasonic beam, as will be
discussed in detail in a subsequent publication.
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Figure 3.
Figure-of-Merit for Grain Noise Severity. Values at 15 MHz for Four Ti-6246
specimens.
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METALLOGRAPHY OF Ti-6-2-4-6
Specimen A2

Figure 4.

Micrographs of 3 orthogonal faces of Ti-6246 specimen A2.
Flaw Signal Models

Models are also available to predict the strengths of signals reflected from particular flaws,
again as influenced by the parameters of the measurement system. Space constraints
preclude elaboration on such models. However, it can be noted that important input
parameters are the estimates of the size, shape and properties of the flaw. Particular
attention has been placed on the case of hard-alpha inclusions (2,11].
Detectability Predictions
With techniques in place to predict the absolute values of the defect signals and the rms
noise, it becomes possible to make quantitative predictions of the signal-to-noise ratios, an
important step towards the development of a fully engineered detection capability. To
illustrate this possibility, a series of calculations has been made [2]. In these simulations,
three types of reflectors were compared; a flat crack oriented perpendicular to the beam, a
spherical void, and a spherical hard-alpha inclusion. The latter was assumed to have
ultrasonic wave speeds that were 8% greater than those of the titanium-alloy matrix and a
density thatwas 1% less. Predictions were made for two materials. One had a FOM of
0.080 cm-'/2 at 15 MHz, and the other had a FOM of 0.008 cnr1'2 These values were
chosen to approximate the extremes of the FOM values observed in the four Ti-6246
specimens discussed in Fig. 3. In Figure 5, the performances that would be expected using
a foc'issed probe and an unfocussed probe of similar diameter are compared. The 20 dB
improvement offered by focussing for this particular case is clearly evident. Note, however,
that the beam has been assumed to be focussed on the flaw rather than on the surface of
the part, in contrast to a common industrial practice. Figure 6 compares the reflectivity of
the three flaw types at 15 MHz. The crack and the pore are seen to produce backscattered
signals of comparable amplitude, with the signal from the hypothesized hard-alpha
inclusion being lower by about 40dB. Finally, Figure 7 compares the detectability of the
hypothesized hard-alpha inclusion in the two materials with differing noise levels when the
focussed probe is used. Whereas a lOdB signal-to-noise ratio is reached at a radius of 0.3

um

mm in the low-noise alloy, it has not been reached for radii as large as 1 cm in the
high-noise alloy. Such calculations provide a means of quantitatively predicting the effects
ofmicrostructure on flaw detectability.

.01
.1
FltwRtdfut (cm)

(cm)

Figure 5.
Comparison of detection of
hypothetical hard-alpha inclusion using
focussed and planar probes in
high-noise, Ti-6246 alloy (IS MHz,
1-gsecond toneburst). Each
transducer has a 0.5" diameter; the
focussed probe has a focal length in
water of 3".

Figure ö.Comparison of the
detection of three classes of
inclusions with the focussed probe
(IS MHz, 1-iisecond
toneburst).

Figure 7.
Comparison of the detectability of a hypothetical hard-alpha inclusion in two
alloys with differing levels of microstructural noise (1S MHz, 1 -^second toneburst). ^
Conclusions
In our investigation of backscattercd noise, we have defined a figure-of-merit (FOM) for
inherent noise severity, and shown how this material property may be extracted from
measured noise data. For single-phase metal specimens, including alpha-titanium, we have
demonstrated that the extracted FOM is in good agreement with the value expected from a
first-principals model calculation. We have also demonstrated that the rms noise level

im

obterved in a given inspection senario can be accurately predicted if the specimen's FOM is
known. Finalty, we have carried out illustrative calculations of signal-to-noise ratios for
hypothesized hard-alpha inclusions in titanium specimens.
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Abitrsct
Major daaagei on titaniua condemer tube for power plant are defect!
occurred in tube aanufacturing process, vibration crack, «teaa-side droplet
erosion and others.
Visual inspection (VT) and Eddy Current Teat (BCT)
are frequently applied Non-Destructive Bxaaination (NDB) aethods for the
dasages. but specific VT and BCT aethods under the aost suitable condition
should be selected for each different daaage fora to obtain aore detail
inforaation of the tube.
This paper introduces special NDB techniques we
usually apply and these features to confira the titaniua tube daaages of
power plant steaa condenser.
Introduction
In recent years, thin titaniua tubes have been eaployed for aain steaa
condenser in the aost of nuclear and large capacity fossil power plants.
The titaniua tubes are always exposed in sea water directly, but we have
not received a report about any corrosion daaage of the inside surface of
the tube, because of its good corrosion resistant property.
As conventional daaages of titaniua tube, soae kinds of weld defect
generated in the longitudinal welding process and vibration crack in
operation have been reported, and soae counteraeasures for such defects
have been considered.
Steaa side droplet erosion, that was reported for
last few years, is occurred on the tube outside surface.
This type of
erosion was often appeared in the nuclear plants that use copper alloy
tube, but the problea on copper alloy tube is not so aajor until now
because copper alloy tube is rather thick than aost of the titaniua
condenser tube.
However, steaa erosion is serious problea for the
titaniua tube having very thin wall thickness.
Heavily attacked tubes are soaetiaes attended with aany isolated deep
pores, and finally, .the daaaged tubes aay be renewed according to the
erosion condition.
In this case, aany tube holes of support plate should
be inspected to detect and reaove hazardous notch and rust so as not to
injure the new tubes.
Titanium V2
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Bum For« of Steil Condemer Tube
(1) Defect» in the tube unuficturin« procett
Tittniua tubes used for a steal condenser in power plants are nonally
welded type thin tubes (O.S - 0.7M), and defects occurred in the
■anufacturing process »oietiies give a fatal daiage.
As such the
defects, weld defects (rounded porosity, slug inclusion, piping, incoiplete
penetration, etc.). aaterial defects and physical defects in the
■anufacturing process are considered, but mott of the tube with such
defects are excluded by various inspections.
Noraally, the tubes are
thoroughly inspected by Ultrasonic Test, BCT. VT and air leak test until
the end of the aanufacturing process, but tomt kinds of defects have been
detected in soie condenser tubes (especially, the tube ■anufactured in the
early stage) during a periodic inspection.
Pig.l shows typical weld and material defects (a porosity in the weld,
inclusions in the Material, a crack of the inside surface of the weld)
detected by BCT of In Service Inspection.
However, it is very rare to
actually experience such defects, and it is not a ■ajor problea on titaniui
tube.
(21 Vibration crack
Very hard and thin titaniu« tube for heat exchanger is very good for
corrosion, but it is relatively poor at physical daaage.
In case a
continuously vibrated tube by »teai flow is hit in a tube hole of support
plate, longitudinal vibration cracks aay be initiated.
The condition for
crack initiation changes with a condenser design, a tube design, a tube
quality and operating period, especially foreign latter between the tube
and the tube hole aay accelerate crack initiation.
Pig.2 is an example of vibration crack froi outside initiating point under
the support plate.
The crack has propagated on the peak portion produced
at the bending process of titaniut plate, and it is considered that bad
tube ovality and unusual strong steal flow are the source of the crack
initiation.
Soie vibration crack cases have been reported for the
titaniui tubes lanufactured in the early tiies.
However, today, tube
ovality has been greatly iaproved and condenser design has been lodified.
(31 Steai-side eroaion
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Steai-side droplet erosion, that occurs on the outside surface of condenser
tubes after 40.000 - 50,000 hours' operation, is a newly experienced
phenoienon.
The eroded potions of the tube are restricted to the high
speed steal flow zone and the upper side of the lost outer tube of bundles.
Pig.3 to Pig.5 show typical views of droplet erosion.
Pig.3 is a slight
droplet erosion case. Pig.4 is a s'. .ght droplet erosion but with isolated
deep pores case and Pig.S is a heavily daiaged droplet erosion case
Droplet erosion is considered to progress through the following two stages:
The first stage (see Pig.3) appears on the titaniui tubes iapinged by lany
droplets of steal flow in several years' exposure.
The feature of the
first stage tube is to show a rough sandblasted like surface.
In the second stage (see Pig.4. S). local and siall deep pores are observed
on the areas of the first step erosion.
The droplet erosion in the second
stage looks as if cavitation erosion has occurred on the tube surface, and
the average diaieter of the pores is about 200 - 300|i.
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Inipection Method! for Tube Daiaaei
(1) Viiml inipection (VT)
Viiual inspection fro« the outside surface of the tube that is noraally not
useful for detecting laterial defects and vibration cracks does not apply
to all tube.
If a doubtful indication is obtained by BCT, VT lay be
carried out for the liiited area to verify the reason of the indication.
In this case, VT from the inside surface of the tube is usually selected,
because of its accessibility and cleanliness of inside tube surface.
For detecting droplet erosion, direct VT fron the outside surface of the
tube and palpation on the surface is a very powerful and realistic «ethod.
The indication signal of early stage droplet erosion by conventional BCT is
usually very low and difficult to evaluate, but VT can easily find alaost
all the shape of general droplet erosion area, because the positions of
eroded area are restricted to the upper side surface of the outer tubes
where the inspectors can access.
The eroded area is often distributed in
wide area and attended with the surface color change.
However, direct VT
for the outer faced tube needs a large scaled inspection scaffolding and
■any inspectors, and it is attended with a danger of inspectors and of
causing aechanical tube daaage.
Visual inspection with robotics and high
resolution caaera is indicated for visual inspection in the future.
(21 Bddy Current Test (BCT)
Inner probe BCT for titaniua condenser tube
■ethod to detect daaaged tubes and to
propagation rate of the flaw.
The tubes
BCT, but the interval of the inspection is
for copper alloy condenser tube.

is a widely used standard NDB
evaluate the depth and the
are periodically inspected by
not «ore frequently than that

Differential type bobbin probe BCT
The inner probe BCT, that can be applied fro« the water box side (inside
the tube), is a popular NDR technique and effective for conventional defect
detection of condenser tubes.
The defects that can be detected by normal
BCT (differential type bobbin probe BCT) are partial defects, such as
crack, deposit attack, partial corrosion, etc.
However, droplet erosion
like defect that covers wide area and has continuously changed thickness
along to the axial direction of the tube is difficult detect.
The reason
is that a differential type bobbin probe has neighboring two co-axial
driver/pick-up coils on the saae bobbin and the iapedance variation between
two coils is continuously measured by BCT equipment.
The saall partial
defect affects the iapedance of one of the coil, but the defect with
continuous thickness change like droplet erosion aakes the iapedance of two
coils change equally.
To detect and evaluate aaterial defects and
frequency BCT and data processing by a computer
aulti-frequency BCT equipaent drives a noraal
with aixed-up two different frequency sine waves
of thin titaniua), and obtained strong support
wall thickness of the tube are canceled by
condition of the two frequency waves.

vibration cracks, aultiare the aost useful.
The
differential bobbin coils
(100kHz - IHHz in the case
signals caused by the thin
selecting suitable phase

Consequently, vibration cracks caused under the tube hole of the support
plate and foreign aatter between the tube and the tube hole can be easily
detected without disturbance of strong support plate signal.
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Abiolute type bobbin probe BCT
The absolute probe BCT that wat telected froi
result« hat been proved to have good ability to
A developed absolute type probe has two special
probe bobbins and the iapedance variation between
snd the other coil in a standard tube is ■easured.
of the coil in the test tube with droplet erosion
on a strip chart and a digital data recorder as a
of the tube wall.

our various exaaination
detect droplet erotion.
wound coils on separate
the coil in a test tube
The iapedance change
is continuously recorded
thickness variation data

Pig.6 shows the shape of a real droplet erosion saaple tube froa an
operating condenser and the test result of the absolute probe BCT and the
conventional differential probe BCT.
Such a grade droplet eroaion
(■axiaua depth is about half of wall thickness O.Saa) is clearly indicated
on the chart of absolute probe BCT as a wall thickness change, but not on
the chart of differential probe BCT.
The absolute probe BCT is now
applied to all the titaniua and the copper alloy condenser tube that is
probable to occur droplet erosion, and its effectiveness has been proven by
the results of VT and thickness aeasureaent by sectioning at eroded areas.
Botst in« probe BCT
Eddy current test with a rotating probe (Pig.7) is effective for detecting
fine longitudinal and circuaferential cracks and the deep pores that exists
in droplet erosion area.
Rotating probe BCT technique is that a saall BCT
probe coil, helically scanned along to the inside surface of the tube, so
thst sensitivity for fine cracks and sasll pores is very high (especially
for longitudinal crack and erosion).
The pick up coils set in rotating
probe can be selected froa various types of winding coil depending on the
defect orientation and type.
Pig.8 shows sn exaaple of the result of a
test piece with various tube wall thickness reduction by the rotating probe
BCT.
However, inspection cost (probe cost and equipaent coat) and
inspection tiae (probe scanning tiae and data evaluation tiae) of rotating
probe BCT is relatively high, and it has to be used only for precise
inspection to investigate Halted area daaage.
Wulti-probe BCT
Multi-probe BCT is a substitutional aethod for rotating probe BCT.
Rotating probe has only one saall coil, and probe aoving speed is
restricted by a helical scanning speed of the coil.
The aulti-probe, that
has noraally 6 to 8 or aore saall pick up coils spaced equally round the
circuaference. need not rotate the probe itself: it can get up aoving speed
to the bobbin probe speed.
However, the saae nuabers of data acquisition
and recording equipaent have to be connected to each coil, and it aay take
long tiae to evaluate all coil data.
Inspection in Replacing of Condenser Tube
In case the heavily daaaged titaniua tube increase, those tubes should be
replaced with new tubes instead of plugging.
In this case, inside surface
of asny support plate tube holes should be saooth and free froa aetallic
dust, deep scratches and hazardous notches generated in operation.
These
defects soaetiaes affect on the titaniua tube surface during re-tubing
process and in operation.
(1) Visual inspection for support plate
Pig.9 shows a schenatic figure of a VT equipaent to observe the internal
2,831

lurftce of the support plate tube hole.
The VT head conaiita of a high
resolution CCD caaera, a aiall lirror and «icro halogen leapt.
They are
all aiteibled in a atainleti tube housing and guide (24M in outer diaaeter
and 12B in length) to be inserted into the tube hole.
Non-conforaable
holes to the acceptable standard are polished with a special long ahaft
reaaer.
Pig.10 shows an intentionally aade saall spatter detected on
the inside surface of a tube hole by CCD caaera.
m gCT for tube einansion
Renewed titaniua condenser tubes are expanded and fixed at both tubesheett
after tube-to-tubesheet welding.
Tube expansion, that are iaportant to
prevent thin tube-to-tubesheet weld froa leakage by tube stretching
vibration, is inspected by inside aicroaeter aeatureaent or by palpation.
However, the inside diaaeter aeasureaent is troublesoae work for inspectors
because of the aaount of tubes and the siailar tube arrangeaent. and the
palpation of tube inside cannot deteraine expansion ratio quantitatively.
An expansion ratio
aeasure and record
by only inserting
shows a scheattic
ratio tubes by the

checker developed using BCT technology can autoaatically
each tube expansion ratio data quantitatively and apeedy
a special probe at the end of tube inside.
Pig. 11
probe design and a typical result of various expansion
checker.

(3) BCT for Tube-to-tubesheet weld

6)

Noraally, tube-to-tubesheet weld is inspected by liquid penetrant test and
hydraulic test just after welding, but the aain itea of periodic inspection
is only VT.
Rotating BCT is an easy voluaetric inspection aethod for the
titaniua tube-to-tubeseet that has saooth welded surface and shallow weld
bead thickness: it is applied to aainly partial weld perforaance
evaluation.
The rotating BCT probe consists of three saall pencil type coils and a
probe rotation aechanisa.
Bach BCT coil is exited by different one or two
aixed high frequency current (100kHz - 3MHz).
One coil is used for
watching the probe lift off, and other two coils are used for detecting the
defect in, or on. the weld.
Conclusion
Special NDB techniques adjusted to specific physical defects on thin
titaniua condenser tube have been developed «nd applied.
Bddy current
tests and visual inspection techniques are
very powerful weapons to
detect and to evaluate the specific defects during periodic inspection.
Various analyses of the defects have contributed to the iaproveaent of
condenser design.
Of course, all titaniua condenser has high reliability
for leakage by an electro-cheaical corrosion of sea water, and today, it is
considerable to have the saae reliability for physical attacks.
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ANALYZING HIGH PURITY TITANIUM

H. W. Rosenberg and J. E. Green
The ALTA Group
Fombell, Pa. 16123

Abstract
Advances in titanium product purity come only as fast as one's
ability to verify that purity on the process level. Currently
available analytical means to do that are reviewed. Some strengths
and weaknesses of certain tools are outlined. Glow discharge
mass spectrometry has become the instrument of choice for
certifying metallic impurities in ultra-high purity titanium. Some
problems attending chemistry certification at 99.999% metallic
purity levels and higher are discussed.

Introduction
Aerospace and industrial applications of titanium are currently and adequately supported
by conventional analytical techniques such as optical emission spectroscopy, atomic
absorption and the various gas extraction and fusion techniques.
Much of the driving force behind the quest for high purity titanium for electronic
applications comes from the need to minimize ohmic heating at the highest levels of
circuit integration. Ohmic heating, of course, arises in pan from impurities in metal
conductors.
No single method analyzes all elements effectively.
Table 1 illustrates typical analytical ranges available in general, on a metal basis, for the
various techniques.
Electronic applications require titanium with impurities certified in the range from low
parts per million to high parts per trillion. Certain advanced electronic applications now
specify less than ten ppm total metallic impurities along with less than 200 pptn total
gases. Conventional gas analytical techniques have kept pace and are still adequate.
Titanium '92
Scwnc« and Technology
Editod by F.H. Fron and I. Caplon
Th« Minvali, M*lali & Malwioli Soci«ly, 1993
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Table 1

Listing of Techniques by typical detection limits, DL.
PL <= 0.1 ■ 100 nnm
Atomic absorption / furnace atomic absorption, AA - FAA
Conventional quantometer. Quant
Direct current plasma, DCP (Becoming obsolete)
Inductively coupled plasma, ICP
DL <= 001 ■ 1 pnm
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer, ICPMS

DL sg 0.01 : 10 ppb

Glow discharge mass spectrometer, GDMS
Spark source mass spectrometer, SSMS (Becoming obsolete)
The same is true of AA or ICP for a few specific metallics. For most metallics,
however, conventional means have given way to mass spectrometry.
Wet chemical techniques have several advantages, economy being high on the list
There are inherent problems that limit their sensitivities, however. Important examples
are the dilutions required and the interferences that arise. Using ultra-pure reagents does
not remove the interferences that arise from the reagents themselves.
Nevertheless, wet analytical methods remain quite useful for specific elements and for
process control. Wet methods also provide a calibration base for mass spectrometry.
AA, the premier absorption method, is quite useful for the alkalis, alkaline earths and
many non-refractory transition metals. Incidental contamination from glassware and
reagents is a particular problem in the case of sodium. The non-linear relationship
between signal and impurity concentration is a complication to some degree. Molecular
background is high for many elements. Use of a furnace instead of a flame enhances
sensitivity in many cases. Precision auto samplers with computer data reduction have
made FAA a method of choice for many trace analyses. Molecular background for FAA
is best removed by Zeeman corrections.
Optical emission spectroscopy via ICP or DCP complements absorption methods in that
it does a better job on refractory materials. Emission line intensity is a linear function of
impurity concentration over several orders of magnitude, which simplifies
standardization. Molecular background exists but can be minimized to a degree by
selecting the plasma field to be analyzed. Short and long term stabilities of the
instrument are critical features when working near detection limits. Internal standards
are helpful in this regard. Frequent calibrations before and after analyses coupled with
computer correction for drift are also quite useful. Most instruments will do somewhat
better than their manufacturers guarantee. For electronic grade titanium, however, that
usually is not enough.
The next step up in sensitivity is provided by coupling a plasma source with a mass
spectrometer. Intermediate detection limits are obtained this way. The mass
spectrometer is not bothered by optical background of molecular or other origin.
However, if the MS section of an ICPMS is a quadnipole, there are numerous isotope
interferences that the instrument cannot resolve. In any case, the method still suffers
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from the dilution required to take a sample into solution. Nevertheless ICPMS is often
the method of choice when dealing with high purity solutions.
Mass spectrometry has two distinct advantages: 1) a solid sample is used so the signal is
strong and 2) background is virtually non-existent. Magnetic focusing provides the
mass dispersion necessary to remove most but not all isotopic interferences. Molecular
ions of titanium combined with argon are known sources of interferences, particularly
for Ca, Sc, Rb, Sr and Y. In these cases one has the option of using SSMS with the
attendant losses in accuracy and precision. SSMS is inherently less stable than GDMS,
usually requires photometric reading of a photographic plate and moreover samples less
material. Neither mass spectrometry technique is any better than its calibration.
Calibration was a significant problem when GDMS units were first introduced but is
now largely history. Another drawback is the very small sample volumes analyzed. Not
all samples are both representative and homogeneous.
Using mass spectrometry for product certification is not as straight forward as it might
appear. A second aspect of certifying chemistry in ultra-pure materials is that of
representative samples. One needs to be able to separate the variances arising from
sampling from those of the instrument. That is not always straight forward.
Cross contamination is also a typical problem for commercial laboratories that
necessarily must analyze a variety of materials in the course of their work. Counting
statistics and source stability are rarely limiting but come into play at the detection limits.
Uncertainty owing to counting statistics can be reduced by extending counting time.
That comes at a price in both tost and time. It is nevertheless useful in order to sort out
the instrumental variance. This may relate to excitation stability for example.
Inhomogeneous impurities are manifest by drift. Iron is a particular offender in this
regard because it tends to micro segregate during ingot solidification (1).
Certain experience in certifying ultra-high purity titanium is presented in what follows.
Discussion
In most cases, tracing material contamination at ppm levels is straight forward. At ppb
levels, the problem is less tractable. Pan of the reason for this is that a material can be
well within specification for every individual element yet be out of specification in their
total. Casual inspection, even control charting, may fail to turn up the cause.
One option is to review the raw data from GDMS and extend counting time if the
analyses of interest crowd their detection limits. Another is to repeat the analyses to the
point where one can calculate standard errors with confidence. This has the advantage
of pointing out any outliers in the data. With these measures it still may not be obvious
where the contamination is coming from, especially if only a few lots are available.
More sophisticated approaches are called for.
Table 2 presents one approach to this problem. For this illustration, impurity data from
28 heats of high purity titanium were collected and analyzed. Every element analyzed
between 10 ppt and 20 ppm in every heat GDMS data for 28 elements were collected
and a correlation matrix was calculated between every element pair as in a factor
analysis(3,3). The original matrix consisted of 378 independent correlations. A type
one error of 0.01 was selected for the initial survey. This requires a coefficient to be
0.48 or larger for significance. On a random basis, one would expect perhaps three or
four coefficients among 378 correlations to be as large as 0.48. Instead, 24 were found,
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Table 2

Correlation Coefficients for 28 Ingots Analyzed by GDMS
Al

Al
As
Ca

.33
-.02
-.01
1
•

.17

-.10
.13

.22
.18
.01
1

.02
.15

M.

.34
.42
.41
-.03
.40

J2
.08

Mg

1

*
>

Li

Mn

t

Mo

1

Nb
Ni
P
Pb
S
Th
U
V
W
Zn
Zr

41

-.03
-.15
-.25
.16
.33
.17
.23
.10
.07
.29
1

Li

I

Nb

Ni

P

Pb

S

.01
.03
.03
.04
.07
.10
.02
.12
.37
.16
.13

.02
.14

.04
.01
.03
.07
.28
.31
.09
.07
.26
.04
.03

.05
.23
-.17
-.30
-.20
.16
.16
.01
.11

-.02
-.10
-.13
.08
-.12
.07
.06
.03
.24
.11
.14

P

Pb

M

.15
.19
.08

Mb

.33
-.03
-.09
.42
-.10

Fc

1

Mg
Mn
Mo

-.10
.31
-.16
-.24
-.17
-.09
-.02

Cr

Co
Cr
Fe

Li

-.04
.41
-.08
-.33
-.13
-.24
-.13
1
•
•
•

Co

a

CO
Cr
Fc

Mo

Cl

1

a

Mn

Ca

1

Al
As
Ca

Mg

As

42
M

-.09

.13
t£i
.13
.16
.06
.06
Ni

1

.07
1

-.01
1

£2
J£

.17
.06
till
.28
1
•
•
•
•
•

41

•n>

U

V

w

Zn

Zr

.22

-.13
.01
-.15
-.12
-.14
-.19
-.20

14

.07
.42

.12
-.05
-.05
.13
-.08
.27
.42
-.21
-.04
.32

1
•
•
•
•

41

1
•
•

.44
.45
.05
-.17

-.12
-.13

-.08
.29
-.47
.17
-.32
-.16
-.38
.19
.06
-.02
.06

S

Th

U

V

W

Zn

Zr

M
.12
M

.23
.16
. 12
.4
.04

.13
-.21
.15

-.17
-.29
-.25
.15
-.14
-.14
-.01
1
•
•
•

-.13
.16
-.04
.08
-.12
.21
-.01
-.12
1
•
•

.14
.26
-.03
.13
-.05

-.10
.05
.02
-.14
-.01
-.07
-.13
-.04
-.06
-.08
1

.02

1

42

.16
-.09
.20
.33

M

42
41

Jll
14
.4

1
•
•
•
•

.04
.03
-.07
.11
.29
.23
.01
-.14
-.08
-.20

41

-.20
.32
.06

4A

.22
.21
-.02
-.23

41

.05
-.39
.12
1
•

J12

for an incidence some seven times expectations. Moreover all were positive. If chance
alone were operating, about half would be expected to be negative. Only six of the
original 28 elements produced insignificant conclation'i with every other element They
were K, Na, B, Bi, Cu and Si and were not included in Table 2. The pairs reaching
significance are shown underlined in bold face. The probability of this being a random
result is essentially zero. Of the 207 remaining coefficients in Table 2,102 were
negative, of which two were 0.39 or larger. These features are consistent with random
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variation. The 207 non significant pairs in Table 2 were considered to be random. The
other 24 created a problem.
In calculating the correlation matrix illustrated in table 2, the analyses for every element
analyzed in a series of samples was correlated pairwise with every other element
analyzed throughout the series. Each correlation coefficient, r, was calculated by the
method given by Walker and Lev (4) using readily available software (3).
Factor analyses are designed to illustrate which variables tend to move in concert and is
a technique often used in the social sciences. It is applicable here. For example if it can
be shown that Cu and Nickel repeatedly correlate positively then one might suspect that
contamination from tnonel or a similar material might be occurring. Austenitic stainless
steel provides a unique finger print as well. Although a complete factor analyses
provides additional information, it turned out that die replications were unstable; the
matrices alone were all that could be used.
The preliminary conclusion was that at least some impurities rose and fell together. That
could be the case if the impurities all entered from the same source. Listing the
correlating pairs was helpful in that regard. Table 3 presents the results. The fact that
six pairs returned coefficients above 0.81 defies astronomical odds unless an assignable
cause could be found. Those pairs that might have natural reasons to occur are shown
in bold face. Cr/Fe and Fe/Ni pairs could arise from stainless steel sources but the low
Cr/Ni coefficient, while having the correct sign, does not reach significance.
Nevertheless stainless steel was an initial suspect. P and S have physico-chemical
similarities and are often found together. The same is true of the Mo/Zr, Li/Mg and
Co/Ni pairs.
Table 3

Correlating Impurity Pairs in Ultra-High Purity Titanium, all positive.

Correlation

Pairs

0.46 - 0.50
0.51 - 0.55
0.56 - 0.60
0.61 - 0.70
0.71-0.80
Above 0.81

Cl/Cr, Co/Ni
Ca/Co, Ca/Zn, Cr/Mn, Fe/Ni
As/Th, Cr/Fe. FefTh, Li/U, Mg/U
Al/Cr. Ca/Ni, Nb/P, Th/Zn
Al/W.TOl/
Li/Mg, Li/Pb, Mg/Pb, Mo/Zr, Nb/S, P/S

The only apparent connection between Pb and U is their radioactive pairing in nature.
But that hardly explains the high 0.72 correlation. Of the remaining 16 pairs, one might
assume that perhaps four could have random origins. The working conclusion was that
about 12 pairs are non-random for unknown reasons in this example.
At this point it was possible to find and close some possible points of impurity entries
into the process. This positive resull, however, still left a mystery. Why were there so
many elevated positive correlations without apparent cause?
Similar results were found in repeated analyses using independent GDMS data from the
same lab and also from a separate lab on yet a third data base. Further, in each study,
negative correlations among the significant coefficients were rare. Moreover, the
unexplained pairs in one study rarely appeared in any of the others. It seemed likely that
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features of the GDMS analyses were somehow responsible for the unexplainablc pairs.
This feature brought into question the accuracy and precision of GDMS.
Potential hypotheses were suggested. One was simply that the main ion beams of
titanium isotopes making up most of each million counts were not being accurately
calibrated relative to certain trace impurities. Each impurity has its own ion excitation
efficiency and was a suspected factor. It was suggested that the detection limits, which
varied with each individual analysis on a somewhat systematic fashion, contributed to
the problem. Removal of results at or near the detection limits for each study removed
many of the unexplained pairs while tending to leave the real signatures of Fe, Cr, Ni
and other elements with atomic number less than about 40. Still some random excess
remained.
That was the situation until about 1989. Since then, the commercial labs have each
reduced their excess of positive correlations while agreeing better in blind comparisons.
Much of this progress came from improved multiplex procedures dividing the ion beams
among the Faraday cup (main titanium beam) and the ion counters seeing the impurity
beams. Some progress no doubt came from the additional operator experience and
availability of standards. Repeat analyses are no longer a factor of three off. Ten to
thirty percent, including sampling variance is more like it.
Clearly, GDMS has come of a^e as an analytical tool in the ppb range. Yet a residual
uncertainty remains.
GDMS and other analyses that rely on discrete quanta or particle counting are limited in
their precision by the counts themselves. This uncertainty has to do with the Poisson
statistics that describe the 'rare event' arrival times of each individual event representing
the trace impurity being analyzed. In Poisson statistics, the standard deviation is the
square root of the mean (4).
In the parlance of analytical chemistry, a quantity defined as the 'residual standard
deviation', or % RSD, is used to indicate the quality of a given analysis. The % RSD is
the standard deviation multiplied by 100 divided by the mean. Table 4 illustrates how
this parameter relates to Poisson statistics. The % RSD is very sensitive to counts at the
low end, near the detection limit.
Table 4

Relationship between % RSD and signal counts

Counts

% RSD

4
25
100
10000

50
20
10
1

Detection limits in mass spectrometry thus have natural limits relating to the count
received from a given impurity.
Already we are in an era where long counts have become necessary to certify certain
high purity materials.

IMI

GDMS/SSMS techniques can analyze every metallic impurity likely to be present. Mass
spectrometry does not yet, however, compete with the common instrumental techniques
for most of the gases. So its usefulness is primarily with metals. Even then a situation
may arise where GDMS/SSMS is inadequate. An example is the radioactive alpha
particle emitters, U and Th. In these cases, any U or Th present tends to segregate to
grain boundaries and triple points. Rare earths in general all behave this way. A GDMS
analysis, even an extended one, is likely to return values too high or too low depending
on the vagaries of impurity segregation and sample erosion in the glow discharge.
Alpha emission is undesirable because an alpha panicle can change the state of an
adjacent memory element in an integrated circuit. Errors of this type have become
known as "soft errors." Since it is the alpha activity that produces the problem, it is
better to determine the actual alpha decay activity directly from a large sample.
Conclusions
1
GDMS has rightly become the analytical method of choice for certifying high
purity titanium products.
2
Correlation matrices are an effective tool for searching out subtle analytical
problems and effects not readily evident in product control charts.
3
Certifying ultra-high purity titanium has begun to stretch the ability of mass
spectrometry and made long analysis times necessary.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION REGULARITIES (CARBON)

IN INGOTS AS WELL AS FORCINGS OF PSEUDO-ALPHA-TITANIUM ALLOYS
E.Karasev, A.Kudrjavtsev, V.Kurapov, V.Tetjukhin, S.Ushkov, V.Urtjev.A.Thibin
Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey"
Sankt-Petersburg, 193167, Russia

Abstract
In order to strengthen pseudo-alpha-titanium alloys a carbon as well as oxygen microalloying are used in the industry. Hence the carbon distribution
characteristics of large ingots present significant both scientific and prao
tical interest. We attempted to obtain these characteristics by using radioactive isotopes (carbon-lU) method.
Introduction
In the commercial production of the pseudo-alpha titanium alloys the alloying by the carbon in addition to the alloying by the oxygen is applied to
increase the tensile properties.
Although the hardening effect of the carbon is somewhat lower as compared to
that of the oxygen, the carbon is preterable as it results in the reduction
of the ductile properties though the atom size of the carbon is larger than
that of the oxygen with the some content of the elements. It is related to
the ordered distribution of the carbon atoms in the lattice interstitial sites, of the alpha-Ti, which is partially resulted in the reduction of the
lattice damage.
Due to the low solubility of the carbon in the titanium the input of the
carbon for alloying is generally limited by 0.1 % (by weight).
To produce the uniform distribution of the interstitials in the ingots they
form a part of the composition of the master alloy applied to alloy the titanium alloys. To increase the carbon content in the master alloy the titanium as a carbide building element is added to carbon containing master
alloys.
The homogeneity of the carbon content in the titanium alloy ingots is termed
either by the homogeneity of the applied carbon containing master alloys or
by the processes taking part at the time of the ingot solidification.
As the carbon was not applied as an alloying element for the titanium alloys
it is very important to study its distribution in the large ingots from
practical and scientific view points. However, the applied analytical methoTitonium '92
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ds to determine the carbon content of the master alloys and the titanium alloy Ingots do not provide stable results and make difficulties to study the
carbon distribution in the macro- and microvolumes of the ingot metal. Because of this, the radioactive isotope method (RIM) characterized by high
sensitivity was used in the work.
Investigation Procedure
As an radioactive indicator the carbon isotope-14 with low A -radiation
energy and electron fluence in activated metal from about the investigated
surface which results in the increase of autoradiographes quality was used.
The carbon isotope-14 has a large half-decay time.
The combination of the above facturs is faborable for autoradiography applicating the carbon isotope-14.
The laboratory Investigations allow Ti establish if the carbon isotope in
the form of the titanium carbide (TiC) input is reasonable to avoid the isotope loss during the melting and to control its complete solubility during
VAR, as in the carbon containing master alloys the carbon is bound in the
form of the titanium carbide with the melting temperature over 3 000 C.
In view of the above facts the following procedure for the isotope input is
suggested: the weighted amount of the isotope in the form of the mixture of
elemental carbon-14 barium carbonate containing the mentioned carbon and the
fine titanium powder (1 g for the weighted amount) enclosed in an aluminium
foil in the form of the tablets of 16 nm in diameter and 20 nm in height were pressed. To avoid the carbon loss during the vacuum are melting the vacuum arc melting the tablets were heat treated in the evacuated capsule at
1000 C for 10 hours, which resulted in the compound of the radioactive carbon
and the titanium pressed in foil in the combination with forming the titanium carbide. The produced tablets of the radioactive compound were input at
the time of pressing in each charge portion in the centre of the electrode.
The total amount of the radioactive carbon input in the ingot due to safety
provision while working with the metal and obtaining the contrast photos,
was designed on the base of mean specific activities of the finished metal
equal to 0.1 mCi/kg. To activate the ingot of 8 t 850 mCi radioactive carbon
were input.
The commercial ingots of Ti-Al-V-Mo-C system activated by the carbon, were
produced by vacuum-arc method in accordance with the series procedure through two remeltlng of the ingot of 1000 ran in diameter. The 0.08 % (by weight)
carbon was input in the form of the carbon containing master alloy with 3.5 %
carbon.
To investigate the ingot was out by hight on cylindrical billets of 270-300niii
in height followed by autogenous cutting of the axial and diametrical templates and machining on a planer.
The autoradiographing of the templates was performed in accordance with MP155-4-32 methodical recomendations 121. The exposure time is 25 days.
The template macrostructure was established by the chemical etching method
followed by full size photography.
The microsections cut out of the templates in accordance to the procedure
accepted for the titanium production were microradiographed.
The supplementary specimens were electropolished followed by liquid nuclear
emulsion application which has provided the autoradiograph to be made.
Light microscope observation of the radiographs of the etched, emulsion coated specimens is difficult as the established microstructure effects the
autoradiographic image. Because of this the autoradiography of the etched
specimens with the emulsion coating was performed only for the electron microscopy studies.
Autoradiographs were studied by MIM-8 light microscope in transmitted and
reflected light with magnification of 50 - 500. The specimens for electron
microscopy were cut out of the same microsections, autoradiograph-replics
2,IS2

were made. The autoradiographs were studied with magnification of 5000,10000,
15000 and photographed with magnification of 10000.
The effect of procedure heating on the carbon distribution type was studied
on the cast and wrought metal in accordeuice with the above method on the
specimens cut out of the templates.
Test Results and Discussion
The developed procedure of carbon isotope-14 input in the metal provides the
clear and contract autoradiographs for the full size of axial section of the
ingot of 1000 mm in diameter.
The comparison of ingot's macrostructure and radiographs shows that the na
ture of latter is similar to the of macrostructure (Figure 1).

a)

Figure 1 The macrostructural fra»nent3 (a) and autoradiographs (b)
of the same portion of the diameter section of the ingots
of 1000 mm in diameter (columnar crystal zone).
Autoradiographs do not show the development of the slquation zone of the
carbon in the ingot volvane. The socalized accunulatlon of the carbon in the
form of inclusions also doesn't exist, which indicates the complete dissolu
tion of the titaniun carbide in combination with the radioactive carbon.
Carbon isotope decorates each cast macrograin along it's perimeter and is
oriented by distributed in it. The orienUtion of the observed ranges indi
cates that they are arranged along certain crystallographic planes. This ve-

rifles that the carbon redistribution in the grain volume occurs with the
ingot crystallization in the beta-alpha transformation temperature range and
conforms Bockstein et al. works /3/.
The arrangement of the carbon along boundaries of the cast grain can be due
to their structure. The grain boundary being a hereditary biography of cast
metal structure are characterized by lower density as compared to the parent
metal and serves as "sinks" where the carbon is detected to decreasing the
free energy of the system. In addition the higher quantity of dislocations
on the grain boundary can result in interaction of the dislocations interstitials, i.e. carbon.
However, the autoradiographs doesn't allow to evaluate the intercrystalline
distribution of the carbon easy, i.e. either it arranges along the subgrains
or is drown to a phase; in other words, the macroautoradiographic method doesn't provide the required resolution to study microhexerogeniety. Because
of this the microheterogeniety of the carbon distribution was studied.
The appreciable increase of autoradiographic resolution was obtained due to
the application of fine grain liquid nuclear emulsions, which allows to study the carbon distribution on miorosections of the cast structure and wrought metal.
Figure 2 shows the microstructure (a) and autoradiograph (b) of the cast me-

c)

d)

Figure 2 The microstructural fra®nents (a) and the autoradiographs
of specimens of cast metal
b - original state
c - water quenching from 1200 C
d - slow furnace cooling after quenching.
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tal specimens with magnification of 500. The carbon is arranged in the
grains of the primary alpha-phase and to a great extent in the section of
the decomposed beta-phase.
The investigation of the carbon distribution in the heat treated by different methods cast metal verifies th3 observed type of the carbon redistribution in the original metal. The heating and exposure of the metal at 1200 C
result in the uniform distribution of the carbon through section billet
which as Figure 2 c shows is fixed by the following quenching. At the same
time with the slow furnace cooUng of the prequenched specimens from
range the geterogenous distribution of the carbon similar to that of the
cast metal without supple meutary heat treatment with boundary enrichment of
individual constituents of the structure (alpha-plates, colony of unidirected, alpha-plates, beta-grain boundary) is observed. Figure 2 d indicates
that alpha-phase plates are purified of the carbon, which with slow cooling
process is diffusing to the boundaries, decorating them. The redistribution
of the carbon may be to its solubility in alpha-phase with temperature variation. Thus , at 900, 800 and 600 C the carbon solubility amounts to 0.48%;
0.27% and 0.12% respectively /I/. Here, with the progressive solubility reduction, the diffusion proctss results in the carbon diffusion from the supersaturated alpha-phase to the interphase boundaries. Hence, the decorating
nature of the carbon establisnes the metal structure as chemical etching
does.
The above mentioned relationships of the carbon redistribution in the cast
metal were verified, completely on the forged rods, heat treated by different methods. The prequenched out of beta-range (1200 C) cast billets have
been forged at 1100 C (exposure of 1.5 h) to square rods with side length of
16 ram and heat treated in accordance to the shidules:
1) 1000 C, 1 h, water quenching;
2) 1000oC, 1 h, furnace cooling.
Figure 3 b,d shows that in the quenched material the carbon is uniformly distributed across rod section. The slow furnace cooling results in the enridment of the boundaries of the individual constituents, similar to the
cast metal,decorating them on autoradiographs. Figure 3 c,e.
The performed electronic-microscopic investigation of the autoradiographsreplics, partially represented on Figure 4, verify the preferentiall redistribution of the carbon along the interphase boundaries and also on the subboundaries oi alpha-plates and the individual structural fragnents with different orientation. The observed form of the accumulations is related not to
the carbon but to the large magnification (10000 times), at which the raughness of the constituents of the emulsion itself is appeared.
Conclusion
The carbon alloying of the conmercial ingots of the pseudo-alpha titanium
alloys amounting to 0.1 % doesn't result in appreciable evolution of microliquation process in carbon distribution. At the same time tha microatuographs allow to defect the microheterogeniety of carbon distribution along
the interphase boundaries of the individual structural constituents: alphaplates unidirected colonies of alpha-plates, beta-grain boundaries.
With slow cooling the alpha-phase is appreciably released of the carbon.
Thus, the metal hardening due to carbon input can't be related to the
common solid solution mechanism of the hardening only. The carbon concentration increase along the boundaries and subboundaries indicates the preterential effect of this carbon redistribution on metal hardening.
The olid _>/.i.ution after quenching and its sensitivity to the directed redistribution with slow cooling indicates the possible heat treatment influence on the metal properties of the pseudo-alpha alloys, alloyed by the
carbon.
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0)

e)

Figure 3 The autoradiographs of the original cast metal (a) and
forged specimens heat treated as foloows:
b, d - 1000 C, 1 h, water quenching;
c, e - 1000 C, 1 h, furnace cooling
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Figure 'J The fragments of the electronmicroscopic autoradiographs
of the cast metal, carbon, isotope-11*.
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Abstract
The safety of air transportation partly lies in Non Destructive Inspection. From the titanium
production to final manufactured parts exploitation, the use of defect free materials has to be
guaranteed. In this scope, CEZUS has run research and development on Ultrasonic Inspection
of large diameter forged bars. The paper will show how, progressively, improvements of
methods led to the detection of flat bottom holes, the diameter of which decreasing from
3/64" (1.2 mm) to 2/64" (0.8 mm) for the same inspected billet. The improvement of the
conventional proceaure was to increase the signal to noise ratio in the case of a+B type
titanium alloys, which exhibit a rather high noise level. This has been obtained perfecting
methodology and means in collaboration with FRAMATOME. With these new techniques,
the signal to noise ratio is twice larger than the conventional one, and the detection of Flat
Bottom Holes 2/64" is possible with similar confidence level. These methods, associated with
the achievement of homogeneous microstructures throughout the large forged bar diameter,
makes the ultrasonic inspection easy and reliable.
Introduction
To improve and to insure the metallurgical reliability of engine critical rotating parts, the
american Federal Aviation Administration managed a comprehensive review and analysis to
assess titanium producers practices. This review considered all pertinent design,
manufacturing, quality control and inspection procedures. As a result of it, two
recommendations have been underlined:
- improvement of melting practices to lower the risk of defect nucleation, which
may remain; this is a driving force for the classical VAR process
optimization, and the development of new melting procedures such as Cold
Hearth Remelting (CHR);
The developments have been carried out in collaboration with FRAMATOME.
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- improvement of Non Denracdve Inspection (NDI).
Of course, both improvements have to be done in parallel. Besides its fundamental and
applied research on VAR & CHR. CEZUS has long invested in the NDI technique Research
and Development, and has sustain its efforts. In particular, CEZUS has been driven to
develop an original technique and a methodology, in collaboration with FRAMATOME. As a
result, a high level of performance has been reached allowing improved control and
subsequent quality of large diameter forged titanium bars and billets (dia. 2S0 mm to dia. 350
mm).
The objectives of the paper are to show the significant improvements that can be achieved by
improving upon the conventional Ultrasonic Inspection procedure and methodology.
Material and experimental procedures
The scope of the paper is limited to Premium Quality Ti-6-4 titanium alloy (labeled
hereinafter Ti-6-4 PQ). Large diameter 250 to 330 mm bars have been forged using a 2500
tons fully computerized forging press facility. Since the Ultrasonic noise level is, to a certain
extent, strongly dependent on the microstructure, the computerized press insures:
- the homogeneity along the bars length and in the cross sections,
- the reproducibility from one batch to another one.
As a result of the controlled thermomechanical treatment, the macrostructure is homogeneous
in the product section, as shown in figure I (330 mm dia. bar). The microstructure is fine
homogeneous, and exhibits very few defects such as a stringer, plate-like a and banded
structure. In figure 2, such a microstructure is presented with an average a grain size of
approximately 20-30 urn.
Ultrasonic Inspection of these bars is performed in immersion by reflecting ultrasonic
longitudinal waves pulses. The laters are generated by an Ultrasonic device with an A-SCAN
typed visualisation screen. 100% volume of the bar is scanned by the transducer longitudinal
shift, while the product rotates. The probe shift rate and the billet rotation rate are adjusted, so
that the sonic beam width is covered with at least 50 % efficiency.
Methodology
Conventional procedure
The conventional procedure includes first the sensitivity calibration. Before the beginning of
each test, a reference line must be plotted with the required Flat Bottom Holes (FBH in short
in the following). 1.2 mm in diameter (3/64"), at suitable metal depth in a standard test block.
Then, a Distance-Amplitude correction curve has to be established in order to get the
reflection amplitudes of the references; the correction accounts of the scanned distance. At
last, signal absorption correction is performed measuring the difference between the signal
due to the FBH reflector and the rotating bar. to get the same amplidude in both cases.

im
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Usually, it is commonly agreed that the major difficulty encountered in ultrasonic inspectim
of a+B typed titanium alloys, such as Ti-6-4, is the very high noise level. Consequently, small
defects may be hidden by it Therefore, the key issue for the development of a new
methodology was to increase tie signal to noise ratio. This has been realized using special
equipment and changes in the conventional approach.
Results
In this section, Ti-6-4 PQ (330-350 mm dia. billet) results will be presented. The
macrostructure and microstnicture are therefore simila' to that of figures 1 and 2. In figure 3
and 4, A-SCAN plots of standard test blocks are shown. The actual records of rotating ban
are presented in figures S and 6. The noise level is measured on the analogic record and
expressed in terms of equivalent FBH diameter. The signal to noise ratio is the one between
the standard test block FBH reflector and the noise level amplifications. These values appear
on the figures S and 6.
The recent FAA recommendations for improvement of material reliability are:
- Highest standard (smallest reference) practicable for the size of part being inspected;
- Ultrasonic control detection thresholds
bars and Dillets:

FBH 0 1/64" (0.4 mm) for dia. < 5" (127 mm)
FBH 0 2/64" (0.8 mm) for 5" (127 mm) < dia. < 10" (250 mm)
FBH 0 3/64" (1.2 mm) for 10" (250 mm) < dia.

semi-finished disks: FBH 0 1/64" (0.4 mm)
Since 1989, the FAA recommendation about non destructive inspection was already fulfilled
with respect to the FBH 1.2 mm (3/64") detection by the conventional procedure. In figure 5,
the reference level is shown. The maximum recorded noise level is 0.95 mm equivalent
diameter and the signal to noise ratio is about 4 dB. Consequently, any penny shaped flaw,
the size of which is larger than 1.2 mm (3/64") is detected without ambiguity.
With the new equipment, improved inspection is now possible. The signal to noise ratio is
twice larger and typically of 8 dB such as in figure 6. Not only the FBH 1.2 mm (3/64")
detection is enhanced, but a'so the one of FBH 0.8 mm (2/64") is possible with similar
confidence level. For inätance, in figure 6, the maximum recorded noise level is 0.5 mm
equivalent FBH diameter.
Then, this on line procedure enables to get rid of smaller defects than the ones specified by
the FAA guidelines.Undoubtely, this improved procedure is one step ahead the FAA
requirements since FBH 0.8 mm (2/64") detection is readily achieved on bars and billets, the
diameter of which exceeds 250 mm.
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Coacluiioiii
The CEZUS' facilities and methods for Non Destructive Testing by Ultrasonic Inspection,
combined with performant billet production and microstructure control, enable high product
quality on large diameter forged titanium bars. The control level is larger than that of
conventional titanium producers stale of art, and overcomes the FAA specifications. The
signal to noi.se ratio:
- complies with the general NDT requirements for products, the diameter of which is lower
than 350 mm.
• and allows the detection of FBH 0.8 mm (2/64') in diameter.
This reinforces the confidence level for the use of titanium products for compressor disks in
aerospace engines. The procedure, presented here in the case of Ti-6-4 titanium alloy, is of
course, extended to the other titanium alloys.

Hgure I:Typkal0 33Omm(I3‘dia.)Ti-6-4PQaincnMinictiifeofaforfedlMr
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Figure 2: Typical 0 330 mm (13’ dia.) Ti- i P(i microstrxicture of a forged bar
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THE ROLE OF MELT RELATED DEFECTS
IN FATIGUE FAILURES OF Ti-AMV
K.R. Clark*, A.B. Dillaid, B.C. Hcndrix, J.K. Tient, and T. Dcnda»
Strategic Materials R&D Laboratory. ETC U 8.102.
The University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712-1063

Ahsttact
Engine experience compiled by the FAA shows hard-alpha, i.e., high
interstitial defects (HID), and high density inclusions (HDI) to be deleterious to
lives of titanium rotating components. This study seeks to quantify the
reduction of fatigue life caused by HID's and HDI's in titanium alloy Ti-6A14V. Titanium nitride and tungsten carbide were added to the feedstock of the
master melt to induce HID and HDI defects, respectively. The material was
double vacuum-arc remelted and received the conventional Ti-6A1-4V
thermomechanical processing. Positive strain fatigue tests were conducted at
ambient temperature. Defects can decrease the fatigue life by over an order of
magnitude, depending on defect morphology and position.

Introduction
The fatigue life of most rotating, titanium gas turbine components is
predicted based on the assumption that the material is free of melt defects.
However, if a melt defect is present, premature cracking can lead to a
catastrophic failure. The FAA has reported 25 cases since 1962 of disk bunts
or premature cracking in service that can be attributed to melt-related defects
[1]. In spite of the dangerous and sometimes lethal effect of these defects, little
systematic research on the effects of these defects has been published. Although
considerable industry effort is now focused on clean melt techniques to
eliminate all defects from titanium alloy ingots, there is still a sizable quantity
of double and triple melt material still in service that has not benefited from the
processing/inspection changes introduced since the early seventies.
One of the most common types of defects is the high interstitial defect (HID).
These defects are extremely brittle and quite difficult to locate by
nondestructive inspection methods. From the center of the defect JM the
unaltered material [2], the hardnsss can vary from Rockwell C hardness of »SO
to 32. Ultrasonic inspection is the most heavily relied upon method for
* currently at B. F. Goodrich Aerospace, 3414 S. Sit St., Phoenix. AZ 85040
* late of Strategic Materials RAD Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin
* currently at Nippon Mining Co., Ltd.. 10-1, Toranomon 2-choffle, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105, Japan
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detection of HID's [3]. This inspection technique relies on the presence of a
void or crack to provide a surface that will reflect/deflect the inspecting wave.
Although a void is often associated with a HID [4], there have been no
systematic studies to establish the void formation mechanism. Since the
presence of a void cannot be assured, defects can easily go undetected.
The effect of high density inclusions (HDI's) was also studied, though they
are less commonly seen than HID's. HDI's are often brittle and also represent a
stress concentration, but they are more easily found with current inspection
methods. These defects are consistently found during X-ray inspection because
their density is much higher than the surrounding titanium matrix. However,
increasing the rate of recycling Ti scrap increases the likelihood of such defects
occurring. Since attempts to reduce costs may increase recycling, the incidence
of HDI's could rise. It is therefore necessary to understand their behavior in
light of defect free assumptions in life prediction practices.
The present study was undertaken to provide data defining the effect of hard
alpha and HDI's on fatigue properties of titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V (Ti 6-4).
We will also seek to defme the relationship between property degradation and
defect type, and location.
Experimental Procedure
Two types of Ti 6-4 were tested. The first lot was triple vacuum melted
(TVM) material purchased as 28.S mm (1.125 in.) bar stock. The second lot
was seeded with defects and double vacuum arc remelted. Two, rather than the
current industry standard of three melt operations, were chosen to increase the
probability of retaining defects in the material. The initial furnace charge of
907 kg (2000 lb..) contained compacts of master alloy, elemental aluminum and
elemental vanadium, 5% recycled Ti 6-4 scrap, 1.8% nitrided titanium sponge
(about 40 seeds/kg), and 0.079% tungsten carbide tool bit inserts (about 0.02
seeds/kg). The 400 mm (16 in.) diameter double melt ingot was beta forged to
203 mm (8 in.) diameter, and the top l/8th of the ingot was alpha/beta forged to
76 mm diameter according to conventional practices [5].
The titanium nitride seeds were produced by nitriding virgin Ti sponge at
950oC (1750oF) for 24 hours, building on a practice developed by TIMET [6].
The nitrided sponge was crushed and screened between 3 to 6 mm (+1/8 in. -1/4
in.). The nitrided seeds contained 11 weight percent nitrogen and the balance
titanium. X-ray analysis revealed the presence of both TiN and TiaN in the
nitrided seeds. The seeds were very friable and were encased in titanium foil to
prevent crushing during feed stock compaction.
The tungsten carbide tool bit inserts were introduced as received from the
manufacturer. Although these inserts contain cobalt, the resultant concentration
would be about 4 ppm, and insufficient to cause significant changes in the
material.
The 76 mm diameter barstock was solution heat treated at 8980C (18160F)
for one hour and then water quenched. The beta transus (Tb) was determined
metallographically to be 10190C (18660F) in the seeded material and was
100SoC (18420F) in the TVM material. The solution temperature was set to
280C (SO0?) below Tb. This was followed by overaging for two hours at 6490C

(1200oF), then air cooling to room temperature. The resultant alloy
microstructure was a primary alpha phase dispersed in a very fine transformed
beta structure as shown in Figure 1. The primary alpha content was determined
optically to be «30%, and the nominal transformed beta structure platelet
thickness is »0.5 mm. The analyzed chemistry of the ingot is given in Table 1,
which shows the very high nitrogen content that resulted from the high seeding
rate.
Table 1. Analyzed chemistry of Ti-6A1-4V (wt.%).
1 Material
Seeded

ITVM

Al

V

Fe

O

N

C

6.19
6.43

3.97
4.27

0.01
0.21

0.07
0.18

0.13
0.01

0.004
0.025

H
0.0006
0.0038

I
j

The fatigue and tensile bars were machined with the longitudinal axis of the
test bar parallel w'th that of the barstock. A 10 mm (0.4") diameter smooth
fatigue bar with a 54 mm (2.25") gage length was used to maximize the
probability of having defects in the gage section. The gage section was low
stress ground and longitudinally polished.
Three ambient temperature tensile tests were performed to determine
whether the basic mechanical behavior of the seeded material had been altered
by the defects or the increased nitrogen concentration. A strength increase was
observed, but the ductility remained nearly the same (Table 2). The strength
difference seen may be attributed to the marked increase of nitrogen and/or the
very fine transformed beta structure.
Table 2. Ambient temperature tensile properties of seeded Ti-6A1-4V.
1 Material
Seeded
TVM
I Standard [7]

UTS
(MPa)
1128
1034

972

0.2%Y.S.
(MPa)
1094

959
855

Elongation
(%)
14.3
14.0

15

R.A.
(%)
40.8
42.1
43.0

1
|
|

All fatigue tests were performed using a servo-hydraulic load frame in axial
total strain control; test control and data acquisition were automated. Strain was
monitored using a 25 mm (1") gage length extensometer. The tests were
performed at room temperature since the character of the fatigue behavior is
similar up to 204oC (400oF), a typical upper limit for the use of Ti 6-4 in gas
turbine engines. The fatigue tests were run under a sinusoidal wave form at a
frequency of 1 Hz at Re=0 and with Ae=l% or Ae=0.8%. Ae=l% tests were
performed on the specimens with the smallest visible surface defects. Hysteresis
loops were observed during shake down to establish cyclic hardening or
softening behavior. After shake down, loops were taken at an appropriate
interval to monitor plastic strain levels.
The fracture surface of each fatigue specimen was examined using optical
and scanning electron microscopy to characterize the initiation site and to
correlate crack path features with changes in behavior induced by a defect. The
2,M»

fatigue fractures were then cross-sectioned peipendicular to the fracture surface
to reveal the microstnicture adjacent to the initiation site [8]. Where a defect
was seen to initiate a fracture, several Knoop microhardness measurements
were made in and near the defect using a 200g load.
Results and Discussion
The initiation sites of the fatigue cracks of all of the specimens from TVM
material occurred at the surfaces of the specimens. Of the seeded specimens
tested, two initiated fatigue cracks from the surface with no apparent defects
while defects where found at the fracture initiation sites of die remaining
specimens. The fatigue life results are summarized in Figures 2 and 3 for
Ae=l% and Ae=0.8% respectively. For Ae=l%, the specimens with defects had
lives approximately an order of magnitude shorter than specimens with no
defects. There is no statistical difference between the lives in the standard TVM
and the seeded material in the case where the seeded material did not initiate a
crack at an inclusion. For Ae=0.8%, all of the specimens from the seeded
material initiated at defects, and their lives were less than an order of magnitude
less than the lives of the triple melted material.
Figure 4 shows the origin of a typical fracture surface. This fractograph
shows initiation at a HID which has an associated void. The first few hundred
microns of crack growth are characterized by a significant amount of cleavage
type fracture as shown in Figure 5. The next region of fracture is characterized
by striated crack growth which is followed by microvoid coalescence in the
final fracture region. This sequence of fracture morphology is found in both
defect initiated fractures and surface initiated fractures. Striation counts from
SEM fractographs show little variation from specimen to specimen within a
single strain range.
Cross-sectional metallography of the defect initiated fractures was used to
verify the presence of HID and HDI defects. Figure 6 shows an internal cavity
associated with a HID. This cavity was surrounded by stabilized alpha phase.
This stabilized alpha was significantly harder than the bulk alpha, as measured
by Knoop microhardness. The microstnicture directly beneath the defect in this
figure shows evidence of anisotropic flow.
Specimen C had a tungsten-rich area at the crack initiation. Standardless
EDS determined the rough chemistry of the defect to be 78wt% W, 18wt% Ti
and 3wt% Al.
Although there was some variation in size and location among the defects, no
simple correlation with life could be drawn.
Conclusions
The data in this study begins to quantify the reduction in fatigue life
caused by melt-related defects.
1)
Based on these tests, HID and HDI defects can reduce fatigue life by
an order of magnitude.
2)
Holding size and hardness constant, HID's and HDI's cause similar
reductions in fatigue life.
2,870

3)

Comparison of striation densities as a function of crack length
suggest Stage 11 crack growth is independent of whether or not the
crack was initiated from a defect.
In order to improve the reliability of rotating, titanium-based gas turbine
components, many parameters related to the behavior of these defects must be
understood. This study is continuing to gain a quantitative understanding of the
effect of defects on fatigue life in different loading conditions.
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Figure 1. Ti 6AMV STOA Microstructure of 76.2 mm (3 in.) Barstock on the
Transverse Plane
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Abstract
The requirements for aerospace materials are primarily spurred by improved
specific-strength and elevated-temperature capabilities; these requirements
confer a key role on titanium alloys.
The paper will review major Ti-alloy developments and applications in the
European aerospace industry. Emphasis is placed on new alloys as veil as
advanced manufacturing technologies. Ongoing and future activities will be
outlined for civil and military projects, mainly in alrframe and engine
component production.
Activities relating to future hypersonic vehicles, such as Hermes, Singer
and Hotol, have led to research and development programs concerning Ti
aluminides, as well as titanium and intermetallic matrix composites.
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Introduction
There Is probably no other aetal tyttem which is More relevant to aerospace
applications than Ti alloys. Vith only about half the density of steels or
superalloys, Tl alloys yield an excellent strength-to-veight ratio. Their
corrosion resistance is excellent, their abundance essentially unliaited.
However, the reduction technology to reduce the ores to metal is energy and
cost-intensive, the priae reason for their relatively high price. In
sumary, all these technical factors sake Tl alloys prime candidates for
aerospace applications. Therefore it Is not surprising that - despite great
efforts by industry to increase the narket share of general industrial
applications - most of the titanium alloys used to date go Into aerospace.
About 7X of civil structural aircraft weight and as much as 20 to 25Z of
the structural weight of modern military aircraft is accounted for by
titanium, with gas turbine engines consuming a substantially higher portion
than airframes relative to their weight |1).
The following chapters will outline the present application of Tl alloys in
the European aerospace Industry, and recent developments will be stressed
as well as future-oriented applications.
Producers and Users
Most of the titanium sponge needed in Europe has to be imported, mainly
from the former Soviet Union and Japan. The three main titanium producers
in Europe are IMI Titanium in the United Kingdom, CEZUS In France and
Deutsche Titan In Germany. A full range of titanium semi-products for the
aerospace industry is fabricated all over Europe with the main companies
again located in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom (2|.
Certainly the biggest European alrframe manufacturer is Airbus Industrie.
Today the four partners Aerospatiale, British Aerospace, CASA and Deutsche
Airbus produce the A300, A310 and A320, with the A330/340 and A321 to be
put into service soon. Smaller transport and commuter aircraft built in
Europe include the BAe 146, the Fokker F50 and FIDO, the
A^rospatiale/Alenia ATR42/72, the Saab 340 and 2000, the Dornler 228/328,
the Shorts 330/360, the BAe Jetstreams and the Dassault/Breguet Falcons.
The multi-role combat aircraft Tornado is built Jointly by British
Aerospace, Alenia and MBB. Vith the proposed Eurofighter (EFA/J90), this
military alliance, including CASA, will extend into the next century. Other
major national military aircraft include the Mirage, Rafale
(Dassault/Breguet), Harrier (British Aerospace), and Viggen (Saab-Scanla).
Eurocopter (A^rospatiale/MBB) and Vestland are the main European companies
to produce helicopters.
Vith Rolls-Royce, one of the three leading engine manufacturers is based in
Europe. The other two. General Electric and Pratt & Whitney, USA, have
established close ties to Europe through Snecma (CFM International) and
MTU, respectively. Recently, Rolls-Royce teamed with BMW to form BMV
Rolls-Royce Aero Engines. Other national engine manufacturers Include
Turbomeca, KHD Luftfahrttechnlk, FiatAvio and Volvo Flygmotor. Rolls-Royce,
MTU and Flat partner International Aero Engines to produce the V2S00. They
also build the RB199 and - jointly with ITP - the EJ200.
Future developments in civil aviation in Europe will possibly include the
extension of the Airbus family in the shape of an Ultra High Capacity
Aircraft (UHCA) in the 600-800-seat range. The consortium is anticipating
launching the programme in the 1995-97 period, with service to begin not
before the next decade. A European industry team - Euroflag (European
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Future Urge Aircraft Group) - Including Aerospatiale, Alenla, British
Aerospace, CASA and Deutsche Airbus has started a pre-feaslblllty study on
a Future Urge Aircraft (FLA), which Is slated to enter service In the next
decade as a aultl-role Military alrllfter.
Preliminary studies on a second-generation supersonic civil aircraft as a
successor to Concorde are under way. British Aerospace and Aerospatiale
teaned to combine their efforts, which had so far separately Involved the
British AST (Advanced Supersonic Transport) and the French ATSF (Avion de
Transport Supersonique Futur).
During the first decade of the new ■illenniua, the European Space Agency
(ESA) plans to launch its first Manned flight with the Henes reusable
spaceplane. The Ariane 5 has to be further developed to provide the
necessary dispensable rocket technology. National hypersonics technology
programs like Sänger in Germany or Hotol in the UK are aiming at fully
reusable winged space transportation systems.
Applications in Airframes and Space Structures
Ti alloys meanwhile are well established as engineering materials for
fuselage and space applications in the European aerospace industry. An
Airbus study on the development of the material distribution of airframe
materials for today's and future airplanes in figure I demonstrates
relatively low variations in the use of titanium between about 4 and 7X.
The titanium content of military aircraft exhibits a greater variation and
a higher share of up to 20X, depending on the special strategic
configurations.

% Materials distribution on Airbus aircraft
100%
••-Aluminium

••- AL- Lithium
.«-Titanium
•"-Metal Matrix
■•-Steel
•- Composites

A3DO-RO0

A310-200

A320-200

A340

St— Miscellaneous
AIRB.2000

Figure 1 - Material distribution in the Airbus family.
A unique combination of mechanical properties - such as excellent specific
strength and corrosion resistance together with good fatigue behaviour as
well as sufficient fracture toughness values for many applications - is the
main reason for using Ti alloys for airframes and space applications. Up to
now the advantage offered by the good high-temperature properties of Ti
alloys has hardly been exploited for fuselage applications. This may change
due to the development and introduction of supersonic and hypersonic
transport airplanes. Excellent compatibility between Ti alloys and CFRF
2,«7»

■aterlals will increase the iaportance of titaniua alloys for future
alrfrasw applications.
The Bain llaltations for use in alrfraaes are the relatively low elastic
Modulus of Ti alloys and in particular the high price. Consequently,
particle-reinforced aluainiuai alloys (NNCs) have the potential to partly
replace Ti alloys under certain conditions for stiffness-critical
applications.
T16A14V is still t^ airfrasw and space Ti alloy in Europe. Its coablnatlon
of properties together with the availability of an alaost unlialted data
base and fabrication experience fulfill the requireaents for structural
applications. In aost cases it is used in an annealed, l.e. stress-relieved
condition; only for special weight requlreaents, aainly for use in space,
is the heat-treated condition preferred.
In contrast to aero engines, the Motivation to choose new Ti alloys for
fuselage applications is relatively low and Halted to special applications
such as T13A12.5V for hydraulic tubings, T110V2Fe3Al for forgings with
higher strength and fatigue requlreaents, and Ti 1100, a sheet Material for
future hypersonic applications. In the UK IMI 550 is quite often used,
particularly for forged parts.
Instead, the high price of Ti alloys has Intensified the developaent of
near-net-shape production techniques with the objective of better aaterlal
usage and reduced asseably effort. The aaount of parts aade by aachining
froa plates is reduced in favour of investaent casting, net-shape forging
and superplastic foralng with and without diffusion bonding.
The Tornado wing box is an iapressive exaaple of the use of T16A1AV plates
with extensive NC Milling. The single parts are Joined by EB welding. The
diaensions are 3550aa x 1025aa x 580aa, the final weight is 438 kg, the
weight of raw Material 2200 kg with a aachining degree of about 83T. Fiioire
2 shows the coapletely asseabled Tornado wing box.

r
m
Figure 2 - Tornado wing box.
Forxinx technology is still doalnant in producing titaniua seal-products
for fuselage and space applications. Their aachining degree is Mostly lower
in coaparlson to plates, and the potential for taking further advantage of
reducing this by a consequent developaent of Isotheraal forging
technologies has not yet been exhausted. Tooling Materials for teaperatures
higher than 900*C and tooling costs are the aain restraints for extensive
isotheraal forging. Typical exaaples of aerospace forgings are heaispheres

mo

for satellite tanks, helicopter rotor hubs, aaln structural parts for
Airbus pylons, flap tracks and slat tracks, fittings for different
applications and of different sizes, and many other parts. Figure 3 shows
as an example the complete rotor system of the BO 105 and BK 117
helicopters, which is produced from Ti6A14V forgings by Böhler. A
development program conducted by Vestland Helicopters and Otto Fuchs
Metallwerke aims at using TilOV2Fe3Al for a helicopter rotor hub. Higher
strength and fatigue values offer distinct weight savings in comparison to
Ti6A14V.

Figure 3 - Forged rotor hub of the BO 105 and BK 117 helicopters.
The developments in powder metallurgy concerning Ti alloys in Europe during
the last decade with the objective of reducing costs by producing
near-net-shape products with less or no further machining failed. Only the
production of PH parts without further machining pared costs, but this
could not be realized for most of the parts.
The highest potential for reducing cost through near-net-shape production
is offered by investment casting technology. Other advantages are high
dimensional accuracy, good surface finish, and in the meantime highly
reproducible mechanical properties. Over the last decade tangible
improvements in this technology have been realized. Up to now many
different parts have reached production status, for instance various
fittings, knots, engine nacelle structures, and flaps. Figure 4
demonstrates the advantages of this technology and shows a highly
complicated rudder fitting for the EFA/J90.
The share of Ti6Al4V sheets has clearly Increased in conjunction with the
successful developments in superplastlc forming and superplastic forming/diffusion bonding over the last decade. This technology has now reached
production status of a very high level at all European aerospace companies.
Impressive examples have been In production at Aerospatiale, Alenla, BAe,
CASA, Dassault, Deutsche Airbus, Dornler, and HBB for different projects.
Typical examples ere Jack cans, wing access panels, tall cones, maintenance
panels, slat track cans, fin structures, canards, flaperons, foreplanes,
keel structures, heat exchanger ducts, rear fuselage structures, after and
middle after keels, fire bulkheads, fire floors, and satellite tank
2,8(1

produced at HBB with cott savings o£ about 30X In coaparlson with the

SPF/DB in Europe^ showing the%inf?^o‘*ind‘i“idle*'ilat^jjodi«d‘bj^

Udssdult Avljitlon.
^
Titanii* tubings aeanwhile have replaced steel tubings in aost new
airplanes, such as the EFA/J90 and Airbus A320/340. The alloy T13A12.5V has
because of the good coaproalse it offers between strength and
forMbility. Joining is done by orbit welding (EfA) or, using a aorc
conventional technique, by swaging (Airbus).

M
Figure A - EFA/J90, T16AUV, rudder fitting, >ade by invest«.nt
casting.

Figure 5 - SPF/T16A14V Maintenance panel for Airbus A3A0 (HBB).

Figure 6 - SPF/DB Ti6Al4V Mirage 2000 leading edge slat (Dassault).
Applications in Aero Engines
In aero engines Ti alloys always compete with Ni-base superalloys; the use
of new Ti alloys is of greater importance compared to airframes.
The low density of titanium offers the advantage of weight savings and
consequently a potential for improving the efficiency of modern jet engines
(3|. To realize better engine performance, the temperatures at which
titanium alloys must operate have continuously been Increased. Figure 7
demonstrates the improvements in yield strength and creep resistance versus
temperature in the following sequence: Ti-64, Ti-6242, IMI 685, IMI 834 and
Ti,Al base alloy. The application of high-temperature Ti alloys in relation
to turboshaft engines is illustrated in figure 8 in a similar order.
Compressor wheels (impellers) are the main application of Ti alloys in
these turboshafts.
The compressors of engines developed in the seventies (ARRIEL, AOOUR, ...)
were composed of one or multiple axial stages followed by one centrifugal
compressor. In swre recent engines (MTR 390, ...), this configuration tends
to replace single or bi-centrifugal compressors. Since the pressure ratio
and the rotation speed tend to increase, the operating temperatures and the
strer,ses are consistently rising. The high-temperature strength of alloys
such as Ti-6242 and Ti-6246 allow them to be used up to 450 - 500*C. These
alloys are sufficient for engines which have completed development.
For newer engines, temperature capabilities up to 600°C will be necessary.
Alloys such as IMI 834 or Ti-1100 might have this capability, but the
required high-temperature strength combined with surface stability might
possibly reach or exceed their limits. Therefore development of
high-temperature, high-strength alloys (maybe Ti aluminide;) is vital.
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Figure 7 - Yield strength and creep resistance versus temperature for
different Ti alloys.
Titanium Alloys in Turboshafts
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Figure 8 - Ti alloys in turboshaft applications (Turboneca).
As pressure ratio and service temperature increase, different aspects
become more and more critical and therefore urgently need to be assessed,
for instance: oxidation resistance, fire resistance, hot salt corrosion,
erosion resistance, foreign-object impact resistance, multiaxial fatigue
sensitivity, surface finish sensitivity.
Ti alloys are also being used increasingly in Jet engine compressors.
Typical parts are discs, blades, bliscs (bladed disc), and casings. Some
examples are illustrated in figure 9 for the RB 199 Jet engine in the low,
intermediate, and high-pressure compressor, respectively. In more recent
designs, as depicted in figure 10 for EJ 200, the compressor consists of a
low and high-pressure (LPC, HPC) part only. The LPC is built entirely of Ti
alloys, but the all-titanium rotor is still a challenge for the HPC. The
highest envisaged operating temperatures are currently around 600*0.
IHI 834 has been chosen for disc application up to that temperature. How to
obtain optimized mechanical properties through thermomechanical and heat
2.M4

treatments has been described recently (4). The cooperative work between
IHI and MTU as titanium producer and applicant, respectively, yielded
important inputs towards this end.
IüXM
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Figure 9 - Titanium parts in the RB 199 Jet engine.
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Figure 10 - EFA/EJ 200 workshare.
Future Applications of Advanced Ti Alloys
Host of the future-oriented aerospace applications, such as super- and
hypersonic vehicles as well as advanced engine concepts, have stressed the
need to further increase the present temperature barrier of Ti alloys well
beyond 600*C as well as to increase the stiffness of Ti alloys.
The realization of Sänger, the reference concept for the German Hypersonics
Technology Progranne for a future space transportation system, depends on
the existence of materials and structures which satisfy the high
thermoaechanical requirements of the mission [5]. Today the structural
concept of major parts of the fuselage, the wings and stabilizers of the
first stage is based on an unprotected hot structure. Even under the most
extreme flight conditions before stage separation, about 80X of the outer
2,MS

fkin will experience teaperatures lower than 600*C and can therefore be
realized with Ti-1100 or IMI 829, or even T16A14V sheets. Figure 11 shows
a developMnt part for a wing leading edge structure, a Ti alloy sandwich
design, developed at Deutsche Airbus.

Figure 11 - Ving leading edge structural part.
Tl aluainides and aetal aatrix coaposites have to be used to aeet higher
teaperature or stiffness requireaents, provided that developaent is
finished early enough.
As far as aero engines are concerned, a further increase in teaperature
capability is expected of Ti aluainides. Figure 12 indicates the areas of
possible applications in the high-pressure coapressor and low-pressure
turbine (LPT). Typical parts are discs, blades, vanes and casings.
Research work in Europe on Ti aluainides first concentrated on
Ti,Al, then on TiAl. In the eighties aost activities were conducted on a
national research basis. In Geraany an extensive prograaae on TiAl is
running as part of the governaent-funded ’National Materials Research
Prograaae* (MATFO). A 4-year prograaae started in 1990 involving a total
aaount of about 10 aill. $., which is subdivided into the 3 topics ’Sheets
and foils for hypersonic vehicles’, "Turbine coaponents*, and ’Motor
coaponents’. Partners in this cooperative prograaae coae froa universities,
research institutes, and producer and user coapanies. TiAl blade and vane
prototype castings (Figure 13) have been produced in this prograaae by
Tital for MTU. These castings exhibited excellent fatigue properties (HCF),
sufficient creep strength, and rooa-teaperature fracture toughness up to 30
MPa >/ a despite tensile ductility values around 2 to 3 per cent |6|.
Nuaerous efforts have been expended on the theraoaechanical processing of
Super Alpha Two |7|. Its bi-swidal aicrostructure (equiaxed priaary Oj in
laaellar
aatrix) in coaparison to IMI 834 was found to be superior in
fatigue (HCF) and creep properties |8|. With a potential application
temperature of 650*C, Super Alpha Two is suitable for blades and possibly
for discs in the last stages of high-pressure coapressors (HPC). Siailar
teaperatures also prevail in the last stages of low-pressure turbines
7.884

(LPT), but the decisive difference is the hostile turbine environaent. The
exhaust gas carries oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur and other corrosion
supporting elements. Corrosion attack may therefore be one of the aost
liaiting factors with respect to the application of Ti alualnldes in
turbine ataosphere.
In Prance, Onera conducted both fundaaental research (9) and alloy
developaent relating to Ti alualnldes |10|, partly In close cooperation
with the aerospace industry. In the United Kingdoa, research activities at
universities are loosely coordinated by the Interdisciplinary Research
Centre, while governaental contracts are aonltored by DRA. Alloy
developaents relating to alualnldes are being perforaed |11| as well as
studies on joining interaetallics |12). Recently, the ECC coaMnced funding
projects on Ti alualnldes conducted as part of Joint European projects.

Figure 12 - Possible TiAl applications in the high-pressure coapressor
and low-pressure turbine of an aeroengine.

Figure 13 - TiAl vane prototype castings (Tltal).
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In addition to Increased strength and temperature capabilities, HHC's offer
the possibility of tailoring stiffness or thernal expansion.
Work - mainly based on ceramic SIC fibres - Included fundamental studies on
the micromechanlcal behaviour of single fibres 113). fibre-matrix Interface
phenomena (14), coating of fibres |15|, as veil as on manufacturing
components (16). While Ti6Al4V was used initially as a matrix material,
efforts are now devoted to advanced elevated-temperature Tl alloys and Ti
aluminides. Pack rolling has been successfully applied to manufacture
relatively ductile foils from TijAl (17). The advantage of weight saving if
composite rings are being used instead of conventional discs was pointed
out recently by Rolls-Royce (18). HTU has now Introduced an integrally
bladed disc (blisc) made from conventional high- temperature titanium
alloy. Studies are under way on how to replace such modern blisc by a
bladed composite ring (bling).
HHC's in hypersonic propulsion engines can only withstand the extremely
high temperatures if engine surfaces are actively cooled, e.g. by liquid
hydrogen, to keep the material's temperature down. Figure U illustrates a
possible hybrid design for an actively cooled nozzle wall structure. The
T-profiled SiC/Ti composite carries the mechanical load on top, whereas the
bottom structure has to withstand the hot gas.
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Nooto WMI tlructun
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Figure 14 - Hybrid design for an actively cooled nozzle wall
structure.
Conclusion
The application and development status of Ti alloys In the European
aerospace Industry has been outlined for fuselages, space structures, and
aero engine components. The current situation concerning producers and
users has also been reviewed.
A unique combination of the properties of existing Tl alloys ensures a
slight Increase in the use of of Tl alloy in aerospace applications.
Future-oriented aerospace applications such as super- and hypersonic
vehicles as well as advanced engine concepts will further Increase the
Tl-alloy share. The excellent compatibility between Ti alloys and CFRP
materials, together with the trend toward building an Ultra High Capacity
Aircraft, are further arguments for Increasing Tl-alloy shares in the
future.
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T16A14V Is still the main Ti alloy for airfrane applications. The
■otlvation to choose or develop new airfrane alloys Is relatively low.
Development activities are successfully aiming at near-net-shape
technologies such as investment casting, isothermal forging, and
superplastic forming with and without diffusion bonding.
For aero engine applications, alloy development aiming at increasing
service temperature is much more important in order to realize better
engine performance. The spectrum of alloys includes Ti-6242, IHI 685, IMI
834 and Ti-1100. New design concepts abandon the medium intermediatepressure compressor; an all-titanium high-pressure compressor is the goal
to go for. Research work in Europe is concentrating on Ti aluminides and,
with a lover priority, on metal matrix composites for higher temperature
and stiffness requirements.
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TITANIUM APPLICATION IN AVIATION INDUSTOY OF CHINA

Oienggong Li and Jimin Ma
Institute of Aeronautical Materials
P.O.Box 81, Beijing, 100095 China

Abstract
After nore than thirty years intensive research and development work,
titanium application in the aviation industry of China is growing up with
the increasing titanium industry of China. Die application of both wrought
and cast titanium alloys in aircrafts and aeroengines is described and
future developments are indicated.

Introduction
As a critical structural material being served, titanitn and its alloys
have been widely used in aerospace industry. Since titaniun possesses
better performance than conventional structural materials, such as
strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, heat resistance etc., the
application of large-scale fan blades in aircraft jet engine becomes
possible, owing to which the high thrust engine and the high mach nunber
aircraft can be realized. It can be said without any exaggeration that
development aviation industry has been advanced by making substantial
progress in titaniun alloys and their technology.
Since IMI 315 titaniun alloy blades were used in the British Avon engine
in 1954, the application of titaniun in the aviation industry has been
unceasingly expanded,the manufacturing technology is growing up and the
quality control is being gradually improved. So far, scores of titaniun
alloys have been developed. Having been successfully developed in the
U.S.A. during the early period, Ti-6A1-4V alloy became a universal
structural material. By studying Si additions, the U.K. has made an
outstanding contribution to developing a series of titanium alloys bearing
silicon. For example, INI 550(Ti-4Al-2Sn-4Mo-0.5Si) alloy allows the
service temperature to rise up to 4250C, while its strength is 10X higher
than that of Ti-6A1-4V alloy. With the further studying of beta processing
it has been found out that beta processing can provide higher creep
strength and fracture toughness and less fatigue crack propagation rate
than alpha+beta processing alloys, and can be used in long term service
at 520oC, such alloys as IMI 685(Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo- 0.25Si) and Ti5621S(TiTitanium '92
Scianc* and Technology
Edited by F.H. Fro« and I. Caplon
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5Al-6Sn-2Zr-0.8Mo-0.25Si). It has been noticed that the induced fatigue
initiation alv«ys occurs in alpha phaseibut for beta processing alloys it
is located in grain botsidary alpha or alpha colony of prior beta grain.
Concerning IMI 829(Ti-5.5Al-3.5Sn-3Zr-lNb-0.3Mo-0.3Si) alloy, on the one
hand.it is fully considered that its creep-resistance can be ii^xroved by
alloying,and on the other hand, beta grain size of final forging should be
restricted as far m possible so that its aaxiM working ten»rature is
increased up to 580°C and it can be used in jet ergcine. Chinese scientists
also have developed advanced titaniia alloys such as ZT3 (Ti-5Al-5Mo-2Sn0.25Si-0.02Ce) titaniua cast alloy, which is contains rare-earth
cerii*,with service tesgwrature of 500°C and a new alloy, which contains
neodyai** and can be used at 550°C tesg»rature. Both alloys have been
sucx«ssfully used in aircraft engines of China.
plications of wrom^t titaniua alloys in aviation industry of ChiM
The early stage of using titaniiai in China’s aircraft engines was in the
fifties to the sixties. In 1965 Ti-6A1-4V alloy was successfully used for
the first, sixth, seventh.eighth and ninth stage rotor blades and disks of
an early aodel jet engine coapresaor, owing to which the weight of 32 kg
MSS saved for each engine. Since then, the application of titanii* alloys
such as Ti-6A1-4V, Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-3.5Mo-0.25Si (TCll) and Ti-5Al-2.5Sn have
been expanded in various aodel jet engines and turbofan engines in
succession.
Since the eighties, titaniui alloy coaponents including the third,fourth,
fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth stage ccaq^ressor rotor baldes and disks
as well as corresponding stator baldes are fully used in the new
generation of jet engines. In addition, the second to seventh stage four
coapresaor cases aade of titanius allosrs such as Ti-6A1-4V alloy and ZT3
alloy bearing rare-earth ceriiai, the ring-shaped coaponents and sheetaetal parts aade of Ti-5Al-2.5Sn alloy and Ti-6A1-4V alloy fasteners (See
Figs I and 2) are uaed for the above aentioned jet engine.

I
I
Fig.l

Titaniiai alloy coapresaor rotor

■*

%

m
/

Fig.2

Titaniia alloy compressor case assembly

Alpha*^beta type heat-resistant titanitm alloy of Ti-Al-No-Zr-Si system,
titamium alloy possesses excellent properties of heat-resistance and
themml stability at 500°C. IXiring the process of research and development
of this alloy, the formation and varying rule of new beta grain has been
explored and the alternative high-low temperature forging technology
(AHLT) has been developed to improve the hos»geneity of large-size forging
structure. The isothermal forging of titanium alloy disks and the
precision forging of titanium alloy blades (Fig.3) are widely used
technologies in aircraft engine manufacture.

Fig.3

Precision forging titaniia alloy (TCll) blades

Ti-6Al-4V alloy and Ti-10-2-3 alloy are used for scsk important loadbearing components such as aircraft frames and beams in order to save
Btruoturs weight of modem model fighters. (See Fi'.4). A Chinese forging

im

ocaponr has already beocBe a titaniua forging avqpplier for Boeing Co.,
which provides Ti-€A1-4V alloy cloaed-dle forgij«s in batch prooeaa laed
in Boeing 747 aircraft.

Fig.4

Ti-6A1-4V alloy aircraft forgii«

The theoretical study and technical developaent of titaniia alloy
superplastic foraing-diffusion bondif« (SPF/DB) has also begiai to be «aed
in iaportant structure cooponents, e.g. aircraft cabin doors, fn»es etc.
as shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5

Titanii* alloy SPF/DB aircraft co^xments

TijAl-based alloy(Ti-25Al-10Nb-3V-lMo, at *), which is studied by Beijing
Institute of Aeronautical Materials, is aanufactured as forging bar,
rolled bar, rolled ring, closed-die forging, sheet and foil. Their
alloying coapoeitions are inifom, the forging aicrostructure is fine and
the aechanical properties are quite good e.g. rooa temperature tensile
strength is 1050 MPa and elongation is 4-8 *. As shown in Fig.6, a turbine
guide plate and a turbine connector ring aade of Ti-25Al-10Nb-3V-lHo alloy
have been conducting in an engine test run for 30 hrs.

Flf.6

Ti3Al-baaed alloy turbine guide plate and turbine connector ring

Status of titaniiai alloy casting technology in aviation industry of China
It is well known that aolten titaniua can react with alaost all
conventional refractory naterials due to its very high cheaical activity.
Therefore its aolding technology is an iaportant key of the foundry
industry. The titaniiai casting industry of China has successfully cast the
sophisticated coaqiressor casting case of a turboprob engine with both
graphite machined aold and economic and effective rammed graphite
mold.(See Fig.7) Each integral case, which consists of two castings of
about 20 kg, can save over 300 welding seams and over 1(XX) manhour. Fig.8
shows a graphite shell mold of investment casting of a turbocharger
impeller. In the eighties,the ceramic shell mold titanium investment
casting technology was developed. A great nisiber of titaniisi alloy casting
such as the landing gear wheel hub of a hydrobomber, brake torsion
tubes,the critical structural components of missile and satellite (See
Fig.9 and 10) etc. have been studied and manufactured.

Fig.7

Titaniim) alloy compressor casting case of turboprob engine
2.W5

Fig.8 Titaniun alloy casting turbocharger isgieller

Fig.9

ktellite caaera cabinet of titaniui alloy
investaent casting

ZT3 is a China aade high teaperature titaniua cast alloy bearing rareearth ceriiai capable of long term service at 500°C. Internal oxidation,
»4iich is caused by oeriia in the aUoy, refines beta grain boundries and
iaproves the theraal stability and heat resistance of the alloy. Thus, ZT3
titaniia cast alloy coagireaaor cases have been srooeasfully applied to new
generation jet engines.

Fig.10

Helicopter impeller of titaniimi alloy investjnent casting
Conclusions

It is very important for the develops«nt of the aerospace industry to
further promote research and development as well as application of
titaniimi technology. In recent years, research areas has focused such as
the effect of overloading ratio on Ti-6A1-4V alloy fatigue crack growth,
estionting of service life, the influence of microstructure on low-cycle
fatigue etc. Investigations of phase transformations, the dynamic
rectystallization and beta brittleness have lead to developing some
advanced technology, such as beta heat treatment and so on. The study of
hot iaoatatic pressing (HIP) technology and hydrogen treatment of titaniia
castings plays a positive role in i^iroving titaniisi casting structure and
properties.
Over thirty years of experience of titaniimi application in the aviation
industry of China has proved that it is essential to enhance the study on
material service performance, such as fatigue fracture and failure
analysis, to pay more attention to fundamental study on technological
processes and quality control in order to guarantee that aviation products
have high quality and good stability along with satifactory technical and
economic effect.

ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH TITAMIUM ALLOY fOR FASTSNIRS
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Abatract
A naw high atrangth titanium alloy haa baan davalopad primarily intandad
for faatanar applicationa. Nhila Ti-6A1-4V ia uaad axtanaivaly aa a
faatanar alloy in tha aaroapaca industry, ita ahaar atrangth allowabla ia
linltad to 655 NPa (95 kai). For highar ahaar atrangth raqulraoanta,
various ataala or nickal-baaad alloys ara uaad up to 860 MPa (125 kai)
ahaar atrangth, but with tha attandant dansity panalty. This naw alloy ia
intandad to provlda tha 860 NPa ahaar atrangth at roughly a 40% waight
aavinga. Aftar acraaning various alloy ayatans, tha optlaua chaalatry haa
baan aalactad aa followai Ti-6.0V-6.2Mo-5.7ra-3Al. In light of ita 125
kai ahaar atrangth goal, tha alloy haa baan daalgnatad TINBTAL>12S.
Introduction
Titanium alloys hava baan uaad antansivaly In tha aaroapaca induatry aa
faatanara, with Ti-6A1-4V baing tha moat commonly uaad alloy. Thara ara,
howavar, two primary llmitatlona auffarad by Ti-6A1-4V which lad to tha
davalopmant of an improvad alloy. Pirat, Ti-6A1-4V is limitad to a
guarantaad shaar atrangth laval of 655 MPa (95 kai ahaar) which tranalatas
into • tanaila atrangth minimum of about 1140 NPa (165 kai). Sacondly,
bacauaa of ita limitad hardanability, it ia oftan difficult to obtain auch
propartlaa in faatanara on tha ordar of 19B«B (.75*) dlamatar and bayond.
whan hlghar atrangth or largar dlamatar faatanara ara raquirad, occasionally
othar high atrangth titanium alloys auch aa Tl-6Al-6V-2Sn ara amployad.
Mora oftan, howavar, othar iron or nickal baaad alloys auch aa A-286, H-ll
or IN718 ara raquirad. Nhila thaaa faatanar alloys provlda tha daalrad
atrangth and aectlon sica raquiramanta, albait with difficulty at timaa,
thay do ao at an accompanying waight panalty of about 40% ovar tha
titanium. Thia waight panalty could ba racoupad with a titanium alloy
capabla of providing 860 MPa (125 kai) ahaar at aactlon aisaa up to roughly
32IWII (1.25*) in dlamatar.
Thia tranalataa to roughly 1585 NPa (230 kai)
avaraga tanaila atrangth. Tha goal ductility ia at laaat 7 to 8%
alongation, which la what faatanar producara raquira in ordar to ba abla to
Tllomum '92
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roll thraada onto a faatanar attar aolution traatlng and aging. Thua, tha
flrat tlar typical propartlaa for tha goal alloy wara aatabllahad aa
followai
Shoar Strangthi
k 860 HP« (12S kal)
Ylald Strangthi
k 1530 MPa (320 kal)
Tanalla Strangthi k 1580 MPa (330 kal)
Ductility (% 11)1 * 7%
Tachnical Approach
Tha flrat phaaa of tha program concantratad on producing amall haata of
axlatlng high atrangth alloya auch aa Ti-6M-6v-2Sn (Tl-e/6/3), T1-10V2Fa-3M (Ti-10/2/3), n-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al (Tl-15/3), Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Ir-4Mo
(Ti-38644, Bata C) and Tl-6Al-3Sn-4Zr-6Ho (Tl-6246) aa wall aa varloua
nodlfleatlona thoraof. Bach haat waa procaaaad to 12.Sun (.5') dla. bar,
aolution traatad plua agad to a wide ranga of atrangtha and than tanalla
taatad at room tamparatura.
Tha raaultant tanalla data waa than analyzad by ragraaalon analyala to
aatabllah tha following ganaral aquation for aarh alloy (la, baaalina alloy
or modification tharaof)i
% El • A + B (UTS)

(1)

Thia aquation waa than uaad to calculate tha axpactad ductility at 1S86 MPa
(230 kal) tanalla atrangth. Table I provide» a aunmary of the expected
'beat' alloy from each group. Conaidaring thaae reaulta, it waa clear that
a ne-^ alloy baaa chemiatry waa required.
Table I Expected Ductility (% El) From Beat Compoiition at 1586 MPa

llgnqition1

Mlgy group
Tl-6246
Ti-15/3
Ti-10/2/3
Ti-38644
Ti-6/6/2

5%
3.5%
4%
4%
5%

^Expected valuaa are from 'beat' modification of given alloy group and
not naceaaarily from tha apacific alloy cited.
Baaed on aome earlier work at TIMET, an alloy baaed on Ti-V-Mo-Pe-Al waa
aalacted for the next phaaa. While each of tha bata atabilizera (V, Mo,
Pa) waa originally felt to be optimized at roughly tha 5% level, little
work had been conducted to define optimum levela. Thu», a •arias of 18-kg
(40-lb) heata ware melted aa outlined in Table II. Alloya A and F had one
beta atabiliter at tha 'low' level (- 4.5%) while Alloya B, C, and D had at
leaat two of the beta atabilizera low. Alloy E, however, had all three
beta atabilizera at the 'high' (-6%) level.
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Tabla II Ti-V-Mo-Fe-Al Sarlai With High and Low Laval« of Bata Stabilizara1

AUfiX

Y

Ma

E«

&1

22

li

A
8
C
D
E

4.5
4.5
4.3
4.3
6.2
6.2

5.8
5.8
4.8
4.8
6.2
6.0

5.7
4.5
5.7
4.5
5.7
4.5

3.0
3.0
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13

Hal
Bal
Sal
Bal
Bal
Bal

r
1

A11 chamiatriaa citad in wt. %.

Tha Tabla II alloya wara procaaaad to 12-mni dia. rod and aolution traatad
plua agad to varioua atrangth lavala. Again, tha data was analyzad by
ragraaaion analyaia and tha raaulta ara givan in Tabla III. Thia data
claarly ahowa that tha baat ductility ia obtained whan all thraa bata
atabilicara ara at tha high (> 5%) laval. It alao ahowa that whan at laaat
two of tha thraa bata atabilitara ara low (< 5%) tha axpactad ductility at
tha 1586 MPa atrangth laval ia no battar than tha initial aariaa of alloya
(Tabla I). A graphic illuatration of tha advantage of Alloy I ovar tha
othar formulationa ia ahown in Pigura 1.
Tabla III Raaulta of Ragraaaion Analyaia of Tanaila Data from Tabla II
Alloya1
Ragraaaion Coafficianta^
■ lov

A
B
C
D
B
F

A
31.55

fl
-

.0161
.0243
.0211
.0240
.0167
.0184

Calculated % El

as. ISM

HP! VT8

6.03
4.09
4.68
4.68
7.84
5.56

^-All matarial waa finiah rolled from 75na aquare to 12inm round 30*C below
ita beta tranaua than aolution traatad 15 to 30*C below ita tranaua and
aged at varioua taoparatura/tine conbinationa.
2

Baaed on Equation (1) in text.
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Figur« 1 - Plot of Regression Curves for Data in Tables II and III.
Having established the optimum beta stabiliser content and successfully
meeting the good ductility at 1586 MPa UTS, it was then decided to check
the effects of the alpha stabilisers (Al and oxygen). Table IV lists the
alloys melted for this portion of the study and Table V provides the
calculated ductility at the 1S86 MPa strength level. From these tables, it
is seen that the aluminum equivalence effect is very strong, and as shown
in Figure 2, there is a critical (high) level which must be maintained in
order to reach the goal ductility. It should also be noted that although
oxygen ie shown to substitute effectively for aluminum (compare Alloys G
and J, Tables IV and V) lew aluminum levels are impractical because of the
of the necessity to use V-Al and Mo-Al master alloys in formulating this
chemistry. Figure 2 a.'.so suggests that an aluminum equivalence of about
Table IV

Tl-V-Mo-Fe-A. Series Melted with Varying Aluminum and
Oxygen Levels1

hfi

Alloy
6.1
5.2
5.0
5.2

6.2
5.5
5.1
5.2

5.7
5.2
5.0
5.1

hi

°2

li

U_I92

3.2
2.7
1.5
1.6

.13
.13
.14
.31

Bal
Bal
Bal
Bal

4.5
4.0
2.9
4.7

1

A11 chemistries cited in Ht. %.
A1 Bq • Aluminum Equivalence - % Al ♦ 10 (% O2)

2
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Tabla V Results of Raqraasion Analysis of Tanslla Data fron
Tabla IV Alloya1

Alloy

Raoraaalon Coaffieianta^
A
B
48.45
49.64
85.27
37.79

0
H
I
J

Calculatad % II
at 1586 MPa OTS^

-.0361
-.0277
-.0534
-.0196

6.92
5.65
0.60
6.73

1

Matarial aaltad and procaaaad similar to Table IV
material.

2

Based on Bqn (1) In text.
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Aluminum Equivatonc«
Figure 2 - Calculated Ductility of Table IV Alloy« at 1586 MPa UTS as
a Function of Aluminum Equivalence.
4.5 might be optimum.
In light of the above results, the aalected chemistry for scale-up
evaluation waai Tl-6.0V-6.2Mo-5.7Fe-2.7Al-.18O2.
An 820 kg (1800-lb) x 4S7nm (18-inchy diameter Ingot of the above chemistry
was melted. There were two primary raaaona for Inmedlataly acaling to this
Ingot site:
a)

It provided enough material to enable hot rolling of coll stock
on a production mill. This, It was felt, would allow processing
to a finer grain alza than with the smaller heats.

b)

It would provide a large enough ingot to evaluate aagregation
tendencies.

m

Tha Ingot was forgad to 89iin (3.5-inch) dlaawtar •■ input stock for rolling
to «Mil diuMtar coil. Sinca aavaral piacaa wara cut at this sita, slicas
wara takan at positions raprasanting various positions along tha ingot
langth and chaaistry sanplas war* takan at cantar and outsida edga
locations of aach slica. Thasa sanplas wara analyiad for major chemistry
variations in ordar to asaass tha macrosagragation tendency for this
formulation. As tha results of Table VI indicate, the chemistry variation
was very email, thus indicating that scale-up to a full sized ingot is
feasible. Of course, the degree of segregation is a function of tha melt
practice employed. Also, microsegregation tendency is not assessed by this
technique.
Table VI Chemical Analysis of 820 kg Heat Chemistry, wt. %
Location1

1

MS

£t

Al

2a

2%/o
2%/C

5.47
5.42

6.02
5.95

5.25
5.27

2.53
2.52

.186
.197

25%/0
25%/C

5.78
5.58

6.43
6.19

5.27
5.34

2.60
2.56

.200
.179

75%/0
75%/C

5.69
5.61

6.30
6.29

5.51
5.43

2.58
2.57

.190
.220

90%/O
90%/C

5.72

6.34

5.32

2.59

5,79

«.42

S.S2

2.61

.196
.17?

5.63
5.67
5.60

6.24
6.27
6.21

5.36
5.34
5.39

2.57
2.57
2.57

.193
.193
.194

Overall Avg
Outside Avg
Center Avg

1
% values correspond to approximate distance from
ingot top; '0' refers to outside edge of sample
slice; 'C refers to center.

The beta transus was 749°c (1380°F) for this heat.
The density was measured as 4.852 gro/cm3.
The ingot was forgad and hot rolled to 9.5mm diameter rod. A series of
solution and age heat-treatments were performed on the material. The
solution temperature was 7100C (13100P) and the age temperatures ranged
from 4B2°C to 5930C (9000F to HOOT) for 2 to 24 hours. These heat
treatments resulted in ultimate tensile strengths from 1004 to 1373 MPa below the desired level of 1586 HPa.
In order to increase the strength level, another series of heat treatments
were performed utilizing a solution and duplex aging (STDA) cycle. The
material was solution treated at 710°C, pra-aged at 427°C 4 or 8 hours, and
final aged at 468*C or 462,C 16 hours. These heat treatments generally
resulted in higher strengths. The over 1586 MPa ultimate tensile strength
specimens contained 1475 MPa to 1493 HPa yield strength and 6.0 to 8.0%
elongation. The highest strengths were produced by a STDA heat treatment 710,C 2 hr/fan air cool plus 427,,C/8hr/air cool plus 4680C/16hr/air cool.
Table VII contains the results of the six highest tensile strengths.

VM

Tabl* VII Tansil* T««t Results froa STDA^ Mstsrisl

UTS (MPat
1
2
3
4
5
6

1617
1616
1609
1599
1594
1587

.2% YS
(MPa)

Y M

% Klona

1493
1492
1491
1473
1473
1475

11.8
12.2
10.0
12.5
14.4
13.1

6.0
7.5
7.0
7.0
8.0
8.0

l710*C 2 hr/fsn sir cool plus 427»C/8hr/sir cool plus 468*C/16hr/slr cool.
The bslsncs of ths spproxlmstsly 160 tonsils tests ere not listed end show
generally lower strengths end concomitant increasing ductility at the 482*C
age temperature. However, some of the elongation values were unexpectedly
low.
The double shear results from 46 tests from the 9.SiHn rod heat treated at
710*C/2hr/fan air cool plus 427*C/8hr air cool plus 468*C/16hr/air cool are
837 MPa on average and 868 MPa at the maximum. The average shear values
are less than the goal of 862 MPa on average but it was obtained in some
cases. It is felt that a store optianim processing schedule to produce a
finer grain aised product will provide the 862 MPa strength goal.
The microstructure of the STOA (710*C 2 hr/fan air cool plus 427*C/8hr/air
cool plus 468*C/16hr/air cool) material is typically a very fine-grained
alpha precipitate in a beta matrix. (See Figure 3).

4--',, ■

i:

Figure 3 - Microstructure of aged rod.
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Tha rasults of general corroaion tasta (1) of beta rolled ahaet and
compariaon with CP grade 2 and Ti-6A1-4V in varioua environitiant j are shown
in Table VIII.
Table VIII General Corroaion Rates (MM/Yaar)
Environment

TIMETAL.125

CP Grade 2

H2SO4, 1%, Boiling
HCl,
1%, Boiling
HNO3, 40%, Boiling

.094
.475
.470

17.4
1.8
.5

Ti-«\l-4V
2.5
.845

sanslailfla I
a)

An ultra-hlgh-atrength titanium alloy is being developed which shows
potential for fasteners requiring 860 HPa shear strength, and 1520 HPa
yield strength 1586 MPa tensile strength with elongation greater than
7%.

b)

The required properties were obtained except for the 1520 MPa yield
strength without cold working the baj prior to aging. The heat treatment was optimized at 710°C 2hr/fan air cool plus 427,C/8hr/air cool
plus 46a*C/16 hr/air cool.

c)

The general corroaion rates of the ultra-high strength titanium alloy
in aaveral environments are better than Ti-6A1-4V and CP grade 2.

Sunoux
Since no existing class of titanium alloys showed the potential of meeting
the requirements of an ultra-high strengt)) fastener alloy, an alloy
development program was initiated. After evaluating the existing alloys
Ti-6/2/2, Ti-10/2/3, Ti-15/3, Ti-38644 and Ti-6246 and modifications there
of, the alloy development program resulted in the alloy, Ti-6.0V-6.2Mo5.7Fe-2.7Al. General corroaion tests indicate that corrosion rates are
less than those for Ti-6A1-4V and CP grade 2.
Reference
1.

Bergman, D. D., 'HTL Monthly Progreaa Report for April 1992", TIMET
Menderaon Technical Lab.
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Abstract
Titanium aluminide for the last two decades have offered the prospect of
significant weight savings in gas turbine engines by the replacement of Ni
base superalloys. As yet they have failed to deliver despite significant R4D
effort. However, recent advances in chemistry and processing capabilities
have now resulted in Ti aluminides standing on the threshold of commercial
engine utilisation.
For this class of material to make the transition from research curiosity to
a 'real' engine material the key property requirements must first be identified. Only then can the material be tailored to meet the engineering need.
To identify key properties targets for titanium aluminides, a series of
design studies have been carried out for civil, military and helicopter gas
turbine engines using current gamma and alpha2 material properties.
Gamma blades in the low pressure turbine of civil engines save over 100kg per
engine compared to current cast nickel blades. The key requirements here are
specific stiffness coupled with adequate tensile strength and resistance to
damage and defects. Other attractive applications are compressor stator
vanes and simple, non critical structures where conventional titanl'im can not
be used because of the risk of titanium fires. Compressor blading is a
further possibility. Large complex static structures and high integrity parts
lifed by fracture mechanics are unsuited to current alloys.
Alpha2 alloys were for a long time the front runners for engine applications
compared to gamma Ti aluminides. However their poor fire and environmental
resistance has proved their Achilles' heel.
Further understanding is still required on the long term effect of operating
environment on mechanical properties for titanium aluminides. In addition
the effect of local stress concentrations, ie, defects or damage, on life
particularly for the more brittle gamma alloys, need to be assessed. The
applications for alpha2 would be significantly increased if its fatigue
crack growth rate could be slowed down to that of conventional titanium,
allowing its use as critical discs provided environmental resistance is
adequate.
THonium '92
Sowie* and Tachnolo«
EditodbyF.H. Fro« and I. CapU
TU Minwal«, MMalt & Motttiol« SocMty, 1993
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Introduction
•Find out what the customer wants - then supply it' is the recipe for success
in any business.
Applied to titanium aluminldes it should ensure the materials
ami manufacturing processes developed have the widest industrial application
and benefit.
The present paper identifies key areas where improvements are required, based
on recent Rolls-Royce design studies for civil, military and helicopter
engines. The conclusions provide a good indication of general aeroengine
industry needs, although there will be some detailed variations between
different companies due to different engine operating conditions, technology
base and personal opinion.
Titanium alumlnlde capabilities
Design studies identifying component applications and key materials and
process properties are iterative with materials and process development. A
first step is to assess current materials and process capability (Figures 1
and 2) and estimate likely future Improvements (1) (2) ( 3)(4)(5).
There are also some basic conditions which a gas turbine engine material must
meet.
They are described below in no particular order since all are
essential.
Material must be available in the right timescales
Maximum benefit from a new material or process accrues when it is designed
into a component from the start, rather than being substituted within an
existing engine configuration. Such design opportunities only occur every
few years.
The engineering advantage must be high enough to Justify development costs
and any increase in component cost
When a new material or process allows the engine to be thermodynamically more
efficient, ie, operate hotter or at higher pressure ratio, the benefit is
usually greater than if it Just saves weight.
A general rule for civil pas
turbine engines is that a reduction of 1kg in component weight saves £6F,0 in
direct operating costs (mainly fuel) over the life of an engine (2). Veight
assumes more importance in military combat and space vehicle components.
The risk of unexpected component failure must be acceptably low
Components are divided into several categories, dependent on the consequence
of failure. The most critical must have a very low risk of premature
failure; it can increase somewhat for components where failure affects
efficiency but not safety.
Component design studies for civil, military and helicopter gas
turbine engines
The results of these studies are summarised in Figure 3, with more detail in
Table 1 for gamma and Table 2 for alpha2.
Both gamma and alpha2 are also potential matrices in composite matt-rials.
Since materials and process requirements for matrices, are likely to be
significantly different they are not considered here.

MM

Compressor aerofoils
The requirements for all 3 types of engine are broadly similar despite
differences in component size and cost/weight benefit.
Aluminides offer no benefit to the engine thermodynamic cycle as
temperatures are limited by available disc materials.
Stator blades in gamma offer weight savings of 50% approx compared to steel
or nickel. The risk of component failure is lower for Stators conpared to
rotors as the likelihood of impact from foreign objects in the gas stream is
low. Stators held at both the inner and outer annulus are expected to remain
in place even if cracked.
Rotor blades in gamma offer little advantage compared to conventional
titanium, improved fire resistance being offset by increased risk of foreign
object damage. As a replacement for nickel the weight savings depend on
allowable crushing stress, hence blade root design. A heavier disc rim
could easily cancel the 45% reduction in blade weight.
Alpha2 is of little use unless its fire resistance can be markedly improved.

Turbine aerofoils
Many turbine aerofoils, including all those in military combat engines, run
too hot for gamma aluminide. Those at suitable temperatures are civil engine
low pressure turbine, LPT, aerofoils and helicopter engine power turbine
aerofoils. The latter will probably demand low cost in preference to low
weight and hence remain in nickel.
Civil LPT blades, offer no engine cycle advantage due to gamma but weight
savings of 45% are expected by replacing nickel. Since civil LPT blades can
be over 35cm long this translates to a saving of 80-120kg on a large turbofan
engine. Reduced blade weight facilitates lighter discs and casings, saving an
additional 30%, ie 70kg. As a result Rolls-Royce consider civil LPT rotor
blades are the most important application for gamma aluminide, see Figure 4.
It is understood uther gas turbine engine companies share this view.
Civil LPT nozzle guide vanes, ie static aerofoils, show no engineering
benefit in gamma since their key requirement is high strength.
Alpha2 has some application in civil LPT blades but its lower temperature
capability and lower modulus (influencing vibration) make it less useful
than gamma.
Engine structures
Applications for titanium aluminides are limited. Many casings require high
'plasticity' for containment of failed blades, which precludes gamma, and
fire resistance, which precludes alpha?. Spoked engine support structures
require neither of these properties but their complex shape is often beyond
current titanium aluminide manufacturing capability. Military engine nozzles
and some combustor casings are more promising.

im

Discs
In recent years there has been a move away from disc lives based on fatigue
initiation. The Alternative is fracture mechanics life based on a typical
initial defect size and fatigue crack growth rate.
For both gamma and alpha2, it is likely that high lives to crack initiation
can be obtained on 'defect free' material but both have a fairly fast crack
growth rate which results in low fracture mechanics lives.
It is unlikely that fatigue crack growth rate can be slowed down sufficiently
for either gamma or alpha2 to make them suitable for long life discs.
Applications will therefore be limited to short life discs eg missile or some
military engines, or certain turbine discs which are required to withstand a
high overspeed criteria, hence tensile strength is the main requirement and
fatigue stresses are relatively low.
Conclusions
Gamma has wider potential application than alphas due primarily to its fire
resistance and reasonable temperature capability.
Key areas for improvement
are plasticity, both improving defect tolerance without detriment to other
key properties and/or learning to effectively use material with limited
plasticity; environmental stability; tensile strength and manufacturing
capability.
Alpha2 alloys have limited application due to their lack of fire resistance
and poor environmental resistance. Key areas for improvement are surface
protection to improve temperature capability and ways of slowing fatigue
crack growth rate.
These would enable alpha2 to fill a useful, though small
niche between conventional titanium and nickel alloys.
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The Titanium Investment Casting Technology

K.-D. Folkers
Titan-Aluminium-Feinguß SnbH
5780 Bestwig
GERMANY

Abstract
Today, the technology for casting titanium has advanced greatly and allows
the production of precise, highly complicated castings with high quality
surface finish and with excellent properties. This development can be
easily shown on the example of a structural aircraft part.
The mechanical properties of the high temperature alloy 1M1 834 in the
cast condition are discussed.

Introduction
For a long time titanium as well as titanium alloys were used as forging
material in the aerospace and as corrosion-resistant material for the
chemical industry.
In the lost wax investment casting process lost models and lost moulds are
being used. The models are produced with thermoplastic. This happens by
wax injectioning special pattern wax in tools. Very often these tools are
divided/folded and separable/dismountable, in order to remove the wax from
the tool. This process allows more design freedom for the components.
The main advantage of investment castings is the fact that structural
components can be manufactured with considerable cost savings and considerable less machining. Using castings offers the advantage of a high dimensional accuracy, excellent surface finish, and high mln. values of the
mechanical property.
Thus, the Investment casting process renders It possible to produce
complicated components at low costs. Compared to conventional made parts
this process can be considered as good alternative.
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Melting Practice
The traditional melting process for the production of titanium castings is
the scull procedure which has been developed in the mid-fifties from the
Bureau of Mines/Albany, Oregon. During research work at that time it was
recognized that while melting titanium with a vacuum arc furnace the
liquid pool had surprising depth. This led to the development of a casting
furnace with a tiltable water-cooled crucible. The fact that there are
only small evaporation losses makes this process ideal for the production
of high quality investment castings (Ref 1).
Shell Moulds for Titanium Castings
At present there exists no moulding material that does not react with
liquid titanium. The question of moulding system reactions plays an
important role in the production of titanium investment castings. Such
reactions include above all the pickup of oxygen. However, there are also
other components of the moulding system that entail a hardening increase
of surface areas. Normally, the penetration depth of the in-diffusing
elements is between 0.05 and 0.3 mm. The thickness of this layer depends
to a high degree on the contact time between solidifying titanium and
moulding material at high temperature. The hardened surface area of the
castings will be removed by etching. The necessary etching will be
considered as machining allowance during the tool construction.
The HIP-Process
The HIPping process /Hot Isostatic Pressing) offers an excellent
possibility to repair defects in the structure such as micro shrinkage or
bubbles in titanium castings. HIPping for Ti-6A1-4V takes place at temperatures of 920oC and 102 MPA over two or several hours in argon. Above
all the HIP-process improves the dynamic values.
Weld Repair
Titanium is fully weldable allowing repair whenever necessary. Weldments
have excellent tensile and fatigue properties sometimes exceeding those
of the base metal.
Therefore, weld repair is a common practice for filling gas porosity and
shringkage pores exposed by chemical milling, post-HIP surface depressions,
or cold shuts in connection with special welding equipment. Inert gas
tungsten arc welding is typically used.
Heat Treatment
Since titanium castings are slow-cooled in insulating moulds in a vacuum,
subsequent thermal treatment is mormally unnecessary since the castings
are virtually "annealed" while still in the moulds. Stresses induced
by
welding can be relieved by a simple stress relief cycle at 750oC for 2 hours.
This takes place in a special vacuum furnace under static argon atmosphere.

2,914

Aerospace Applications
Investment castings in titaniun have found wide application areas in air
craft and aerospace industry because they have many advantages. For example
high strength to weight ratio, dimensional accuracy, wall thicknesses down
to 2 mm and excellent surface finish. As it can be seen in figure 1 TITAL
produce different castings, the so called knots, for a new europeen civil
aircraft the DO 328.

Js
It i^ )ji ' *

Figure 1 - Different Casting Knots
The casting knots are part of the engine suspension system manufactured by
Dornier/Germany. The whole suspension system is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2 - Engine Suspension System

Structure and Properties of cast IMI 834
The near alpha alloy IMI 834 was developed for gas turbine aero-engine
components operating at temperatures up to 600oC.
Although it is a wrought alloy, no difficulties were experienced by TITAL
when casting the alloy.
Chemical Analyses
The ingot material for the test program was supplied by IMI Titanium.
The chemical composition of the castings can be seen in table I.
Table I Casting Analyses
Element

Percent

Al
Sn
Zr
Nb
Mo
Si
C
Fe
0

5.82
4.04
3.50
0.70
0.54
0.32
0.05
0.018
1250 ppm

wt. %
HIPping and Heat Treatment

Hot Isostatic
Pressing was carried out below the beta transus temperature
at 9650C for 2 hours at 103 MPA to seal internal shrinkage porosity.
After this the castings were beta solution heat treated at 1075oC and
0.5 hours to avoid excessive grain growth. Finally the testing material
was aged at 700<,C and 2 hours.
Micro Structure
The prior beta grainsize in a 12.5 mm thick section after thermal
treatment was between 1 and 2 mm.
The microstructure of cast IMI 834 consists wholly of acicular alpha and
beta transformation product as can be seen in figure 3.
Beta processed alloys are typified by good creep resistance at moderate
strength levels (Ref 2).
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Figure 3 - Microstructure of IM1 834 in the as-cast condition
Mechanical Properties
As shown in table II the room temperature tensile properties meet the specification of wrought products, although due to the coarser grain of the cast
material, at slightly lower levels of ductility.
Table II Room temperature tensile
properties of cast IMI 834
condition

0.2% PS
MPA

U.T.S.
MPA

EL
%

RA

( J. + ß ) HIP

944

1071

5

7

+

966

1072

5

9

910

1030

6

15

STA

specification
wrought product
IMI-data (Ref 3)

At higher temperatures, for excample 600oC1 the tensile properties of cast
material are excellent with a little debit in ductility.
The high temperature tensile properties obtained in the test program are
listed in table III.
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Table III High temperature tensile
properties of cast IMI 834
condition

0.2% PS
MPA

U.T.S.
MPA

EL

(J. + P) HIP

526

663

6

16

+ STA

515

669

10

22

specification
wrought product

480

585

9

20

%

RA
%

test temperature: 600oC
IMI-data (Ref 3)
Creep performance plays an important role for the application of titanium
alloys in modern gas turbine engines.
In its cast form IMI 834 exhibits superior creep performance, again due to
the acicular micro structure, normally achieved after beta processing
(Ref 4).
A summary of the creep data is given in table IV.
Table IV Creep data at 600oC/125 MPA
of cast IMI 834
condition

% T.P.S.
100 hrs

% T.P.S.
310 hrs

( J-+ ß) HIP
+ STA

0.033
0.025
0.030
0.028

0.061
0.056
0.056
0.052

IMI-data (Ref 3)
Conclusion
The state of the art of titanium casting technology has been reviewed and
the possibilities for the manufacture of structural parts in the aircraft
industry were shown.
This technology in combination with high temperature alloys like IMI 834
makes it possible to produce castings that offer certain advantages for
the application in gas turbine engines.
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Abatract
Thla raport covara aooa awehanlcal and phyalcal propartlaa of alpha-bat«
and bat« procaaaad TIMBTAL-1100 (noalnally Ti-6Al-2.7Sn-4Zr-.4Mo.45Sl.0702 waight pareant) ahaat. Nachanlcal propartlaa for TINBTAL-1100 wara
davalopad from bat« rollad, bat« annaalad, and alpha-bata rollad ahaat from
« ranga of thlcknaaaaa fro« aavaral haat lota. Craap and atraaa ruptura
propartlaa wara anhancad by bat« «nnaallng or bat« rolling but at tha
axpanaa of ductility. Tha bat« «nnaallng taaparatura ahould ba kapt aa low
«a poaalbla In ordar to ratain maxinum ductility. Dapandlng upon tha
raqulramanta of tha application, tha approprlata procaaalng routa can ba
apaclflad.

Introduction
Although TIHBTAL-llOO waa davalopad primarily for forging application«, aa
in tha caaa of ita pradacaaaor Ti-6242S (Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-.lSi), thara
«ra nunaroua ahaat natal application« which could banafit fron ita
propartlaa. Such application« includa gaa-turbina-angina aftarburnar
atructura and hot akin and aubatructura applicationa aa found on ultrahigh-apaad vahiclaa auch aa tha HASP. Hhila aona applicationa could uaa
TINBTAL-llOO ahaat in an alpha-bata procaaaad condition, moat would
probably raquira a bata-procaaaad microatructura.
Thara ara two mathoda for producing bat« procaaaad ahaat - bata rolling and
bata annaaling. Thla papar raviawa tha propartlaa aaaoclatad with thaaa
approachaa and idantifiaa critical limit« for bata-annaal tamparaturaa. It
«lao raviawa a limitad amount of data on alpha-bata procaaaad ahaat matarial. Part 1 liata tha nwchanical propartlaa and Part 2 daacribaa tha
davalopmant of tha bata annaaling and «t«biliz«tion traatmanta.
Part 1 - Phvaical and Machanical Propartlaa of TIMBTAL-llOO Shaat
TIMBTAL-1100 la a naar-alpha tit«nlum «Hoy davalopad by TIMBT for hightamparatura applicationa whara craap raalatanca la raquirad, Tha bata
tranaua la in tha ranga of 1000 to 1015*C. Tha danaity ia 4.49 gm/cm3.
Titanium '92
Sdcnc* and Technology
i&H by F.H. Fro« and I. Caplon
Tho MiiMrak, Mrtol» & MetKiab Soc'wty, 1993
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B«t> Roll»d sh»«t. TIMtTAL-1100 bata-rollad mhmmt was producad by alphabata croaa-rolling 7Snn thick alab to 5.4im at 982*C and unldlractional
rolling at 1038*0 to final gaga abova tha bata tranaua (1000 to 1015*C) on
a convantional rolling Bill. Appropriata control« and raduction aaquancaa
wara anployad to rafina tha nacro/micro-atructura.
Aftar hot rolling, tha ahaat was annaalad at 954*C/15 ainutaa/AC (air
coolad). Than, tha ahaat waa flniahad by bait grinding which inaurad
ranoval of alpha-caaa and aurfaca dafacta.
Bata Annaalad Shaat. Bata annaalad ahaat waa producad from 7SnRi alab
alpha-bata croaa-rollad at 982*C/954*C roughing/finiahing paaaaa to nominal
.5 to 3.7inm ahaat, annaalad at 1038*0/10 min/AC, and atabilicad at 593*C/2
or 8 hr/AC. Than, tha ahaat waa finiahad by bait grinding.
Alpha-Bata Shaat. Alpha-bata ahaat waa producad from 7.5* en alab
alpha-bata croaa-rollad to nominal .5 to 3.7mRi ahaat from 982*C/9S4*C
roughing/finiahing paaaaa, and annaalad at 954*0/10 min/AC. Than, tha
ahaat waa finiahad by bait grinding.
Taatino Procaduraa
Tanaila taata wara parformad according to ASTN E8 and fatigua-crack-growth
taating of cantar-crackad tanaion apacimana according to ASTM E647-88 on
varioua thicknaaaaa of ahaat. Tha crack-growth taata wara conductad in
room tamparatura laboratory air at 58 to 61% ralativa humidity and an R
ratio of .10 and a fraquancy of 20 Hz ainuaoidal. Tha tanaila raaulta in
Part 1 of thia raport ara tha avaraga of at laaat two tanaila taata
parformad tranavaraa and longitudinal to tha final rolling diraction.
Elavatad-tanparatura craap and atraaa-ruptura taating waa dona on aamplaa
machinad into tha aama configuration aa tha tanaila aamplaa. Elavatadtamparatura tanaila taating, atraaa-ruptura and craap taating wara
conductad in air.
Tanaila Raaulta. Tabla I liata tha raaulta for .45 to 1.6n»n ahaat. Tabla
II liata the tanaila raaulta for 2.7 to 3.17inm ahaat taatad parallel to (L)
and perpendicular to (T) the final rolling direction. A alight drop in
tanaila ductility at 593*C occurred in the beta annealed material atabilized at 593°C/2 hr veraua the 8 hour atabilization cycle. All other
tenaile properties wara aimilar with atabilization cyclea of 2 or 8 hours.
The tenaile reaulta indicate that tha alpha-bata rolled material ia lower
strength but higher ductility than the beta annealed or tha bata rolled
material. The beta rolled material ahowa more directionality than the beta
annealed material. In beta annealed aheet, the 2.7 to 3.17inn aheet
containa higher ductility than the .45 to 1.6mm sheet. The lower ductility
in tha thinner aheeta ia believed to be cauaed by the fewer number of
graina through the thickneaa of the sheet aa compared to the thicker aheet.
Crack Growth Rate Reeulta. The center-crack fatigue crack growth teata
were performed on aheet which was alpha-beta rolled and then bata annealed
at 1038*0/10 min/AC and stabilized at 593*0/8 hr/AC. Sheet gagea of .8mm
and l.6nni thick were tested. Two samples of each were teatad to cover a
wide range of stress intensities. (See Figure 1).
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Tabl« I Tanail* Propartias of .45m to 1.6nn Shaat
(Avaraga of Two Teat»)

Zmv. (*C1 BiC*. VT8 (HPAX .21 xs (urn ■1. (U
0
0
0
0

Rollad1
Rollad*
Rollad1
Rollad1

21
21
593
593

L
T
L
T

986
1081
626
725

873
941
528
588

10.1
9.8
10.5
8.5

0
0
0
0

Annaalad2
knnaalad2
Annaalad2
Annaalad2

21
21
593
593

L
T
L
T

1038
1017
681
684

907
921
578
539

9.0
11.0
7.0
9.0

B
0
B
B
0
B
B
0
B
B
0
B
0
B

Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3
Annaalad3

21
21
204
204
315
315
427
427
538
538
593
593
649
649

h

T
L
T
L
T
L
T
L
T
L
T
L
T

1067
1063
878
877
804
797
762
771
755
741
710
681
647
662

920
883
712
720
619
633
599
606
578
576
537
531
519
515

8
9
12
13
12
12
12
12
9
10
11
11
10
9

a
a
a
a
a

+
+
♦
+
+

21
21
538
538
593

L
T
L
T
L

873
870
603
605
603

805
801
473
472
487

18
18
25
25
27

ß
ß
0
B
ß

Rollad«
Rollad4
Rollad*
Rollad4
Rollad4

1

954*0/15
1038»C/10
3
1038*C/10
4
954*C/15
2

min/AC
mln/AC ♦ 593*0/2 hr/AC
mln/AC ♦ 593*C/8 hr/AC
rain/AC

Tabla II Tanalla Propartiaa of 2.7 to 3.17tn Shaat
TtBP. CO
1

B Annaalad
B Annaalad1
B Annaalad1
Rollad2
Rollad2
Rollad2
Rollad2

VIS (MPU

,2* X9 (HFt)

■1. (U

21
593
593

L
L
T

1041
692
691

952
558
567

12
12
12

21
21
593
593

L
T
L
T

909
897
571
557

838
829
451
449

18.8
20.4
26
27.8

o
a
a
a

+
+
+
+

1

1038*0/10 or IS mln/AC ♦ 593*0/2 hr/AC
954*0/15 mln/AC

2

8
B
B
ß

lij.

2,925

o.oooi
1.6min

s
ü

iI
'

11-06
.8mm

iE-oe

• -&-•

«-07
1E-08
1E-09

10

20

30

50

100

Dolta K MPA(M**.5)
Figur« 1 - ratlgua-crack-growth plot of b«ta annaalad ahaat at room
tanparatura. R - .10, Fraquancy ■ 20 HZ.
Figur* 1 ahowa a aomawhat hlghar crack-growth rata for tha .Sirni ahaat at
tha lowar atraaa intanaity ranga. Howavar, tha crack growth rate ia
virtually Idantical for atraaa intanaitiaa abova 20 HPa m-5
Straa« Ruotura and Craan Raaulta. Tha raaulta of tha craep taating (time
to .2% elongation) are ahown in Figure 2. Theae timaa are aignificantly
greater for beta annealed or beta rolled sheet than for alpha-beta rolled
sheet. The Larson-Miller parameter is .6 to .7 higher for the beta
annealed or beta rolled aheat than alpha-beta proceaaed sheet. This
tranalatea Into about a 26 to 31*C advantage for the beta annealed or beta
rolled sheet. There are no aignifleant diffarencea between the beta rolled
and the beta annealed ahaat.
Strasa rupture raaulta are ahown in the Laraon-Millar plot in Figure 3.
There are no aignificant diffarencea between the beta rolled and the beta
annealed ahaet. However tha Laraon-Millar parameter ia .6 to 1 greater for
the beta annealed or beta rolled sheet compared to alpha-beta proceaaed
ahaat. Thia tranalatea into a 26*0 to 44'C advantage for the beta annealed
or beta rolled sheet.
Part 1 Concluaiona
a)

Tha alpha-bata-rolled and annealed ahaet has much batter ductility
but lowar atrangth than the beta-annealed or beta-rolled ahaet.

b)

The beta-rolled ahaet contains more directionality than tha beta
annealed ahaet.

m

1,000

16
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18

19

20

21

LARSON MLLER PAR. - (O273)(2(W.0G(t))/1000
Figur* 2 - Larson-Millar plot of cr««p to .2% total alongatlon of alpha
bata or bata annaalad ahaat. Condition 1 la alpha + bata
rollad ♦ 954*C/15Mln/AC. Condition 2 la alpha + bata rollad
+ 1038*C/10Nln/AC ♦ 593*0/2 or 8 Hra, and Condition 3 la bata
rollad + 593,C/8Hr/AC.

200
16

17

IS

19
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21

LARSON MILLER PAR - (O273)(2(H.0G(t))/1000
Figur« 3 - Laraon-Mlllar plot of atraaa-ruptura of alpha-beta rollad,
bata rollad, or bata annaalad ahaat. Tha conditions ara the
aama as in Flgura 2.
c)

Tha thinner gauges show a lower ductility in the beta annaalad
sheet than the thicker sheet.
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Stem»» ruptur« mnd craap raaults indlcata a algnlflcant advantaga
(26 to 44*C) in craap or atraae ruptura atrangth In bata-annaalad or
bata rollad ahaat ovar alpha-bata procaaaad ahaat.

d)

Part 2 Bata AnnaaUno and atablllalno Tamoaraturaa
Tha affact of bata annaaling tamparatura waa Invaatigatad on both alphabat« and bata rollad ahaat. Two tanparaturaa, 103B and 1093*C, wara uaad.
Two tanalla taata wara run for aach longitudinal and tranavaraa to tha
final rolling diraction and tha raaulta wara avaragad.
Tabla III ia a liat of tha tanalla raaulta fron .45 to 1.6inrn ahaat which waa
aithar alpha-bat« rollad or bata rollad at 1038*0 prior to bata annaaling
at 1039*C or 1093*0.
Tabla III Roan Tamparatura Tanalla Propartiaa of .45 to 1.6mn Shaat
Alpha-Bata or Bata Roll and 1038*C va. 1093*C Annaal
Annaaling

Ttmp. f91

Stabilli ing

Ttmp. i'SI

QiJLt

VTS (MP«1

.21 Y5 (HP«)

61, It)

943
978

8
9
2
4

10381
10381
10931
10931

593
593
593
593

L
T
L
T

1070
1082
1058
1124

10382
10382
10932
10932

593
593
593
593

L
T
L
T

1059
1077
1114
1128

1058
1083

3.1
4.1
3.0
3.0

1001

985
1052
1080

1

Alpha-bata rollad
Beta rollad

2

Tha 1093*C annaal cycla aignlficantly dagradaa tha ductility in alpha-beta
rollad ahaat aa conparad to tha 103B*C annaal cycla. Ductility ia low in
both caaaa for tha bata rollad matarial.
Tha affact of tha atabllisation cycla In alpha-bata rollad ahaat which waa
beta annaalad at 1038 or 1093*c waa determined next. Sheet 2.54mm thick
waa given three aeparate 8 hour stabilization treatmenta at 593*0, 649*0,
or 704*0. Tha raaulta are given in Table IV.
Table IV Effect of Stabilization Temperature in 2.54mm Sheet
Annealing
Temo. (•SI
1038
1038
1038
1093
1093
1093

Stabiliiing
TOTIP, (*C)

593
649
704
593
649
704

VTS IHPl)
1118
1114
1107
1097
1082
1058

2.928

-til

YS IMP«)
990
998
939
1008
1031

970

El.

(%1

4.8
5.0
4.0
2.3
1.5
1.5

There is little difference among the three 8 hour ■tabilization temperatures at S93*C, 649*0, or 704oC in either the 1093*C or the 1038*0 beta
annealed sheet. But again, the 1093*0 beta anneal is shown to significantly reduce the ductility compared to the 1038*0 anneal. Note that the
2.54mm sheet in the 1038*0/30 min/AC + 593*0/8 hr/AO condition contains a
significantly lower ductility than the .45 to 1.6mm sheet. Currently,
there is no explanation for the drop in ductility in the thicker sheet.
Grain size was not significantly different and therefore was not a factor.
Part 2 Conclusions
a)

This data suggests that the preferred method to make creep resistant
sheet would be to alpha-beta roll, beta anneal at 1038*0/15 min/AC
in sheet less than 6mm and stabilize at 593*0/8 hr/AO.

b)

Beta annealing at 1093*0 after alpha-beta rolling significantly
reduced ductility.

Smwnarv
Mechanical properties for TIMETAL«1100 sheet were developed. Creep and
stress rupture properties are enhanced by beta annealing or beta rolling
but at the expense of ductility. In order to retain maximum ductility in
beta annealed material, the annealing temperature should be kept as low as
is practical. Depending upon the requirements of the application, the
appropriate processing route can be specified.
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Abstract

Rolls-Royce has designed and developed a unique, highly efficient
lightweight fan for civil engine applications in the thrust range
22000 lbs to over 90000 lbs.
These wide chord fan designs are
hollow and snubberless, and have applied innovative metal forming,
metal joining and inspection techniques.
Firbt generation wide chord fan blades entered service in the
RB211-535E4 powered Boeing 757 in 1984.
The technology has since
been applied to the IAE V2500 engine for the Airbus Industries A320
and the McDonnell Douglas MD90 aircraft, and the RB211-524 G/H
powerplants for Boeing 747 and 767 aeroplanes.
This fan design
utilises a fabrication of two external titanium alloy panels and an
internal titanium alloy honeycomb core joined by Activated Diffusion
Bonding.
The design and corresponding manufacturing technologies for larger
fans in the higher thrust Trent series of aeroengines have now
evolved to enable Rolls-Royce to specify an even lighter fan blade
with enhanced cost and quality control advantages by exploiting
solid-state diffusion bonding for joining the fabrication and
superplastic forming to develop the supporting Internal core. These
second generation wide chord fan blades have been subjected to
intensive pre-certification integrity and durability tests which
have verified design and mechanical integrity and, most importantly
have demonstrated the maturity of the manufacturing processes.
1.

Introduction

The fan in modern "high by-pass ratio" civil turbofan engines must
deliver a high level of performance over a wide range of operating
conditions.
Its primary design requirement is to minimise fuel
consunption by maximising the propulsive force generated fron the
power supplied by the turbine. Height, cost, noise, foreign object
impact resistance and mechanical integrity under fatigue conditions
are other essential design considerations.
THamun'tt
SeiMM and Tadmobay
EdllidbyF.H.Fro-andlUoplon
TU MkMrab, MMob ft Motariab SocMy, 1993

Conventional fan blades are manufactured from solid titanium alloy
Torgings and are designed with mid-span snubbers to counteract
aerodynamic instability (Figure la). However, the snubbers impede
the supersonic airflow causing a loss in aerodynamic performance
with corresponding penalties in fuel consunption. Rolls-Royce has,
therefore, removed the snubber from the fan to provide the most
aerodynamically efficient aerofoil, increased its chord for natural
stability, and reduced the number of blades per assembly by
approximately a third (Figure lb).
This has been achieved at
reduced weight by designing a hollow wide chord fan blade with an
internal supporting core which can satisfy severe operational
lequirements. (References 1,2)
Its position at the front of the engine demands that the fan is
capable of developing sufficient power for aircraft safety after
suffering impacts,
predominantly by birds,
during take-off.
Certification regulations require an engine to be capable of
ingesting groups of l}lb birds with subsequent continual running at
a minimum of 75% power. Also, an engine must be capable of a safe
shut-down after the Ingestion of 41b birds.
Fan blades are
subjected to low cycle fatigue stresses during every flight and to
high cycla fatigue stresses from air intake disturbances at specific
flight conditions. Stresses within the component have, therefore,
to be maintained within established limits in order to guarantee
adequate fatigue life.
To satisfy these design criteria, Rolls-Royce has developed hollow
wide chord fan blades with low density cores for enhanced
aerodynamic efficiencies as well as component lightness and
mechanical integrity. The constructions of the designs are shown
schematically in Figure 2.
For both fabrications, the external
titanium alloy skins are separated and supported by an internal
titanium alloy core. Panel/ panel joints and core/panel joints must
exhibit parent material properties to withstand the effects of
impact and fatigue. In the latest design, the established honeycomb
core is superseded by a superplastlcally formed corrugation which
allows the production of a lighter construction with reduced
manufacturing costs.
2.

Wide Chord Fan Manufacturing Technologies

Innovative metal forming, metal joining and inspection techniques
have been developed by Rolls-Royce for the manufacture of its wide
chord fan blades. First generation designs have been manufactured
as a fabrication of external titanium alloy panels and an internal
titanium alloy honeycomb core joined by a liquid-phase diffusion
bonding process. Activated Diffusion Bonding (reference 3).
The
latest designs and corresponding manufacturing methods for Trent fan
blades have now evolved to exploit solid-state diffusion bonding for
joining the fabrication and superplastic forming for the development
of the internal corrugated core.
The Trent wide chord fan blade is manufactured as a fabrication of
three sheets of the titanium alloy, Ti-6A1-4V.
An inhibiting
compound is applied to the mating faces of the external panels in a
pattern derived from the developed design for the internal
corrugated core. Diffusion bonding can then occur at all surfaces
which are not coated with the inhibitor.
The three-piece

fabrication Is selectively joined In a custom-built high temperature
pressure vessel under computer control. Appropriate process control
guarantees the generation of diffusion bonds with parent material
mechanical properties (reference 4) and develops the mlcrostructure
shown In Figure 4.
The
manufacturing
sequence
then
exploits
the
Inherent
superplastlclty of these fine-grained titanium alloys. The cavity
of the diffusion bonded construction is inflated at elevated
temperature between appropriately contoured metal dies using an
inert gas to expand the core by superplastic forming whilst
simultaneously
developing
accurately
the
blade's
external
aerodynamic profile in terms of radial bow, axial camber and
aerofoil twist. This process is carried out in customised presses
in a computer-controlled operation to guarantee the strict
tolerances necessary for component temperature distribution as well
as the strain-rate of the internal core.
Considerable experimentation has been carried out to establish
diffusion bonding and superplastic forming as viable manufacturing
technologies for critical hollow aeroengine component designs.
Second generation wide chord fan blades also benefit significantly
from
reduced
manufacturing costs
due
to
their
simplified
manufacturing sequence.
To satisfy the stringent product assurance standards required for
the service environment, all hollow wide chord fan blades are
critically Inspected for component integrity using a variety of
sophisticated
non-destructive
techniques
supplemented
by
conventional methods.
In particular, Rolls-Royce has specifically
developed and refined ultrasonic and radiographic techniques for the
assessment of solid-state diffusion bonds and structures developed
by superplastic forming. This in turn has enabled the manufacturing
processes to be fully understood and matched with the requirements
of the design specification.
Rolls-Royce has coninissioned a unique manufacturing module with
special-to-product plant and equipment for the production of wide
chord fan blades (Figure 3). The operation also benefits from the
implementation of systems engineering principles for the effective
manufacture of high quality components.
3.

Wide Chord Fan Integrity

First generation wide chord fans have been in service since 19B4 and
have accumulated over five million hours of Rolls-Royce exclusive
operational experience. Second generation wide chord fan blades for
tho Trent series of aeroengines have now been subjected to intensive
engine and rig component tests which have verified the design and
associated manufacturing technologies.
These test programmes have
been successfully completed, and have confirmed metallurgical
integrity as well as the maturity of the enabling manufacturing
processes, diffusion bonding and superplastic forming.
A series of single-arm and bladed rotor bird Ingestion tests has been
carried out using Trent demonstrator wide chord fan blades. This
programme has demonstrated that the airworthiness requirements have
been significantly exceeded. Figure 5 demonstrates the 81fc bird
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Ingestion capability of the second generation wide chord fan design
at maximum climb ratings.
Impact damage is confined to local
distortion in the strike area with no metal loss.
Diffusion bonded and superplastically formed Trent wide chord fan
blades have been subjected to fatigue testing in both low cycle and
high cycle modes.
Groups of components have been repeatedly
accelerated to maximum speed in a large vacuum rig until failure is
induced to determine low cycle fatigue endurance.
Fan blade
behaviour under high cycle conditions has been measured on a static
flap vibration rig to stress levels determined from engines
subjected to severe cross wind conditions.
This fatigue test
progrannie has demonstrated that the second generation fan design
exceeds the capability of the initial design standard with its
established integrity and service record.
4.

SIIIMIIIY

First generation wide chord fan designs have demonstrated reduced
luel consumption and increased resistance to component and engine
damage over five million hours of Rolls-Royce exclusive operational
experience.
Second generation wide chord fans have now been
specified for the higher thrust-rated Trent aeroengines with
inherent weight and cost advantages.
This latest design exploits
diffusion bonding and superplastic forming, and has successfully
completed component integrity and durability testing.
The Trent
aeries of powerplants has been launched for Airbus Industries A330
and the Boeing 777. They are also available to power the McDonnell
Douglas, MD12.
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ABSTRACT

A process window for pressure welding Ti-6A1-4V fan airfoils to forged hubs was determined by sub-scale tests in a Gleeble Model 1500 equipped with a vacuum chamber and an
imaging infrared pyrometer. This work was part of a United States Air Force Manufacturing Technology Program directed toward fabrication of integrally bladed rotors for the fan
components of advanced aircraft propulsion systems. Test matrices evaluated the effect of
weld interface temperature, weld upset, and weld upset-rate on weld quality. Process temperatures included all-beta welding, through-transus welding, and alpha-plus-beta welding.
Charpy V-notch impact energy and metallographic results were used to evaluate weld
quality. Tensile behaviors were uniformly equivalent to the base metal average and were
not useful for process window definition. No statistically significant trend of Charpy energy
with upset velocity was noted for upset velocities extending from 0.1 to 10 inch/sec (0.2S to
25 cm/sec). The only process parameter that had a statistically significant effect on weld
Charpy values was the weld interface temperature. A preferred process weld temperature
range was identified and weld microstructures were correlated with process parameters
and weld quality.
This work was carried out under U.S. Air Force Contract F33615-85-C-5014.

Introduction
The use of integrally bladed rotors (IBRs) in the fan components of advanced aircraft
propulsion systems will offer significant advantages over conventional blade-disk configurations in terms of efficiency and weight. However, to apply this technology presently requires time-consuming and costly manufacturing methods. In addition, an industrial base
does not exist for cost-effective production of such components in large quantities.
This work, as part of the Air Force Manufacturing Technology Program to establish costeffective manufacturing technologies, was directed toward joining Ti-6A1-4V fan airfoils to
forged hubs by the pressure welding (or upset welding) process. This solid-state welding
process is described in Reference 1. The work was carried out under Air Force Contract
F33615-85-C-5014. The particular objectives were to determine the process window for
full-scale pressure welds to be made at General Electric Aircraft Engines (GEAE) and to
relate weld quality to weld microstructure.
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A finite element model of the pressure welding process has been developed at the General
Electric Research and Development Center (GE-CRD) as described in Reference 2. The
results of this experimental program were used to validate this model (See Ref. 2).
Experimental Pmcedure

Weld tests were conducted using rectangular specimens of Ti-6AI-4V with cross section
1.7S0 x 0.2S0 inches (4.45 x 0.635 cm) in order to simulate at subscale the blade-to-hub
attachment collar geometries. The cross-sectional dimensions were approximately 1/4
scale. The 1.500 inch (3.81 cm) long specimens were cut from a forged titanium bar along
the rolling direction. The finish on the weld surfaces was 20 to 30 ii-inch (0.51 to 0.76 lim).
A micrograph of the base material is
shown in Figure 1. The microstructure is
typical of a material forged above the beta
transus with a small amount of further
work just below the beta transus (3). The
beta transus temperature for the base
material was experimentally determined to
be approximately 1815 0F (990 0C). The
orientation of the Charpy and tensile
specimens relative to the parent stock is
the same as for the welded samples. The
mean and standard deviation(o) of the
Charpy and tensile values for the parent
stock are shown on the Charpy and tensile
plots for the welded samples.
Before bonding, the samples were cleaned
by acid pickling in a solution of nitric and
hydrofluoric acid with water. The samples
were then rinsed with deionized water.

Figure 1

Ti-6AI-4V bue malerial.

Welds were made at a vacuum level of 5 x 10"5 torr using a Gleeble Model 1500 System
(4). A unique imaging infrared pyrometer described in Reference 5 was used to measure
temperatures over the top surface of the weld specimens. Two test matrices were completed that evaluated the effect of weld interface temperature, weld upset, and weld upsetrate. These are specified as Test Matrix 1 and 2. A different welding cycle was used for
each test matrix as described below. In addition, a small test series was conducted using
parent material with a microstructure more typical of forgings used for IBR fabrication.
Tensile specimens, Charpy V-notch specimens, and metallurgical sections perpendicular to
the bond surface were machined for each test point. Before being cut up, all samples were
heat-treated for two hours in un air furnace at 1300 0F (704 0C) and then fumace-cooled to
relieve stresses. The Charpy and the tensile test pieces were subsize (Charpy = 1.0 x
0.61 cm cross section). Mechanical tests were conducted at room temperature.
Test Matrix 1
The Gleeble welding cycle used for Test Matrix 1 is shown in Figure 2. The post-weld
cooldown rate was controlled at 3.7 0F/sec (2.0 0C/sec). Preliminary tests with a rapid
post-weld cooldown rate of 60 °F/sec (33 0C/sec) produced a martensitic structure in the
bond region.
The statistically designed test matrix for Test Matrix 1 included weld interfacial temperatures ranging from 1600 0F (871 0C) to 2100 0F (1149 0C), weld upset-rates of 0.1 to 10
' Upset is defined here as the ram stroke as a percentage ol the sample thickness
(t = 0 250 in.)
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Figure 2.

deeMe welding cycle for Test Matrix 1.

inch/sec (0.25 to 25 cm/sec) and weld upsets of 50 and 100%. Upset-rate test scans were
conducted both above and below the beta transus temperature (at 1900 and 1700 0F, respectively) to determine if high upset velocities enhance bond quality. Two specimens
were welded at each test condition.
Results
Tensile Results. Tensile results for this series show little variation for the range of parameters tested and are approximately the same as the base material as indicated in Figure 3.
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Tensile results for Test Matrix I.

Charpy V-notch Results. The Charpy V-notch results are shown in Figure 4. The results
show a maximum between 1850 0F (1010 0C) and 1950 0F (1066 0C) and a rapid decline
below 1800 0F (982 0C). The statistical "F-Test" (6) was used to test for any trend of
Charpy impact energy with weld upset or upset-rate. No statistically significant trend was
indicated.
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Microstructure. Metallographic sections were taken perpendicular to the bond surface in
order to correlate Charpy energies with weld microstructures. Figures 5 and 6 show microstructures for samples welded at temperatures ranging from 1600 0F (871 0C) to 2100
"F (1149 °C) with the bond line oriented vertically in the center of each photograph. The
structures of samples welded at 1600 "F (871 0C) and 1700 0F (927 CC) show a large
volume fraction of primary alpha grains. The grains appear continuous and aligned in the
bond region in a direction consistent with the plastic deformation which occurs during upset.
The continuous and aligned alpha grains may create a fracture plane resulting in the low
Charpy impact energies as noted on the figure. The microstructure at 1800 °F (982 0C)
shows less primary alpha but still contains some aligned alpha grains that may again be
related to the low Charpy impact energy for this weld.
For the samples welded above the beta transus (Figure 6), the micrographs show transformed beta in the bond region. The prior beta grains increase in size as the weld temperature increases from 1900 0F (1038 "C) to 2100 0F (1149 0C). Here the Charpy impact energies are higher. Fracture, in this case, generally depends on the orientation of the prior
beta grains and grain boundaries. Irregular orientation of the beta grains usually results in
irregular fracture patterns and high Charpy toughness. Microstructures containing very
large prior beta grains may, however, show more scatter in Charpy toughness depending on
the relative orientation of the grains and grain boundaries and the notch on the Charpy
specimen.

Test Matrix 2
The Charpy results from Test Matrix 1 showed that weld interface temperatures should be
above 1800 0F (982 0C). Since the weld zone will then generally exceed the beta transus
temperature of 1815 0F (990 0C) because of operating tolerances, the welding cycle for Test
Matrix 2 was chosen to break up and distort the large prior beta grains that exist at these
welding temperatures. This microstructure was expected to reduce scatter in Charpy impact toughness and enhance fatigue properties of the weld.
The Gleeble welding cycle used for Test Matrix 2 is shown in Figure 7. The upset for this
lest series occurred over the cooldown time from Tmax to 1780 0F (971 0C) (i.e., during
cooldown to below the beta transus). This upset process is designated "beta forging."
Below 1780 °F, a controlled cooldown rate of 3.7 0F/sec (2 cC/sec) was maintained.
Test Matrix 2 included weld interfacial temperatures (Tmax) ranging from 1750 0F (954 0C)
to 2150 0F (1177 0C) and weld upsets from 30 to 100%. This matrix was designed to
establish temperature limits for the process window. Two specimens were welded at each
test condition. Mechanical tests were conducted as in Test Matrix 1.
Results
Tensile Results. Tensile results for this test series again show little variation for the range
of parameters tested and are approximately equal to the base material values as indicated
in Figure 8.
Charpy Results. As shown in Figure 9, the results from Test Matrix 2 also show a decline
in Charpy toughness below 1800 "F (982 0C). Charpy values at lower temperatures (i.e.,
below 1700 °F) would continue to decrease as in Test Matrix 1 since the weld cycles for
Tmax below the beta transus were identical for Test Matrix 1 and 2. Above 1800 0F, the
majority of the points were within the 3a limit of the base material value. No trend of
Charpy value with weld upset was noted.
Microstructure. As with Test Matrix 1, metallographic sections were taken to correlate
Charpy impact energy with weld microstructure. Again, the weld cycle is identical for
Matrix 1 and 2 for Tmax below the beta transus, and the microstructures for the samples
2,944
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welded below 1815 0F are similar to those at the same temperatures in Matrix 1. The
structure of samples welded at 1950 "F (1066 0C) in Figure 10 shows the effect of beta
forging on the prior beta grains. In comparing 30 and 100% upset in the figure, it is evident
that the greater upset increased the distortion and the breakup of the prior beta grains.
High Charpy values were measured for each structure.

STQA Test Series
The Ti-6A1-4V base material used in this program had a different microstruclure (i.e., a high
volume fraction of alpha plates) than typically used in the forgings for actual IBR fabrication.
This base metal microstruclure (see Figure 1) is associated with the textured lamellar
grain structure observed in some welds. This textured grain structure was oriented in the
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WO "I- (1066 0C), aian)y = 9 0 fl-lb, 30» Upsel.
Heia Forged
Figure 10

1950 "F (1066 "C), (liarpy = 9.0 fl-lb. 100* t'psel.
Beta Forged

Microsmiclurc of heta-forged welds will) 30 and 100% upset.

direction of the plastic "flow lines" in regions of the weld zone that did not exceed the beta
transus temperature. The textured structure may be associated with a failure mode.
Therefore, a small test series was conducted using Ti-6AI-4V ba.se material with the same
microstmcture to he used in actual hardware.

To obtain material with an acceptable microstucturc, bars of the original Ti-6A1-4V
base material were "solulion-treated/overaged" (STOA) in-house lo eliminate the
high volume fraction of alpha plates. The
STOA heat treatment consisted of 1770 ±
10 0F (965 0C) for two hours, fallowed by a
water quench and a further age at 1110 °F
± 20 "F (6(X) 0C) for four hours. The resulting STOA microstructure is shown in
Figure 11. This microstructure consists of
a much lower volume fraction of discrete
primary alpha in a transformed beta matrix.

Figure 11

STOA microslruclure

Charpy Results
The test matrix for this series included weld temperatures ranging from 1X50 0F (1010 0O
to 2050 0F (1121 T) and weld upsets from 50 to 100%. The Charpy impact results for the
STOA material are shown in Figure 12 along with the results for Test Matrix 2 for comparison. Charpy values for ihe welded STOA material are generally higher than those for
welds made with the original material. Also, the STOA Charpy values show less scatter.
Conclusions
I

The Charpy and metallographic results indicate that it would be desirable to choose
a beta forging welding process with a temperature window extending from 1X50 °F
(1010 T) to 2050 "I- (1121 T). An acceptable window on upsel extends from 50
to KKW.

2,

No staiislically significant trend of Charpy impact energy with upset-rale has been
noted for upset rales extending from 0.1 lo 10 inch/sec (0.25 to 25 cm/sec) and no
trend of ('harpy impact energy with percent upset iM) to 100'/!) was noted.
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Charpy impact results for the STOA material and Test Matrix 2.

3.

Metallography showed that beta forging distorted and broke up the large prior beta
grains. This microstructure is desired for high impact energies and good fatigue
properties.

4.

Tensile results were equivalent to the base material value.

5.

Charpy impact energies for welds made using STOA Ti-6A1-4V material are higher
and show less scatter than the energies for welds made with non-STOA material.
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Condenser, 2,795-2,802
Constituitive Modeling, 2,611-2,612
Constituting Model, 979
Constitutive Relations, 7
Contaminants, 46
Continuous Mill, 1,543
Cooling Diagram, 560
Cooling Rates, 1,027.1.028.1.030
Cooling Rate Effects
Creep Properties. 314, 317, 318
Microstructure. 312, 313
Corona 5 - See Ti-4.5A1-5Mo-1 5Cr
Corrosion
Galvanic, 2798
Properites, 2,805
Resistance 2,737. 2,739, 2,740,
2,087, 2.095, 2.104. 2,143, 2,145,
2,157,2,158
Cost, 793
Crack Bridging, 2,529
Crack Closure
Plasticity Induced, 1,920,1,921

BT 5-1 Alloy, 603-605
BT 6 Alloy, 603-605
BT16Alloy,865,862

C-Curve, 559
C.P.Ti, 2,751-2,752
CaTiFe, 2,393, 2,396, 2,398
Carbon Distribution 2,851,2,855
Case Assembly, 2,893
Case Depth, 10
Casting Moid, 10
Casting Shell, 10
Casting Shrink Defects, 12
Casting, 1,503,2,756, 2,767,2,769,
2,895
Hot Isostatic Processing, 1,3191,328
Investment Casting, 1,503
Moulding Methods, 1,319-1,328
Mechanical Properties, 1,3191,328
Near Net Shape, 1,503
Quality, 1,319-1,328
Techniques, 1,319-1,328
Thermochemical Processing,
1,331-1,335,1,337
Castings, 10,61,801,802
Caustic Resistance. 2.097
Cavity, 2,319.2.320. 2.322
Shrinkage Cavity, 2,318, 2.320
Shrinkage Cavity Line, 2,320
CCT Diagrams, 643-650
Centrifugal Casting, 2.756
Ceramic Coated Tool, 2,027
Ceramic Reinforcement, 2,468
Charpy Impact Energy, 1,875-1,878
China. 2.891
Cleavage Fracture. 327. 328, 331.
333.1,155
Coating Properties. 2.537-2,544
Coatings, 48
Cold Hearth. 59
Melting, 2,363, 2,364, 2,365
Refining, 2,347
Cold-Rolled Titanium, 497-504
Combustion Synthesis, 895, 896,
2,519.2.523
2,951

Dislocations. 1.848-1.850
Twins, 1.848.1.849
Strain. 1.845-1.848

Measurement, 1,920
Load Ratio Effects, 1,921,
1,922
Notch Root Plasticity, 1,921,
1,922
Crack Growth Experiments, 1,075
Crack Growth Rate, 1,869
See Fatigue Crack Growth Rate
Crack Growth Resistance, 1,155,
2,529,2,531,2,532,2,533
Crack Opening Displacement, 1,073
Crack Propagation, 331-333«FatigueCracking, 2,025, 2,055
Creep, 306,1,251,1,256,1,257,
1.653,1,654,1,656-1,658
Testing, 1,717,1,719,1.723
Bending, 1,718,1,719
Equipment and Procedures
to Minimize Bending, 1,718,
1,719
Creep Behavior, 439.441
Creep Crack Growth Behavior. 353
Creep Life. 328-331
Creep Properties, 2,790
Creep Properties, 83,84. 320-322,
466,1,346,1,593, 1,595-1,599,1,774,
1,778
Ti-6.2AI-2.7Sn-4Zr- 4Mo-.45Si,
83,84
TI-5.8AI 4Sn-3.5Zr-.7Nb-.5Mo.35Si-.06C, 83,84
Creep Resistance, 343, 391
Creep Rupture Strength, 1.060
Creep Rupture Tests. 2,594
Creep Strengthening Mechanism,
1.709
Creep Test. 371.1,123,1,124,1,128,
2,594
Crevice Corrosion, 2,157, 2,158.
2,193
Cryogenic Mechanical Properties,
121,122
Cryogenic Temperatures, 1,827-1,829
Crystaliographic Texture, 1,812
CURV III Submersible Vehicle, 2,729
Cyclic Fatigue, 2,601
Cyclic Oxidation, 1,972,1,975
Cyclic Softening, 1,843,1,847

da/dn. See: Fatigue Crack Growth
Rate
Damping capacity, 2,675
Titanium Aluminide, 2.681. 2.682
Debonding. 2.611
Decomposition of b-Phase, 643-650
Deep Drawing, 1.859
Defective Particles. 2.288,2,289
Defects, 2,806
Hard, 2,806
Soft. 2.806
Statistics, 2,809
DEFORM, 4
Deformation Behavior, 1.733-1.738
Deformation Induced Transformation
Martensite. 1.835.1,841
Twins, 1,835, 1,841
Deformation, 683-688
Damage. 2.609-2,613
Inelastic, 2,609, 2,610, 2,613,
2,614
Mechanisms, 2.609,2,613
Modeling, 2,612
Plasticity, 2,609-2,611, 2,613
Dendrite, 823
Dental Application, 2,756
Denture Base, 2.773, 2,776,2,777
Denuded Zone. 2.618. 2,620
SiC Fibers, 2,617
Ti-24AI-11Nb, 2,617
Deoxidation, 1.211-1,218
Descaling
Chemical Reaction. 2,153
Molten Alkaline Bath, 2.149-2,150
NaNos Content, 2,149, 2.150
Oxidizing Bath. 2.149
Pickling, 2,150
Thermo-Mechanical Effect,
2,152-2,153
Densification, 9
Diffusion Barrier, 2,163
Diffusion Bonding, 1,437-1,439,
1.445,1,451

2,»52

Electrochemical Charging, 2,010
Electrode, 2,303,2,334, 2,751
Consumable Electrode, 2,317,
2,318,2,322
Electrolytic Manganese Dioxide,
2,751-2,756
Electromagnetic, 2,290
Electron Beam Cold Hearth Melting
Condensate, 2,345
High Density Inclusion(HDI),
2,341
High Interstitial Defect (HID),
2,341
Maximelt, 2,339
Mold, 2340
Spatter, 2,345
Titanium Slab, 2,340
Electron Beam Melting, 59
Electron Beam Remelting, 2,345
Electronic Bottle, 2,729,2,733
Electronic Grade Ti, 2,743
Electroplating
Titanium Electroplating, 1,997,
1,998,2,000,2,001,2,004
Pulse Electroplating, 2,000, 2,001
Metallograph of Titanium Coating,
2,000,2,004
Electroslag, 2,377
Electroslag-Remelting, 2,331,2,333
Electrowinning, 2,439, 2,441
Elevated Temperature Data, 2,063,
2,607
Elimination of Inclusion-Type Defects,
2,416
Embrittlement, 643-650, 2,081-2,086
Endosseous Implants, 2,757
Energy Transition Temperature, 1,877
Engine Accidents, 2,806
Engines, 2,833,2,892
Enviromental Cracking, 2,074
Environmentally Assisted Cracking,
2,201,2,209-2,215
Environment
Fatigue, 1,221
Oxidation, 1,221
Vacuum, 1,221
Equiaxed Alpha, 113
Exhaust Valves, 2,681, 2,683

Joint Formation
Deformation-Time
Parameters, 1,445-1,450
Alloy Structure, 1,447,1,448
Alloy Composition, 1,449
Joint Configuration, 1,450
Multi-Sheet Structures,
1 319-1 328
SuperAlp'ha-2,1,629,1,630
Bonding Variables, 1,628-1,630
Modelling, 1,626-1,628
DiffusionWelds, 1,453,1,454
Dilatometric Studies, 755-757
DilatometricTests, 739
Directional Solidification
Ti-SZAl. 1091,1,098
Disk Failures, 2,807
Dispersion Strengthening, 927
Dispersoids, 431-438
Coarsening, 431-438
Restraint of Grain Growth,
431-438
Rare Earth, 431-438
DOSS Process, 2,234, 2,265
Drip Melting, 2,347
Drop Forging, 359
Ductility, 643-650
Duplex Aging, 1,883
Effect on Properties
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 79,
80,86, 87
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 79,80
Dynamic Friction Factor, 2,713-2,716
Dynamic Grain Growth, 8
Dynamic Tear Test, 233, 239

EB Evaporation, 651, 652
Economics, 2,227
Eddy Current Test 2,835,2,837
Effect of Alloying Elements, 2,0812,086
Effect of Beta Stabilizers. 2,111-2,117
Electrical Beam Melting, 2,273
Electrical Resistivity, 2,273,2,743,
2,746
Electrolytic Refining, 2,273
Electro Refining, 2,371
2,953

Expert Systems, 5
Explosive Welding, 1,611
Extrusion, 1,049,1,100

IW, 1,197,1,201
Low Cycle Fatigue, 2,578-2,579,
2,582
Mechanism, 1.231
Oxidation. 1,221,1.222
Properties. 113,118.119
Resistance, 505
RRatio, 1,197,1,200,1,201
Static Modes, 1,197
Strength, 132,1,831,1,832
Stress Intensity Factor Range,
1,837.1,839,1,841
Temperature, 1,221
Tension-Tension, 2,578
Testing, 972
Three Point Bending. 2.578
Ti-6AI-4V. 84-86
Ti-6AI-2.7Sn-4Zr-.4Mo-.45Si. 85,
86
Ti-5.8AI-4Sn-3.5Zr-.7Nb.5Mo.35Si-.06C, 85
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 86, 87
Vacuum, 1,221,1,222
Fatigue Strength, 1,835
Fatigue Crack Propagation,
1,835-1,841
Crack Closure, 1,835,1,8371,839,1,841
Stress Intensity Factor Range,
1,837,1,839,1,841
Fatigue Crack Proagation, 2,578,
2,579, 2,583-2,584
Fiber-Matrix Sliding, 2,611
Fibre Push-Out Testing
Ti/SiC Fibre Composites, 2,650
Ti-6AI-4V/SCS6, 2,650
Ti-15-3/SCS6, 2,650
Tiß21s/SCS6, 2,650
Fibre Reinforced Composites,
2,529-2,535
Micromodeling, 2,529-2530, 2534
Crack Growth Resistance,
2,531-2,534
Fracture Mechanics Parameters,
2,529-2,530, 2,534
Weight Function Analysis, 2,5292,530, 2,534
Fibre Reinforced, 2,529

Failure Modes
Alpha/Beta Interface Cracking,
1,698
Facetting, 1,771
Rooftopl ,697,1,770
Fan Frame, 11
Fasteners, 1,559,2,899
Fatigue, 84-87,1,852,1,854-1,858
Crack. 1,741-1,748
Crack Formation, 1,742,
1.743,1,745
Crack Growth, 1,803, 1,1951,198,1,743,1,744,1,7461.748,1,819,1.822
Short Cracks, 1,741-1,748
Threshold, 1,743.1.744
Crack Growth Rate, 84-88
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr.
86.87
TI-6AI-4V, 84, 85
Crack Closure, 1.835. 1,8371,839.1,841
Crack Growth Resistance. 1.227
Crack Propagation. 1.376
Crack Threshold. 85. 86
Cyclic Loading. 1,237
Elevated Temperature, 1,198
Environment, 1,221.1.222
Fracture, 497-504
Failure, 2,867
Frequency, 1,222
Grain Propagation
ao/w, 2.654
Bifurcation. 2.653
Initial AKapp. 2.651
Ti/SiC Fibre Composites,
2,650
Growth Rates. 1.751 -1,755
Small Cracks, 1,751-1,755
Long Cracks. 1.751-1,755
Transitional AK 1,751-1,753,
1,755
Static Effects, 1,755
2,95'

Ductile Fracture, 527-530
Secondary Tored Cracks, 527-530
Fracture Toughness, 77-82,113,115,
125, 217, 222, 343, 353, 371, 391,
466,821,825,1.061.1.180.1.181,
1.374.1.611,1,614,1,791,1,852,
1,854-1,856,1,875,1,876, 2,676,
2,721
Ti-6-22-22,1,649,1,650
Fretting Fatigue, 50
Fretting Test, 2,066
Friction Contact Adhesion, 2,006
Friction, 2.006.2.007
Fusod Sdtt
NaCI-KCI Fused Salt. 1.997.
1.998
Titanium Electroplating on Fused
Salt. 1,997,1,998.2.000,2.001
Titanium Electrochemical Process
inFusedSalt, 1,997,1,998,
1,999, 2,003

Fibre Reinforcement, 2,471
Finite Element Analysis, 4, 2,5372,544, 2.724
Principal Stresses, 1,792,1,793
Effective Stresses, 1,792.1,793
Hydrostatic Stresses, 1,792,
1,793
Finite Element Formulation, 1,439,
1,440
Finite Element Model, 1,403,1,404,
2,531
Forging on Microstructure, Effect
of, 244
Forging Superalpha 2, 980
Forging, 4,1,387,, 996.1,100,1,101,
1,107-1,109,1,390
Open-Die Forgings, 1,357
Heavy Wall Thickness, 1,356,
1.357,1.359,1,362
Low-Alloy Titanium, 1,355
Hot-Forming, 1,358
Forging Route, 1,358
Forging Facilities, 1,357,1,358
Forming Pressure Profile, 6
Forming Process
Flow Forming, 1,430
Flow Forming at Elevated
Temperature, 1,431
Forming Parameters, 1,430
Fractography, 126,1,680, 2,598,
2,599
Fracture
Alpha-2 Alloys. 1,171-1,178
Intercrystalline Fracture, 730
Transcrystalline Fracture, 730
Ti-25AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo, 1,1711,178
Micromechanisms, 1,179
Cleavage, 1,180
Fracture Analysis, 1,474-1,476
Fracture Behavior, 1,049,1,050
Fracture Mechanics, 2,725
Fracture Mechanism, 105
Fracture Surface, 2,051, 2,052
Fracture Topography
Brittle Fracture, 527-530
Cleavage Crack, 527-530

Y.48
Gamma Alloys. 383
Gamma TiAl, 1,091-1,098
As-Solidified Microstructure,
1,093,1,094,1,096
Directional Solidification, 1,0911,098
Hydrogen Effects, 1,092,1,096,
1,097
Hypoperitectic Composition,
1,091,1,097
Microprobe Analysis, 1,095,1,096
Gamma Titanium Aluminide, 1,1151,122,2,907
Casting, 1,487
Creep, 1,267-1.274
Design Requirements for Gas
Turbine Engines, 2,908
Fracture Toughness, 1.267-1,274
Gas Turbine Engine Aerofoils,
2,907
Gas Turbine Engine Drives, 2,907
Gas Turbine Engine Structures,
2,907
2,95S

Microstructures, 1.267-1,274
Mechanical Properties, 1,2671,274
Properties, 1,492
Tensile, 1,267-1,274
XD™, 1,487
Gas Nitriding, 1,980
Gas Nitro-Carbonizing, 1,980
Gas Tungsten-Arc Welding, 1,116,
1,117
Gas Turbine Engine, 2,907
Design Requirements, 2,908
Titanium Aluminide Aerofoils,
2,907
Titanium Aluminide Structures,
2,902,
Titanium Aluminide Drives, 2,910
Gaseous Hydrogen Medium, 2,049,
2,050
Glass-on-Aluminide Coating, 2,185
Golf Club Heads, 61
Grade 1 Ti, 2,194
Grade 2 Ti, 2194
Grain Boundary, 826
Alpha (GBa), 643-650, 1,515
Effect on Properties, 77
Pinning, 774
Grain Diameter, 636
Grain Growth, 457,635, 770-784, 824
Abnormal, 668, 673, 773,774
Activation Energy, 770-772,
777-784
Critical Strain Level, 670-674
Effect of Phase Transformations,
668, 670, 672, 674
Grain Boundary Migration, 671674
Growth Order, 777-784
Grain Growth Rate, 770-776
Kinetics, 643-650, 668,
670,672
Treatment in the ß Temperature
Range, 668,671
Grain Size, 7, 643-650, 777-784, 824,
998,1,617,1,623,1,902-1,904
Grain Refinement, 456, 459
Substructure,460, 461

Grain Size, Beta, 77-81
Effect on Strength, Ductility and
Toughness, 77-81
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 77-81
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 78-80
Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI,79
Beta Alloys, 77-81
Gravimetric Separation, 2,281
Green Density, 2,522
Grindability, 1,617-1,623
GTAWelding, 1,470,1,472

Hardenability, 643-650
Hardness, 643-650, 825, 826,1,8841,889
HDH Process, 919, 922
Hearth Melt Technology, 2,451
Heat Treatment (Treating)
Effect on Properties, 1,648-1,652
Heat Treatment, 643-650
Aging, 1,883-1,890
ß Solution Treatment, 459-462
Cold-Working, 1,883-1,890
Cooling Rate, 460-462
Duplex-Aging, 1,883,1,884
Phase Transformation, 456, 457
High Cycle Fatigue (HCF), 131-139,
303,306,307,971-977,1,375,
1,827
High Density Defects (HDD), 2,234
High Density Inclusion (HDI), 2,234,
2867, 2,868
High Intersticial Defect, 2,867, 2,868
High Pressure Hydrogenation (HPH),
879, 882
High Purity Titanium, 56, 2,459, 2,464,
2,843, 2,847
High Temperature X-Ray Diffraction,
588, 590. 592, 593, 596
HotBarRolling. 1.543.1,545
Hot Extrusion, 895,896
Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP),10, 383,
1,503
Effect on Microstructure, 1,503,
1,505,1,506
Effect on Tensile Properties
2,954

IMI-834, 19, 42, 44, 46, 48, 295-298,
2,915,2,917
Alloying Additions, 2,038
Kinetics, 2,039
Oxidation, 2,037
See: Ti-5.8AI-4Sn-3.5Zr-.7Nb.5MO-.06C
Impurity Content, 1,031
In Vacuum. 497-504
In-Site Composite, 2,469
Inclusion Removal
HDI Dissolution, 2,259
LDI, 2,257, 2,261
Inclusions, 2,401, 2,402
Induction Slag Process, 2,393, 2,396
InertGas, 1,026,1,027
Ingot Metallurgy, 821,1,049
IngotQuality, 2,415, 2,416
Ingot
Cast Ingot, 2,318, 2,319, 2,323
Melt Pool Depth, 2,320, 2,321
Initial Material Composition, 2,419
Interface Properties
Fibre/Matrix Bonding, 2,633,
2,637-2,639
Interface Strength, 2,634, 2,638,
2,639
Interface Zone, 2,556
Interfacial Properties
Crack Bifurcation, 2,653
Debonding Shear Stress. 2,651
Reaction Products, 2,651
Ti-6AI-4V/SC S6, 2,650
Ti-15-3/SCS6, 2,650
TiB215/SCS6, 2,650
Intergranular Failure, 351
Intermetallic Alloy Powders, 1,0261,032
Intermetallic Alloy, 1,61
Intermetallic Compound, 933,1,123,
1.211
Intermetallic Matrix Composites (IMC),
1,131.2.546
Fatigue. 1,139-1,146
Crack Growth Rates, 1,1391,146
Microstructure, 1,139-1,146
Lamellar Orientation, 1,142-1,144

1,503,1,505,1,506
Effect of Temperature 1,503,
1,505,1,506
Effect of Pressure, 1,505,1,506
Hot Rolling, 996
Hydride, 619-625
Hydriding, 2,L01
Hydrogen Absorption, 2,087, 2,088,
2,089, 2,090, 2,093, 2,094, 2,100
Hydrogen Solubility in Ti, 2,153
Prevent from Absorption, 2,153
NaNOa Effect, 2,153
Bath Temperature Effect, 21532154
Descaling Time Effect, 2154
Sheet Thickness Effect, 2155
Hydrogen Assisted Stress Cracking,
2,055, 2,056
Hydrogen Effects, on,
As-Solidified Microstructure,
1,096,1,097
Directionally Solidified Ti-52AI,
1,092,1,096,1,097
Hydrogen Embrittlement, 1,283,
1,867,1.285,2,049
Hydrogen Plasticization, 861
Hydrogen, 2,025, 2,055, 2,163
Hydrogen Modification, 1,694
Strain-Time Behaviour, 1,696
Fatigue Life, 1,694-1,696
Hydrovac Treatment (HVC), 871-873,
876
Hypoperitectic TiAl Composition,
1,091,1,097

I
llmenite, 2,247
IMI 550 Superplasticity
ß-Phase Proportion, 1,532,
1.533
Deformation Variables,
1,529-1.531
Elongation to Failure, 1,531,
1,532
Grain Growth, 1,530,1,531
IMI 829. See: Ti-6.1AI-3.2Zr-3.3Sn1Nb-0.5Mo-0.32Si
2,957

Fracture Toughness. 1,139-1,146
Test Piece Orientation, 1,140
Lamellar Orientation, 1,141,
1.142
Ti-48AI Microstructure, 1,141
Intermetallics, 733, 797
Internal Heating, 497-504
Investment Cast Titanium
Ti-6 AI-4 V, 2,495, 2,497, 2,498
Bicasting. 2,495-2,501
Selective Reinforcement, 2,495,
2,496, 2,500, 2,501
Investment Casting, 11, 415, 879,
1,065, 1,495,1,511,1,519,
2,915
Gamma Titanium Aluminide,
1,267-1.274
Mechanical Properties, 1,2671,274
Microstructures, 1,267-1,274
Iodide Process, 2,459-2,464
Iodide Refining, 2,273
Ion Beam Treatment, 2,163
Ion Implantation, 2,103-2,108
Ion Implantation, 2,103-2,108
Iron, 821-823
Isostatic Diffusion Bonding
Modelling, 1,626-1,628
SuperAlpha-2,1,629,1,630
Isothermal Decomposition, 643-650
Isothermal Fatigue, 2,625,2,626
Isothermal Forging, 399, 979, 2,674,
2,812
Characteristics, 1,319-1,328
Equipment, 1,319-1,328
Modelling, 1,319-1,328
Isothermal Omega, 643-650
Isothermal Process, 707, 712
Isotropie Softening, 1,762

Kinetics of Aging. 643-650
of Alpha Preciptation, 643-650
of Grain Growt'i, 643-650
Kroll Process, 55, 2,309

Laser Nitriding, 1,980
Laser Treatment, 554, 555
Commercial Purity Ti. 2,641-2,648
Hardness Profiles 2.641-26.48
Melt Profile, 2,641-2,648
Metal-Ceramic Composite, 2,6412,648
Microscopy, 2,641-2,648
Microstructures, 2.641-2,648
Reaction Products, 2.641 -2.648
Residual Stress, 2,641-2,648
SiC Particles. 2,641-2,648
TiC, 2,641-2,648
Ti5Si3, 2,641-2,648
X-Ray Diffraction, 2,641-2,648
Laser Ultrasonics 2,819, 2,820, 2,8212,825
Lssor
Cast, 1,395-1,402
Near Shape, 1,395-1,402
Titanium Alloys, 1,395,1,398,
1,400, 1,402
Sponge Fines, 1,396-1,401
Lattice Parameter, 2,122, 2,123, 2,124
Leaching, 805, 807, 808, 2,247
Load Shredding, 2,594,2,599, 2.628
Loading Test. 2,019
Longitudial Tension, 2,559
Lost Wax Process, 1,519
Low Alloy Titanium 0.3Mo-0.8Ni
Application, 1,355,1.356
Corrosion Resistance. 1,355,
1,356
Mechanical Properties. 1,356
Design Allowables, 1,356
Low Cycle Fatigue Life (Nf), 513, 518,
520, 521
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF), 44,131139, 304, 307, 468, 469, 971-977,
1,376, 1,757,1,955,1,956
a+ß Titanium Alloy VT9,1,955,
1.956

Joint Quality
Mechanical Properties, 1,4481,450,1.452
S. wCture, 1,447

Kinematic Softening, 1,762
2,958

1.669. 1.686, 1,688,1,709,1,725,
1,891-1,895. 1.947, 1,950, 2.073.
2.144.2,185,2,187-2,192,2.201.
2.472. 2,685, 2,733, 2,791, 2,805,
2,891, 2,919, 2,923-2,925, 962, 965
Crack Nucleation, 1,636,
1,638
Crack Propagation, 1,636
Creep,284, 285,1,637.1.638
Creep Properties, 314, 317,318
Ductility, 1,891,1,893-1,898
Ductility, Reduction in Area,
Fatigue, 1,636-1,638
Fracture Toughness, 284, 285,
1,1771,637-1,639
Hardness, 1,461-1,468
High Strength, 1,891,1,893
KCV Impact Test. 1.461 -1.468
Small Cracks. 1.637.1.638
Strength-Ductility Balance. 1,891.
1.894-1,897
Structure, 1,461-1,468
Tensile, 283, 284
Tensile Ductility, 1,172-1,177
Tensile Properties, 313, 314
Tensile Strength. 1.172.1.893.
1,895-1,898
Tensile Tests, 1,461 -1,468
Toughness, 1,461-1,468
Mechanical Testing, 297.1.594
Melting Capacity. 58
Melting Furnances, 57
Melting, 57, 59, 60, 2,355, 2,357.
2.377
Gamma Ti. 2.300
IMI 834. 2,293
Plasma Torch, 1,026,1,027
Skull Melting Techniques, 1,026,
1,027
Super 0(2, 2,299
Metal Loss
Bath Temperature Effect, 2,154
Effect of NaNoa Content, 2.153
Metal Matrix Composites (MMC), 447
2,467, 2,479, 2,511, 2,512, 2.518.
2.529. 2,537-2,544, 2,546, 2,561,
2,593, 2,601, 2,609
CermeTi, 2,512-2,518

Fatigue Life, 1,955,1,958,
1,960,1,961
Cyclic Softening, 1,958
Tensile Hold, 1,955,1,960,1,961
Coffin-Manson Plot, 1,955,1,9581,960

Magnetic Seperation, 2,281
Manufacture
Forging Route, 1,358
Melting. 1,357
Pressing, 1,358
Sample Integrated, 1,357,1,358
Upset Forging, 1,358
Martensite, 643-650
Master Alloy, 2,445
Material, 1,851,1,852,1,854-1,858
Ti-6A1-4V, 1,931,1,934-1,936
Materials Distribution, 2,879
Materials, 1,923-1,927,1,929,1,930
Ti-6AI-4V, 1,923, 1,925,1,926,
1,929, 1.930
Matrix Coated Fibre Process, 2,479,
2,480
Mean Stress Effects
Load Ratio, 1,916-1,921
Maximum Stress Intensity,
1,921
Stress Range, 1,921
Mean Stress, 1,751-1,755
Load Ratio, 1,751-1,755
Fracture Surface, 1,754,
1,755
Temperature, 1,751 -1,755
Mechanical Alloying, 793, 798, 829834, 903, 904, 908, 909, 927, 933,
940
Mechanical Behavior, 431-438, 959
Creep Strength, 431-438
Creep Life, 431 -438
Creep Rate, 431-438
Tensile Strength, 407-413,431438
Mechanical Properties, 177,423, 429,
447, 462, 473, 478-480, 505. 535.
554.643-650.816.928.1.299.
1.306.1,555,1.558.1.574.1,591,
2,959

CermeTi-A, 2 514, 2,518
CermeTi-B, 2,514, 2,517,2,518
CermeTi-C, 2,514-2,516, 2,518
Erosion Behavior, 2,496-2,497
Mechanical Properties, 2,4872,489, 2,491, 2,493-2,494
Powder Metallurgy, 2,487-2,494
Particulates Reinforced, 2,4872,491,2,493-2,494
SiC Fiber Strength, 2,500
SiC/Ti-6,242, 2,497
Metallic Magnesium, 2,426
Metallography, 643-650
Metastable-Beta Titanium Alloy, 643650, 1,469,1,947
Micro-hardness, 2,010
Microcracking, 1,665
Micromechanism, 1,155,1,156
Microprobe Analysis
As-Solidified Ti-52AI, 1,095,1,096
Microradiographed, 2,853
Microstructural Stability, 161
Microstructure and Properties
Metallurgical Properties, 243, 244
Microstructure Development, 5,431438
Beta Grain Growth, 431-438
Colony Alpha, 431 -438
Microstructure Modelling, 7
Microstructure Properties/
Relationships, 77-88, 643-650
Microstructure, 497-504, 823,824,
827.1,470-1,473,1,725,1,7411,748,1,852,1,853,1,855-1,858
Basketweave, 456, 460, 462
Bi-Modal, 313
Colonized,456, 460
Effects on Crack Growth, 1,7421,748
Primary Alpha, 1,741-1,743
Transformed Beta, 1,742-1,748
Equiaxed a, 854-856,858-860
Grain Boundary a, 856
Primary a Plates, 457,458,460
Lamellar, 312-314, 455, 456
Lath-Like, 457, 460
a-Platlet,455,460
ß-lnterlayer, 455, 460

Widmanstatten a, 854-856,
858-860
Microstructures, 643-650,1,030,
1,117-1,122
Bi-Modal, 1,189,1,190,1,6361.639
Dendrites, 2,641-2,648
Effect on Properties, 1,648-1,650
Elongated a, 1,836
Equiaxed a, 1,836
Globular, 2,641-2,648
Grain Growth, 1,911-1,913
Grain Shape, 1,908,1,909
Grain Size, 1,908,1,909
Interface Microstructure, 2,636,
2,637
Interface Reaction, 2,633, 2,636,
2,637, 2,639
Lamellar, 1,189,1,191,1,6361.638
Matrix Microstructure. 2,636
Retained Metastable ß, 1.835,
1.841
TIB Needle. 2.637
TiC particles. 2.637. 2.639
Ti-25AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo, l^lTisSia, 2,637, 2,639
Ti-6-22-22, 1,648-1,650
Tread Life. 2.641-2.648
Microvoid Geometry. 1,437
MMC, 161,2,467,2,569
Fiber Coating, 2,471
Reaction Zone, 2,468
Reinforcement, 2,468
Thermodynamics, 2,468
Mechanical Properties, 2,472
Modelling, 2,812
Modulus, 824
Monofilament Composite, 2,569
Morphology, 601

Nanocrystalline Material, 903
Nanostructure Material, 793, 799, 800
Nanostructure, 903
NDE, 2.812. 2.814
Near Alpha Alloys
2,960

Mechanical Properties, 289, 293
Near Beta Titanium Alloys
Ti-10-2-3, 2,673
Ti-17,2,673
Nickel Aluminide, 1,131
Nitrogen Flow Rate, 2,120-2,124
Non-Consumable Electrode, 2,355,
2,356

Particle Reinforcements
SiC, 2,512, 2,513
TiAl, 2,512-2,414, 2,518
TiaAl, 2,512

^62,2,513,2,514,2,517,2,518
TiC, 2,513-2,518
Particle Size Distribution, 1,029
Particulate Composite, 2,469
Particulate Reinforcement, 2,561
Peritectic Solidification
Ti-52AI, 1,091,1,098
Peritectoid Decomposition, 1,993
Phase Diagram, 35, 556
Phase Equilibria, 563, 566,675, 691,
713,1,259,1,262
Phase Morphology, 643-650, 845, 847
Phase Stability, 1,243
Phase Transformation, 27, 588, 590,
591, 593, 597, 600, 601, 643-650,
705, 759, 941, 943, 945,1,5691,573, 1,687
arPhase, 729, 731, 733
Dissolution, 600
Intermetallic, 733
Precipitation, 600, 601
Phase Transitions, 547
Phases
Athermal w, 697, 698, 701, 704
Orthorhombic Martensite a,
697-704

Observations
Microstructures, 484-487
As-Deformed Microstructures,
484-486
Post-Aging Microstructures,
483-485
Omega Phase, 225, 228, 229, 558,
643-650
Omega, Effect on Crack Growth Rate
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 86,87
Ordering Transformation, 785, 788790
Orthogonal Tests, 874
Orthorhombic Phase Alloys, 343, 344,
359, 837, 838, 840-843, 845, 847,
849,1,004-1,006,1,008,1,148,
1,262,1,263,1,669,1,671,1,675
Orthorhombic Symmetry, 721
Oxidation Behavior, 22
Oxidation (by Thermal Exposure), 83,
84
Oxidation Resistance, 1,891,1,892,
1,895-1,897
Oxidation: Weight Gain
IM1125, 2,037
Super Alpha 2, 2,037
Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn, 2,037
Oxide Coatings, 2,005
Oxygen Content Effect on Toughness
Ti-6AI-4V, 81
Oxygen Diffusion Coefficient
IM1125,2,040
Super Alpha 2, 2,040
Oxygen Isotope, 2,424-2,427
Oxygen
Analysis, 823
Effects of, 821, 822, 825, 828

a)r, 697, 700-702, 704
(DS, 697, 700-704
Photometric, 2,287, 2,291
Physical Properties, 431-438, 2,684
Crystallographic Texture, 431-438
Density, 2,698, 2699
Hardness,2,698, 2,699
Modulus of Elasticity, 2,698,2,699
Thermal Expansion, 2,698, 2,699
Transus Temperature, 2,699
Young's Modulus, 431 -438
Physical Vapor Deposition, 2,479,
2,481
Physico-Mechanical Properties, 1,811,
1,812,1,817
Plain Strain Fracture Toughness,
1,155
2,961

Plasma Arc Melting, 1,107,1,2351,237,1,239
Plasma Cold Hearth Furnace, 2,363
Plasma Cold Hearth Melting, 2293
Plasma Melting, 60,1,309, 2,301
Plasma Nitriding, 1,980, 2,127, 2,128,
2,133
Plasma Welding
Butt Welding in Flat Position,
1,461-1,468
Fit-Up Tolerances, 1,461-1,468
General, 1,461-1,468
Horizontal, 1,461-1,468
Protection of the Weld,
1,461-1,468
Vertical, 1,461-1,468
Plasma Spraying, 1,980
Plastic Behavior, 1,859
PM Parts, 9
Poisson's Ratio, 2,609
Postweld Heat Treatment, 1,4701,473
Potentiodynamic Polarization, 2,104
Powder Metallurgy, 8, 431-438, 793,
794, 813,919,1,073, 1,083, 2,5112,514,2,516,2,518
Alloying Advantages, 821
Atomizer, 431-438
Blended Elemental Method,
887-894
Mechanical Properties, 887-894
Microstructure, 887-889, 891-893
Consolidation Processing, 431438
Extrusion, 2,511,2,513, 2,515,
2,516,2,517
Forging, 2,511, 2,513, 2,516,
2,518
Gas Atomization, 280, 822
Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP),
2,511,2,512
Mechanical Properties, 431-438
Microstructure, 281
Particle Distributions, 823
Powder Microstructure, 431-439
Prealloyed Powder, 795
Sintering, 2,513

Precipitation, 643-650
Alpha, 824, 825
Precision Forging, 2,893
Preferred Orientation, 2,119, 2,124
Pressure Nitriding, 1,979
Pressure Welding Process, 1,941
Primary a2,980, 981, 985
Primary Alpha Phase, 643-650
Prior ß Grains, 643-650
Processing Treatments
Forming Temperatures,
1,924-1,928, 1,930
Oxidation Removal, 1,925,1,929,
1,930
Processing Window, 2,235
Processing, 1,937, 1,938
Cold Drawn 2, 2,698
Composite, 2,633-2,640
Consolidation, 2,633-2,635, 2,639
Creep, 2,633, 2,635, 2,636, 2,639
Deforme* jr Drocessing,
407-410,412,413
Diffusion Bonding, 2,633-2,635
Extrusion, 409
Forging 2, 2,698
Ingot & Powder Metallurgy, 1,275,
1,276
Microstructure, 1,275-1,282
Properties, 1,275-1,282
Rolling 2, 2,698
Swaging, 409
Product Development, 16
Product Form, 1,851, 1,852, 1,8541,858
Billet, 1,931-1,936, 1,938
Forging, 1,931-1,933,
1,935-1,938
Sheet, 1,923, 1,925
Properties, 1,852-1,858
Close-Tolerance, 1,433, 1,435
Roundness,1,433
Straightness, 1,433
Crack Growth, 1,924-1,928,1,930
Fatigue, 1,924-1,928,1,930,
1,932-1,938, 2,693-2,694
Homogenous Stress Distribution,
1,433
Microstructure, 1,928-1,930
2,962

Symmetrical. 1,433,1,435
Tensile Properties, 1,924-1,927,
1,930,1,932,1,934,1,935,
1,937,1,938.2,691-2,694
Toughness, 2.692
Young's Modulus, 2,692
Protective Coating, 1,971
Push Out Testing, 2,569-2,572
PVD, 1,980

Rolls-Royce, 2,878
Room Temperature Data, 2,603,2,606

Quality Assurance, 2,805, 2,809

Radioactive Isotope 2,851, 2,852
Radioactivity, 55
Radioautography, 2,851-2,853
Rapid Solidification, 431-438, 796,
821,1,725
Consolidation Processing,
431-438
Mechanical Properties, 431-438
Rare Earth Elements, 1,725
Rare-Earths. 2,892
Reaction Zone, 2,553, 2,555, 2,611
Reaction-Zone Cracks, 2,611
Reactive Sputtering, 2,163
Rebundle, 2,795-2,802
Recovery, 611,614
Recrystallization. 1,203-1,210,1,704
Compression, 1,203-1,210
Grain Size, 582-586
Isothermal Annealing, 582
Non-Isothermal Annealing, 583
Continuous Annealing, 585
Static Recrystallization,
1,203-1,210
TiAl, 1,203-1,210
Reliability, 2,810
Resistivity
Composition Dependence, 699
Temperature Dependence,
697-700
Resistivity-Temperature Curve,
697, 698, 700-703
Ripple Load, 2,169, 2,170, 2,171
Rolled Rod, 603
Rolling Texture, 1,795
2,963

Salt Bath Nitriding, 1,980
Scrap, 62
SCS-6 Fiber, 2,545. 2,546
SCS-6™ Reinforced, 2,553, 2,554
Secondary a2.981,985
Segregation, 2,318, 2,320
Beta Freaks, 2,320, 2,322
Macro Segregation. 2.320,2.321
Self Propagating High Temperature
Synthesis (SHS). 895. 896. 2,519
Separators, 2,290, 2,291
Shape Casting, 68
Casting, 67
Impurity Content, 68
Ship's Bell, 69
Ship, 72
Shape Memory Alloy, 611. 897,895
Shear Lag Analysis, 2,545, 2,546
Shot Peening, 45
SiC Reinforced, 2,479
SiC. 2.561-2,568, 2,570
Silicides in Ti-6.1AI-3.2Zr-3.3Sn-1Nb0.5Mo-0.32Si, 82
Silicon Carbide Fiber, 2,537-2,544
Silicide, 1,777, 1,778
Single Fiber Fragmentation Test,
2,546
Skull
Furnace, 822
Melting, 2,415-2,422
Sliding Friction Force, 2,718
Small Cracks
Fatigue Crack Growth, 1,7501,755,1,916-1,921
Crack Shapes, 1,919,1,921
Effect of Temperature, 1,751 1,755
Fracture Surface, 1,754,1,755
Notches, 1,916-1,921
Stress Intensity, 1,751 -1,755,
1,916-1,918,1,921
Snow Sliding Velocity, 2,715-2,716
Solid Solubility, 659
Solid Solution. 651. 739-741
Solidification Modelling. 11

Solidification, 571, 572, 576, 577
Solidification Structure, 2,3172,323
Solidification Line, 2,319, 2,323
Solidification Temperature, 2,320
Solidification Phenomena, 2,320
Solidus, 12
Solution Treatment Temperature,
643-650
Solutionizing Treatment, 375
Sorting, Automated, 2,287
SP-700 Titanium Alloy -141, 143,
144,146,147, 148
Span to Width Ratio, 2,601-2,604
Spectroscopic Analysis
Intensity of Spectral Line, 2,408,
2,411
Local Thermal Equilibrium, 2,411,
2,414
Spectroscope, 2,407, 2,408,
2,411
SPF/DB, 2,891
Spinodal Decomposition, 722
Sponge Capacity, 54
Sponge: Production Statistics, 2,228,
2,229
Spontaneous Reaction Synthesis
(SRS), 895, 896
Spray Forming, 987, 991
Spray Reaction, 805, 806, 308
Sputter Ion Plating
Ti-6-4, 2,117
Ti(CP), 2,117
Stabilization Heat Treatment, 1,507
Effect on Microstructure, 1,507,
1.508
Statistical Process Control
Automatic Exception Detection,
2,325-2,329
Steady State Creep Rate, 1,251,
1,256,1,257.2,593
Strain and Fracture
Crack Propagation, 527
Critical Resolved Shear Stress,
527
H.C.P Cell Orientation, 527, 528
Slip System, 527
Tensile Opening Crack in Plane
Strain, 527

Triaxial Stress State, 527
Strain Hardening Rate, 1,163,1,166
Strain Rate Sensitivity, 979, 980,
983-985,1,163,1,166
Strain Rate, 683-688, 979-981, 985
Strain Recovery, 2,593, 2,596
Strength-Ductility Relationships, 77-82
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 77-81
Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3AI-0.2Si, 78, 79
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 78
Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI, 79, 80
Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn, 80
Ti-10V-2Fe-5Zr-3AI, 80
Ti-5AI-2Sn-4Zr-4Mo-2Cr-1Fe, 81
Ti-4.5AI-5Mo-1.5Cr, 81,82
Ti-6.1AI-3.2Zr-3.3Sn-1Nb0.5Mo.32Si, 82
Strength, 553, 1,647-1,652
Strength-to-Weight Ratio, 2.878
Strength/Toughness Relationships,
77-82
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 77, 78
Ti-3AI-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, 79, 80
Ti-5AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-2Cr-1 Fe,
81,82
Ti-4.5AI-5Mo-1.5Cr, 81,82
Strengthening
Mechanism of Strengthening,
244-246
Boundary Layer
Strengthening, 241,244-246
Strengthening Process, 241-246
Stress Corrosion Cracking, 2,0742,080, 2,097, , 2,111-2,117, 2,169,
2,170, 2,-,71, 2,172, 2,174-2,175
Stress Intensity Factor, 353,1,804,
1,805,1,869,2,529,2,530
Stress-Induced Transformation,
643-650
Stress-Rupture Strength, 383
Stress-Strain Response, 1,662,1,664,
1,665
Structural Strengthening, 539, 540
Structure, 683-688
Cast Stucture. 2,318, 2,319,2,322
Dendrite Stucture, 2,321
Macrostructure, 2,853, 2,852
Microstructure, 2,852, 2,854
2,964

TA6VAIIoy, 473, 474
TA6V4, 747
TA6Zr5D. 627. 633
TCP. 551. 793. 799, 801. 802
Temperature Measurement
Emissivity, 2,407, 2,408, 2,410,
2,412
Radiation Thermometer,
2,407-2,414.
Surface Temperature,
2,407-2,414
Temperature of Titanium Vapor.
2.407,2,408,2,411,2,414
Thermocouple, 2,407, 2.410.
2,412
Temperature, 979-981,985
Tensilel .852-1,858
Tensile Behavior, 1,678,1,679
Tensile Properties, 117, 145,146,
180, 306, 319-322, 495, 643-650,
1,011-1,013, 1,058, 1,104, 1,346,
1,374,1,593,1,595-1.599.1.787.
1,790.1.861.1.949. 2.674. 2.789
Tensile Strength. 124. 217. 220.
1,831,1,832,1,877, 1,885-1,889
Tensile Testing, 1,074
Tensile Tests, 297, 304, 371, 515,
613,1,780,1,790,1,899-1,902,
2,049, 2,594
Tension Tests. 2.594
Testing Techniques
Tension-Torsion. 1,765-1,767
Dwell, 1.766, 1,767
Tösts
Beta Ti Alloy. 2.697-2.704
Charpy Impact Test. 1.877-1.880
Tiansition Curve. 1.878
Fracture Surface. 1.879.
1.880
Chemical Composition. 1.3581.360.1.431
CMA, 2,318
Commercial Purity Titanium,
1,581-1,586
Compression, 1,702,1,909, 1.910
Corrosion Resistance, 2,702
Creep Tests, 1.191
Creep Resistance, 1,188

Solidification Structure, 2,318,
2,319,2,322
Super az, 1,669,1,670, 1,672,1,675
Super Alpha-2, 979, 980, 985, 986
Alloying Additions, 2,039
Diffusion Bonding, 1,629,1,630
Modelling, 1,626-1,628
Kinetics, 2,040
Oxidation, 2,037
Super Dislocations, 1,148
Super Partials, 1,148
Super Plastic Forming, 6, 202,1,403,
1,404,1,651,1,652
Design, 1,319-1,328
Equipment, 1,319-1,328
Ti-6-22-22,1,651,1,652
Super Plasticity, 1,899-1,904, 2,773,
2,775, 2,777
(J-Phase Proportion, 1,532, 1,533
Deformation Variables, 1,5291,531
Elongation to Failure, 1,531,
1,532
Grain Growth, 1,530,1,531
Material Model, 1,907-1,914
Strain Hardening, 1,913,1,914
Strain Rate Sensitivity, 1,913,
1,914
Tensile Stability, 1,913,1,914
Superplastic Behavior, 871,1,421,
1,422
Surface Oxidation Layer, 1,775
Surface Oxidation, 42
Surface Properties, 2,716
Surface Treatment, 41
Surface
Anodic Oxide, 2,135-2,141
Dielectric Constant, 2,135-2,141
Electrical Impedance,
2,135-2.141
Electrical Resistivity, 2,135-2,141
Oxide Film, 2,135-2.141
Polarization Resistance.
2.135-2.141

T40, Alloy. 473-475
T60 Alloy. 473.474
T-T-T Diagram, 559

2,945

Delamination, 1,963,1,966
Ductility, 487
Elongation, 2,700
Etchant, 2,318, 2,321, 2,322
Etching Condition, 2,322
EtchPit, 2.318, 2,319, 2,320
Flattening Test, 1,434
Fracture Toughness, 1,192-1,194,
2,517
Fretting Fatigue, 1,963-1,968
High Cycle Properties, 1,8291,831
Crack Initiation Site, 1,831 -1,833
Internal Initiation, 1,830-1,834
Subcrack, 1,831-1,833
Fatigue Strength, 1,831
S-NCurves, 1,830,1,831
Impact, 730
Impact Energy, 526
Ingot Hardness, 1,359
Low-Cycle Fatigue, 730, 731
Mechanical Properties, 1,432,
1,434,2,516-2,518
Mechanical Properties at Room
Temperature, 1,360,1,361
Microstructure, 1,361
Modulus (Elastic), 2,516-2,518
Roughness Measurement, 1,432
Strain Path Changes, 1,580-1,586
Strain Rate Jump Test, 1,909,
1,910
Strength, 487
Stress-Strain Curves, 1,703,
2,700, 2,701
Tensile Properties, 484, 487, 488,
526,1,880-1,882, 2,699,2,700
Elongation, 1,880-1,882
Reduction of Area, 1,8801.882
Stress-Strain Curve, 1,881
Tensile Tests, 1,189,1,191
Tension, 1,909,1,910
Ti-IOV-2Fe-3AI, 1,963-1,968
Ultrasonic Behaviour, 1,361
Uniaxial Tensile Properties, 1,581
Wear Properties, 2,702, 2,703,
2,704
Work-Hardening Behaviour,
1,582,1,583

Texture, 271-278.1,000.1.636,1.859
a-Based Alloys. 271-278
Electron Back Scattered Patterns,
271-278
f-Factor,(Kearns), 271-278
Procedure, 280
Measurements, 281
Orientation Distribution Functions
(ODF), 271-278
PoleFigures, 271-278. 283
Quantitative Texture Analysis,
271-278
Texture, Effect on Properties
Ti-6AI-4V, 84-86
Thermal Analysis (CDTA), 596
Thermal Analysis, 588, 590 591, 593
Thermal Conductivity, 2,522
Thermal Residue Stress, 2,537-2,544
Thermal Simulation of Weld HAZ,
1,116-1,121
Thermal Stability, 1,773, 1,775,1,777
Thermal Treatments
Cooling Rate, 1,933, 1,934
Deformation Rate, 1,933-1,936
Thermo-Mechanical Treatments
Cold-Rolling, 482
Working, 482, 483
Warm-Rolling, 482
Thermochemical Analysis, 2,310-

2,312
Thermochemical Processing, 793,
799, 801, 802, 834, 835, 2,009
Dehydrogenation, 853-860
Hydrogenation, 853-860
Thermochemical Treatment, 879,
1,979
Thermodynamic Properties, 27, 336
Thermoelectric, 2,288, 2,289, 2,290,
2,291
Thermogravimetric Analysis, 2,179
Thermohydrogenous Treatment,
549,941
Thermomechanical Processing
(TMP), 193, 209, 210, 399, 431-438,
627, 628, 630, 633, 1,034, 1,035,
1,371,1,372,1,551
(a+ß) Processing, 457-461
(J-Processing, 457-461
2,966

Ti-0.2Pd, 2,217
Ti-0.3Mo-0.8Ni, 2,217
Ti-10-2-3, 463-466
Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI, 79, 80, 255, 1,851,
1,852, 1,854-1,858
Ti-1100 - See Ti-6AI-2.7Sn-4Zr-.4Mo.45Si
Fatigue Crack Growth Behavior,
2,043
Fracture Morphologies, 2,045
Ti-13V-11Cr-3AI, 1,895. 2,201
Ti-14AI-21Nb, 785, 1,453, 1,456,
1,457, 2,545
Ti-15-3,177, 761-765 1,875-1,877,
1,881,1,883,1,884, 1,887-1,890,
1,892,1,895-1,898, 2,209-2,215
Isothermal Transformation,
761-765
Phase Transformation, 761-765
Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3AI-0.2Si, 1, 78, 79,
153,2,737,2,738,2,177,2,185
Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3AI-0.2Si-0.150, 2,209
Ti-15Mo-3Nb-3AI-0.2-Si, 161
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 77-80, 87, 169,
217,1,511,1,867-1,869,1,873,

Extrusion, 431-438
Heat Treatment, 431-438
HIP, 431-438
Pseudo-a Processing, 457-461
Strain, 457-460
Strain Rate, 457-46
Thermomechanical Treatments, 89,
489,490,1,795,1,685,1,686
Cooling Rate, 1,636-1,638
Effect on Properties, 79-82, 84-86
Final Heat Treatment, 1,638,
1,639
Intermediate Annealing, 1,637,
1,638
Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn, 79-81
Ti-5AI-2Sn-4Zr-4Mo-2Cr-1 Fe,
81,86
Ti-4.5AI-5Mo-1.5Cr, 81,82
Ti-6AI-2.7Sn-4Zr-4Mo-.45Si,
84-86
Ti-5.8AI-4Sn-3.5Zr-.7Nb-.5Mo.35Si-.06C, 84
Ti-6AI-4V, 84-86
Thickness Prediction, 6
Three-Stage Deformation, 2,609
Til 5-3 Alloy, 2,609-2,610
Ti 17, 463-466, 1,339
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Effects of Solution Annealing
Temperature, 1,719-1,723
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C. IMI550.16
Ti-6-4 Alloy. 988-992.1.403. 1.404.
1.437.2,860
Surface Hardening, 2.009
TI-6.1 AI-3.2Zr-3.3Sn-1 Nb-0.5Mo0.32Si. 82

Ti-6.5AI-2.2Sn-1.2Zr-2.0Mo-2.2Nb0.281,1.709
Ti-6242, 42, 46. 48, 319, 320, 1,453.
1.456-1.458
Ti-6242S, 295-298
Ti-6246. 2,452, 2,453, 2,830, 2,831.
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TI-662. 489, 490
Ti-6AI-1.7Fe-0.1Si, 2,787, 2,789
Ti-6AI-2.7Sn-4Zr-0.4Mo-0.45Si. 83. 84,
83-86
Ti-6AI-2.7Sn-4Zr-0.4Mo-0.45Si0.07O2, 2,923
Ti-6AI-2Mo-2Cr, 755
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Ti-6AI-2Sn-2Zr-2Mo-2Cr, 1,647-1,652
Ti-6AI-2Sn-2Zr-2Mo-2Cr-0.25Si, 193,
2^0
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, 319, 320, 2,787,
2,789
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.lSi, 1,453
Ti-6AI-3Mo, 755
Ti-6AI-3Mo-V, 755
Ti-6AI-4V Alloy, 1.379-1.386. 5,17. 81,
81.84-86.89-93.96.113.129. 130.
141,145-147, 201,202,206,207, 225228, 619, 777-784,879, 882, 949,
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2,789, 2,867-2869, 2,941, , 2.982
Flow Instability. 1,379-1,386
Forged Bars, 1,835-1,838,1,841
Rolled Plates, 1,835,1,836,
1,839-1,841
Stress-Strain Behavior,
1,379-1,386
Ti-6AI-4V/SiC, 2,601,2.602
Ti-6AI-5Mo-5V-ICr-IFe. 755
TI-6AI-6V-2Sn. 489. 490.1.551-1.553.
2.899
Ti-7Cr. 1.947.1.948
Ti-7Mo-16AI. 185
2,968

TiAI. 933. 938, 959, 960, 965,1,017,
1,057,1,203-1,218,1,653
Alloying Effects, 961
Applications. 967
Cold-Rolling, 964
Compressionl ,203-1,210
Deformation, 963
Dynamic Recrystallization,
1.203-1.210
Environmental Effects. 8. 9
Flow Behavior, 1,203-1,210
Lamellar Structure, 961
Microstructure Types, 961
Recrystallization, 962
Static Recrystallization.
1.203-1,210
TiAI/Tia Al Alloy. 1,299-1,306
TiB2, 2,561-2,568
fimetal 21S, 153-160
TIN, 2,163, 2,165
Titanium
Air Pollution, 2,662
Anodizing Color, 2,670
Applications, 1.998,2,660
Articles, 914-916
Automotive, 2,663, 2,664, 2,665
Bio-Compatibility, 2,670
Buildings, 2,669
Chronoamperometry Study,
1,999,2.003
Clad Steel 2,663
Cold Hearth Melting. 2,231
Control, 2,402-2,405
Corrosion, 2,661
Cyclic Voltammetry Study, 1,999,
2,003
Ecolgical Metal. 2,659. 2.661
Electrolytic. 911-916
Foil, 2,668
Gas-Saturated Inclusions, 2.401
History, 2,660
Low-Grade Spongy, 911,915
Market, 2.660
Mechanochemical. 911-916
Non-Aerospace Applications.
2.659
Piers. 2.666
Processing, 911 2,401

Ti-8AI-1Mo-1V, 2,170. 2,172, 2,174
Ti-AI Equilibrium Diagram, 1,291,1,295
TI-AI System, 547-552
Ti-AI, 548, 552
Ti-AI-Mo-Ni, 2,143
Ti-AI-Mo-Zr Alloy, 233
Ti-AI-Nb Alloy, 1,259,1,260,1,264
Ti-AI-Sn-Zr Alloys-83
Ti-AI-Sn-Zr-Nb-Si, 335 -337
Ti-AI-Ta System, 713-718
Ti-AI-V-Zr Alloy, 233
Ti-Aluminides, 987,1,163
Y-TiAl, 1,275-1,282
Microstructure, 1,275-1,277
Properties, 1,275-1,282
Ti-C-N, 689
Ti-Ca Alloy, 651-653
Ti-Hf-N, 678,675
Ti-IOV-2Fe-3AI, 531-537, 871-873
Ti-1100, 295-298, 303
Ti-MgAlloy, 651-653, 659
Ti-Mn Alloys, 1,733,1,734
Ti-Mo, 539-541
Ti-Mo, Ti-AI, 31
Ti-Mo-AI System, 927
Ti-N, 675,677
Ti-Nb, 539-541
Ti-Ni-{Pd, Ru)-Cr alloy, 2,157, 2,158,
2.159-2,161
Ti-V, 539-541
Ti-V-Fe-AI Alloy, 531-537
Ti-V-N, 747
Ti-Zr 1 Alloy, 743
Ti-Zr2Alloy, 743
Ti-Zr 3 Alloy. 743
Ti-Zr-N. 678. 675
Ti2NbAI. 1,259
TiaAl, 1,195.1.243
Crack Growth. 1.197
Effect on Environment, 1,221,

1,222
Fatigue, 1,220-1,222
Fatigue Props, 1.197
Fracture Toughness. 1,220
Tensile Props, 1,20.1,196
Titanium Aluminide. 1,195
TiaAI-Nb Alloy, 785-790
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Powders. 911.916
Quality. 2.403-2.405
Railroad. 2.667
Reduction. 2.401
Separation. 2.402. 2.403. 2.404
Shipbuilding. 2.669
Sponge. 2.227
Sponging. 2.401-2.405
Sports. 2.670
Ti-Cu Alloy. 408-410. 413
r^-Mo Alloy. 408-411.413
Ti-Y Alloy. 408. 409.411-413
Temple. 2,669
Titanium Electrode Process.
1.997. 1.998. 1.999
Ultra-High Purity. 2.230
Vacuum Arc Remelting. 2.233
Titanium Alloy Grade 2. 5. 9.12. 2.087
Titanium Alloys Ingots 2.851.2.852
Titanium Alloy. 1.741. 1.742.1.811.
1.817. 2.318. 2,511-2.513. 2,515.
2.517
Beta Alloy. 1.876.1.877
Beta Grain Size. 1.877.1.878
Beta Titanium. 1.891.1.892.
1.897
Beta-Type Alloy. 2.689-2,696
Bio-Compatibility. 2,705
Electromechanical Impedance
IMI685. 455. 456. 460
Medical Application. 2,689-2,696
Microstructure. 524. 525
Near-Alpha, 1.741
Crack Growth in. 1.741-1.748
IMI 834. 1.741
Near-a Alloy. 455. 456
Orthopedic Application. 2.705
Oxygen Content. 1.877-1,879
Rolling. 524
Spectroscopy. 2.710
Texture. 525
Tissue Tolerance. 2,689-2.696
Toxicity. 2.689-2.696
T-3AI-2V. 2.513. 2.514
TI-4AI Alloy. 523. 524
TI-6AI-4V. 2.513. 2.514-2.518
Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn. 2.513. 2.514
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, 2.513, 2.514
Ti-Mo Alloys. 698. 700
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Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3AI. 2.689-2.696
Ti-Nb Alloys. 697. 698. 703
Ti-13Nb-13Zr. 2.705
T-V Alloys. 698
Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3AI. 1.876
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI. 1.876-1.882,
1.891. 1.892
Titanium Aluminide Foils. 995
Titanium Aluminides, 30. 301,343.
375. 391.563, 566. 571. 572. 587.
595. 600. 601.713. 793. 797. 829.
831-835, 837, 838. 845. 959. 960.
965. 971. 1.003. 1.009. 1.017.
1.033. 1.041. 1.065. 1.073.1.083.
1.099. 1.131. 1.155. 1.283-1,289.
1.309. 1.453. 1.495. 1.499. 1.503.
1.593. 1.971.2.445
Acoustic Emission. 1.174
Alpha-2. 1.172-1.178
tt2 Phase. 595. 600, 601
Fracture Toughness, 1.177
Microstructure. 1.172, 1.173
Near-y Titanium Aluminides.
1.503
Investment Cast, 1.503
Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Cr Alloy. 1.503
Tensile Properties. 1,172-1.177
Ti-25AI-IINb. 595
Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn. 588. 593
TiB2. 588. 589. 593
TiaAI. 1.179. 1.227
Ti-25AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo. 1.171
Titanium Application, 65. 66.68
Chemical Use. 66
Military Use, 66
Titanium Consumption, 66
Titanium Cast. 3
Titanium Chelate
Acute Toxicity. 2.785
Application m Agriculture.
2.779-2.786
Catalaze Enzyme, 2.782
Chlorophyll. 2.782
Germination of Seeds, 2.780
Physiology Role. 2.780
Photosynethesis, 2.782
Safety. 2.785
Ti Content in Soil 2md Plant.
2.784

Thickness Reduction.
1.364-1,366
Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI (Ti-10-2-3) Alloy,
1,363
Transformation Kinetics, 643-650,
739,1,017
Transgranular Fracture, 375
Transverse Tension, 2,559
Tribological Parameters, 2,034
Tribologically Transformed Structure,
2,065, 2,066, 2,067, 2,068. 2.0692,071
Trobotechnical Characteristics, 2,006
Trobotechnical Properties, 2,006
TTT Diagrams, 643-650, 758,1.344
Tubes
Seamless. 1,429,1,430
Thin-Walled, 1.433
TiAI6V4.1.430
Tubing
Retube, 2.795-2.802
Tube. 2,795-2,802
Tubing, 2,795-2,802
Turbine Blades, 1,587,1,588, 2,673
Two-Phase Titanium Alloy
TC4 Titanium Alloy. 241 -244

Yield and Quality of Crops, 2,784
Yields of Crop, 2,784
Titanium Clad Steel, 1,609
Titanium Fire, 48
Titanium Grade 2, 2,055, 2,056,
2,057, 2.058, 2,059
Titanium Grade 5,2,055-2,058,2,061
Titanium Grade 12, 2,055-2,058,
2,060
Titanium Ingots, 53, 2,377
Titanium Market, 2,243
Titanium Metallurgy, 67, 68
Bleaching Tower, 67
Brazing, 71
Food and Wine, 67
Sports equipment, 67
Welding, 71
Titanium Mono-Nitride, 1,989
Titanium Process Modelling, 3
Titanium Requirements, 2,239
Titanium Sheet, 2,333
Titanium Suicides
Composition, 290, 291
Effect on Properties, 289, 293
Microstructure, 290
Titanium Sponge, 53, 2,287, 2,288,
2,289. 2,290, 2,309, 2,401, 2.423
Titanium Tetrachloride. 2.425
Titanium Turnings, 2,265, 2,281
Titanium Weld, 1,787
Titanium Welding, 71
Corrosion resistance, 65
Surgery. 70
Medicine. 65
TMT. See: Thermomechanical
Treatment
Topography. 2.027, 2.029
Tornado. 2.830
Torsion
Stress-Strain Criteria, 1,767.
1.768
Toughness. See: Fracture Toughness
TQM. 2.811
Trade Studies, 821
Trans-Beta Hot Die Forging, 1,363
Die Temperature, 1,363-1,367
Hot Die Forging. 1,363
Stock Temperature, 1,363,1,364

UAR. 53. 59
Ultimate Tensile Strength. 824, 825,
828
Ultrasonic Inspection, 2,729, 2,731,
2,859
Unalloyed Titanium, 2,073-2,076,
2.077. 2.078, 2,079
Undermatched Weldments
Contact Strengthening. 1,790,
1,791
Joint Strength, 1,790
Fracture Toughness Properties,
1.791
Tensile Properties. 1,790
Unit-Cell Model, 2,610, 2,612
Utility, 2,795

Vacuum Annealing, 845-848.850
Vacuum Arc Furnace, 2355
2,971

Wear Resistance, 2,005. 2.006
Wide Chord Fan. 2.981-2.983
Wrought Processing, 1.099

Vacuum Arc Remelting, 399,
1.235-1,237,1,239
Vapor Quenching, 659
VAR, 2,317, 2.318,2,320
Void Growth. 255,256
VT3-1Alloy, 547. 554,1,445
VT 6 Alloy, 1,445,1,448-1.450
VT 16 Alloy, 1.560-1.563,1,565
VT 19 Alloy. 1,560-1,565
VT 22 Alloy. 1.445,1.449,1,569-1,576
VT 23 Alloy, 248,1,560-1,563, 1,565
VT 35 Alloy, 1,560-1,565

X-Ray Diffraction
Diffraction Profile. 701-703
Phase Constitution, 699

Y203 Dispersion. 813-819
Yield Strength. 824, 825,828,1,877,
2,721

W
Water Brake, 2,721-2,727
Wear Behavior, 2,020
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